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Preface

This course is designed as a textbook for engineering students. 
It embraces the topics in mathematical analysis usually included 
into curricula of technical colleges. The course also contains some 
optional material which may be omitted in a first reading of the 
book; the corresponding items are marked with the asterisk.

There are a number of courses dealing with special divisions 
of mathematical analysis, such as equations of mathematical 
physics, functions of a complex argument and the like, and the
refore, although these divisions are important for mathematical 
education of an engineer, they are not treated in this book. We 
also draw attention to the fact that only a few questions related 
to approximate calculations and programming (e.g. the applica
tion of the differential to approximate calculations, methods of 
approximate solution of equations, numerical integration and 
solutionof differential equations, etc.) are discussed inthiscourse. For 
a thorough study of this subject some other textbooks should be used.

In this course many examples are given which demonstrate the 
application of mathematical analysis to various divisions of 
mechanics and physics. The study of these examples is very impor
tant since the main interest of an engineer lies in solving concrete 
applied problems. At the end of each chapter we give a number 
of questions aimed at checking the understanding of the theore
tical material. In the presentation of the material the main 
emphasis has been laid upon practical aspects, and some purely 
mathematical facts are given witnout proof. On the other hand, 
in some cases detailed proofs of theorems are given, especially 
when this elucidates the meaning of the theorem and shows in 
which way it can be applied. Besides, the study of the proofs 
helps the student to acquire practice in logical argument and 
provides prerequisites for further mathematical self-education.
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Introduction

1. The Subject of Mathematical Analysis. Mathematical analy
sis is an important division of higher mathematics. It should be 
stressed at the very beginning that the classification of mathe
matics into “elementary” and “higher” is rather conventional and 
has no exact criteria.

The divisions of mathematics which are traditionally included 
into elementary mathematics appeared very long ago. For instance, 
the discovery of the basic facts studied at schools in the elementary 
course of geometry is connected with the names of the Greek 
scientists Pythagoras (5th century B.C.) and Euclid. (3rd century 
B.C.). Algebra as an independent science appeared in the 8th 
century A.D.; its foundations were presented by the Uzbek sci
entist Mohammed Al-Khorezmi in his famous treatise. Of course, 
the basic rules of arithmetical and algebraic operations had been 
known much earlier. As to trigonometry whose development was 
closely connected with astronomy, its fundamentals were known 
in antiquity. But since then algebra and trigonometry underwent 
significant changes and assumed their modern form comparatively 
not long ago. For instance, the systematic usage oi algebraic 
notation and symbols is due to the book of the French mathe
matician F. Vieta published in 1591.

The fundamentals of those divisions of mathematics which are 
attributed to higher mathematics were created in the 17th and 
18th centuries in connection with the general progress of natural 
science and industry. The needs of science and industry in a deeper 
understanding and exploration of phenomena of nature led to the 
investigation of processes and motions in the real world. This 
development was first of all connected with studying physical 
phenomena since their quantitative investigation required mathe
matical methods capable of describing interrelations between the 
variations of the quantities involved.

Mathematical analysis is one of the most important divisions 
of higher mathematics; its main object is studying variables and 
their relationships. It is closely related to and based on the con
nection between algebraic and geometrical methods which for the
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first time appeared in analytic geometry created by the French 
mathematician and philosopher R. Descartes (1596-1650). The 
founders of the differential and integral calculus forming the foun
dation of mathematical analysis were I. Newton (1642-1727), the 
great English scientist, and G. Leibniz (1646-1717), the great 
German philosopher and mathematician.

2. Variables and Functions. The fundamental idea of the appli
cation of mathematical methods to natural sciences and engineer
ing is connected with the basic concept of a magnitude. We regard 
as a scalar magnitude everything that can be measured and expressed 
by a number.

In concrete problems of natural and technical sciences we encoun
ter magnitudes of various types. Examples of scalar magnitudes 
are length, area, volume, mass, temperature, etc. Besides scalar 
magnitudes we also deal with vector quantities such as force, velo
city, acceleration and the like. Mathematical analysis begins with 
studying operations on scalar magnitudes which are simpler than 
vectors.

When stating mathematical propositions and laws we usually 
abstract from the concrete physical nature of the magnitudes invol
ved and take into account only their numerical values. Accordingly, 
mathematics deals with a general notion of a magnitude without 
considering its physical meaning. This fundamental feature of 
mathematics, its abstractness, is extremely important since it 
makes it possible to apply mathematical methods to various kinds 
of activity and phenomena and provides its generality and uni
versality. The abstractness of mathematics is a powerful tool in 
practical work and has nothing in common with the indifference 
to reality.

Usually, in a group of magnitudes involved in a problem there 
are some which change while others remain invariable. Variation 
is one of the most important features characterizing what we call 
a motion or a process. A natural phenomenon or an industrial 
process is usually observed as a variation of some magnitudes 
involved which is produced by the change of the others. For instance, 
if the volume of a mass of gas kept at a constant temperature 
varies, its pressure also undergoes a variation. Similarly, in a free 
fall of a body (in vacuum) under the action of gravity we observe 
the variation of the velocity of motion as the distance between 
the body and its initial position changes and also the variation 
of this distance and of the velocity of motion in time. At the 
same time, the acceleration of gravity remains constant at any 
time moment along the whole path.

Therefore, to apply mathematics to studying natural phenomena 
and other kinds of processes it is necessary to introduce the notion 
of a variable.
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If a magnitude assumes different numerical values we call it a 
variable. I f  a magnitude rciains one and the same value we call 
it a constant.

As has been mentioned, from the quantitative point of view, 
every process is characterized by a mutual variation of a number 
of magnitudes. This leads to the most important mathematical 
concept of a functional relationship, i.e. to the idea of an inter
connection between variables.

The main purpose of a natural or technical science is' to estab
lish the relationships between the variables involved in the process 
under consideration and to describe it mathematically. The law 
of a process is nothing but a functional relationship observed in this 
process and characterizing it. For instance, the functional relati
onship between the pressure (p) and the volume (v) of a mass of 
gas having a constant temperature is described by the equality

L
p = — where k is a constant and expresses the general law which
the gases obey in the corresponding circumstances. Its verbal 
formulation saying that the gas pressure at a constant temperature 
is inversely proportional to the volume is an ordinary statement 
of that law. Similarly, the functional relationship between the 
path length (s) covered by a freely falling body in vacuum and
the time taken (t ) is described by the formula s = —gtz where
g is the acceleration of gravity and expresses the general law of 
free fall.

The basic and the most important aim of mathematical analysis 
is to provide a thorough investigation of functional relationships.

3. The Role cf Mathematics and Alathematical Analysis in Natural 
Sciences and Engineering. In mathematics and, in particular, in 
mathematical analysis practical work and observation of nature 
are, as in other sciences, the main source of scientific discoveries. 
In their turn, mathematical methods play a very important role 
in natural sciences and engineering. Mathematical methods lie in 
the foundation of physics, mechanics, engineering and other natural 
sciences. For all of them mathematics is a powerful theoretical 
and practical tool without which no scientific calculation and no 
engineering and technology are possible. Mathematical analysis 
which treats of variables and functional relationships between 
them is particularly important since the laws of physics, mecha
nics, chemistry, etc. are expressed as such relationships.

An important feature of the application of mathematics to other 
sciences is that it enables us to make scientific predictions, that 
is to draw, on the basis of logic and with the aid of mathema
tical methods, correct conclusions whose agreement with reality 
is then confirmed by experience, experiment and practice. Here
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we confine ourselves to two remarkable examples illustrating what 
has been said.

As is known, the modern science of aviation was created by 
the famous Russian scientist Professor N.E. Zhukovsky (1847-1921). 
He derived by means of mathematical methods certain formulas 
and laws which enabled him to predict the possibility of aeroba
tics and, in particular, of looping the loop. Soon the loop was 
in fact performed by the Russian pilot, captain P.N. Nesterov. 
The possibility of looping the loop was thus discovered mathe
matically before it was realized physically!

Here is another example. J . Leverrier, a French astronomer, 
studied planetary motion in the solar system. When applying the 
laws of classical mechanics expressed in the form of some known 
functional relationships he discovered a discrepancy between the 
theoretical results and real observation. Then he found that the 
discrepancy can be eliminated if the existence of an unknown 
planet possessing a certain mass and moving in a certain orbit 
is assumed. Soon this new planet (Neptune) was in fact found 
(in 1846) exactly at the time moment and position predicted by 
Leverrier who thus discovered a new heavenly body by means of 
calculations made on a piece of paper at his desk! Nowadays 
astronomical predictions are taken for granted but they are only 
possible because the techniques of mathematics and mathematical 
analysis are based on our knowledge of objective laws of reality.

In recent years the role of mathematics has still increased 
especially in connection with the appearance of modern high-speed 
electronic computers. Realization of space flights, launching rockets 
to other planets and establishing radio and television communi
cation with them require extremely complicated ar.c! precise math
ematical calculations which cannot be performed without compu
ters. Mathematical methods are penetrating deeply even into such 
traditionally “non-mathematical” sciences as economics, biology, 
medicine, etc. It can be asserted without exaggeration that no 
modern scientific and technical project can be realized without 
resorting to mathematics and its methods.



Chapter I

FUNCTION

§ 1. Real Numbers
4. Real Numbers and Number Scale. Interval. We begin th 

course of mathematical analysis with real numbers. Let us recal 
some basic definitions.

The positive whole numbers 1, 2, 3, . . .  are called nalural.
Adding to the natural numbers all the positive fractions and 

zero and also all the negative integers and fractions we obtain 
the se t1 of all rational numbers. Every rational number has the
form y  where p and q are integers and q=£ 0.

Every rational number can be written either as a finite deci
mal or as an infinite decimal with an indefinitely repeating finite 
block of digits, both types of decimals being referred to as pe
riodic decimals.

The infinite decimals which are not repeating (nonperiodic de
cimals) represent irrational numbers. It can be proved, for instance, 
that the numbers V 2 , j /3 , log3, at, s in 20° are irrational.

All rational and irrational numbers form the set of real numbers.
Now we proceed to the geometric representation of numbers. 

Let us take a straight line and a point 0  on it as the initial 
point (the origin) for reckoning lengths. We also choose a scale, 
that is unit length, and a positive direction along the line.

Definition. A straight line with origin, scale and positive direc
tion for reckoning lengths is called a number scale (or a num
ber line).

We usually think of a number scale as a horizontal straight 
line with positive direction from left to right.

Let us lay off from the origin all the line segments commensu
rable with unit length; as is known from geometry, the lengths

1 The notion of “set” is considered as primitive and well-understood and is 
not defined. Examples of sets as collections of certain elements are given in the 
text of the book. Most often we deal with sets of numbers or points.
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of these segments are expressed by rational numbers. According 
to the chosen positive direction, the line segments set off to the 
right of the point 0  are regarded as corresponding to positive 
numbers and those set off to the left of 0  as corresponding to nega
tive numbers.

Suppose that the end point of a line segment which, relative 
to the chosen scale, corresponds to a rational number a falls at 
a point M of the line. We then say that the point M represents 
the number a or, synonymously, that the number a is the coor
dinate of the point M. Then obviously the point 0  represents the 
number zero.

The points of the number scale representing the rational num
bers are called rational points.

Imagine that we consider the points representing the rational 
1 2numbers of the form ±  ± - j f , • • • with indefinitely growingN;

then the “density” of the set of representing points on the number 
scale also increases. Moreover, we can show that, given any two 
different rational points A and B located arbitrarily close to 
each other on the number scale, there exists an infinitude of ra
tional points lying between them. Indeed, the points A and B 
have rational coordinates a and b. The midpoint (denote itbyC ) 
of the line segment with the end points a and b has the coordi
nate which is also a rational number. The same argument
implies that the midpoint C, of the line segment AC and the 
midpoint Ct of the segment CB are also rational points. Since 
we can proceed in this way indefinitely, it becomes clear that 
there are infinitely many rational points on the line segment
AB.

And yet the rational points do not exhaust the number scale; 
this means that there are also irrational points on it. For, if we 
lay off from the point 0  a line segment whose length is equal 
to that of the diagonal of a square with unit side, the end point 
of the segment falls at a po;nt which is not rational since, as is 
known, the diagonal of unit square is incommensurable with unit 
length and cannot be expresscf' by any rational number. Gene
rally, the ends of all segments set off from the origin which are 
incommensurable with the scale (their lengths are expressed by 
irrational numbers) lie at points which are not rational. We shall 
call these points irrational.

All the rational and irrational points no longer “leave gaps" 
on the number scale, that is, they completely exhaust it. It should 
be stressed that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
set of all points of the number scale and the set of all real 
numbers: every point of the number scale represents one real num-
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ber (which can be rational or irrational) and, conversely, every 
real (rational or irrational) number is a coordinate of exactly one 
point of the number scale.

The number scale is convenient for representing, in a visual 
manner, various relations between numbers. For instance, if one 
number is smaller than another the point representing the former 
lies to the left of the point representing the latter, and to a 
number contained between two given numbers there corresponds 
a point lying between the representing points of those two numbers.

The one-to-one correspondence between the real numbers and 
the points of the number scale makes it possible to identify them 
in the sense that we can make no distinction between a number 
and a point and interpret, depending on the situation, a point 
as a number and a number as a point.

Definition. The set of all numbers (points) contained between 
two given numbers (points) is called an Interval, these two num
bers (points) being referred to as the end points of the interval.

An interval with end points x =  a and x — b where a < 6  can 
be specified by the inequalities a < x < 6; its commonly used 
notation is (a, b). If the end points of an interval (a, b) are 
added to the set of all its points the resultant set of points 
(numbers) is spoken of as a closed interval. The closed interval 
with end points x =  a and x =  b is determined by the inequalities 
a ^ x ^ b  and designated by the symbol [a, b]. In contrast to the 
closed interval [a, b], the interval (a, b) is called open (or non- 
closed). If one of the end points is included into the interval 
while the other is not, the resultant set is specified by the in
equalities a ^ . x < b  (if the end point a is added to the interval) 
or by a < x ^ b  (if the end point b is joint to the interval). Res
pectively, the “semiclosed” intervals thus obtained are denoted 
as [a, b) and (a, b\.

When there is no need in distinguishing whether or not ^n end 
point is included into the interval in question we simply speak 
of an interval.

Besides finite intervals discussed above we often deal with infi
nite intervals. An (open) infinite interval is the set of all numbers 
less than a given number c or the set of numbers greater than c, 
or the set of all real numbers. These infinite intervals are, res
pectively, specified by the inequalities — oo < * < c ,  c < * < - } - oo 
and —o o < * < + o o .  The notation is, respectively, (— oo, c), 
(c, -j-oo) and (—oo, -f- oo).

If in the first two cases the point c is included into the 
interval the resultant sets are denoted as (— oo, c] and 
[c, + oo).

Definition. An open Interval of length 21 with centre at a 
point a is called an l-nelghbourhood of the point a
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The coordinates x of the points belonging to the /-neighbour
hood of the point a {see Fig. 1) obviously satisfy the inequalities

a —/ <  x <  a-\-l
The notion of a neighbourhood of a point will be frequently used 
in our course.

If a point x belongs to a given interval this is designated with 
the aid of the inclusion relation £ . For instance, the notation

I I 
a -l a a*l

Fig. 1

x £ [a , b] means that x  is one of the points of the closed interval 
[a, b], or, which is the same, the number x satisfies the inequa
lities a t ^ x ^ b .  Similarly, x£(a ,  b) means that a < J t < b ,  etc.

An analogous inclusion relation c= is used for expressing the 
fact that one set is a part (a subset) of another set; for instance, 
[a, b]c(c, d) means that all the points of the closed interval 
[a, b] belong to the open interval (c, d), etc.

5. Absolute Value.
Definition. The absolute value (or the modulus) of a number A 

Is a number, denoted as |A |, which is equal to A, if A is posi
tive or equal to zero, ana equal to — A if A is negative:

A if A^sO 
—A if A <  0

Hence, |A | is always a nonnegative number (that is positive 
or zero). |A | is equal to the length of the line segment connect
ing the origin with the point representing the number A on the 
number scale.

The relation
| A | <  B where B >  0 (*)

is equivalent to the two relations
(**)

For inequality (*) means that the point A is at a distance less 
than B from the origin, which is only possible when this point 
belongs to the interval (— B, B), i.e. belongs to the B-neighbour- 
hood of the origin, which implies inequalities (**). The converse 
is also obvious.

The condition that x belongs to an /-neighbourhood of a point a 
(which is expressed by the inequalities a—/ <  x <  a - f /)  can now 
be written as |x —a |< / .
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Let us proceed to establish the following propositions on abso
lute values:

(1) The absolute value of a sum does not exceed the sum of the 
absolute values of the summands, that is

M + 5 + C + . . . + D | < | i 4 | + | B H - | C | + . . . + | D |  (***)
Let us begin the proof with the case of two summands. It can 

be checked directly that if A and B are of the same sign the 
left-hand and the right-hand members of relation (***) are equal 
and that if their signs are different the former is less than the 
latter. Now, passing, in succession, from two summands to three, 
from three to four and so on we readily prove the desired gene
ral assertion. The sign of equality only appears in relation (***) 
when all the summands are of the same sign.

(2) The absolute value of a difference is not less than the diffe
rence of the absolute values of the minuend and the subtrahend:

\ A - B \ ^ \ A \ - \ B \
To prove the assertion let us put A — B =  C. Then A =  B + C  

and, according to the above,
\A\  =  \B +  C \ ^ \ B \  +  \C\ =  \ B \ + \ A - B \

that is
\ A - B \ ^ \ A \ - \ B \

(3) The absolute value of a product is equal to the product of 
the absolute xralues of the cofactors:

\ A - B - C . . . D \  =  \ A \ - \ B \ - \C \ . . . \ D \
(4) The absolute value of a quotient is equal to the ratio of the 

absolute values of the dividend and the divisor:
M L  M l
I B 1“  | f i | if B ^ O

The last two assertions are quite evident.
6. Approximate Calculations. In engineering sciences and prac

tical work we almost always deal with numbers expressing appro
ximate numerical values of the magnitudes involved.

We know that a number of successive identical measurements 
of one and the same magnitude always result in a sequence of 
different values (although the discrepancy may be very small). 
When the measure of a concrete magnitude is said to be equal 
to a given number it is simply meant that the corresponding 
measurements give results for which the discrepancy is so small 
that it can be neglected.

In the applications of mathematical analysis to natural and 
engineering sciences we always have to carry out certain calcula-
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tions. and the final result is expressed numerically and obtained 
by means of calculations. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to 
be able to perform accurate calculations. But in what practical 
sense should the term “accurate calculations” be understood?

First of all the result must be of course sufficiently precise. 
But, on the other hand, another condition which is, to a certain 
extent, opposite to the above, should hold: the accuracy must 
not be excessive or fictitious. And, finally, it is desirable to carry 
out the calculations speedily with minimum labour and time. 
When calculating one should always keep in mind these require
ments.

Now we proceed to define basic notions related to approximate 
calculations.

Let A denote the precise value of a magnitude which is being 
measured or, simply, a number.

Definition. A number a  Is called an a p p ro x im a te  value of A 
with an error a  if

A — a =  a

For an approximate equality we shall use the symbol
A m  a

The number a can be less than A (i.e. a <  A) or greater than A 
(a >  A). In the former case a >  0, and a is a minor approxima
tion of A, and in the latter case a < 0 , and a is a major appro
ximation of A. It docs not often matter which of these two cases 
takes place.

The error a  and the precise value of A are usually unknown, and 
therefore it is important to determine a bound e which cannot 
be exceeded by the absolute value of the error: | a |  is not greater 
than f, that is |a |< I e .

Definition. The absolute value | a |  of the error is called the 
absolute error. If It is known that the absolute error | a |  of an 
approximate value a does not exceed a positive number e, this 
number e is termed the l im it in g  absolute e rro r  of the appro
ximate value a :

\A  — a | < e
or, equivalently,

— es^/1  — a  < e

The number e is not determined uniquely since every number 
greater than a given absolute error can serve as a limiting abso
lute error and can be taken os the number e.

For instance, the number 3.24 is an approximation to the num
ber 3.2447 having an absolute error of 0.0047, and at the same 
time it is an approximate value of 3 .2447... with a limiting
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absolute error of 0.005 since 0.0047.. .< 0 .0 0 5 . By the way, even 
when the error is known it is sometimes more convenient to 
indicate the limiting error; for instance, in this example it is 
more convenient to indicate the limiting error 0.005 instead of 
the error 0.0047.

Suppose that we carry out a measurement with the aid of a 
simple measuring instrument. Then it is often possible to deter
mine the limiting absolute error. If, for instance, a length is 
measured with a ruler with graduation mark (scale division) of 
one centimetre it is clear that the error does not exceed 0.5 cm. 
Here of course we only mean the error introduced when reading 
the data from the ruler. It is generally assumed that the limiting 
absolute error of reading the meter of a measuring instrument 
does not exceed half the graduation mark.

For brevity, the word “limiting” is often omitted and the li
miting absolute error e is simply called the absolute error.

The smaller e, the more accurate the approximate equality At&a. 
It should be noted that it is impossible to judge upon the 

accuracy of an approximation by the absolute error itself; to 
estimate the accuracy we must have at least approximate infor
mation about the value of A. For instance, an absolute error 
of 0.5 m indicates an imperfect measurement of the height of a 
room while it indicates a sufficient accuracy in a measurement 
of the dimensions of a lot of land; if the same absolute error is 
obtained when measuring the altitude of a mountain the accuracy 
of the measurement should be considered very high. The quality 
of an approximation is usually judged upon by the ratio of the 
error to the value of the magnitude in question, that is by the 
relative error understood as the absolute value of the ratio of 
the error a  to the exact value of A.

Since usually we only know a lim iting absolute error e and an 
approximate value a of the magnitude A the relative error is 
estimated with the help of the lim iting relative error.

Definition. The l im it in g  r e la t iv e  e rro r  6 is the ratio of the 
limiting absolute error to the approximate value a  of the magni
tude A:

As above, the word “lim iting” is usually omitted and the term 
“relative error” is understood as the lim iting relative error. The 
smaller the lim iting relative error, the better the approximation 
and the more accurate the measurement or calculation.

Relative errors are usually expressed in per cent. To obtain the 
percentage from a given relative error the latter should be m ul
tiplied by 100.
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(2) one or several intervals (finite or infinite) of the number 
scale.

In the former case we speak of a function of an integral 
argument and in the latter of a function of a continuous ar
gument.

The set of values assumed by a function y  is called the range 
of the function.

Let us consider some examples of functions.
1. The air temperature t  at a given place measured during the 

day is a function of time t since to every value of the variable t 
there corresponds a definite value of the magnitude t .

2. The perimeter P of a regular polygon inscribed in a given 
circle is a function of an integral argument which is the number n 
of sides of that polygon. The domain of definition of this func
tion is the set of all positive integers n greater than or equal 
to 3. Another example of a function of the same argument is the 
area S  of that regular polygon.

3. The area S  of a circle is a function of its radius r which 
can take on any positive value. To every value of r belonging 
to the interval (0, oo) there corresponds a definite value of S 
determined by the formula

5  =  n r3

The domain of definition of this function is the set of all po
sitive real numbers, that is the positive semi-axis 0 <  r <  oo.

4. The distance s travelled by a body freely falling in vacuum 
is a function of the time t of the fall. To every value of t there 
corresponds a definite value of s specified by the formula

s =  j g P

where g  is the acceleration of gravity. The domain of definition 
of this function is the interval [0, T) where T  is the time of fall.

We see that the dependence of the distance travelled in a free 
fall of a body on the time taken is of the same character as the 
dependence of the area of a circle on its radius: in both cases 
the function is directly proportional to the square of the indepen
dent variable. From the point of view of mathematics this is the 
only important feature of these relationships since in mathema
tics we are interested in the way in which the function depends 
on its argument but not in the concrete physical phenomenon 
described by the given functional relationship. In mathematical 
analysis the functions discussed in Examples 3 and 4 are simply 
regarded as particular cases of the so-called quadratic function 
(see Sec. 16).
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The definition of a function does not require that the function 
should necessarily vary as the independent variable changes. For 
instance, in Example 1 it may turn out that the air temperatu
re t  remains constant during a time period t, but this does not 
prevent us from considering the temperature as a function of time.

Let us consider another example. The function
*/ =  acos5 x -f  b s ir fx

where a and b are constants, takes different values depending on 
the values of x if a=£b. But if a —b the function y  is a constant 
equal to a for all the values of x.

Thus we can say, including the latter particular case, that the 
expression acos^-i-bsin**  is a function of x for any values of 
the constants a and b .

8 . Methods of Representing Functions. To represent or, which 
is the same, to specify a function means to indicate its domain 
of definition and the rule according to which for any given value 
of the independent variable the corresponding value of the func
tion is found. The basic methods of representing functions are 
the tabular method, the analytical method (the representation by 
means of a formuta) and the graphical method.

1. Tabular method. When specifying a function by means of 
a table we simply write down a sequence of values of the inde
pendent variable and the values of the function corresponding to 
them. This way of representing functions is widely used; for in
stance, the reader is undoubtedly familiar with tables of loga
rithms, tables of trigonometric functions and their logarithms, etc.

The tabular method is particularly often used in natural scien
ces and engineering. The numerical results obtained in a sequence 
of observations of a process are usually compiled in a table. For 
example, suppose that when studying the dependence of the elect
rical resistance r  of a copper rod on the temperature t° we obtain 
the following table:

l 0 19.1 25.0 30.1 36.0 40.0 45.1 50.0

r 76.30 77. SO 79.75 80.80 82.35 83.90 85.10

The resistance is a function of the temperature, and the table 
specifics the values of this function for the given values of the 
independent variable.

An advantage of a tabular representation of a function is that 
for any value of the independent variable included into the table
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If, for example, we want to apply the methods of mathematical 
analysis to investigating the functional relationship betv/een the 
temperature and electrical resistance of the copper rod, discrete 
values of the magnitudes involved, even compiled into a table of 
large capacity, are insufficient for this purpose, and a formula 
connecting the values of the independent variable and of the func
tion is needed.

The analytical method also possesses some disadvantages:
(a) the lack of visuality;
(<b) the necessity of calculations which sometimes may be lengthy.
III. Graphical representation. We begin with the following de

finition.
Definition. The graph  of a function (in rectangular Cartesian 

coordinates) is the locus of all points whose abscissas are the va
lues of the independent variable and the ordinates are the cor
responding values of the function.

In other words, if we take the abscissa equal to a value of the 
independent variable the ordinate of the corresponding point of 
the graph is equal to the value of the function corresponding to 
that value of the independent variable. When plotting a graph 
we can take similar or different scales along the coordinate axes.

Usually the graph of a function is a curve1 (which, in a parti
cular case, can be a straight line). For instance, the graph of 
the quadratic function y = x ■' is a parabola whose axis coincides 
with the positive half of the axis of ordinates; the graph of the
function y = - j  is an equilateral (rectangular) hyperbola for which
the coordinate axes are the asymptotes, etc. The graph of a con
stant function is, apparently, a straight line parallel to the axis 
of abscissas.

Conversely,ifevery curve in the plane Oxy such that any straight 
line parallel to the axis of ordinates has no more than one com
mon point with it serves as the graph of a function: the values 
of this function are equal to the ordinates of the points of the 
curve corresponding to the abscissas equal to the values of the 
independent variable.

Hence, the notion of a curve and that of a function are closely 
interrelated. The specification of a function generates a curve which 
is the graph of that function; conversely, the specification of a 
plane curve generates a function for which this curve serves as 
its graph. The graphical representation of a function consists in 
specifying its graph.

In physics and technical sciences functions are often specified 
graphically, and in many cases this is the only possible way of

1 The graph of a function of 2 discrete argument is a set of disjoint points, 
in the xp-plane, with integral abscissas.
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describing the function. This is most often the case when a self- 
recording apparatus is used whose tracer automatically records 
the variation of one magnitude depending on the other (which, 
for instance, can be time). This results in the appearance of a 
curve on the tape of the apparatus which is the graph of the 
functional relationship recorded in the experiment or measurement. 
For example, a barograph, a device of this type, records a baro- 
gram, that is the graph of the atmospheric pressure, and a ter- 
mograph traces the graph of the temperature as a function of 
time.

The graph of a function, like a table, does not provide facili
ties for a direct application of the methods of mathematical ana
lysis, and this is a demerit of the graphical method; but, at the 
same time, it has an important advantage: the graphical represen
tation is visual and demonstrates directly the character of the 
variation of the function.

9. Notation. To express the fact that a variable y is a function 
of a variable x  we use the notation

y = f ( x )
(read “y is equal to / of x”). Here the letter/symbolizes the law 
of correspondence between the independent variable and the func
tion. Besides /  any other letter can be used for this purpose: F, 
q>, <3>, etc. We sometimes also write y = y(x).  The symbol of func
tional relationship is followed by the symbol of the independent 
variable written in the parentheses.

Some well-known and widely used functions are denoted by 
certain standard symbols: logx, sinx, arccosx, etc.

As was said, in the relation y = f ( x )  the symbol /  designates 
the rule of correspondence, and in the case of an analytical repre
sentation of a function it also indicates a set of mathematical 
operations (and their order) which should be performed on x  to 
obtain y. For instance, in the formula

f(x) =  ]/rxi + s in x
the symbol /  means that for the given value of x  its square and 
the value of the sine of x are first found after which the results 
are added together and the square root is extracted from the sum.

If we simultaneously deal with two functions for which the 
functional relationships between the variables involved are the same, 
they can be denoted by a common symbol. But if the relation
ships differ the symbols must also be different. For example, the 
area S of a circle depends on its radius r like the surface area Q 
of a sphere on its diameter d, and therefore in both cases we can 
write

S =  /(r )  and Q=f ( d)
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using one and the same symbol f. But if we want to express the 
fact that the circumference l =  2nr and the area S  =  nr* of a circle 
are functions of its radius r we cannot use one and the same sym
bol and must use two different symbols; for instance, we can write

/ =  / (r) and S =  <p (r)
If we take a concrete value of the independent variable and 

substitute it into the expression of the function we obtain a par
ticular (concrete) value of the function. Let the particular value

of a function y = f(x)  correspon
ding to x — a be equal to b. Then 
we write

& =  /(<*)
The latter relation is no longer 
understood in the sense that b is 
a function of a since both a and b 
are constants. In this case we 
should say “b is equal to the 

value of the function /  for the value of the independent variable 
equal to a”; for brevity it is usually said “b is equal to /  of a”, 
but one should bear in mind the precise meaning of the statement 
indicated here. The notation y is also frequently used in 
such cases.

The point M of the graph of a function y  = f{x) corresponding 
to the abscissa x =  a has the ordinate f(a),  which is written as 
M[a, f{a)}  (Fig. 2).

10. Basic Elementary Functions. Composite Function.
Definition. The class of basic elementary functions includes 

the following functions:
(1) the power function y  =  x a where the exponent a is real;
(2) the exponential function y  =  ax where a is a positive 

number different from 1;
(3) the logarithmic function y  =  loga x  to the base a which 

is a positive number different from 1;
(4) the trigonometric functions _y=sin x , y=s  cos x , y —tan x  

and also the less frequently used functions y = s secx,  ysscscx  
and _y=cotje;

(5) the Inverse trigonometric functions ^ sa rcs in * , y t=  
=arccosx, _y =  arctan x  and also y = arcsec x , _yss=arccscjtr and 
y  =  arccot x.

These functions are well known from the elementary course of 
mathematics studied at schools, and we shall briefly discuss them 
in § 3.

The basic elementary functions can be used to construct more 
complicated functions by means of arithmetical operations (ad-
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dition, subtraction, multiplication and division) and a new ope
ration of forming “a function of a function” to which we pro
ceed now.

Let a function u =  q>(je) of the argument x  be defined on a set D, 
G being the range of that function u. Furthermore, let another 
function y  =  f(u)  be defined on the set G. Then, to each value of 
x  belonging to the set D there corresponds a definite value of « 
belonging to the set G, and to u, in its turn, there corresponds 
a definite value of y. Therefore, ultimately, to each value of x  
from the set D there corresponds a definite value of y, and hence y  
is a function of x. Denoting this new function by y = F ( x )  we 
can write down the expression of the function F(x) in terms of 
the functions f  and <p:

y  =  F(x) =  f[<p(x)]
It is said that F(x) as function of x  is a composite function1 

(“a function of a function”) formed of the functions f  and <p. The 
function « =  <p(x) entering into the expression /  [9 (*)] is referred 
to as the intermediate mriable.

Thus, the argument of a function can be an independent vari
able or an intermediate variable dependent on another indepen
dent variable. It is the latter case when a composite function 
appears. For instance, the function y — sin*x can be regarded as 
a composite function of x  since y  can be interpreted as a quadra
tic function of an intermediate variable which, in its turn, is 
equal to the sine of the independent variable x: if the interme
diate variable is denoted by u we can write y  =  u* where u =  sinx.

A composite function can be obtained by applying the opera
tion of forming a function of a function to more than two con
stituent functions. A given function can be represented as a com
posite one in many ways, and an appropriate choice of such a 
representation often facilitates the application of the techniques 
of mathematical analysis.

11. Elementary Functions.
I. The functions constructed of basic elementary functions and 

constants by means of a finite number of arithmetical operations 
and operations of forming a function of a function are called 
elementary functions.

For example, all the functions written below are elementary:

y ~ a  + 26tan2x"^3c sin**» if =  3—

y =  log(x+V T +x2), y=arc tan
1 The term “composite function” characterizes only the way in which the 

analytical expression of the function is obtained and does not mean that this
function necessarily has a complex structure in the ordinary sense.
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using one and the same symbol /. But if we want to express the 
fact that the circumference l =  2nr and the area S  =  nr* of a circle 
are functions of its radius r we cannot use one and the same sym
bol and must use two different symbols; for instance, we can write

/ =  /(/■) and S  =  <p (r)

If we take a concrete value of the independent variable and 
substitute it into the expression of the function we obtain a par
ticular {concrete) value of the function. Let the particular value

of a function y — f{x) correspon
ding to x =  a be equal to b. then 
we write

b =  /(a)

The latter relation is no longer 
understood in the sense that b is 
a function of a since both a and b 
are constants. In this case we 
should say “b is equal to the 

value of the function /  for the value of the independent variable 
equal to a”; for brevity it is usually said ub is equal to /  of a”, 
but one should bear in mind the precise meaning of the statement 
indicated here. The notation y \x~a= b  is also frequently used in 
such cases.

The point M of the graph of a function y = f { x )  corresponding 
to the abscissa x = a  has the ordinate f(a),  which is written as 
M[a, f{a)}  (Fig. 2).

10. Basic Elementary Functions. Composite Function.
Definition. The class of basic e lem en ta ry  fu n c tio n s  includes 

the following functions:
( 1) the pow er func tion  y  =  x a where the exponent a  is real;
(2) the exponentia l fu n c tio n  y  =  ax where a  is a positive 

number different from 1;
(3) the logarithm ic fu n c tio n  y  —  loga x  to the base a which 

Is a positive number different from I;
(4) the trigonom etric  fu n c tio n s  y = s in  x ,  _y=oos x , y  = ta n  * 

and also the less frequently used functions ^»s=secx, y=:cscjc 
and ys= scotx;

(5) the inverse  trigonom etric  fu n c tio n s  jp=arcsin jr, y =  
ssrarccosj:, y = a ret an x  and also y = .  arcsecx, y = a rc c sc x  and

= a rcco t x .
These functions are well known from the elementary course of 

mathematics studied at schools, and we shall briefly discuss them 
in § 3.

The basic elementary functions can be used to construct more 
complicated functions by means of arithmetical operations (ad-
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dition, subtraction, multiplication and division) and a new ope
ration of forming “a function of a function” to which we pro
ceed now.

Let a function u =  <p(jc) of the argument x  be defined on a set D, 
G being the range of that function u. Furthermore, let another 
function y =  f(u)  be defined on the set G. Then, to each value of 
x  belonging to the set D there corresponds a definite value of u 
belonging to the set G, and to u, in its turn, there corresponds 
a definite value of y. Therefore, ultimately, to each value of x  
from the set D there corresponds a definite value of y, and hence y  
is a function of x. Denoting this new function by y  — F(x) we 
can write down the expression of the function F(x) in terms of 
the functions f  and 9 :

y =  F(x) = f [  q>(*)l
It is said that F(x) as function of * is a composite function1 

(“a function of a function”) formed of the functions f  and 9 . The 
function u =  9  (*) entering into the expression /  [9 (*)] is referred 
to as the intermediate variable.

Thus, the argument of a function can be an independent vari
able or an intermediate variable dependent on another indepen
dent variable. It is the latter case when a composite function 
appears. For instance, the function t/ =  sin2x can be regarded as 
a composite function of x  since y  can be interpreted as a quadra
tic function of an intermediate variable which, in its turn, is 
equal to the sine of the independent variable x: if the interme
diate variable is denoted by u we can write y  =  u* where w =  sinx.

A composite function can be obtained by applying the opera
tion of forming a function of a function to more than two con
stituent functions. A given function can be represented as a com
posite one in many ways, and an appropriate choice of such a 
representation often facilitates the application of the techniques 
of mathematical analysis.

II. Elementary Functions.
I. The functions constructed of basic elementary functions and 

constants by means of a finite number of arithmetical operations 
and operations of forming a function of a function are called 
elementary functions.

For example, all the functions written below are elementary:

y =  r~o>?!—r" + 3 ^ s in ax, ^__2+9 a +  26 tan2 x  1 ' a 3 _ y ^

jr =  log(x+ j/T + 72), , # =  arctan
1 The term "composite function” characterizes only the way in which the 

analytical expression of the function is obtained and does not mean that this
function necessarily has a complex structure in the ordinary sense.
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The important role of the class of elementary functions lies in 
the fact that applications of mathematical analysis to problems 
of physics and engineering most often involve elementary functions.

A formula expressing an elementary function makes it possible 
to determine the domain of definition of the function, which is 
important for mathematical analysis. Let us consider some examples.

( 1) The domain of definition of the function y = x1-\-2x—5 
obviously coincides with the entire number scale.

(2) The domain of definition of the function y — is the whole
number scale with the point x =  0 deleted for which this for
mula loses sense since the division by zero is impossible. Thus, 
the domain of definition consists of two infinite open intervals:

— oo <  x <  0 and 0 <  x  <  -1- oo

(3) The domain of definition of the function y — V  1—x2 is the 
closed interval [—-1, + 1] since for every point of this interval, 
that is for every x satisfying the inequalities — l ^ x ^ l ,  the 
expression V 1 — takes on a real value while for any point ly
ing outside this interval it does not assume a real value.

(4) The domain of definition of the function y — V x2 — 1 is the 
union of the two infinite intervals — o o < x ^ — 1 and - f - l ^ x <  
< oo (which can also be expressed by the inequality | x | ^ l ) ,  
that is the whole number scale with the interval (— 1, + 1) 
deleted.

(5) The domain of definition of the function i/ =  logx is the 
open infinite interval 0 < x < - f o o .

(6) The domain of definition of the function » =  2* ~ ~ 5!
' ' * }r8 - x 3

is the open interval (—5, 2) since the expression log(x+ 5) is 
defined for x > —5 while the expression K 8—x* for x ^ 2 ,  and 
the point x =  2 should be excluded because the denominator of 
the fraction vanishes at that point.

In concrete problems may encounter functions whose doma
ins of definition are wid*r than the natural range of their inde
pendent variable coherent with the conditions of the problems. 
For example, the area 5 of a circle is expressed in terms of its 
radius r by the formula

S = nr2

Although this formula is applicable to all real values of r, it is 
senseless to take a negative or zero value of the magnitude r 
since it is a radius of a circle which must be positive. The do
main of definition of this function coherent with the geometrical 
conditions is restricted to the interval 0 < r  <-{-«>.
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Another example of this type is the functional relationship 
describing the basic law of the theory of elasticity known as 
Hooke's1 law. It states that the elongation of a bar is directly 
proportional to the magnitude of the tensile force, that is y  — cx 
where y  is the elongation, x  is the magnitude of the force and c 
is a proportionality factor which is cons
tant for the given bar. If this function 
is considered irrespective of the physical 
meaning of the magnitudes involved its 
domain of definition consists of all the 
real values of x. But, as is well known,
Hooke’s law only holds for small elonga
tions, and this imposes restriction of the 
domain within which the formula remains 
applicable.

We often deal with functions which 
have different analytical expressions on Fig- 3
different parts o! its domain of definition.
For instance, let us define a function, say y = f{x ) ,  by means of 
the formulas

( 0 for x < 0  
y = f(x) = \ 2 y~x for 1

( 1 4-x for x  >  1

This function is defined throughout the *-axis; its graph is de
picted in Fig. 3.

Examples of nonelementary functions will be considered later on. 
II. Algebraic and transcendental functions. Using the power 

function y  — xn with a positive integral exponent n we form a 
polynomial

y = a0xn+ atxn - 1 + . . .  +  a„.
The coetficients of the polynomial are arbitrary real numbers. If 
ao^ 0  the function y  is said to be a polynomial of the nth degree. 
A polynomial of zeroth degree is a constant. It is clear that every 
polynomial is a function over the whole number scale. A poly
nomial is also referred to as an entire rational function.

A rational function is a quotient of two polynomials:
flnsn+atx" — +g n

The domain of definition of a rational function is the whole axis 
of abscissas with the exception of the points (the roots of the 
denominator) at which the denominator of the fraction vanishes.

1 R. Hooke (1635-1703), an English physicist.
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Here are examples of such functions: 

y ^ x 3— 3x +  5, tj =  — :y, y= Y 3y*— 1 
x3-|-n

When, for a given value of the independent variable x, the 
corresponding value of a rational function is computed, only ari
thmetical operations on the variable x  and on the constant coef
ficients are performed, that is, addition, subtraction, multiplica
tion (including raising to a positive power) and division. It should 
be noted that the coefficients of the polynomials in the numera
tor and in the denominator can be irrational numbers (for instance, 
this is the case in the last example).

A wider class of functions is obtained if, besides the arithme
tical operations, the extraction of roots is allowed. For instance, 
we then can form the functions

■ , - y v r r i -  « =

The total number of operations must of course be finite. The 
functions obtained in this way enter into the class of algebraic 
functions.

The class of algebraic functions whose general definition will be 
given in Sec. 12 is not exhausted by the above functions.

Every function not belonging to the class of algebraic functions 
is called a transcendental function.

12. Implicit Functions. Multiple-valued Functions. Up to now 
we confined ourselves to those functions specified analytically for 
which the left member of the equality defining the function is the 
variable tj alone while the right member is an expression only 
involving x. We shall call such functions explicit. Such are, for 
instance, all the functions discussed in Sec. 11.

But a more general equation connecting two variables and not 
resolved in one of them can also specify one variable as a function 
of the other.

For example, in the equation 2x-}-3|/ =  6 of a straight line the 
ordinate tj can be regar .ed as a function of the abscissa x  defined 
throughout Ox. Indeed, to every value of x  there corresponds 
a definite value of y  determined by this equation of the straight 
line. In such cases we say that the function is specified implicitly. 
To obtain its explicit expression we should resolve the equation 
in the dependent variable. In the above example this leads to the2
explicit function y  — 2—j x .

Now take the equation of the circle

x'~ +  t f = l
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Here we see that to each value of x  lying between —1 and 1 
there correspond, instead of one, two values of y  (see Fig. 4). 
Accordingly, equation x2+y* =  1 represents not one but two fun
ctions y =  -f- V 1 — x* and y = — jA  — xa each of which is defined 
on the interval [—1, 1J. If x  assumes a value not belonging to 
this interval the equation from which y  is found has no real 
solutions.

We can also say that the equation x2-\-y2=  1 defines y  as a mul
tiple-valued (in th is particular case two-valued) function of x. The 
functions y — -\-V  1 — x* and y  = —V 1— x2 are then called the 
single-valued branches of the multiple
valued function1. The general interpreta
tion of a functional relationship including 
multiple-valued functions considered as 
aggregates of single-valued branches 
will be often used in what follows. In 
this approach we can say that an imp
licit function y  (which can be multiple
valued) of an independent variable x is a 
function whose values are found from an 
equation connecting x and y  and not sol
ved in y. Fig. 4

To obtain the explicit representation 
of an implicit function the given equation must be resolved with 
respect to y. This is by far not always readily achieved and some
times is even impossible. For instance, the equation

y*— 3xy+x* =  0

y=+Yl-xz

=-Yf-x2

specifies y  as a function of x, but it is more difficult than in the 
above examples to obtain its explicit expression since this is con
nected with the solution of the algebraic equation of the third 
degree. If we take the equation

y + x  2*=  1
which also determines y  as a function of x we see that it cannot 
be solved algebraically, and y  cannot be expressed explicitly in 
terms of x. In this case it is rather difficult to analyse the domain 
of definition of the function y  and separate its single-valued 
branches.

1 We do not consider functions which can be obtained from the same equa
tion such that for some x’s their values are given by the formula y —-\- V 1 —x2 
and for the other x ’s by the formula y = — V 1 — x2. The graph of such a fun
ction is not a continuous curve; for instance, let the reader think about the 
graph of the function specified by the conditions y=-f- V  I —x2 for x £ [—1,0] 
and y —— Y 1 — ** for *G[0. 1J*
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Equations of this type can be solved numerically. Numerical 
methods which make it possible to compute an approximation to 
the value of y  corresponding to a given particular value of x will 
be discussed later on (see Sec. 77).

One must not think that any equation connecting xand ^neces
sarily defines a function of one variable. For example, there are 
no real values of x and y  satisfying the equation x! -f- if--f 1 =  0 
since its left member cannot be equal to zero. A more detailed 
analysis of implicit functions will be given in Sec. 117.

The notion of an implicit function makes it possible to state 
the general definition of an algebraic function.

Definition. An algebra ic  fu n c tio n  is a function y  —y  (x) spe
cified by an algebraic equation

Po (x )y  Jr P i(x)y-1+ . . .+ /» „  (x)= 0
where Pj{x)  ( j =  0 , I, . . . ,  n) are polynomials.

In the general case an algebraic function is multiple-valued, and 
it is more natural to consider it as being defined in a domain of 
the complex plane.

§ 3. Characteristics of Behaviour of Functions. 
Some Important Examples

13. Simplest Characteristics of Functions. To investigate a fun
ction means to characterize its variation (or, as we say, Hsbehaviour) 
as the independent variable changes, In what follows v/e shall 
always suppose (unless the contrary is stated) that when an inde
pendent variable changes it increases and that when it passes front 
smaller values to greater ones it assumes all the intermediate values.

As the reader proceeds with the study of this course, and more 
sophisticated methods become available we shall pass to a more 
complete description of functions. But now, since we can only use 
the techniques of elementary mathematics and fundamentals of 
analytic geometry the behaviour of a function y =  f{x) is charac
terized by the following simplest features:

I. Zeros of a function and its sign in the given interval. II. The 
property of being even or odd. III. Periodicity. IV. fncrease or de
crease in the given interval.

I. Definition. A value of x  for which a function vanishes, that 
is y(jc) =  0 , is called a zero  (or a root) of the function.

On an interval where a function is positive its graph lies above 
the x-axis, and on an interval of negative sign under the x-axis. 
At a zero the graph of the function has a common point with 
Ox (Fig. 5).

II. Definition. A function y = f ( x )  is said to be even  if the 
change of the sign of any value of the independent variable does
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not affect the value of the function:

A function is called oa’rf if the change of the sign of
any value of the argument results in the change of the sign of the 
function white its absolute value remains invariable:

In this definition it is assumed that the function is defined in 
a domain symmetric about the origin of coordinates.

Examples of even functions are y =  x° and y =  cos* and examples 
of odd ones are y = x3, y — sinx, y =  tan.v.

/ [ V F / T v
— I— -J— i——

- X  0  X  X

Even function
j r o x  x  

Odd function

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

The graph of an even function is symmetric with respect to Oy. 
The graph of an odd function is symmetric about the origin. Let 
the reader prove these properties (see Fig. 6).

An arbitrary function can of course be neither even nor odd; 
for example, such are the functions y — x -F 1. y — 2X and y —
=  2 sin x-j-3 cos*.

III. Definition. A function y t = f ( x )  is said to be period ic  if 
there exists a number aspfc 0 such that for any x  belonging to the 
domain of definition of the function the values jc -f-a  and x  —  a  
of the independent variable also belong to the domain of definition, 
and the identity

/ ( *  +  « ) = / ( .* )
holds. Every such number a is called a p erio d  of the function. 

If a function f(x) is periodic with period a the equalities
/(*  +  2 a) = f(x), f ( x+3a)  = f(x),
f ( x — a) = f(x),  / (* —2a) =  /(x)

take place, and, generally
f  (x+ka) = f(x)

for any x and any (positive or negative) integer k. Thus, if a is 
a period the number ka is also a period.
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In what follows, when speaking about a period of a function 
we shall mean, as a rule, its least positive period (referred to as 
the primitive period) provided that it exists.

The function // =  sinx is an example of a periodic function; its 
period is equal to 2n. If a periodic function is not defined at 
a point x0 the same applies to all the points xe-\-ka where a is 
the period and It any integer. For instance, the function y = tanx
whose period is equal to n is not defined at the points y -ffo i.

The function i/ =  K sinx  is periodic with period 2n. It is defined 
on the intervals where sin x ^ O , that is for 2^ - i ^ x ^ ( 2A + l)n

where k is an integer (which may 
be positive, negative or zero).

If a periodic function is defi
ned throughout the number 
scale it is sufficient to investi
gate it in any interval whose 
length is equal to the period of 
the function, for instance, in the 

interval 0 ̂  x <  a (a is the period), since the values of the function 
at all the other points of Ox are found by means of simple shifts, 
along the axis of abscissas, of the points of the graph of the fun
ction on the interval 0 ^ x < a ,  by ka where k = 0, ± 1, ± 2.... 
Thus, the whole graph of a periodic function with period a is ob
tained from its part on an interval whose length is equal to the 
period of the function by an infinite number of shifts by a along 
Ox in the positive and negative directions (see Fig. 7).

IV. Important characteristics of the behaviour of a function 
are its increase and decrease.

Definition. A function is said to be in creasing  on an interval 
if to greater values of the argument belonging to that interval 
there correspond greater values of the function; similarly, it is 
called d ecrea sin g  if to greater values of the argument there cor
respond smaller values of the function.

Thus, f(x) increases on the interval [a, b] if for any values x, 
and x, of the argument satisfying ;he condition at^LXt < xt ^ b  
the inequality / ( * , ) < / (x,) holds; similarly, it decreases on [o, b] 
if for any x, and x. satisfying the condition a< Ix , < x z^ b  the 
inequality / ( * , ) > /(x*) takes place.

For example, the function y =  2* increases on the entire x-axis 
while the function y —2~x decreases on it. The function y = xl 
descreascs on the interval (— oo, 0] and increases on the interval
[0, oo).

If the graph of a function is traced from left to right (this 
corresponds to the increase of the argument x), then for an in
creasing function the moving point of its graph goes upward
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Fig. 8

(relative to the positive direction of Oy), and for a decreasing 
function it moves downward (see, respectively, the lines AB  and 
CD in Fig. 8).

The increase and the decrease of a function can be interpreted 
in a broader sense. A function f(x)  is called nondecreasing on an 
interval [a, b] (or increasing in 
the broad sense) if the condition 
a ^ x l < x t s^.b implies the slack 
(nonstrict) inequality /  (x}) ^  / (xt).
Accordingly, if this im p lie s /(x ,)^
^ / ( x s) the function is said to be 
nonincreasing (or decreasing in the 
broad sense).

This type of increase or decrea
se in the broad sense is most of
ten characteristic of functionshav
in g  different analytical expres
sions on different intervals; for instance, the function whose graph 
is shown in Fig. 3 is nondecreasing throughout Ox.

An interval of variation of the independent variable on which 
the function increases is called its interval of increase, and an

interval on which the function dec
reases is called its interval of dec
rease. Both types of intervals are 
referred to as intervals of monoto
nicity of the function, and the 
function itself is said to be mono
tone in such an interval.

It is usually possible to break 
up the interval on which a func
tion is considered into a number 

each of which the function is monotone. For 
9 where the graph of a function defined on

Fig. 9

of subintervals on 
instance, see Fig. 
the interval [a, b] is shown; this interval is split into the inter
vals [a, x,], [x„ x,], [x„ x3] and [x3, b], on which, respectively, 
the function aescreases, increases, decreases and increases.

For simple functions whose graphs are known the intervals 
of monotonicity are easily determined; later on (see Sec. 59) some 
techniques will be developed which make it possible to find the 
intervals of monotonicity of a function without constructing it's 
graph.

Another important characteristic of a function is given by the 
following

Definition. If a function assumes, on a given interval, a value 
which is greater (less) than all the other values, this value is 
called the g re a te s t  (the le a s t) value of the function on that interval.
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greater the number of points M constructed in the coordinate 
plane, the more accurate the representation of the graph.

Knowing the graph of a function y =  f(x)  we can readily con
struct the graphs of the functions y = f ( x )  +  b, y =  f ( x +a) ,  y = 
= Af(x)  and y — f(kx)  where b, a, A and k are given numbers. 
The points of the graph of the function y — f ( x ) + b  are obtained 
by the translation of the points of the graph of y =  f(x) along 
the y-axis: the points are moved by a distance of | 6 | upward if 
b >  0 and downward if b <  0. The v/hole graph thus undergoes 
a parallel displacement upward or downward by b units of length.

For constructing the graph of y — f{x-\-a) we perform a parallel 
displacement of the graph of the original function f(x)  along Ox 
shifting it by a distance of a to the left if a > 0  and by |a |  to 
the right if a <  0. This follows from the fact that the values of 
the functions y = f ( x )  and y — f ( x + a )  are equal when the value 
of x is equal to x0 for the former function and to x0— a for the 
latter (x0 is arbitrary).

To obtain the graph of the function y =  Af{x)  we multiply all 
the ordinates of the original graph of A.  For a positive A this 
means that the ordinates are increased A times. If A <  0 we 
construct the graph of the function y =  \A\ f ( x )  and then take 
its reflection through Ox. If k > 0  the graph of the function 
y =  f(kx)  is obtained by decreasing k times the abscissas of all 
the points of the graph of y ~ f j x ) .  If k < 0  we construct the 
graph of y = f ( \ k \ x )  and take its reflection in the t/-axis.

Finally, to obtain the graph of the function y =  Af[k(x-\-a)] +  b 
we construct, in succession, the graphs of the functions (x) =  
= f(x +  a) and f,{x) =  f [k{x+a)]  (resulting, respectively, from a 
parallel displacement along Ox and uniform | k |-fold extension 
(contraction) along Ox with centre at the point x =  — a), and 
then the graphs of f3{x) =  Af t (x) and y =  f3(x) +  b (obtained by 
an extension and a translation along Oy). See Fig. 10 which
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demonstrates the construction of the graphs of the functions 
t/ =  2 sinx, i/ =  s in 2x and i/ =  sin from the given graph of
the function t/= s ln x .

Knowing the graphs of two functions y — f x{x) and y — ft (x) we 
can readily construct, by purely geometrical means, the graph of 
the function y — alf t {x) +  atf t (x) where a, and at are constants. 
To this end, we multiply the ordinates of the functions /, (x) and 
f t (x) by, respectively, a, and at, and then add together the ordi
nates of the curves thus obtained. An expression of the form 
aif i (x) +  atft(x ) is called a linear combination of the given func
tions h  (x) and /, (x). A linear combination of an arbitrary number 
of functions is formed in the same manner.

15. Direct Variation and Linear Function. Increment. When two 
variables are related so that their ratio remains constant one of 
them is said to vary directly as the other; or such variables are 
said to be (directly) proportional. The fact that y is proportional 
to x is expressed by the formula

ty -a x
where a ^ O  is a constant referred to as the constant of propor
tionality or factor of proportionality or constant of variation.

A  feature of this functional relationship is that if x,, yx and 
x„ yt are two pairs of mutually corresponding values of x  and y 
then yt 'y t = x i :x1.

li y —ax then x — ~ y ,  and hence if y  is proportional to x then
x  also varies directly as y, but the new proportionality factor is 
the reciprocal of the former.

Direct variation is a particular case of a more general functional 
relationship described by a linear function of the form

y ~ a x + b
where a and b are constants.

If 5 =  0 and a=fcQ the linear functional relationship reduces to 
a direct variation; if 5=^0 the variable y is no longer proportio
nal to x.

Every linear function is defined throughout the number scale. 
As is known from analytic geometry, the graph of a linear function 
is a straight line. The constant coefficients a and 5 are, respec
tively, equa* to the slope of the straight line (that is to the 
tangent of the angle of inclination of the line to Ox) and to the 
ordinate of the point of the line with abscissa x =  0 . For 5 =  0 
the graph of the linear function (expressing a direct variation) 
is a straight line passing through the origin. It is clear that for 
a positive a the linear function is increasing on the entire x-axis 
and for a <  0 it is decreasing throughout Ox.
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Now we introduce an important definition which, together with 
the corresponding notation, will be permanently used.

Definition. Let a variable u pass from its arbitrary (initial) 
value «, to another (terminal) value ut. The difference between 
the terminal and the initial values is called the increm ent of the 
variable a  and is denoted by Aa:

Am =  o2 —
The increment Am can be positive, negative or zero. Accordingly, 

in the first case the variable u increases when it passes from m, 
to ua =  M1 +  AM, in the second case it decreases and in the third 
case, when ul = u a it remains 
invariable: Au =  0.

Note that the expression Am 
should not be thought of as 
the product of A by m: this is 
a unified symbol designating the 
difference between the terminal 
and the initial values of the va
riable M.

If the independent variable* 
receives an increment Ax the 
function y =  f(x) also gains an increment: Ay =  f(x -\-Ax) — f(x). 
On the graph the increment of the function is represented by a 
line segment parallel to Oy taken with the sign -f or — depending 
on whether the ordinate increases or decreases as the abscissa 
passes from the initial value to the terminal value (see Fig. 11 
where the initial values of the abscissa are denoted as x, and the 
terminal ones as x2). For an arbitrary function its increment 
depends not only on the increment Ax of the argument but also 
on the chosen initial value of x; this is clearly seen in Fig. 11.

Now we proceed to prove the following important property of 
the linear function.

Direct Theorem. The increment of a linear function is directly 
proportional to the increment of the argument and does not depend 
on the initial value of the argument.

Proof. Let the argument receive an increment Ax and pass from 
a value x of the abscissa to the value x+A x; then the function 
gains an increment Ay and passes from its value y  to the new 
value y +  Ay. Hence, we have

and
y —ax-\-b 

y + A y  =  a(x + Ax)+ b
On subtracting the former equality from the latter we obtain

A y= a Ax
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which is what we set out to prove.
This relation can also be derived geometrically. Indeed, it is 

seen from Fig. 12 that Ay and Ax are the lengths of the legs 
of the right triangle ABC, and tan a  =  n. Therefore

Ay =  tan a  • Ax =  a Ax

This property completely characterizes the linear function in the 
sense that there are no other functions distinct from linear ones 
possessing the same property. To show this we shall prove the 
converse of the above theorem.

Reciprocal Theorem. If the Increment of a function is directly 
proportional to that of the argument and is independent of its

initial value the function is 11-
H L

AL ^L _. \Ax £ y*Ay
y /

Ax /  _
s  0 X x+Ax c

near.
Proof. Suppose that we are 

given a function y =  /(x) for 
which the increment Ay taken 
for any x is proportional to the 
increment of the independent 
variable Ax:

Ay = aAx
Fig. 12 where a is a constant. Let the 

function / (x) assume a value b for 
x =  0, that is f(0) — b. If the argument passes to an arbitrary 
new value x the function takes on a new value y =  /(x). In this 
case the increment of the argument is equal to Ax =  x —0 =  x 
while the increment of the function is Ay =  y—b. Consequently, 
by the hypothesis, we must have y—6 =  ax whence

y =  ax+ b
for any x, which is what we wanted to prove.

Every uniform process in which to any two equal increments 
of one variable there correspond equal increments of another 
variable is described by a linear function.

For instance, a motion is uniform if during any equal intervals 
of time (/) equal path lengths (s) are travelled; then As =  vAt 
where o is the constant velocity of motion. The basic property 
of the linear function then implies that s =  o /+ s 0 where sB is the 
path corresponding to the time moment t =  0. This is the equation 
of uniform motion.

Uniform processes are the simplest but they play a very impor
tant role.

16. Quadratic Function. A quadratic function is specified by 
the equality

y =  ax*-j-6x - fc
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where a, b and c are constants (a=£0). Every quadratic function 
is defined throughout the je-axis.

In the simplest case when b = c  =  0 the quadratic function has 
the form y= axi , its graph being a parabola with vertex at the origin 
and axis coinciding with the positive y-axis for a > 0  and with 
the negative y-axis for a <  0. As is known from analytic geometry, 
in the general case the graph of the function 
y  = axt + b x + c  is a parabola with axis pa
rallel to Oy and vertex at the point M 0
with abscissa x = —^  and ordinate y  — —

— ̂ ' ~Aa°C • The parabola opens upwards or
downwards depending on whether c > 0 or 
a <  0 (Fig. 13).

The quadratic function has only one 
change in the character of its variation: it 
either first increases and then decreases or 
vice versa. Namely, if a >  0 it decreases on
the interval ^—oo, — attains the least 

value y =  — ■&8~g4gc- at the point x =  — ̂

and then increases on the interval ^ +  ooj. In this case the
greatest value does not exist. Conversely, for a <  0 the function 
has no least value; it first increases and attains its greatest value
at the point x — — ̂  and then decreases.

Fig. 13

For example, the quadratic function y = xa—5x-f-4 has a =  1 >  0 
and therefore possesses the least value. There is no need in con
structing its graph to determine its least value since the above
formulas indicate that it is assumed at the point x =  —^ = 2 . 5

and is equal to y —------^ — =  — 2.25. (The least value y = — 2.25
can also be obtained by substituting x =  2.5 into the expression 
of the function.)

Problems of determining the greatest and the least values of 
functions often arise in various applications. Let us consider two 
examples.

(1) It is required to find, among all the rectangles with a given 
perimeter P, the one .of the greatest area.

Denote one of the sides of the rectangle by x; then the other
p

side is equal to — x. Consequently, the area 5  of the rectangle
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is determined by the formula

S = x { T ~ x ) = - T x - xi 
and thus is a quadratic function of x. Since a =  — 1 <  0 the 
function possesses the greatest value; it is attained for;e =  — ^ = 4 ' 
and is equal to

P_ p ( p \ i  P»
2 ‘ 4 V 4 J — 16

p
But a rectangle with perimeter P whose one side has the length -j-
is a square. Hence, from all the rectangles with given perimeter 
the square possesses the greatest area.

(2) A shell is shot vertically upward from an anti-aircraft gun 
placed at the height A0 =  200 m above sea-level, the initial velo
city of the shell being v0 — 500 m/s. How long does it take the 
shell to reach the maximum height above sea-level and what is 
this maximum height (air resistance is neglected)?

Air resistance being neglected, the motion of the shell can be 
considered as uniformly decelerated with negative acceleration — g. 
Then, as is known, the height h of the shell above sea-level at 
time I is expressed by the formula

A =  ft0+  «.<-■§■

Hence, A is a quadratic function of t, and a =  — '§ •< 0 . The
greatest value of the function h (that is the maximum height of 
the shell above sea-level) is attained for

, b v0 500 151 s

Consequently, the shell reaches its maximum height 51 s after the 
shot, and the greatest value of h is

/ /  =  200+500-51 51*= 12,955 m «  13 km

In reality, due to air resistance, H is considerably smaller.
17. Inverse Variation. Linear-fractional Function. When the ratio 

of one variable to the reciprocal of another variable is constant 
one of them is said to vary inversely as the other. The inverse 
variation of y as function of x  is described by the formula

where a is a constant (a=£0). We also say that y is inversely 
proportional to x.
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A feature of this functional relationship is that if *,, yt 'and 
xt, y t are two pairs of mutually corresponding values of x and y 
then yi ’-y1= x t :xt .

If y  =  ̂  then x =  — ; hence if y  is inversely proportional to *
then *, in its turn, is inversely proportional to tj with the same 
coefficient a.

Inverse variation is a particular case of a more general functional 
relationship described by a linear fractional function of the form

ax+ b
cx+ d

where a, b, c and d are constants (c=^0). For o =  0 and d =  0 
it reduces to inverse proportionality.

Linear-fractional function (•) is defined over the whole x-axis
except for the point x = — —  ̂which coincides with the point

* = 0  in the case of the function y =- j ^ j .
We shall suppose that be— ad since, if otherwise, the linear-

fractional function degenerates into a constant. For if bc =  ad,
we put a= cm  and b = —=dm  where ——m, and obtainc c

a x + b _cmx+dm
cx+ d cx+ d

cx+ d  „m ----r—r  ~  mcx+ d

Performing a translation of the coordinate axes we readily 
prove that the graph of a linear-fractional function is an equi
lateral hyperbola with asymptotes parallel to the coordinate axes. 
Indeed, i f  the origin of the translated system is placed at the
point O' ^ j  the equation of the graph of linear fractional
function (•) in the coordinates O'x'y' takes the form

//' =  A - where a' —bc~ ad9 x> c2

(by the hypothesis, be—o d # 0 ,  and therefore a '=#=()). The latter 
equation describes an equilateral hyperbola whose asymptotes are 
the new axes O’x ’ and O’y', that is the straight lines

x =

Thus, to construct the graph of a linear-fractional function we 
draw through the point ^ t h e  straight lines parallel 
to the coordinate - axes, take them as the new coordinate axes 
and trace the equilateral hyperbola with semi-axes equal to V 2Ja' J.
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The sign of the expression a' =  -  ^ ad- , i.e. the sign of be—ad,
determines the quadrants in which the hyperbola lies: if be— ad >  0 
the hyperbola is in the first and third quadrants and if be—ad < 0  it 
is in the second and fourth quadrants.

As an example, consider the function

Here we have a = l ,  6 = 1, c = l  and d =  — I, and, consequently, 
the asymptotes of the hyperbola are the lines x =  — 4 = 1  and

y — •— =  1. Furthermore, a ' =  ^ ^  =  2, and hence the semi-axes
of the hyperbola are equal to yr2 \a '\ =  2. Fig. 14 demonstrates 

the graph of this function; it lies 
in the first and third quadrants for
med by the asymptotes since be— 
— ad — 2 >  0.

In the particular case of in
verse proportionality, i.e. for
y =  - j  , the asymptotes coincide
with the coordinate axes.

The behaviour of the linear-frac 
tional function is clearly seen 

from its graph:
In every interval of the x-axis

not containing the point x — — 4
Fig- I4 linear-fractional function (*) either

only increases or only decreases. 
The character of variation (that is increase or decrease) depends 

on the sign of the expression be—ad: if be—a d >  0 the function 
is decreasing and if be— ad < 0 it is increasing.

X 1 1Let us again consider the f» action y =  — y whose graph is
depicted in Fig. H. For the values of x  less than 1 the function 
permanently remains less than unity and decreases as x  approaches 
unity. When the argument x passes from the values of x  smaller 
than 1 to those greater than 1 the function “makes an infinite 
jump" and passes from the values which are negative and arbit
rarily large in their absolute values to arbitrarily large positive 
values. After this jump, as x increases, the function decreases 
remaining greater than unity and approaching unity when x  grows 
indefinitely.
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§ 4. Inverse Function. Power, Exponential 
and Logarithmic Functions

18. Inverse Function. Consider a function y = f(x) with a domain 
of definition (that is the admissible set of the values of x) D and 
a range (the set of the corresponding values of y) G. We say that 
the function y =  f(x) specifies a mapping1 of the set D onto the 
set G. The definition of the notion of a function implies that to 
each point of the set D there corresponds a uniquely determined 
point of the set G. If, in this mapping, each point of the 
set G corresponds to a single point of the set D the mapping 
(the correspondence) is said to be one-to-one. For a one-to-one 
mapping to different points of the set D there correspond different 
points of the set G.

For instance, the function y — x3 specifies a one-to-one mapping 
of the whole axis Ox onto Oy since to every value of x there 
corresponds a single value of y, and, conversely, to each y there 
corresponds a single value of x equal to ] /y .

For the function y = xi the mapping of Ox (which is its domain 
of definition) onto the interval [0, oo) of the y-axis (which is the 
range of the function) is not one-to-one because to every y > 0  
there correspond two values of x: x — -\-V y  and x = —V~y.

The function y =  sinx maps the entire Ox axis onto the inter
val [—1, 1] of the y-axis. It is apparent that this mapping is 
not one-to-one: to every value of y  belonging to the interval 
(—1, 1] there correspond an infinite number of values of x.

If a function y  =  f(x) performs a one-to-one mapping of a set D 
onto a set G then, according to the above definition, this corres
pondence assigns to every value of y  belonging to the set G a 
single value of x belonging to the set D. Therefore we can say 
that this defines a function x =  <p(y) whose domain of definition 
is G and range D. We see that in this construction the roles of 
the variables x  and y  are interchanged: y  becomes an independent 
variable and x a function. The functions y = f ( x )  and x=qp(i/) 
thus related are said to be mutually inverse.

If the mapping of the set D onto the set G is not one-to-one 
then, to some values of y (and possibly to all of them) there 
correspond several different values of x, and we thus encounter 
the situation which was described in Sec. 12 where implicit func
tions were considered. Namely, in this case the inverse function 
x ~ y ( y )  is multiple-valued (we also say that the inverse mapping 
specified by the function y = f(x) is many-to-one). This question 
will be discussed in more detail later on, and now we proceed

1 In modern mathematics the terms “function” and “mapping” and also 
“transformation" and “operator”, are used .synonymously—7Y.

4*
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to establish a geometrical relationship between the graphs of 
mutually inverse functions and to study techniques for construc
ting the graph of the inverse of a given function.

Let a variable y  be represented as an implicit function of x:
y = f { * )  (•)

The same equation can be interpreted as defining x  as an impli
cit function of y. To find the explicit expression of this function 
we should solve (provided this is possible) equation (*) with 
respect to x :

x=<p(y) n

It is clear that if the correspondence between the points of the 
ranges of the functions x  and y  is one-to-one the functions y=f(x)

andx=<p (y) are single-valued 
ymXlI and mutually inverse. For in-

x - tu l  /*  „3 stance, if y —x s then x = Y y ,  
and if y =  10* then x = lo g ^  
(in both cases there holds the 
condition tha t the correspon
dence is one-to-one). It is easily 
verified that the inverse of a 
linear function is also a linear 
function and that the inverse 
of a linear-fractional function 
is also a linear-fractional func
tion.

If a function is originally 
specified implicitly, i.e. by an 
equation connecting x  and y, the 
resolution of the equation with

Fig. 15

respect to y  and with respect to x  results in a pair of mutually 
inverse functions (of course, on condition that the correspondence 
between the points of t \e  ranges of x  and y  is one-to-one). For 
example, the equation xy-~Zx— y — 1 = 0  defines the mutually
inverse functions y —- ~ —r and * =  ̂ 44  (both functions are linear-“ "a *i 1 y o
fractional).

Equation' (*) and (**) describe one and the same curve in the 
xy-plane, out for the function /  the axis of its argument is x 
while for the function 9  this role is played by Oy.

For instance, if y=-xi then x = \ / y .  The graph of these rela
tionships is a cubical parabola (Fig. 15).

If we want to construct the graphs of tv/o mutually inverse 
functions so that x is the axis of the argument for both of them 
we should denote the independent variable in formula (•*) by x
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and the function by #, that is, like in formula (•). Then we 
receive

y=q>(*)
In this notation the letter x  designates the independent variable 
and the letter y  the function for both mutually inverse functions 
y =  f(x)_ and y = y\x). For example, the functions y= x*  and 
y = V x  or # = 10* and y  =  \ogx are mutually inverse.

Note that if the operations indicated by two mutually inverse 
functions are performed, in succession, on an arbitrary _value 
of x, this value remains invariable. For example, J /x * = x , 
(p rx)9 = x and lo g l0* =  x, 10,o**= x .

In the general form this property can be written as

9 lf (* )]= *  and /[<p(*)]=*

that is, when applied in succession, the symbols of two mutually 
inverse functions “cancel out”. In the first relation the value 
of x  should belong to the domain of definition of the function 
y = f ( x )  and in the second relation to the domain of definition of 
#=<p(x). For instance, the identity lo g l0 * = x  is valid for 
all x  while the identity 10,o* * = x  only holds for x > 0.

If the correspondence between the points of the ranges of x  and 
y is not one-to-one these relations can be violated; for instance, 
this is the case for V~i? which has the two values x  and— x.

There is a simple relationship between the graphs"of y —f(x) 
and #=q>(x):

The graphs of two mutually inverse functions #=<p (x) and y = f  (x) 
are symmetric with respect to the bisector of the first and third 
quadrants.

Indeed, let
y —f ( a) —b

for x —a. The point M (a, b) belongs to the graph of the given 
function. Therefore the point M'  with coordi- » 
nates (b, a) belongs to the graph of the inverse * 
function since 0 =  9 (6). We have (see Fig. 16)
A O N ' M '  =  &ONM,  which im p liesA T O M ' =
= /_N O M  and OM' =  OM. It follows that, in 
the first place, the bisector OR of the first and 
third quadrants serves as the bisector of the 
angle MOM’ as well, and, in the second 
place, the triangle & M O M ’ is isosceles.
Therefore, the bisector OR is in fact a sym
metry axis of the triangle MOM'.  Thus, for every point of 
the graph of the given function there is a point on the graph of

Fig. 16
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the inverse function such that these points are symmetric about 
the bisector of the first and third quadrants. Since the converse 
is, apparently, also true the desired assertion has thus been proved.

Consequently, if the graph of a function is given the graph of 
its inverse can be obtained from the former by a mere reflection 
in the bisector of the first and third quadrants, that is, by the 
rotation about the bisector through 189\ Such a construction is 
illustrated in Fig. 15 where it is shown how the graph of the

function y =  \Y x  is obtained 
from the graph of its inverse 
y = x l.

Nov; we proceed to establish 
conditions under which a map
ping of a set of values of x onto 
a set of values of y  is one-to- 
one; these conditions guarantee 
the existence of the single-valued 
inverse of the function y=f{x) .  
If to every value of x  there 
corresponds a single value of y, 
every straight line parallel to the 
axis of ordinates intersects the 
graph of the function at no more 
than one point, and vice versa, 
certain values of y  to the values 

of x  possesses the same property, the above condition should also 
hold for the straight lines parallel to the axis of abscissas. It is 
clear, geometrically, that these conditions hold i} the given func
tion is monotone; then the inverse function is also monotone.

Here we shall not present a rigorous proof of this assertion 
limiting ourselves to its geometrical visuality implied by the 
relationship between the graphs of two mutually inverse functions 
established above.

If the given function is not rr motone the situation becomes 
more complicated. For instance, take the function whose
graph is a parabola (see Fig. 17). Let us split the domain of 
definition of the function (which is the whole number scale) into 
two intervals on which the function is monotone: (—oo, 0] and 
{0, oo). In each of these intervals the function y = x * possesses 
the inverse: for the interval (— c», 0] the inverse function is 
£/ =  — Y x  and for [0, oo) it is y — JrV~x (Fig. 17). The symbol 
Y x  designates the arithmetic (i.e. positive) root.

As in Sec. 12, we can say that the inverse of the function 
y = x i is a multiple-valued (in this concrete case two-valued) 
function, the functions y =  -~ Y x  and y =  —]/3c being its single-

If the correspondence attributing
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valued, branches. (In future we shall write, for brevity, y —V~x 
instead of y — - f / r )

In what follows, when speaking of mutually inverse functions, 
we shall assume, without further stipulation, that they are both 
monotone in their domains of definition.

If a function in question is not monotone we break up its 
domain of definition, as in the above example, into intervals of 
monotonicity and consider the corres
ponding single-valued branch of the 
inverse function for every such inter
val. Further examples will be consi
dered in Sec. 22 in connection with 
inverse trigonometric functions.

19. Power Function. The power 
function

y = x a

is defined throughout the x-axis for 
positive integral values of the expo
nent a. The shapes of the graphs of 
the functions y — xn for various posi
tive integers n are demonstrated in 
Fig. 18. For even (odd) n these fun
ctions are even (odd), and therefore 
it is sufficient to investigate their 
general properties only for x ^ O .
The greater n, the closer to the axis of abscissas lie the corres
ponding graphs within the interval (0, 1) and the faster the moving 
points of the graphs go upward as x  approaches unity.

Applying the results of Sec. 18 we can immediately construct
_ i_

the graphs of the inverse functions y =  \ / x = x n of the functions 
y =  xn. In the construction it should be taken into account that

for an odd n both functions y =  { / x = x n and y — xn are defined 
over the whole number scale, are monotone, and the shape of 
their graphs resembles Fig. 15 (which corresponds to the case 
n = 3 ). If n is even the function y = x n is again defined 
throughout Ox while the inverse function splits into two branches
y =  -f  \ / x  and y =  — { /x  having the interval [0, oo) as their 
common domain of definition. The graphs of these functions are 
similar to those shown in Fig. 17 (corresponding to the case 
n =  2).

Now let us demonstrate by examples the properties of the power 
function for nonintegral positive rational values of the exponent.
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The function y — x s = f / x 5 is defined for .all values of x  and 
is even; its graph is shown in Fig. 19. Consequently, its inverse

a
y = x* =  ]/x* has two single-valued branches defined in the interval 
[0, oo); their graphs are given in dotted line in Fig. 19. The

t  8
function / /= * •  and its inverse y — x 6 are odd and defined on 
the entire x-axis. Their graphs are similar to those in Fig. 15. 
It is clear that for other positive rational exponents the graphs 
of the corresponding power functions are of one of these types.

For irrational (and positive) values of the exponent a  the power 
function is only considered for x ^ O . (Its definition and investi
gation for x < 0  involves complex numbers and functions, and 
we do not consider this question in our course.)

Fig. 20 shows schematically the graphs of the functions y = x a 
for a  <  1 and a  >  1 in the first quadrant. These functions are 
increasing in the interval [0 , oo); their graphs pass through the 
points (0, 0) and (I, 1), and the straight line y —x  separates 
them into two classes: for a  <  1 they are convex upward and for 
a. >  1 convex downward.

The curve y  = x a with a > 0  is called a parabola of order a. 
Thus, the graph of y  — x* (which is an ordinary parabola) is a 
parabola of the second order, and y  — x® describes a parabola of

the third order. The curve y = x* (or y* = xa) which is frequently
encountered is a parabola of order and is referred to as the
semi-cubical parabola (Fig. 19).

For a < 0  the graphs of the functions g=x®  are of an essen
tially different type. Let a = —p where p > 0 .  In Fig. 21 we see
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the graphs of the functions p = - j  (for various p >  0) in the first

quadrant. All these functions are decreasing in the interval (0, oo). 
When x increases unlimitedly the variable y  decreases and appro
aches zero indefinitely, and, conversely, when y increases unlimi
tedly the value of x  decreases and approaches zero indefinitely. 
It follows that for any p >  0 the positive halves of the axes Ox

curves pass through the point (I, 1).
In Fig. 22 the graph of the function y — is shown in the 

whole domain of definition. Let the reader construct the graphs 
of the functions y =  for various rational exponents p.

The line y = ~ ,  P > 0 ,  is called a hyperbola of order p; for
P =  1 it is an ordinary equilateral hyperbola.

In conclusion we note that in physics and engineering the lines 
y —xa are referred to as poly tropic curves.

20. Exponential and Logarithmic Functions.
I. Exponential function. The exponential function

y — ax
is considered only for a >  0 and a ^ l . 1

This function is defined on the whole x-axis and is everywhere 
positive, i.e. a* >  0 for any x. This means that when x is a fraction

1 For a < 0 the domain of definition of the function y = a x consists solely 
of rational numbers *=■£• with odd denominators q; f o r o = l  the function is 
equal to 1 for all values of x.
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we confine ourselves to the arithmetic root. Therefore the graph 
of any exponential function lies above Ox. Since a° =  l, it passes 
through the point (0, 1). The behaviour of an exponential function 
depends on whether o >  1 or o <  I. If g >  1 an increase of the 
exponent x results in an increase of y. and if the argument increases 
indefinitely the same is with the function. If a <  1 then, conver
sely, as the argument increases, the function decreases and appro
aches indefinitely (asymptotically) zero.

The graphs of the exponential functions with bases a and -j are

symmetric with respect to Oy. For the function y = { ~ Y  can be
written a sy = a~x whence it follows that for positive x's it assumes 
the same values as the function y  = ax for the negative x ’s having 
the same absolute values, and vice versa. This exactly means 
that the graphs of the functions

are symmetric relative to the axis of ordinates.
In Fig. 23 we see the graphs of two exponential functions for

g >  I and a < l .  The x-axis ser
ves as the asymptote for the line 
y  — ax.

Exponential functions are en
countered in various problems. 
Most frequently we deal with the 
exponential function whose base 
is a special number e playing a 
very important role in mathema
tics (see Sec. 31); its approximate 
value is 2.718. The exponential 
function y  =  ex is also designated 
as t/ =  expx. There are many 

important relationships in natural sciences that are expressed by 
formulas of the type y = Aekx.

II. Logarithmic function. The logarithmic function

y = i°g0*
is the inverse of the exponential function t/ =  aj r ( a >  0, a #  1). 
Therefore, for a given a, it is easy to construct its graph by 
rotating Fig. 23 about the bisector of the first and third quad
rants through 180°. The graph of a logarithmic function is called 
a logarithmic curve (see Fig. 24).
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The graphs in Fig. 24 make it possible to describe the properties 
of logarithmic functions. First*of all, we see that every logarithmic 
function is defined throughout the positive x-axis and is not defined 
for the negative and zero values of the independent variable. All 
logarithmic curves pass through the point (1, 0) since th'e logarithm 
of unity is always equal to zero.

Properties of a logarithmic function are essentially dependent 
on whether a >  1 or a <  1. In the former case ( a >  1) the loga
rithmic function is increasing over the 
whole interval (0, oo), assumes negati
ve values in the interval (0 , 1) and po
sitive on the interval (I, oo). In the 
latter case (a <  1) the logarithmic func
tion is decreasing in the whole interval 
(0, oo), is positive in the interval (0 , 1) 
and negative in the interval (I, oo).

The graphs of the logarithmic func
tions to bases a and-^- are symmetric

with respect to Ox.
Taking into account that the logarith

mic and exponential functions are mu
tually inverse we can write (see Sec. 18)

loga a * = x  and aloe*x ~ x
The first of these equalities is valid for any x  and the second 
only for * > 0.

Using the last relation we can represent, for x > 0 ,  any power 
function y = x a with an arbitrary exponent a  in the form of a 
function composed of the logarithmic and exponential func
tions:

t/ =  x«= (a,0g« T = G o,0g“x
Let us take logarithmic functions to two different bases cx and 

a2: y1 =  logaix and */2= lo g a x. Expressing x from the first relation 
in terms of Vi and substituting it into the second relation we 
obtain y, =  logflja?‘ ^ ^ l o g ^ a ,  whence

j

Putting x — a2 we receive the relation loga, oa =  j-- ---- .
In order to pass in the logarithmic function from a base at to 

another base at we should multiply the logarithms to the base a2
by the constant factor y0g a -. Consequently, the logarithms of the
numbers to different bases are proportional, that is one logarithmic
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curve is transformed into another by increasing or decreasing all 
its ordinates the same number of times.

The logarithms to the base 10 are denoted as log* and are called 
common (or decimal) logarithms, and the logarithms to the base e are 
termed natural logarithm s1 (see Sec. 37, III) and denoted as In x.

§ 5. Trigonometric, Inverse Trigonometric, 
Hyperbolic and Inverse Hyperbolic Functions

21. Trigonometric Functions. Harmonic Vibrations.
I. Trigonometric functions. In mathematical analysis the argu

ment of the trigonometric functions

y =  sinx, y  — cosx , y =  ianx  
y  =  secx, y = c s c x , y — coix

is always considered as an arc or angle measured in radians. For 
instance, the value of the function y  =  s in x  corresponding to x = x 0 
is equal to the sine of the angle of x , radians.

Remember that the radian measure of an angle is the ratio of 
the length of the arc it subtends to the radius of the circle in 
which it is the central angle (a constant ratio  for all such circles). 
In this very sense such expressions as x + s in x , xcosx  and the 
like are understood. We suggest that the reader compute the 
values of these expressions for x =  0.5, x = l  and x =  2 using tri
gonometric tables.

V t  t  X ,
- z x . i z  v  i y  

2
0  JT

Z

Fig. 25

The six trigonometric functions y  =  s inx, y — cosx, y = tanx, 
y =  sec x , y —esc x and y =  cot x are connected by the five well-known 
algebraic relations (derived from the definitions of these functions) 
which make it possible to determine from a value of one of them 
the corresponding values of the others.

The trigonometric functions are periodic: the functions sinxand 
'  cosx (and therefore cscx and secx as well) with period 2nand  the 

function tanx (and therefore cotx) with period n.
- Let us consider the well-known graphs of trigonometric functions. 
We begin with the graph of the function y =  s inx  (see Fig. 25).

i Natural logarithms are also referred to as Napierian after J. N2pier 
(1550-1617), £ Scottish mathematician.
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In the interval |o , y j  it increases from zero to unity and then in 

the interval j y , y -J decreases passing through zero attained at the 

point x = j t  and reaching its least value —1 at y . Finally, in the

interval j^-y , 2jiJ it again increases from —1 to zero. The period of
the function y  =  s\nx  being 2ji, the whole graph (called the sinusoid) 
is obtained by shifting its part corresponding to the interval
[0, 2n] to the right and to the left by 2n, 4it, 6 n ,___The function
y = s in x  is odd, which is clearly seen in Fig. 25 since the graph 
is symmetric about the origin.

For the cosine we have

co sx = sin  ^ x - f y )

and hence, according to Sec. 14, the graph of the function y = co sx  
is obtained from the sinusoid by shifting the latter y  units of 
length to the left along the x-axis (see Fig. 26).

The function y —cosx decreases on the interval [0, n] from 1
to — 1 assuming zero value at the point x = y  and then, on the
interval [n, 2n], increases from — 1 to 1 passing through zero value
at the point x = y .  On the rest of the number scale its graph is
obtained by the periodic continuation with period 2j i . The function 
y= co sx  is even, and its graph is symmetric with respect to the 
axis of ordinates.

The function y = ta n x  is periodic with period it, and therefore 
it is sufficient to analyse the shape of its graph on the interval
[0, Jt]. It is not defined at the point x = y ;  when x increases and 

approaches y  from the left the function y  =  tanx  is positive and

increases indefinitely; as x decreases and approaches y  from the
right the function y =  tanx is negative and its absolute value 
increases indefinitely. Because of the .periodicity of the function
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y — tenx  with period n the shape of the graph is the same in the 
vicinity of every point x = (2k+ I)--- where k is an arbitrary in
teger. The graph of the function y  =  ta n x  (called the tangent curve) 
on the entire axis Ox is obtained by the periodic continuation 
(with period rc) of its part corresponding to the interval [0, ji] 
(see Fig. 27). On every interval where the function y  =  tanx is

defined it increases. It is an odd 
function, and therefore its graph 
is symmetric with respect to 
the origin.

We suggest that the reader 
draw the graphs of the remai
ning trigonometric functions 
esc*, sec* and cot* and desc
ribe their peculiarities.

II. Harmonic vibrations. Tri
gonometric functions have many 
important applications in math
ematics, natural sciences and 
engineering. They are mainly 
involved in problems dealing 
with periodic processes whose 
course is repeated in one and 

the same succession and form over certain intervals of the argu
ment (which most often is time /).

The simplest processes of that kind are the so-called harmonic 
vibrations in v/hich the coordinate s of a vibrating point depends 
on time t according to the harmonic law

Fig. 27

s =  A sin (w/ -f  q>„)
This function describes a sinusoidal functional relationship in 

which the constant number A is called the amplitude of vibrations.1 
The number A is equal to the greatest value of |s |  attained in 
the process. The argument <of-}-<p0 substituted into the sine is 
referred to as the phase of vibrations, and the number q>0 which 
is equal to the value of the phase for t =  0 is the initial phase.
Finally, is termed the frequency of vibrations.

The last term is accounted for by the relationship between the 
quantity <o and the period T  of the function in question (T  is the

i For definiteness, we shall suppose that A is positive; if the factor A in the 
expression A  sin (<o/-f-<Po) is negative we can write

s =  >4' sin (of -f  <po) 
where A ' = — A > 0 and <p0=<p0-fn .
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period of vibrations). The function s = A  sin (o)/ +  q>0) is periodic,
2jiits period T being equal to —  since the phase gains an increment

2jtof 2ji if the independent variable i is given the increment — .

Hence, ^■ =  4 ' ’ and therefore ^  ,s equal to the number of pe
riods contained in unit time. Thus, it indicates how many times 
the periodic process in question repeats its shape during a unit 
time interval, that is, it characterizes the frequency of the process.

Accordingly, the number co shows how many times the repetition 
occurs during an interval of 2n tim e  units; it is called the circular 
frequency or, briefly, the frequency.

To construct the graph of the function
s = A sin (o)/ -f <p0)

S )  and
to apply the techniques described in Sec. 14.

We suggest that the reader construct the graph of the function

s =  3sin +

(its sketch is shown in Fig. 28).
A vibration described by the equation

s = A sin(cof-f(p0)
is called a simple harmonic motion (vibration), its graph being 
referred to as a harmonic.

In applications we often deal with vibrations of a more com
plicated form representable as a sum of simple harmonics:

s =  A, sin (u ,H - <pi) +  AjSin (u,/ +  q>*)+  . . . + A n sin (wj  -f (p„)

it is convenient to write it down in the form s =  A sin o> ( /  -f-
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where A t, A ., . . . .  A„ are constants. A vibration of this type is 
called a superposition of simple harmonic motions (a compound 
harmonic). The graph of such a vibration may be of an extremely 
complicated shape. In Fig. 29 we see the graph of the function

s =  2sin 2f- fs in  ^ 3 /-f-y j

given in continuous line and the graphs of the constituent functions 
2sin2f and sin ( s f - F y j  in dotted line. This is a periodic function

Fig. 29

with period 2n represented as superposition of two simple harmonics 

s =  2 s in 2f and s = s in  ^ 3 f - f y j

22. Inverse Trigonometric Functions. Inverse trigonometric fun
ctions are investigated with the aid of the results of Sec. 18. Let 
us begin with the inverse of the function y  =  s inx. The domain 
of definition of sinx (which is the whole number scale) is divided 
into an infinite number of intervals of monotonicity:

As a principal interval let us tahe , y j .  The branch of
the inverse of the function y =  sin x  corresponding to this interval 
is denoted as y  — arc sinx (read “arc sine of x”). The range of the 
function y — sinx being the interval [— 1, I], the domain of defi
nition of the function # =  arcsinx coincides with that interval.
The range of the function £/ =  arcsinx  is the interval y , y j :

<  arc sinx

The value of the function arc s inx  is equal to the magnitude 
of the angle measured in radians whose sine is equal to the given 
value of the independent variable x, this angle being chosen among 
all the angles satisfying this condition so that it lies between
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— y  and y .  Thus, the equality y =  arc sin x is equivalent to the 
two equalities

sin// =  sin(arcsinx) =  .jr, —y  ̂ Z / ^ y

Constructing the graph of t/ =  arcsinx  according to the general 
rule for determining the graph of an inverse function, that is 
rotating Fig. 25 through 180° about the bisector of the first and 
third quadrants, we obtain the curve given in heavy line in Fig. 30. 
It is readily seen that the function r/ =  arcsin.* is increasing and 
odd (arc sin (— x) =  — arc sin x).

Now, we construct on every interval of monotonicity of y =  s'mx 
the corresponding inverse function and thus obtain an infinitude 
of single-valued branches’each of which is defined 
in the same interval [— 1, 1]. The graphs of two
of them corresponding to the intervals — -y -, ——J

and |y * -y ^ l are shown in Fig. 30. Let the reader
check that tne first of these functions is equal to 
— jt—arc sin x and the second to it—arc sin x.
Also write the expressions for two more branches 
corresponding to the neighbouring intervals. The 
collection of all the single-valued branches of the 
inverse of y =  sin x is denoted by

y = A rc  sin *
According to the terminology introduced in pre
vious sections we can say that this is an infinite- 
valued function since it splits into an infinite num
ber of single-valued branches. If the graphs of all 
of them are drawn this results in a sinusoid similar to the one 
in Fig. 25 but “oscillating” about the axis of ordinates (see Fig. 30).

As a rule we deal with the branch y = a rc  sin x  called the prin
cipal value of the function Arc sin*.

The inverse of the function y  =  cos* is investigated in a comple
tely similar manner. The intervals of monotonicity of y =  cos x are

. . . , [ — 2n, — n], [— Jt, 0], [0, n], [it, 2ji], . . .

The inverse of the function y =  cos x corresponding to the interval 
[0, it] is denoted .as y — arc cos x (read “arc cosine of xn). Its graph 
is given in heavy line in Fig. 31. This function is defined in the 
interval [—1, 1] and takes on the values lying between 0 and Jt:

0 ^  arc cosxs^jt

5—2280
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Consequently, the equality ij — arccos* is equivalent to the two 
relations

cosy =  cos (arc cos*) =  * and
The function y =  arc cos* is decreasing since cos* decreases in 

the interval [0, n], When computing the values of y =  arc cos* 
it is advisable to use the identity

arc cos (— *) =  71— arc cos*
which is directly implied by the reduction formula cos (a—a) = 
=  — cos a.

The collection of all single-valued branches of the inverse of 
y =  cos* (their number is again infinite) is denoted as y  — Arccos*;

the graphs of these branches are shown in Fig. 31, the branch 
y  — arc cos* being called the principal value of y  — Arccos*.

We also give the following formulas:

sin (arc cos*) =  +  V  1 —x4
cos (arc sin *) =  -f- V 1 —**

arc sin * +  arc cos * =  -y
(let the reader derive them).

Now let us consider the inverse of the function y =  tan*. The
function increases on the interval ^— y ,  - y j ,  and consequently
it possesses a single-valued inverse function which is denoted as 
y =  arc tan* (“arc tangent of *"), Its graph is given in heavy line 
in Fig. 32. The properties of the function tan*  imply that the
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function // — arc tanx is defined on the entire number scale and 
is increasing and odd. Its range is the interval ^ — ~ , -y j  :

— r  < arc tnn.c <  —

The collection of all single-valued branches of the inverse of 
y — tan v is designated as ;/ Arctan.\. The graphs of the bran
ches dilTcrent from y - arc tana (which is termed the principal 
value of A rctam ) are obtained from the graph of tj arc tan x 
by parallel displacements along Ott by ten, d: I. ih2 , . . .  
(Pig. 32).

Let the reader also analyse the graph of the inverse of the 
function w--cot x.

In what follows, unless otherwise stated, “Inverse trigono
metric functions” means the principal branches of the functions.

Trigonometric functions arc also called circular functions and 
their inverses arc spoken of as inverse circular functions.

23. Hyperbolic and Inverse Hyperbolic Functions. The hyper
bolic functions arc not included into the class of basic elemen
tary functions but ue discuss them here since they arc important 
for applications and admit of a simple investigation. They are 
encountered in various applied sciences (in particular, in electri
cal engineering, strength of materials and the like).

I. Definition. The functions
Cosh X := — ----

and
slnli x =  —

tanli x  = slnli x 
co-.fi x

/•* — r - “

where e ==2.718... (see Sec. 31) arc, respectively, called the hyp er• 
botlc cosine, the hyperbolic sine  and the hyperbolic ta ngen t.

These functions are defined for all values of x. They are con
nected by a number of algebraic relations similar to those con
necting the corresponding trigonometric functions (these relations 
account for the words "cosine", "sine" and "tangent" entering 
into the names of the functions). In particular, there hold the 
formulas

cosh’ x—sinh’ x-— I, cosh2x coshs .r-|-sinh*x, 
sinh2x-- 2 sink x cosh x.

cosh* x I
I — tnnh1 x ' sinh1 x ~ (null8 x 

1—tnnli’ x
which are readily checked.
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Here we give without proof the following simple rule: if in 
any identity connecting the trigonometric functions cosx, sinx, 
and tan*  the expressions cosx, sinx and tan x  are, respectively, 
replaced by coshx, isinhx and itanhx  where i* — — 1, an iden
tity  for the hyperbolic functions is obtained.

The graphs of the functions coshx and sinhx are easily con
structed since we know the graphs of the functions ex and e~x 
(see Sec. 20); to this end we apply the method indicated at the 
end of Sec. 14. The construction of the graph of the function

y =  coshx is demonstrated in Fig. 33a. This function is even and 
positive. The function y =  sinhx is odd; it is positive fo r x > 0 , 
negative for x < 0  and assumes zero value at the point x = 0. 
Its graph is shown in Fig. 33b.

From the graphs and also from the formulas defining the hyper
bolic functions it is seen that for large positive values of x we 
can approximately write

c o s h x « 4^  and sinhx

since the term is negligibly small for large x > 0 .  Even for
x > 4  the absolute error of these approximations is less than
0.01, the relative error being less than 0.04%.

It clearly follows that for large positive values of x the func
tion tanh x approaches unity remaining less than unity. The 
function r/ =  tanhx  being odd and equal to zero at the point 
x =  0, its graph can be easily constructed schematically (see Fig. 34). 
The shape oi this graph resembles tha t of the graph of arctanx 
(see Fig. 32), but it should be taken into account that its asymp-
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totes are the straight lines j/ =  ±  1 and not the lines y  = ± - j
(which are the asymptotes of arctanx).

II. Inverse hyperbolic functions. The inverse functions of the 
corresponding hyperbolic functions are denoted as

y = cosh-1 *, y =  sinh-1 * and i/ =  tanh~1x
and termed arc-hyperbolic functions.

The function sinhx is defined and increases in the interval 
(— oo, oo), its range coinciding with Oy (Fig. 336). Therefore 
the function y = sinh-1* is defined 
throughout Ox and increases. It 
can be expressed explicitly by me
ans of the logarithmic function.
To this end we rewrite the relation 
^ = s in h -1x in the form

^ —e~yx =  s in h / / = ---- g----

and solve the resultant equation 
with respect to ey and then with 
respect to y. After some simple transformations this leads to 
e2y—2xey— 1 =  0 whence ey= x + y  x2 + 1. The second root 
x —V x 2+ 1 of the quadratic equation is discarded since it is 
negative for all values of x  and therefore cannot be equal to 
the positive quantity ey. Using natural logarithms (Sec. 20, II) 
we finally obtain

y =  s inh-1 x = \n (x -y V  x2+ 1) (*)
The function cosh* decreases throughout the interval (— oo, 0] 

and increases throughout [0, oo). Its range is the interval [1, oo). 
Consequently, the function # = c o sh “1x splits into two single
valued branches defined for x ^ l .  Carrying out computations 
similar to the derivation of formula (*) we obtain the two expres
sions

(cosh"1* ) ^ ^ * —V x 2— l) and (cosh x)t =  In (* -f | / x2— l)
The first branch is the inverse of the function j/= coshx  in the 
interval ( —oo, 0] while the second corresponds to the interval 
[0, oo). It is readily seen that

x — V x ' — l l
x-\- VX2— 1

that is, ln (x — y x 2— 1) =  — In ( x + y x 2— l). This is of course 
a mere consequence of the fact that y = c oshx is an even function.
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The function y — ta n h -1.* is defined in the interval (—1, 
which is the range of the function tanhx. It is easy to verify th

tanh- l x =  -i-ln i i f  2 1—x
The graphs of the invei 

hyperbolic functions t 
shown in Fig. 35.

QUESTIONS

1. What numbers form t 
set of real numbers?

2. How is the number scj 
constructed?

3. What do we call an i 
terval?

4. State (he definition ol 
neighbourhood of a point.

5. What is the absoh 
value of a number?

6. State the basic propositions of absolute values.
7. What is the absolute error? What is the limiting absoli 

error?
8 . What is the relative error? What is the limiting relati 

error?
9. State the definition of a function of one independent va 

able. What do we call the domain of definition of a function a; 
the range of a function?

10. Give examples of functions of an integral argument.
11. State the definition of the graph of a function in Cartesi 

coordinates.
12. What does “to specify a function” mean? Describe the tab 

lar, analytical and graphical methods of representing functior 
What advantages and demerits does each of these methods posse;

13. Describe various types of notation of functions.
14. What do we call a particular value of a function? How 

it denoted?
15. Enumerate the basic elementary functions.
16. What is a composite function? Give examples of coinposi 

functions.
17. Describe the class of elementary functions.
18. Slate the definitions of rational, algebraic and transcendent 

functions.
19. What is an implicit function? Give examples of impli< 

functions.
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20. What do we call a zero of a function?
21. State the definitions of even and odd functions.
22. What do we call a periodic function? What is a period of 

a function?
23. State the definition of a function increasing (decreasing) 

fn an interval.
24. What is an interval of monotonicity of a function?
25. State the definitions of the greatest and the least values of 

a function on an interval.
26. Given the graph of a function y = f(x),  describe the const

ruction of the graph of the function y = a1f(a3x-\-a3)-\-at where 
alt at , a3 and at are constants.

27. State the definition of a linear function. Draw its graph 
and prove its basic property.

28. What is a quadratic function? Draw its graph and describe 
its behaviour.

29. State the definition of a linear-fractional function. Draw 
its graph and describe its behaviour.

30. What do we call the inverse of a given function? How is 
the graph of the inverse function constructed in Cartesian coor
dinates when the graph of the direct function is given?

31. How are single-valued branches of the inverse of a non
monotone function defined?

32. Draw the graphs of power functions for various exponents 
and describe the properties of these functions.

33. Draw the graphs of exponential functions to various bases 
and describe the properties of these functions.

34. Draw the graphs of logarithmic functions to various bases 
and describe the properties of these functions.

35. Draw the graphs of the trigonometric functions and describe 
their properties.

36. What is a harmonic vibration? What do we call the ampli
tude, the phase, the initial phase, the period, the frequency and 
the circular frequency of a simple harmonic motion?

37. How do we construct a simple harmonic?
38. Draw the graphs of the inverse trigonometric functions and 

describe the properties of these functions.
39. How are the hyperbolic functions defined? Draw the graphs 

of these functions and describe their properties.
40. Describe the properties of the inverse hyperbolic functions 

and draw their graphs.



Chapter II

LIMIT. CONTINUITY

§ 1, Limit. Infinitely Large Magnitudes
24. Limit of a Function. In this section we consider a function 

y — f(x) of a continuous argument x  (see Sec. 7). Let us intro
duce the notion of a limit of a function playing a fundamental 
role in mathematical analysis.

Suppose that the independent variable x approaches indefinitely 
a number x0. This means that x is made to assume the values 
which become arbitrarily close to x0 but are not equal to xt. 
To describe such a situation we say that x tends to and write 
x —*xt. It may turn out that in this process the values of f(x) 
corresponding to x —*x0 approach indefinitely a number A. Then 
we say that the number A is the limit of the function y = f{x) as 
x —*x0 or that the functiony  =  f(x) tends to the number A as*—

Definition. The number A is said to be the l im it  o f  the fu n c 
tion  y = / ( x )  as x —►jto if for all the values of x  lying suffi
ciently close to x 0 the corresponding values of the function f ( x )  
are arbitrarily close to the number A.

If A is the limit of the function f{x) as x —* x 0 we write
lim f(x) =  A or f ( x )—>-A

x-*xtf
(the abbreviation “lim” means “lim it”).

It should be noted that this definition does not require that 
the function should be defined at the point x0 itself. It is only 
necessary th?t the function <vtould be defined in an arbitrary 
neighbour!^ oJ of this point; at the point x0 it may not be defi
ned. For instance, the function y =  ~ ~  is not defined at the
point * =  0 but, as will be shown in Sec. 30, it tends to I as x 
tends to zero.

The determination of the limit of a function defined in a neigh
bourhood of a point x0, except possibly at the point x0 itself, 
is one of the most important problems^of the theory of limits.
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The fact that a number A is the limit of a function f(x)  as 
x —*x0 can be checked with the aid of the following test (which 
is equivalent to the definition of the limit):

If, given any positive number e (however small), there is a po
sitive number 6 such that for all x  different from x0 and satisfying 
the inequality

, |* —x0|< 6

(that is, for all x^= x0 belonging to the 6-neighbourhood of the 
point x0) there holds the inequality

\ f (x)— A \ < e
the number A is the limit of the function f(x) as x —*x0.

As will be shown, in the concrete problems we shall be con* 
cerned with there is no practical need in the application of this 
test which involves lengthy and complicated calculations, since 
we shall derive some simple rules for finding limits.

As an example, let us take the function y =  3x— 1 and prove 
that for x —>-1 it has the limit equal to 2. To this end, choose 
a positive number e. For the inequality

|(3x— 1)—2 1 <  e (*)
or the equivalent inequality

3 |x — 1 j <  e
to be fulfilled it is sufficient that the condition

l * - > l < T
should hold.

Consequently, for all x  differing from 1 by less than —■ the
function differs from 2 by less than e where e is an arbitrary 
positive number. Therefore, the 
function t/ =  3x— 1 does in fact 
tend to 2 as x ~ *  1. In this examp
le we can put 6 =  —. Here it is
not necessary to stipulate the con
dition r ^ l  since inequality (*) is 
also fulfilled for x — l.

The existence of the limit, 
equal to A,  of a function y — f(x)  
for x — is illustrated geometrically (see Fig. 36) as follows: 
we erect the perpendiculars to Ox at the point x0 and to Oy at 
the point A,  extend them to meet at the point M  and set an 
arbitrary positive number e; the above test then implies that
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there exists a 6-neighbourhood of the point x„ such that the part 
of the graph of the function y =  f ( x ) corresponding to this neigh
bourhood (with the point x0 deleted) is contained in the strip 
bounded by the straight lines y — A —e and y  =  A-\-V‘

It is evident that if a function has a limit for x —*-x0 this 
limit is unique since the values of the function corresponding to 
the values of x  approaching x0 must become arbitrarily close to 
a constant and hence cannot be simultaneously close to more than 
one constant number.

A constant magnitude C is interpreted as a constant function 
y = C, and, consequently, according to the above test, it possesses 
a limit equal to its own value:

lim C — C
X ~ + X e

For the difference C—C is equal to zero and thus is less than 
any given positive number.

It is readily seen that for any point x0 the function y = x has 
a limit which is equal to x0:

lim x = x e
X

Indeed, the inequality |x —x0l < e  where e is an arbitrary po
sitive number holds for all x's belonging to the e-neighbourhood 
of the point .x0, and therefore, in this case, we can simply put 
6 =  e.

The definition of the limit and the above test do not provide 
practical means for finding limits; later on we shall derive some 
rules facilitating the determination of limits.

Now let us discuss an example of a function having no limit 
as x —*Q. Consider the function defined by the condition

// =  —  for x ^ O

This function is not defined at the point x =  0. For the values 
of x less than zero the function is equal to — 1 and for the va
lues of x exceeding zero it is equal to 1. Hence, there exists no 
number to v/hich the valuop. of the function become arbitrarily 
close for ai( the values of x approaching the point 0.

The function appearing if we add the point x =  0 to the domain 
of definition of the function considered in the previous example 
and put tj =  0 for x = 0 is called the signum function and denoted 
as y =  sgnx:

f —1 for x < 0
i> =  sgnx = 0 for x = 0

1 for x > 0
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9n

(the abbreviation “sgn” means “signum function”). Its graph is 
depicted in Fig. 37.

25. Limits of Functions for ►j-oo. Let the independent 
variable x of a function y = f(x) increase indefinitely. This means 
that x  is made to take on the values becoming greater than any 
given positive number. In such a case we say that x becomes 
positively infinite or that x approaches 
(tends to) plus infinity and w rite*—*--foo.
If x decreases indefinitely, that is, beco
mes less than any given negative number, 
we say that * becomes negatively infinite or —  
that it approaches minus infinity and write 
* —>•— oo. __

When studying a function whose argu
ment tends to (plus or minus) infinity we 
of course suppose that the function is defined 
for all the values of * under consideration.

It may turn out that for the argument approaching plus (minus) 
infinity the corresponding values of the function y —f(x) become 
arbitrarily close to (tend to) a number A. Then we say that A 
is the limit of the function y  — f(x) for * —>- +  00 (x—►—00) or 
that the function y = f(x) tends to the number A as x —>-4-00 
(as * —*■—00).

Let us begin with the definition of the limit for * —<-+00.

-1

Fig. 37

Definition. A number A is said to be the l im it o f  the  fu n c 
tion y = f ( x )  as x —1- +  00 if for all sufficiently large values 
of x  the corresponding values of the function f ( x )  become arbit
rarily close to the number A.

If A is the limit of a function f(x) as * —>--(-00 we write
lim /(.*) =  ,4 or f ( x )—*A

X -+ +  ®

The existence of the limit, equal to A,  of a function y  =  f(x) 
as x —++oo can be demonstrated geometrically (see Fig. 38); let 
us erect the perpendicular to Oy at the point A and choose an
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arbitrary positive number e; then there is a number N  >  0 such 
that the part of the graph of the function y  =  f(x)[corresponding 
to the values of x exceeding that number is contained within the 
strip bounded by the lines

y =  A —e and t/ =  /4 +  e

In Fig. 39 we see Graphs I  and I I  of functions which, when 
approaching their limits, as x —►+<», increase and decrease, res
pectively. Fig. 38 shows the graph of a function which approaches

its lim it, as x —►+«>, in an oscilla
ting manner. In the last case the graph 
intersects the straight line y — A, 
that is, the function assumes the va
lue equal to its limit any number of 
times. This demonstrates, geometri
cally, possible ways of approaching 
a limit for x —► oo.

Bearing in mind the geometrical 
interpretation of the lim it of a func
tion, as x —► -{- oo, we can say that 

y =  f(x) has the straight line y = A

Fig. 39

if lim f(x) =  A, the curve
as its asymptote for x —►-{-oo.

The definition and the geometrical interpretation of the limit 
of a function as x —>■— oo are completely analogous to the above, 
and therefore we leave them to the reader.

It may also occur that a function f (x)  tends to one and the 
same limit A for x —>--f-oo and for x —+— oo. This means that 
for all the values of x sufficiently large in their absolute values 
the corresponding values of f  (x) become arbitrarily close to A. In 
this case we write

lim /(x) =  j4 or f ( x ) —- A
jr-*® x-+ co

The geometrical significance of this case is that the graph of the 
function y = f{x) is contained in the strip bounded by the straight 
lines y  — A — e and y =  A -ye  (where e is an arbitrarily small po
sitive number) as the point x  becomes sufficiently distant from 
the point x =  0 (Fig. 40). In other words, the line y = A is an 
asymptote of the graph of the fu\ c tiony  =  f (x)  both fo rx —*--f-oo 
and for x —*•— oo.

To check that a number A is the limit of the function f(x) as 
x —f-f-oo (as x —►— oo) we can use the following test (equivalent 
to the definition of the limit): if for every positive number e (ho
wever small) there is a positive number N  such that for all the 
values of x  satisfying the inequality

x > N  (x < —N)
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the inequality
I f ( x ) - i 4 |< 8  (*)

holds, the number A is the limit of the function f(x) as x —► +  oo 
(*—*•—oo).

If inequality (*) is fulfilled for all x's satisfying the condition
|* | >  AT

then A is the limit of the function both for x —*-+oo and for 
x —*•—oo (i.e. for x —*-oo) since this condition allows x  to tend 
to infinity in an arbitrary fashion.

Examples. (1) The function
x + l

* - 5 ± T

tends to 1 when x approaches infinity in an arbitrary way, i.e.

lim £ ± l  =  l

Fig. 14 shows that, as the abscissa of the moving point of the
equilateral hyperbola y —-j—^  increases indefinitely, this point
becomes arbitrarily close to the line y — 1. Let us apply the above 
test to verify this conclusion analytically. Choose an arbitrary 
e > 0 .  For the inequality

* + i _  11 —
x— l | x - l | < e

or the equivalent inequality

to hold it is sufficient that

M - i > t
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because | x — I j ^ f x j — 1. Hence, for every x  satisfying the in
equality

w > - + >
i |

the function — y differs from 1 by less than e, which shows that
x I | 2lim —!- r = l .  Hence we can choose the number N equal t o —-j-1.x i  e

(2) The function y  — arctanx has different limits for x —*•+» 
and x —*•— oo. It is clear from Fig. 32 that

lim arctanx=-£- and lim arctan;c = —y
X -+ +00  - x->-a> ^

26. Limit of a Sequence. Let us consider a function of an 
integral argument. Usually such an argument is denoted by the 
letter n and the values of the function by some other letter 
supplied with a subscript indicating the value of the integral 
argument. For instance, if y =  f(n)  is a function of the integral 
argument n we write y„ — f(n).  Given such a function, we say 
that the values

assumed by the function form a sequence.
Definition. A sequence Is an infinite set of quantities num

bered with the positive integers and ordered as these integers are.
If there is a sequence yu yt , ya, . . . .  this assigns, to every na

tural number n, a value y„ =  f{n). For instance, the terms of the
geometric progression y ,  y ,  . . .  are the subsequent values

of the function f ( n ) =
It may occur that, as n increases, the values y „=f {n ) become 

arbitrarily close to a number A.  Then we say that the number A 
is the limit of the function f{n) of the integral argument n or
that the sequence y x, y .......... yn, . . .  has the limit A,  as n —*• oo,
and write

lim f  (n) =  A or lim y„ — A
n-*® n->®

Definition. A number A is said to be the l im it  o f  the function  
y = s f  (n) of the integral argument n or the l im it o f  the sequence 

y if  y n, if for all sufficiently large integral values of n 
the corresponding values y n of the function become arbitrarily 
close to the number A.

We see that the definition of the limit of a sequence can be 
regarded as a special case of the definition of the limit of a
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function, as its argument becomes positively infinite and assumes 
only integral values. Hence, if A is the limit of a sequence 
t/,, yt, . . . ,  y„, . . . ,  then, given an arbitrary positive number e, 
there is a positive number N such that the inequality

\yn— A \ < e
holds for all n >  N.

Examples. (1) The limit of the sequence
2_ 3 n

2 • 3 ’ 4 ’ • • • ’ n + l  ’ ' • •

exists and is equal to 1. Indeed, for the absolute value of the
difference between n + l and 1, which is equal to

l
n + 1 1 n + l

to be less than a given positive number e, it is sufficient that 
the inequality n +  1 >  should be fulfilled. This is equivalent

to the condition n > ^ - — 1, and hence, given e, there exists

N =  -—  1 such that for all n >  N  the absolute value of the above6
difference is less than e, which means that 1 is the limit of the 
sequence in question.

(2) Let us consider the sequence
. ji I . 3ji 1 , 5ji 1 . f/rt ix Jilsm y  . - j  sin - js tn  - j -, . . . .  — sin|^(2/i— l ) y | ,  . . .

The function yn= ^  sin ĵ (2/i — l ) y l  = ( — tends to zero as
J J

n —*oo since \y„—0 | =  — < e  for all values of n satisfying the 

condition n >  —. The difference
r_I)n + X 

n

is positive or negative depending on whether n is odd or even. 
When y„ approaches zero its sign permanently alternates, and the 
variable tends to the zero limit oscillating about it.

(3) In elementary geometry it is proved that the perimeter of 
a regular n-gon, inscribed in a given circle, which is a function 
of the integral argument n has a limit. This limit, by definition, 
is taken as the circumference of the circle. Similarly, the area of 
that /i-gon possesses a limit which, by definition, is equal to the 
area of the circle.
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(4) Now we give some examples of sequences having no limits.
(a) The sequence

_•_ n 2»i - 3s « /m
sin 2 # sin  ̂ > sui  ̂ f • • •» sin 2 » * • •

does not possess a limit since, for n = l ,  2, 3, 4, the variable
i/B =  sin-Y- consecutively takes on the values 1, 0, —1, 0 which
then are repeated indefinitely in the same order as n increases. 
Therefore the number to which yn tends, as n —►00, does not 
exist.

(b) The function yn =  2nJr  1 whose values corresponding to 
n =  1, 2, 3, . . .  form the sequence of odd positive integers 1, 3, 
5, . . .  does not tend to any limit as n —>• 00 since y„ increases 
indefinitely when n becomes positively infinite.

27. Infinitely Large Magnitudes. Bounded Functions. For the 
sake of brevity, we shall only state the definitions for the case 
when x  tends to a finite lim it x t. Let the reader analyse the 
changes (hat should be introduced to embrace the case when x  
becomes infinite.

I. Infinitely large magnitudes. Suppose that when x —*xt the 
"limiting behaviour” of a function y = f { x )  is such that its abso
lute value increases unlimitedly. Then we say that the function 
f ix)  is an infinitely large magnitude as x — x 0.

Definition. A function y = f ( x )  is said to be an in fin ite ly  
la rge  m agn itude  (or is said to become infinite or to approach 
infinity) as x —>-xo if for all the values of x  lying sufficiently 
close to jcc the moduli of the corresponding values of the function 
f { x )  become greater than any given arbitrarily large positive 
number.

If a function f ix)  approaches infinity as x —*xt we write
lici f  (x) =  00
i-X,

This definition of an infinitely large magnitude indicates that 
the absolute value of the function f i x)  becomes arbitrarily large 
as the argument x  enters a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 
the point x t .

The relationship lim /(x) =  00 can be checked by the following
x  -*r,

test (equivalent to the definition): if, given any positive number M, 
hznxver large, there is a positive number 6 such that for all the 
values of x  different from x0 and satisfying the inequality

\x  x* I ^  ®
the condition

\ f ( x) \ > M
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is fulfilled, the futiclion f(x) is an infinitely large magnitude as 
x —+x0.

In the case x —+co the situation is the same if for every num
ber M , however large, there exists a positive number N such that 
for all x ’s satisfying the condition \ x \ > N  the inequality

I f ( x ) \ > M
holds.

The fact that a function y = f ( x )  approaches infinity as x —*-x9 
can be illustrated geometrically (see Fig. 4 1 a): if we choose 
arbitrarily a positive number M  then there is a 6-neighbourhood 
of the point x = x 0 such that the part of the graph of the func
tion y=f {x )  corresponding to this 6-neighbourhood (with the 
point xe deleted) lies outside the strip bounded by the lines 
y — —M and y = M .

The case x —*--foo is demonstrated in Fig. 41b.

Fig. 41

A function y  =  f{x) which is an infinitely large magnitude as 
x — does not have a limit in the ordinary sense. To extend 
the ordinary terminology and to characterize the behaviour of 
the function whose absolute value |/(x ) | increases Indefinitely we 
say that the function y = f ( x )  tends to infinity or has an infinite 
limit.

Suppose that a function y = f ( x )  tending to infinity as x —*-*„ 
only assumed positive (negative) values in a neighbourhood of 
the point x0. Then we say that the function f(x) becomes positively 
(negatively) infinite or approaches plus (minus) infinity as x —*-x0. 
In these cases we write, respectively,

lim  f ( x ) =  -fo o  and lim  f(x) —— oo
x-+x% x-+x9

I t  should be borne in mind that these statements are understood 
conditionally: infinity is not a number, and therefore it  is sense
less to speak about ordinary operations on the symbol oo.
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Also, a concrete constant number, however large, must not be 
confused with an infinitely large magnitude (which is a variable).

Examples. (1) The function y =  ~  approaches infinity as x—*-0.
Indeed, for the inequality

(where M is a given positive number) to be valid it is sufficient 
that the condition

l ^ l <  Af

should hold, which means that the values x ^ O  should belong to 
the -^--neighbourhood of the point x =  0 (hence, in this example

we can put 6 =  — ^ . Thus,

lim — =  oo 
x  -* 0 x

If x  approaches zero and assumes only negative (positive) va
lues the function y — ̂ r tends to — oo (-foo):

lim — = — oo and lim — =  -f  oo 
x Q x  x -+ 0  x
x  <  0 x  > 0

This limiting behaviour of the function y  =  — for x —*--f oo is cle
arly seen from its graph which is the well-known equilateral hy
perbola.

(2) The function is an infinitely large magnitude as
x —*-1; it tends to —oo if x  remains less than 1 and to -foo if x 
remains greater than 1 (see Fig. 14).

(3) The function lJ  =  ~ ^  has the limit -foo as x —»0 (see Fig. 22).
(4) As can be readily verified, the function y = ax becomes po

sitively infinite for x —-*-foo if a > l :  lim ax =  -foo . If a < l

we have lim o* =  -foo  (see Fig. 23).
X -+ -C D

In what follows, when speaking about a lim it, we shall mean 
that the limit is finite unless it is stipulated that it is infinite. 

II. Bounded functions.
Definition. A function y = / ( j c )  Is said to be bounded in a 

given Interval if there is a positive number M  such that for all 
the values of x  belonging to this interval the inequality j f ( x )  | <  M 
holds. If otherwise, the function is said to be unbounded.
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The graph of a bounded function (considered within the given 
interval) is completely contained between the straight lines y =  
= — M and y =  M.  It is sometimes more convenient to say that 
a function is bounded if its values are contained between two 
numbers A and B :

A < / ( x ) < B

(this definition is of course equivalent to the above). Then the 
graph of the function y =  f(x) lies between the lines y — A  and 
y = B .

For instance, the functions y  =  s\nx  and y = c o s x  are bounded 
throughout Ox while the function y —ax when considered on the 
whole x-axis, is unbounded. It should be stressed that when speak
ing of the boundedness of a function it is necessary to in
dicate the interval on which the function is considered. For exam
ple, the function y = - j  is bounded in the interval (1, oo) and 
unbounded in the interval (0, 1); the function y = tanx is boun
ded in the interval ^0 , •—j  and unbounded in the interval (o,

y ) • In connection with this remark we introduce the following 
definition:

Definition. A function is said to b t bounded as x —+x0 if there 
is a neighbourhood of the point x 0 in which the function is bo
unded.

Every constant magnitude (interpreted as a function) is of course 
bounded. Furthermore, every function y = f ( x )  having a limit as 
x —+x0 is bounded as x —*-x0. For, if

lim f(x) =  A

then there is a neighbourhood of the point x„ in which, except 
for x = x 0, the function /(x) is arbitrarily close to the number A.

Every function tending to infinity as x approaches x„ is of 
course unbounded as x —*-x0.

It should be noted that the converse is not necessarily true be
cause there are unbounded functions which do not tend to infinity. 
For instance, the function y = x s i n x  assumes arbitrarily large
values ^we have yx_n_+3in =  y - t - 2foi where k is any integer^

and hence it is not bounded as x —>-oo; at the same time it turns 
into zero for arbitrarily large values of x  (since yx-kn — 0) and 
therefore cannot tend to infinity. Indeed, if it approached infinity 
the absolute value of y  would be arbitrarily large for all suffi
ciently large values of x and could not be equal to zero. Let the
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reader draw a sketch of the graph of the function y —xsmx  and 
interpret this argument geometrically.

28. Infinitesimals.
Definition. A function a (x )  tending to zero as x —►x ( is 

called an in fin ite s im a l as x  —  x c.
According to what v/as indicated, this means that, given any 

e >  0 (however small), there is 6 >  0 such that the conditions x=^x, 
and (x—xe | < 6  imply the inequality |a  (x) | <  e. Let the reader 
state the corresponding test for the case x —► » .  Examples of in
finitesimals are the functions

y — xt for x  —► 0, y = x — 1 for x — 1

y — -^ for x —►co, y = 2 x for x —►— oo

A concrete nonzero constant number, however small, must not 
be confused with an infinitesimal. The only constant number admit
ting of the interpretation as an infinitesimal is the number zero 
(since the limit of a constant is equal to that constant).

Every infinitesimal is of course bounded as x —*xt.
Infinitely large magnitudes and infinitesimals play a very im

portant role in mathematical analysis. The former are functions 
having no limits while the latter have zero limits; there is z 
simple relationship between them expressed by the following the
orem:

Theorem. If a fu n c tio n /(x )  tends to infinity as x — x e then 
is an infinitesimal; if a (x )  is an infinitesimal as x —»x,

which does not take a zero value for x ^ = x 0 then — is an in*a(x)
finitely large magnitude.

Proof. Let / ( x ) —►<» as x —>x0. We must show that j ~ —*0zs
X—*-X#.

Let us take an a rb i t r a ry  small number e > 0  and the number 
M =  — . Since f ix)  is infinitely large, the inequality

| / W | > M = i

holds for all x^=x0 lying sufficiently close to x6. But then
I I I .  I
l/W I " M ~ z

which means that lim jm x= 0. The second part of the theorem 
x% I W

is proved analogously under the assumption that the function
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is defined in a neighbourhood of the point x0, that is a  (x)=£0 
for the values x^= x0 belonging to this neighbourhood.

The theorems below are important for applications.
Direct Theorem. If a function has a limit it is representable as 

a sum of a constant, equal to that lim it, and an infinitesimal.
Proof. Let lim f(x) — A.  Then, given an arbitrarily  small posi-

X - + X 0
tive number e, we have | f ( x )— A \ <  & for all x ^ x 9 lying suffi
ciently close to x0, which, in accordance with the definition, implies 
that f ( x )— A  is an infinitesimal. Consequently,

f ( x )— A = a(x),  i.e. f(x) =  A +a{x )
where a (x) is an infinitesimal as x — The function a(x)  can 
of course take on positive, or negative or zero values, that is the 
function f(x)  can be greater than or less than or equal to its 
limit.

Reciprocal Theorem. If a function is representable as a sum of 
a constant and an infinitesimal the constant summand is the li
mit of the function.

Proof. It follows from the equality f  (x) =  A +  a (x) where A is 
a constant and a ( x ) an infinitesimal as x —*■x0 that, given an ar
bitrarily small positive number e, we have

l f ( x)— A\  =  \ a ( x ) l < e

for all x ’s sufficiently close to x0. But this exactly means that A 
is the lim it of f(x),  i.e.

lim f(x) =  A
X  -**X0

which is what we set out to prove.
29. General Rules for Finding Limits.
I. Here we shall establish some simple rules for finding limits 

of functions. We shall begin with theorems on infinitesimals and 
then draw from them, as consequences, the corresponding propo
sitions for functions tending to limits which are not necessarily 
zero. These theorems provide for the rules facilitating the deter
mination of limits when given functions are obtained by means of 
arithmetical operations from functions possessing known limits.

For brevity, we shall denote functions possessing limits by a, 
v, w, a, p, etc. and write limu, limn and so on without stipula
ting in which way the independent variable x changes in the li
miting processes under consideration. However, when speaking 
about several functions we suppose that they tend to their limits 
in one and the same process of variation of the independent va
riable (that is their common argument x  is supposed to approach 
one and the same point x0 or oo). As before, the proofs will be
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given for the case x —*-x0. Let the reader introduce the necessary 
changes for the case x —-oo.

Theorem I. A sum of two, three and, generally, of any finite 
number of infinitesimals is again an infinitesimal.

Proof. Let us take two infinitesimals a  and p and prove that 
their sum

(a —a  - f  P

is also an infinitesimal.
Choose an arbitrary positive number e. There exists a neigh

bourhood of the point x0 (to which the argument x  tends) such 
that for all its points (except possibly for the point x0 itself) we 
have* 1

la l < T  and | p | < | -

The absolute value of a sum being not greater than the sum of 
the absolute values, we have

M  =  |a -rP K !«I-H PI
and hence, in that neighbourhood,

which shows that © is an infinitesimal as x —+xt . It is apparent 
that this proof also applies to a difference of infinitesimals.

Now let 03 be the sum of three infinitesimals a, p and y:

© = a-}-P *rV
This expression can be interpreted as the sum of two terms: ©= 

=  (a -fp ) +  7 . According to the above, (a -fp )  is an infinitesimal, 
and therefore the same argument shows that © is also an infini
tesimal.

Proceeding in this way we readily prove the tneorem for any 
finite number ot infinitesimal summands.

The stipulation that the number of summands is finite is es
sentially important. The matter is that in mathematical analysis 
we also encounter sums of special character in which both the 
summands and their number vary simultaneously. To sums of this

£ £1 If the neighbourhoods in which I a | < - ^ *  and IP! < -£  no* coincide

both inequalities hold within the smallest of them which can be taken as the 
neighbourhood we are speaking of.
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type the theorem does not apply. If, for example, the number of 
summands increases indefinitely as each of them tends to zero the 
assertion of the theorem may not be true. For instance, let

—  1 f t —  2  —  n
a ~  ns ' P — n* ’ * • ”  T,— na

When n —+oo each of these quantities tends to zero but their 
number also increases. The sum

„ . 1+ 2+ . . .+n . n(n-H) _ 1 , 1
n2 2/i* — 2 ‘ 2n

is not an infinitesimal as n —+oo since it tends to >
A direct consequence of Theorem I is
Theorem I'. The limit of a sum of a finite number of functions 

is equal to the sum of the limits of these functions.
Proof. Suppose we are given a definite number k of functions

u, v......... t tending, respectively, to their limits a, b, . . . ,  d.
We now must take their sum

w = u  +  v-j- . . .  -f-f
and prove that

limt0 =  lim (u - j-o - f .. .  -t- 0  =  lim a-flim  o +  . . .  + l im f =

= a  +  b +  . . .  -f d

We have (see the direct theorem in Sec. 28)

u = a +  a, t» =  6 +  p, . . . ,  t= d  +  x

where a, p, . . . ,  t are infinitesimals. Consequently,

iw = ( a + & + .. .+ d )  +  ( a + p +  . . .+ x )

where co =  a  +  p + . . . + T  is, by Theorem I, an infinitesimal since 
it is a sum of a finite number k of infinitesimals. The function w 
being the sum of the constant a + b - f- . . . + d  and the infinitesi
mal ©, this constant is the limit of w (see the converse theorem 
in Sec. 28).

Theorem II. The product of a bounded function by an infinite* 
simal is an infinitesimal.

Proof. Let a  be an infinitesimal and u a bounded function in 
a neighbourhood of the point x0 to which x tends: |« |^ A f .  We 
must prove that !im(ua) =  0 .

Let us take an arbitrary positive number e. In a neighbour
hood of the point x0 (except possibly at the point jc0 itself) the
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values of a  satisfy the inequality | a | < ^ - .  Consequently1,

whence follows the assertion of the theorem.
In particular, if c=  const and a —*-0 we have

lim (ca) =  0
An infinitesimal being always bounded, the product of two in

finitesimals is also an infinitesimal.
The assertion of the theorem may be incorrect if u is not a

bounded function ^for instance, x * - j —*-00 for x —*ooj.
Theorems I and II imply
Theorem II '. The limit of a product of a finite number of func

tions is equal to the product of the limits of these functions.
Proof. Retaining the notation introduced in Theorem I'w e shall 

prove that if w = uv, . . . ,  t then

\ \ mw— \ m( uv ........../) =  lim « lim o .. .lim t =  a b ...d
We begin with the product of two functions u and v. Since

we have
u =  a- |-a  and v =  b-j-p 

w = uv — ( a + a )  (6 -j- p) =  ab -f (ap -f- ba+ aP )

By Theorems I and II, the sum of the last three terms is an 
infinitesimal, and therefore

\\mw =  ab

Now let there be given three functions u, v and t. Then
lirnoy =  lim (uvt) =  lim f(«u) /]-= lim (uv) lim t =  \ \ m u \ m v \ m t

Proceeding in this way we easily generalize the theorem to any 
finite number of factors.

In particular, this theorem implies the following corollaries: 
(1) /I constant factor can be taken outside the limit sign:

lim cu — c lim u
for the limit of a constant is equal to tha t constant.

1 Here, as In the footnote on page 86, it is supposed that if there are two diHe-
£

rent neighbourhoods of the point x0 where, respectively, \ u \ ^ M  and \a \< jj  
\vc take, as the neighbourhood under consideration, the smallest of them.
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(2) The limit of the nth power of a function where n is a posi
tive integer is equal to the nth power of the limit of that function:

lim un =  lim (« •« .. .u) =  litn u Iim u . . .lim u =  (lim u)n
Theorem III. The ratio of an infinitesimal to a function having 

a nonzero limit is an infinitesimal.
Proof. Let a  be an infinitesimal and u a function whose limit 

is different from zero: lim« =  A=^0. We have to prove that
- - + 0 .u

To this end, let us show that ^  is a bounded function. For
definiteness, let ;4 > 0 . The values of the function « approach 
the number A as x —*-x0, and there must exist a neighbourhood

A Aof x0 in which they become greater than -y, i.e. « > - Then,  
for the points of this neighbourhood, we have

0 <  — < 2_
A

which means that the function is bounded in that neighbour
hood.

In the case A <  0 the proof is carried out analogously.
Now, since the quotient y  can be regarded as the product of

the bounded function L  by the infinitesimal a, Theorem II im
plies that

lim — =  0U
which is what we had to prove.

Theorem III '. The limit of a quotient is equal to the quotient 
of the limits of the dividend and the divisor provided that the 
limit of the divisor is nonzero.

Proof. Let lim u =  o and lim o= b= £0. Then « =  a-f-a  and 
o= b-|-P  where a  and p are infinitesimals. We have to show that

,. ,. u lim u alim w =  lim — =  tj——= -r- v lim v b
Indeed, we have

u  f l+ a  a  . b a —aP 
W ~  ~ v ~  6 +  p~“ b  b ( b  +  fl)

ba qBwhere, according to Theorem III, the fraction is an infi
nitesimal, since, by the foregoing theorems, its numerator is an 
infinitesimal and the limit of the denominator, equal to b2, is,
by the hypothesis, different from zero. Hence, limtt>=-|-.
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The theorem becomes inapplicable when 6 =  0.
Below is an example demonstrating the given rules:

.. 3x°—2x2-f-x+  1 lim (3r»—2x'-+ x+  1)
x*—5x+ 3  — lim(x*—5x+3) ~~

_  3 (lim x)3—2 (Hm xj’ +  lim x-f-1 3-23—2-22+ 2 + l  -1
(limx)2—5 (lim x )+ 3  22—5 -2 + 3  ~  b 3

In this example we are interested in the lim it of a ralional 
function as its argument tends to a finite point x 0 at which the 
denominator of the fraction does not vanish. It turns out that 
to find such a limit it is sufficient to substitute the number x, 
for the value of the independent variable into the expression of 
the function1.

Now we proceed to consider some cases to which the general 
theorems on limits proved here are inapplicable. This is most
often the case when we deal with the lim it of a quotient — in
which the limit of the denominator is equal to zero. If, in these 
circumstances, the limit of the numerator is different from zero
the quotient ^  is an infinitely large magnitude (see Theorem 111)

and lim~  =  while the quotient ^  is an infinitesimal. If both
the numerator and the denominator tend to zero simultaneously the 
determination of the limit requires an additional transformation 
or a special technique.

Similarly, an additional investigation is required in the cases 
when the function is not defined a t the point x0 or when the 
argument x  approaches infinity. Let us consider some examples 
demonstrating these cases. x_3

Examples. (1) Let us find l i m - j ^ .  Here, the denominator
x-+3x y

tends to zero as x —*3 and the numerator also tends to zero. 
But since x*—9 =  (x—3){x +  3), we have —_ J_  for an (he 
values of x different from x =  3. Therefore,

*• 3 <• x —3 4 * 1 1
{x—3) \x + 3 ) =  Jl ™ 7 + 3  =  T

In the solution of this problem we cancel by x —3, and one 
may think that this is illegitimate since x —*-3, and the division 
by zero is not allowed. But this is not the case here: the func-

1 As will be shown in § Z this simple technique for determining limits is 
applicable to every elementary function provided that the point x0 belongs to 
the domain of definition of that function.
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y __ 3  J
tions y = -t—5 and « =  —p* coincide identically for all x*£3, and x- —y x o
the definition of a limit of a function for x —>-jc0 does not involve 
the value of that function at the point x =  x0 itself, and there
fore the limits of the above functions as x —*-3 are equal to 
each other. The essence of this transformation is that the limit 
of the new function is found easier than that of the original 
function.

2x—3 This function tends to 00 since the(2) Consider lim -5—j - t t ,
X  -+ \ X  I 4

denominator of the fraction is an infinitesimal for x —*• 1 while 
the numerator does not tend to zero. Indeed, we have 
lim (x*—5x-(-4) = 0  and lim (2x—3) =  —1; therefore, by Theo-

X  I X  1

rem III,

lim 4JC-* 1 "  ^
=  0

and, since the reciprocal of an infinitesimal is an infinitely large 
magnitude,

r  2x—3lim — =——a =  00— 5 x + 4 '

(3) Now we compute lim 4-  J z r  1 . Here both the denomina

tor and the numerator are infinitesimals* We have 
4x2—4x-J-1 (2x— l)2 2x— I

4x2—1 (2x— 1) (2 x + 1) 2x-\-1
and, consequently,

Urn lim ^ = 4 = 04x-— I 2 x + l
*-*T

Y  J J
(4) Take lim - ^ r .  Dividing the numerator and the denomina

tor by x we obtain

lira lim — 4 -
 ̂ X

l+ llm f _ l ± » = 1
1 —Urn 1 T —0

(5) If x ~ + o o ,  a rational function tends to zero or to infinity 
or to a finite nonzero limit depending on whether the degree of 
the numerator is less than or greater than or equal to the degree 
of the denominator. Indeed, let us take a rational function

0 ^  + 0 ^ + . . .+ am
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and divide the numerator and the denominator by x":
t. _ gi>*n~ "+ ai*CT~1~n +  - - -+ gffl*~n 
J  fc0 +  &lX- l + . . . +<>nX-n

As x —>•<», the denominator of the transformed fraction tends 
to b0 while the numerator tends to zero if m <  n, to oo if m > n  
and to a0 if m = n. It is clear that the lim it is the same for 
x —<-+oo and for x —►—oo. Thus,

lim y =  0 if m <  n
X —► CD

lim y — oo if m >  n
x *+■ co

and
lim if m — n

bo
II. Next we proceed to consider the rules for passing to the 

limit in inequalities.
Theorem. If two functions f ( x )  and F ( x ) satisfy the inequality

f ( x ) < F ( x )  (*)
for all the values of x  belonging to a neighbourhood of a point x 0 
and not coinciding with x 0then

l i m / ( x ) <  lim  F ( X )  (**)
x~+x0 x -+ xe

provided that the limits of both functions, as x —* x 0, exist. 
Proof. Let lim f(x) =  A and lim F{x) =  B. We must prove

that A tgZB. Suppose the contrary, i.e*. A >  B. Then >4 —5  =  C>0.
Let us take e= -^ -. According to the definition of a limit, there
exists a neighbourhood of the point x 0 such that for the values 
x ^ x 0 belonging to that neighbourhood the inequalities

- f < / W - i , < r  and - Jr < f M - - B < T
hold1. These inequalities imply f ( x ) > A — ~  and F ( x ) < B + ^ ,  
and hence

I ( x ) - F ( x ) > A ~ £ - B - $ = § > 0

which contradicts inequality (•). Thus, the assumption that 
A >  B leads to a contradiction, and therefore A ^ B ,  which is 
what we had to prove.

1 Here we take a neighbourhood of the point x0 such that for the points 
belonging to it and different from x6 the inequality (*) and the last two inequa
lities are fulfilled simultaneously.
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Note that a strict inequality connecting functions may lead to 
a nonstrict inequality for their limits. For example, if 0 <  |x | <  1 
then x * < \x \,  But nevertheless,

lim x2 =  lim |;t | =  0
x -+ 0 x —► 0

The theorem remains of course true if the strict inequality 
f(x )< F (x )  entering into its formulation is replaced by the non
strict inequality f ( x ) ^ .F( x ) .  In the case * —»--t-oo we must re
quire that inequality (•) should hold for x > N  where N is 
a fixed number.

An important particular case of the theorem arises when one 
of the two functions F(x) and /(*) is a constant. For definiteness, 
let F(x) =  const. Then the theorem reads:

I f  f (*) <  M  (or f  (*) ̂  M) for 0 <  | *—x0 [ <  I where I is a fixed 
number then lim f ( x ) ^ . M  provided that the limit of the function

X - + X 0
f  (x) exists.

Let the reader state analogous propositions for limits of se
quences.

30. Test for the Existence of the Limit of a Function. The Limit
of the Function — ^ as * —>-0. There are various tests for finding
a lim it of a function when its direct determination is impracti
cal. Here we confine ourselves to the test given by the following 

Theorem. If the values of a function f ( x )  are contained bet
ween the values of two functions F ( x )  and ® (x ) tending to one 
and the same limit A  as x —► * 0, the function / ( * )  also has a 
limit as x —»•*„ which is equal to the number A .

Proof. Let
F (* X f(x )< < D (x )

and
lim F(x)— lim ® (x )=  A

X  —► Xq X  —► Xq

We have to prove that
lim f(x) =  A

X-+Xq

Take an arbitrary e-neighbourhood of the number A. By the 
hypothesis, there exists a 8-neighbourhood of the point x0 such 
that for x=£xu belonging to this 8-neighbourhood the correspon
ding values of F(x) and G>(x) lie within the e-neighbourhood of A:

A — e < F(x) <  A + e  and A — e<<D(x) <  A + e
By the inequalities given in the condition of the theorem, the 
values of f(x) corresponding to the points of that 6-neighbourhood
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of the point x0 are also in the e-neighbourhood of the number A. 
Since e is arbitrary, this means that

lim f(x) = A
X - +  X0

which is what we set out to prove.
Let the reader consider the geometrical meaning of this theorem. 
Now we shall apply this test to derive the already mentioned 

(Sec. 24) limiting relation

playing an important role in mathematical analysis.
Theorem. The function possesses the limit equal to 1 as 

a —tO:
lim
a 0

Proof. We shall proceed from the geometrical definition of the 
sine. Take a circle of unit radius and suppose that the central 

angle a  expressed in radians is contained
within the limits 0 and - : 0 a < y .

^Since is an even function, it is sufficient

to consider the case when a  >  0. j  Fig. 42 
indicates that

area of A  OAC <  area of sector 
OAC <  area of A  OBC

These areas being respectively equal to - j s in a ,  —a  and - j tana,  
we have

sin a  <  a  <  ta n a

On dividing all the members of these inequalities by sin a  we 
obtain

i - sin a  cos a
that is,

c o s a < ^ <  1cz
But v/e have cosa =  OD=  1 — DC >  1— A C >  \ — a, and, consequ
ently,

i ^  sin a . ,1— a  < ------<  1a
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Now, passing to the limit as a —*-0 we obtain, in accordance with 
the above test, the desired result:

lim 1
a -► 0 a

Many other limits can be computed with the aid of this result. 
Examples.

( 1)

(2)

(3)

x~+Q x x cos X
lim 1

lim
x-+0

lim
jc-+ o

sin kx
► o 

= lim
x-+0

k sin kx 
kx

*-*o 
:k lim

x —+ 0

► ocos*
=  1-1 =  1

sin kx

1 — cos x =  lim
x-+ 0

2 sinJ y
=  lim

kx
. X sm ~2

■k- l =k

j:-*o 2L
lim sin-=- =  1 *0 =  0
JC-vO *

31. Test for the Existence of the Limit of a Sequence. The Limit 
of the Sequence  ̂I as Consider a function of the
integral argument it:

*/„ =  / »
As was said, it can be interpreted equivalently as the sequence

yit y%t • • • i ijn • • •
We shall say that this sequence is bounded above if there is a number 
Af such that

yn < M
for all n. Analogously, we say that the sequence is bounded below 
if there is a number m such that

yn> m
for all n. The numbers Af and m are called, respectively, an upper 
bound and a lower bound of the sequence. A sequence possessing both 
an upper bound and a lower bound is said to be bounded.

We shall additionally suppose that the sequence y lt y t , . . . ,  yn, . . .  
is monotone (this means that its terms only either increase or dec
rease as n grows).

Now we state as a theorem an important test for the existence 
of the limit of a sequence:

Theorem. If y lt y t , . . ., y n is an increasing sequence bounded 
above it possesses a limit.

The sequence increasing, we have

yi <  y% <  • • • <  yn <  • • •
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Since it is bounded above there exists an upper bound M: y„<M 
for any n. The theorem asserts that under these conditions the 
sequence has a lim it A.  Indeed, since the point y„ =  f(n)  only 
moves upward along Oy and cannot leave the interval [0, M] it 
must approach indefinitely a point A1; according to Sec. 29, II, 
A ^ M .

If a sequence y„ =  f(n)  is monotone and unbounded then lim /(n)=
n -*■ ®

=  -j-oo, that is, the point y„, when moving upward along Oy, 
leaves any neighbourhood of the point y =  0.

The situation is similar in the case of a decreasing sequence

i/i ^  y 2 ^  ^  yn ^  •
If such a sequence is bounded below, that is yn >  m for any n, 
it has a limit A which is not less thanm : A ^ M .  If the sequence 
is unbounded, the function f (n)  approaches — oo as ti —*-oo:

lim f (n) =  — oo
n oo

It should be noted that for a nonmonotone sequence there are 
not two but three possible cases:

(1) the sequence has a limit;
(2) the sequence tends to infinity;
(3) the sequence has neither finite nor infinite lim it (for example, 

such is the sequence yn =  {— 1)").
The above theorem sometimes makes it possible to establish the 

existence of a lim it although it does not specify its numerical 
value. We shall apply it to prove the existence of a limit which 
plays an extremely important role in mathematical analysis. This 
result is expressed by the following theorem:

Theorem. The sequence y n =  [ 1 +  —"j" possesses a limit as n  -»-oo.
Proof. By Newton’s binomial formula, we have*

u =  ( 14-—V  =  1 -u iL  _L_ly" n )  ^11  2! n*T
n (n— 1) (n—2) 1

31
n ( n — l ) . . . ( n —n + 1 )  

n!

1 Here we do not present the rigorous proof of this proposition confining 
ourselves to the intuitive argument.

a The last binomial coefficient, that is the factor in is of course equal
to 1; for the sake of convenience it is represented here in accordance with the 
general formula for the binomial coefficients. For the binomial formula itself 

refer the reader to textbooks on algebra.
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Replacing n by n-f-1 we obtain an analogous expression for 
Next, comparing these expressions we conclude that the first 

two terms in both sums coincide and that every subsequent term 
in yn is less than the corresponding term in yn+1 (since every
expression in the parentheses ^1— ^  , ( l —■Z-'j, etc. becomes
greater as ti increases); finally, the expression of yn+l contains an addi
tional (the last) positive term. Therefore it is apparent that 
y„ <  yn+1 for any n, that is, yn is an increasing sequence. Let us 
show that it is bounded. To this end, we replace the proper frac
tions in the parentheses by unities and thus receive

y „ <  I * +  1+ i r + i r + •• -+-^r
The right-hand side of this inequality still increases if we replace

- L ^ J L  by ± tm±
3! 2-3 2-2 2*

JL =  _1_ by _ i_  =  _L
4! 2-3-4 2-2-2 23

1 1
nl 2-3 . . . n by 1 _  1 

2 -2 . . .  2 2n_1
Consequently,

yn <  1 +

Now, adding to the right-hand expression the terms • • •»
we replace it by unity plus the infinite geometric progression with 
common ratio

The sum of the progression in the parentheses being equal to 2, 
we obtain

yn <  3
Thus, the increasing sequence in question is bounded above, and 

hence, according to the above test, it possesses a finite limit. This 
limit plays a very important role in mathematics and is trad iti
onally denoted by e . 1

1 This notation was introduced by L. Euler (1707-1783) who, by the way, 
also introduced the notation n  for the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its diameter. L. Euler (a Swiss by birth) was a great scientist. He spent most 
of his life in Russia and died in St. Petersburg. L. Euler contributed many 
outstanding results to mathematical analysis, celestial mechanics, shipbuilding
and other divisions of science.
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Definition. The number e is the limit

The number e is irrational and therefore cannot be expressed 
precisely by a finite decimal. Its approximate value is

It can be shown (but we do not present the proof here) that 
the function

has a limit not only when its argument runs through natural 
numbers (that is x — n where n = \ ,  2, 3, . . . )  but also when it 
varies continuously and approaches — oo or +  oo. In all the cases 
the limit is the same number e.

Here we do not present the general proof of this assertion.
The test given in this section can be generalized without any 

changes to functions of a continuous argument: if a function f{x) 
increases as x —*--f oo and remains bounded (see Sec. 27, II) it 
possesses a limit. We suggest that the reader construct examples 
showing that if at least one of these conditions (that is the mo
notonicity or the boundedness) is violated the function may have 
no limit. Analogous tests can be stated for a decreasing function 
and for the case x —*•—oo.

32. Continuity. Recall that the increment of a function y = f(x) 
at a given point x0 is the difference

where Ax is the increment of the argument (Fig. 43). Now we state 
the following definition:

Definition. A function^ = / ( * )  Is said to be continuous a t a  point 
x„ If it is defined in a neighbourhood of the point x 0 and

e « 2 .7 1 8

Thus,

§ 2 . Continuous Functions

&y=f(Xo+&x)— f ( x 0)
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that is, if to an infinitesimal increment of the argument there cor
responds an infinitesimal increment of the function1.

For instance, the function y = x 9 is continuous at every point x0. 
For, since

Ay =  (xo +  Ax)3—Xq =  3xl Ax+ 3x0 Ax2 +  Ax*

it is clear that if Ax—►O then also A y—*-0, which means that the 
function is continuous. (Let the reader prove that the functions 
sinx and cosx are continuous at every 
point x„.)

Using the expression of Ay we can 
rewrite the condition of continuity in 
the form

lim [f (x0+ Ax)—f (x0) ] =  0
Ax-* 0

or, equivalently,
lim f(x0+Ax) =  /(x 0)

Ax-* 0
If x„-j-Ax is denoted by x the va

riable x tends to x 0 as Ax—+0 and vice versa. Therefore the latter 
condition can be rewritten as

lim /(x )= /(x 0)
X -*X #

Hence, we can say:
A function y t = s f ( x )  is continuous at a point X„ if it is defined 

in a neighbourhood of that point3 and if the limit of the function, 
as the independent variable x  tends to x ct exists and is equal to 
the particular value of the function at the point x — x c:

\ \ m f ( x ) = f ( x t) (*)
x-*x0

This means that, given any e >  0, there is 6 >  0 such that for 
all the values of x  satisfying the condition \ x —x„ | <  6 the inequality 
If (x)— f  (x0)j <  e is fulfilled. The condition x^= x0 is not stipulated 
here since tne latter inequality also holds for x = x 0.

It should be noted that i f  the value of a function f(x) at a 
point x0 where it is continuous is different from zero there exists 
a neighbourhood of the point x0 at whose all points the sign of 
the function f{x) coincides with that of f  (x„). For, because of the

1 In this definition we speak about the increment A y= /(x0-f-Ax)—f(x) of 
the function, and therefore the fact that the function is defined not only in 
a neighbourhood of the point Xp but also at the point x0 itself is implied auto
matically although this condition is not stipulated explicitly in the statement 
of the definition.—Tr.

2 Of course, here again the function must be defined at the point x=x»
itself.—Tr.
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continuity, there is a neighbourhood of the point x0 in which 
the difference between the function and its lim it (which is equal 
to f ( x 0)) is so small that the condition f(x„) >  0 (f ( x 0) <  0) implies 
the positivity (negativity) of f(x ).

Definition. If a function Is continuous a t every point of an inter
val it is said to be continuous in that interval.

In the application to a closed interval the definition of 
continuity should be slightly changed for the end points of the 
interval. Namely, for the left end point the argument x  should 
only be given positive increments Ax and for the right end point 
only negative ones.

The condition of continuity of a function in an interval can 
be described as the property of the function to change "gradually’’ 
within that interval in the sence that small variations of the 
argument generate small variations of the function itself. This 
is a characteristic feature of many phenomena and processes. For 
instance, when a rod is heated we consider it as elongating conti
nuously, the growth of an organism is regarded as a continuous pro
cess, the air temperature varies continuously during the day, etc.

The continuity of a function in an interval can be interpreted 
geometrically as the continuity of its graph which must not have 
"interruptions”.

By the way, when describing the properties and the graphs of 
the basic elementary functions in Chapter I, we meant tacitly that 
they were continuous. It can be shown (for the proof we refer 
the reader to advanced courses in mathematical analysis) that 
all the basic elementary functions are continuous in the intervals 
where they are defined. In Sec. 34 we shall extend this general 
proposition to all elementary functions.

33. Points of Discontinuity of a Function. The examination of

the graph of the function y — -^ in the vicinity of the point x =0
clearly shows that it "splits” into two separate curves at that 
point. The same applies to the graph of the function y = \m  x
in the vicinity of the points x =  (2k-{-1)-— (see Sec. 21, Fig. 27)

and to the graph of the function y = ^  (or y  = sgnx) near the
point x = 0  (see Sec. 24, Fig. 37). It is said that at each point 
of that kind the function is discontinuous.

Definition. If, for a function y z = z f( x ) ,  the condition of con
tinuity, at a point x 0,

Iim f  ( x ) = f  ( x 0) (*)
X - + X ,

is violated, x 0 is called a p o in t o f  d isco n tin u ity  of the function.
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The condition of continuity is violated if one of the follo
wing two cases takes place:

1. The limit entering into condition (*) is infinite or does not 
exist at all (a function must not necessarily be defined at its 
point of discontinuity).

2. The limit l imf (x ) exists but does not coincide with f (x 0).
X -v X 0

It should also be noted that if x 0 is an end point of the inter
val where the function in question is defined the limit lim /fx)

X -* X e
is understood in the sence that x  is only given the values belon
ging to the interval.

In many problems we encounter the so-called infinite disconti
nuities which appear at points of discontinuity x0 for which 
lim /(x) =  oo. Examples of such points are the point x = 0  for the

1 'Ifunction r /=  —, the points x =  (2k -f- l ) y  for the function y= ianx ,
the point x = 0  for the function y  = \ogx  (which is only defined 
on the right of that point of discontinuity x =  0) and the points
x =  — 1 and x = l  for the function y =  —F= = .  (in the latter case

the points of discontinuity are the end points of the interval 
in wh;ch the function is defined).

An important class of points of discontinuity is formed by the 
so-called points of discontinuity of the first kind. To state their 
definition we introduce the notions of a left-hand and a right-hand 
limits of a function.

Let x  approach a point x0 so that it always remains on the 
left of xc, that is x  <  x0. If, under this condition, the function f  ix) 
tends to a lim it we speak of the left-hand limit of the function 
f ix)  at the point x 0. A right-hand limit is defined similarly. The 
symbols for left-hand and right-hand limits are, respectively, 
/(x 0—0) and f i x 0-}-0). Thus,

lim / ( * ) = / ( * 0 +  0)
X-*-Xt
x<x#

and Iim /(*) = / ( x 0+ 0)
x-*x#
x>x.

It appears evident that if a function possesses a lim it as its 
argument x  approaches x0 in an arbitrary way the left-hand and 
the right-hand limits also exist and coincide with the limit of the 
function. Conversely, if a function has coinciding left-hand and 
right-hand limits at a point x0 it.tends to the same limit as the 
argument approaches x0 arbitrarily.

When we spoke about the condition of continuity (or disconti
nuity) for an end point of the interval of definition of a function 
the corresponding lim it was in fact understood as the right-hand
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limit for the left end point and as the left-hand lim it for the 
right end point.

Let us state the following definition:
Definition. If a function f ( x )  possesses left-hand and right-hand 

limits at its point of discontinuity x 0 this point is called a point
o f  d isco n tin u ity  o f  th e  f i r s t  kind.

The most important type of a point of 
discontinuity of the first kind is the 
one for which the left-hand and the 
right-hand limits at that point of dis
continuity are distinct. This situation 
is illustrated geometrically in Fig. 44. 
As an example, we can take the point
x = 0  for the function y = ~  (see the

example at the end of Sec. 24).
Another example is the function # =  a r c ta n y . I t is not defined at

the point x= 0. If x —* 0 and remains negative the expression — tends

to —oo and y —*■—y  (see Sec. 22). If x —►O and remains positive

we h a v e - j —<■-f oo and y —>-y.
Thus, x =  0 is a point of discon
tinuity of the first kind for the

function y =  arctan . The sketch
of the graph of this function is 
shown in Fig. 45.

Now suppose that at a point x0 
a function possesses both left-hand 
and right-hand limits which coin
cide: f{x0— 0) =  /(x 0+ 0 ). If the Fig. 45
function f(x) is defined at the
point x0 and f{x0) is equal to these limits the function is con
tinuous at x0. But if f(x)  is not defined f o r x = x 0 we say that the 
function f(x) has a removable singularity at the point x — x„. The 
meaning of this term is explained as follows: if the point x0 is 
added to the domain of definition of the function f(x) and if at 
that new point the value of the function is put equal to the com
mon value of the left-hand and right-hand limits the (new) func
tion f(x) thus obtained is continuous a t the point x0.

For example, the function y =  sin-x is not defined at the point 

=  0. But since lim =  1 we can introduce a new function,
x -* 0  *

Hu
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defined for all the values of jt,and coinciding with the old one 
for x=£0, which is everywhere continuous:

sin* f n—j — for x^=0
1 for x =  0

The term “removable singularity” is also applied when a function 
f(x) is defined at the point x0 and possesses coinciding left-hand 
and right-hand limits which are not equal to /(*„)• For instance, 
such is the point x =  0 for the function

y =
x i o r x ^ O  
2 for x =  0

Its graph is obtained from the graph of the continuous, function 
y = x  if its point (0, 0) is “torn out” and moved 2 units of length 
upward along Oy.

All the points of discontinuity not belonging to the class of 
the points of discontinuity of the first kind are referred to as 
the points of discontinuity of the second kind.

One must not think that a point of discontinuity of the second 
kind is necessarily a point of infinite discontinuity. There are 
bounded functions having neither a left-hand nor a right-hand 
limit as the argument approaches a point of discontinuity. As an
example of that kind, consider the function y = sin---: when x
tends to zero the function does not tend to any limit, finite or 
infinite, left-hand or right-hand. To verify this, construct a'sk'etch
of its graph by plotting the points with the coordinates x = - ^  

and — “t—t—  where k are integers.

34. Operations on Continuous Functions. Continuity of Elementary 
Functions. We proceed to prove that, under certain conditions, 
a finite number of arithmetical operations and operations of con
structing a function of a function performed on continuous fun
ctions result into a new continuous function. All the propositions 
below are proved in like manner: we show in each case that the 
limit of the resultant function is equal to its particular value at 
the corresponding point, which implies the continuity.-For brevity, 
instead of u(x), v(x), . . .  we shall write u, o, . . .

Theorem I. The sum of a finite number of functions continuous 
at a point is a continuous function at that point.

Proof. Suppose we are given a definite number of functions 
u, v, . . . .  t continuous at a point x0. We have to prove that their 
sum w = u +  v +  ..  .- \- t  is a continuous function at that point. The
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functions «, v, t being continuous, we have
lim h =  u0, lim v — v0, . . . ,  lim t =  i0
x-+x0 x-+x0 x~*xe

where ti0, u0, . . . .  i v are, respectively, the values of the functions 
u, v, . . . ,  t at the point x„. By the theorem on the limit of a 
sum (Sec. 29), we write

lim w =  lim (« +  u -f .. .-{ - /)  =  lim « +  limo-f- . . .  -f-limf =
X~+X0 X-+Xo x~+x0 x-+x0 x-+x0

— U0 +  V0 +  • • • *t~  ̂© — W0

where w0 is the value of the function w at the point x =  x0. Thus, 
lim w = w0, which is what we wished to prove.
X-t-X*

Theorem II. The product of a finite number of functions con
tinuous at a point Is a continuous function at that point.

Proof. Let w = u-v . . .  t. Retaining the notation of Theorem I 
and using the theorem on the limit of a product (Sec. 29), we 
receive
lim tci =  lim (u-v . . .  / ) =  lim u- lim v . . .  lim t =  u0u0 . . .

x-+x0 x-*x0 x-*x0 x-*x0 x~ *x0

which is what we set out to prove.
Theorem III. The quotient of two functions contlnous at a point x t 

is a continuous function at the point x 0 provided that the deno
minator does not turn into zero at that point.

Proof. If =  then, by the theorem on the limit of a quotient 
(Sec. 29), we have

lim u
lim w =  lim —

X •* X , x -+xt v
x-+xa 

lim v
x-t-x„

«0.
t>o = W0

if lim o = o 0t^O. Therefore w = — is a continuous function at
X  - + x ,  v

the point x0.
Theorem IV. A function of a function composed of a finite num

ber of continuous fui.ctions is a continuous function.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this assertion for a function 

of a function formed of two continuous functions because after 
that it can be extended, consecutively, to an arbitrary number 
of constituent functions. Let

r/ =  /(z), z =  q>(x) and jf =  /[q>(x)] =  F(x)
where <p(x) is continuous for x = x 0 and f(z)  is continuous for 
z =  z0 =  <p(x0). We have to prove that y as function of x (that is 
the function y=F{x) )  (s continuous at the point x„.
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Indeed, let x —*x0. The continuity of the function z =  <p(x) 
implies that lim cp(x) =  9 (x0) =  z0, that is 2—>-z0. The function

X-*-Xe
f (2) being continuous at the point z0, we have lim /(z) =  /(z 0).

z -* zt
Now, since z =  y(x),  we can rewrite the last relation in the form

lim /[<p (*)]=/[?(*„)]X-+X 0
or, equivalently,

lim F ( x ) = F ( x 0)
X -> X 0

which is what we wished to prove.
We also state, without proof, the following theorem:
Theorem V. The inverse of a monotone1 * continuous function is 

continuous in the interval where it is defined.
As was mentioned, all the basic elementary functions are con

tinuous in the intervals where they are defined (Sec. 32), and 
therefore the four theorems proved here imply that every elemen
tary function is continuous in those intervals where it  is defined.

An elementary function can only be discontinuous at those 
points where some of the constituent functions is formed of 
are not defined or where the denominators of some fractions in
volved vanish. For instance, the function y  =  is disconti
nuous at the points x =  ± 2 and continuous at all the other points; 
the function y ~ x z tan* is discontinuous at the points x=(2k- f - l ) - j
{k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, . . . ) .

It should be noted that the limiting relation lim /(*) =  /(*„)
X  —*■ Xq

expressing the continuity of the function f(x)  at the point x ~ x 0 
can be rewritten as

lim f ( x ) = f  (lim x) (*\
X -+ X , x - + x 0 '  9

which means that the symbol of the limit and the symbol of a con
tinuous function can be interchanged.

It follows that the passage to the lim it in an elementary func
tion can be carried out according to the following simple and 
convenient practical rule:

To find the limit of an elementary function as its argument 
tends to a value belonging to the domain of definition of the 
function we should substitute this value for the argument into 
the expression of the function.

This rule is very important since in applications of mathema
tical analysis we usually deal with elementary functions.

1 The monotonicity is understood here not in the broad but in the strict sense
(see pp. 40, 41).
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The cases when the argument tends to infinity or to a point 
not belonging to the domain of definition of the function always 
require a special investigation. The following general rule for 
passing to the limit (which we give without proof) is sometimes 
of use in such cases:

I f  the limit of a function <p(x) as x —>x0 or as x —+oo exists 
and is equal to b and the function f  (x) is continuous at the point 
x  — b then

lim /[<p(x)] =  /p h n  <p(x)J (*♦)
x-+ xt x~+x0

or or
&  X - +  CD

Examples. (1) Let us find lim y  where y =  * * * ~ x~ - ■. Since
X  0 X -j-x o

the given function is continuous at the point x = 0 (because the 
polynomial in the denominator does not vanish at that point) 
we obtain

.. xa+ 3 x 2—x —3 Oa-f-3.02—0—3 _ —3 _  I
x2-J-x—6 “  0l + 0 - 6  “ - 6 "  2

Now let us find lim y. At the point x = —3 both the numerator and
x-±  -3

the denominator turn into zero. We have x2-f x — 6 =  (x-f 3)(x—2) 
and x9-f3x*—x —3 =  (x-f-3)(x2— 1), and hence, on cancelling by 
(x-f 3), we obtain

lim
X-+-3

x* +  3x2—x —3 
x« + x —6 lim

x-*—3
X2— 1
x —2

(—3)2— 1 
—3—2

8
5

In the same manner we find

lim
x -*■ 2

x3-f3x2—x —3 
x2+ x —6 oo. lim

x  -*■ 1
x8+ 3 x 2—x —3 

x2- f x —6

lim
X «

^4-3x2— x—3 
x2 +  * _ 6 OO

““ 4(2) Let y  —---------. We shall compute lim y. The given func*
COS -r  x x **■14

y7 ̂
tion is continuous at the point x = l ,  and hence l im ------- --

x •* 1 COS ■— X 4
= — ~ i . —3 ^ 2 .  But the limit of this function as x —*-2 can*

cos i  • l 
4

not be found by means of the general rule since the denominator 
turns into zero for x =  2. Noting that the numerator also turns 
into zero at the point x =  2 , we put x — 2 =  z, i.e. x =  z + 2, and
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reduce the case x —►2 to z —>-0:

lim lim - z(z^ 4) =  lim J * ± * L
x 2 cos ■ x z -+° cos — (z-f 2) 2"*o — s in ~ z

Continuing the computations we find the desired limit:
n

lim z(z+4)
n . n 0 — sin -T-z

lim 16

sin-pz2"*0 4

lim (2 +  4) =  — -

(3) lim l n ^ l + - j ) * = l n  £ l i m - =  lnV== 1. Here the

rule (*) is inapplicable, and thefefore we use (**).
35. Properties of Continuous Functions. A function continuous 

in a closed interval possesses a number of important properties. 
Here we present, without proof, two of 
them..

Theorem I. If a function Is conti
nuous in a closed  interval there exist 
at least one point at which the function 
assumes the greatest value and at least 
one point at which it assumes the 
least value on that interval.

Let y = f ( x )  be a continuous func
tion in an interval [a, b] (Fig. 46).
The theorem asserts that there are at least one point £,€[<*. b\ 
and at least one point £26 [a, 6] such that at these points the 
function attains, respectively, its greatest and least values1:

/ ( * ) < / ( 5 1) and for all xG[a, b]
There may be of course several such points; for example, in 

Fig. 46 we see that the function /(.r) takes on its least value at 
two points (denoted by | 2 and £2).

If the condition that the interval is closed is dropped the asser
tion of the theorem may become incorrect. As an example, consider 
the function y = x  which is continuous in every open interval 
(a, b)\ it does not attain the least and the greatest values on 
such an interval (if the function y ~ x  is regarded as defined in 
the closed interval [a, b] it attains its least and greatest values 
at the points a and b which are not included into the open 
interval (a, b)). Similarly, the theorem is inapplicable to discon
tinuous functions. Let the reader construct an example of a dis
continuous function (or draw its graph) which is defined in a

1 The inclusion relation of the type [a, 6) means that (see
Sec. 4).
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closed interval and does not achieve its least and greatest values.
Theorem II. If a function defined in a closed  interval assumes 

values of different signs at its end points there exists at least one 
point lying inside the interval at which the function turns into 
zero.

Suppose that a function y =  f(x)  is continuous in an interval 
[a, b\, and that [ (a) <  0 and f ( b ) >  0 (Fig. 47). The theorem 
asserts that there is at least one point |£ ( a ,  b) such that 
This fact is quite obvious from the geometrical point of vie?.1: 

« the graph of the function which is a con
tinuous line joints the point A lying be
low Ox to the point B above Ox, and 

f(b) therefore it must at least once intersect 
the axis Ox.

Theorem II can be restated in a more 
general form:

A function continuous in a closed inter
val assumes at least once any value lying 
between its end point values.

Let f (a)=m,  f(b) = M and m <  M (the case m >  M is treated 
quite similarly). Take an arbitrary number u lying between m 
and M: m < p < M .  The theorem as
serts that there is at least one point 

(a, b) such that f(c) = y.  This asser
tion is readily reduced to Theorem II.
Indeed, let us consider the auxiliary 
function

9 (*) =  /(* )—P
It assumes the values of different signs 
9 (a) =  / (a)—p = m  — p <  0 and rp(b) =
=f  (b)—p =  M — p >  0 at the end points. Fig. 48
The function <y(x) being continuous in
the interval [a, b]. Theorem II implies that there is a point 

(a, b) at which the function vanishes. Thus,

Fig. 47

9(5) =  f ( ? | -  p = 0
whence / ( c ) = p .

Geometrically, this proposition means that any straight line 
y — y parallel to Ox and passing between the initial and the ter
minal points of a continuous line intersects the line at least once. 
The abscissa of the point of intersection is the value x = Z for 
which /'(?) —p (see Fig. 48 where there are three such points). 
It follows that

if a continuous function passes from one of its values to another 
it necessarily passes through all the intermediate values.
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In particular, a function continuous in an interval assumes at 
least once every value lying between its least and greatest values.

It is also clear, geometrically, that if a continuous function is 
increasing (decreasing) in the given closed interval it assumes 
the least value at the left (right) end point of the interval and 
the greatest value at the right (left) end point; besides, every 
intermediate value is assumed exactly once.

§ 3. Comparison of Infinitesimals.
Comparison of Infinitely Large Magnitudes

36. Comparison of Infinitesimals. Equivalent Infinitesimals.
I. Comparison of infinitesimals. Let a (x) and P(x) be infinite

simals as x x0. To compare the infinitesimals a  (x) and p (x) 
means to determine the limit of their ratio

lim «(*)
PW

provided that it exists. In this section we always assume that the 
function appearing in the denominator is different from zero for 
every point x=£x0 in a neighbourhood of the point x0. All the 
definitions below are readily extended to the case when x  tends 
to oo instead of a finite value x„.

Let us consider different cases occurring when infinitesimals are 
compared.

(a) Let lim s—  =  0. Then a  (x) is called an infinitesimal of 
*-vjf0P W

higher order than p (x).
In this case we write

a  (x) =  o (p (x)) for x x0

(read “a  (x) is small o of P(x) for x - ~ x 0”).
It should be noted that this symbolic relation is not an equality 

in the ordinary sense; it only indicates that the limit of the ratio 
of a (x) to p (x) is equal to zero.

Here are examples: x2 — o(x) for x-+fl since Iim—= Iim x =  0;
JC-t-0 X X-+0

♦ r3similarly x3 = o(x) for x -*-0 since lim —=  0 .
JC-+0 X

If a  (*) =  o (P (*)) the ratio ^ |  =  e(x') is an infinitesimal as 
x-+ x0 and

a(*) =  e(x)P(x)
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The converse is also obvious: if a  (x) =  e (x) p (x) where e(x) is 
an infinitesimal and p(x) is not equal to zero for x ^ x 0 the ratio
~ j  is an infinitesimal, that is a (x) =  o($(x)) .1

For brevity, we shall not write the argument of the functions 
a(x), P(x), y (* ). ••• and shall not indicate that x - * x e (orx-*oo). 
But of course it is always supposed that a, y, . . .  are func
tions of one and the same argument and are infinitesimals as the 
independent variable tends to a point x0 (or to oo).

The following rules for the symbol “o” are easily checked:
If  a = o[y) then Ca =  o(y) where C is any constant.
I f  a=o( y )  and p = o ( y) then a ± P  = o{y).
I f  a  =  o(P) and p =o(y) then a =  o(y).

If x  is an infinitesimal then in the sequence of magnitudes x, 
x*. x*, . . .  every term with a greater exponent is an infinitesimal 
of higher order than any term with a smaller exponent. This 
accounts for the origination of the term “of higher order".

The function identically equal to zero is apparently an infini
tesimal of higher order than any other infinitesimal, and there
fore it is not compared with other functions.

(b) Let lim | ^ = 1 .  Then the infinitesimals a(x)  and p(x) are 
P \x)

said to be equivalent.
For equivalent infinitesimals a  and p write a ~ p .  It is clear

that if a ~ p  then p ~ a ,  that is l im -^ = l implies lim
Important examples of equivalent infinitesimals are sinx and x 

and also tan x and x for x-+ 0  (see Sec. 30).
The following relations are readily verified:

I f  a  ~  P and p ~  y then a ~ y .
I f  a  =  o (7) and p ~  a  then p =  o (y).
I f  <x=o(y) and y ~ 6  then a  =  o(6).

As an instance, les us prove the second relation. Sinceo o *
-£-==-£•—, and the limit of the first factor on the right is equal 
to 1 while the lim it of the second factor is equal to 0 we have 
lim — =  0.

The following theorem describes an important property of equ
ivalent infinitesimals.

1 The relation a (x )= e(x ) 0(x) can of course be taken as an original defi
nition of the symbolic relation a  (x)—o (P (x)).
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Theorem. For two infinitesimals a(x)  and P (x) to be equiva
lent it is necessary and sufficient that their difference be an infi
nitesimal of higher order than a(x)  (or than p (x)). (It is sup
posed that a(x)  and P(x) do not turn into zero for x=^xQ.)

Briefly, if a  ~  p then a —p =  o(a) and vice versa.
Proof. Let a  ~  p. Then

limg ~P  — lim f  1——  ̂=  1—lim — =  0 a  \  a  /  a

which exactly means that a —p =  o(a). The above relations also 
imply that a —p =  o(P).

Now suppose it is given that a  and p satisfy the condition
a —p =  o(a). This means that lim tt~ ^  — 0. Then lim  ̂1 — ^  =  0

whence lim -^-= l, that is p ~ a .  The argument is similar if we 
start with the condition a —p =  o(P).g | | |

Example. The infinitesimals a = - 5 -  and P =  — are equivalentX X

for x —► oo since their difference a —p = - j  is equal to o(P). In-
1 1  adeed, we have lim —z:—= 0 . Therefore lim 1, which can also

X-*o> x  x  x-t-m P
be verified directly.

The properties of equivalent infinitesimals are often applied to 
finding various limits.

Let a ~ p  and Then a a 1~ p p i and ^ s i n c e
ct̂  _a_ pi

•«i ’ Pi ~  P ’ ®i ‘
Furthermore, the identity ^ ==‘j r 'p i 'a i  sh°w sthat if the limit

of the ratio exists the limit of the ratio ^  exists as well, and Pi ®i
they coincide:

lim — =  lim lim £  lim ̂  =  lim £-
P Pi «i Pi

This can be stated briefly as the limit of a ratio of infinitesi
mals does not change if any of the infinitesimals is replaced by an 
equivalent one.

Examples. (1) We have since sin2x—'2 x  and
sin5x~5* .

(2) The infinitesimals 1—co sx = 2 sin 4y  and 2-~---j =  j  are 

equivalent as x->-0, and therefore lim 1 c°s--=  -L.
X -+0 x  1
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(3) We have Jim =  1 • Indeed, sinx-f-x* ~  x since xt=o(x)
x-*-0 X

and x —x, -fx 3~ x  sincex5 =  o(x).
(c) Let a  (x) ~  CP (x) for x -► x0 (or for x oo) where C is a 

nonzero constant. This means that

lim
X-*X0

<*(*)
PM 0

In this case a(x) and P(x) are called infinitesimals of the same 
order. Equivalent infinitesimals are a particular case of infinite* 
simals of the same order (for C =  I). As an example, we can 
take the infinitesimals s in 2x and sin5x which are of the same 
order for x-*-0 (see Example 1).

II. Orders of infinitesimals. Let a  and p be infinitesimals and k 
a positive number. If

a  where C=£0 is a constant

a  is said to be an infinitesimal of the kth order relative to Ihe 
infinitesimal p.

This terminology is coherent with the fact that if x- is an in
finitesimal then xft is an infinitesimal of the kth  order relative 
to the infinitesimal x  which thus plays the role of a “standard” 
infinitesimal magnitude.

The solution of Example 2 clearly indicates that the infinite
simal 1—cosx is of the second order relative to x  as x —-0.

It is evident that if k >  1 then a  is an infinitesimal of higher 
order than p, if k — \ they are of the same order and if k < \  
then, conversely, p is of higher order than a .

III. Some examples of equivalent infinitesimals connected with 
the number e. Natural logarithms. The function loga (l-fx) is 
an infinitesimal as x -*0  since its lim it is equal to logal = 0. To 
compare it with x we must determine the limit of their ratio. 
To this end, v/e perform the following transformations:

_i_

l i m — lim [ 4 '1° g « ( l+ * ) l  =  limloga ( l- fx )x
x-+o * x-*o I *  J x-*o

By formula (**) (Sec. 34), the symbols of the logarithm and 
of the limit can be interchanged if the expression under the sign 
of logarithm possesses a limit as x -*■(). Let us prove the latter.

If we put z = y  then z — oo as x — 0, and therefore
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(see Sec. 31). Now we conclude that

lim--go(*+ *) = loga f l im ( l+ x )* | = lo g flc
x-*o *  Ljc-̂ o J

We have thus shown that the infinitesimals loga (1 -fx) and x are 
of the same order as x —• 0. If we put a =  e then loge (1 +  x) =  In (1 +  x) 
and logee = In  e=  1. The latter equality implies that ln (l+ jc ) and 
x are equivalent infinitesimals as x-+0:

In (1 +  x )  ~  x  for x  —»-0 (*)
Now let us take the function a*— 1 which is also an infinitesi

mal as x —►O and compare it with x. To this end we put
ax— 1 =  u

then u —►O as x —*•(). Taking the logarithms to the base a of 
both members of the equality ax = l + u  we obtain* =  loga ( l- f« ) . 
Hence, x —+0 as u —>-0, and

lim aX~ \ =  lim lim .— tt- t—:
t  -t- 0 x u _v0 l°g«(, + “) a n loga (1 + “)

u

The limit of the function in the denominator is already known: 
it is equal to logfle. Therefore, lim =  =  logea =  lna,

X -*■ 0  ** e
that is

ax —  1 ~ x ln a  for x —*0 (**)

Thus, we have proved that the infinitesimals ax— 1 and x  are 
of the same order for x —<-0. Putting a = e we conclude that 
e*— 1 and x  are equivalent infinitesimals:

ex— 1 ~  x  for x —*0 (***)

Relations (*) and (***) indicate that it is convenient to choose 
the number e as the base for the logarithmic and exponential 
functions. In this case ln(l-J-x) and ex— 1 can be replaced by x  
for small values of \x\ with an arbitrarily small relative error 
as \ x \ —*0:

ln ( l- J -x )« x , ex— 1 » 1

This property simplifies many calculations and is the reason why 
in mathematical analysis the exponential function ex and the 
natural logarithm \n x  are so frequently used.

Logarithms of numbers to different bases being proportional 
(see Sec. 20), the passage from dec mal logarithms to natural

8—2280
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ones and vice versa is readily carried out. The natural and deci
mal logarithms are connected by the relations

\ogx = M \ n x  and \ nx  = -^- \ogx
where

M =  loge =  j^j^ «  0.434294 and 2.302585

In practical calculations we usually use decimal logarithms. 
They have no theoretical advantages over any other logarithms 
but are more convenient for computations.

37. Comparison of Infinitely Large Magnitudes.
I. The comparison of infinitely large magnitudes is performed 

by analogy with the comparison of infinitesimals but involves 
some changes in the terminology.

Let u (x) and u(x) be functions tending to infinity as x —
(or as x —*-oo).

If lim —̂  =  0 the symbolic relation u (x) =  o (v (x)) is retai-
X X0 ' W

ned, but in this case we say that the denominator v{x) is an 
infinitely large magnitude of higher order than the numerator u(x) 
(or that u{x) is of lower order than v(x)).

According to this change of terminology, the power functions 
x, x7, x3, . . .  form a sequence of infinitely large magnitudes as 
x —► oo with increasing orders: x =  o(x2), x2 — o{x3), etc.

If lim 77777=1 we retain the notation u (x )~ o (x )  but say
x x0 u \xt

that u(x) and v(x) are asymptotically equivalent.
As before, the asymptotic relation u ~ v  is equivalent to 

u— v = o(u) (or to u — v =  o(v)).
In the determination of the lim it of a quotient of two infini

tely large magnitudes the rule allowing us to replace any of 
these magnitudes by an (asymptotically) equivalent expression is 
also retained:

if u ~ v  and u i ~ v i then l i m =  lim-y-

on condition that the lim its involved exist.
II. If u{x) and u(x) are infinitely large magnitudes the asymp

totical relation does not at all mean that the absolute
value of their difference |u (x )—u(x)| is an infinitesimal; in other 
words, the absolute error appearing when one of the functions is 
replaced by an asymptotically equivalent function is not necessa
rily small. But, at the same time, the relative error u — v 

u be
comes an infinitesimal, and it is this quantity that characterizes 
the accuracy of the substitution of v for u (see Sec. 6).
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Hence, every asymptotical relation u ~ v  can be interpreted as 
an approximate formula u(x) zzv  (x) allowing us to replace one 
of the functions by another function (which is often simpler) 
with a high relative accuracy.

For instance, let u= jc2-f-Kx  arctanx and v = x 2. Here we
have u — v = V~xarctanx=o(x2) as x—»■ +  oo since lim ^~ * a™tanx _

X  00 *

=  lim arctan_x= 0  (because the numerator of the last fraction is
X - *  oo x V  x

a bounded function and the denominator an infinitelyjarge mag
nitude). Consequently, the approximate equality x- +  V x arctanx «  

has a high relative accuracy for large values of x .
There is a remarkable asymptotic relation known as Stirling’s 1 

formula which we give here without proof:

nl ~  V 2jin  for n   MX)

This formula makes it possible to compute nl for large values 
of n. The practical application of Stirling’s formula is based on 
computing its right-hand member by means of logarithms
^the common logarithm of the right member is equal to y  log2Jt-f-

+  ( “ + t )  log n — n log e)  .
Stirling’s formula is widely used in the theory of probability.
III. In conclusion we note that the symbolic relation cp(x) =  

=  o (/(*)) for x —*-xa (or for x —*-oo) is used in all cases when
lim =  0 irrespective of the properties of the functions <p(x)

X -► X0 I  \x )
and f(x) (provided that the denominator does not vanish). For 
instance, the relation a(x) =  o (l) means that a(x)  is an infinite
simal.

Similarly, the symbolic relation <p(*)~/(*) always means that 
lim J & = 1  and always implies that <p(x)—f (x) =  o (<p (x)) (or

Vlx)—f(x) =  o(f(x))).
Sometimes we also use the symbol “0 ”: the relation

f(x )= '0 (g(x)) for x - * x 0
(read “f(x) is big 0  of g(x) for x —*x0") means that, for all 
x ^ x 0 belonging to the neighbourhood of the point x0, the ine
quality

\ f {* ) \ <C\ g ( x ) \

8*

1 J. Stirling (1692-1770), an English matl ematician.
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is fulfilled where C >  0 is a constant. The relation / (x) =  0(1) 
as x —*x0 indicates that f{x) is a bounded function in the 
neighbourhood of the point x0.

The relation f(x) = 0(g(x))  for x —<-oo is understood in the 
analogous sense.

QUESTIONS

1. State the definition of the lim it of a function y=f(x)  as 
x —*xB. Express the definition by means of inequalities and 
explain its geometrical interpretation.

2. Give examples of functions y = f(x)  possessing a limit as 
x —*xB and having no limit as x —*x0.

3. What do we call the limit of a function y = f(x) as 
x —*-f oo(x — oo)? Express the definition by means of inequa
lities and give its geometrical interpretation.

4. Give examples of functions y  =  f(x)  possessing limits as 
x —► -)-oo (as x — oo) and having no limits as x —♦+oo 
(as x — oo).

5. What is the limit of a sequence? Give examples of a se
quence possessing a limit and of one having no limit.

6. What is meant by saying that the function y = f{x) tends 
to infinity as x —+x0 (as x —*oo)? Express the definition by means 
of inequalities. Give geometrical illustrations.

7. What do the relations

l im /(* )=  +<», l im / ( x ) = + o o ,  lim /(* )= -{ -oo
x  j r e  x - v + cd x —* _ cd

lim f ( x ) — -f oo, l im /(*) =  — oo, lim f(x) =  — oo and
X — CD X X0 X  —►+ Oo

lim f  (x) = — oo, lim / (x) =  — oo
x -*■ —» x  co

mean? Give verbal explanation and also express the corresponding 
definitions by means of inequalities. Give geometrical interpre
tation.

8 . Give illustrative examples of functions tending to infinity 
for various types of the limiting behaviour of the argument.

9. When do we say that a function is bounded on an interval 
or is bounded for x —*-x0 or for x —m m ?

10. Give an example of a function which is unbounded but 
is not infinitely large.

11. What function y  — f(x)  is said to be an infinitesimal as 
x — x0 (as x —<-oo)? Express the definitions by means of inequa
lities and give their geometrical interpretation.

12. What is the relationship between an infinitely large magni
tude and an infinitesimal? Prove the corresponding theorem.
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13. How is the fact that a function possesses a limit is con
nected with the notion of an infinitesimal? Prove the correspon
ding direct and reciprocal theorems.

14. State and prove the rules for arithmetical operations on 
magnitudes possessing limits.

15. State and prove the test for the existence of the lim it of 
a function whose values lie between the values of two functions 
having one and the same limit.

16. Prove that lim ^ 2 = 1 .
a -*■ 0 a

17. State the test for the existence of the lim it of a monotone 
bounded sequence. Explain its geometrical meaning.

18. Prove that the limit of the sequence +  as n —►(), 
exists.

19. State the definition of the continuity of a function y = f ( x )  
at a point x0 and illustrate it geometrically.

20. What is a point of discontinuity of a function?
21. Give examples of various types of a point of discontinuity.
22. State the rule for passing to the limit for a continuous 

function.
23. State and prove the theorems on arithmetical operations on 

continuous functions.
24. State and prove the theorem on the continuity of a com

posite function formed of continuous functions.
25. What can you say about the intervals of continuity of an 

elementary function? What points can be the points of disconti
nuity of an elementary function?

26. State the properties of functions continuous in a closed 
interval. Demonstrate them geometrically.

27. What does “to compare two infinitesimals” mean? When 
is one of them said to be of higher order than the other?

28. When are two infinitesimals called equivalent? State the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence.

29. Give examples of equivalent infinitesimals.
30. Give the numerical values of the limits lim a* ~ 1 and

x-*0 x

x-t-O x
31. What is the system of natural logarithms? How do we 

pass from decimal logarithms to natural ones and vice versa?
32. How do we compare two infinitely large magnitudes? When 

one of them is said to be of higher order than the other?
33. What do we call asymptotically equivalent infinitely large 

magnitudes? Give examples of such magnitudes.



Chapter III

DERIVATIVE AND DIFFERENTIAL. 
DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS

§ 1. Derivative
38. Some Physical Problems.
I. Velocity of rectilinear motion. Let a point move in a straight 

line which is taken as the number scale and let the law of va
riation of the coordinate s of the moving point as function of 
time t be known:

s =  F(f)

The equation s — F(t)  is called the equation (the law) of motion 
and the curve in the /s-plane specified by it is, called the graph 
of motion1.

During time interval At from time moment t to t-\-At the 
coordinate of the point gains the increment

As =  F (t +  A t ) - F ( t )
(if the function F(i) is monotone in the interval [t,t-\-Al] the 
number (Asf expresses the path length travelled during lime At).

If the motion is uniform, that is ,.s  is a linear function of / 
of the form s =  u#/-J-s0, we have As — v0At (see Sec. 15), and

is a constant velocity of the rectilinear motion of (he point.
AsBut if the motion is nonuniform the ratio -gj depends both on

t and on At. It is men called the average (mean) velocity corres
ponding to time interval from t to t +  At. Denoting it we 
can write

For a given time interval and a definite path length the point 
having a fixed average velocity can move in various ways. This 
is clearly seen in Fig. 49 which shows various lines (AC,B, AC,B

1 The graph of motion is a curve in the coordinate system Ols (Fig. 49) and 
must not be confused with the trajectory of motion.
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and ACaB) connecting two points A and B in the /s-plane. These 
lines are the graphs of motion to which one and the same ave
rage velocity corresponds although the character of motion
varies. In particular, the rectilinear segment ACB joining the 
point A to the point B is the graph of the uniform motion with 
velocity vov during time interval [f, f-J-At]. Thus, the average
velocity —  is the velocity of the uniform motion in which the
point covers the distance As during the time interval [t, f +  At].

Now let us retain the value of t and decrease A/. The average 
velocity vav corresponding to the new time 
interval [t, t +  A/,] (A/t <  At) lying inside 
the original interval [t, t-f-At] may of 
course differ from the average velocity 
for the whole interval [f, f +  A/]. This 
means that the average velocity does not 
characterize a nonuniform motion comp
letely since it depends on the time inter
val it is related to. The shorter the time 
interval [/, f +  At] (i.e. the smaller A/), the better the average 
velocity characterizes the motion. Therefore it appears natural 
to make At tend to zero. If, in this process, the average ve
locity possesses a limit, it is natural to consider this limit 
as the ("true”) velocity at the given time moment t.
' Definition. The limit v  of the average velocity correspon
ding to time interval \t, f+ A t], as A t —►O, is called the (In
stan taneous) ve lo c ity  o f  rec tilin ea r  m otion a t the g iv en  
moment t:

v —  lim
a/ -* o

Vav—  lim
A t-*  0

As
At

F ( t + M ) - F ( t )
At

Example. Let us consider the law of free fall:

s =  ̂ g t z

Computing the average velocity for a time interval (t, f +  A/) 
we find

T e ( i + At)2~ T et* 1 2/A/-MA02 1 ~/o, ,
-------------St-------------= J S ------ +

Now we determine the velocity at the moment I:
lo =  Iim -£g(2t +  At) = gt

At -  “ z

Thus, the velocity of free fall is directly proportional to the 
time of motion.
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II. Density. We now proceed to discuss the notion of a mss 
density playing an important role in problems of physics. The 
scheme of the argument is analogous to the above.

Suppose we are given a material line (a wire, for instance). 
Let us reckon the path length s along the line and the mass m 
of the corresponding portion of the wire in the direction from 
one of its ends to the other. To each value of s there corresponds 
a definite value of m which thus is a function of s:

m =  0( s )
We say that the mass of the line is distributed along it uni
formly or that the material line is homogeneous if the masses of 
any two portions of the line having equal lengths coincide. In 
this case m is a linear function of s (more precisely, m is di
rectly proportional to s): m =  6ts where 60 is the constant of va
riation. We have Am =  60As, and the ratio ^  (which is equal
to 60 in this case) shows how many mass units are carried by 
the portion of the line of unit lengths. This constant ratio is 
called the (linear) mass density of the homogeneous material line.

Nov/ suppose that the distribution of mass is not uniform. 
Take the portion of the line from s to s - f  As; its mass Am is 
given by the formula

Am =  d> (s - f  As)—O (s)

The ratio ~  of the mass to the length is no longer constant
and depends on s and on As. I t is called the mean (average) 
mass density of the line (of the wire) corresponding to the part 
[s, s - f  As] of that line:

6 A/71 
s

A mass Am can be distributed along the interval [s, s-f As] in 
various ways and, in particular, uniformly. Hence, the mean
density ~  shows with what constant density the mass should
be distributed uniformly along the interval [s, s - f  As] so that the 
total mass remains the same. Therefore the mean density does not 
provide a complete characteristic of the mass distribution and 
only describes it “in the mean". To avoid this ambiguity we 
introduce the notion of the linear density at a given point (for 
a given value of s). The latter notion is defined on the basis of 
the fact that the smaller the portion As of the line, the more 
accurate is the description of the mass distribution in the vicinity 
of the point s given by the average density. Therefore we state 
that the linear density 6 of a material line at a given point s is,
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by definition, the lim it of the average density bav corresponding 
to the interval [s, s+ A s] as As tends to zero:

6 =  lim 6aP =  lim lim
As-t-0 a j-*-o As-*0

® (s+As)—<D (s) 
As

III. Heat capacity. Reaction rate. Here we briefly discuss two 
more notions whose definition involves the same argument as in 
the cases of velocity and density, namely the notions of heat 
capacity and of reaction rate (in chemistry).

The heat capacity c of a physical body for temperature r  is the 
limit of the average heat capacity c ^  corresponding to the inter
val [t, t+ A t ]  as At tends to zero:

c =  lim cav=  lim
At-*0 At-*0 AT

lim
At-* 0

y  (T-f-At)— W (t) 
AtN

where ^ =  Y (t)  is the quantity of heat absorbed by the body as it 
is heated to the temperature t .

The reaction rate y for a given amount of the substance invol
ved at a given time moment t is the lim it of the average reaction 
rate ym corresponding to the time interval [t, t-\-At] as At tends 
to zero:

y = lim yav=  lim
A/-*-0 Af-*-0

Am
AT lim

A/-*-0
F ( t + A i ) - F ( l )

At

where m = F ( t )  is the mass of the substance entering into the rea
ction during time t.

39. The Rate of Change of a Function at a Point. The Deri
vative of a Function. The Derivative of the Power Function.

I. The rate of change of a function. The four notions (velocity 
of motion, density, heat capacity and reaction rate) discussed in 
Sec. 38 are of different physical nature but, from the mathema
tical point of view, they give the same characteristic of 'the cor
responding function. Namely, they all are special cases of the 
so-called rate of change of a function which is defined in an ana
logous manner by means of the concept of lim it.

Let us proceed to the general discussion of the notion of the 
rate of change of a function y = f(x)  abstracting from the physi
cal meaning of the variables x and y.

To begin with, let us take a linear function
y = f ( x )  — ax+ b

If the independent variable x  is given an increment Ax the fun
ction y  receives the corresponding increment A y= a Ax. Here the
ratio is a constant independent both of the value of x  for
which the value of the function is taken and of the given value
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of Ax. This ratio is called the rate of change of the linear fun
ction.

But if the function y ~ f ( x )  is nonlinear the ratio
Ay _ f (x-fAx)— f(x)
Ax Ax

depends both on * and on Ax. It only characterizes “in the mean” 
the rate of variation of the function as the independent variable 
ranges from x to x-f-Ax; it is ec|ual to the rate of change of a linear 
function which receives the same increment Ay for the same 
value of Ax.

The ratio ^j- is called the average (mean) rate of change v0V of
the function y = f(x) in the interval [x, x+Ax] ,

It is clear that the smaller the interval under consideration, 
the more precise the characterization of the variation of the fun
ction given by the quantity vav. Therefore it appears natural to 
consider the process in which Ax is made to tend to zero. If, in 
this process, the limit of the average rate exists it is taken as 
the measure of the rate of change of the function for the given 
value of x  and is called the rate of change of the function.

Definition. The ra te  o f  change v  o f  a fu n c tio n  f \ x )  at a 
g iven  p o in t x  is the limit of the average rate of change of that 
function in the interval [x, x-{-Ax] as A* tends to zero (on con
dition that this limit exists): II.

v  — lim Vav
Ax—0

Ay
=  lim ~j— =  lim

Ax—0 & x  Ax—0

/ ( j c + A jc) - / ( x )

Ax

II. The derivative of a function. The rate of change of a fun
ction y — f(x)  is defined by means of the following sequence of 
operations:

(1) given an arbitrary increment Ax of the argument, the cor
responding increment ol the function is found:

Aj, =  /(x  +  A x )- /(x )
(2) the ratio ^  is formed;
(3) the limit of this ratio (provided that it exists) as Ax tends 

to zero is found.
! As was mentioned, if the given function f(x)  is nonlinear the 
ratio — depends both on x and on Ax. When Ax is made to tend

to zero the resultant limit of the ratio ~j~ depends solely on (he
chosen value of x and thus is a function of x. (If the function 
f(x) is linear this limit is independent of x and is a constant 
magnitude.)
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The limit thus obtained is called the derivative of the function 
f  (x) and is a new function of x denoted by f '  (x) (read "f dash x ”).

Definition. The limit of the ratio of the increment of a given 
function y  = f ( x )  to the increment of the independent variable 
as the latter tends to zero is called the d e r iv a tiv e  of that fun
ction (provided that this limit exists):

f i x ) —  lim / (* + **>-/(*>
Ax-*0 a x

The particular value of the derivative / '  (x) at a given point 
x0 is usually denoted by / '  (*„) or

Suppose that the derivative f ' (x) at a point x exists; this means
that there exists a finite limit lim t^ =  / ' ( x). Then the ratio ^

Ax-t-O0̂
itself can be represented in the form ■— =  f '  (x) +  e where e is
an infinitesimal as A x —*-0, whence

Ay =  f  (jc) Ax +  eAx
Thus, if A x—*0 then A y —+0, and therefore the function f{x) 
is continuous at the point x. Consequently, if a function f (x) has 
a derivative at a point x it is continuous at that point.

It turns out that the converse assertion is not true: there are 
functions continuous at a point and having no derivative at that 
point. Examples of such functions will be discussed later on.

Now, using the notion of the derivative we can say that
(1) the velocity of a rectilinear motion of a point is the deri

vative of the function s =  F(t)  with respect to t (that is, the 
derivative of the coordinate with respect to time);

(2) the linear (mass) density is the derivative of the function 
m =  <I>(s) with respect to s (that is the derivative of the mass 
with respect to the length);

(3) the heat capacity is the derivative of the function </ =  ¥ ( t) 
with respect to x (that is, the derivative of the amount of heat 
with respect to temperature);

(4) the reaction rate is the derivative of the function y =  F(t)  
with respect to t (the derivative of the mass of substance with 
respect to time).

Generally, the rate of change of a function y =  f(x) is the deri
vative of y  with respect to x.

The notion of the derivative is one of the fundamental concepts 
of mathematical analysis. I. Newton1 w*as one of the founders of 
mathematical analysis; he introduced the notion of the deriva-

1 I. Newton (1642-1727), the great English scientist. He contributed many 
fundamental results to mathematics, physics and astronomy.
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tive when studying the problem of determination of the velocity 
of motion.

111. The derivative of the power function. Let us find the deriva
tives of some simple functions. To begin with, take y —:c. Then

//' =  (*)' =  lim
Ax-*-0

(x+Ax)—x 
Ax lim

Ajc-*0

that is the derivative (x)' is a constant equal to 1. This is obvious 
since y = x  is a linear function and its rate of change must be 
constant.

If y —x* then

I,' =  (X*)' =  lira. _  lim =  lirn.(2x + t u ) = 2*
Ax-+0 Ax-+0 Ax Ax-*0

If y = x 3 then

Ax-+0
= lim
Ax-*- 0

3x2Ax+3x(Ax)B+(Ax)»
Ax = 3x*

Now we can observe the general feature of the structure of the 
derivatives of the power function y = x n for f l = l ,  2, 3. Let us 
prove that, generally, the derivative of y —x n for any positive 
integral exponent n is equal to nxn~l.

To this end, we write
Ay _  (x-f Ax)B—xn 
Ax-  Ax

The expression in the numerator is transformed with the help of 
Newton’s binomial formula:

(x -f  &x)n— xn = x n-f  nx"-1 A x + — xn~* Ax*+  . . .  +  A x ^ x "  

Hence,

^  nxn- 1+ n(n- - 1) xn~2 Ax -fAx"-1

The right member of the last equality is a sum of n terras; the 
first term is independent of Ax and the others tend to zero as 
Ax—*•(). Therefore,

lim
Ax - f  0

I

Thus, for every positive integral exponent n, the power fun
ction y = x n has the derivative nx"-1:

(xn)' =  nxn~l
Putting n =  1, 2, 3 in this general formula we receive the spe

cial results obtained above.
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Later on (in Sec. 45) we shall show that this formula applies 
to any exponent n as well. For instance,

Let us consider separately the derivative of a constant mag
nitude

y = c
The value of the function being invariable as the independent 
variable changes, we have Ar/=0 and ^ = - ^ - = 0 .  Consequently,

( c y = 0
that is, the derivative of a constant is equal to zero.

40. Geometrical Meaning of the Derivative. The derivative of 
a function y —f(x)  admits of a simple and visual geometrical 
interpretation closely related to the 
notion of the tangent line (or, briefly, 
the tangent) to a curve.

Definition. The ta n g en t line  M 0T  
(Fig. 50) to  a curve  AB  a t i ts  
poin t Mo Is the straight line occu
pying the limiting position of the 
line passing through the point Af0 
and another point M  of the curve 
as M  moves along the curve to coin
cide with the given point M 0.

As the line passing through M 0 
and M tends to Us limiting position the angle TAfoAf tends to 
zero together with the chord M„M.

The geometrical meaning of the derivative is implied by the 
following proposition:

Theorem. If the value of the derivative of a function y s= : f(x )  
at a point x = x ,  is equal to f ' ( x 0) 1 the straight line with slope 
f ' ( x 0) passing through the point MoiXo^ y ^ ( y 0— f { x ^ )  Is the 
tangent to the graph of the function j > = / f x )  at the point M 0• 

Proof. Let us draw through the point Af0 the straight line M 0T  
with slope f ' ( x„) (see Fig. 50). Then /'(*„) =  tan a  where a  is 
the angle of inclination of the line M0T  to the axis of abscissas.

xe+Ax x
Fig. 50

1 It should be stressed that the value of the derivative f'(xo) is found in 
the following way; we first compute the derivative / '  (x) as function of x  and 
then substitute into it the given concrete value xt  of the independent variable 
forx. It would be absurd to begin with the value j  (x#) of the given function at 
the point jc0 and then differentiate it since f (x0) is a constant and its derive- 
tive, equal to zero, has nothing in common with the value of the derivative 
t ‘ (x0) we are interested ini
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Now we give x= x„  an Increment Ax, take the point M  of the 
graph of t'ne function corresponding to the value of the argument 
x = x t -~-Ax and draw the secant The slope of the secant is
equal to where A y = f ( x 9-\-Ax)— f ( x t).

Now let A x—<-0; then the point M moves along the arc AB 
toward the point Aft . In this process the secant M tM turns about 
the point />f, and, according to the conditions of the theorem, 
its slope tends to the lim it

lim | f  =  r  (*e)Ax-+0 (*)

which is equal to the slope of the line M rjT . Applying the for
mula for the acute angle between two straight lines (M eT  and MtM) 
we obtain

tan Z .T M tM =
- f t **) A x

By equality (*), if A x —»Q the numerator of the fraction fends 
to* zero while the denominator to the number 1- f  [P (**)]*^=0. 
merefore tan /_TM ,JA  tends to zero, and hence / _ TM tM  also 
tends to zero* 1. We have thus proved that the straight line M,T 
is the tangent. This theorem establishing the geometrical meaning 
of the derivative can be stated briefly as follows:

The value of the derixmlive f  (xe) is equal to the slope of the 
tangent line to the graph of the function y  =  f(x)  at the point 
with abscissa x c.

Remark: G.W. Leibniz2 who. at the same time as I. Newton. 
introduced the notion of the derivative proceeded from the prob
lem of constructing the tangent to a curve.

§ 2. Differentiating Functions
41. Differentiation and Arithmetical Operations. The process of 

finding the derivative of a function is referred to as the differen
tiation of the function (the explanation of this terminology will 
be give in Sec. 50). “To differentiate a function f { x f  means to

1 The arg!e TMCM = $  being acute. the condition tan<p =  z —-0  implies 
<; =  arc!anz—-0.

5 G.W. Leibniz (1646-1716) was the great German philosopher and mathe
matician -ho contributed many outstanding results to various divisions of 
science (mathematics, physics, philosophy, history, etc.). At the same time as
I. Newton he discovered differential and'integral "calculus and founded mathe
matical analysis.
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compute its derivative f '(x).  To this end, we must determine the 
limit

lim f f r + y - K f l
Ax-»0

The direct evaluation of such a limit is most often connected 
with lengthy and complicated calculations. But it turns out that 
for the basic elementary functions it is possible to derive general 
formulas expressing their derivatives analytically (remember that 
by now we only know the formula for the derivative of the power 
function y  — x"). Therefore, since the rules for differentiating com
posite functions and those resulting from arithmetical operations 
on functions are also readily established, we can always find ana
lytically the derivative of any elementary function without resor
ting to the computation of the limit indicated above.

We shall begin with establishing rules for differentiating the 
results of arithmetical operations. The constituent functions of 
which sums, products and quotients are formed will be supposed 
to possess derivatives for the given values of the independent 
variable. The proofs given below imply that the functions resul
ting from these operations, that is, sums, products and quotients, 
also have derivatives for the same values of the independent 
variable. Bearing this remark in mind we shall not stipulate the 
existence of the derivative each time and shall only confine 
ourselves to the question of finding the derivative of the resulting 
function when the derivatives of the constituent functions are 
known.

Theorem I. The derivative of a sum of a finite number of func
tions is equal to the sum of the derivatives of the summands.

Proof. Let y  be a function represented as the sum of given 
functions u, v, . . . .  w of the same independent variable x:

y = u -\-
We have to prove that

y ' =  (u-f o +  , . .  +  w)' =  u' -f  v’ -f  • . .
If the independent variable x is given an increment Ax the 

functions u, v, . . . .  to gain the corresponding increments Am, At>, . . .  
. . . ,  Aw and the function y  the increment Ay. It is clear that

t/+A # =  (u-f-Au) +  (i;-f-At/)+ . . .  +  (u;-}-Ac0)
Subtracting from this relation the function y  we obtain 

Ay =  Au +  Au-f-. . .  +  Aw 
On dividing the latter relation by Ax we receive 

Ay Au , Au . . Aw
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Now, passing to the limit as Ax—►O and taking advantage of 
the theorem on the lim it of a sum (Sec. 29) we derive

4 . - 0  ^  A.-O V A. ' a * )
=  l i m ^ + l i m ^  +

Ax-* 0 Ax-* 0 Ax -f  lim
Ax-cO

Aw
Ax

We have
lim

Ax-*0
Ay
Ax ■y', Hm =  Hm - ^  =  v’,

Ajc-*0 ax  Ax-*-0
i : Alt) ,. . . , lim - r~  — W

Ax-*D

and thus arrive at the desired result.
Examples. (1) Consider the sum r/ =  x9—x * + x — 1. Applying 

the above rule we find
0' =  (*>)'— (x*)' +  (x ) '—(1)' =  3x*— 2x + 1  

(2) Taking the function y = x + - j  and performing the differen
tiation we obtain

Theorem II. The derivative of the product of two functions Is 
equal to the sum of the product of the derivative of the first 
function by the second function and the product of the derivative 
of the second function by the first function.

Proof. Let a function y  be represented as a product of two 
functions:

y  — uv
We shall prove that

y' =  (uvy =  u 'v+ v 'u
Giving the independent variable an increment Ax and taking the 
corresponding increments Au, Av, Ay of the functions u, v, y 
we can write

y — Ay — {u +  Au) (o-f Ao)
It follows that

Ay =  {y +  Ay)—y =  (u +  A«)(t/-}-Ao)—u v = A u - v + u  Ao-f-Au Av 
and

=  — -h—  AvAx Ax ~ u Ax ' Ax

Now, applying the rules for passing to the limit and taking 
into account that if Ax—>-0 then Ao as the increment of a con-
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tinuous function also tends to zero, we obtain

lim =  lim ^ -v - \ -u  lim -f- lim —  lim Ay =
A-r-*-0 Ax  A x Ax-*D Ax  Ax-*0 A x Ax-+0

= u'v-j- uv' +  u' *0 =  u 'v+ uv’
which is what we set out to prove.

If one of the factors is a constant magnitude, for instance, 
o =  C we receive

y' =  (Cm)' =  C u + Cu' =  Cu'
because the derivative of a constant is equal to zero. Hence, 
a constant factor can be taken outside the differentiation sign.

The differentiation rule for the product of two functions is 
readily extended to the product of any finite number of functions. 
For instance, if y = uvw we write

y' =  (uvw)' =  (uv)' uvw' =  ( u ' v u v ' )  w -{- urn' =
= u'vm-\- uv'w -j- uvw'

that is, the derivative of the product of three functions is equal 
to the sum of three summands each of which is the product of 
two of the given functions by the derivative of the remaining 
function.

Examples. (1) For the function y — 5x3—2x2+ 3 x — 1, we have
y' =  5 (x3) '—2 (x2)' + 3  (*)'—(1)' =  15x2—4 x + 3

(2) Consider // =  (2x-f-3) (1—x) (x-\-2). The differentiation
results in

y' = {2x+3)' (1—x) (x+ 2) +  (2x+3) (1—x)' (x+ 2) +  
+ (2 x + 3 )  (1—x) ( x + 2)' =

=  2 ( l - x ) ( x + 2 ) - ( 2 x + 3 ) ( x + 2 )  +  (2 x + 3 ) ( l - x )
The same result is of course obtained if we open the parenthe

ses in the given product and take the derivative of the resultant 
polynomial of the third degree.

Theorem III. The derivative of the quotient of two functions 
is equal to the fraction whose denominator is equal to the square 
of the divisor and the numerator is equal to the difference bet
ween the product of the derivative of the dividend by the divisor 
and the product of the dividend by the derivative of the divisor.

Proof. Let y  be a function equal to the quotient of two func
tions u and o:

We must prove that
4t, _u'v — uv9
y vz

9-2280
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Indeed, we have
a - f  At/ u At/ At?

Ay  v +  At? v   At/«t?— u At?  Ax______ Ax
Ax Ax Ax*t/(t?-f-At/) t?(t?+Ai?)

Passing to the limit as Ax —*0 and taking into account that Av 
as increment of a continuous function tends to zero together with 
Ax we receive

t> lim —  — u lim —  
f Ax-*■ 0 Ax Ax-*0 Ax y'tf— utf

y  ~  v f v +  lim AtA =
^ Lx-* 0 )

which is what we had to prove. It is of course supposed here that 
v ^ O  at the given point since, if otherwise, the function y  is not 
defined at that point.

9_2x
Examples. (1) Computing the derivative of the function y=- 

we find
, _  (2 -3 * ) ' (2-f x)—(2—3x) (2+ x)' . - 3  ( 2 + x ) - ( 2 - 3 x ) _____ 8 _

y  (2+*)= (2+ x )1 “  (2+x)‘
(2) Let y =  x~n where n is a positive integer. We obtain

\ x n )  x-n x2n nx~n~l

which confirms the rule for differentiating the power function in 
the case of a negative integral exponent.

(3) Let y — ̂  where v is a function of x. The derivative of
the numerator being equal to zero, the formula for differentiating 
a quotient leads to

It is advisable to memorize this result and its special case for v=x:

(4) Differentiate y — j? where C is a constant. It is unnecessary 
to differentiate this function as a quotient since it can be simply 
represented as the product of the constant factor by the func
tion u:

and hence
, /  1 V I , u'

y = \ - c u )  = c “ =  C
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42. Differentiating Composite and Inverse Functions.
I. Differentiating composite function. The rule for differentiating 
function of a function is extremely important; it expresses the 
ught-for derivative in terms of the derivatives of the consti- 
jnt functions the given function is formed of (on condition 
at these functions have derivatives).
Theorem. The derivative of a function of a function is equal 
the product of the derivative of the given function witfr respect 
the intermediate argument by the derivative of this argument 

th respect to the independent variable.
Proof. Let y — f(u) and u =  <p(x). We have to prove that

y'= f  («) «'=n«)<p'(*)
Let x receive an increment Ax. This results in an increment Au 
the intermediate argument u =  <p(x) which, in its turn, genera- 

> an increment Ay  of the magnitude y.. To find y'  we must
mpute lim as Ax—►O. Let us represent the ratio —  in the

Ax-*0 ^  ***
rm

A y  Ay Au
Ax Au Ax

wording to the rules for passing to the. limit in a product we 
n write

lim
Ax-*»0

Ay
Ax lim

Au ->*0

Ay
Au lim

Ax— 0
—
Ajc

ere Au 
Since

0, as Ax—>0, since u =  <p(x) is a continuous function).

AU-+0 ^ u Ax-vO* ***

i arrive at the desired formula1.
Thus, in order to obtain the' derivative of the composite func- 
pn y = f [ q>(xl] we should find the derivative of the- function /  
ith respect to its argument u = <p(x) regarded as an ordinary 
iriable and multiply the result by the derivative of the func- 
on (x) with respect to the independent variable x.
Examples. (1) The function. t/ =  (2x*— 1)* can be regarded1 as a 
inction of a function composed’of. the1 cubic function y —u*' and 
le quadratic function u =  2x*— 1’. Hence, we have

y ' =  («•)V  =  (u*)' (2x*— 1)' =  3ua*4x =  3 (2x*— 1)*• 4x=
=  48x*—48x*+ 12x

1 This proof is inapplicable If A a turns into zero.. It' cair nevertheless be 
own (but we do not present the proof here) that the theorem- remains valid. . . .  ... ..-II
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The correctness of the result is readily checked: opening the 
parentheses in the expression of y  as a function of x we obtain 
y = 8x*— Wxt +  Gx*— 1 whence, after the differentiation of the po
lynomial, we obtain t/' =  48xs— 48xs+ 12x, which coincides with 
tne result obtained above.

(2) Consider the function y =  +  °°. Here the intermediate

function u = x + — is raised to the hundredth power. Therefore, 
we have

y '=  100ne,u' =  100 ( * + - ) ”  ( * + - ) ' =  100 ( * + - ) ”  ( l - - r )

This example clearly demonstrates the advantage of the appli
cation of the rule for differentiating a composite function: the direct 
differentiation of the given expression as a sum of different powers 
of x  would involve Newton’s binomial formula with exponent
/i =1001

(3) Take the function y  = V  1 +x*. Here we can put y = ] /liand 
u =  1+ x 2, which yields

2x= x
V T + 5*

Now suppose that we are given a function of a function formed 
of more than two constituent functions. For definiteness, let

y  =  f(u), u =  (p(o) and o =  ij)(x)
where the functions /(«), <p(u) and ip(x) possess derivatives with 
respect to their arguments. By the above rule, we can write

y ' =  f'(u )  u’
where u ' is the derivative of u regarded as a function of the inde
pendent variable x. The same rule also implies

u' =  <p' (v) v' =  <p' (v) ip' (x)

Substituting the latter expression into the former we obtain
y f =  f ' ( u ) ^ { v ) ^ ( x )

The general formula for an arbitrary number of intermediate 
arguments is derived in like manner. In all cases the resultant 
derivative y ' is equal to the product of the derivative with respect 
to the first intermediate argument by the derivative with respect 
to the second intermediate argument and by the derivative of the 
third intermediate argument, etc., the terminal factor being the 
derivative of the last intermediate argument with respect to the 
independent variable x.
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This can be stated briefly as follows:
The derivative of a composite function is equal to the product 

of the derivatives of the constituent functions.
For example, let </ =  ( l +  V x s+  l ) s. Representing this function 

as a “chain"1 of constituent functions we write y = ui , « =  1 +  
+ V~v and i»=;ta+ l .  The differentiation now yields

y' =  (ti*)' (1 +  YU )' (*a + 1)' =  2u 2 VH 2x-- 2 (1 +  V & + T ) x
V * + T

II. Differentiating inverse function. Let y — f(x) and x — q>(y) 
be a pair of mutually inverse functions (see Sec. 18). We shall 
show that if the derivative of one of these functions is known 
it is easy to determine the derivative of the other. For definiteness,
let the derivative f '(x )=  lim be known. We shall suppose that

Ajc-0 ax
it does not turn into zero. In order to find the derivative <p'(y)
we should compute the limit lim 4^-. Since

&y-.o&y
Ax—1-0 when A y—► () (because the 
verse function is also continuous)
i d e n t i t y i m p l i e s

in-
the

&y
Ax 

i- Axlim -t—Ay-o ky
1

lim 
Ajc-o ^

that is, y ' ( y ) = Y ^ .  Similarly, if«p' (y)^= 0,
A1__ tt /.a 1 •_a . ,  i i . .  __then / ' (x) =  - /rT

'  v ’ <p (</)
of two mutually 
other. This can be written as

Briefly, the derivatives
inverse functions are the reciprocals of each

yx---- — or Xy — —r
Xy * yx

where the subscript x or y indicates the variable with respect to 
which the differentiation is performed (that is, which of the va
riables is taken as the independent one).

The relationship between the derivatives of mutually inverse 
functions admits of a visual geometrical interpretation. Let the 
line L shown in Fig. 51 be the graph of a function y — f(x). Then

/ ' (x) =  tan a

1 The rule for differentiating a composite function stated above is sometimes 
referred to as the “chain rule".—Tr.
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The equation of the line L can also be taken in the form x =  <p(y). 
The derivative of this function with respect to the variable y is 
obviously equal to the tangent of the angle of inclination of the 
tangent line of the curve L to the y-axis, that is

<p' (iO =  tanp
But o - f P = - j ,  and therefore tan a  =  cot p =  whence

Thus, this formula expresses the evident fact that the sum of 
the angles formed by the tangent line with the coordinate axes is
equal to y .

As an example, take the function y = \ / x .  Here we he\ex= y> 
and x ‘y= Zya. Consequently, (the subscript x  in y' is omit
ted). Now let us express the derivative y" in terms of the inde
pendent variable x. To this end, we substitute into the equality 
obtained the expression of y  as function of x  to find

Let the reader differentiate the function y =  £ / x = x s with the aid 
of the general formula for differentiating a power function to check 
that the result is the same as above.

43. Derivatives of Basic Elementary Functions. In Sec. 39 we 
computed the derivative of the power function:

(x ny = n x n (1)
Now let us find the derivatives of all the other basic elementary 
functions. For brevity, the increment Ax will be denoted by h. 

I. Derivatives of trlgtnometric functions. Let
y — s'mx

If x  receives an increment Ax — h then

Ay =  sin (x -j- h.)— sin x =  2 s i n ^ — ^ c o s  

=  2 sin cos (*  +  y )

2

Consequently,
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and

y' =  lim -^-= lim
ft- 0 n ft -  0

. h s in y
—r— lim cos 

JL h-> o 
2

As was proved in Sec. 30, the first factor is equal to unity 
while

lim cos (x -h  =  cos (x-}-0) =  cosx
ft-*0 \ * /

since the cosine is a continuous function.
Hence,

(s in x )'= sco sx  (2)
The differentiation formula for y = cosx  can now be derived with 

the help of the theorem on differentiating a composite function.
For, since cosx = s in  , we can p u t x + - j = u  to obtain

y ' =  (sin «)' u.' =  cos u - 1 =  cos +  y  j  =  — sin *
whence

(cos x ) ' — — sin jc (3)

We suggest that the reader derive this formula directly by com
puting the derivative as the limit of the ratio of the increments.

The derivatives of the functions « /= tanx  and t /= c o tx  are obtai
ned from the above formulas and from the rule for differentiating 
a quotient:

n  __ ( sinx V _  (sinx)'cosx—(cosx)'sinx cos*x-f sin*x
^ lan x j — ^ C0SXJ —  COS1 *  — cos*x :

and

l
cos1*

(cos*)' s in * —(sin* ) 'cos * 
sin2 *

— sin2*—cos2 x 1

Thus,

and

sin2*

<ta n * > '= d 5

sin2*

( c o t x ) '= — 

Examples. (1) On differentiating y  
y ' =  (*)' sin x-i- x  (sin x)'

__!__
slnl ;r
= x s m x  we find 
=sinx-}-xcos;c

(4)

(5)
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(2) Letj/ =  — - .  We obtain
, (cos x)' X—COS X (* ) ' x  sin x - f  cos x

X4 X1
(3) Let y =  tan5x. Putting r/ =  tan« and u =  5x we derive

i/' =  (tan u)'u ' = __1_
cos2« •5 = cos25x

(4) Let y =  sin3 2x. Putting y — u3, u — sin v and v =  2x and applying 
the chain rule we get

y' =  3 u* cos v • 2 =  6 sin2 2x cos 2x
II. Derivatives of inverse trigonometric functions. The deriva

tives of the inverse trigonometric functions are obtained from (he 
above formulas by using the differentiation rule for inverse fun
ctions (Sec. 42).

Let i/ =  arcsin x; then x  =  sin y and xy — cosy. Therefore,
l l

x ’y  cos y

To express the derivative as a function of the independent va
riable x we substitute into this formula the expression of cosy 
in terms of x, i.e.

co s y = Y  1—s m * y = y \ — xi 
Here we take the arithmetic root since the values of the function 
y  =  arcsinx lie in the interval ^— y ,  y j ,  and the cosine of y is 
positive in this interval. The substitution gives

(arcsin x ) ’ — 1
(6)

It should be noted that although the function y — arcsinx is 
continuous at the points x  — ± l  where it takes on the values
i / = ± - y  the derivative of y  does not exist at these points.

Completely analogously we show that the function y =arccosx 
has the derivative Tor all the values of x  in the interval (—1, 1):

(arccos * ) ' = - — = • (7)
This result is also readily derived from the identity arcsinx-f 

-f arccosx =  y .
Now we consider the function y  =  arctanx. Its inverse function 

is x — tan y, and we have
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Consequently,

Thus,

and, similarly,

Vx cos* y j ta(j2 y i _j. X2 

(arctan x ) ' =

(arccot x ) '  ■
l + x 2

(8)

(«)

Examples. (1) Let us differentiate y= x*  arcsinx:

y' =  2x arcsinx-f- X~

V \ —X-

(2) For the function y  =  arctan We find 
, I (\

l+ £
-x
(I-* )2 I

(i -* r -+ (i +*)* (i -x)*_  i +**

The derivative obtained coincides with that of the function 
arctan x. This is accounted for by the fact that the functions

\JL-Xarctan and arctanx  only differ by a constant summand equal 

t o i f  x <  1 and equal to if x >  1.
III. Derivatives of logarithmic and exponential functions. Let 

us begin with the logarithmic function y  =  lnx. Giving x an incre
ment h we obtain

Ay In (*-f ft)—In* ln~ 7 ~  ln ( t + T )
h h h h

This relation can be rewritten in the form

h x

whence it follows that

At,

x

lim -=£=lim
h + Q n 0

i lni0 j 4 )
£ =  —lim-

Jl
X

l n ( ' + 4 )
h

According to formula (*) of Sec. 36, III, this yields
i:„  Ay i
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Thus, (he derivative of the logarithmic function y —\nx exists 
and is equal to -—:

00)

Now let y =  \ogax. As is known (Sec. 20, II), log0; c = j^ ,  and 

therefore (log0* ) '= (- ^  =  In particular,

(log*)'* M _  0.43429
-----  ~  ----------------
X X

To determine the derivative of the exponential function we 
again resort to the differentiation rule for inverse functions.
If y —ax then ln v = x ln a  and x = ~ -  whence x '= —}— andIn a * yin a
y'x = y \n a  =  az lna. Thus,

(a 'O 's sa M n a  (It)
In particular, for a =  e we obtain

(ex) ' = e x (12)
Consequently, the function y =  ex remains invariable under the 

differentiation.
Examples. (1) For y = x \n x  we obtain y' =  (x)' lnx-fx(lnx)' = 

=  l n x + 1.
(2) If p =  (lnx)» then p '= 3 ( ln x ) ’ ( ln x ) '= 3  — .

(3) If p = ln s in x  then y ’ =  - I—  =  ̂ 2UL — x.'  ' 3 s  sin x  sin x
(4) Take y —e~x. Putting y =  ea and u =  — x  we get y’ = 

= (e“)V  = — «-*.
IV. Derivatives of hyperbolic and inverse hyperbolic functions. 

In accordance with the definitions given in Sec. 23 we obtain:

2 ~  2 
+ (e -* ) '_  e * + ( -e -* )

„%> _  /,s in h x \' _ (slnhx)'coshx—sinhx(coshx)' 
(tannx) — ^coshxJ — Cosh*x

=  coshx 

=sinhx

cosh*x—sinh*x_ 1
cosh*x cosh1 x

In these formulas we again see an analogy between the hyper
bolic and trigonometric functions.

The derivatives of the inverse hyperbolic functions are found 
with the aid of the general rule for differentiating inverse func-
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tions or by using the expressions of the inverse hyperbolic func
tions in terms of the logarithmic function (see Sec. 23). Leaving 
the derivation of these formulas to the reader we confine ourselves 
to writing down the ultimate results:

(sinh-i xY =  (In ( x + V # T i ) ) '

(cosh-1 xy  =  (In (x ±  V x* — I)V =  ±

(where the signs ±  correspond to the two single-valued branches) and

( ta n h - * x ) '= ( 4 ln S )  = r b *
44. Differentiating Elementary Functions. Examples. After the 

general differentiation rules and the formulas for the derivatives 
of the basic elementary functions have been established we can 
readily find the derivative of any elementary function without 
resorting to the computation of limits.

For the sake of convenience, here we write down once again 
the differentiation rules and formulas (which should be learnt by 
heart).

Differentiation rules:

(« + ® + *  ••+ « > )' — « ' +  + • • • + » ’
(uvy — u 'v-\-v 'u

/ j i  y __ u'v— v'u > j _ y ___ v’
\ v /  o* ’ V * /

If y = f ( u )  and o=sq>(x) then y ’ = / '  («) <p' (x).
Differentiation formulas:

(1) ( * » ) '=

(2) ( s ln * ) '= c o s jr ,

(3) (cosjc) ' = — s in x ,

(4) ( t a n * ) '= ~ r j ,

(6) (cot x ) ’ ~  sin^x ’

(6) (arcsin * ) ' = — = ,

Examples. (1) Let y = e ŝ * x+ u  Putting y = e B, u = sm v  and 
v = 2 x + 1 we receive

y> =  (<?“)' (sin »)' (2jc + 1 ) ' =  e“ cos o• 2 = 2e,ta<**+*> cos (2x+ 1)

(7) (a rccosx )'= — y = = = ,

(8) (a rc ta n x ) 's= q p ^ »

(9) (arccot x)' = — j z f p  >

(10) ( l n x ) '= ±

(11) (a*)'=  a* In a

(12) (ex)'—ex
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After some experience in the differentiation has been gained 
the reader may omit the notation of intermediate arguments and 
introduce them mentally as a chain of functions leading from 
y to x.

(2) For y = x sin3x we obtain
y' =  sin 3x + x (sin 3*)' =  sin 3* +  3* cos 3x

(3) If y = ^ j  then y' = (ex*)'x—e*1 
x2

e** (2x2—1) 
x2

45. Further Remarks on Differentiation of Functions.
I. Logarithmic differentiation. A function of the form

0 =  [f(*)]<p(,) ( f(x )> 0 )
where the base and the exponent are both functions of the 
independent variable x is referred to as a composite exponential 
(or power-exponential) function. A simple example of such a func
tion is

y =  xx, x > 0
The latter function can be differentiated as a function of a func

tion if we write it down in the form
Xx _  (g in  x y  — gxlnx

whence follows
(xxY =  e*ln* { x \n x y = x x (\n x +  1)

But there is another way of finding this derivative. We can 
first take the logarithm of the function and then differentiate the 
resultant relation with respect to x  bearing in mind that the 
left-hand member of the differentiated relation is a composite 
function of x:

in y  =  x )n x
and

■—- =  ln x +  I

if the derivative >/ exists. Now we receive

y '= y (  ln x -f \ ) = x x (\nx +  1)
We have thus derived the same expression by applying another 
technique.

The operation of differentiating the logarithm of a function is 
referred to as logarithmic differentiation. If f(x) is a given func
tion the result of this operation is

[ ' " / w r - m
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The latter expression is called the logarithmic derivative of the 
function f(x).

Logarithmic differentiation is not only applicable to finding the 
derivative of a composite exponential function but also to some 
other problems. For instance, if we have to determine the deri
vative of the product

y  =  2* sin* x

it is convenient to apply logarithmic differentiation, which enab
les us to find the result speedily. Indeed, we have

In y = x  In 2 + 2  In s in x + y  ln(jcs -f4)
whence

y ' =  y  ( in  2 +  2 cot x + —

Using logarithmic differentiation we can easily prove the vali
dity of the formula

(xn) =  nxn~t

for any exponent n (by now we have proved it only for integ
ral n’s; see Sec. 39, III). Taking the logarithm of the function 
y = x " = e nlnx and assuming that * > 0  we find

\n y = n \n x
U* TlOn differentiating, we receive whencey *

If x < 0  then for the exponent n for which the function y —xn 
is defined we can write y — (—1)"(—x)n and apply the differentia
tion rule for a composite function; this again leads to the required 
formula y ’ = /ix n“1.

II. Derivatives of implicit functions. Suppose that y  is an im
plicit function of x, which means that it is specified by an equation 
connecting the independent variable x  ana the function y, the 
equation not being solved with respect to y  (see Sec. 12). Then 
the derivative of this function (provided it exists) can usually 
be found by differentiating (with respect to x) both sides of the 
equation. In this differentiation it is necessary to take into account 
that y is a function of x  (specified by this equation). We shall 
illustrate by examples the practical significance of this rule1.

1 The differentiation of implicit functions will be discussed in more detail 
in Sec. 118.
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Let us determine the derivative of the function y specified 
the equation

** +  </*=!

by

(this is the equation of the circle of unit radius with centre at 
the origin). Differentiating with respect to x and taking into 
account that y  is a function of x  we receive

2* -f  2yy' =  0
whence

In this example it is not d ifficult to find the explicit expres
sion for y, namely y = V  1— x* or y  — — Y 1 —x*. The differentia
tion of the first function yields y' which coincides

with the result just obtained. Putting y — — Y l — x9 we similarly 
obtain the derivative of the branch specified by the condition 
y < 0 .

Consider another example. Let the function y =  f(x) be specified 
by the equation

y*—3axy-f  x3 =  0
Differentiating with respect to x we get

Zy*y'— 3ay— 3axy' - f  3x* =  0
whence

In this case it is difficult to express the derivative solely in terms 
of the independent variable x. It is sometimes possible to simp
lify the expression of the derivative of an implicit function by 
using the original equation connecting y  and x. For instance, 
let us take the implicit function specified by the equation 
xyl =  e**». The differentiation with respect to x  leads to +

gX +V __v t
-\-2xyy‘ = e*+u( 1 +  y’) whence y ' — ̂ — ^ ow’ replacing e*** 
by’xy* we simplify the expression of the derivative:

Thus, the derivative of any implicit function specified by an 
equation involving elementary functions can be determined accor
ding to the known differentiation rules irrespective of whether it 
is possible to represent the function explicitly. In the general 
case the derivative of such a function is expressed in terms of 
the independent variable and the function itself.
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46. Parametric Representation of Functions. Parametric Diffe
rentiation.

I. Parametric representation of functions and curves
Let us take two functions of one and the same variable t. 

We shall denote them by x  and y :
* =  9(0. y ='HO (*)

The specification of these functions yields a functional relation
ship between the variables x and y. For with each value of t 
(belonging to the given domain) the system (*) associates some 
values of x and y  and thus generates a correspondence between 
x and y.

Definition. If a functional relationship between two variables 
is specified so that each variable is determined separately as a 
function of one and the same auxiliary variable we say that this 
functional relationship is represented parametrically, and call 
the auxiliary variable a parameter.

The determination of the direct relationship between the vari
ables x  and y  (not involving the parameter t) from system (•) is 
referred to as the elimination of the parameter. This results in 
an equation connecting x and y  which specifies one of the vari
ables as a function of the other.

The general rule for eliminating the parameter states as follows: 
we take one of the given equalities, for definiteness the first, and 
determine from it the expression of t in terms of x, that is, find 
a function t = %[x) inverse to the function 9 , and substitute this 
expression into the other equality:

y = $ [* (* )]
We thus obtain an explicit expression of y  as a function of x. 
In concrete problems some other techniques are also used (see II, 
Example 1).

Interpreting the parametric relationship between x  and y  as 
specifying a curve in the xy-plane we say that this curve is 
represented parametrically, the equalities x =  <p(f), y= ty(t)  being 
termed parametric equations of that curve.

A parametric specification of a function (or of a curve) is some
times more convenient than other ways of representing the func
tion because parametric equations expressing a complicated rela
tionship between x  and y  may be considerably simpler than the 
original equation. Besides, in a parametric representation it is 
not preassigned which of the variables is the argument and 
which is the function.

It should be noted that if at least one of the functions in 
system (•) is constant it is impossible to eliminate the parame
ter t to obtain a function y = f(x). For instance, the equations
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x = ] ,  i/ =  sin/ do not provide a functional relationship between 
.v and y. Here the points with coordinates x and y corresponding 
to different values of t lie on the line segment x = \  joining the 
points (1, —1) and (1, 1).

A concrete interpretation of the parameter depends on the cha
racter of the functional relationship in question.

Functions represented parametrically are often used in mecha
nics in connection with the specification of the trajectory of mo•

tion. In this case the role of the parame
ter is played by time t, the functions *(/) 
and y(t)  expressing the law of motion of 
the projections of the moving point on 
the coordinate axes. On eliminating the 
parameter t we obtain an equation for the 
trajectory connecting the coordinates x 
and y of the moving point.

Let us discuss a simple example. Suppose 
that a body is dropped from an airplane in 
a horizontal flight at a height H with 
velocity u0. We shall take the coordinate 

in Fig. 52 and assume that at the initial time 
the body (together with the airplane) is at the

Fig. 52

system shown 
moment t — 0
point M t. Let the body be at the point M (x, y) at time /. Since 
there are no horizontal forces acting upon the body (air resistance 
is neglected *) the horizontal component of the velocity of the 
body is constant and equal to t/0. Therefore, the horizontal displa
cement during time t is x =  v„t. The vertical displacement of the
body corresponding to that time t is equal

the acceleration of gravity, and hence y — H — (see Fig. 52). 
We have thus obtained the parametric equation of the trajectory:

is

U = H ~ S t , x = v0t

On eliminating the parameter i we arrive at the equation

This equation shows that the trajectory is a parabola with the 
point M0 as vertex.

II. Parametric equations of some curves.
(1) Consider the circle with centre at the origin and radius a. 

Let t be the arc of the circle (expressed in radians) connecting 1

1 The inclusion of air resistance leads to a considerable complication of the 
problem.
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the point (a, 0) and the moving point (x, y). It is obvious that 
x = a c o st, y = a s m t

The latter equations provide a parametric representation of the 
circle. To eliminate t we square both equations and then add them 
together termwise, which results in

xt -\-yl — a} '
As t runs over the interval [0, 2n] the point with coordinates 
x, y makes one circuit along the circle starting with the point 
(a, 0).

Let us check that the equations
2/ l —

y ~ a i+ i*» x ~ a \jr t'i
specify parametrically the same circle (the geometric significance 
of tne parameter t in the latter equations is mentioned below). 
Squaring both equations and adding them together we again receive

x2+y* =a}
When the parameter t ranges from 0 to oo the variable point tra
verses the upper semicircle from the point (a, 0) to the point 
(—a, 0), and if t varies from 0 to — oo it describes the lower 
semicircle. Hence, if t continuously varies from — oo to -f oo the 
moving point makes one circuit over the circle traversing it coun
terclockwise, the initial point being (— a, 0). Let the reader show 
that in this case the role of the parameter t is played by the 
tangent of half the arc of the circle joining the point (a, 0) to 
the variable point (x , y), the whole arc being equal to the value 
of the parameter in the previous parametric representation.

This example shows that a given line can be specified paramet
rically in various ways.

(2) Let us take the ellipse with centre at the origin and semi
axes a and b along the coordinate axes Ox and Oy. Draw the 
circle with the same centre and radius a (we suppose that a >  b). 
Now, taking as the parameter t the arc of that circle joining the 
point (a, 0) to the point of the circle whose abscissa coincides 
with that of the moving point (x, y) of the ellipse we arrive at 
the parametric equations of the ellipse

x = a co st, y = b s in t
For, on eliminating t from these equations we obtain the well- 
known canonical (standard) equation of the ellipse

10-2280
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As t runs through the interval [0, 2n] the point (x , y) traverses 
the ellipse.

Similarly, the pairs of equations
x = a c o s h t, y = b s in h t  and x =  — acoshf, y*=bsinht

yield, respectively, parametric representations for the right and
for the left branches of the hyperbola ^ 1. In both cases
the parameter t varies within the interval (— oo, oo). That is why 
the functions cosh t and sinh t are called the hyperbolic sine and 
cosine.

(3) The curve described by a fixed point of a circle rolling with
out slid ing1 upon a straight line (see Fig. 53) is called a cycloid.

The straight line upon which the circle rolls is called the base 
line (or directrix) and the rolling circle is termed the generating 
circle of the cycloid.

Let us denote the radius of the generating circle by a and take 
Ox as the base line. Assume that the motion begins when the fixed 
point of the circle (denote it M 0) coincides with the origin.

To derive parametric equations of the cycloid let us choose as 
the parameter the angle t through which the circle turns as its 
fixed point M 0 passes to the position M  shown in Fig. 53. This 
angle is equal to that between the radius of the rolling circle 
drawn to the point M  and the radius drawn to the point P at 
which the circle touches Ox. The abscissa x  of the point M of the 
cycloid is given by the expression

x = ON =  OP — NP  
where OP =  A fP = a t  (since the circle rolls without sliding) and

NP =  M L ~ a  s in /

1 V/e say that one curve rolls upon another curve without sliding if the 
variable arc length reckoned along the rolling curve is exactly equal to the 
length of the arc of the other (motionless) curve travelled by the former along 
the latter.
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t being the magnitude of £ M C P  measured in radians. Thus, 
x = a ( t— sin/). Similarly, for the ordinate y  of the point M. we 
obtain

y  =  NM. = PC  — L C = a  — a cost =  a (l  — cost)
Consequently, the parametric equations

x =  a ( t — sin/), y  =  a { \ — cost)
specify the cycloid. One arc of the cycloid connecting two conse
cutive points of contact with Ox is traversed as t runs through 
the interval [0, 2n].

The elimination of the parameter i leads to a rather complicated 
relationship between x  and y:

x ± V  y  (2a— y) =  a a r c c o s ^ p ,

III. Differentiating functions represented parametrically. Here 
we shall study a method for differentiating a function specified by 
parametric equations {parametric differentiation). Let y  as function 
of x  be represented parametrically by equations

* = < p (0 ,
Differentiating the second of these functions with respect to x  

according to the differentiation rule for composite functions we 
derive

where the subscript indicates the variable considered as indepen
dent with respect to which the differentiation is performed. The 
derivative t ‘x is found with the aid of the differentiation rule for 
an inverse function:

r - J — i -
x x't <P'(t>

Finally,
( f '< o # o )

y '
or, in the contracted notation, y'x = - t .

xt
As an example, let us determine the slope of the tangent line 

to the circle x = a c o s t, y = a s m t .  The application of the above 
formula yields the expression

y'i
f

a cos i 
—a sin t cot t

The slope of the radius drawn to the moving point of the circle 
being apparently equal to tan t, we see that the expression obtained 
simply expresses the well-known fact that the tangent to a circle 
is perpendicular to its radius.

io* .
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§ 3. Some Geometrical Problems. Graphical Differentiation
47. Tangent and Norma! to a Line. If we are given the equation 

y — f(x) of a line I in Cartesian coordinates Oxy in the plane the 
geometrical meaning of the derivative makes it possible to solve 
purely analytically, that is, solely with the aid  of calculations, 
geometrical problems connected with the tangent to that line. To 
begin with, let us form the equation of the tangent line to the 
curve I at its point M 0(x0, y c) where y 0 =  f ( x 0). Since the tangent 

line passing through the point M0(x0, yt) 
has the slope equal to / '( x 0) (Sec. 40) its 
equation can be w ritten in the form

y — y 0= f '( x  „) (* — *«) (*)

For instance, the equation of the tangent 
line to the graph of the function y= eu  at 
its point (0, 1) is w ritten as y — 1 = 
=  (2e2x)x=0x, that is y — 2 x + \ .

Now we proceed to the definition of the normal to a curve I 
(see Fig. 54).

Definition. The straight line M„N passing through the point 
perpendicularly to the tangent M 0T  a t tha t point is called the 
norm al to  the  curve  at its point M 0.

The slope of the normal to the line I at the point yt)

being equal to — jr j—. , the equation of the normal can be written 
in the form

y — y o = — p ifi j{ x — x0) n
From analytical geometry we know the formula for computing 

the angle between two intersecting straight lines. Let us introduce 
the general definition of the angle between two intersecting curves 
(see Fig. 54).

Definition. The angle  y b e tw een  tw o  curves intersecting  
a t a  p o in t M 0 is the angle TM 0T ' between the tangents drawn 
to the curves at the point of intersection.

If both curves have a common tangent at the point M 0 we say 
that they are tangent to each other at that point.

Belov/ we consider some examples of the application of the 
derivative to solving geometrical problems.

Examples. ( 1) Let us take the parabola y = ax?. The equation 
of the tangent to this line at its point Af0(x0, y0) has the form

y — y0—2ax0(x— x0)
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But y0=axl, and therefore y — axl =  2ax0(x— x0), that is

y —2axtx— axl = 2ax0 (^x— ^ j

It follows from this equation that the tangent meets Ox when
x = y ■, that is, at the midpoint
We have thus established a simp
le rule for constructing the tan
gent to the parabola.

Here we shall also prove an 
important property of the para
bola: the normal M 0Q (see Fig. 
55) at every point M0 of the 
parabola bisects the angle for
med by the focal radius FM 0 
and the straight line M 0M X pa
rallel to the axis of the parabo
la, that is Z  QM0F =  Z

S  of the segment ON (Fig. 55).

(Fig. 55). It is known from analytical geometry that OF =  ^
l

Sfo-4 3
The slope of the straight line FMt is equal to —- — . Accor-*0
ding to the above, the slope of the normal M 0Q is equal to — •
Now, applying the formula for the tangent of the angle between 
two straight lines we obtain

1
ta n ^ Q A f0F =  —

1-

Replacing y0 by ax\ we derive, after simple transformations,
tan //Q M 0F =  2 ax0= yXBXt

Consequently, Z QM0F is equal to the angle of inclination of the 
tangent line M 0S  to the axis of abscissas, that is to Z NSM 0• 
On the other hand.

Hence,
Z  Q M o M ^ Z  NM 0R ^ Z  NSM„ 

Z Q M 0F = Z Q ^ o M i
which is what we set out to prove.
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This property of the parabola is widely used in engineering. 
For instance, the reflector of a projector is shaped in the form 
of a surface of revolution generated by the rotation of a parabola 
about its axis (the parabolic reflector) because, according to the 
above property (termed the optical property), if the light propa
gates in the plane of the parabola from a light source placed in 
its focus all the rays reflected by the parabola are parallel to its 
axis. Indeed, according to the well-known law of reflection, the 
angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

(2) Let us derive the equation of the tangent to an ellipse at 
its point M c(x0, y 0), the ellipse being specified by its standard 
equation

On differentiating the implicit function ^specified by this equation 
we obtain

whence
5 + I / - 0

y  a? y

Thus, the slope of the tangent at the point M e{x9, y9) is equal 
to - 4 ^ .I/O

The equation of the tangent line is now written in the form

< * -* .)

which, after some simple transformation, leads to

__yt______ *o* , x\
b2 bz ~  a* ' a*

'I yL
Since desired equation of the tangent reduces to

£ e £ _ i- M . —  i fli -r  bt — 1

Similarly, the equation of the tangent to the hyperbola 
1 at its point M 0(x0, r/0) is written as

__y0y  _  *
cr- b * ~

(3) Let us take the parametric equations of a cycloid 
x =  a ( l—sin /), y =  a { \—cost)
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(see Sec. 46, II) and find the equation of the tangent line at its 
point M 0(x0, y0) corresponding to a value of the parameter t. 
The slope of the tangent at the point M 0 is equal to

, c tin /p
y  ~ e {  1—cos/c)

Consequently, the equation of the tangent is

y — y0 =  c o ll± (x — xc)

The abscissa of the point P (see Fig. 56) is x=at„. For this point 
we obtain

y = a {  1 —cos i„)-f- cot —■ [at9— a (f0—sin f0) ] =  2a

whence it follows that the tangent to a cycloid passes through 
the upper point T  of the rolling circle generating the cycloid

while the normal passes through the lower point P (when the 
circle occupies the position corresponding to the given point of 
tangency M t).

48. Graphical Differentiation. The graph of a function is used 
for finding the derivative mainly v/hen the analytic expression of 
the function is not known and it is only specified graphically 
(for instance, with the aid of a self-recording apparatus).

The determination of the derivative of a function by means of 
its graph is referred to as graphical differentiation.

Suppose that the curve AB shown in Fig. 57 is the graph of 
a function y —f(x).  Let us lay off on the axis of abscissas to the 
left of the origin a line segment OP of unit length. Next, we 
draw “by eye” the tangent to the line AB  at the point M  corres
ponding to the given value x  of the abscissa, and also draw from 
the point P the straight line parallel to that tangent. This straight 
line cuts the axis of ordinates at a point Q, and the length of
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the line segment OQ is equal to the corresponding value of the 
derivative f  (x). Indeed, we have

OQ = OP tan a  =  1 • tan a  =  f' (x)
Such an approximate construction of the tangent line does not 

provide a sufficient accuracy. The tangent can be constructed 
more precisely if we use a simple device, a shiny (metallic) ruler 
or a rectangular mirror. The reflecting surface is applied perpen
dicularly to the plane of the graph at the point M and then is 
turned about M until the reflection of the graph forms its exten
sion without a corner point. In this position the edge of the ruler 
(or mirror) is in the direction of the normal at the point Af, and 
the perpendicular to it goes along the tangent.

After the point Q has been constructed we draw through it 
the straight line parallel to Ox to intersect the ordinate MN or 
its extension at a point AT. The ordinate of the point M' is 
equal to the value of the derivative f  (x) for the given value of 
the independent variable x. To trace the graph of the derivative 
y — f' (x) corresponding to the given graph of the function y=f(x)  
we break up the arc AB  of the curve y  =  f(x) (Fig. 58) corres
ponding to the interval of variation of the independent variable 
x  we are interested in into a number of parts by straight lines
x = x ,, x =  x * ___Then we determine graphically the values of
the derivative at the midpoints of the subintervals. It is convenient 
to use the midpoints of the subintervals since, as a rule, the 
directions of the tangents at these points can be taken, with a
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high accuracy, as parallel to the chords joining the end points 
of the arcs corresponding to the subintervals.

On constructing the points M\, M't, . . .  of the graph of the 
derivative we draw through them a continuous line which is an 
approximation to the graph of the derivative y —f  (x). The greater 
the number of the intermediate points M ' (i.e. the greater the 
number of parts the whole interval is divided into), the higher 
the accuracy of the construction of the graph. These parts are 
not necessarily taken with equal lengths; their lengths should be 
chosen so that the corresponding arcs are as close in their shape 
to line segments as possible. Therefore, those intervals where the 
graph of y = f ( x )  changes its direction sharply and frequently 
should be broken into a greater number of parts so that every 
such part is sufficiently small.

We suppose that the scales along the axes of abscissas and 
ordinates are the same; this condition is necessary for the relation 
f  (x) =  ta n a  to hold.

49. Geometrical Interpretation of the Derivative in Polar Coor
dinates. So far we considered equations of 
coordinates, the independent variable and 
the function being, respectively, regarded 
as the abscissa and the ordinate of a point in 
the plane. As was shown, in this interpreta
tion the derivative y' of the function y = f(x) 
is equal to the slope of the tangent to the 
graph of the function.

Now let us interpret the independent va
riable and the function as the polar angle 
and the polar radius of a point in the coor
dinate plane. The curve specified by an 
equation of the form

connecting the independent variable <p and the function r is called 
the graph of the function r — f (y)  in polar coordinates.

The geometrical significance of the derivative r ' = f  (<p) is elu
cidated by the following theorem:

Theorem. The value of the derivative r '  = / '(< p )  is equal to the 
length of the polar radius multiplied by the cotangent of the 
angle 6 between the polar radius and the tangent drawn to the 
graph of the function rs=/(q>) at the point with polar angle <p:

r' — r  cot 0
Proof. Let us take a value <p of the argument and give it an 

increment Aq>. The values <p and <p+A<p determine the correspon
ding points M and M ' of the graph of the function r =  /(<p) 
(Fig. 59). The length of the polar radius PM is equal to the

curves in Cartesian
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given value of the function and that of the polar radius PhV to 
the value r +  Ar =  /((p +  A(p) of the function. To find Ar we apply 
to the triangle P M M' the law of sines:

r-^ A r _  sin  y  __ s i n j n — (P-fAq>)] _  sin  (P +  A(p) 
r ““ sin  p s in  p ““  s in  p

This yields
, , Ar sin  P cos Aq>+ cos p sin  A<p x . i  o  • a1 +  —  = — ------ -j -̂p -------= cos Aq> -f cot P sin Aip

v/hence
•y -  — cosAq>— 1 +  cotp sin A<p =  —2 sin2 ^ -{ -co tp s in A<p

The division of both sides of this equality by A<p leads to

r A«p z
sm

If A<p —1-0 the first term on the right-hand side of the latter rela
tion tends to zero while the second term to Iim cot p, the left-hand
side approaching — r '.  Consequently, &V-*0

- / ■ '=  lim cotp
A(jp 0

When A<p te n d s  to zero the point M ' approaches the point M, 
and, in the limit, the secant M M ' turns to coincide with the

tangent M T. Consequently, jj— 
as A<p—*-0, and since cotp is a 
continuous function, this yields 
the desired relation

r' — r cot 0
This relation makes it possible 

to use differentiation for solving 
problems on tangents and normals 
to curves specified by equations in 
polar coordinates.

It should be noted that if, as 
the polar angle <p increases, the 
radius r increases, 0 is understood 

Fig. 60 as the acute angle (see Fig. 59),
and if r  decreases it is understood 

as the obtuse angle between the polar radius and the tangent.
Example. Let us prove that the logarithmic spiral r = a t inter

sects every straight line passing through the pole at a constant 
angle (Fig. 60). Indeed, we have r' =  ameT"9 — mr, and therefore

cot 0 =  —— =  tn r
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§ 4. Differential
50. Differential and Its Geometrical Meaning. The notion of 

the derivative is closely related to another fundamental notion of 
mathematical analysis, namely to that of the differential of a 
function.

Let, for the values of x in question, y = f { x )  be a continuous 
function possessing the derivative

This implies
lira § j j - r ( * )

Ax-* 0

- E - = / 'W + »

where e is an infinitesimal as Ax—*0. It follows that 
Ay = f  (x) Ax+ eAx, i .e. Ay = f'  (x) Ax-j-o (Ax)

where o(Ax) is an infinitesimal of higher order than Ax as Ax—*-0 
(see Sec. 36, I).

Hence, an infinitesimal increment Ay of a function y = f ( x )  pos
sessing the derivative f  (x) is representable as the sum of two terms 
which are (1) the quantity f  (x) Ax proportional to the infinitesimal 
increment Ax of the independent variable, and (2) an infinitesimal 
of higher order than Ax.

As was shown, if y = f ( x )  is a linear function of the form 
y = a x+ b  its increment is exactly proportional to the increment 
Ax of the argument:

A y= aA x
where the proportionality factor a is constant. Now we see that 
if the function f(x) is nonlinear and possesses the derivative 
f' (x) its increment Ay is not exactly proportional to Ax, but 
nevertheless there exists a proportionality factor equal to / '  (x) 
such that the quantity f'  (x) Ax differs from the increment Ay by 
an infinitesimal of higher order than Ax; in the general case this 
proportionality factor f  (x) varies together with x.

The converse is also true: if for a given value x  of the argument 
the increment A y = f ( x + A x ) — f(x) is representable in the form

A y= a Ax -fo  (Ax)
the function y = f ( x )  possesses the derivative f i x ) ,  and a = f' (x). 

For we have
&y ... - ,  q(a*)
Ax a ' Ax”

and, since *0 as Ax—*0, the limit of exists and is
equal to a, which is what we had to prove.
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Now let us introduce the following
Definition. The magnitude proportional to the infinitesimal 

increment Ax of the argument and differing from the correspon
ding increment of the function by an infinitesimal of higher order 
than Ax is called the d i f fe r e n t ia l  o f  th a t  fu n c tio n .

The differential of a function y —f l x ) is denoted by dy or df(x).
We see that the differential of a function y = f ( x ) of one inde

pendent variable exists if and only if the derivative / '  (x) exists, 
and the differential and the derivative are connected by the 
relationship

dy =  f  (x)Ax

The increment Ax of the independent variable x  is called its 
differential and is denoted by dx:

A x = d x
This is coherent with the general definition of a differential since 
for the function y —x  we have

dy =  dx — (x ' )A x= Ax
that is dx — Ax.

Thus,
the differential of a function is equal to its derivative multip

lied by the differential of the independent variable:

d y = f  ( x ) t f x
Knowing the derivative we can readily find the differential and 

vice versa; that is why the operations of finding the derivative 
and the differential of a function both are termed the differentia
tion.

It follows that the derivative can be w ritten as1

r w - l

This representation of the derivative as the ratio of the differen
tials is extremely important for mathematical analysis, which will 
be clearly seen later on.

1 Our investigation shows that
lim

Ax-fO Ax dx

It would be wrong to Interpret this limiting relation in the sense that Ay tends 
to dy and Az to dxf as A*—► (). The correct meaning is that the ratio of the
increments —  tends to the ratio of the differentials as Ax—►O. (Note that ax ax
the definition of the differential does not involve the notion of the derivative.)
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In the general case, for an arbitrary x, the differential dy—f  (x) dx 
is a function of two arguments x and dx (independent of each 
other).

Let us discuss the geometrical significance of the differential of 
a function y = f(x)  (see Fig. 61). Since /'(x ) =  tanoc the differen
tial dy = f ' \ x)dx  is equal to the length of the line segment RT,  
that is,

the differential d y  of a function y = s f ( x )  at a point x  is equal 
to the Increment of the ordinate of the tangent line drawn to the 
graph of the function at its corresponding point.

The increment of the function Af(x) is equal to the increment 
of the ordinate of the graph of the function (i.e. to the line 
segment RM ' in Fig. 61), and therefore the difference between 
the increment of the function and its differential is equal to the 
length of the line segment M 'T  lying between the tangent and 
the graph. This line segment is an infinitesimal of higher order 
than the segment M R, as d x —*0.

For a concrete finite value of the increment Ax the differential 
of a function may be greater or less than its increment (see Fig. 
61a and 6).

51. Properties of the Differential.
I. Differentials of basic elementary functions. Since the differen

tial of a function is obtained as the product of the derivative by 
the differential of the independent variable, we can readily write 
down the table of the differentials of all the basic elementary 
functions because their derivatives are known. For instance, 
d (xn) =  nxn~l dx, d (ax) =  ax \nadx, etc.

II. Differentials of the results of arithmetical operations on 
functions. In accordance with the rules for finding derivatives 
(see Sec. 41; its notation is retained here) we readily derive the 
following rules for computing differentials;
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(a) On multiplying both sides of the relation 
(u-j-u-1- . . .  -f-ou)' =  u' +  u' +  • • • 

by dx we obtain

d (u -f u -f-. . .  -ftt>) =  d u 4 -du -t-. . .  +dw
(b) Since

(mu)' =  u'v -J- uv'

the multiplication of both members by dx leads to
d (uv)= vdu-\-udv

and, in particular,
d (Cu) — Cdu

(c) Taking the formula
/  k y _u 'v— uvr
\ v )  -  V*

and multiplying its both members by dx we receive
j f  u \  v d u — udv
d ( t ) -------- * —

III.  Differential of a composite function. Invariance of the form 
of the differential. The extremely important invariance property 
of the differential follows from the differentiation rule for a fun
ction of a function.

Let y  =  f(u)  and u = q>(x) be two continuous functions of their 
arguments possessing the derivatives f  (u) and q>' (x) with respect 
to these arguments. If we put F(x) — f[(p(x)] then, as was shown 
in Sec. 42, I,

y'  =  F' (x) =  / '( « ) ? '  (x) (*)

On multiplying both sides of this relation by dx we get

=  f  («) <P' (x)dx 
Since q>' (x)dx =  du, this implies

dy = f  (n) du
Thus, the differential dy has the same form as if the magnitude u 
were an independent variable; this can be stated as follows;

the differential of a function y = * f  (a) retains the same expres
sion irrespective of whether Its argument u  is an independent vari
able or a function of another variable.

This property is referred to as the invariance of the form of the 
differential. It makes it possible to write down the differential in 
one and the same form irrespective of the nature of the argu
ment of the function.
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The equality dy=f ' ( u ) du  implies

r w - i

and hence in all the cases
the rate of change of a function relative to its argument is equal 

to the ratio of the differential of the function to the differential 
of its argument.

Relation (*) can now be written as
dy_dydu
dx dudx '  ’

The right-hand member of equality (**) is obtained from the 
left-hand member by the simultaneous multiplication and division 
of the former by du (if, of course, d u # 0). Hence, the arithme
tical operations on differentials can be performed as if they were 
ordinary numbers. Here lies the reason for the convenienceof the repre
sentation of the derivative as the ratio of the differentials. For in
stance, using this representation of the derivative we can readily write 
down the differentiation rule for the inverse of a function (cf. 
Sec. 42, II):

dx dx
dy

IV. The differential as the principal part of the increment. The
definition of the differential of a function y = f(x)  implies the 
relation

Ay — dy = Ay— f' (x)dx =  o(dx) as d x -*-0

Let the derivative f  (x) be nonzero at a point x: f  (x) =/= 0. Then 
the infinitesimals dx and dy are of the same order, and the rela
tion Ay— dy — o(dx) shows that

A y — dy = o(dy)
which means that Ay and dy are equivalent infinitesimals (see 
Sec. 36, II):

Ay ~  d y  for d x  -*• 0

In what follows we shall often approximately replace the incre
ment Ay of a function by its differential dy\ in this connection 
let us discuss the general question on the accuracy of the appro
ximation to a magnitude when it is replaced by another magni
tude tending to the same limit. Let u(x) and v(x) be two-func
tions which tend to one and the same limit A as x-*-x0: lim u= 
= lim u = /l. Then the limit of their difference is equal to zero: 
Iim(u—t>) =  0. Consequently, the difference u — v is itself an
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infinitesimal as x-*-xb:
u (x)—v(x) =  a(x)  

where a(x)-*-0  as x -> x 0.
If now the value of the function u(x) assumed in a neighbo

urhood of the point x0 is replaced by the corresponding valued 
the function v(x) the absolute error a ~ \ u —v \is  an infinitesimal, 
and if A=£0 the relative error which characterizes the accuracy 
of the approximation is also an infinitesimal:

6 =

But if A = 0, that is if u(x) and v(x) are both infinitesimals, the 
relative error appearing asv(x)  is substituted for u(x) is not ne
cessarily an infinitesimal. The results of Sec. 36 imply that in 
this case for the relative error to be an infinitesimal (which means 
that u — v is equal to o(v) or to o(u)) it is necessary and sufficient 
that u(x) and v(x) be equivalent infinitesimals.

This proposition (allowing us to replace one infinitesimal by 
another equivalent infinitesimal with an infinitesimal relative error) 
is often stated as follows: each of two equivalent infinitesimals is 
the principal part of the other.

As was shown, Ay ~ d y  as dx-+  0; therefore, using the above 
terminology, we can say that

the differential of a function (which is proportional to the diffe
rential (increment) of the independent variable) is the principal 
part of the increment of the function.

It should also be noted that if / ' (x) =  0 at a point x the diffe
rential is equal to zero: dy =  0. In this case it is not compared 
with any infinitesimal (including the increment Ay of the function).

52. Differentiable Functions.
I. Definition. A function y = f ( x )  is said to be differentiable  

at a point x  if it possesses the differential at that point.
As was shown (see Sec. 50), the existence of the differential at 

the point x is equivalent to the existence of the derivative f  (x) 
(and vice versa). Therefore, the existence of the derivative can 
be taken as the condition equivalent to the differentiability of 
the function; from the geometrical point of view, this condition 
is equivalent to the existence of the tangent to the curve y —f(x) 
not perpendicular to Ox.

Now suppose that a function f  (x) is differentiable for a given 
value x  of the argument, that is

| i m ^ = r  (*)Ax-*>o
Then it must necessarily be continuous at the point x .1 For we

1 This implication was already mentioned in Sec. 39.
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have Ay =  / ' (x) Ax+o(Ax) (see Sec. 50), and hence the increment 
Ay tends to zero as Ax-*-0, which means that the function y = f ( x )  
is continuous at the point x. Thus, a function has no derivative 
at its points of discontinuity.

Consequently, if a function f  (x) is differentiable it is necessarily 
continuous. In the general case the converse statement is not true 
since there are examples of continuous functions which do not 
possess derivatives at some points.

For instance, the function y =  |x | is continuous throughout Ox 
but has no derivative at the point x = 0 .  Indeed, we have

Ay =  \ x + A x \ — \x\

and the substitution of x = 0  yields
At/ =  | Ax|

whence
Ay _ | Ax |
Ax Ax

We see that
A y  Ax «
Ax Ax 1

for Ax >  0 and
Ay —Ax _  j 
Ax Ax ~  1

for A x < 0 . Therefore, the ratio ^  has no limit as Ax tends to
zero arbitrarily, which is equivalent to the nonexistence of the 
derivative at the point x =  0. This fact 
is also clear from the geometrical point 
of view: the graph of the function y  =  \x\  
is a broken line (Fig. 62) with a corner 
point at the origin (0, 0), and there is 
of course no tangent line to the graph at 
that point.

It can also happen that the graph of 
a continuous function has a tangent at a 
given point but the derivative of the function does not exist at 
that point; this is the case when the tangent is perpendicular 
to the axis of abscissas. For instance, consider the function 
y =  f/x ;  we have

y' — - t t= *  If x^= 0
“ a 3/ *

and, as x->-0, the derivative approaches infinity. I t  can be in 
fact shown that this function is nondifferentiable at the point

11—2280
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x = 0 .1 At the point (0, 0) the curve y = \ / x  (which is the cubi
cal parabola) touches Oy (Fig. 63). For generality, in such 
cases we say that the function has an infinite derivative although, 
as in the above example, it is nondifferentiable at the point in 
question.

The differentiability of functions and the connection between 
the differentiability and continuity are thoroughly investigated in

mathematical analysis. The dis
tinction between the properties 
of continuity and differentiabi
lity  was studied by N.I. Loba
chevsky*. There are curious 
examples of continuous fun
ctions nondifferentiable at every 
point; the graphs of such func
tions are curves having no tan
gent at each point. They can
not of course be depicted in an 
ordinary manner, and it is even 

difficult to imagine the structure of such a line. Functions and 
lines of that kind are rarely encountered in practical applica
tions of mathematical analysis, and we shall not treat them here.

It should be noted tha t all the elementary functions are diffe
rentiable everywhere in the intervals where they are defined except 
possibly at separate points.

II. One-sided derivatives. Let us once again consider the func
tion y = \ x \  whose graph is shown in Fig. 62. As was seen, there
is no finite limit of the ratio  ^  at the  point x = 0  as Ax tends
to zero in an arbitrary way. At the same time, the left-hand and 
the right-hand limits of this ratio (see Sec. 33) exist:

Fig. 63

lim 4 * —
ajc-vo Ax 
Ax<0

• 1, lim
Ax-*- o 
Ax>o

by
bx

These limits are called, respectively, the left-hand derivative and 
the right-hand derivatix>e at the point x ~ 0 .

1 The derivative at the point x = 0  cannot be investigated with the aid cf
the formula since it only applies to x  £  0. For x= 0  the Increment

3 y x 1

by =  \ / b x  is of lower order than bx, and therefore the ratio ^  has no finite
limit as b x —►0 (it tends to infinity!.

* N.I. Lobachevsky (1792-1856), tne great Russian mathematician, was one 
of the creators of non-Euclidean geometry. He contributed many outstanding 
results to algebra, geometry and mathematical analysis which influenced greatly 
further development of mathematics.
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Generally, if there exist the left-hand and the right-hand limits 
of the ratio /(*o) they are called the one-sided deriva
tives at the point x0; accordingly, for x-*-x0, x < x 0, we have the 
left-hand derivative and for x-*-x0, x > x 0, the right-hand deriva
tive (we shall denote them, respectively, by /J(x0) and f f(x0)). It 
is clear that if the left-hand and the right-hand derivatives at a 
given point coincide then the function is differentiable at that 
point and vice versa.

If a function is defined in a closed interval then, when speaking 
about its derivatives at the end points of the interval, we always 
mean the one-sided derivatives: the right-hand derivative at the 
left end point and the left-hand derivative at the right end point. 
This interpretation of differentiability at the end points of the 
interval oi definition is analogous to that of continuity (see Sec. 32).

53. Applying Differentials to Approximate Calculations. The 
application of the differential to approximate calculations is based 
on the replacement of the increment A y = /(x 04- Ax)— f ( x 0) of a 
given function y = f ( x ) ,  which may depend on Ax— dx in a comp
licated manner, by the simpler expression f ' ( x0)dx  (the differen
tial) found by differentiation.

Thus, for small values of dx we write
Ay =  f  (x0+ d x ) — f (x0) f  (x0) dx =  dy {*)

with a small relative error (see Sec. 51, IV).
When putting Ay = d y  we replace the given function y = f ( x )  by 

the linear function
y = f ( x D) + f '  (x0) ( x— xB)

Geometrically, this is equivalent to replacing the graph of the 
function y — f{x) by its tangent line at the point (x0, f ( x0)). In a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the point x0 this replacement 
leads to small errors. A demerit of formula (*) is that, although 
we know that the relative error tends to zero as dx-*-0, it does 
not provide any estimation of the error for a given numerical 
value of d x .1

The approximate equality (*) can be immediately used to solve 
the following problem:

Given the values of f  (x0), / '  (x0) and dx, it is required to compute 
an approximation to the value f  (x0-\-dx) of the function.

Relation (*) directly gives us the desired formula:
f  (x0+dx) «  f  (x0) + / '  (*0) dx

Let us consider some illustrative examples (for brevity, we shall 
write x  in place of x0 and denote dx by ft).

1 Such an estimation will be derived in Chapter X.
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(1) Consider the function y =  V x .  Its differential is dy = ~=dx, 

and hence
V ^ + h ^ V x + - —

In  particular, for x =  1 we obtain .

V 1 +  h fa  1 -f-Tj*

In the general case, for x =  a* ( a > 0) we have

V  a} +  h fa a +

These approximate formulas are extremely simple and make it 
possible to compute square roots with a sufficient accuracy when 
(ft| is small compared with a*.

For instance, the application of these results yields ] / 1.21= 
= / l  +  0 . 2 1 « I + ^ j i =  1.105. The exact value of the root is equal
to 1.1; hence, the relative error is about 0.5%.

To compute the root | /  408 we represent it in the form V 408 = 
=  } /20* +  8 and thus obtain

K 4 0 8 « 2 0 + 5 i 5= 2 0 .2

The accuracy of this result is rather high since the tabular value 
of the root accurate to 10~* is equal to 20.1990.

Now let us take ] /  390. Here it is convenient to put h = —10; 
then

1/390=1^20*— 10 «  20— 19.75

(the tabular value is 19.7484).

If y = ty rx  then d y = ^ ^ - ^ - d x  and

For x = l  this yields the approximate formula { / l - f / i «  l-f-~, 
A more general formula is obtained for x — an ( a >  0):

Let the reader compute several roots with the aid of this for* 
mula and estimate the accuracy achieved by finding more accurate 
values using the table of logarithms.
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(2) Let us take the function y = s \n x .  Its differential is dy =  
=  cos xdx, and therefore

sin (x +  h) «  sin x-\- h cos x
In particular, for x = 0  we derive the formula sin hf&h. which 

also follows from the equivalence of the infinitesimals sin h and h 
as /t—*0.

For example, we have sin 0.01745, that is, appro
ximately, sin 1°=0.01745. This approximation is correct to the 
fifth decimal digit, i.e. the error does not exceed 10-s .

Let us also compute sin 31°:

sin 31° »  sin 3 0 °+ — cos 30° «  0 .5 + ^ —  -0.01745 «  0.5151

The tabular value of sin 31° correct within 10~4 is equal to 0.5150. 
Let the reader account for the fact that we have received a major 
approximation of sin 31°.

(3) Consider the function y =  Inx. Here we have d y = -^d x  and

ln (x -ff i)« \ n x + Y

In particular, for x = l  this yields the formula l n ( l - f f t ) « l  
which is also implied by the equivalence of the infinitesimals 
In(l-fft) and h as h —>-0 (see Sec. 36, III).

Take the known value In 7 8 1 «  6.66058. To compute In 782 we 
apply the above formulas

In 782 «  6.66058 «  6.66186

The tabular value of In 782 correct within 10-s is equal to 6.66185. 
We see that the error of our approximation is small. Let the reader 
explain why in this case we have also obtained a major appro
ximation.

Another important problem to which differentials are applied 
is to compute the limiting absolute error ey of an approximation 
to the value of a function y  for a given limiting absolute error ex 
in the determination of the value of the argument x. As a rule, 
in practical problems the value of the argument is found by a 
measurement, and its limiting absolute error is known (see Sec. 6).

Suppose that it is required to compute the value of a given 
function y = f ( x )  for a given value x  of the argument whose exact 
value is unknown, and only an approximation to this value with 
limiting absolute error ex is given:

}d x \< e x
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Taking the value f  (*0) instead of the true value f(x) we obtain 
an approximation whose error should be estimated. From relation 
(*) it follows that

This shows that the absolute error resulting from the replacement 
of f(x) by the approximate value f ( x 0) is less than | / '  (*0)|tx\ the 
latter quantity can thus be taken as the lim iting absolute error ey 
of the determination of the function

e„ =  i n * o ) K

The limiting absolute error of the function is equal to the pro- 
duct of the absolute value of its derivative at the point correspond
ing to the approximate value of the argument by the limiting ab
solute error of the argument.

The lim iting relative error 8„ of the function is given by the 
formula

« .... ev I/'(*«) 
v ~  l/(*o)l“ l /(*«) eX

f t  is equal to the product of the absolute value of the logarithmic 
derivative by the lim iting absolute error of the argument.

These formulas make it possible to estimate the admissible value 
of the error ex in the determination of the argument guaranteeing 
the given admissible error of the value of the function:

P *v I /(*<>)

Of course, to compute ex we must know an approximate value x, 
of the argument which is required for finding the corresponding 
approximations f ( x 0) and f  (x0) to the function and its derivative 
(see Example 2).

Let us consider two illustrative examples.
(1) Given the hypotenuse c of a right triangle and an appro- 

' s acute angle with limiting absolute error e<x, 
;ermine the relative errors appearing in the 
egs of the triangle.

ximate value a  of i 
it is required to de 
computation of the 

We have
a =  c s in a , 6 =  c cosa

whence
6a =  co ta -ea , 66 =  ta n a -e B

If a  >  ~  then a >  b and cot a  <  tan a; therefore the greater leg 
is found with a smaller relative error.
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(2) The volume of a cube should be found with relative error 
6 =  0.01 =  1%. The edge of the cube is measured with a ruler 
with scale spacing of 1 cm. The approximate result of the measure
ment is 20 cm. Does the corresponding approximate value u = 8000 cm3 
of the volume guarantee the required accuracy?

Denote the edge of the cube by x; then v =  x3 and v '= 3 x 2. By 
the formula for ex we find

e* = y ~ 0 .0 1  « 0 .0 7  cm

It is seen that the error in the measurement of the edge which 
is of 0.5 cm considerably exceeds 0.07 cm, and hence the accu
racy is insufficient. It is clear that to achieve the desired accuracy 
we should make a repeated measurement with a ruler having the 
scale spacing of 1 mm (which proyides the value e* =  0.05 cm of 
the absolute limiting error in the determination of x) and compute 
the new value of the volume.

§ 5. Derivatives and Differentials of Higher Orders
54. Derivatives of Higher Orders.
I. Suppose that a function y  =  f(x)  defined in an interval has 

the derivative f ' (x)  with respect to the independent variable x. 
If the function f ' (x)  is, in its turn, differentiable its derivative 
is called the second derivative (or the derivative of the second order) 
of the original function /  (x) and is denoted f* (x):

r  W - If'»]' = f'lx+w-rw
Ax-M>

Similarly, the third derivative or the derivative of the third order 
of the function y = f ( x ) (denoted by / '"  (x)) is the derivative 
(provided it exists) of the second derivative. Now we state the 
general definition:

Definition. The d e r iv a tiv e  o f  the  n th  order f w  (x )  Is the 
derivative of the derivative of the (n — l)th order:

/<»> ( x ) = I/* " -1’ (Jtr)j' = f i m

To unify the terminology we call the derivative / '  (x) the de
rivative of the first order or the first derivative.

Derivatives of the second order and, generally, of higher orders 
play an essential role in mathematics and its applications to mecha
nics, physics and other sciences; they are used for a more complete 
investigation of functions which cannot be achieved when we solely 
consider the first derivative.
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The value f”(x) of the second derivative at a point * charac
terizes the rate of change of f' (x) at that point, that is the rale 
of change of the rate of change of f(x).  By analogy with mecha
nics, we can say that /"(x) is the acceleration of the change of the 
function f  (x) at the given point x.

The geometrical meaning of the second derivative will be dis
cussed in Chapter IV (Sec. 62).

If a point is in rectilinear motion and a functional relationship 
s — F(t)  describes the law of motion the first derivative F'(t) is 
the velocity of motion of the point (see Sec. 38, I). Accordingly, 
the second derivative F"{i) is the acceleration of the rectilinear 
motion of the point.

Traditionally, due to Newton, in mechanics derivatives with 
respect to time t are marked by dots above the symbols of func
tions instead of primes. In this notation the formulas for the 
velocity v and the acceleration w of a rectilinear motion of a 
point are written in the form

u =  s and a > = u = ‘s (where s =  F(t )  is the law of motion)

Since the rules and formulas for computing derivative ol 
any elementary function are known, we can find derivatives of 
arbitrary orders of a given elementary function by differentiating 
it, in succession, the required number of times. In some cases it 
is possible to derive the general formula for the derivative of the 
&th order of a given function for an arbitrary k. For brevity, 
such a derivative is also denoted by y ikK

Examples. (1) If y = x n then y' = n x n~1, y” =  n (n — l)xn-J........
t^k) =  n ( n — l ) ( n— 2) . .  . ( n - k - f  l)x " “*.

If n is a positive integer, we have

(2) Taking # = s in x  we find y'  =  cosx =  sin , y’ =

(4) If y =  a* then y' =  ax \na,  y” =  ax (\na)*, . . yw = a x(\na)i.
(5) Differentiating the function y  =  In(l-J-x) we receive

II. Derivatives of implicit functions. If y  is an implicit func
tion its higher derivatives are found by differentiating the required 
number of times the equation connecting x and y  bearing in mind

y M = n \  and y ln+1>= y in+2> =  . . .  = 0

y  i+x* y -  (l+xF • • • •
( I) ( 2 ) .. .(  fe-f-1) ,  nfe_ , (S - i ) l

( 1 + x )*  ' '  (1+ x)*
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that y  and all its derivatives are functions of the independent 
variable.

For instance, the second derivative of the function y  specified 
by the equation

x* + y* = l
is found by differentiating the equation twice. This yields, in 
succession,

x + y y ' = 0
and

whence
( * ' ) + W Y  =  i + y ' * + y y ’ = o

y ' = — j  and \ f i+ y*
y

x2+yl
y3

l
y3

In this example the function y  can be expressed explicitly in 
terms of x, and therefore the differentiation can be performed di
rectly; for instance, taking the branch y = V  l — x* we find t f —
------------1 . which coincides with the previous result.

V O - x 3}3 *
In the general case the derivative of any order of an implicit 

function can always be expressed in terms of the independent 
variable and the function itself. For instance, on differentiating 
twice, with respect to x, the equation

y3—3axp4-*s =  0 
specifying y  as an implicit function of x  we receive 

y2y '— ay— axy'+ x2 =  0
and

2y (tf)'-+ yiy ”— 2ay'—axy" + 2 x = 0
On finding y ' from the first relation and substituting it into 

the second we arrive at an equation from which y” can be expressed 
in terms of x  and y.

III. Derivatives of functions represented parametrically. In order 
to find a derivative of higher order of a function specified by pa
rametric equations we differentiate the expression of the preceding 
derivative considering it a composite function of the independent 
variable. Let x=<p (t), y —f(t)  then

ff, dy f'(t) 
y  ~dx~<p'(t )

Furthermore,

£$) rmtm-rvwmf
dx dt dx ,p'*
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and, since
di _  1
dx ~ < p '(0

we arrive at the expression

?'»(/)
The differentiation of the last relation with respect to x leads 

to the expression for the third derivative, etc.
Examples. Let us find the second derivative i f  of the function 

specified by the equations

x  — cost ,  y =  s'm t 
On differentiating, we obtain

d (— cot t)
„» cos 1  i t n„A „« dt 1y  = — ;— t ~  —  cot /  and y   --------- :— -— = — ■ - - ■J  — sin t * — sin / sin* t

IV. Differentiating products. Leibniz’ rule. The derivative of 
the nth order of a linear combination of functions u (x) ando(x) 
is readily expressed in terms of the corresponding derivatives of 
u(x) and v(x). Namely, if Ct and Ct are constants, then

(Ctu + C,u)(n) =  C.u™ +  C3v{n)
The rule for finding the derivative of the nth order of a pro

duct of functions is essentially more complicated. Let u and v 
be functions of x  and

y  =  uv

It is required to express ym in terms of the functions u, v and 
their derivatives. Differentiating we find, in succession,

y' =  u't>+ uv' 
y* =  u"v -j- 2u V  uv" 

y ,n  =  3uV

Now it is possible to discover the analogy between the expres
sions of the second and third derivatives and the binomial for
mulas for, respectively, the second and third powers: the coeffi
cients in the products of the derivatives of the zeroth, first, 
second and third orders (the zeroth derivative coincides, by 
definition, with the given function) of the functions u and v are 
equal to the corresponding binomial coefficients in the products 
of the zeroth, first, second and third powers of u and v entering 
into the binomial formulas for (u-fu)* and (« +  »)*. It turns out 
that this analogy is of a general character:
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Leibniz’ Rule. For any n there holds the formula

=ss ( u v ) (n) =  +  nu<" ~  •>©' -f- n (n~  ■ uSn~  2,v ’ + . . .

. .  .+ /x « 'o (n- +  (*)
This formula can be formally obtained if we take Newton’s 

binomial formula for (u + o )'5 and then replace the powers 
of u and v by the derivatives of the corresponding orders of u 
and v (and put u(n =  u, »<0) — v).

Here we do not present the general proof of this formula and 
confine ourselves to considering a characteristic example of its 
application.

Example. Let us compute the hundredth derivative of the func
tion y = x ‘ s'mx. We have

y{ IW» =  (x- sin x)<IOC) =  (sin x •xs)aow =  (sin x)100 x* -f- 
-j- 100 (sin x)<” > W + 12^ 2? (si„ x)(68) (x5) '

All the subsequent terms are omitted here since they are identi
cally equal to zero: each of them involves a derivative of order 
higher than the second of the function xa, and (xa)‘*' = 0  for 
ft > 2. Consequently (see I),

y a°°> =  xs sin (x  + 100  . y )  +200xsin (x - f  99 • j j  -f- 

-f-9900 sir. ^x-j- 98 • y )  =  xasinx—200xcosx—9900 sinx

55. Differentials of Higher Orders. The differential dy of a func
tion y —f(x)  depends on two arguments (see Sec. 50) which are 
the independent variable x and its differential dx. The differen
tial dx of the independent variable x is a magnitude independent 
of x: for any given value of x the values of dx can be chosen 
quite arbitrarily.

Let us consider df(x)  as a function of x (for an arbitrary but 
fixed value of dx independent of x) and take its differential 
d[d/(x)]. If this differential exists we call it the second differen
tial or the differential of the second order of the function /(x) 
and denote it by d:y:

diy=d(dy)
Similarly, the third differential or the differential of the third 
order dsy  of a function y = f ( x ) is the differential of its second 
differential as a function of x. Now \ve give the general definition:

Definition. The d if fe r e n t ia l  o f  the  n th  order d ny  of a 
function y ^ f ( x )  is the differential of Its (/*— l)th differential 
as a function of x :

dny — d (cffn- l)y)
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To unify the terminology, we call the differential df(x) cI 
a function f(x)  the differential of the first order or the first di
fferential.

Let us derive the expression for the differential of a higher 
order of a function f ( x ) dependent on the argument x. In ell 
the calculations below the differential dx is understood as an 
arbitrary but constant quantity independent of x.

For the second differential we obtain
d (dy) =  (dy)'dx=  [ f  (x) dx] 'dx =  f  (x) dx dx

that is
d’-y = / '  (x) dx*

Analogously, for the differential of the nth order we arrive at 
the formula

dny  =  [dn- iy)’ dx =  [fr~l (x) d x"-1] ’ d x = /<n) (x) dx"
where dx" is the nth power of dx. Thus, 

the differential of the nth order is equal to the product of the 
nth derivative with respect to the independent variable by the nth 
power of the differential of the independent variable.

Every differential is an infinitesimal of higher order than all 
the differentials of lower orders:

dr-y =  o(day) as d x —►0 
if n >  m and f-ri> (x) =#= 0.

The sequence of the differentials
dy, d*y, d:y ..........dny, . . .

is arranged in increasing orders of smallness (as dx—*0).
If y —f(x) then d y = f  (x)dx irrespective of whether the argument 

x  is an independent variable or a function of another argument 
(see the invariance property of the first differential inSec. 51, III). 
In the general case differentials of higher orders do not pos
sess this property. Indeed, suppose that x  is no longer an 
independent variable, as before, but a function x=$( t )  oi a 
ne?/ independent variable t. Then dx also becomes a function of /, 
and therefore it is not allowable to regard dx as a constant when 
the first differential is differentiated. This leads to a new expres
sion of d*y different from the above. Namely, computing the 
differential of dy by applying the differentiation rule for a pro
duct we find

dly —d [/' (x) dx] = d [ f '  (x)] d x —/ ' (x) d (dx)
But we have

d [/' (*)] =  f* (x) dx and d (dx) =  d*x
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and therefore
d2y =  f" (x) dx2 +  f  (x) d*x

We see that there appears the additional term / ' (x)d2x . I t vanishes 
if x is an independent variable:

d2x =  (*)" dx2 =  0 • dx2 =  0
The expression of the third differential in the case when x  de

pends on t is still more complicated:
d2y =  f " '  (x)dx2 +  3f”{x)dxd2x + f ’ (x)d2x

Thus, when finding a higher-order differential we should take 
into account the nature of the argument of the function and 
distinguish between the cases when it is an independent variable 
or depends on some other variable.

The formulas for the differentials of the first and higher orders 
imply the following expressions of the derivatives as ratios of 
differentials:

» ' = r w = - g -

y{n) =  /<n> (x) = dny
dx*

All these formulas except the first one are only applicable if 
x is an independent variable.

For the sake of convenience the derivative is sometimesaxn
written in the symbolic notation For example, we

write ~ ( 2 x * — x +  l) =  48x.

QUESTIONS

1. How are the velocity of motion, the linear density, the heat 
capacity and the reaction rate defined?

2. What do we call the rate of change of a function?
3. State the definition of the derivative of a given function. 

Apply this notion to the magnitudes mentioned in Questions 1 
and 2 .

4. What is the tangent line to a curve at a given point?
5. What is the geometrical meaning of the derivative of a given 

function y = f ( x )  in Cartesian coordinates?
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6. State the differentiation rules for the results of arithmetical 
operations and give illustrative examples of their application.

7. How do we differentiate a function of a function and the 
inverse of a function?

8. Derive the differentiation formulas for all the basic elemen
tary functions.

9. Describe the technique of using the logarithmic derivative.
10. How do we differentiate an implicit function? Give examples.
11. Describe the method of representing functions and curves 

parametrically. Give examples.
12. How are functions specified parametrically differentiated?
13. State the definition of the angle between two intersecting 

curves. What is the normal to a curve at a given point?
14. Describe the technique of graphical differentiation.
15. What is the geometrical meaning of the derivative in polar 

coordinates? Derive the corresponding formula.
16. What do we call the differential of a function? How is the 

differential of a function expressed in terms of its derivative?
17. Describe the geometrical interpretation of the differential 

of a given function y =  f{x).
18. Enumerate the basic properties of the differential of a func

tion. Describe the invariance property of the form of the first 
differential.

19. What do we call a differentiable function? What is the 
necessary condition for the differentiability?

20. Give examples of continuous functions which are nondiffe
rentia ble.

21. Write down the formula for an approximation to the value 
of a function using the differential of the function. Give illustra
tive examples.

22. Write down the formulas expressing the limiting absolute 
and relative errors in the computation of the value of a function 
in terms of a given limiting absolute error of the argument.

23. State the definition of the derivative of the nth order of 
a given function.

24. How do we compute the derivatives of higher orders of 
explicit, implicit and parametrically represented functions?

25. State Leibniz’ rule for differentiating a product of functions.
26. What is the differential of the nth order of a given function? 

How is it expressed in terms of the corresponding derivative with 
respect to the independent variable? Is the form of a higher-order 
differential invariant?



Chapter IV

a p p l ic a t io n  o f  d if f e r e n t ia l
CALCULUS TO INVESTIGATION 

OF BEHAVIOUR OF FUNCTIONS

§ 1. Theorems of Fermat, Rolle, Lagrange and Cauchy
56. Theorems of Fermat and Rolle. We begin with some funda

mental theorems of differential calculus.
Fermat’s Theorem1. Let y s = f ( x )  be a continuous function in 

a closed interval x fl] assuming its greatest (or least) value
at an interior point £ of that interval: j C j T h e n ,  if the 
derivative f ' ( x )  of the function /(jc) at the point £ exists it is 
necessarily equal to zero: / '  ( |)  =  0.

Proof. For definiteness, let the function f(x) assume its greatest 
value at the point £; this means that

(*)
for all *£[*!, x4] . 2 The value of the derivative at the point £ is

r©- if 2ii±M=m
Ax-+0 ax

where the increment Ax can be positive or negative since £ is an 
interior point of the interval.

Let us consider the ratio
/(£+A s)-/(£)

Ax
According to condition (•), its numerator cannot be positive: 
f(l-j-Ax)—/(£)s^0 . Therefore, this ratio is nonpositive for A x>  0:

< 0  if A x>  0

The limit of the ratio, as A x —*-0, A x > 0 , is the right-hand deri
vative of f(x) at the point £ (Sec. 52) and is also nonpositive:

1 P. Fermat (1601-1665), a famous French mathematician.
8 We remind the reader that a function continuous in a closed interval 

necessarily attains its greatest and least values on that interval. In this theorem 
it is supposed that the point g at which the greatest or the least value is 
attained lies inside the interval, that is, it does not coincide with its end points.
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J'r (g )^ .0  (see Sec. 29, II). But if Ax <  0 the ratio is nonnegalive:
i a + tg - i < a > 0 ,f ^ < 0

Consequently, for the left-hand derivative we have
By the hypothesis, the function f (x)  has the derivative f'(x) 

at the point §, and therefore the right-hand and the left-hand 
derivatives must coincide. This being only possible if f i ( l )T=f'r(l) = 
=  0, it follows that f'(%) = 0, which is what we wished to prove.

Let the reader introduce into this argument the necessary changes
for the case when the function attains 
its least value at the point 

The geometrical meaning of Fer
m at’s theorem is clearly seen in Fig. 
64: the tangent to the graph of a fun• 
ction at its highest (or lowest) point 
is parallel to the axis of abscissas. If 
the greatest or the least value of a 
function is achieved at an end point 
of the interval of definition (for ins
tance, the function whose graph is 

depicted in Fig. 64 assumes its least value at the pointsx=x{ 
and x = x t) the tangent at the corresponding point of the graph 
is not necessarily parallel to the axis of abscissas, that is the 
derivative at that end point may be nonzero.

It should be noted that there are cases when a function attains 
its greatest or least value at a point where the derivative does 
not exist. For example, the functiony  =  \x\  assumes its least value 
(equal to zero) at the point x = 0  where its derivative does not 
exist. The investigation of the behaviour of this function and its 
graph are given in Sec. 52.

Rolle’s theorem is a consequence of Fermat’s theorem.
Rolle’s Theorem1. If a function f ( x )  is continuous in a closed 

interval [xtt x t], is differentiable a t all its interior points and 
assumes equal values a t the end points of the interval then there 
Is a t least one point x ~ \  lying inside that interval at which 
f ' G ) = o .

Proof. The end point values of the function being equal 
(/ (*i) — f  (*»))> there are two possible cases here.

(1) The function does not vary w ithin the interval: f(x) = f(xl)= 
=  /(*,) everywhere, then its derivative is identically equal to 
zero for all the values of x.

(2) The function varies in the closed interval [x„ xt]. Since 
it is continuous it attains its greatest and least values in this

t  M T

1 M. Rolle (1652-1719), a French mathematician.
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interval (Sec. 35), and at least one of these values is assumed 
inside the interval [*lt xt], for if the greatest and the least values 
were both assumed at the end points the condition of the theorem 
would imply that they are equal and the function is constant. 
In Fig. 64 we see the case when the function attains its greatest 
value inside the interval at an interior point £. According to the 
hypothesis, the derivative exists at all interior points of the 
interval, and hence at the interior point where the function assumes 
its greatest or least value as well. By Fermat’s theorem, the deriva
tive vanishes at that point, which 
is what we set out to prove.

Rolle’s theorem is interpreted 
geometrically as follows:

On the arc AB of the curve y —
=f(x)  (see Fig. 64) connecting the 
points A and B there is a point 
lying between the end points A 
and B of the arc at which the tangent is parallel to the axis of 
abscissas.

If f  (xt) =  f (xt) =  0 the theorem can be restated as 
between every two zeros of a differentiable function there is at 

least one zero of its derivative.
M. Rolle himself originally proved this theorem for polyno

mial functions for this very case.
If the condition that the given function is differentiable at all 

interior points of the interval is dropped Rolle’s theoremno longer 
holds. For instance, the continuous function y  =  Y x* assumes
equal values at the end points of the interval [— 1, + 1] (yx--1  =2 "
=  yx=1= l ) ,  and at the same time its derivative y ' =  3 /_  does

3 y  %
not vanish anywhere. In this example the conditions of the theorem 
are violated at the point x = 0 lying inside the interval (— 1, + 1) 
since the derivative does not exist at this point*. The graph of 
this function is shown in Fig. 65. At the point (0, 0) it has the 
tangent perpendicular to the axis of abscissas, and the derivative 
does not exist at that point; the graph consists of two branches 
approaching the origin in such a way that they touch that common 
tangent at the point (0, 0). Such a point of a curve is called 
a cusp or a spinode.

Rolle’s theorem can also be inapplicable when the function is 
not continuous in the closed interval [xlf xt]. For example, this 
is the case for the function y specified in the interval [0, 1] by

1 This follows from the argument in footnote1 on p. 162.

12—2280
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the conditions
for 0 ̂  x  <  1 
for x  =  1

Fig. 66

le’s theorem for 
57. Lagrange’s 1

this

This function satisfies all the requirements of Rolle’s theorem 
except the condition of continuity: it is discontinuous at the right 
end point x = l  of the interval (0 , 1].

It is clearly seen that the assertion of the theorem does not 
hold: the derivative is equal to 1 at all the points of the interval

(0 , 1), and therefore there is no point at 
which it turns into zero.

If the function itself is everywhere con* 
tinuous and the derivative does not exist 
at the end points of the interval but does 
exist inside it the theorem remains true. 
An example of this kind is the function 
y =  V  1—x* considered in the interval 
(— 1, 1J where it is continuous while its 
derivative does not exist for x =  ±  1. Let 
the reader check the validity of Rel

ease.
Theorem. Let us come back to the geometrical 

interpretation" of Rolle’s theorem. The chord subtending the arc AB 
(Fig. 64) being parallel to the axis of abscissas, the tangent at 
the point M is parallel to the chord. It is 
clear that this property is retained when 
the chord subtending an arc is not paral
lel to the axis of abscissas. Suppose that 
AB is an arc of a continuous line y  =  f(x)  
having a nonvertical tangent at each 
point (Fig. 66). Then there always is at least 
one point M on the arc AB at which the 
tangent is parallel to the chord subten
ding this arc.

If the above conditions on the arc AB  
do not hold such a point does not necessarily exist (see Fig. 67).

Now, let the arc AB  be specified by the equation y —f(x) 
where f  (x) is a differentiable function, the abscissas of the points A 
and B being, respectively, x, and xt (Fig. 66). Since the slope
of the chord AB  is equal to ' f  and that of the tangentX2 Xi
line at the point M  (there are two such points in Fig. 66: Af 
and M')  is equal to / '  (£) where £ is the abscissa of the point M,

1 J.L. Lagrange (1736-1813), an outstanding French mathematician and 
astronomer.
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the condition of the parallelism of the tangent and the chord 
implies the equality of their slopes. We thus arrive at the follo
wing proposition:

Lagrange’s Theorem. If f i x )  is a continuous function in a closed 
interval [ r̂1( x t\ differentiable at all its interior points there is at 
least one point x  —  § inside the interval such that

(1)X2 — Xi
We now proceed to prove this theorem a n a l y t i c a l l y .  To this end, 

let us take the auxiliary function
F(x) = f  (x)—Xx

where X is the slope of the straight line N 1Nt parallel to the 
chord yVfj/W. and passing through the origin (Fig. 68). Thus 
X is equal to the slope of the chord

J , _  /  M  —  f  (Xl)
X i — Xt

The function F (x) satisfies all the re
quirements of Rolle’s theorem in the 
interval [xlf x2]: it is continuous for 
x (= [xlt x2] and differentiable for x £ (xlt xt)
(since the functions f(x)  and Xx possess 
these properties) and assumes equal va
lues at the end points of the interval:

F (Xl) = /  (Xl) -  f~(Xi)~ f  ̂  Xl=
and

f w = / w  - * , =

The geometrical meaning of the auxiliary function F(x)  is quite 
evident. The ordinate of the variable point of its graph is represen
ted by the line segment PR  (Fig. 68) which is equal to the sum 
of the constant segment

and the segment QR.  Consequently, the chord connecting the end 
points of the arc specified by the new function is parallel to Ox.

By Rolle’s theorem, there exists a point £€ (* 1. xt) such that 
F' (£) =  0. But F' (x) =  / '  (x)—X, and therefore f  (£)—X= 0  whence

x = H x i t i i m = r  (|)
X2 —  Xi

which is what we had to prove.

12'
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It follows from Lagrange’s theorem that
f  (x,) — f  (*,) =  f  it) (*,—*1), Xl < l < X i

This relation is known as the formula of finite increments. It 
states that

the increment of a differentiable function on an interval is equal 
to the product of the derivative of the function at an intermediate 
point by the increment of the independent variable.

The formula of finite increments makes it possible to find the 
exact expression for the increment of a function in terms of the 
increment of the argument and the value of the derivative at an 
interior point of the interval. It has a significant theoretical 
importance and lies in the foundation of the proofs of a number of 
important theorems which will be discussed later on.

58*. Cauchy's1 Theorem. Cauchy’s theorem is a generalization 
of Lagrange’s theorem. We begin with its analytical formulation 
and proof.

Cauchy’s Theorem. If f ( x )  and <p(x) are continuous functions 
in a closed interval [xlt x t] differentiable a t all its interior points 
and if the derivative <p' (x) does not turn into zero in the interior 
of that interval there exists a t least one point x — \  lying inside 
the interval such that

_ f ' G)
( * t )  —  <P ( * i )  < P '(S )

It should be noted that fp(xt)— <p(*,)=£0 since, if otherwise, 
there would exist, according to Rolle’s theorem, an interior 
point of the interval at which the derivative q>' (x) would vanish, 
which contradicts the hypothesis.

Proof. Let us take an auxiliary function similar to the one 
used in the proof of Lagrange’s theorem: denoting the ratio
L ^ l\  by ^ we put<P(*s)—9 (*i)

F(x) =  f ( x )— X(p(x)
The auxiliary function F (x) satisfies all the conditions of Rolle’s 
theorem, because its continuity and differentiability follow from 
the similar properties of the functions f(x)  and <p(x) and the 
coincidence of its values at the end points of the interval is
readily checked:

F(xl) = f ( x i/ ‘
and

- f i x , )  . . f(Xl)<p(xi) — f(xt)<f(xl)

f ' '  _ /  txi) q> (x,)—f (x,)<p(xt)F(x1) = f ( fix
<P
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Consequently, by Rolle’s theorem, there is a point £ in the in
terval (x,, xs) such that F '(£) =  0. But F' (x) = / '  (x)—X<p' (x), and 
therefore / '(£ )— p'(£) =  0 whence

, / ( * , ) - / (x,) r ®
<P(*s)—<P(*i) <P'(I)

The theorem has been proved.
In the particular caseatq>(x)=x Cauchy’s theorem gives the same 

result as Lagrange’s theorem.
Note that Cauchy’s theorem cannot be proved by a simple term- 

by-term division of the relations expressing Lagrange’s theorem 
for the functions /  and <p since the intermediate values £ of the 
argument do not necessarily coincide in these relations.

Let us show that Cauchy’s theorem can be given the same 
geometrical interpretation as Lagrange’s theorem. For the sake 
of convenience, let us denote the independent variable by t and 
consider the functions y = f{t) and x =  (p(0  as representing para
metric equations of a plane curve in the xy-plane. As the para
meter t runs through the corresponding interval [f,, it] the variable 
point (x, y) describes a curve whose initial and terminal points 
are, respectively, [q>(f,), /(/,)] and (<p(/g), f (/,)]. The slope of the
chord connecting these points is equal to the ratio •
The derivative of y (regarded as a parametrically represented
function of x) with respect to x is ^ . Consequently, the
formula

f V J - f V i )  _ H I)  
<pVt)—<pVi) ?'(!)

again expresses the equality of the slopes of the chord subtending 
an arc and of the tangent line drawn to that arc at an interme
diate point.

§ 2. Investigating Functions with the Aid 
of First and Second Derivatives

59. Testing Functions for Monotonicity1. The application of the 
differential calculus to the investigation of functions is based on 
a simple relationship between the behaviour of a function and 
the properties of its derivatives and, particularly, of the first 
derivative.

1 It is advisable to reread Sec. 13 belore proceeding to study the subject 
matter of this section.
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Theorem (Necessary Conditions for Monotonicity).
(1) If a differentiable function f { x )  increases in an interval its 

derivative / '  (x)  is nonnegative: / '  (jsr)^O.
(2) If a differentiable function /  (x)  decreases in an interval its 

derivative f ' ( x ) is nonpositive: / ' ( x ) ^ 0 .
(3) If a differentiable function f ( x ) does not vary in an inter

val (i.e. is equal to a constant) its derivative is identically equal 
to zero: / ' ( * ) = 0 .

Proof. (1) Let /  (x) be a differentiable and increasing function 
in a given interval; this means that f  ( x+  Ax) > / ( * )  if Ax> 0 
and f ( x - \ - Ax )<f (x )  if A x < 0  for any x  belonging to this inter
val. It follows that the ratio

Ay f ( x + A x ) — f(x)  ,*>
& x ~  Ax '  >

is positive irrespective of the sign of Ax,  and therefore its limit 
as A x —►O, that is the derivative of f{x),  is a positive number 
or zero.

(2) If f{x) decreases the ratio  is negative and its limit is a
negative number or zero, that is f ( x ) < 0.

In (1) and (2) it is supposed that the function f{x) possesses 
a derivative at every point. Let the reader draw a graph repre
senting a function which is monotone and continuous but has no

derivative at separate points 
(see Sec. 52).

(3) If f(x) is constant its 
derivative is known to be 
equal to zero: /'(*) =  ().

The geometrical meaning of 
this theorem is elucidated by 
Fig. 69. When the variable 
point M (x, y) traces the graph 
of the function from left to 

right, i.e. as the abscissa increases, it moves upward, along Oy, 
if the function increases; then, as a rule, its tangent line forms 
an acute angle a  with Ox, and tan a  >  0. If the variable point 
M (x, y) moves downward then, as a rule, the angle a between 
the tangent and the axis of abscissas is obtuse, and t a n a < 0.

It should be stressed that the derivative of a monotone function 
may vanish at some separate points. For instance, the cubic 
function y =  x3 increases throughout Ox but its derivative y’ —Sx1 
turns into zero at the point x — 0 although at all the other points 
it is positive. Geometrically, this means that the tangent to the 
graph of a monotone function may be parallel to Ox at some 
points.
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Thus, in an interval of monotonicity of a function its derivative 
cannot change sign to the opposite.

This proposition allows us to judge upon the sign of the deri
vative of a monotone differentiable function in a given interval 
by its increase or decrease in this interval. But when we begin 
to investigate a given function its behaviour is usually not known, 
and therefore it is much more important to establish the converse 
of the above proposition which enables us to study the character 
of the variation of a function in a given interval by reducing 
the problem to the simpler question of determining the sign of 
its derivative.

Theorem (Sufficient Condition for Monotonicity).
Let f ( x )  be a continuous function in a closed interval [a, b\ 

possessing the derivative f ' ( x )  at all the interior points of that 
interval. Then:

(1) If the derivative f ’ (x)  is everywhere positive inside the 
interval the function f ( x )  increases in the interval la, b\.

(2) If the derivative f  (x)  is everywhere negative inside the 
interval the function f ( x )  decreases in the interval [a, b\.

(3) If the derivative / '  (x)  is everywhere equal to zero inside 
the interval the function f ( x )  does not vary in the interval [a, b\ 
(i.e. it is constant).

Proof. Let us choose in the given closed interval (a, b] two 
arbitrary points x} and xt such that a ^ . x 1 < x i ^ b  and apply 
the formula of finite increments to the interval [*,, x9]:

f  (*i) f ( * i ) ~ f  (£) C*a -*i)» *1 ^  ^  X*
Since xt < x t, the difference x2— xt is positive, and the sign of 
the difference /(*„)—/(*i) is completely specified by the sign of 
the derivative / ' (£). If the derivative f r (x) is everywhere positive 
we have /'({■)> 0, and, consequently, /(* ,)—/(* i ) > 0, that is 

f ( x j > f ( x i) for x, > x ,
which means that the function f(x) increases1.

If the derivative is everywhere negative we have / ' (£) <  0, and, 
consequently, f  (*,) <  f  (x,) for xt > x lt that is, the function de
creases.

Finally, if the derivative is everywhere equal to zero we have 
/'(g) =  0, and, consequently, f{xt) = f(Xj) for any xt and xt , which 
means that the function f(x) is constant.

This proposition provides a simple analytical test for monoto
nicity of a function in a given interval. For example, take theo
function y  =  — 2x2— 6x +  3. To check that in the interval

1 The argument in this proof shows that at the points a and b the derivative 
may not exist. It should also be noted that a and b may, respectively, be equal
to — oo and +  co.
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— I < x < 3  it decreases it is sufficient to verify that its deriva
tive y' = 2x2—4x— 6 is negative for — 1 < * < 3 .  The latter does 
in fact take place since y' — 2 (x-j-1) (x— 3), and the factor (x+l) 
is positive for all the values of x  in this interval while the factor 
( a:—3) is negative.

Geometrically, it appears evident that if the derivative of a 
function takes zero values at some separate points but retains 
constant sign at all the other points the function is also mono
tone in the given interval. For instance, the function y  — x— sinx 
increases in every interval since its derivative y ’ =  1—cos* is 
everywhere positive except the points x =  2kn at which it vanishes, 

For functions increasing or decreasing in the broad sense (see 
page 41) we can readily state a test providing necessary and 
sufficient conditions for monotonicity:

A continuous function f  (x) defined in an interval [a, b] and 
differentiable at all its interior points is nondecreasing (nonincrca- 
sing) if and only i f  the derivative f ' (x) is nonnegative: f  (x) ^  0 
(respectively, nonpositive: f ' { x ) ^ .  0).

60. Extrema of Functions.
I. A value of x separating an interval of increase of a function 

from an interval of decrease (see Fig. 70) is an important element

(see the point x' in Fig. 70 separating an interval of increase 
from an interval of decrease) there exists a neighbourhood of 
the point x ' such that the value /(* ')  is greater than all 
the other values of the function f (x)  within this neighbourhood. 
In the latter case (see the point x" in Fig. 70 separating an 
interval of decrease from an interval of increase) there is a 
neighbourhood of the point x" such that the value f(x") is less 
than all the other values of the function f  (x) in this neighbourhood. 
Thus f{x') and f{x") are, respectively, the greatest and the least 
values of the function in these neighbourhoods. Now let us state 
the general definition.

Definition. A point x 0 is called a point o f maximum of the 
function f ( x )  if f ( x f )  is the greatest value of the function f(x)  
In a neighbourhood of the point x 0.

Fig. 70

of the behaviour of the function. 
At such a point the function f(x) 
changes the character of its beha
viour: as the independent variab
le passes through that point (from 
left to right, as we agreed), the 
function f{x) passes from increase 
to decrease (see graph I in Fig. 70) 
or from decrease to increase (graph 
II in Fig. 70). In the former case
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Similarly,
A point x 0 is called a point o f minimum if f ( x 0) is the least 

value of the function f ( x )  In a neighbourhood of the point x 0.
The points of maximum and minimum are called points of 

extremum of the function. Accordingly, we say that f(x) has a ma
ximum or a minimum (or, generally, an extremum) at such a point. 
We also say that f  (x0) is a maximum or a minimum or, generally, 
an extremal value of the function f(x).

When speaking of a maximum or a minimum at a point x0 
we usually mean a strict extremum. In such a case, there exists 
a neighbourhood of the point of extremum x„ for all whose points 
(except the point x0 itself) there holds the strict inequality

f ( x ) < f ( x 0) for the point of maximum 
or the strict inequality

/ ( * ) > / ( * o) f°r the point of minimum
If the signs >  and <  in these inequalities are replaced, res

pectively, by ^5 and ^  the point x0 is called a point of nonstrict 
extremum.

A function considered in an interval can have several extrema, 
and it may turn out that a minimum value of the function is 
greater than a maximum value 
(see Fig. 71). Therefore a 
minimum or a maximum of a 
function is spoken of as a 
relative extremum ( relative 
maximum or relative mini
mum) when the values of the 
function are compared within 
a small neighbourhood of the 
corresponding point. In cont
rast to it, when speaking of 
the greatest or the least value 
of a function for the whole interval in which it is considered 
we use the term absolute extremum (absolute maximum or abso
lute minimum).

On the graph of a function, to the points of extremum there 
correspond “tops” and "cavities” (see the points M ', M", and 
Ml in Fig. 71).

Usually we deal with functions having only a finite number of 
extrema in a given finite interval; as a rule, in what follows we 
shall consider functions of that kind.

An example of a function of a different kind is ^ = x s in - j ;  
in every interval containing the point 0 it is continuous (if we
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additionally put yx_0 =  0) and has an infinite number of points 
of extremum. Its graph can be constructed schematically if ve 
resort to the hint concerning the construction of the graph of the
function y = s in-^ on page 102.

Now we proceed to establish a necessary condition (test) for 
an extremum.

Necessary Condition for Extremum. If a function f ( x )  has an 
extremum at a point x 0 its derivative at that point either is equal 
to zero or does not exist.

Indeed, if the function attains a maximum at the point xt its 
value at this point is the greatest in a neighbourhood of the 
point x0. By Fermat’s theorem, at the interior points of the inter
val of definition where a differential function attains its greatest 
value the derivative of the function vanishes. The argument is 
completely similar in the case of a minimum.

Geometrically, this means' that the tangent to the graph oj 
a function is parallel to Ox at its  “tops” and “cavities” (see Fig. 71).

A function can also have extrema at some of the points where 
jt is nondifferentiable. Examples of that kind are demonstrated 
in Fig. 72. At the points Af, and Af, the graph shown in the

figure has tangents perpendi
cular to the axis of abscissas. 
As was mentioned, a point of 
this type is called a cusp or 
a spinode. A feature of such 
a point is that, as x appro
aches the abscissa of the point, 
the derivative f'(x) tends to 
-foo  on one side of the point 
and to — oo on the other 
side. At the points Af, and 

changes in jump-like manner, and 
direction of the tangent at

Fig. 72

M4 the slope of the tangent 
the graph does not have a definite 
these points; such points are termed corner points of the curve 
For the values of x  equal to the abscissas of corner points the 
right-hand and the left-hand derivatives of the function / (x) 
(see Sec. 52) have different values.

It should be noted that the necessary condition for extremum 
is not sufficient: the fact that the derivative at a given point 
turns into zero (or does not exist) does not necessarily imply 
that this point is a point of extremum. For example, the deri
vative of the function y =  x* is y'  =3x*; it vanishes at the point 
x = 0  but this point is not a point of extremum of the function
(see Fig. 73c). Similarly, the function y = f / x  (for which
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Fig. 73b shows that in this example as well the point x =  0 is 
not a point of extremum. It is readily seen that in both examp
les the point x = 0  does not separate intervals of monotonicity of 
different senses: both on the right and on the left of this point 
the derivative has the same sign.

To find out whether a given point where the derivative turns 
into zero or does not exist is a point of extremum we should 
resort to sufficient conditions (tests) for extremum to which we 
proceed now.

Sufficient Condition for Extremum in Terms of the First Deri
vative. Let / ( x )  be a continuous function in a neighbourhood of 
a point x 0 possessing a derivative everywhere in this neighbour
hood except possibly at the point x 0 itself; then:

If the derivative / '  (x )  is positive for x < ^ x 0 and negative 
for the point x a is a point of maximum.

If the derivative f ' ( x )  is negative for x<C.x0 and positive for 
x > x 0 the point x 0 is a point of minimum.

Here, according to the necessary condition for extremum, it is 
supposed that at the point x0 itself the derivative either is equal 
to zero or does not exist.

Proof. Let / '( x ) >  0 for x < x c. This means that on the left of 
the point x0 there is an interval of increase of the function f(x) 
adjoining the point x0. If f  (x) < 0  for x  >  x0 then on the right 
of the point x0 there is an interval of decrease of the function 
adjoining the point x 0. Consequently, x0 is a point of maximum.

The other case when the derivative changes its sign from — 
to -f- as x  passes through the point x0 from left to right is inve
stigated quite similarly.

Thus, briefly: if, as x passes through the point x0 (from left to 
right), the derivative changes sign the point x0 is a point of ext
remum.

Fig. 73
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I f  the derivative changes sign from - { - to— there is a maximum 
at the point x0; if  it changes sign from— to-{-there is a minimum 
at the point x0.

It is clear that if the derivative /'(* ) does not change sign as 
x  passes through the point x„ there is no extremum at the point xt. 
For instance, let f '  (x) >  0 both for x  <  x0 and for x  >  x„. Then 
the function increases both on the left and on the right of the 
point x#, and therefore it cannot assume at this point its greatest 
value compared with all the values in a neighbourhood of the 
point x0. We have just discussed examples of this kind, namely, 
the behaviour of the functions y = x 3 and y = f / x  in the vicinity

of the point x =  0 (see Fig. 73 and the 
explanation given above).

Remark. It should be noted that if it 
is only known that the derivative changes 
sign at a point, it is impossible to judge 
upon the existence of an extremum because 
it is necessary to know additionally that 
the function is continuous at that point 
itself. For instance, take the function

1 2 ^ y  — ~T- Its derivative y ’ =  — —  changes
x  sign as x  passes through the point x = 0: 

Fig. 74 t/' >  0 for x <  0 and y" <. 0 for % >  0; con
sequently, the function increases on the 

left of x — 0 and decreases on the right of x =  0. At the same 
time, x =  0 is not a point of maximum of the function since it 
has an infinite discontinuity at that point. This situation is cla
rified in Fig. 74.

II. Scheme for investigating functions by means of the sufficient 
condition for extremum in terms of the first derivative. Let us 
indicate a sequence of operations for finding the points of extre
mum and the intervals of monotonicity of a function on the basis 
of the test proved above. Consider a function y =  f(x) continuous 
in a given (finite or infinite) interval and possessing a derivative 
everywhere except possibly at some separate points. For the sake 
of simplicity, we shall suppose that if these points are deleted 
the derivative f  (x) is continuous in the remaining intervals.

(1) First of all, we should find the points of the interval, 
where the given function is considered, at which the derivative 
is equal to zero (these are called stationary points), that is the 
real roots of the equation f ’ (x) =  0, and also the points at which 
the derivative does not exist. Let us arrange all these points in 
an increasing sequence and denote them xlt *2, . . . .  x„:

Xj  ^  Xj  * s  •  • • ^  Xfj
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We have thus determined the set of all points at which the func
tion f(x) may have extrema. They are sometimes termed critical 
points (this set contains both the stationary points and the points 
at which the derivative does not exist).

We shall additionally suppose that if the interval in which 
the function is investigated is finite it only contains a finite num
ber of critical points. If the interval is infinite there may be an 
infinitude of critical points. For example, the function «/=sinx 
when considered throughout Ox has infinitely many stationary 
points which are the roots of the equation t/' =  cosx =  0, i.e. the
points x =  where k ~ 0 ,  ± 1 , ± 2 .......... It is apparent that
the function y =  sin* has an extremum at each of these points.

(2) Next we split the whole interval [a, b] in which the func
tion is considered, by means of the points xit into the subinter
vals (a, xt), (xlt xt), . . . ,  (xn_x, xn), (xn, b). In each subinterval 
the derivative has constant sign. For, by the hypothesis, the deri
vative is continuous in each subinterval, and hence, if it changed 
the sign, f '(x) would turn into zero at some new point (see Sec. 35), 
which is impossible since all such points have already been found 
(they serve as the end points of the subintervals).

Thus, these subintervals are the intervals of monotonicity of 
the function.

(3) Now we must determine the sign of the derivative in each 
subinterval, for which it is sufficient to determine it at an arbit
rary point of every subinterval. The sign of the derivative speci
fies the character of variation of the function in each interval of 
monotonicity, that is its increase or decrease. The specification 
of the change of sign of the derivative as x passes through the 
boundaries of the intervals of monotonicity, that is through the 
points x,-, indicates which of these points are points of maximum 
and which points of minimum. It may also turn out that some 
of the points x ,• are not points of extremum. This is the case 
when the function has the same character of monotonicity in two 
adjoining subintervals (*,-_,, x{) and (x,-, x/+1) separated by the 
point xh i.e. when the derivative has the same sign in them. 
Then both subintervals form an entire interval of monotonicity 
of the function. In this case x( is not a point of extremum of 
the function (for instance, for the function y =  x3 the point x = 0  
belongs to this type).

(4) The substitution of the critical values x =  x,- into f(x) yields 
the corresponding values of the function:

f ( x i), /(*«), . . . .  f(x„)
As has been already mentioned, not all of them are necessarily 
extremal.
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If the values /(x,), /(x ,), . . . .  f{x„) have been computed z~t 
the end-point values /  (a) and f  (b) have also been found the cha
racter of variation of the function becomes clear without investi
gating the sign of the derivative. For, since we know' that the 
function has no extrema within each of the subintervals (a, x,)f 
(Xj, x,}, . . . ,  ( x , b )  and thus is monotone on them, the compa
rison of the vaiues of the function at the end points of each sob- 
interval indicates directly whether the function increases or dec
reases on that subinterval.

It depends on the concrete circumstances which of the techni
ques should be used. It is sometimes more convenient to consider 
the sign of the derivative in the subintervals, but since usually 
we are interested in the values of the function at the critical 
points the second approach may prove preferable.

It is advisable to compile a table of the following type:

X a a < x < xx Xl < X < Xj *2 X j < x < b b

y
V

1(a) y  Increasesi r i
/(*!)0

y  decreases /(*i) 0
y  decreases f('o)

For the sake of simplicity this table is formed for the illustra
tive case when there are only two critical points in the interval [a, b).

The sign of the derivative in each subinterval can be determi
ned by computing the value of the function /'(x ) at an arbitrary- 
point of every subinterval. If the derivative is represented is 
a product of a number of factors it is sufficient to determine the 
signs of these factors without computing their values since these 
signs specify the sign of the derivative (see Example 2 below).

Such a table makes it possible to draw a sketch of the graph 
of the function.

III. Examples of investigating functions.
(I) Basic elementary functions. Although the behaviour of the 

basic elementary functions was already described with the aid oi 
their graphs (see Chapter I) the application of the first derivative 
makes it easy to investigate analytically the simplest properties 
of these functions.

Power function: y = x * , x > 0 .  Its derivative y ' =  ax'*-1 is posi
tive for x > 0  if a > 0  and negative if a < 0. Consequently, on 
the positive half-axis Ox the function either everywhere increases 
(if a > 0) or everywhere decreases (if a  <  0).

Exponential function: y =  ax. The sign of its derivative y' = axlna 
coincides with that of In a since the function ax itself is every
where positive. Hence, y ’ >  0 if a >  1 and y ‘ <  0 if a <  1. Thus.
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the exponential function is monotone throughout Ox: it increases 
in the former case and decreases in the latter.

Logarithmic function: y =  \nx.  The function is only defined for
x > 0 .  For these values of x its derivative y' =  y  is positive, and
hence the function y = \nx  is everywhere increasing.

Similarly, resorting to the first derivative we can readily deter
mine the character of variation of all the other basic elementary 
functions.

(2) Let us consider the function
y = 3 x s +  4.5x2—4x -{-1

It possesses a continuous derivative throughout Ox. On computing 
the derivative

y' — 9xi +  9x—4 =  (3x— 1) (3 x + 4) 
we see that it is equal to zero for x =  — — and for x =  —. Both

4
factors on the right being negative for x < —y ,  the derivative 
is positive for these values of x, and thus the function increases. 
In the interval — — <  x <  y  the derivative is negative, and 
the function decreases. Finally, for x > 4 -  the derivative is againO 4
positive, and the function increases. Consequently, x ——y  is 
a point of maximum and * = y  a point of minimum, and there 
are three intervals of monotonicity: the function increases in the 
interval ^— oo, — g-j , decreases in the interval £—y ,  y j  and

again increases in the interval j y ,  - fooj  .
On computing the values of the function at the points of extre

mum we can compile a table characterizing the behaviour of the 
function. When compiling it we should take into account that

lim lim x* (3 + — — 4- +  ̂ -) =  +  00
£-► +00 X->- +  00 V *  * * J

and, similarly, lim y =  — 00.
*-►-00

X — 00 4— o» < x < ---g-
4
3

4 1

3 < * < IT
1
3 y  < x <  +  oo +  00

y
y’

— 00 y increases 

+
4
max

0

y decreases 5
18

min
0

y increases 

+
+  00
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X - 2 < * < - ■ §
2
3 “ T <  x < 0 0

i
0 < x <  0.5

1
0.5

1 
|

»  0.21 y  increases 
+

{/max ~  0.39 
0

y decreases \hnin 
00

y increases 
+

*  1.03

characterizing the behaviour of the function we see that in the 
first interval the derivative is positive and the function increases, 
in the second interval the derivative is negative and the function 
decreases and in the third interval the derivative is again positive 
and the function increases. By the way, this becomes clear from 
the comparison of the values of the function assumed at the cri
tical points with the end-point values:

«/x=-2« 0.21, y  2 =  « 0 .3 9 , px=o =  0, px=0.5 «  1.03
X~~ 3

The greatest value of the function on the interval [—2, 0.5] is 
approximately equal to 1.03 and it is attained at the right end 
point of the interval while the least value is equal to 0 and is 
reached at the point x = 0.

Later on (see page 203) we shall continue the investigation of 
this function to obtain some additional information about its 
behaviour.

(4) The methods of the investigation of the behaviour of func
tions can be applied to proving inequalities. For instance, let us 
prove the inequalities

x <  sin x <  x for 0 <  x <  y

To this end, we introduce the function y  specified by the con
ditions

y j ^ r  f o r ^ °
[ 1 for x = 0

Its derivative
f COS x . , .

y  =  —  (*— tan*)

being negative in the interval ^0, -y^ (since x <  tanx), y  is a

decreasing function in that interval. Hence, for 0 <  x <  y » the

values of the expression are less than the value 1 of the
function y reached at the point x = 0  and exceed the value

13-2280
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. n
2 sin T  i— = ------ of that function attained at the point x = 4r:n ji r 2

2
— <" sln * 1
n ^  x ^

This implies the desired inequalities.
61. Investigating Functions with the Aid of Second Derivatives. 

The Greatest and the Least Values of a Function.
I. With the aid of the second derivative f ”(x) of the function 

f(x) under investigation it is possible to establish another suffi
cient test for extremum which sometimes proves simpler and more 
convenient than the one in the foregoing section, in what follows 
we assume that in a neighbourhood of a given point x0 the func
tion f(x) itself and its first and second derivatives are continuous.

Sufficient Condition for Extremum in Terms of the Second De
rivative. If the first derivative vanishes at the point x„ ( f  (jro)=0) 
while the second derivative is different from zero 
x 0 Is a point of extremum. Furthermore, 

if f ( x , ) < 0  the point x 0 is a point of maximum, 
if / ’ (jc0) > 0  the point x 0 is a point of minimum.
Proof. Let / '( x 0) =  0 and /"(x0) >  0. By the hypothesis, the se

cond derivative is continuous, and therefore its sign is retained 
in a neighbourhood of the point x0. It follows that the function 
f  (x) increases in this neighbourhood because its derivative 
i f ' (X)Y — f” (x) is positive. Since f  (x0) =  0 , the derivative f'(x) 
assumes values less than f ’ (x0) =  0 on the left of the point xt 
and is therefore negative: / '  (x) <  0 for x < x 0. Similarly, on the 
right of the point x0 its values are greater than f ' ( x0) = 0, that 
is positive: / '  (x) >  0 for x >  x0. Hence, as x  passes through the 
point x0 from left to right, the function f  (x) changes sign from
— to + ,  and therefore, according to the foregoing test for extre
mum (in terms of the first derivative), x0 is a point of minimum 
of the function /(x).

An analogous argument shows that if f"{x0) < 0  the function 
/ '  (x) decreases and changes its sign from -f to — as x passes 
through the point x0, that is the point x0 is a point of maximum 
of the function f(x).

If both / '( x 0) =  0 and fM(x0) =  0 the latter test is inapplicable, 
and one should resort to the former. For instance, the first and 
the second derivatives of the function y =  x* turn into zero at the 
point x = 0. Therefore, the second test is inapplicable while the 
first one indicates that there is a minimum at that point since 
the derivative y'  =  4x* changes sign from — to -f as x passes 
through the origin. At the same time, the function y —x* whose 
first and second derivatives also vanish at the point x=Ohasno
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extremum at the origin; indeed, its first derivative y ' = 3x3 does 
not change sign as x passes through the point x = 0.

But when applicable, the second test proves extremely conve
nient since it does not require the determination of the sign of 
the function f  (x) at points different from the point at which the 
given function is tested for extremum, and this makes it possible 
to judge upon the existence of the extremum by the sign of the 
function f"(x) at the same point.

Examples. (1) Let y — ax^+bx+c. Since the derivative y' = 2ax+b
is equal to zero at the point x = — and y” =  2a, the function

y has a maximum at that point x — — — if a < 0  and a minimum 
if a >  0.

This example demonstrates the importance of theoretical inves
tigations for practical problems of mathematics. It shows that the 
study of a concrete function is simplified and that the amount 
of calculations is reduced as we use more sophisticated theoreti
cal means of mathematical analysis. For instance, the-investigation 
of the quadratic function presented in Chapter I required a special 
argument and rather lengthy calculations since we could not use 
the differential calculus while the present consideration is quite 
simple.

(2) Let us come back to Example 2 on page 191 in which the 
function y =  Zxz +  A.bx2—4 x + l  was considered. Its derivative
y ' =  9xa- f 9x—4 is equal to zero at the points x = —y  and 

The second derivative has an extremely simple expression: 

y"= 18x+9. It is readily seen that y" i . < 0 ,  that is x = —4-
3 &

is a point of maximum, and that y’ _i_ >  0, which means that
3

* = - - is  a point of minimum.
II. The greatest and the least values of a function. After the 

extremal values of a function y = f ( x )  considered on a closed 
interval [a, b] have been found we easily determine the greatest 
value M  and the least value m of this function in that interval. 
For this purpose the values of the function at the points of extre
mum should be compared with each, other and with the end-point 
values. For the greatest (the least) value of the function on the 
interval [a, b] is either one of its maximum (minimum) values or 
an end-point value. Some of the possible cases are shown in 
Fig. 77.

It is also clear that when a function y =  f(x)  is monotone in 
a closed interval [a, b\ its greatest value is f  (b) and the least

13'
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value is f  (a) if the function increases and, conversely, the grea
test value is f (a) and the least f  (b) if the function decreases.

It often occurs that a given function has only one point of 
extremum in an interval. In this case the value of the function 
at that point is the greatest on the interval in the case of maxi
mum and the least in the case of minimum.

m
t

M
m

6 a 6 a 6 a
Fig. 77

6 a 6 x

III. Some problems involving the determination of the greatest 
and the least values. Suppose that there are two magnitudes con
nected by a functional relationship, and it is required to find the 
value of one of them (belonging to an interval that can be finite 
or infinite) for which the other magnitude assumes its least or 
greatest value among all the possible values. To solve such a

i-Zx  
Fig. 78

problem we must first find the expression of the function describ
ing the relationship between the magnitudes in question and then 
determine the least or the greatest value of this function on the 
given interval.

Examples. (1) Let us determine the least length / of the fence 
enclosing a rectangular lot of land with given area s adjoining 
a wall (see Fig. 78).

Denoting by x  one of the sides of the rectangle we readily 
obtain

s =  x ( l —2x)
whence

, =  2x +  T
The problem now reduces to finding the least value of this func
tion as x ranges from 0 to oo. Since / —*•«> both for x —>0 and 
for x —► oo, the least value is among the minima of the function
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in the interval (0, oo). Let us find the derivative:

It follows that in the interval in question there is only one sta
tionary point x — y  at which the function has a minimum

2ssince the second derivative r  =  jg is positive at that point. Hence, 

the minimum value

m̂in — 2 —7 =  =  2 / 2 s

serves simultaneously as the least value of the function on the 
entire interval (0, oo). Consequently, the length of any fence 
enclosing a rectangular lot of land with a given area s adjoining 
a wall cannot be less than 2 / 2 s, and it is equal to this value
only when the smaller side of the rectangle ^which is equal to 

is half the greater side ^which is equal to

2 / 2 s —2 . y / 2 s = / 2 s ) .  Thus, in these circumstances the most
economical fence is the one whose greater side is twice the small
er one.

(2) Consider a free fall of a rain drop (air resistance is neglected) 
of initial mass m„. Suppose that it evaporates uniformly so that 
the decrement of its mass is proportional to time of fall /, the 
proportionality factor being k. It is required to find how long it 
takes the kinetic energy of the drop to achieve its greatest value.

The kinetic energy a as function of time of fall t is given by 
the expression

„  mv2 _  (m̂ —kt) (gt)2 
2 ~  2

where g is the acceleration of gravity. The problem thus reduces 
to finding the greatest value of this function for t >  0.

We have

5 7 = —y te O ’ +  t'Ho—k t)g 't = g - t^ — |  kt + m „j

and it is clear that ^ = 0  for t = 0 and for r =  Furthermore,

^ > 0  for 0 <  / <  —  and ^  <  0 for t >  - j — . It follows that
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for t =  the kinetic energy a attains a maximum which coin
cides with its greatest value since there are no other maxima. 
Thus, the greatest value is

( _  b 2m0 \ (  2m0 y  
_ \ m° k 3k ) { 8 3k )  _ 2  g*ml 

2 27 kz
9 m

If the drop falls on the ground in time T < ; — - the kinetic energy
increases during the whole time of motion, and its greatest value 
is reached at the moment the drop falls on the ground.

62. Convexity and Concavity of a Curve. Points of Inflection.
I. Considering an arc of a curve of the second order, that is 

of an ellipse (whose particular case is a circle), a parabola or a 
hyperbola, we readily observe that such an arc lies entirely on 
one side of the tangent line drawn at any point of the arc. On 
the other hand, for the graph of the function y = s m x  (the sinu
soid) this property holds for the arcs corresponding to the inter
vals [—ji, 0] and [0, ji] of the axis of abscissas but does not 
hold for the arc corresponding to the entire interval [—n, a]. 
For if we draw the tangent to the sinusoid at the origin the left 
and the right parts of this curve are on different sides of the 
tangent.

These considerations lead us to the following definition:
Definition. An arc of a curve is said to be convex  if it lies 

entirely on one side of the tangent drawn through any point of 
the arc.

It is of course supposed here that the tangent can be drawn at 
each point of the arc, that is there are neither corner points nor 
cusps on it.

According to this definition, any arc of a second-order algebraic 
curve and the arcs of the sinusoid corresponding to the intervals 
[—ji, 0] and [0, ji] are convex whereas the arc of the sinusoid 
corresponding to the whole interval [ —ji, ji] is not. The definition 
of convexity is demonstrated in Fig. 79: the arc AB in Fig. 79a 
is convex while the arc CD in Fig. 79b is not since, for instance, 
it does not lie on one side of the tangent line passing through 
the point M.

This definition of convexity of an arc is coherent with the 
notion of a convex polygon and a convex broken line defined in 
elementary geometry: a polygon is said to be convex if it is placed 
entirely on one side of every straight line in which its any side 
lies, and a nonclosed broken line is considered convex if the polygon 
appearing as its end points are joined by a line segment is convex.

Now we proceed to test for convexity a curve which is the 
graph of a continuous function y = f ( x )  whose first and second
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derivatives are also continuous. If such a curve is convex we dis
tinguish between the cases of an arc convex upward and an arc 
convex downward (see, respectively, Fig. 80, /  and / / ) .  Namely, 
an arc of a curve specified in the xy-plane by an equation y = f ( x )  
is said to be convex upward if it entirely lies belcw the tangent

drawn through each point of the arc. Similarly, it is said to be 
convex downward if it entirely lies above its tangent at every point.

We also speak about concavity of curves: an arc convex upward 
(downward) is said to be concave downward (upward).

Finally, a convex upward (i.e. concave downward! arc is so
metimes briefly called convex while a concave upwara (i.e. convex 
downward) arc is simply referred to as concave1. In what follows 
we shall use the latter variant of the terminology.

An important characteristic of a curve are the points separating 
its convex and concave arcs; for instance, in Fig. 81 the point C 
separates the convex arc AC from the concave arc CB.

We shall always suppose that any arc of a curve under consi
deration corresponding to a finite interval of the axis of abscissas 
only contains a finite number of such points* *.

1 It should be noted that the notion of a convex function introduced in 
modern mathematics corresponds to a function y = f ( x ) whose graph is convex 
downward.

* An example of a curve of a different kind is the graph of the function 
y = x  s in - j  (see page 185).
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Definition. A point of a curve separating its convex arc from 
a concave arc is termed a p o in t o f  in fle c tio n .

At a point of inflection the tangent intersects the curve; in the 
vicinity of such a point the curve lies on both sides of its tangent 
drawn through that point.

Up to now we spoke of the graph of a function y=f{x) 
possessing a derivative, that is of a curve at whose every 
point there is a tangent not perpendicular to the axis of abscissas. 
But it should be noted that a point separating a convex arc ol 
a curve from a concave one may be such that the tangent at that 
point is perpendicular to the axis of abscissas or such that the 
tangent does not exist. The first of these possibilities is demon
strated by the behaviour of the graph of the function y = \ /x  in 
the vicinity of the origin (see Fig. 73b on p. 187); in such a case 
we speak of a point of inflection with vertical tangent.

Let the reader draw a curve with a corner point separating its 
convex and concave arcs; we shall not include corner points of 
this kind into the class of points of inflection. There may of course 
exist a corner point at which the character of convexity of the 
curve does not change (see Fig. 67 on p. 178).

II. Testing a curve for convexity and concavity. As before, we 
consider a curve y — f(x)  where the function f(x)  is continuous 
together with its first and second derivatives f  (x) and f(x). 
There is a simple relationship between the properties of the second 
derivative f ( x )  and the convexity or concavity of the curv ey =f  (x) 
which we shall establish without a rigorous proof by resorting only 
to some simple geometrical considerations. These considerations 
are based on the following proposition.

On an interval of decrease of the first derivative the graph of the 
function is convex and on the interval of increase of the first deri
vative it is concave.

For, if the derivative f' (x) decreases, the slope of the tangent 
line to the curve also decreases as the variable point of the graph 
traces it from left to right; then the tangent line turns as if it 
“pressed down" the curve preventing it from lifting above the 
tangent. Therefore the arc must lie below its every tangent and 
thus is convex. This situation is clearly demonstrated by the example 
of the arc AC of the curve depicted in Fig. 81. On the contrary, 
if the derivative / '  (x) increases the slope of the tangent increases 
as well, and the tangent turns as if it “lifted up” the curve pre
venting it from descending below the tangent. Therefore the cor
responding arc must lie above its every tangent and thus is con
cave (see the arc CB in Fig. 81).

Now we can take advantage of the basic theorem establishing 
the connection between the character of variation of a function 
and the sign of its derivative; as a function under consideration
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we take f  (x) whose derivative is (/' (*))' = f ( x ) .  If f’ (x )> 0 th e  
derivative f  {x) increases and if f  (x) <  0 it decreases. We thus 
arrive at the following theorem:

Theorem. If the second derivative / ' ( x )  Is everywhere negative 
within an interval the arc of the curve y = t f  ( x )  corresponding 
to that interval is convex. If the second derivative/’ (jr) is eve
rywhere positive in an interval the corresponding arc of the curve 
y s = s f ( x )  is concave.

As at the end of Sec. 59, it should be noted that if the second 
derivative f ’ (x) has constant sign, for instance, if it is positive, 
everywhere except at some separate points where it vanishes, the 
function f ' (x)  remains increasing, and the corresponding arc of 
the graph of the function y — fix)  is concave. For instance, the 
second derivative of the function y = x f  (whose graph is a parabola 
of the fourth order) is y"=  12x*; this derivative is everywhere 
positive except at the point x — 0 where it turns into zero whereas 
the graph of the parabola is everywhere concave.

The theorem stated here elucidates the test for extremum of a 
function based on investigating its second derivative, indeed, if 
}'(x0) =  0 and f ( x 0) < 0  the graph of the function has a horizon
tal tangent line at the point x0 and is convex in the vicinity of 
that point; therefore x0 is a point of maximum. Similarly, if 
/ '(x 0) =  0 and f”(x„ )> 0  the tangent to the graph of the function 
y = f(x) at the point x? is horizontal, and the graph itself is 
concave; therefore the point x0 is a point of minimum.

III. Tests for the determination of points of inflection. A point 
of inflection of the graph of a function is a boundary between its 
convex and concave arcs. It follows from the above argument 
that the abscissa of a point of inflection (see the point xt in Fig. 81) 
separates two adjoining intervals of monotonicity of the first deri
vative f  (x) and is therefore a point of extremum of the first deri
vative. Consequently, the application of the necessary condition 
for extremum implies that 

if x 0 is the abscissa of a point of Inflection then f ( x 0) = 0. 
This proposition provides a necessary test (condition) for the 

point of inflection.
But by far not every root of the equation f” (x) =  0 is the abscissa 

of a point of inflection. For example, the first and the second 
derivatives of the function y — x* are y'=s4x* and y”=\2x*. 
Although t/x_o =  0, the point (0, 0) is the vertex of the parabola 
y = x* and does not serve as its point of inflection.

In order to find out whether or not a value x0 of the argument 
for which the second derivative vanishes is the abscissa of a point 
of inflection we should investigate the variation of the sign of 
the second derivative as x passes through this point, that is to 
find out whether the second derivative changes sign. This argument
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leads to the following sufficient test for the point of inflection.
If the second derivative f ( x )  changes sign as x  passes through x, 

(from left to right) then x 0 is the abscissa of a point of Inflection. 
If it changes sign from — to -j- there is an interval of convexitj 
on the left of the point x 0 and an interval of concavity on the 
right of it, and, conversely, if it changes sign from -f- to —, an 
interval of convexity follows an Interval of concavity as x  passes 
through x 0.

In conclusion we note once again that when determining points 
of inflection and intervals of convexity and concavity we use the 
same rules as in the case of the determination of points of extre
mum but apply these rules not to the given function itself but 
to its first derivative. Our investigation shows that to an interval 
of increase of the first derivative there corresponds an interval oj 
concavity of the graph of the function and to an interval of decrease 
of the first derivative an interval of convexity, accordingly, the 
abscissa of a point of extremum of the first derivative is that of a 
point of inflection of the graph of the function.

Examples. (1) The second derivative of the function y = x ‘-f* 
is y” =  20xs, and i/"_o =  0. We have y"< 0  for x < 0  and y '> 0  
for x > 0 .  Consequently, the origin is a point of inflection of the 
graph of the given function, the interval of convexity lying on 
the left of it and the interval of concavity on the right.

(2) Let us take the function y =  x t -f-5x*. Here y"=20xi (x-j-3), 
and y" =  0 for x = —3 and for x =  0. As x passes through the point 
x =  —3 the second derivative changes sign, and thus x = —3 is 
the abscissa of a point of inflection. When x  passes through the 
point x =  0 the second derivative retains constant sign, and the
refore the origin is not a point of inflection; the graph of the given 
function is concave on both sides of the origin.

In our foregoing investigation we supposed that the function/(x) 
in question was twice differentiable throughout the interval in 
question. If this condition is violated it is necessary to investigate 
f ' (x)  and f" (x) in the vicinity of those separate points at which 
the derivatives do not exist. At these points as well the character 
of convexity of the graph of the function may change. An example 
of this kind is the graph of the function y = \ / x { see Fig. 73b) 
for which the point (0, 0) is a point of inflection.

In most typical cases the points of extremum a, b, c, . . .  and 
the abscissas of points of inflection a , p, y , . . .  alternate (see Fig. 71).

Note that there is a difference in the terminology: a point of 
extremum of a function is a point lying on the axis along which 
the independent variable is reckoned while a point of inflection is 
a point lying on the graph itself. This is accounted for by the fact 
that an extremum is a relative notion dependent on the system 
of coordinates chosen since at the point of a curve corresponding
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to an extremum the tangent line is parallel to the axis of abscissas, 
and if another coordinate system is taken whose axes are turned 
through an angle relative to the former axes this property of the 
tangent is not retained. At the same time, a feature of a point 
of inflection is that the tangent intersects the curve at that point, 
and this property is characteristic of the curve itself and is inva
riant with respect to any change of the coordinate system; the 
property of a point to be a point of inflection of a curve is retained 
under all the displacements of the curve (as rigid body) in the plane.

IV. Examples. (1) The graphs of the basic elementary functions 
can readily be tested for convexity and concavity.

For instance, the graph of the power function y =  *a is concave 
on the positive half-axis Ox for a  <  0 and for a  >  1 and convex 
for 0 < c c <  1. Indeed, in the first two cases the second derivative 
y "= a (a — I)*®-2 is positive and in the third case negative.

The graph of the exponential function y — ax is concave for any 
a >  0 throughout Ox since y" — ax In2 a >  0.

The logarithmic curve y  = \ogax is convex for a >  I and concave
fo ra <  1 because the second derivative yn— — is negative in
the former case and positive in the latter.

Since we have
(sinx )"= — sin*

the convex arcs of the sinusoid lie above the axis of abscissa and 
the concave arcs below it; the points of inflection of the sinusoid 
are those at which it cuts Ox.

(2) Let us dwell in more detail on the function
y = l / x 3ex, —  2 < * < 0 . 5

(see Sec. 60, III, Example 3). The investigation of the intervals 
of monotonicity and points of extremum already performed shows
that this function has one point of maximum * =  — and one
point of minimum x = 0  within the interval [—2, 0.5]. Now we 
proceed to determine the intervals of convexity and concavity and 
the points of inflection. For this purpose we compute the second 
derivative:

2 + 3 * 9*2+  12*—2 x
3 / -  «,3 V~XJ Z V ~XK ' 9*3/ '

The factors ex and * \/~x=  f/x*  being positive, the sign of tf' coin
cides with that of the quadratic trinomial 9x2+ 1 2 x —2. This
trinomial has zeros at the points xl > - } ^ 6 + 2 — 1.48 and

2 » 0 1 5 .  It is apparent that y " > 0  in the interval
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(—2, Xj), y" <  0 in the interval (xt, 0), y" <  0 in the interval 
(0, x,) and y”> 0  in the interval (xt , 0 .5 ).1 2 Consequently, the 
graph of the function is concave in the interval (—2, x,), convex 
in the intervals (x„ 0) and (0, x,), and concave in the interval

(x„ 0.5) (see Fig. 82).
To construct the graph ol 

the function more accurately 
let us determine the ordinates 
of the points of inflection; the 
substitution of x, and x, into 
the expression of the function 
yields «/**_!.4» «  0.30 and 
yx» o.is «  0.32. We see that the 
graph in Fig. 82 is conside
rably distinct from that in 

Fig. 76 which was constructed without taking into account convex
ity and concavity of the curve and its points of inflection. For 
further improvement of the graph it is advisable to find, in 
addition, the slopes of the tangents at the points of inflection. 
For this purpose it is necessary to substitute x, and x, into the 
expression of the first derivative; on calculating we obtain

y*= —1.41 ®^0.16, yx s:o.i6 ^  1.80
It should also be noted that outside the interval [—2, 0.5) we 
have considered the function has neither points of extremum nor 
points of inflection.

5 3. L'HospitaVs Rule. General Scheme 
for Investigating Functions

63, L’HospitalV Rule.
I. Basic cases. In addition to the rules of passing to the limit 

discussed in Chapter II we shall present here one more rule known 
as L'Hospital's rule which is extremely simple and convenient. 
In what follows we shall also apply it to the investigation of the 
behaviour of functions. This rule can be stated as

L’Hospital’s Theorem. Let f ( z )  and q>(x) be two functions 
tending simultaneously to zero or to infinity as x —* x t (or as 
x —m x >). If the ratio of their derivatives has a limit (finite or

1 It is impossible to consider the whole interval \xu xt \ without splitting 
It since It contains the point x =  0 at which the derivatives do not exist.

2 G. F. A. L’Hospital (1661-1704), a French mathematician, a contemporary 
of Leibniz and Newton. He was the first to publish a book on differentia! 
calculus (in 1696).
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infinite) the ratio of the functions also possesses a limit which is 
equal to the limit of the ratio of the derivatives:

(im
X  X q

f i x )
<p(*) == lim

x - * x .

f i x )
Vr(x)

We shall not give the general proof of this theorem and shall 
only confine ourselves to some simple considerations and examples 
elucidating the essence of the proposition1.

To begin with, let us prove that if the functions f (x) and <p (x) 
tend to zero as x —*xa and if  their derivatives at the point x0 exist 
and <p' (x0) 0 then

lim
X — X0

fix ) 
9(*)

f '  (Xo) 
9 ' (*o) (*)

It is supposed here that the functions f(x) and q>(x) are defined 
and continuous in a neighbourhood of the point x0 and that the 
denominator q>(x) does not vanish in this neighbourhood except 
at the point x0 itself.

We have f (xo) =  q>(x0) =  0, and therefore
f j x ) - f { x0) 

fix) _  f ( x ) - f ( xa) x - x 0 
9 (*) 9 (x)—9 <*o) 9 (x)—9 (Xq)

x —x0
Passing to the limit as x —*-x0 and using the theorem on the limit 
of a quotient we obtain

lira
lim =  x~x°__ x- x-__

xix.Vix) Hm 9 (j0 r9 fo )
x-~x9 X ~ X 0

whence, by the definition of the derivative.

lim
X~*X9

fix) 
9 (*)

V ixB) 
9 ' (x0)

L’Hospital’s rule is applicable to one-sided limits as well. 
Examples.
(1) lim sin* — (stnx)x-0 _  j

x  - . 0  X  1

(2) lim
x - t -0

In (1 +  x) _  (1 +x)x=o z

1 In the statement of this theorem we have not stipulated some additional 
conditions on functions /(*) and cp(x) guaranteeing the applicability of Cauchy’s 
theorem to them (see the proof of formula {♦•) given below); as a rule, in 
practical examples these conditions are fulfilled.
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We see how easily the lim its that we found in the foregoing 
sections can now be determined but it should be noted that here 
we use the derivatives of the functions s in x an d  ln(l-f-*) which, 
in their turn, are obtained on the basis of the computation of
the limits of the ratios ——  and 1 - ^ x ~*~ 35 x —"G*

(3) lim
x -* 2

x*—5 x -f6  
x1 —3x-f2

2-2—5 _  
2-2—3

(4) lim
X  -► 71

sfn 5x 
sin 2x

5 cos5n 
2 cos 2n

5
2

It may turn out that the derivative <p' (x0) is equal to zero at 
the point x0. Then of course formula (*) is inapplicable, and we 
should resort to the general form of L’Hospital’s rule:

lim = lim
x-*-x.

/ 'W  
9' w n

The proof of formula (**) is more complicated than that of for
mula (*). It is based on Cauchy's theorem (Sec. 58), and the rea
der who skipped this theorem may omit the proof given below 
and proceed directly to the examples.

Let us again write down the ratio of the functions in the form
/ ( x ) _  f ( x )— f (xQ) 
<P(X) f ( x ) —9 (x 0)

and apply to it Cauchy’s theorem (to this end we should additio
nally assume that the derivatives / '  (x) and <p' (x) exist in a neigh
bourhood of the point x0 and that cp' (x) does not turn into zero 
anywhere except at the point xe itself). Cauchy’s theorem implies

f i x )  ^ f ’ i S)
<PW 9 ' (I)

where £ is a point lying in the interval between x0 and x. If now' 
x —*-x0 the point £ contained between x0 and x also tends to the 
point x0. By the hypothesis, the lim it of the ratio of the deri
vatives exists, and hence v/e obtain

lim  L i*L =  Hm t i l l
x i x , 9 M

On replacing the letter £ on the right by x we arrive at formu
la (**).

If the existence of the limit of the ratio  of the derivatives is
not stipulated formula (**) may be inapplicable although the li
mit of the ratio of the functions themselves may nevertheless exist 
(examples of this kind are given below). The matter is that ifft
the lim it lim L_L1 exists as x tends to x. in an arbitrary manner

x - x , 9  W
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then of course the limit lim A4I1 exists as well, but the converse is
e -* .?  W

not true since £ may assume not all but only some specific values 
when x —*xg. This situation is analogous to the fact that although
the limit lim s in— does not exist (for x  tending to 0 in an ar-

x-+0 x
bitrary way), the limit lim sin ,- ]- r =  lim

n -+■ cd | — \ n 0

= —---- -0  as n —► «].jin /
(5) lim *~~?50aX=  lim *-jTL-5?—* • In the limit on the rightx -o  S'DX *_*<, I — cosx 5

the numerator and the denominator, in their turn, also tend to 
zero. In such cases L’Hospital’s rule can be used repeatedly as 
many times as necessary:

sin rm= 0  exists

lim
x-+0

1—cos x + x s x n x  
I — cos X lim

x  0
2 sin x-j-x cos x 

sin x lim -
x  -* 0

cos x —x  sin x  
cos x =  3

Formula (**) also remains valid when the ratio of the derivatives 
tends to infinity: in this case the ratio of the functions tends to 
infinity as well. This is demonstrated by the following example.

(6) lim
x -0 * — StnX

=  lim
x  -> 0

sin x 
1—c osx lim

x -  0
COS X

sin x =  oo

When L’Hospital’s rule is used repeatedly it is advisable to 
perform beforehand all the possible simplifications of the given 
expression, for instance, to cancel by common factors and to use 
the limits already known.

1 1

(7) lim
x-+ 0

arctan x  — arcsin x  
tan*—sinx lim

x  0

1 + x 2r
COS2 X

V  i —x1
cos X

lim V 1 —**—i—**___________ cos*x__________
j c ' ^ 0  l — COSX (1  -}- COS X-j-  C O S * * ) ( I  + X ! )

The limit of the second factor is clearly equal to on apply
ing L’Hospital’s rule to the first factor we finally receive

3 lim
0

— X

V 1 —X*
sinx

2x
1
3 lim

1-fO
J L ( ___ I___
sin x V i — x* — i

Let us prove that formula (**) remains valid for x —>-oo on 
condition that the functions f ix)  and <p(x) are defined and diffe-
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rentiable for sufficiently large values of 1*1. Indeed, the substitu-j 1
tion x =  — reduces the problem to the case already investigated 
since x —»-oo implies z —*0 and vice versa. Thus, we have

lim =
- ’ ( f )  — ’ ’( f K - f )

On cancelling by ^ a n d  again replacing — by x we obtain

lim
X to

fix)
fW lim

X  CD

f 'M
<p'(*)

It should be noted that the rule is applicable in all cases whenx 
tends to infinity, that is for x —► +  <», for x — - oo and for 
x —-oo (see Sec. 25).

If for x —-xn (or for x —  oo) both functions / ( x) and <p(x) si
multaneously tend to infinity formula (••) also remains valid but 
the proof becomes more sophisticated and we do not treat it here.

I
(8) lim ^

X  - * +  CP

(9) lim lim

X—  =  lim -i—

. Xn

lim
X  -*-+  CD ^  X

ax In aĤ r r = . . . =  lim
x — +*>n x x  -> +

= 0 for a  >  0 

ox (In a)n
nl • =  oo

if n is a positive integer and a >  1. By the way, for a > l  this 
limit is also equal to oo for any n.

Examples 8 and 9 indicate that, as x —►-{-oo, the logarithmic 
function lnx  increases slower and the exponential function a* fas
ter than any power function xa (with positive a).

In conclusion we give an example in which the ratio of functi
ons has a limit whereas the ratio of their derivatives does not 
tend to any limit; we have

lim lim ( i +  *L £)= 2
X - -  <*> *  X - *  m \  x  J

but at the same time the function
( x +  sin x ) ’ _  1-J-cos x  

(x)’ “  I
constantly oscillates assuming the values lying between 0 and 2 
as x —  oo and hence has no limit. This example does not contra
dict L’Hospital’s rule; simply, the latter is inapplicable to this 
case.

If. Some other cases. In the problems considered above we dealt 
with limits of ratios when / ( * ) —► 0 and <p(x)—► 0. Conditi-
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onally, such limits are denoted by the symbol -jj- whose meaning 
is clear. Similarly, the limit of such a ratio as / ( x )—+<x> and 
qj (x) —<- oo is denoted ^ .

L’Hospital’s rule often makes it possible to determine limits ing QQ
some cases different from -jr and —. Here we shall consider limits

U 00

conditionally denoted as (1) 0-oo, (2) oo — oo, (3) 1®, (4) oo and 
(5) 0#. These expressions, i.e. O-oo, oo— oo, 1®, oo°, 0°, and also
0 ooand — only serve for a symbolic indication of a characteristic
peculiarity of the limit of a function in question. Namely, they 
show that the function whose limit we are interested in (as the 
argument x varies in a certain way, i.e., x —-x 9 or x —*oo) is, 
respectively:

(1) the product of a function tending to zero by a function 
tending to infinity;

(2) the difference of two functions simultaneously approaching 
plus infinity;

(3) a function tending to unity raised to a power which is a 
function tending to infinity;

(4) a function tending to infinity raised to a power which tends 
to zero;

(5) a function tending to zero raised to an infinitesimal power* 1. 
We shall not dwell on the detailed theoretical analysis of the

techniques used for evaluating such limits; they all are based on
0 oothe reduction to the two basic cases or —, and the examples0 oo

below will show the reader how this reduction is performed prac
tically. It should only be noted that in Cases (3), (4) and (5) we 
first take the logarithm of the given expression, then find the li
mit of that logarithm and, finally, determine from the latter the 
limit of the original function, which is allowable because of the 
continuity of the logarithmic function.

Examples. (I) The limit A — Iim x " ln x (n > 0 )  belongs to the
x 0

case O-oo. The transformation to the form

A — lim ^
* -*■ o JL

jt«

reduces it to the case Finally, the application of L’Hospi-

0 oo1 The solution of problems of finding limits of the types — , — , 0*oo, oo—U oo
— 1", oo® and 0® is referred lo as the evaluation of indeterminate forms.

14—2280
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tal's rule results in

A =  lim — =  lim ( — —) = 0
X-+ 0 ------------ r X ->  0 \  n 'i-tl + 1

(2) The limit A =  lim [ ~ T \ — corresponds to the case 
oo— oo. On transforming it to the form

A =  lim
x-*i (•*— Oinx

we arrive at the case -jj-. Now, using L’Hospital’s rule we finally 
obtain

I
A =  lim In x

x — i =  lim
-In* x -  l _L_l±

X2 ~  X 
1

(3) Consider the limit A =  lim (cos*)*1 which belongs to the
x —*■ 0

case 1“ . Taking^ the logarithm we reduce it to the limit At = 

— lim In (cosx)** which can be rewritten as A, =  lim In cos x .
x -*-0 x~+0

we

thus arrive at the case L’Hospital’s rule yields

Ax =  lim —tan * 1
2xx-+ 0
I

whence, since A t =  In lim (cosx)x* = \ n A ,  we find A = e A>—e~3 =
l

x->- 0

V~e ‘

(4) The limit A =  lim (cotx)lnx belongs to the type oo° and its
x  0 1

computation is reducible to the lim it A t =  lim ln(cotx)lnx. The
x  0

latter can be written as A t <= lim ln,c—x ( the case —) .  On apply*
x-*-o lnx V. coy

ing L’Hospital’s rule we find
l

—xa  _  cot x  sin2 X
A l  x ™ 0  1  i  -^0 cos x sin x

*
whence A = eA,= e ~1= — .e

= — i
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(5) Now let us determine / ! =  lim jcx (the case 0°). Here we take
x — 0

the limit >1,= lim Inx*. On transforming it we obtain
X -► 0

A x =  lim jclnjc —0
x -► 0

(see Example 1 for n =  1) and thus find A = eA, — e°=l .
64. Asymptotes of Curves. When studying the behaviour of a 

function as its argument tends to plus or minus infinity we deal 
with the branches of its graph receding to infinity. Such branches 
are also encountered when we investigate a function in the vici
nity of its infinite discontinuity (see Sec. 33). The determination 
of infinite branches of the graph of a function is needed for a 
correct and more complete representation of the graph as a whole, 
that is, for describing the behaviour of the function throughout 
its domain of definition.

We shall approach this problem from a geometrical point of 
view and introduce, in this connection, the general definition of 
an asymptote of a curve 
(some particular types of 
asymptotes were dealt with 
in foregoing sections).

Definition. A straight 
line r  is called an asym p
tote  of a curve L if the 
distance between the mo
ving point of the curve L  
and the line T tends to 
zero as the distance from 
this point to the origin 
increases indefinitely.

One should distinguish between vertical and inclined asymptotes.
(1) Let a curve y — f(x) have a vertical asymptote. The equation 

of such an asymptote is of the form x = x 0, and hence, according 
to the definition of an asymptote, there must be f ( x )—+ oo for 
x —*x0. Conversely, if x0 is a point of infinite (at least, one-sided) 
discontinuity of the function y — f(x) the straight line x = x 0 ser
ves as a vertical asymptote of the graph of the function y =f ( x ) .

Thus, If 11m /( jc )s =  oo the curve y s s s f ( x ) has the vertical
X-+X,

asymptote jc= jc0.
The concrete disposition of a branch of a curve receding to 

infinity relative to its vertical asymptote x = x 0 is studied by 
finding out whether /(x) becomes positively or negatively infinite 
as x approaches x0 remaining less than x0, that is from the left, 
or remaining greater than x„, that is from the right. What has 
been said is demonstrated in Fig. 83 where the possible cases are

14*
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shown. It may occur that the graph only approaches its asymptote 
from one side. For instance, this is the case for the function 
y = \n  x.

(2) Let a curve L having an equation y  =  f(x)  possess an inclin'd 
asymptote T with an equation of the form y=ax+b(a=£Q). By 
the definition of an asymptote, the distance M N 1 from the pais*

M of the curve L to the asymp
tote T (see Fig. 84) tends to zero 
as x —*co. Instead of the dista
nce M N t it is more convenient to 
consider the line segment MU, 
that is the difference between the 
ordinate of the point M and that 
of the point N lying on the straight 
line T and having the same abs
cissa as the point M. We have (see

y .

Hi),

w

^ 0 2? X

Fig. 84) MN

Fig. 84 
MNX
cos a i.e. M N X =  MNc osa ,  where a  is the angle

between the asymptote and the x-axis, and therefore the distances 
M N X and MN  tend to zero simultaneously.

The ordinate of the point M  being equal to the value of the 
function f(x) and that of the point N  to the value of the linear 
function ax+ b, we have

M N = \ f { x ) — (ax+b)\
This means that i f  a curve y =  f{x) has an asymptote y=ax-t-b 

then
lim [f (x)— {ax+b)] =  0

and, conversely, i f  the difference f  (x) — (ax-^-b) tends to zero, as 
x —► oo, the straight line y= a x-\-b  is an asymptote of the curve 
x =f ( x ) .

Thus, the question of the existence and determination of an 
inclined asymptote of a curve y  =  f(x)  reduces to the question of 
the existence and determination of two numbers a and b such that

lim [f (x)—ax— 0 (*)
x  -► as

If such numbers exist we have
f ( x ) = a x + b + a ( x )

where a(x)  is an infinitesimal as x —►oo. On dividing both sides 
of this relation by x  and passing to the limit as x —► <» we obtain

lim lim (a + -§ -+ 5 r )x ® x  X  c  \  * J
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Now, since - j —►O and —► (), the number a is specified by
the relation

a =  lim (•*)
x*+«c X

After a has been determined the number b is found by computing 
the limit

lim [f (x)— ax]=b  (***)
X -► CD

It is apparent that, conversely, if the limits (**) and (***) 
exist and the numbers a and b are found the basic condition for 
the existence of an inclined asymptote is fulfilled, and thus,

If the ratio tends to a finite limit a  as x —►<» and if
the difference f ( x )  — a x  has a finite limit b as x —>-oo the curve 
y s = f ( x )  possesses the inclined asymptote y - a x - \ - b .

In particular, if the function /(x) tends to a finite limit as 
x —► oo, that is

lim f ( x ) = b
X ce

then, obviously, a =  0, and the curve y = f(x) has a horizontal 
asymptote (regarded as a special case of the inclined asymptote) 
parallel to Ox, namely, y = b. If both a and b are equal to zero 
the x-axis itself serves as a horizontal asymptote.

If at least one of these limits does not exist the curve y = f(x) 
has no inclined (including horizontal) asymptotes.

For example, taking the curve y = x  +  Inx we find

lira « ± ! S £ _  | |m i.e. „ _ i
jc -► cd x jr-f ® \ x /

At the same time,
lim (x + ln x — l*x) =  oo

X  OD

and hence there is no inclined asymptote in this case.
Note that in the latter example we have the asymptotic relation 

x + l n x ~ x  for x —-oo (see Sec. 37). Generally, it follows from 
formula (**) that if a^=0  then f ( x ) ~ a x  for x —►«>. As we see, 
such an asymptotic relation by far not always guarantees the 
existence of an asymptote y = a x + b .

The asymptotic behaviour of a function may be of different 
character when x becomes positively or negatiwly infinite, and 
therefore the cases x —► +  oo and x —►—oo should be treated 
separately. It may happen that a graph possesses an asymptote 
as x —*--j-oo and another asymptote as x —►— oo or only one of 
them. In a particular case the limits (**) and (***) obtained,
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respectively, for x —>--{-oo and for x —•-—oo may coincide, and 
then both asymptotes merge to form a common straight line.

On finding an asymptote y= a x-\-b  we can investigate the sign 
of the expression a ( x ) = / ( x ) —ax— b for large values of |xj end 
thus determine the mutual disposition of the branch of the curve 
receding to infinity and its asymptote. If x  becomes sufficiently 
large in its absolute value, then, depending on the sign of 
a{x) — f (x)—ax—b, the branch in question lies entirely above 
its asymptote (if a  >  0) or below it (if a  <  0) or intersects it 
infinitely many times (if the sign of a  alternates indefinitely).

Examples, (1) Let y =  xii_ \ • The graph of this function has
two vertical asymptotes: x  =  —1 and x = L  To determine its 
inclined asymptote we compute the limits

a =  lim x3 1 and b =  lim
X [

X3
X3—1

X
x5- l =0

Thus, the bisector of the first quadrant y = x  is the only inclined 
asymptote the graph possesses.

Generally, if a function in question is a rational fraction the 
limits a and b can be looked for as x  tends to infinity in an 
arbitrary manner (see Example 5 in Sec. 29).

(2) Let y ~ x ne~x ( n >  0). The graph has no vertical asymptote. 
Example 9 in Sec. 03, I shows that lim x”e~x =  0, and, come-

X  -+■ •*' ©
quently, a =  0 and b =  0. Thus, the graph has the x-axis as its 
asymptote for x —*--foo. As x —*•— oo, the graph has no asymptote

y f l g —X
since urn -------=  oo. On the contrary, the function y= xKet

X-+—TC X
(n >  0) has an asymptote as x —+— oo (which is again the x-axis) 
and has no asymptote as x —»-foo.

We can now complete the investigation of the functiony^y/T 'e*  
(treated in Secs. 60, III and 62, IV) for its entire domain of 
definition, i e., throughout Ox, by determining its asymptotes for 
x —>--f oo and x —*-— oo. The above example shov/s that the x-axis 
is an asymptote of the graph as x —►— oo whereas for x — 
there is no asymptote. Therefore, the graph is of the shape depi
cted in Fig. 82.

(3) The curve y = - — • has the asymptote y —0 v/hich it cuts

infinitely mar.y times. Let the reader construct the graph of this 
function.

(4) Let us determine the asymptotes of the graph of the function 
y = x  arctanx. Since - j= a r c ta n x  tends to -2- as x —►-f-oo and
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t o — y  a s*  —  — oo we should compute the limits lim \ y —-2-xJ

and lim ( y + y x ) .
The application of L’Hospital’s rule results in

a Jl 1

( . arctanx——
y —-^-x) =  lim ------- :-------   lim —■ x. - = —I

 ̂ / X  —► + CD X -*  +  ® _____ L
X  X*

and, similarly, lim (y -F -^x) = — Hence, there are two asymp*

totes: « /= ^ x — 1 which is approached a s x —*--J-oo and y =  —j x —1 
which is approached as x —►— oo. To represent the whole graph 
more correctly we shall consider the 
first and second derivatives of the 
given function.

The first derivative is

=  arctan x +

Both terms on the right are positive 
for x >  0, and, consequently, y ' >  0, 
and the function increases on the 
interval (0, oo). For x <  0 these terms 
are both negative, i.e. y ' <  0, and the 
function decreases on the interval 
(— oo, 0) (the latter result is also implied by the fact that the 
function is even). Thus, x = 0  is a point of minimum, the value of 
the function at this point being yx=o =  0.

The second derivative

i f -  J -  i -A--* -  2 _
y  l+x> T (l+x*)* (1+x*)*

is everywhere positive, which means that the graph is concave at 
all its points. These considerations lead to the schematic graph 
of the function y = x arctanx shown in Fig. 85 .1

For sufficiently large values of [x | the function xarctanx  can 
be approximately replaced by linear functions (as we say, can be 
linearized):

x a r c t a n x « y x — 1 f o r x > 0

* We leave it to the reader to check that the graph does not intersect its 
asymptotes.
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and
jc a rc ta n x « —- x — 1 f o r x < 0

65. General Scheme for the Investigation of the Graph of a 
Function. Let us now elaborate a general scheme convenient for 
studying functions and curves.

For a given function y  =  f(x)  this scheme reduces to four sta
ges at which we determine, in succession, the following elements 
of the behaviour of the function:

I. (1) The domain of definition of the function.
(2) Its points of discontinuity and intervals of continuity.
(3) The behaviour of the function in the vicinity of the 

points of discontinuity and its vertical asymptotes.
(4) The points at which the graph cuts the axes of coor

dinates.
(5) The character of symmetry of the graph, that is whether 

the function is even or odd (or neither).
(6) The periodicity of the graph.

II. The intervals of monotonicity of the function and the points 
of extremum together with the extremal values of the function.

III. The intervals of convexity and concavity and the polhts 
of inflection.

IV. The behaviour of the function at infinity and its inclined 
(and, in particular, horizontal) asymptotes.

At the first stage we give a general description of the peculia
rities of the function and of its graph. In this investigation one 
should bear in mind the essence of the problem leading to the 
function under consideration. For instance, it may turn out that 
it is allowable to take a narrower interval of variation of the 
independent variable than the domain- of definition of the fun
ction. It is sometimes convenient to realize the fourth stage 
simultaneously with the first one at which the general character 
of the behaviour of the function is studied.

It sometimes suffices to give a verbal description of the chara
cteristic elements of the behaviour of the function, but a more 
precise specification taking into account all the peculiarities is 
obtained more economically and visually if the functional rela
tionship is represented graphically. Therefore, in (he realization 
of these stages it is advisable to accompany it by a gradual con
struction of the graph of the function. First of all, one should 
mark on the axis of abscissas the characteristic points which are 
the points of discontinuity, the zeros, the points of extremum and 
the abscissas of the points of inflection. The points of the graph 
corresponding to these values of the argument are plotted in the 
xy-plane.
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In the intervals between these characteristic points the beha
viour of the function does not change sharply and it varies 
gradually, but to specify the course of the variation more preci
sely it is advisable to take some ordinary points within these 
intervals, to compute the corresponding values of the function 
and to plot the new points of the graph. The greater the number 
of such intermediate points, the more complete the representation 
of the graph given by the line drawn through all the constructed 
points in the x#-plane.

Examples. (1) Let us investigate the function y —j q ^ .
I. The function is defined and continuous throughout Ox except 

the point x = —1 at which it has an infinite discontinuity. Con
sequently, the straight line x =  —1 is a vertical asymptote; 
furthermore,

lim y = —oo and lim y =-\-oo
X 1 X - + - I
X < - 1  X > - 1

The only zero of the function is the point x = 0.
II. The first derivative is

, x*+2x _ x ( x + 2 )
y l + x)* -  (i+*y

It turns into zero for x = 0  and for x =  —2; in the interval 
(—oo, —2) it is positive and in the intervals (—2, —1) and 
(—1, 0) negative (the function is not defined at the point x =  —1 
itself) while in the interval (0, oo) it is again positive. Conse
quently, the function increases in the first interval, decreases in 
the second and third intervals and increases in the fourth inter
val; x = —2 is a point of maximum, the maximum value of the 
function being —4; the point x = 0  is a point of minimum, and 
the minimum value of the function is equal to zero.

III. Now we find the second derivative:
__ £ _

y  ( i+ * )s
It does not turn into zero anywhere but changes sign from (—) 
to (+ ) as x passes through the point x = —I. Thus, the second 
derivative is negative in the interval (—oo, —1) and positive 
in the interval (—1, oo). In the former interval the graph of the 
function is convex and in the latter concave.

IV. Since
lim — =
r m *

lim l+ x =  1

lim (y— 1 •*) =  lim (
X-+<B X-* a, \ — 1

and
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there exists an inclined asymptote: y =  x — 1. The difference

being positive for x > — 1 and negative for x < —1, the graph 
lies above the asymptote y =  x — 1 on the right of the straight 
line x = — 1 and below the asymptote on the left of the line 
x = —1.

If we put, approximately,

the absolute error is a  =  |-j-q^| and the relative error is 6 = ^ .
For | x | > 1 0  the relative error does not exceed 1%. Thus, forx2
| x | >  10 the function */ =  T+jc can Practically replaced by the

linear function y  =  x — 1, which simpli
fies the problem.

Finally, taking into account the 
results obtained we readily construct 
the graph (see Fig. 86) providing a cor
rect description of the character of va
riation of the function throughout Ox, 
The application of the methods of ana
lytic geometry shows that the curve

is a hyperbola. ,,
(2) Let us study the functiony=e~~
I. The domain of definition and the 

interval of continuity coincide with Ox. 
Since y  >  0 for all the values of x, 

Fig. 86 the entire graph lies above the axis of
abscissas. The function is even, and 

its graph is symmetric about Oy.
As x —m» the function tends to zero, and therefore the axis 

of abscissas is a horizontal asymptote.

II. The first derivative is y' =  —xe *. In the interval (—oo, 0) 
it is greater than zero, and the function increases, while in the 
interval (0, oo) the derivative is less than zero, and the function 
decreases. At the point x =  0 there is a maximum, the maximum 
value yx-,0= l  being the greatest value of the function.

The information obtained is sufficient for constructing schema
tically the graph of the function, which immediately shows that 
there are points of inflection. We are going to find them now.
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x '
III. Let us compute the second derivative: y” = e~ * (x2— 1). 

The roots of the equation y" — 0 are the points x = ± \ .  The sign 
of the second derivative is completely specified by that of the 
second factor entering into its expression: the derivative is posi
tive in the intervals (—oo, —1) and (1, oo) and negative in the 
interval (—1, 1). Hence, in the first two intervals the graph of

the function is concave and in the third interval (lying between 
them) it is convex, * = ± 1  being the points of inflection. The 
value of the function at the points of inflection coincide and are 
equal to £/*=±1 = e -0-8«  0.6065.

The final sketch of the graph is given in Fig. 87. The function 
considered in this example plays an important role in the theory 
of probability.

§ 4. Curvature

66. Differentia! of Arc Length. Let us begin with the well- 
known notion of the circumference of a circle; by definition, it 
is equal to the limit of the perimeter of the regular inscribed 
polygon of the circle as the number 
of its sides increases indefinitely. The 
arc length of any other curve is 
defined analogously:

The arc length is the lim it (pro
vided it exists) to which the length 
of the polygonal line inscribed in the 
arc tends as its segments are refined 
indefinitely.

In the integral calculus we shall 
show that if a given function y = f ( x ) 
and its derivative f  (x) are conti
nuous in a closed interval [a, b] the 
above limit exists for the arc 7fB (see Fig. 88) corresponding to 
that interval, i.e. this arc has length. From the definition it of 
course follows that any arc ~KM. where M £~XB also has length. 
The length of the arc AM  depends on the location of the point M

x+Ax "x

Fig. 88
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and is a function of the abscissa x  of this point which we sr.il! 
denote by s i x ):

A7d =  s(x)
The problem of practical computation of the arc length, that a 
of the function six), corresponding to a given equation y —fixt 
will be considered in Sec. 102. Here we shall confine ourselves 
to finding the differential of this function referred to as the 
differential (or element) of arc length. Since

d s= sf (z)dx
it is convenient to begin with the determination of the dersva- 
tive of the function six.), that is of the lim it of the ratio c; the 
length of the arc MM' ,  corresponding to the interval [x, 
to Ax:

, . ,  ds M M '
S (x> =  d i =  } l m/Lx —  C Ax (*)

It is assumed that both the function f ix)  and its first deriva
tive f i x )  are continuous, which guarantees the absence of comer 
points and cusps on the arc AB  of the line y = f ( x ) .  A curve c: 
that kind is said to be smooth. Now we assume without pro:: 
the following geometrical fact: the lim it of the ratio of ike ere 
length of a smooth curve to the length of its chord as the arc
length tends to zero is equal to unity: lim '_jA-=  1.

Lx 0 Af *
For a circle this property is expressed by the limiting relation

lim — = 1
a o *

studied in Sec. 30.
On the basis of the £roperties of equivalent infinitesimals (see 

Sec. 36, II), the arc M M ’ in the limit (*) can be replaced by 
the chord M M ’ =  V Ax1 — Ay1 equivalent to it as infinitesimal. 
Therefore,

dx ,.y -~  lim
Cx i r  — 0

VAx*-~ o f-  
Lx = lim Y l +  f g ) ‘= 1/T^Ax — 0 ' '-aXl

whence ______
d s= Y  1 —- y '2dx.

On transforming this expression we arrive at the following simple 
formula for the differential of arc length which can be easily 
memorized:

It new Iollows that
ds =  V dtf-y-dy1
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the differential of arc length is equal to the length of the cor* 
responding segment of the tangent line at the initial point of the
arc (see the segment M T  in Fig. 88). ___

Observe, that, although the length of the chord MM' and that 
of the segment of the t angent M T  are both equivalent to the 
infinitesimal arc length MM',  the segment MT  is proportional 
to dx whereas the segment MM'  is not, and therefore the diffe
rential of arc length is the length of the segment of the tangent 
to the arc but not the length of the chord subtending that arc.

67. Curvature.
I. The first derivative / ' ( x) of a function f(x)  is a simple 

characteristic of the curve y = f(x) specifying its direction (more 
precisely, the direction of its 
tangent). It turns out that the 
second derivative f"(x) is closely 
related to another quantitative 
characteristic of the curve known 
as its curvature which characte
rizes the degree of the “bending” 
of the curve.

In what follows we always 
assume that the functions we 
deal with and its derivatives f  (x) and f ( x )  are continuous.

Consider an arc aQ w x (Fig. 89). The angle <p (measured in ra
dians) between the tangents drawn at the end points Af0 and Mt 
of the arc AI^Ml is termed the angle of contingence of that arc.

The angle of contingence q> characterizes, to a certain extent, 
how the arc M^MX bends since it is the angle through which the 
tangent turns as the point of tangency moves from the initial 
point M 9 of the arc to the terminal point Afx; the greater the 
angle of contingence, the greater the bending of the arc. At the 
same time, an angle of contingence of a given magnitude may 
characterize two arcs whose degrees of bending are essentially 
different. For instance, in Fig. 89, I the angle of contingence <p 
corresponds to the greater arc (whose bending is less) while in 
Fig. 89, II  it corresponds to the smaller arc (whose bending is 
greater). Therefore, in order to characterize properly the degree 
of the bending of a curve it is natural to relate the angle of 
contingence to unit arc length.

Definition. The ratio of the angle of contingence of an arc to 
its length is called the a vera g e  cu rva tu re  of that arc:

K  ——2—
/TXq/TII

On the other hand, for different parts of one and the same arc 
the average curvature may be different, and to avoid the ambi-
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guity and obtain a more precise characteristic of the bending of 
the arc we introduce the notion of the curvature at a gim  
point M0 proceeding from the fact that, the smaller the arc Af0Af„ 
the more precise the quantitative characteristic of the bending 
of the arc in the vicinity of the point M 0 given by the average 
curvature:

Definition. The c u rv a tu re  K  of a curve at Its point M0 Is the 
limit (provided It exists) o! the average curvature Kav of the arc 
M 0M t as the terminal point of the arc M t tends to its initial 
point M0:

K =  Urn Kav = lim
JHt -+

V
Mo MoMi

In particular, for a circle of radius r  we obtain (see Fig. 90):

K  — 9 — 9 -  1
AflP '9  r

Thus, the average curvature of a circle is constant, and hence its 
curvature is also constant at each point and is the reciprocal of 
its radius. This is completely coherent with our intuitive know-

Let us proceed to find the expression for the curvature of a line 
specified by an equation y =  f{x)  in Cartesian coordinates (the 
corresponding construction is shown in Fig. 91). On the given 
curve we take the points M  and M ’ whose abscissas are, respecti
vely, x  and *-f-Ax, and denote by a  and a-j-A a the angles of 
inclination of the tangents at the points M  and M ' to the axis 
of abscissas, the arc lengthjof AiM ' being As. Since the angle of 
contingence <p of the arc AIM' is equal to |A a | ,1 we have

Aa

Ax
i We have Aa > 0 for a concave arc and Aa < 0 for a convex arc. Thai b 

why we write cp =  | Aa|.
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The condition M ' —*M is equivalent to Ax—*-(), and therefore

=  lim Kav =
Ax 0

da da
dx dx
ds Vi +y' *
dx

(see Sec. 66). From the equality t a n a  =  y'  we obtain a  =  arctan^ ', 
whence

and, consequently, 

K  =

da y* 
dx l +  y'1

•r =
(i+ y’')V  i+ y"

tr | (*)

Formula (*) specifies the curvature as a function of the abscissa 
of the moving point of the curve. If the curve is represented by 
parametric equations x=q>((), y = f ( t )  we have (see Sec. 54, III)

whence
y = r  (o

<P'(0
and r (o (o—f  (o y  to

y  i«p'(oi3

K  ir w  y i n - f i n  
I f ? " ( o + r ( o jv* I

or, in the contracted notation,

„  I y V -y V
I (x', +!/,*)*/’ (**)

Formula (**) expresses the curvature as a function of the value 
of the parameter t corresponding to the variable point of the 
curve. If t = x  formula (*♦) turns into (*).

The curvatures of a circle and of a straight line are constant; 
as follows from formula (*), the curvature of a straight line is 
equal to zero, which is coherent with the intuitive idea that 
the straight line does not bend. In the general case, the curva
ture of a line varies from point to point.

Example. Let us determine the curvature of the parabola y = xx 
at its variable point. We have «/'•= 2x and y‘ = 2, which yieldso
iC =  ^ _ j = = ^ . In particular, the curvature of the parabola at

its vertex is equal to 2.
II. Radius, centre and circle of curvature. Evolute and evolvent. 

Let us draw the normal to the line L (shown in Fig. 91) at the
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point M  (in the direction of its concavity) and lay off from the 
point M  the line segment M N  =  p along this normal where p b 
the reciprocal of the curvature K:

Definition. The line segment M N  is termed the radios of 
cu rva tu re , the point N  is the cen tre  o f  curva ture  and the 
circle of radius M N  with centre at the point N  is called the circle 
o f  cu rva tu re  of the line L  at its point Af.

The curvature of the circle of curvature obviously coincides 
with that of the given line at the point M .

For the radius of curvature we obtain the formula

P = (i + y'i)t,t

The radius of curvature like the curvature itself serves as the 
measure of the bending of the given curve: the smaller the radius 
of curvature at the given point, the greater the bending of the 
curve at that point. For a straight line we assume, conditionally, 
that at every point its radius of curvature is infinite; the same 
refers to any point of a curve at which the curvature turns into 
zero. Later on we shall elucidate the role of the radius of cur
vature of a line in the investigation of a curvilinear motion in 
mechanics (see Sec. 71).

It can be shown that if an infinitesimal arc of a curve is replaced, 
in the vicinity of a given point, by the corresponding arc of 
its circle of curvature there appears an error of a higher order 
of smallness than that in the replacement of the arc by the cor
responding segment of its tangent line. Thus, the arc of the circle 
of curvature is a better approximation to a small arc of a curve 
than the segment of its tangent.

With each point M  of a curve L  there is associated the centre 
of curvature N  corresponding to the point M .

Definition. The locus of the centres of curvature V  of a given 
curve L  is called its evo lu te , the curve L  Itself being called the 
evo lven t of its evolute L ' .

Below we present without proof some techniques for an approxi
mate construction of the evolute of a given evolvent and of the 
evolvent of a given evolute.

(1) Every normal to the evolvent is a tangent to the evolute 
at the corresponding centre of curvature; this means that the 
evolute envelopes the whole family of normals to the evolvent, 
and hence, to construct, approximately, the evolvent it is suffi-
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dent to draw a large number of normals to the evolvent L 
and to draw the envelope of these lines which thus is the 
evolute V  (see Fig. 92).

(2) If a flexible unstretchable taut 
thread is wound off from the contour of 
a given convex line U  (serving as an 
evolute) the end of the thread (and, 
generally, its every fixed point) descri
bes an evolvent (see the l ine L in Fig.
92). (The evolvent is also termed 
the inwlute). Winding off a taut 
thread is equivalent to rolling a 
straight line (without sliding) upon 
the given curve L': every fixed point 
of this straight line describes an evolvent L of the curve L'. It 
follows that a given evolute L' possesses an infinitude of evolvents 
L. At the same time a given curve regarded as an evolvent has a 
single evolute.

§ 5. Space Curves. Vector Function of a Scalar Argument1
68. Space Curves. As was shown in Sec. 46, a curve lying in 

the xi/-plane can be specified by parametric equations x =x ( t ) ,  
y=y{t ) .  Analogously, a space curve can be represented paramet
rically by means of equations

x = x ( t ) ,  y = y ( t ) ,  2 =  2 (0  (*)
As the parameter t varies, the moving point M (x, y, z) whose 
coordinates are specified by formulas (*) describes a curve.

If all the three equations (•) are linear, that is,
x = m t + a ,  y = n t+ b , z — pt-\-c

we obtain parametric equations of a straight line well known from 
analytic geometry. On eliminating the parameter t we arrive at 
canonical equations of the straight line:

x — a _y —b __z—c
m n p

The tangent line to a space curve at its point Af is defined as 
in the case of a plane curve, that is, as the limiting position of 
the secant passing through the point M and another point Af' of 
that curve placed closely to the former on condition that the point 
AT tends to the given point M  (see Sec. 40).

1 In § 5 it Is supposed that the reader is familiar with fundamentals of 
linear algebra and solid analytic geometry.

15—2280
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Let us derive canonical equations of the tangent to a curve, 
specified by parametric equation (*), at its point M 0(xt , ut, z,) 
corresponding to a value t =  t u of the parameter. We shall assume 
that each of the functions (*) possesses a derivative t o r t = l t zri& 
that these derivatives do not vanish simultaneously.

The equations of the secant passing through the points
M 0(x0, y 0, z0) and AT (x0-fAx, y0-fA y, ze-j-Az) 

can be written in the form
x —xo_ y —yo_  z —zp 

Lx A y Az

On dividing all the denominators by the corresponding increment 
Af of the parameter and passing to the limit as A f—►Ov/e receive 
the desirecf equations

x —*o _  y —y<> _  2—20 ,*♦,
*'('<>) y'(<o) z'(/o) v ’

where xe= x ( t ?), y 0= y ( t 0), and z0 =  z ( t g). As has already been 
mentioned, it is supposed that at least one of the derivatives *'(/,), 
y'  (t0) and z' (t0) is different from zero. If this condition is violated 
the point (x0, y 0, z0) is called a singular point of the curve; we 
shall not treat such points.

A straight line perpendicular to the tangent and passing through 
the point of tangency M 0(x0, y0 z0) is called, as in the case ol 
a plane curve, a normal to the given curve at that point. It is 
obvious that, in contrast to a plane curve (whose tangents and 
normals are lying in the given plane), a space curve has an infi
nitude of normals at its every point; all the normals at a given 
point lie in a common plane passing through that point of tan
gency perpendicularly to the tangent line.

Definition. The plane perpendicular to the tangent line to a given 
curve at a given point of tangency is called the normal plane 
of the curve at that point.

According to the well-known perpendicularity condition of ana
lytic geometry, the equation of the normal plane as plane perpen
dicular to the straight line (**) and passing through the point 
M c (xe, y0, z0) is written as

x' (to) (x—x0) +  y' (to) (to) (z — Zo) =0
Example. Let a curve be specified by the equations

x = t * — l, y  =  l* +  2, z =  3t— 1
It is required to form equations of the tangent line and of the 
normal plane of this curve at the point /Vf„(0, 3, 2) corresponding 
to the value t =  1 of the parameter. We have 2, y,'_,= 2
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and zj. 1=3, and hence, the equations of the tangent are
x  y —3 _ z —2 
2 2 3

while the equation of the normal plane is
2je-f 2y-\-3z— 12 =  0

For our further aims we need the differentiation formula for the 
arc length of a space curve specified by equations (*), It is comp
letely analogous to the corresponding formula for a plane curve 
(see Sec. 66). As before, we shall deal with smooth curves for 
which the functions (*) possess continuous derivatives not vanishing 
simultaneously. For such a curve the ratio of the length As of the 
arc contained between the points Af (x, y, z) and AT (x+Ax, 
y+Ay,  z+Az) to the length of the chord joining these points 
tends to unity as the point AT approaches the point Af. The 
length of the chord being ]/Ax*-fAt/*-fAz8, we can write

VAxt+AyI+ As*
On dividing the numerator and the denominator by the increment 
At of the parameter corresponding to the increments Ax, Ay, Az 
of the coordinates we receive

As

Now, passing to the limit as A t—►O, we obtain
ds

that is,
d s = V x '*-f y ,x- f z ,xdt or ds—Vdx*-\-dyi -\r dzi

As was shown above the direction vector T of the tangent line 
to the curve at the point M  has the projections {x ', y ', z'J, where, 
for the sake of brevity, x ' designates x' (/) etc. The direction 
cosines of the vector T are

cosa =
-z"

cos p =

cosy:
V  x,l-\- / ‘-j-z'1

15*
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Using the formula for the differential of arc length we can rewrite 
the formulas for the direction cosines in the form

dx o dy dz
c o s a = rfi’ C0SP = -5 T ' cos7 = j 7

69. Circular Helix. As an example of a space curve let us con
sider a line specified by the following kinematic conditions: a point 
At is in a uniform motion with constant velocity vt in a circle 

of radius a while the circle itself undergoes a 
uniform parallel displacement in the direction per
pendicular to its plane with constant velocity c,. In 
this motion the point M  describes a curve lying 
entirely on the corresponding circular cylinder 
(Fig. 93). This curve is known as a seres line or 
a cylindrical (or circular) helix. If the point /.I, 
when watched from the direction in which the circle 
is translated, is seen as rotating counterclockwise 
(clockwise), the curve is called a right-hand (left- 
hand) screw line.

Let us derive the equation of the screw line on 
condition that Oz is the axis of the cylinder, the 
parallel displacement is in the positive direction 

along Oz and the parameter t is the time of motion, the point 
M being in the position (a, 0, 0) at the initial time moment t= 0. 

The angular velocity of the rotary motion of the point M being
equal to — , the abscissa and the ordinate of M  at the time moment

I are, respectively ,x= ocos-^-1 and ^  =  csin-^-f. The z-coordinale
of the point M  is equal to the altitude of the point above the 
xy-plane at time moment I, i.e., z =  vtl. If, in place of time t, 
we take as the parameter the polar angle <p of the point P (which 
is the projection of the point M  on the plane Oxy) then, since

the equations of the screw line can be written in the form 

x —a cos9 , y = a  sin<p, z =  c<p where c = —c > 0

These equations specify a right-hand helix; the equations of a left- 
hand helix only differ from the above in the minus sign in the 
coefficient c.

After the angle <p is given an increment of 2n the point M returns 
to the original generator of the cylinder, the distance travelled 
along Oz being equal to h =  2nc. The latter quantity is called the
lead or the pilch of the helix. Substituting c =  ~  into the equations
we arrive at the following form of parametric representation ol
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the helix, involving the pitch, convenient for practical purposes: 

x =  acosq>, t/ =  asinq>, z =  -^<p

Here both coefficients of the equations (a and h) have a simple 
geometrical meaning (see above).

A screw line possesses a number of interesting properties. We 
shall indicate two of them:

(1) The equation of the tangent to the screw line at a point 
M0{x0, y 0t z0) is written as

x —x0 _  y — y0 _ 2— Zp 
— a sin <p0 a cos q>0 h 

2ji
where ro0 is the value of the angle tp corresponding to the point M0. 
It follows that

cosy = --------------------— = —= z h j
2..j A *  +  ( A ) ’ t ' l 2

which means that the cosine of the angle y between the tangent 
and the z-axis, and therefore the angle y itself, retain constant 
values at all the points of the screw line. The generators of the 
cylinder being parallel to Oz, the screw line intersects the generators 
of the cylinder at a constant angle dependent solely on the radius 
of the cylinder and on the pitch of the screw line.

r 1h zz-zf - -- Mi rT ‘( \
V
H

1  2ita t ih-O*.
Fig. 94

(2) Let us fix a generator of the cylinder (on which the given 
screw line lies) in a plane passing through it and then develop 
(roll out) thecylinder upon that plane confining ourselves to aportion 
of the cylinder with height equal to the pitch of the screw line 
(such a portion contains one “coil” of the screw line; see Fig. 94). 
Under this transformation the base of the cylinder and its cross- 
sections parallel to the base go into parallel line segments of length 
2jw while the generators go into the segments of length h perpen
dicular to the former segments. The development of the cylinder 
changing neither the angles between the lines lying on it nor the 
lengths of the lines, the screw line itself must go into a line 
intersecting the parallel line segments in the plane at a constant
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angle. Such a line in the plane being only a straight line, v- 
conclude that in the construction performed the screw line is Iran- 
formed into the diagonal of the rectangle with sides 2na and k. 
Fig. 94 demonstrates visually the above determined value of the 
cosine of the angle y at which the screw line intersects the gene
rators of the cylinder.

Let us take two arbitrary points M t and M t on the part oi the 
screw line we have considered. The length of the arc of the scrr-' 
line joining these points is equal to the length of the 1 ine segment 
M\M't into which this arc goes as the cylinder is rolled out on the 
plane. Thus, a screw line is a curve oi shortest length between txo 
points of a cylinder.

A curve on an arbitrary surface through two its points having 
the shortest possible length compared with all the other curves 
connecting these points and lying on the surface is called a geods-ic  
of that surface. For instance, the geodesics of a plane are the 
straight lines in that plane, and for a sphere the geodesics are the 
arcs of its great circles. Our investigation shows that a geodesic 
of a right circular cylinder is a screw line.

70. Vector Function of a Scalar Argument.
I. Vector function. Hodograph. It is known from vector algebra 

that any vector A whose projections on the coordinate axes are 
equal to x, y and z can be w ritten in the form of the resolution 
along the coordinate axes

A =  * i- r  y j-h zk

where i, j and k are unit vectors of the coordinate axes. If the 
projections x, y, z are constant numbers v/e say that the vector A 
is constant. Now suppose that the projections of a vector are func
tions of a parameter t varying within a given interval:

x = x { t ) ,  y = y { t ) ,  z =  z(t)

Then we say that the vector A itself is variable: to each value t of 
the parameter there corresponds a definite (vectorial) value of A:

A(0=*(0i-HK0J + 2(0k
Definition. If to each value of a parameter t  varying in a given 

interval there corresponds a definite vector A (t ) we call A (/) a vector 
fu n c tio n  o f  th e  sca la r  a rg u m en t t.

As in vector algebra, we deal v/ith free vectors; this means that 
two vectors having equal moduli and going in one direction or, 
which is the same, having equal projections on the coordinate axes, 
are identified and regarded as equal.

It is convenient to place the point of application of the given 
vector A (0 at the origin; then, as t varies, the terminus of the
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vector A (/) (having the coordinates x (t), y (t), z (t)) traces a curve 
L for which the relations

x =  x(t), y =y ( t ) ,  z =  z(t)

serve as parametric equations.
The vector A (t) being nothing but the radius vector r of the 

moving point M of the curve L, we can specify this curve by means 
of the single vector equation

r =  x ( t ) \ + y { t ) ] + z ( t ) \ i

Definition. The curve L  described by the terminus of a variable 
vector A (t) issued from the origin is called the hodograph  of the 
vector function r = A ( i ) .

The origin is then called the pole of the hodograph.
If the vector A (t) possesses a variable modulus while its direction 

remains unchanged its hodograph is a ray issued from the pole or 
a segment of such a ray. If the modulus of the vector is constant 
(j A (t) | =  const) while its direction may vary the hodograph is a curve 
lying on the sphere with centre at the pole of the hodograph and 
radius equal to the modulus of the vector k( t ) .

Vector functions of a scalar argument are most often encountered 
in kinematics when the motion of a material point is studied. The 
radius vector of a moving point is a function of tim e :r= A (f); 
its hodograph is the trajectory of motion, and the equation r =  A (t) 
is the equation of motion (see Sec. 71).

II. The limit and the continuity of a vector function. The basic 
notions of mathematical analysis are defined for vector functions 
k i t )  of a scalar argument by analogy with scalar functions.

Definition. A vector B is said to be the l im it  o f  a  vector  
fu n c tio n  A (t) as t —* t0, which is written as

lim A (*)= B
tQ

if for all the values of t  lying sufficiently close to ta the modulus 
of the difference of the vectors |A ( f )— B| becomes arbitrarily 
small.

If A (f )= x ( f ) i- f  y ( /) )+ z ( f )k  and B =  a i+ b )+ c k  then 

| A ( 0 - B  |= V  [x ( * ) - « ] • + [y ( 0 - b ] * + [ z  ( 0 - c ?

It is clear that the condition that |A (/)—B| tends to zero as 
t —*t0 implies x ( t )—+a, y ( t ) —*b, z{t)-*-c. The converse, obvio
usly, is also true. Thus, we can briefly state that the projections 
of the limit of a vector function A (0 are equal to the limits of 
its projections.
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Definition. A vector function A (f) is said to be continuous for 
a given value t  of the parameter if it is defined in a neighbour* 
hood of the point t  and if

lim |A (H -A Q  — A ( * ) |=  lim |A A (O | =  0
t i t-*  0 At -* 0

The geometrical meaning of the difference AA(f) is clearly 
demonstrated in Fig. 95: in Fig. 95a it is equal to the vector

M M ' and in Fig. 956 to the vector MM".  Let the resolution of 
the vector A(/) into components along the coordinate axes be

A(t)  =  x ( t ) i + y ( t ) j  +  z ( i ) k  (*)
Then

A (/ +  A 0 = * ( /  +  A O I + 0 0  +  A/) j +  z (/ +  A/)k 
and, according to the rules of vector algebra,

AA (/) =  A (I +  At) — A (/) =  Ax\ +  Ay] -|- Azk (**) 

where Ax =  x( t - \ -At )—x(t),  etc. Since

|AA ( 0 | =  K A x2+ A ^  +  A22

the condition |A A (f) |—►O implies that A x —*-0, A y—* 0, Az—*-0. 
The converse is also obvious: if Ax, Ay, Az tend to zero then 
| AA (/) | tends to zero as well. This means that the continuity of 
a vector function A (/) is equivalent to the continuity of its pro
jections x(t),  y( t ) ,  z(t) .  It is evident that the holograph of a 
continuous vector function r  =  A(f) is a continuous curve. In what 
follows we shall additionally suppose that this curve has a tangent 
at its every point (see Sec. 68).
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III. The derivative of a vector function. To state the definition 
of the derivative of a vector function A (t) with respect to its 
scalar argument t we form the ratio

A A (0 _ A (/+ A 0 — A(0 
A t — A t

Geometrically, this ratio is represented by a vector going in the 
direction corresponding to the increase of t (this direction is indi
cated by the arrow in Fig. 95). For, if At >  0, the direction of
the vector — = M Q' coincides with that of the vector AA (t) =
=  MM',  which means that it goes along the direction of the hodo- 
graph corresponding to the increase of the parameter /. If At  <  0, 
the vector AA =  is in the opposite direction, and, on 
dividing by the negative number At,  we obtain the vector MQ” 
which is again in the direction of the increase of t.

Now we proceed to consider the limit of the ratio as
At —►O.

Definition. The derivative o f a vector function A(t) is the 
limit (provided it exists)

lim AA (Q_ , ,  <*A(t)
At A dt

By the definition of the limit (see II), the derivative of a vector
function is itself a vector. It is denoted by A' (I) or • As
for the direction of the vector A'(/), observe that (see Fig. 95), 
as A t—»-0, the point AT (or AT) tends to the point Af, and the
refore the secant MM' (or MM") approaches the tangent at the 
point Af. Thus, the derivative A' (t) is the vector M T tangent to 
the hodograph of the vector function A (t) and going in the direc
tion corresponding to the increase of the parameter t.

If the modulus of a vector function A (t) is constant (whereas 
its direction may vary) its derivative A' (t) is a vector perpendi
cular to the vector A(t).  Indeed, in this case the hodograph lies 
on a sphere, and therefore the derivative A' (t) as vector tangent 
to the hodograph is perpendicular to the radius vector A(t).

Thus, the derivative of a vector of constant modulus is perpen
dicular to that vector.

Now we proceed to the practical determination of the deriva
tive A' (/) of a given vector function A(/). Let the vector fun
ction A (I) be specified by its resolution

A (/)=*( / ) i+0(O i+z(O k
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Then, according to (**), we have
AA (0 __ Ax . . A  y . A z .

A/ — A/ -*■ At J 'A t

On passing to the limit as A /—*-0 and using the rule for finding 
the limit of a vector function we arrive at the resolution of the 
derivative A '(0 along the unit vectors of the coordinate axes:

A' it) =  x' (O i+ 0 ' ( /)J +
It follows that

I A' (/)| =  ] / ^ ( 0 + i / ' 2(0 +  2 '2(0
Now, recalling the expression for the differential of arc length 
ds (Sec. 68), we can rewrite the latter equality in the form

I A' ( < ) l = |

Hence, the modulus of the derivative of a vector function |A'(f)| 
is equal to the derivative of the arc length of the hodograph with 
respect to the argument t. It should be stressed that the modulus 
of the derivative |A ' (/)| is not equal to the derivative of the 
modulus ( |A (/) |) '. This can be illustrated by the example of a 
variable vector of constant length: the modulus of such a vector 
is a constant number and its derivative is simply equal to zero 
whereas the derivative of the vector itself is a new vector per
pendicular to the former.

Taking advantage of the expression of the derivative A'(/) we 
can easily show that all the basic differentiation rules for scalar 
functions are extended almost without any changes to vector 
functions:

(1) [M /)+a2(01'=a;(0+ a;(0;
(2) [ f ( t )A(t )Y =  f ' ( t ) A ( t ) + f ( t ) \ ' ( t )

where f ( t )  is a scalar function; in particular, [CA (/)] '= CA'(/) 
where C is a constant scalar.

The differentiation rules for the scalar and vector products 
A l ( t ) ' \ i (t) and A i(/)x A 2(/) of two vector functions Aj(t) and 
At (i) are also completely analogous to the corresponding rules 
for the product of scalar functions:

(3) [A, (0 - A, (01' =  A; (0 - A2 (t) +  A, (0 • K  {t);
(4) [A, (0 X a 2 (or =  [A; (0 X A2 (01+ [A, (0 X a ; (OJ.
(In Rule 4 it is important to retain the order of the vectorial 

factors.)
The proof of all these rules is left to the reader.
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By means of successive differentiations we readily find the de
rivatives of higher orders of a vector function. For example,

A '« ) » J C '( 0 l + / ( 0 j  +  * '(0 k
and so on.

71*. Applications to Mechanics. Differentiation of vector fun
ctions of a scalar argument (see the foregoing section) has an 
important application to particle mechanics in the investigation 
of the velocity and of the acceleration of a curvilinear motion of 
a point. (In Secs. 38, I and 54, I we considered the problem of 
determining the velocity and the acceleration of a rectilinear 
motion of a point.)

Let t be time of motion, and let the hodograph of a vector 
function r = A(t)  be the trajectory of a moving point M.  We 
shall denote by s the distance from a fixed initial point of the 
trajectory to the moving point M  reckoned along the trajectory 
and taken with the sign -f- or — depending on whether the 
point M  is moved from the initial position in the positive or 
negative direction chosen (in an arbitrary way) along the tra
jectory. The location of the point M on the trajectory is then 
completely specified by the magnitude s which is a curvilinear 
coordinate of the point M. The equation s =  s (/) expresses the 
law of motion along the trajectory.

By definition, the velocity of the point M at a given time mo
ment t is the derivative of the vector function r= A  (/) with respect 
to time:

v =  A 'f l

Consequently, the velocity of the moving point is a tangent vector 
to the trajectory at the corresponding point going in the direction 
of motion (that is, in the direction corresponding to the increase 
of t).

The modulus of the velocity is expressed (see Sec. 70, III) by 
the formula

|v |= |A '(0 l= a
that is, it is equal to the derivative of the curvilinear coordinate 
s with respect to time t.

If the motion is rectilinear the scalar magnitude ^  completely
specifies the velocity. It is this quantity that we called the ve
locity of rectilinear motion of a point.

The vector
dv d!r
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is called the acceleration of motion. We-shall transform this expres
sion of the acceleration w. To this end, let us denote by t, unit 
tangent vector to the hodograph (Fig. 96). Then

dsv =  I v l 'Ti =  d?Ti
On differentiating this product (see Rule 2) we obtain

w - — t  W diz Tl 1 dt dt

Now let us consider the derivative Since is a unit
vector ( | t , |= 1 )  its derivative is perpendicular to it, i.e. it goes 

. along a normal to the curve (this particular
1 * normal is called the principal normal of the

curve). Denoting unit vector of the principal 
normal by vt we can write

d r i _ \ dx i \
dt dt

Fig. 96 indicates that IA tJ  is the length of 
the chord subtending the arc QR =  | t 1|A9= 
=A(p of the circle with radius [AtJ , A<p being 

Fig 96 a cen*ral angle of this c irc le ^ u a l to the angle
of contingence of the arc M M X of the hodo

graph (see Sec. 67). By the equivalence of an infinitesimal arc 
and its chord, we have

IdxA_| dtp |
a \ - \ d t  I

Next we transform the expression of — :
_ dS rr-

~  d t *
d<p 1 dtp ds
dt ds dt

where K  =  
gence to t

is the limit of the ratio of the angle of contin-
le arc length. As in the case of a plane curve, the 

magnitude K. is referred to as the curvature of the space curve
r =  A (t), and its reciprocal p = ^ -  is the radius of curvature*. The

substitution of the expression of — into the formula expressing 
the acceleration w yields

(* ) •_d*s

1 In our course we do not derive the formula for the curvature K of a jpzce 
curve.
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The first component on the right-hand side w i s  called the
tangential acceleration; its modulus is equal to the second deri
vative of the curvilinear coordinate with respect to time, and its 
direction coincides with that of the tangent to the trajectory of

normal (or centripetal) acceleration; it goes along the principal 
normal to the trajectory, its modulus being equal to the square 
of the magnitude of the velocity divided by the radius of cur
vature.

The plane passing through the tangent and the principal nor
mal at a given point of a curve is called the osculating plane. 
In the general case, the osculating plane of a space curve varies 
from point to point. For a plane curve the osculating plane is 
common for all its points and coincides with the plane of the 
curve.

The latter formula for the acceleration shows that the vector w 
always lies in the osculating plane.

If the motion is rectilinear we have w„ =  0, and the accelera-
d~stion is completely specified by the scalar magnitude ^ .

If the motion is uniform, that is if the absolute value of the
dsvelocity |v | =  ^  is constant, the component wt of the accelera

tion turns into zero, and only the centripetal acceleration

can be different from zero. In particular, if a point moves uni
formly in a circle of radius R, we have p =  R and |w „ |= -L ^ .
In this case the acceleration w is directed toward the centre of 
the circle (in the general case of an arbitrary curvilinear motion 
the component w„ is directed toward the centre of curvature which 
is defined for space curves by analogy with plane curves; the 
above consideration and the latter fact account for the term 
“centripetal acceleration”).

§ 6. Complex Functions of a Real Argument
72. Complex Numbers. We begin with a brief review of the basic 

properties of complex numbers and the rules for arithmetical ope
rations on them which are familiar to the reader from elementary 
mathematics.

motion. The second component w„
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The number
z =  x -\-iy

where x and y  are any real numbers and i the so-called imagi
nary unit (tl =  —1) is called a complex number, x being its red 
part and y  the imaginary part. By definition, two complex num
bers are equal if and only if their real and imaginary parts coin
cide. Thus, the equality

x i ~r lUi = x t -r iyt 
is equivalent to the two equalities

xi = x i a^d y l = y i
The equality z = x - \ - i y = 0 is equivalent to the conditions x=G 

and y  =  0 .
The complex number z=x-^- iy  can be represented by 2 point 

in the x^-plane (Fig. 97) whose abscissa is the real part of z and 
ordinate the imaginary part of z. In this representation the axis

of abscissas is called the real axis (or 
the axis of reals) and the axis of ordi
nates the imaginary axis (the axis of 
imaginaries), the plane Oxy itself being 
referred to as the complex plane. The 
representing point of a complex number 
z is referred to as the point z.

A complex number can also be regar- 
P,-g 97 ded as represented by the vector ap

plied to the origin with terminus at 
the representing point of that complex number; the projections 
of this vector on the coordinate axes x  and y  are, respectively, 
the real and the imaginary parts of the complex number z. This 
geometrical interpretation of complex numbers as vectors will be 
used in the following section.

If y  =  0 the complex number z =  x - \- i0 = x  is a real number 
represented by the corresponding point of the real axis; if x= 0  
the number z =  0 - r i y = y  is called pure imaginary and is repre
sented by the point (0 , y) lying on the imaginary axis.

The location of the point representing a complex number z can 
also be specified by the polar coordinates r and tp (Fig. 97). In 
this specification the magnitude r =  y x * - r t f  is called the modu
lus (or the absolute value) and <p the argument of the complex 
number z; they are respectively denoted as

r  =  |z |  and <p =  Argz

The magnitude Argz is defined to within an integral multiple 
of 2n, i.e. 2kn where k is an integer. If the angle <p is chosen
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between the limits — n and .-x it is called the principal xxzlue 
of the argument and is denoted as arg z.

If z =  x-±-iy then x— iy is termed the conjugate complex number 
of z and is denoted by z. The points z and z 2re obviously sym
metric with respect to the real axis (i.e. to the axis of abscissas). 
It is apparent that jz | =  ]z| and a rg |z | =  — argz.

Using the transformation formulas from Cartesian coordinates 
to polar coordinates (x =  rcos 9 , y — r s in 9 ) we can represent any 
complex number different from zero in the so-called trigonometric 
form:

z =  x ~ i y = r  (cos 9  -j- i sin 9 )
The arithmetical operations on complex numbers are carried out 

according to the following rules:
(!) (*1 -f iyt) -f (*« -f iyt) =  (*i -r *,) -r i (i/i -f */*)

that is, the sum of two complex numbers is a complex number 
whose real and imaginary parts are, respectively, the sum of the 
real parts and the sum of the imaginary parts of the summands. 
In the geometrical representation this rule corresponds to the 
well-known rule of vector algebra for the addition of vectors.

(2) (*! +  !&)— (*» +  (&) =  (*,—* ,) - r i (yi— y j
This means that, as usual, the subtraction is regarded as an ope
ration inverse to the addition, and the relation written here simply 
expresses analytically the ordinary rule for the subtraction of 
vectors. The difference of two complex numbers zt—z, is repre
sented by the vector with origin at the point zt and terminus at 
the point z,. Hence, |z ,—z j  is the length of the line segment 
joining the points Zj and zt .

(3) (*, -r iyt) (*, -r iyt ) =  (*.**—y j / t) -  i (*,& +x.Jh)
Taking the factors in the trigonometric form we readily derive 
the relation

r, (cos <f, -M sin <p,) rt (cos 9 , - f  i  sin =
=  [cos (9 , - r «?,) - r »sin (cpx -f <?,)]

Thus, as complex numbers are multiplied, their moduli are also 
multiplied while the arguments are added together.

This rule is readily extended, in succession, to an arbitrary 
number of factors. If there are n equal factors we obtain the rule 
tor raising a complex number to the nth power:

[r (cos 9  -f- i sin 9)]” =  rn (005 /1 9 -7-1 sin ney)
where n is a positive integer. This result is known as De Moio- 
re's formula1.

1 De Moirre, A. (1657-1754), an English mathematician.
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The product of a complex number z by its conjugate 2 is a 
positive real number equal to the square of the modulus of 2 (the 
moduli oi z and z are equal): zz — (x-\-iy)(x— i^)=x*+i/, = 
=  |z|* =  |2|*.

( i \  x i +  ‘Vi (-Va —it/g)_  xxx2+ y ,y 2 , . — X tft+ X M
K ’ x2 +  iy2 {x2 +  iy2) (x2— iy2) x \+ y \  ^  x\-\-tf2

on condition that x2-\-iy2=̂= 0. The division is an operation inverse 
to the multiplication. Taking the dividend and the divisor in 
the trigonometric form we obtain

Consequently, as a complex number is divided by another (nonzero) 
complex number, the modulus of the dividend is divided by that of 
the divisor and the argument of the divisor is subtracted from the 
argument of the dividend.

The analysis of the formulas presented here shows that the rules 
expressed by them can be stated in the general form as 

the arithmetical operations on complex numbers are performed 
according to the ordinary rules for operations on the binomials 
(x-\- iy) after which i2 is everywhere replaced by — 1.

The general laws governing the arithmetical operations on real 
numbers and the properties of these operations are extended to 
complex numbers without any changes. It should be noted that 
if all the complex numbers involved in an arithmetical operation 
are replaced by their conjugates the result of the operation is the 
complex conjugate of the former result. Indeed, if the signs of yt 
and y2 are changed to the opposite the signs of the right-hand 
sides of all the four formulas (1), (2), (3) and (4) also change. 
This property taking place in each of the four basic arithmetical 
operations, the same applies to its arbitrary combinations.

73. Definition of a Complex Function. Differentiation.
I. Suppose that we are given a vector function of a scalar 

argument whose projection on the z-axis is identically equal to 
zero for all the values of the parameter t. Then

A(t )  =  x ( t ) \  +  y ( t ) )  (*)
and the curve r  =  A (t) (the hodograph of this function) entirely 
lies in the plane Oxy. In this case it is convenient to consider 
the vector r =  xi-{-y) as representing geometrically the complex 
number z =  x-\-iy  and, accordingly, to speak, instead of the vector 
function r(l) =  x( t ) \ - \ -y( t ) ] ,  of the complex function z(/) = 
*= x ( t ) i y ( t )  of the real variable t . 1

1 Complex functions of a complex argument are studied in the theory cf 
functions of a complex variable (e.g. see f3], [16], [19]).
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Definition. If with each value of a real parameter t  there is 
associated a definite complex number

where x  (/) and y  (t) are functions assuming real values, z  (/) is 
called a com plex fu n c tio n  of the real argument t .

As a rule, the parameter t ranges within an interval (finite or 
infinite).

The hodograph of a complex function z (f) =  x (t) -j- iy (f) is, by 
definition, the curve with parametric equations x=x( i ) ,  y=y{ l ) \  
thus, the hodographs of the vector function (*) and of the complex 
function (**) coincide.

The definitions of the limit and of the continuity of a complex 
function of a real argument are completely analogous to the 
corresponding definitions for a vector function, and we leave it to 
the reader to state them. We only note that the continuity of a 
complex function z (I) = x (t) +  iy (i) is equivalent to the continuity 
of its real and imaginary parts x(t)  and y(t).  The hodograph of 
a continuous function z\ t )  traced as the parameter t varies from

to t2 is a continuous line joining the points z(/,) and z( t t) in 
the complex plane.

Examples. (1) For the function z(t) = t-\- it1 (—o o < f< -f-° ° )  
we have x = t and y — tl . The hodograph is the parabola y = x a. 
When t varies from —oo to + oo  the moving point of the parabola 
traverses it so that the upper (infinite) region bounded by the 
parabola always remains on the left.

(2) Let us take the function z (t) = cos t +  i sin t (0 ^  ^  2ji). 
Since |z ( /) | =  j/cos*/ +  sin41=  I, the hodograph of this complex 
function of the parameter t is the circle of radius 1 with centre 
at the origin. As t increases from 0 to 2n the variable point 
describes the circle once in the counterclockwise direction. If the 
parameter t only varied within the interval [0, n] the hodograph 
would be the upper half-circle with initial point z = l  and terminal 
point z — — 1.

(3) The hodograph of the complex function z ( t ) = \ - \ - i cos t  
( 0 ^ f ^ 2 « )  is the line segment parallel to the axis of imagina- 
ries joining the point z, =  l-)-t to the point zt =  l — i; as t runs 
through the given interval this line segment is described twice; 
first downward and then upward.

II. The derivative of a complex function of a real variable.
The derivative of a complex function z(t) is defined in the 

ordinary way, that is, as the limit of the ratio of the increment 
of the function Az=-z(t-\-At)—z{t) to the increment of the 
independent variable At:

z ( t )  =  x ( t )  +  l y ( t ) <**)

16-2280
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In its turn, the derivative z' (I) is a complex function of the same 
argument. In the geometrical interpretation, the representing vector 
of the complex number z' (t0) is parallel to the tangent line to 
the hodograph of the function z(t)  at the point of the hodograph 
corresponding to the value t = t 0 of the parameter.

Repeating without changes the argument used in the derivation 
of the formula for the derivative of an arbitrary vector function 
of a scalar argument we obtain for a given complex function 
z( t )=x( t )- \ - iy{t )  the differentiation formula

z' ( / ) = * ' (t) +  iy' (I)
This formula indicates that a complex function z(t) =  x(l) + iy(l) 

can be differentiated as an ordinary linear combination in which i 
is regarded as an ordinary constant factor. This simple rule is of 
course justified only after the definitions discussed in this section 
have been introduced. It can also be easily verified that all the 
differentiation rules for real functions are generalized without any 
changes to complex functions.

In conclusion we note that the product of complex functions is 
computed according to the multiplication rule for complex numbers.

74. Exponential Function. Euler’s Formulas. In this section we 
state the definition of the exponential function with imaginary 
exponent z =  elt and study its properties. This function plays an 
extremely important role both in mathematics and in its applica
tions to various applied sciences such as electrical engineering, 
the theory of vibrations and the like.

Definition. The com plex exp o n en tia l fu n c tio n  elt with imagi
nary exponent is specified, by definition, by the relation

e lt—  cos t-\-l sin t  (*)
where the parameter t  may assume any real values.

Relation (*) is known as Euler's formula.
The justification of this definition (which may at first glance 

seem obscure1) lies in the fact that all the operation rules for 
the ordinary exponential function y = ex (including the differen
tiation formula) remain valid for the function e^thus defined.

Before checking these rules let us dwell on some properties of 
the function eil directly implied by its definition. From the result 
established in Example 2 of Sec. 73 it follows that the modulus 
of the function elt is equal to unity; this is also implied by the 
fact that the right-hand side of formula (*) is nothing but the 
trigonometric form of the complex number with modulus equal 
to 1 and argument equal to I:
_________  | elt\ =  1, Arg ea =  t

1 Later on (Chapter XI) we shall arrive at the same definition on the basis 
of some completely different considerations.
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The hodograph of the function z = e u is unit circle with centre 
at the origin (see Fig. 98). For t =  0 we obtain the point z = l ,
for t = Y  the point z = i, for t = n ,  the point z =  — 1, etc. Thus,

i — atn
e * =  t, eln— — 1, e 5 = — i

As the parameter t increases from 0 to 2n the variable point 
z= e ii moves in the unit circle counterclockwise and returns to 
the original position z = l  for t = 2n: 

e ^  — cos 2 n -f i sin 2n =  1
If t is given further increase to run from 
2n to 4n the point elt again traverses 
the circle and so on. Therefore it be
comes clear that the function z = e it is 
periodic with period T  =  2n. For, we have 
e1 =  cos (t +  2n) -f i sin (t +  2n) =

= c o sf-f  i sin t — e'1
Note that if n is an integer then

g t n n / _ i  a n d  e (in+i)n /= = _ i

The basic operation rule for the real 
exponential function states that if xx and xt are two real numbers 
then ex<ex‘ = ex'+x>. Let us check that this rule also remains valid 
in the case of imaginary exponents. Indeed, according to the 
trigonometric form of the multiplication rule for complex fun
ctions, we can write

eit*e,t* =  (cos ti +  i sin /,) (cos tt +  i sin 18) =  cos (tt +  tt) -f- 
-}-i sin (/l 4 -/I) = e /

where t t and t t are any real numbers (positive or negative or zero).
Euler’s formula allows us to write complex numbers in the 

so-called exponential form: if |z | =  r and Argz =  <p then
z =  r (cos <p i sin <p) =  re‘v

The multiplication rule shows that if z1 =  r 1e,<P* and zt =  r te (̂̂,* then 
2iz* =  rxei^'rie{f ‘ — rxrtel (<p«+<p»)

The product of a complex number z = relf  by the factor eta is 
ze,a =  ref<<f+aL The geometrical interpretation of this fact is that 
the multiplication by eCa makes the vector representing the complex 
number z rotate about the origin through the angle a . In parti-

t —
cular, putting a  =  --- we see that the multiplication by e * = i

16*
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results in the rotation of the representing vector of the number: 
through 90° in the counterclockwise direction.

The natural requirement that the multiplication rule should be 
extended to complex functions leads to the following definition o[ 
the exponential function with an arbitrary complex exponent a+i'P 
whose real and imaginary parts a  and p are arbitrary real numbers:

e(ct+/P) / _  gct/g/p/ _  (cos p/ _j_ / Sin p/) (**)

This relation implies
| e(a+ipw| =  eaf( Arg e<a+W' =  p/

For instance, the number e to the power 2-|-3t is found thus: 
et+9i =  ea (cos 3 -f  i sin 3).

Now we proceed to differentiate the function eif. The differen
tiation rule for complex functions of a real independent variable 
implies

(e'*)' — — sin t -f-1 cos t =  i (cos t -{- i sin i) =  ien

Thus, the complex function eet is differentiated as if i were an 
ordinary constant coefficient.

The geometrical representation of the differentiation of e!t reduces 
to the rotation of the vector z = en through 90° in the counter
clockwise direction.

Generally, the application of formula (**) shows that
Jg(a+/P) /]» =  (a  _|_ {f t  e(a+ip) /

This means that the formula

(cw)' =  k?w
is valid in all cases, that is for any (real or complex) number 

Euler’s formula
e'f =  cos / +  *" sin t

expresses the exponential function with imaginary exponent in 
terms of the trigonometric functions sine and cosine. Substituting 
— t for t into this formula we obtain

e~n — cos (—t) +  i sin (—t) =  cos t — i sin t
This shows that en and e~lt are two conjugate complex numbers.

Now we readily express the trigonometric functions cos I and 
sin / in terms of the exponential functions elt and e~n:

cos t = elt +  e~lt 
2 sin t C M)

The last two relations are also referred to as Euler’s formulas.
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§ 7. Solution of Equations
75. General Properties of Equations. The need for solving equa

tions is encountered in various problems both of purely mathe
matical and of applied character. For instance, when investigating 
a function y — f(.x) we should solve the equations f(x) = 0, f ' (x) =  0 
and f"(x) =  0 in order to determine, respectively, the zeros, the 
points of extremum and the abscissas of the points of inflection 
of the function. These equations by far not always admit of a 
precise solution, and therefore their roots are often found appro
ximately. We see that such questions (and many other problems) 
require approximate methods of solving equations. Before procee
ding to study them we shall discuss general properties of equations 
some of which are already familiar to the reader.

I. Algebraic equations. Factorization of polynomials. Given a 
polynomial

P (*) =  a0xn +  ayxn~l +  . . .  -\-an 
with real or complex coefficients (ao^ 0 ) ,  the equation

a0xn+ a 1x',-1+  . . .  +  a„ =  0 (*)
is referred to as an algebraic equation of the nth degree.

The fundamental theorem of algebra asserts that any algebraic 
equation of degree n >  0 has at least one (real or complex) root. 
But this theorem does not provide any practical means for finding 
the root and only guarantees its existence (the proof of this theorem 
is far beyond the framework of our course and we do not present 
it here).

On dividing a given polynomial of the nth degree P(x) by an 
arbitrary binomial x —a  we obtain a polynomial of the (n — l)th 
degree Q (jc) in the quotient and a number R  in the remainder. 
This can be written as the identity

P(x) = ( x - a ) Q ( x )  +  R
The way this identity has been derived does not allow us to resort 
to it for x — a  since we cannot divide by zero. But we can pass 
to the limit in it as x —>a, which results in P(a) = R. Thus, 
the remainder appearing in the division of a polynomial P (x) by 
a binomial x — a is equal to the value of that polynomial at the 
point x — a  (this proposition is known as Bezout's theorem1).

If a  is a root of the equation P(x) = 0 then R = P(a) =  0 and
P(x) = ( x - a ) Q ( x )

Let x l be a root of equation (*); then
P(x) = (x— xl) Q,(x)

1 Bezout, £ (1730-1783), a French mathematician.
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where Qi(x) is a polynomial of the (n — l)th degree. It is readily 
observed that its leading coefficient (i.e., the coefficient in x”’*) 
is equal to that of the polynomial P(x),  that is, to u0.

If the degree of Qj(x) is different from zero, that is, if this 
polynomial is not identically equal to the constant a0, the fun
damental theorem can be applied repeatedly. Let x t be a root oi 
Ql (x); then Ql (x) — (x—x t) Q a(x) where the degree of the poly
nomial Q,(x) is equal to n —2, its leading coefficient again being 
a0. The expression for P(x)  now takes the form

p  (*) =  (*—xt) {x— xt) Q, (x)
On repeating this process n times we arrive at the factorization 

of the polynomial P(x)  into linear factors:

P(x) =  a0{ x ~ x 1) {x— x2) . . .  (x—x„)

In this sequence of similar operations there may appear coincident 
roots among Xj, x4, . . . .  x„. If a root in this sequence is repeated k 
times it is spoken of as a k-fold root or a root of multiplicity k. 
If k = \  the root occurs only once and is called simple.

Let the root xt have m ultiplicity k lt the root x2 multiplicity k„ 
etc. Then the factorization can be rewritten in the form

P (*) =  a<> (*— (x ~ x t)k*.. .(x—xr)kr (*♦)
where r is the number of pairwise distinct roots, and the sum of 
the multiplicities of all the roots is equal to n :

hi +  ht +  • • • +  hn =  n
The latter relation can be read as every algebraic equation of the 
nth degree has exactly n  roots on condition that each, of the pair
wise distinct roots is counted as many times as its multiplicity.

What has been said applies to equations (*) with arbitrary 
complex coefficients. Let us now suppose that all the coefficients 
Op, a,, . . . ,  c are real numbers. Then the complex roots of equa
tion (*) (provided that they exist) are grouped into pairs of con
jugate complex numbers. This property is a consequence of the 
remark at the end of Sec. 72. For, if the coefficients of the given 
polynomial P(x)  are real numbers its values computed for two 
conjugate complex values of x must be a pair of conjugate comp
lex numbers (P (a— i{i)=P (a-fiji)), and it follows that if P (a+/(5)=0 
then also P ( a — 1(5) =  0. It can readily be shown that any two 
conjugate complex roots a-f-t'P and a —r’P have the same multi
plicity. By the way, this implies that any polynomial of odd degree 
with real coefficients possesses at least one real root.

Combining in factorization (**) the factors corresponding to a 
chosen pair of conjugate complex roots a ± i $  of multiplicity /
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and performing the multiplication we receive
(jc—a —t|l)* (x—a  +  ip)' =  (x2—2 a x + a 2 -f- P2)* =  (x2 +  p x - fq)1

where p = —2a and q =  a* +  P*. The discriminant p2—4q of this 
quadratic trinomial is of course negative since its roots are complex.

On performing the same transformation for all the factors con
taining conjugate complex roots we arrive at the factorization of 
the polynomial P(x)  into real linear and quadratic factors:

P (x) =  a0 (x—Xj)*«..  .(x2 +  p lx + q ty*. . .
where kt's are the multiplicities of the real roots and / / s  of the 
conjugate complex roots. It is apparent that (6t+ . . . ) + 2 ( / i4 - . . .)= n .

These factorizations will be used in the next chapter.
This analysis implies some simple consequences important for 

our further aims.
1. I f  P(x) is a polynomial identically equal to zero for any values 

of x, that is, />(*)== 0, all its coefficients are zero:
a0 =  ct = . . .  = a„  =  0

For, if we had a0^= 0 the polynomial P(x)  would possess not 
more than n distinct roots, if we had a„ =  0 and at ^= 0 the num
ber of distinct roots would not exceed n — 1 and so on whereas 
the condition P(x) =  0 means that the number of such roots is 
infinite. It also follows that if a polynomial of the nth degree 
has more than n roots it is identically equal to zero.

2. I f  the values of two polynomials coincide for any values of x, 
that is

a0xn +  alxn~l +  . . .  +a„s=b0xm+ b 1xm- 1+  . . . + b m
then their degrees and their coefficients in like powers of x  coincide. 
Indeed, on transposing all the terms of the identity to the left-hand 
side we obtain (for definiteness, it is assumed that n >  m):

a ^ - i  . . .  + a n_m. 1xm+1 +  (a„.m~ b 0)x m+  . . .
. .  .+ (a n- 1— bm_1)x+ (a„— bm)z= 0

Now it follows from the first consequence that, on the one hand, 
a0 = a1=  . . .  = a„_ ffl_1 =  0, i.e. the leading- term of the first poly
nomial is a„-mxm, and, on the other hand, an- m= b0, . . . ,  a„_, =  
=  b„_x, an = b„. These two conditions show that the polynomials 
coincide identically.

There are two simple cases in which an equation with arbitrary 
coefficients is readily solved: n =  1 (a linear equation) and n =  2 
(a quadratic equation), both cases being studied in elementary 
mathematics. For the cases n =  3 andn =  4 (accordingly, equations 
of degrees 3 and 4 called cubics and quartics) there also exist 
general formulas for the roots (known as Cardano's solution of
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the cubic and Ferrari’s solution of the quariic1) but they are 
extremely lengthy and complicated, and it is difficult to use them 
in practice. As for the equations of the fifth degree and higher, 
it is proved that there exist no general formulas expressing their 
roots in terms of the coefficients of the equations by means of a 
finite number of arithmetical operations and operations of extract
ing roots (in this connection it is said that in the general case 
such equations are not solvable by radicals* *). Some concreteexamp‘ 
les of equations that are not solvable by radicals are also known. 
There are only some particular cases (most of which are treated 
in elementary mathematics) when the solution by radicals is pos
sible (as a rule, this is the case when the left-hand side ol the 
equation can readily be written as a product of polynomials of 
lower degrees).

This discussion once again indicates the importance of appro
ximate methods of solution.

II. An equation R (x) =  0 where R (x) is a rational fraction of
p  (x )

the form where P(x)  and Q (x) are polynomials (see Sec. 11)

is a rational equation. To solve it we must determine the roots 
of the algebraic equation P(x)  =  Q and choose among them those 
for which the denominator Q(x) does not vanish.

An irrational equation, that is one involving x  under a radical 
sign, is usually reducible to an algebraic equation by raising both 
sides of the equation to an appropriate power. This of course may 
lead to the appearance of extraneous roots, and therefore, after the 
roots of the resultant algebraic equation have been found, one 
should choose only those which satisfy the original equation.

III. Transcendental equations. An equation f(x) — 0 is said to 
be transcendental if f(x)  is a transcendental function (see Sec. 11). 
Examples of such equations are logarithmic, exponential and tri
gonometric equations. Such an equation usually requires a special 
investigation to find out whether it possesses roots and what their 
number is.

76. Testing a Root for Multiplicity. Let us dwell in more detail 
on the properties of multiple roots (that is, having multiplicity 
higher than unity) of algebraic equations. Let a polynomial P{x) 
possess a A-fold root a . Then factorization (**) in Sec. 75 can be 
written as

P (x) =  (x—a)k Q (x) where Q (a) =£ 0

1 Cardano, G. (1501-1576)* an Italian scientist. Ferrari, L. (1522-1555), an 
Italian mathematician.

* The prool of this assertion was given by the famous Norwegian mathe
matician N.H. Abel (1802-1829) and the great French mathematician E. Galois
(1811-1832).
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The derivative P'  (x ) (which is also a polynomial) is
P'  (x) =  (x—a)*-1 [kQ (x) +  ( x - a )  Q' (x)] =  (x-a)*->  Qt (x)

where
Qi(x) = kQ (x)+ (x—a) Q' (x)

Clearly, Qt (a) =  kQ (a) #  0, and therefore the derivative P’ (x) has 
the number a  as its (k — l)-fold root. If k =  1 then P'  (a)^=0, and a 
is not a root of the derivative. Proceeding in this way we con
clude that P" (x) has a  as its (k—2)-fold root and so on. Accor
dingly, for the derivative Pik~v (x) the number a  is a simple root 
(of multiplicity 1), and for the Ath derivative P 1*’(x) this number 
is no longer a root.

Thus, if a  is a root of multiplicity k for a polynomial P(x) 
then

P (a) =  0, P ’ (a) =  0, . . . .  P tk~1} (a) = 0 and
Pik) (a) ¥= 0 (*)

It can be proved that, conversely, if relations (*) are fulfilled 
the number a  is a k-fold root1 of the polynomial P (x).

Let the reader show that if a  is a simple root of a polynomial 
equation P (x) — 0 the graph of the function y  =  P (x) intersects 
the axis of abscissas without tangency and that if a  is a two-fold 
root the graph touches the axis of abscissas and in a sufficiently 
small neighbourhood of the point of contact a  it lies entirely on 
one side of the x-axis (this means that a  is a point of extremum 
of the function y = P{x)). Similarly, for a three-fold root a  the 
point (a, 0) of the axis of abscissas is a point of inflection of the 
graph, the tangent line at this point coinciding with the axis of 
abscissas. The case of a root a  of multiplicity fc> 3  can also be 
interpreted geometrically in like manner.

77. Approximate Solution of Equations. In this section we shall 
confine ourselves to some approximate procedures that are directly 
related to the content of this chapter, that is, are connected with 
the techniques applied to investigating the behaviour of functions. 
We begin with the remark that if there is some information about 
the behaviour of a function y  — f(x) this is usually sufficient for 
the determination of the intervals within which the graph of the 
function cuts the axis of abscissas, that is, in which the roots of 
the equation f(x) =  0 are located. The function f(x) is supposed 
to be continuous, and therefore, if it has different signs at some 
points x, and x„ it follows from the properties of continuous func
tions (see Sec. 35) that there is at least one zero of the function 
in the interval [xlt x,).

i  A fc-fold root (a root of multiplicity k) is also termed a k-fold zero or a 
zero of multiplicity k.
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Suppose that we have managed to determine an interval [*,, x,] 
of that type which is so small that there is only one root of the 
equation f{x) = 0 in it; we shall call such an interval [*,, x,J an 
interval of isolation of the root. The fact that a chosen interval 
is an interval of isolation can usually be checked with the aid 
of the derivative / '  (x): if it retains constant sign the function j(x) 
is monotone in that interval and its graph cuts the axis of abs
cissas only once.

Thus, we shall proceed from the assumption that a root xe of 
a given equation f(x) =  0 has been in a certain way isolated with
in an interval [x„ xt] (x t <  xt). Each of the numbers xt and x, 
can be regarded as an approximation to the root x„, namely, x, 
as a minor approximation and xt as a major approximation, the 
difference xt — x, serving as the limiting absolute error of these 
approximations. The approximate methods presented in this section 
are all based on a reduction of a given interval of isolation {x,. x,] 
of a root x0 of a given function f(x)  to a new interval of isola
tion [x'i, x't] such that

< x 0 < x t ^ x i

These techniques are thus based on the passage to a narrower in
terval of isolation. The new end points x[ and x’t are better ap
proximations to the root x„ than the former values x, and xt. The 
application to the interval [x[, x't] of the same method or of another 
technique of the same kind leads to still better approximations 
x\ and x\ of the root x„, etc.

We shall discuss the three simple techniques known as the 
cut-and~try method (also spoken of as the method of trials and errors), 
the method of chords and the method of tangents (also known as 
Newton's method) and combined methods using combinations of these 
approaches.

It should also be noted that it is sometimes more convenient 
to rewrite the given equation /(x) =  0 in an appropriately chosen 
form <pi (*) =  <p» (*) achieved by transposing some terms of the equa
tion from left to right, which often facilitates the determination 
of an approximation to the sought-for root. If the graphs of the 
functions rp, (x) and % (x) are known the abscissas of their points 
of intersection are nothing but the roots of the original equation. 
For instance, on rewriting the equation In x-J-x—2 =  0 in the form 
lnx =  2 — x  and constructing the corresponding graphs we readily 
conclude that the original equation possess a single root contained 
between 1 and 2.

I. Cut-and-try method. This method is the simplest although not 
the best of the methods of constructing successive approximations 
to a root of an equation.
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Let [xlf xs] be an interval of isolation for a root x0 of an equa
tion f(x) — 0. If the root is simple the values of the function at
the end points of the interval must be of different signs; for defi
niteness, suppose that f (x i ) < 0  and f (x t) >  0. Let us choose an 
arbitrary value x =  x' belonging to the interval [xlf x*] and test 
it by substituting into the expression of the function /(x); if 
/  (x ') <  0 we can replace x, by x' to obtain the narrower interval 
of isolation [x \ x,]; if f(x')  >  0 we similarly arrive at the narrower
interval of isolation [Xj, x'J by replacing x„ by x' (it is unlikely
that we obtain f(x') — 0; in such a case we of course find the 
exact value of the root, but for our aims this rare case is of no 
interest).

Applying the cut-and-try method indefinitely we get an infinite 
sequence of points x', x”, . . .  which, as can be proved, has the 
root x0 as its limit. This makes it possible to determine an appro
ximate value of the root with an arbitrarily small error by ap
plying the cut-and-try procedure an appropriate finite number of 
times.

Example. Let us take the equation
f  (x) =  x3-L l.lx 2-!- 0.9x— 1.4 =  0

Since / ' (x) =  3x* +  2.2x +  0.9 >  0 for all the values of x, the func
tion f(x) is monotone increasing, and hence its graph cuts Ox only 
once. Besides, / ( 0) =  —1.4 and /( l )  =  1.6, which means that there 
is a single real root located within the interval [0, 1].

Let us compute /(0.5) =  —0.55 and then / (0.7) =  0.112. This 
shows that [0.5, 0.7] is a reduced interval of isolation of the 
sought-for root. Next we find

/(0.6) =  — 0.25, f  (0.65) =  —0.076 and /(0.67) =  - 0.002
These approximations clearly approach the root; it lies in the 
interval [0.67, 0.7]. To improve the major approximation we can 
test the value x =  0.68, which yields /  (0.68) =  0.034. We have thus 
found the new interval of isolation [0.67, 0.68] which is 100 times 
as short as the original interval [0, 1], If the number 0.675 is cho
sen as an approximation of the root the absolute error is less than 
0.005.

The cut-and-try method often involves more lengthy calculations 
than the methods of chords and tangents presented below since 
in the former method an improved value of the approximation is 
chosen, to a certain extent, at random whereas in the latter me
thods the choice is made in accordance with some standard proce
dures.

II. The method of chords. Suppose that the conditions of the 
problem are the same as in the cut-and-try method. Let us con
nect the ends of the arc (see Fig. 99) of the curve y = f(x)
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corresponding to the interval [x,, x2] by the chord M tM 9. In Fig. 99a 
it is dearly seen that the point of intersection x =  x\ of that chord 
with Ox is closer to the point x0 than to x2. Proceeding from the 
new (narrowed) interval \x\, x2] we obtain, in like manner, another 
point x\ which is still closer to x0 than x[. We thus receive a se
quence of points x1( x \ , x2, . . .  which is increasing and tending to the

sought-for root x0. In Fig. 996 we see an analogous sequence of 
points x2, x\, x2, . . .  which is decreasing and tending to the root x0. 

The equation of the chord M xNl9 is written as
y — f ( x i ) _  x —x v 

/(^)-/(Xl) xt —xl

Putting y  =  0 we find the expression for the abscissa x' of the 
point of intersection of the chord with Ox:

x '= x ,  — /(x ,) *2—xt 
/  (*a)— f  (Xl)

or x' x2— f (x t) xt- x ,
f ( X t ) - l ( X , ) (A)

Formula (A) is valid for both cases depicted in Fig. 99a and b 
(and also for the case / ( x , ) > 0 ,  jf(x2) < 0 )  and provides the new 
approximation x' to the root x0 expressed in terms of the forego
ing approximations x, and x2. To obtain a narrower interval of 
isolation it is sufficient to substitute x' for x, or x2. The question 
as to which of the points xx and x2 should be replaced by x' can 
be decided by considering the behaviour of the function f (x) (pro
vided there is some information about it) or, when this is impos
sible, by examining the sign of f(x' ).

Example. Let us apply the method of chords to the same equ
ation

f  (x) =  xa-)- l . lx 2 +  0.9x— 1.4 =  0

Putting X j = 0  and x2= l  we find, by formula (A),

^=i-/(i)nr^no , « 0 -467
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Next we put xx =  0.467 and xt ~ \  and find
x11«  0.617

Similarly,
x111 fa 0.660, x 'v & 0.668, xv «  0.670, xVI«  0.670

The first three decimal digits in xv and xVI coinciding, we conclude 
(as almost always in calculations of this kind) that the approximations 
found closely approach the true value of the root. To estimate the accu
racy let us test the value 0.671. We h a v e /(0.671)« 0.0012, and, since 
/ (0.670) <  0, the new interval of isolation of length 0.001 is [0.670, 
0.671]. Choosing 0.6705 as an approximation to the root we obtain 
an error not exceeding 0.0005 which thus is 10 times smaller than 
that in the application of the cut-and-try method, the amount 
of calculations being approximately the same in both cases.

III. The method of tangents. We shall suppose now that the 
arc M1/Mj of the curve y — f(x) (see Fig. 100) corresponding to 
the interval of isolation [x,, xs] possesses a tangent at its every 
point and has no points of inflection, that is, /"(x) does not change 
sign within the interval [xlt xt).

While the idea of the method of chords is to replace an arc 
by its chord, the method of tangents proceeds from the replace
ment of the arc by the corresponding segment of its tangent line. 
The tangent is drawn at the end point or M t of the arc, 
namely, at the one lying above Ox if the arc is concave (i.e. /" (x) >  0; 
see Fig. 100a) or below Ox if the arc is convex (i.e. f r(x )<  0; 
see Fig. 100b).

These conditions guarantee that the point of intersection x\ (or xj) 
of the tangent line with the x-axis is always between the root x0 
and one of the end points (xt or xt) of the interval of isolation 
[x„ Xj]. The new interval [x[, x2] or fxlt x2] serves as a reduced 
interval of isolation of the root x„. If one of the conditions we 
have posed is violated the new interval of isolation may happen
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to be wider than the original one, and then we fail to approach 
the root closer than before. If these conditions hold the repealed 
application of the method results in the appearance of a sequence 
tending to x0 as limit. Thus, this method as well makes it pos
sible to determine the root with an arbitrary accuracy.

Fig. 100 demonstrates two possible cases; let the reader draw the 
corresponding sketches for the other two cases.

The equation ol the tangent M iT  (or M tT) is
=  *i) (or y — f  (xt) = f ' ( x t) (x— xt))

Putting y — 0 we find the abscissa x[ (or x't) of the point of in
tersection of the tangent with Ox:

Since f”(x) =  6x-f-2.2 >  0 in the interval [0, 1], the tangent should 
be drawn at the point with abscissa equal to 1. Applying, in 
succession, formula (B), we get

The method of computing the approximations clearly indicates that 
;(0 .6 7 1 )> 0 . Since / (0.670) < 0 ,  the new interval of isolation is 
0.670,0.671 ] which was obtained when we used the method of chords, 
jut here the amount of calculations is still more reduced.

IV. Combined methods. The term “combined method” indicates 
that different methods of solving equations are used simultaneously.

We shall suppose that the conditions guaranteeing the possibi
lity of the application of all the three methods discussed above 
are fulfilled: the arc of the curve y  =  f(x)  corresponding to a gi
ven interval of isolation [xlt x t ) of the root x0 of the equation 
f(x) = 0 has a tangent at its every point, has no points of inflec
tion and f ( x , ) f ( x J < 0 .  If, for instance, we combine the methods 
of chords and tangents this results in two sequences of points 
tending to the point x0 and providing minor and major approxi
mations. In the case shown in Fig. 100c the method of tangents 
gives the minor-approximations xj"’ to the root xe whereas the 
method of chords the major approximations x<tn>; in the case depic
ted in Fig. 100b the situation is reverse. Such “two-sided” appro
ximations accelerate the process of determining the root with a 
preassigned accuracy.

(B)

Example. Let us again take the equation

f  (x) =  x3-\- l . lx 2 +  0.9x— 1.4 =  0

0.671, x,v «  0.671
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The combined method can be of course realized by using the 
method of chords or the method of tangents together with the 
cut-and-try method as was in fact done above in the solution of 
the equation

f(x) = x 3+  1. lx2+ 0 .9 * — 1.4 =  0

Let us apply to this equation the combination of the methods 
of chords and tangents. We have x( «  0.467 (see II) and x*«  0.738 
(see III). Formulas (A) and (B) now yield

and

- _  n , fi7 / (0.467) (0.738 -  0.467) 
*i u . to /  f (0.738) — / (0.467)

. . ."  a cco f (0-658) (0.674 -  0.658)x, — u.ooo f (0 674) _  f (0 658)

0.658,

0.670,

x l «  0.674 

x '" «  0.671

We see that this time the interval of isolation [0.670, 0.671] whose 
length is 0.001 that of the original interval [0, 1] is achieved at 
the third step.

In modern mathematics methods for approximate solution of 
equations are developed in one of its most important divisions 
termed computational mathematics. Besides the three methods and 
their combinations discussed in this section an extremely impor
tant role is played by the so-called iteration method (e.g. see [12]). 
(The methods of chords and tangents can be interpreted as spe
cial modifications of the iteration method.) Emphasis has been 
laid upon the development of techniques for solving algebraic 
equations providing not only real but also complex roots; one of 
the most frequently used methods of this kind was initiated by
N. 1. Lobachevsky. For these questions we refer the reader to [7], 
[12] and [13].

Modern electronic computers are successfully used to solve equa
tions with high precision, and there are various standard prog
rammes compiled for most frequently used approximate methods.

QUESTIONS

1. State and prove Fermat’s theorem. Explain its geometrical 
interpetation.

2. State and prove Rolle’s theorem. How is it interpreted geo
metrically?

3. State Lagrange’s theorem; interpret it geometrically and give 
its analytical proof.

4*. State and prove Cauchy’s theorem.
5. State and prove the direct and the converse theorems on the 

connection between increase or decrease of a function and the 
sign of its derivative. What is the geometrical meaning of these 
theorems?
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6. Slate the definitions of points of extremum (points of maxi
mum and minimum) of a function, of an extremal value oi 2 
function and of absolute extrema (the greatest and the least va
lues).

7. What is the necessary condition for extremum? Give examp
les demonstrating that it is not sufficient.

8. What is the sufficient condition for extremum connected with 
the first derivative of a function?

9. Describe the general scheme for testing a function for extrema.
10. State the sufficient condition for extremum in terms of the 

second derivative and prove it.
11. How do we determine the greatest and the least values ol 

a function in a given interval?
12. State the definitions of convexity and concavity of a func

tion. What is a point of inflection?.
13. State and prove the theorem on the connection between the 

character of the convexity of the graph of a function y=f(x)  and 
the sign of its second derivative f" (x).

14. State the sufficient test for points of inflection.
15. Formulate L’Hospital’s theorem. Give examples of its ap

plication to various limits.
16. What do we call an asymptote of a curve?
17. Derive analytical tests for determining vertical and inclined 

asymptotes of a curve y  =  f{x).
18. Describe the general scheme for the investigation of the 

behaviour of a function.
19. Derive the formula for the differential of arc length. On 

what geometrical property of a curve is this formula based?
20. What is the curvature of a line at its given point? Derive 

the formula for the curvature.
21. Give the definitions of the radius, centre and circle of cur

vature.
22. State the definitions of the evolute and the evolvent. Exp

lain the techniques for their approximate construction.
23. Derive the equations of the tangent line and of the normal 

plane to a space curve.
24. State the definition and derive the equations of a cylindri

cal helix.
25. State the definitions of a vector function of a scalar argu

ment and of its hodograph.
26. How do we define the limit of a vector function and its 

continuity? State the rule for determining its limit.
27. State the definition of the derivative of a vector function 

of scalar argument and explain the geometrical meaning of this 
notion. Derive the formula for the resolution of the derivative 
into components along the coordinate axes.
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28*. What is the velocity and the acceleration of a point? 
Derive the formulas for the tangential and normal accelerations.

29. State the definitions of a complex function of a real argu
ment, of its limit and continuity.

30. How is the derivative of a complex function defined? State 
the rule for determining the derivative.

31. State the definition of the exponential function with imagi
nary exponent. Describe its hodograph, prove its periodicity and 
derive the formula for its derivative.

32. What do we call the exponential form of a complex number?
33. Derive Euler’s formulas expressing the trigonometric func

tions sine and cosine in terms of exponential functions.
34. Describe how a polynomial can be factorized into linear 

and quadratic factors.
35. State the definition of a multiple root of an algebraic equa

tion. How can a given root be tested for multiplicity?
36. How are the intervals of isolation of the roots of an equa

tion determined?
37. Describe the cut-and-try method, the method of chords, the 

method of tangents and the combined method for finding appro
ximations to the value of a root of an equation.



Chapter V

INTEGRAL CALCULUS

§ 1. Indefinite Integral
78. Antiderivative. When differentiating a function we solve the 

problem of finding the derivative of a given function. Now we pro
ceed to the inverse problem: given the derivative of a function, 
to find this function. As will be seen, the solution of the inverse 
problem is of great importance for mathematical analysis and its 
applications. We begin with the definition of the antiderivative.

Definition. An a n tid e r iv a tiv e  (a p r im itiv e )  of a given 
function f ( x )  in a given interval is any function F(x)  whose de
rivative is the given function:

F' ( x ) = f  (x)

Let us consider some examples elucidating the relationship 
between the given function and its antiderivative.

Let y =  x2. For which function does x2 serve as its derivative?
Obviously, for y :

£3Therefore the function y  is an antiderivative of x2. However, the 
function x2 possesses other antiderivatives. Indeed, the derivative 
of -J- +  5, of y — 100 and, generally, of y -J-C , where C is an 
arbitrary constant, is also equal to x2. Hence, any function of 
the form y  +  C is an antiderivative of x2.

Thus, the connection between the functions x2 and y + C ,  for
any arbitrary constant 'C , is that the former is the derivative of 
the latter and the latter is an antiderivative of the former.
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Similarly, for x > 0 ,  any function of the form In x + C  is an 
antiderivative of - j ,  any function of the form sin*-f-C is an
antiderivative of cosx, etc.

These examples indicate that a given function has infinitely 
many antiderivatives because the constant C can take on arbitrary 
values; on the other hand, a given function possesses, of course, 
only one derivative.

Now let us formulate the key theorem on antiderivatives.
Theorem. Every continuous function possesses an infinite number 

of antiderivatives, any two of them only differing by a constant.
The most difficult thing is to prove that a given continuous 

function has at least one antiderivative. This fact is not proved 
here, but later on we shall give its geometrical illustration. 
In what follows we assume that any continuous function f(x) has 
an antiderivative F(x). But then, for any constant C, the function 
F(x) + C is also an antiderivative because

[F(x) +  C]' =  F'(x) = f(x)

Thus, every continuous function f(x) has an infinitude of anti- 
derivatives.

It remains to show that any two antiderivatives of the function 
f(x) differ from each other only in a constant summand. Let F(x) 
and <D(x) be two antiderivatives of f(x)  which are not identically 
equal to each other. We have

F’ (x) =  f(x)  and O ' (x) =  f  (x)

Subtracting the latter equality from the former we obtain F' (x) — 
— O'(jc) =  0, i.e. [F(x)—O(jt)]' =  0. But if the derivative of a 
function (in our case of F(x) —
—<D(x)) is identically equal to 
zero, the function itself is con
stant (Sec. 59), and consequent
ly F(x)— O (x)=Ct where C, is 
a concrete constant, which is 
what we set out to prove.

Thus, the expression F (x) -j- C 
where F(x) is a concrete antide
rivative of / (*) and C is an ar
bitrary constant embraces all the 
antiderivatives of f(x).  Making C assume different numerical values 
we obtain different antiderivatives.

Geometrical illustration of the existence of an antiderivative. 
Now we shall illustrate geometrically that any continuous function 
has an antiderivative.
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Let us consider the graph of a continuous function y=f(xl 
(see Fig. 101); we assume that f i x)  >  0. Fix a point a and denote 
by S  (x) the area of the figure bounded by the segment [c, x] oi 
the axis of abscissas, by the graph of the function y = f(x) and 
by two perpendiculars to the axis of abscissas at the points a and*. 
It is obvious that making x vary we change the area of the figure, 
which means that S  (x) is in fact a function of x. Let us find the 
derivative of the function S(x). By the definition of the deriva
tive, we have

S '(x ) =  lim
Ax -+ 0

AS
Ax

Let x gain an increment Ax; the area S (x) then receives the cor
responding increment AS (Fig. 101). Geometrically, it apprears 
obvious that

mAx <  AS <  AfAx

where m and M are, respectively, the least and the greatest values 
of the function f(x)  in the interval [x, x+ A x]. For mAx is the 
area of the rectangle lying entirely inside the figure whose area 
is AS and MAx  is the area of the rectangle enveloping this figure. 
Dividing all members of this inequality by Ax v/e obtain

. AS . «.

The function f(x)  being continuous, both m and M (which 
are the least and the greatest values of the function in the inter
val [x, x-fAx]) tend to the value of the function at the point x, 
that is to f{x),  as Ax-^-0. By the test for the existence of a limit

ASgiven in Sec. 30, the ratio -r^- tends to the same limit as Ax-*Q:

lim
Ax —v 0

Thus, S(x) is in fact an antiderivative of /(x).
It can be shown in like manner that there exists an infinite 

set of antiderivatives. Taking as initial point not the point a but 
some other point a' we obtain a new function expressing the area 
of the figure with base [a', x] which differs from S(x) by the area 
of the figure with base [o', a], that is by a constant summand.

This argument which is almost entirely based on geometrical 
considerations cannot of course serve as an analytic proof of the 
theorem since the notion of the area of an arbitrary figure was 
not strictly defined beforehand. At the same time it shows that 
the operation of finding antiderivatives or, as we shall call it, 
integration is closely related to the problem of computing areas 
bounded bv curves.
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79. Indefinite Integral. Basic Table of Integrals.
Definition. The operation of finding antiderivatives is called 

in d e fin ite  in te g ra tio n , and the collection of all antiderivatives 
of a given function f { x ) is called the in d e fin ite  in teg ra l of 
f { x )  and is denoted by the symbol

$ /< * )* *

The function f  (x) is called the integrand, the expression f  (x) dx 
is the element of integration and the variable x is the variable of 
integration.

It is supposed that the integrand f(x) is continuous for the 
values of x under consideration.

According to what was shown in Sec. 78, we have
$ f(x )d x = F (x )+ C

where F(x) is an arbitrary (concrete) antiderivative of / (x) and C 
is an arbitrary constant.

Indefinite integration is the inverse of the operation of differen
tiation. By means of differentiation we find the derivative of a 
given function and by means 
of indefinite integration we 
find the antiderivatives cor
responding to a given deri
vative. The correctness of 
integration can always be 
checked by differentiating the 
result. The meaning of the 
symbol  ̂ f(x )dx  in the nota
tion of the result of the ope
ration inverse to differentiation will be explained later on.

To find the indefinite integral of a function means to find all 
its antiderivatives (for which it is sufficient to determine one of 
them). This is the reason why we speak of indefinite integration 
as it is not indicated which of the antiderivatives is meant.

The graph of an antiderivative of a function f(x) is called an 
integral curve of the function y  =  f(x). It is obvious that any 
integral curve can be obtained by a translation (parallel displace
ment) of any other integral curve in the vertical direction. There
fore, geometrically, the indefinite integral is represented by the 
set of all integral curves obtained by continuous parallel displa
cement of one of them in the vertical direction (Fig. 102).

By the definition of the indefinite integral we have

Q f ( x )d x y  =  /(x) or, equivalently, d ^ f( x )d x = f{ x )d x
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and
$ f  (x)dx = f(x) +  C or ^d f(x ) =  f(x) +  C

Hence, to within the constant of integration entering into the 
indefinite integral, when written consecutively, the symbols of the 
differential and of the indefinite integral cancel out. Throughout 
this section the terms “integral” and “integration” are understood 
in the sense of an “indefinite integral” and “indefinite integration”, 
the integrand, supposed to be continuous in the given interval.

First of all we shall write down the integration formulas directly 
implied by the differentiation formulas for the basic elementary func
tions. Each of them is easily checked by differentiation.

The Basic Table of Integrals.

1 In this formula x can be in the interval (— os>, 0) or (0, a) but cannot 
vary in an interval containing the point 0 because in such an interval the In
tegrand is no longer continuous. If x > 0 we have In | jr | =  In jc, and the deriva
tive is — - For x < 0 we have In | x | =  In (— x), and the derivative Is again

equal to ~ . Thus, the formula embraces both cases.

( 0 J xkd x — l. 

(2 )^  =  , „ , , I +  C ,

(4)  ̂exd x = e x-\-C.

(5)  ̂cos x  d x  = s ln  x  +  C.

(6)  ̂sin x  d x  —— cos x  +  C.

w j a s c , — “ ' * + c -

(») J  ^ ~ j = u n i n x  +  C.

(1°) J  “  arctan x-{-C.
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Below are some more integration formulas connected with hyper
bolic and inverse hyperbolic functions (see Sec. 23):

Jcosh*d*= sinh* -f-C , J  =  tanh a: -f C,

J  sinh xdx  =  cosh * -f C, J  ̂ ~r-x =  — coth * +  C,

j* 'y''xi ^ [  ~ s*nh~1*-f-C =  ln (•*+ ]/*2 +  l) +  C,

|  =  cosh-1 x +  C =  In ( x + V *2 —T )-f C

(The last two formulas lead to Formula (11) of the basic table.)

j i ^ - t a n h - j + C ^ l n i i i + C

The latter formula is valid for the interval —1 < * <  1 which is 
the domain of definition of tanh"1*; Formula (12) is its modifi
cation and generalization.

80. Simplest Integration Rules.
Theorem I (On Integrating a Sum). The integral of a sum of 

a finite number of functions is equal to the sum of the integrals 
of these functions:

 ̂ (fl +  ® +  ••• + w ) d x = s §  udx  +  +  . . .  +  $ w d x  (*)

where u,, v , w  are functions of the independent variable x .
An equality whose both members are indefinite integrals means 

that its left and right members are the collections of all the 
antiderivatives of one and the same function. Consequently, to 
check such an equality it is sufficient to verify that the derivatives 
of its left and right members are equal to each other. Therefore, 
applying to the right member of equality (*) the rule for differen
tiating a sum we obtain

udx +   ̂vdx +  • • • +  ^ w dx^' =

=  Q  u d x y  +  ^ v d x y  +  . . .  -f ^ w d x y  =  u +  v +  . . . +  w

which coincides with the integrand of the integral on the left-hand 
side of the equality, i. e. with its derivative. The theorem has 
been proved.

Theorem II (On Taking a Constant Factor Outside the Integral 
Sign). A constant factor in the integrand can be taken outside 
the sign of indefinite integration:

J c f ( x ) d x  =  c (*■) d x  (c = const)
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Indeed, the derivative of the right-hand side of the equality, i.e. 

(c $ } (x) d x y  =  c Q  f  (x )dxy  =  cf (x)

is equal to the derivative of the left-hand side, which is what 
we set out to prove.

Example.

 ̂ (2sinx—3cosx)dx =  2  ̂s in x d x —3 J cosxdx =
=  —2 cosx—3 sin x-\- C

Though every intermediate integration contributes an arbitrary 
constant term to the final result we write only one such term 
since the sum of arbitrary constants is also an arbitrary constant. 

Theorem III (On the Invariance of Integration Formulas). Let

^ f ( x ) d x  =  F(x) +  C

be any given integration formula and a= rq j(jr) any function 
possessing a continuous derivative. Then1

J /(« )c fa = F ( tf )  +  C

Proof. From  ̂f(x )d x  =  F (x) C it follows that F' (x)= /  (x).
Nov/ take the function F (u) =  F  [q> (x)]; by the theorem on the 
invariance of the form of the first differential of a function 
(Sec. 51, III), its differential is

dF (u) =  F ' (u) du — f  (u) du
Hence

\n u ) d u  =  \d F {u ) =  F{u) +  C

This rule is extremely important. It shows that the basic table 
of integrals is valid irrespective of whether the variable of inte
gration is an independent variable or any function of another 
variable possessing a continuous derivative with respect to that 
variable and thus it extends considerably the range of application 
of the table.

For instance, take the integral J 2xex* dx. Observing that 2xdx 
is the differential d(x*) v/e rewrite the integral as 

J 2 xe**dx =  J ex*d (x*) = ^e°du

1 More precisely, it must be additionally required that the values ol the 
function u = y(x) should lie in the interval where the function /  is defined and 
continuous.
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where u = xi . By Formula (4) of the basic table and Theorem III, 
the latter integral is equal to ea + C, and hence

 ̂2xex* dx = e*2 +  C

This example shows that it is advisable to transform a given 
element of integration to an element of integration of a simpler 
integral, for instance, to one included into the basic table.

It should be stressed that integration is a much more compli
cated operation than differentiation. Elementary functions are 
differentiated according to definite rules and formulas while inte
gration involves, so to say, an “individual” approach to every 
function. It requires much experience to find an appropriate trans
formation of the element of integration reducing the given integral 
to a tabular one1. Here we give a number of examples intended 
to help the reader to acquire such experience. After studying 
these examples the reader should solve as many simple problems 
of this kind as possible before proceeding to the general methods 
of integration presented in the following sections.

Examples. (1) Let us find ^s in 5 xdx. On multiplying and divi

ding the integrand by 5 and taking the factor y  outside the inte
gral symbol we obtain

J  sin 5x dx =  y  J  sin 5x-5dx = - j j  sin5xd(5x)

Now, putting 5x =  u we arrive at an integral included into the 
basic table:

J  sin 5x dx =  y  J  sin u du =  — y  cos u -}- C =  — y  cos 5x -f C 

We similarly find

J  e~3x dx =  — y  J  e~3Xd (— 3x) =  — y  ea du =

=  — I C“+ C  =  — y < r 3* +  C

(2) Consider the integral  ̂(2x— l)10#d;r. On multiplying and di- 
viding it by 2 and taking into account that 2dx = d(2x— 1) we

1 It should be noted that such a transformation is by far not always possible.
This is connected with a specific difficulty of the integral calculus: an antideri
vative of a comparatively simple function may be inexpressible in terms of 
elementary functions, that is, it may be a function of a more complex type.
This question will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 85.
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receive
J  (2x— l)100 (2^— l)I09d(2x— 1)

The change 2x— 1 =  u now leads to

§ ( 2 x - i ) ™ d x = ~ $ u ™ d u = ± ^ + c = ± ( 2 x - l ) ™ + C

The advantage of the technique applied is readily seen if *e 
compare this procedure with the integration of the polynomial 
of the 100th degree appearing from Newton’s binomial formula 
for (2x— l)100.

(3) Let us find the integral j* y  * <  ̂

present the integral in the form
dx. To this end, we re-

<*’ + '> "  W ’ + o

Putting (mentally) x*-j-l =  u we obtain

I
X dx —

2  J L
2

c = y x * + i + c

After some training it becomes unnecessary to write down all 
the intermediate calculations whose greater part can be done 
mentally.

n dx
(4) For the integral \  ̂ ^  we obtain

Generally, if the integrand is a fraction whose numerator is the 
derivative of the denominator, the integral is equal to the logarithm 
of the absolute value of the denominator.

Indeed,

i r lr &“ I f l M £ =ln|“l+c=ln|,wl+c
For instance,

2xdx l l n ( l + * * )  +  Cj  i+x* d x ~  2 J T+x* .  
j* ta n xd x  =  =  — In J cos x\-\-C

f  cotxdx =  f  ^ ^ d x = l n |s i n x | - f C  J J  sin x

[ ~ ^ £ d x = \ n ( f + e - * )  +  C
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(5) Taking the integral J  j ^ p - d x  and noting th a tx d x — j d i x 2) 
we receive

j 7 ^ = H i r S W arctan(*’>+c
(6) On performing the division of the numerator by the deno

minator in the integral J  we obtain 1.5 in the quotient
and 3.5 in the remainder. Consequently,

1 3£ = ridx =  I  ( 1-5 dx== 1-5x+ 1J 5  ln I2* ~ 11+ c
(7) Let us find the integrals J  and J  mj r^_az . We have

The second integral is found similarly:

J ^ = ' j arctanT + C
p c/jc

An integral of the type j  ^ _ | _ ? can readily be reduced to
these integrals; to this end, the denominator should be represented 
as a sum or a difference of squares. For example:

I x ’+ 4 x + 8 “  J
dx

(x+2)» +  4 =  - ^ a r c t a n ^ ~ FC

and

f:
dx

x5+ 4 x  + 1

(8) Consider $ ? + ljr+ 8  
denominator is 2x+ 4  we

r  dx
J (*+2)*- 

* + 3
2 |^3  ln

x + 2 — V  3 
x + 2 + V l

-J-C

dx. Observing that the derivative of the 
write the numerator in the form 

—(2x+ 4)-l-1 and split the given integral into two integrals re
ducible to tabular ones as was shown above:

P *+3 
Jx* +  4x +  8I * - T

dx
2+ 4 x + 8 '

= 4- In (xJ -f  4x+  8) -f--i arc tan -f C
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(9) The integrals f  ■ > ■ and f  are found bv analog,
with Example 7:

'(*)

and
•" J / 1- ©

l 7 ^ “ ,n(7 + / ( ? ) ^ r) + c“
=  ln (x - f  f / ^ = : a 2) - rC

— arcsin —-pC
*, 2 C j

(When transforming the expression involving the logarithm 
include the term — lno  into the arbitrary constant.)

(10) The integral  ̂s inxcosxdx  is found with the aid of the 
well-known trigonometric formula:

Js in x co sx d z  ~ T §  sm 2x<fx=-|- ^ sin 2x d  (2x) =  — -|-cos2z-^C 

For this integral we can use another method:

^ s in x c o s x d x = ? s in x d  (sinx) = - j s in  i x —C

or

[ sinxc  o sxd x  = — ̂ co sxd (co sx ) = — ~co51x ~ C

It may seem that for one and the same integral we ha-.e obtained 
three different expressions

——cos2x.-~-C, y s in Jx:-FC and — yCos5x-j-C

Ho*,-ever, it can be easily checked that the difference between any 
two of them is constant. Therefore each of these expressions des
cribes the set of ail antiderivatives of sinxcosx.

(11) The integrals ^sm * xd x  and J cos7 xd x  are readily found 

with the help or the formulas sin*x=  ■ - and cos*x-

por example:

^ c o ^ x d x  =  J  (1 cos 2x) d x =  y  {x~- y ~-C
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(12) For the integral Jcos2xdx  we find, in succession,

Jcos3xdx =  J cos2xd(sinx) =  J (1—sin*x ) d (sinx) =

=  J  d (sin x) — ^ sin2 x d (sin x) =  sin x —y  sin3x -f-C

81. Integration by Parts and by Change of Variable. Since the 
operation of integration is inverse to differentiation, each differen
tiation rule generates the corresponding integration rule. The three 
integration rules proved in Sec. 80 correspond to the rules for diffe
rentiating a sum of functions, a product of a function by a con
stant and a composite function.

I. Integration by parts. The method of integration by parts is 
implied by the formula for differentiating a product of two functions:

Let u (x) and v (x) be functions of x  possessing continuous deri
vatives. We have

d(uv) = udv-\-vdu
whence

udv= d(uv)— vdu  

Integrating both sides of the latter equality, we receive 

 ̂udv=  §d(uv) — $ vdu
that is,

$ udv =  uv — $ vdu  (*)
This is the formula of integration by parts which can be writ

ten at length as

J u (x) v' (x) d x = u  (x)u (x)— J v (*)u> (x) dx

We do not write down the arbitrary constant appearing in the 
integration of d(uv) and include it into the arbitrary constant in 
the second integral on the right-hand side of equality (*).

Integration by parts reduces to an appropriate representation 
of the element of integration f(x )d x  as a product of two factors 
u(x) and v' (x)dx= dv  and to two integrations: (1) the determina
tion of v from the expression for dv and (2) the determination of 
the integral of vdu. It may turn out that these two integrations 
are easily carried out whereas it is difficult to find the original 
integral directly.

Examples. (1) Consider the integral Jxe*dx. Let us take e*dx 
as dv and x as u; we thus put:

ex dx = dv, x = u
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whence
v ~ <jj exdx — ex and d n = d x  

By formula (*) we obtain

$ xex dx — xex— J ex dx = xex— ex -\-C = ex (x— 1) +  C

The given integral has thus been reduced to tabular ones. It would 
be impractical to represent the element of integration as xdx-dv,

y2
ex = u since this would lead to u = y ,  dw=e*dx and

J  xexd x = y  ex — j  J  xHx dx

The resultant integral on the right-hand side of the last equality 
is even more complex than the original one. It is obvious that 
the latter integral, in its turn, can be reduced, by an appropriate 
application of this method, to the simpler integral on the left- 
hand side which has been found above (to this end we put 
dv =  exdx and u — x2).

(2) Let us fin d jx ln x d x . We put

xd x  = dv and In x = u
whence

v — and du = —
d* X

Then
Jxlnx dx=^-\nx — yjxdx = -y lnx — + C

Here the desired result would not be obtained if we put 
lnxdx =  du, x = u because the integral ^ \n x d x  is not simpler 
than the original one; it must itself be found with the help oi 
integration by parts by putting dx = dv, In x =  u. Then v=x,
d u ~ Y  antl J In x d x  =  x ln x —x+ C .

Sometimes to obtain the desired result it is necessary to use 
integration by parts several times in succession.

(3) Take the integral $ x2 cos x dx. Here we put
cosxdx  — dv, x2 =  u

and
u = s in x , du = 2xdx

To'nula (*) yields
 ̂xs cosxdx =  x*sinx—2 ^xsinxdx
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The last integral is again found with the aid of integration by 
parts. Finally we receive

j  x2 cos*d* =  ;i:Jsin * + 2 *  cos*—2sin
In practical work it is unnecessary to put down all the inter

mediate steps.
Repeated integration by parts makes it possible to find the 

integrals
$ xm sin x dx, J ;tmcosjtdx, \) xmexdx

where m is a positive integer, and hence the integrals 

J P (x) sin x dx, $ P (x) cos x dx, J P (at) ex dx
where P(x) is any polynomial as well.

Repeated integration by parts sometimes leads to the original 
integral, and then we either arrive at a useless identity (if the 
repeated integration has been done improperly) or at an equality 
that enables us to find the sought-for integral. Let us consider 
an example demonstrating this technique.

(4) We take the integral $ ex cos xd x  and put

whence

It follows that

exdx = dv, cos x — u 

v = e x, du =  — s'm xdx

J ex cos x dx t= ex cos x -f- $ ex sin x dx 
Let us again apply integration by parts. On putting1

and

we obtain

exdx = dv, s in x = u , 

v = ex, du —cos xdx

J ex sin x dx = ex sin x — $ ex cos x dx

and arrive at the original integral as a summand on the right- 
hand side. Substituting the expression thus obtained into the 
result of the first integration we receive

$ excosjeebc=excosje+exsinjc— J excos xdx

1 If we take sin xdx as dv here, the result will be a trivial identity 

J e* cos x dx =  J ex cos x dx
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On transposing the integral from the right-hand side to the left 
we ultimately find

^e* c o sxd x =  y £ r (cos*-f-sin x )-f C

Experience enables one to see in which cases and in what way 
integration by parts should be applied.

II. Integration by change of variable (by substitution). When 
computing integrals we have already resorted to theorem 111 
of Sec. 80 on the invariance of integration formulas. If we succeed 
in writing the element of integration in the form

/ [ 'P to ]  9 ' {x)dx =  f{u )du  

where u = <p{x) and if the integral

\ f{ u )d u  =  F{u) +  C

of the expression on the right-hand side is known, the original 
integral is equal to

$ /  [9 (*)] 9 ' t o  dx =  F[<p (*)] -f  C

The main difficulty in the application of this technique lies in 
the transformation of the element of integration because the disked 
result and the function <p(x) are not known in advance. We con
sidered various examples of such transformations in sec. 80where 
in simple cases the change of variable u =  q>(x) was not written 
down and the final expression for the integral was found directly.

In more complicated cases it is advisable first to choose a sub
stitution which seems to be applicable and then, after completing 
the transformation ot the element of integration, to check whether 
we have succeeded in simplifying the integral. It may turn out 
that the new integral is not yet a tabular one, but if it can be 
reduced to such more easily than the original, the substitution is 
justified.

p s J n 9| ,y
For instance, the integral \ i X Sin*x'^ x *s re( ûce  ̂ by the sub-

* P 2 uslitution sin ;e= « , cos x d x = d u  to the integral \ ^ du. On

writing the latter in the form j '-y q q p p -  (the substitution u^-v
is done mentally) we see that it is equal to arctan «s-fC, and 
consequently,

I  <sta’ *> + c
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(The more complicated substitution sin2x =  « would bring the 
given integral to a tabular one immediately.)

Up to now we have used the method of substitution by replacing 
the variable of integration x by another variable u with the aid 
of a formula u =  <p(x). But it is also possible to make a substi
tution not by expressing u in terms of x but, by taking x as a 
function of u, that is, by putting

x =  ij)(«), dx =  t|>'(a) du 

(it is supposed that i}>(«) and i]/ («) are continuous). Then 

f{x )dx= f[\p  (u)]ij>' (u) du
and

lH x ) d x = l f [ 'H u ) W ( u ) d u  (**)

If the integral on the right-hand side of (**) is found and expressed 
as F (u )+ C , the given integral can be found by returning to the 
variable x. To this end it is necessary to express u in terms of 
x from the equation x= i|)(u), i.e. to determine the inverse func
tion1 and substitute it for u in the expression of the integral on 
the right-hand side of (**).

As before, the most difficult thing is to choose an appropriate 
substitution x =  ty{u). Here are some examples illustrating both 
types of change of variable.

Examples. (1) Consider the integral $ xzY ^ — 3x3dx. Let us
put 4—3x3 =  u. On differentiating we obtain — 9x2d x—du and 
xi dx=  — -~du. Therefore,

J x2f / 4 — 3x3dx =  ~ Y ^  Y u d u  = ~ ^  u 3 + C =

=  -  -  (4—3x3) V l = 3 d  -f C

(2) For the integral j ' we put y rex+ l = u ,

e* * + 1 = u s. Then
e*dx =  2udu and d x = ^ - ^  = ^ ^ rex ir  — I

Consequently,
f  dx _ C  2udu _ 0 f  du , M_Lr*

(«2- i ) «  - ^ J u n r r = ln u+ i r u

i.e.

1 The function i|>(u) is usually assumed to be monotone.

*8—2280
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On returning to the variable x  we finally obtain

f
dx

V e* +  1
=  In y rex +  l — l 

V~e* + 1+1 +  C

Sometimes together with the change of variable we should apply 
some other methods (for instance, integration by parts) to com
plete the solution of the problem.

(3) Let us find the integral $ x*ex*dx. Here we put x3 = u and 
obtain 3x2dx — du whence

J  x2x2exi dx =  y  J  «e“ du

The latter integral is already known (see I, Examble (1) where 
it is found with the aid of integration by parts), and we obtain

J  x'e*’ dx =  ~-e“ (u — 1) +  C =  - e * ’ (*3 — 1)+ C

Up to now we have used substitutions of the type « = <p(x). 
Now we shall illustrate the application of substitutions ol the 
type x =  ip(u) by examples of trigonometric and hyperbolic sub- 
stiiutions which are frequently used.

(4) Let us find $ V 1 — dx. Putting * =  sin«, dx=cos udu 
and making the substitution we find

^  Y l  — ** dx = ^cos2 udu =  y  ysin2aj-}- C

(see Example 11, Sec. 80). Returning to the variable x and noting 
that sin 2u =  2 sin ucosu =  2x]/ 1 —x2 we obtain

^  Y I  —x2dx — -~ (arcsin x  +  x Y  1 —*2) +  C

It should be noted that here the function x = s\nu is only
considered on the interval £— y ,  —-j where it is monotone.
Then x  varies within the interval [— 1, 1], i.e. within the in
terval where the integrand is defined.

(5) Let us consider the integral J V  x2 + 1  dx. Here it is con
venient to apply the substitution1 x =  sinh«, dx=coshudu:

^ Y x 2 +  T dx =  ^ cosh* u du — y  J  (1 -f  cosh 2u) du =

—- j( « + js in h 2 u ) + C

1 Another possible substitution * =  tanu  leads to very complicated trans
formations. Tne introduction of hyperbolic functions substantially simplifies the 
transformations.
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Since H =sinh~1x = ln ( x + |/x 2-{-1) (see Sec. 23, II), we have 

sinh 2u =  2 sinh u cosh u =  2x]/x2 -f-1 and 
J  K*2 +  1 dx=  -  [xV x2 + 1  +  In (x + V x 2 +  1)]+C

Similarly, by means of the substitution x= coshu  we find

§ } / x ^ d x = ± \ x V x * — [— l n ( x - f j /x 2— 1)]+C

The integrals in Examples 4 and 5 can be computed with the 
aid of integration by parts. Let us take the integral ^ ] / ‘x , +  A dx

and put V x*+  A =  u, dx=dv; then du-
Vx*+A dx, v = x  and

=  ' y £ = d *

Now let us transform the integral on the right-hand side in the 
following way:

I
x2 -A —A

y ^ + A dx = j* V x z +  A dx— A In (x +  V x* + A )

(see Example 9 in Sec. 80). Substituting this result into the pre
ceding equality we arrive at an equation for the sought-for integral 
and find from it the expression

j  V ~ F + A d x= - [x V x? + A  +  A In (x +  V =jF+l)] +  C

Generally, the integration process reduces to transforming the 
given integral to an integral already known by means of an appro- 
priate application of the techniques discussed above (an algebraic 
transformation of an element of integration, integration by parts 
and integration by the change of variable).

82. Integration of Rational Functions. One of the most impor
tant classes of elementary functions whose integrals are found by 
means of a definite and comparatively simple sequence of standard 
operations is the class of rational functions (rational fractions; 
see Sec. II). Every rational function R(x) has the form

p  / J.\  F (x)
K \x  I — Q (X)

where P (x) and Q (x) are polynomials.
First of all it should be noted that if the degree m of the 

numerator P(x) is greater than or equal to the degree n of the 
denominator Q(x), the division of the polynomial P (x) by the

18*
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polynomial Q(x) results in a polynomial N (x) in the quotient 
and in a polynomial /^ (x ) of degree not higher than (n— i) in 
the remainder. Consequently,

Q(x) '  ; n Q(x)

The integration of the polynomial N (x) does not present any 
difficulties, and hence the problem reduces to integrating a ratio
nal function in which the degree of the numerator is less than 
that of the denominator. Thus, we can limit ourselves to the case 
when the degree of the numerator is less than the degree of the 
denominator, that is, m <  n. Such a rational function is called 
a proper rational fraction.

I. Decomposition of a proper rational fraction into partial fractions. 
We assume that the polynomials P (x) and Q (x) have real coeffi
cients, the coefficient in xn in the polynomial Q (x) being equal 
to 1 (this can always be achieved by dividing the numerator and 
the denominator by the coefficient in xn).

According to Sec. 75, I, the polynomial Q(x) (the denominator 
of the given integrand rational fraction) can be written as a pro
duct of linear and quadratic factors with real coefficients:

Q (x) =  (x—a)* . . .  (x2 +  px+  q)f . . .  (♦)
where a  is a 6-fold real root of the equation Q(x) =  0, and the 
quadratic equation x2 px -f- q =  0 has conjugate complex roots 
(that is p2—4q <  0) which are Mold conjugate complex roots of 
the same equation. When integrating the proper rational fraction 
P (x) we suppose that the factorization (*) of the polynomial Q (x)
into real factors is known or, which is the same, that all the 
roots of the equation Q(x) =  0 are known. Here we are not going 
to deal with the problem of finding the roots of the algebraic 
equation Q(x) =  0, and in what follows it will be assumed that 
factorization (*) has been determined. It turns out that the frac- 

P (x)tion can be represented as a decomposition into partial frac
tions of the form

—  ' and . L_
(x— a)f (x^ +  p x+ q )1

where At, Bh Ct are constants, namely:
P (x)In the decomposition of the fraction Into partial fractions

to every factor ( x — a )ft of factorization (*) of the denominator 
Q (x)  there corresponds a sum of k  partial fractions of the form

Ak I | i At
(x — a)'1"r ( x - a ) * - 1*r  ‘ ''  “r x —a
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and to every factor there corresponds a sum of i
partial fractions of the form

| B t ^ i X + C j ^  | I _ BjX4*
(.x’t + px+ qy"T~(x*+ px+ qy-1 "*"* * ‘ “• x2+ p x + q

Here we shall not present the general proof of this assertion. 
The examples considered below demonstrate how the decomposi-
tion of a given fraction into partial fractions can be obtai
ned, that is, how all the unknown coefficients, At, Bh Ct can be 
determined.

Thus, to the factorization (*) of the denominator Q (x) there 
corresponds the decomposition

P( x ) _  Ak . Aft-j  ■ ■ M  . I BjX+Cj  ■
Q (*) (x - a )* ' " ~ r  x—a ^ W  + px+q)*^

■ Bt- iX+Cj- i  i I BjX+Ci  I i**.\
~t ix*+ px+ q)t~1'r  ’ * - ^ x ^ + p x + q ^  ‘ • * v '

of the fraction into partial fractions.
It follows that the integral of every rational fraction can be 

reduced to integrals of partial rational fractions of the indicated 
types, the latter being easily found as demonstrated by the examp
les below. These examples must be thoroughly studied as with 
their help we illustrate, without general considerations, the pos
sible cases of integrating rational fractions.

Thus, when applying the method of integration of rational frac
tions presented here we proceed from the factorization of the deno
minator of the given fraction , form decomposition (**) and
replace the given integral by the sum of the integrals of the cor
responding partial fractions.

II. Examples.
(1) Take j* dx. The decomposition of the integrand into 

partial fractions must be of the form
x—3 x —3 _  A | B . C
xa—x ~ x(x— I ) ( x + 1) x V l + x + l

(the unknown coefficients can, of course, be denoted by any let
ters). First of all we must find the coefficients A, B  and C. 

Clearing this equations we obtain the relation
x— 3 =  A (x*r-1) +  Bx (x-f-1) + Cx (x— 1)

Since it is an identity, the coefficients in like powers of x  on 
both sides must be equal (see Property 2 on page 247):

Q = A +  B + C , 1 = B — C, —3 =  — A
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From this system of three equations with three unknowns we find 
A = 3, B =  — 1, C =  —2

There is a still simpler method of determining the coefficients A,B, 
and C: putting in succession x =  0, x = l ,  x = —1, we receive 
—3 =  — A, —2 =  2B and —4 =  2C, that is, again

A =  3, £  =  — 1, C — —2

Thus, we obtain the identity

x—3 3 _____j _  2
Xs—x x x—1 x + 1

and therefore

I
x — 3
x3—x dx =  3

=  3 ln |x (— In

=  ln

Cdx C dx g (* dx 
J  X  J  x — l J  x + l
x — 1 1—2 I n |x + l  |+ C =

(x— l) (x +  1)* +  C

(2) Let us find the integral j* x3—3x^+4 ^x ' ***0 ^ ,s enc* we
should factorize the denominator of the integrand fraction into 
factors. Observing that the denominator vanishes for x=  — 1 we 
divide it by x + l ;  in the quotient we obtain x2—4x+4 =  (x—2)*, 
and hence, the decomposition of the fraction into partial frac
tions must be of the form

x —5 x  — 5 A . B . C
x3— 3x2 +  4 =  ( x + 1) (x—  2)2 “  x + 7  (x—2}2 +  x ^ 2

Let us find the coefficients A, B, C. Reducing the fractions to 
a common denominator and clearing the equation of fractions we 
obtain

x —5 =  A (x—2)2 +  B (x +  1) +  C ( x + 1) (x -2 )

Here it is convenient to put x — —1, x = 2  and x = 0  which yields 
—6 =  9/5, —3 =  3B  and —5 =  4/1+  B -2 C

whence
4 = - -  5 = — i, c = |

Consequently,
r x—5 J 2 C dx C _ d x _ A_ 2 ^ r J x _
Jx * _ 3 x 2' +  4 * X-------3" J  x + l  J  (x -2 )2 -r 3 J x - 2

=  — - | ln |x  +  1 l +  j ^ g  +  y l n l ^ - 2 |+ C
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C 12(3) Consider \ The denominator is readily facto
rized:

x* +  x3—x — 1 = * 3 (x 4 -1)—(x4- l) =  (x -f l)  (x3— 1) =
=  (x-f 1) (x— 1) (x5 -f  x - f  1)

Here the decomposition of the integrand into partial fractions has 
the form

_________ 12_____________ A _ , __ B__ , C x+D
( r - f  l)(x— l)(x*-fx-f-l) x + l + x - l  ‘ x '-+ x + l

The coefficients A, B, C, D are now found from the identity
12 =  A (x— 1) (x* -f  x + 1) 4- B (x4 -1) (** - f x + 1) -f  

+ ( C x + D ) ( x - H ) ( x - 1)
On substituting four different numerical values of x, for instance, 
x = l ,  x = —1, x = 0  and x = 2 , we obtain the system

12 =  65, 12= — A -~ B —D,
12 =  —2 A, 1 2 = 7 /l- f  21B-J-3(2C-j-D)

which yields,
/? =  —6, B = 2 , C = 4  and D = ~ 4

Consequently,

The last integral on the right-hand side is found by splitting 
it into two integrals one of which contains in the numerator the 
derivative of the denominator:

Finally,

f  x— i ^  I p 2x4-1—3 A___
J x*4-x4-1 x ~  2 J x24-*4-1 X ~

dx2x4-1 j  3 
x*4-x4-lrfx 2

=--In(x*4-*-f I ) - |

i K ) ‘+ 4
, + ±

- 7 = a r c ta n — — =4-C

y T  y r

f  y +Jci f .x_ 1 d x = -  6 In 1x4-114- 2 In l x - 114- 

4-2 In (x*-f x 4 - 1 ) - 4  K3*arctan + C
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n I I
(4) Find the integral j  - The denominator of the in

tegrand fraction has already been factorized; hence
x - + x — l A . B x+ C  . D x+ E  
*(*2+ l)a_  x "t'(xa+ l)4't‘ xa+ l

On clearing the fractions we obtain

jc9 +  1 =  A (jc3 + 1)4 +  (B x + C )x +  (0 * +  E ) x (a:3 +1)
Here it is convenient to equate the coefficients in like powers 

of x  on the left-hand and right-hand sides. Beginning with the 
coefficients in x* we obtain the following system:

4  +  0  =  0, 5  =  0, 24  +  5  +  0 = 1  
C +  5  =  1, 4  =  — 1 

The solution of this system is
4  =  —1, 5  =  2, 0 = 1 ,  0 = 1 ,  5  =  0 

Hence, we arrive at the identity
x2+ x — l —I . 2 x + l  . x
x(xa+ l)2"~ X -1"(x-*+l)a"r *2+ l

and therefore,

The first and the third integrals on the right-hand side are known: 
they are equal, respectively, to — In* and — In (**+1).

Now we turn to the second integral:
r  2*+l . r  2x . , p dx 1 , C dx
J (*a +  l)aG* J (**+ i)2a* +  J  (**+ 1)2— *2+ l  + J  (x2+  I)3

Let us denote the last integral on the right-hand side as /,:
l

M i ,dx(*2+  l)2
Here it is convenient to apply the following technique. We add 

*2 to and simultaneously subtract it from the numerator of the 
integrand and break the integral into two integrals:

r _  f * a+ i — d  _  (* dx r*• " ]  (*s + i ) ! J ji’ + i J K + i r-,dx

The second integral is integrated by parts:
x dx , I f  2xdx  I I
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and
c x'dx _  x , s r  dx
J  ( * * - I): — 2(xJ-FI) ' ~2 }  x*-~l

On substituting this result into / ,  we find

/  _  x t 1 T d*-----
* 2 (x*~1} ' 2 J x’-F i i -arctanx-F C2(z*-t- i) ' 2

Finally, the original integral is expressed in the form

I
xs- fx — 1 d x = — Inx- •arcfan x -fx(xJ-3- l ) * “ ----------  xJ- f l  ‘ 2(xJ-£-l) ‘ 2

f  Y  In (x* -f  I) -f- C = 5W TT) + ln T  arctan-x + C

The correctness of the result can be easily checked: the deriva
tive of the right-hand side is equal to the integrand.

The technique used here for finding / ,  can be applied to the 
general integral

/  -  f  dx 
k J (*+»)*

with an arbitrary integral exponent & >  1. If v,*e write the identity
1 _  l_______________ X*

(x*-f 1)* (x*-fl)* -i (x*-Fl)*

and transform the integral of the second summand on the right- 
hand side with the aid of integration by parts, as was done above, 
we obtain the equality

/ * - 2 (k— l)(x*-f I)*-* ' 2(k— 1)
.. g * -8 r

This is the so-called recurrence formula for finding /*. Replacing 
k by k— 1 in this formula we obtain the expression of the integral 
/*_! in terms of /*_„ etc. Finally we arrive at the known integral

I ^ ^ ^ ^ r T ^ H c i z n x + C

which completes the integration. As an instance, we leave it to 
the reader to verify that

=  6 (xJ - f  iF 24 (x4 - f  1)1 16 (Xs 4- J) 16 2101 ̂  X C
In conclusion it should be stressed once again that, despite some 

purely algebraic difficulties, the integral of any rational function 
can always be found; the above examples show that it is expres
sible in terms of rational functions, logarithms and arctangents, and 
thus is an elementary function. This remark is essentially important
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because in many cases even integrals of very simple functions are ns1, 
elementary functions (see Sec. 85, III), and any attempt to reduce 
them to tabular integrals is a mere waste of time.

Therefore, very often in integration processes emphasis is main!} 
laid upon finding a change of variable which reduces the give- 
integral to an integral of a rational function; then the further 
course of integration becomes clear. We say that such a charge 
rationalizes the integral. General examples of this kind are giver, 
in Secs. 83 and 84.

In what follows the symbol R{a, p, y, . . . )  will be used to de
note a rational expression in the variables a , p, y, . . . .  which 
means that on a , p, y, . . .  only arithmetical operations are perfor
med. It is obvious that if each of the variables a , p, y , . . .  is a rational 
function of a variable u then the whole expression R(a, p, y, ...) 
is also a rational function of u.

83. Integrating Some Simple Irrational Functions.
I. Let us consider integrals of the form

$ R { x , \ / x ,  my/~x, . . . ) d x
where the integrand is a rational function with respect to the 
variable of integration x  and the radicals of x  entering into it. 
We denote by n the least common multiple of all the exponents
k, m, . . . ;  then all the quotients ^  — rlt ~  =  rt , . . .  are integers.

The change of variables
x = u n, dx =  nun~1du

reduces integral (*) to an integral of a rational function (i.e. (*) is 
rationalized by this change,).

Indeed, here integral (*) assumes the form

^ R (u n, u'i, ur*, . . . ) n u n~l du

and, according to what was said above, the integrand is a rational 
function of u.

Example. Let us take
V~x

. We put x = ns; then Y  x= a1,

\ / x = u *, d x= 6 u 6du and

\ v ~ , + y i
The rest is quite simple: on separating the entire part and integrating 
we obtain

6
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after which we return to the original variable:

j  y - ^ y = = -= 2 V I - 3 ’/ * +  6 g/ * ~ 6 In 1 l / x + 11 -f C

A similar technique is used when all the radicands are equal to
one and the same linear-fractional function - .  that is the in-px+ q
tegral has the form

j  R (x . Y gx-f 6 
P*+<7

ox-f 6 
P X + q '

dx

It this case the integral is rationalized by the substitution
5 £ i l = z ,„
px+V * o—pa" 1 dx a?— bp 

(a— pun)2n u ^ d u

If p =  0, q = l ,  i.e. the radicand is a linear function, all the 
transformations are essentially simplified.

II. Let us consider some integrals involving an irrational expre
ssion V o x1 -\-bx+c.

(1) We begin with f  —==M= = . Taking the factor — (if a >  0) 
J  yax*+bx-j-c  V  a

or ■ i  ■ (if a < 0 )  outside the symbol of integration we reduce
the integral to the form

r  dx or P dx
J Y x* + p x+ q  J Y — x*+ px+ q  

Completing the squares we obtain
dx

J / ( * * ) ’
4q —  P2 

4

or dx
- , / 49+P* 
V 4

According to the solution of Example 9 in Sec. 80, the first 
integral is expressible in terms of logarithms and the second in
tegral reduces to the arcsine for 4q-t-ps > 0  (if 4<7-}-p*^0 in the 
second integral, the integrand assumes only imaginary values).

c fix
(2) Now let us consider the integral I --------- , = - . It can
W  J (x -a )  Vax*+bx+c

be easily verified that the substitution*—<x=-^- reduces this in
tegral to an integral of form (1).

(3) Let us consider f r .A~ r ~— dx. This integral can be split
J Vax2+ bx+ c  & K

into two by separating the part of the numerator proportional to
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the derivative of the radicand; then one of the integrals is directly 
found (as an integral of a power function) whereas the second is 
an integral of form (1).

(4) Finally, let us find $ V  ax2-\-bx+ cdx. On completing the 
square under the radical sign we reduce the integral to one of the 
three already known integrals (Sec. 81, II, Examples 4 and 5) of 
the form

J V  1—x2dx,  ̂V *2 + 1 dx and J ] /  x*— 1 dx

84. Integrating Trigonometric Functions. Let us be given an 
expression which involves rationally only trigonometric functions. 
Since every trigonometric function is expressed rationally in terms 
of sinx and cosx the given expression can be regarded as a rational 
function of sinx  and cosx, i.e . it has the form #(sinx, cosx).

By the substitution u =  ta n y  the integral J  R (sinx, cosx)dx is
rationalized ( i.e . it is reduced to an integral of a rational function).

For, according to the well-known trigonometric formulas, we have

sin x =  2 sin •—cos—=  2 tan y  cos* •- 2tanT
l  +  ta n * y

cos x — cos*—— sin * y = c o s* y  ^1— tan* y j f—(an,T  

l - f  tan*y

i.e.
sinx = 2 u 

! + « * ’ COS X =
1 — u2 
1+u2

From the equality x =  2arctan u  we have dx 
finally,

J«(sin*, ttS)

2
1+UJdu. Thus,

2
1 +  u2du

where the integrand is on the right-hand side rational in u. 
Examples. (1) Consider C a n d  Puttingu = tan4-wej  smx j  cos a *

obtain
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(2) Take J dx
3 "I- 5 cos x  

dx

We put ^ =  ta n --; then 

2du
3 + 5 cos a:* I ( l  +  « * , ( 3 + 5 | = ^ )

2 + t a n |-

2 - t a n | -
+  C

Generally, this method is very convenient for computing integ
rals of the form J aC08X+t sinX+ g- 

The integration of functions of the form R (sin x, cosx) with the 
aid of the substitution « =  tan y  is sure to give the desired result,
but it is because of its generality that this method may not be 
the best from the point of view of brevity and simplicity of the 
transformations involved.

If the expression of the function R  only involves even i wers 
of sinx ana cosx the substitution a =  tanx  is more con enient.
Then sin2 x = + ^ ,  cos2x = - + - 3, d x = ~ ^  and the integral is1 +  U2’
readily rationalized

(3) We ^ v e j sint-j L . s . ^ J
du

2 V 3
In u— 1 ■   1 , I tan* — V 3

u + yH i) 2V~Z Itanx+ I^S
■4-C  where a =  tan x.

The same substitution is applied to integrals of the form 
J R  (tan x) dx.

(4) For instance, J J t t +ef f i +i S, )  • 0 n  findine the in- 
tegral of the rational fraction and returning to the original va
riable we get

J i-f-2tiHx= -F^+21nlcosx+2sinxll-H7.

It is often  advantageous to put u =  s in x  or u = c osx. As an 
example, let us consider integrals of the form

 ̂sin'*xcosnxdx

where m  and n are integers. The techniques for finding them de
monstrated below make it possible to avoid integrating rational 
fractions.
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(a) If m > 0  and is odd, the substitution cos x  = u immediately 
reduces the integral to a sum of integrals of power functions; if 
n >  0 and is odd, the substitution s in x =  u yields the same result.

(5) For instance, J   ̂dx =  j  — fa n  xdx  =  — where
u =  cos X.

On breaking the integral into a sum of integrals, integrating and 
returning to the variable x, we obtain

p sin** 
J cos2* dx cos* 2cosx- cos3 a:

(b) If both exponents m and n are positive and even, the result 
is readily obtained by means of trigonometric transformations with 
multiple arguments.

(6) For instance, J s in 2*cos4 xd x  =  J  

=  -g- J  sin2 2x (1 -f- cos 2x) d x = J  - ~ c2°s 4*dx -{-^  J  sin22*cos 2xdx

x  (2*) =  B  ■X~ U  sin 4x+  E  s5n3 2x +  c  
(The substitution tanx  =  u would lead to more lengthy calcula

tions.)
(c) If both exponents m and n are negative and their sum is even, 

the substitution « =  tanx(or « =  cotx) again reduces the integral 
to a sum of integrals of power functions. Here is an example:

(7) f - - * . . .=  [
'  M  sin3* cos * 1

(!+«*)•

du
u3

(I + u 2)*/*(l +«*)'/» 
— — ^ + l n | u |  +  C =  —

'I

1 +U* du=

2 tan2 x In | tan* |+C

The same result is obtained if we artificially represent unity in 
the numerator as (sin*x-fcos2x)* where 2k =  \m -\-n \—2.

(8) Consider one more example:
P dx P (sin2* + cos2*)2
J sin6* J sin6*

=  — cot *— — cot3* —4-cot6*4-C

(d) If one of the exponents is equal to zero while the other is
negative and odd, the general substitution u =  t an— again leads
to integrating power functions. This is illustrated by the exam
ples:

g-5 +  y ln  | u | + - + C  =
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It is readily observed that for other exponents m and n the in
tegral is also reducible to a sum of integrals of the forms consi
dered above; for instance, in the case m =  — 2, n = — 3 v/e have

f* dx______ r  sin2x-f-cas2x ^   f* dx . f* sin*x+cos*x j   
J sin*xcos3x J  sin*xcos3x J  cos3y " * J  sin*xcosx

— f  *** i C dx . p cosy ,
J  cos3x"' J  cosy " ' J  s\ri*xa x

The difficulties connected with the variety of methods are fully 
compensated by the simplicity of the final integration.

Integrals of the type $sin,3xcosnxdx are also easily found with 
the help of recurrence formulas making it possible to reduce the 
large exponents m and n to smaller ones. In the table given at 
the end of the book these formulas are numbered as 64 and 65. 
We shall illustrate the method of deriving such formulas by an 
example. Let us introduce the notation

We put

then

and

cosnxdx  

dv — cosxdx, k = co sn_1 x  

t> =  sinx, du =  — (n— l)cos"-*xsinxdx

J„ — sm xcosn~1x Jr  (n — 1) J cosB~*x$in* x d x =

=  sinxcosB“1x-}-(rt— 1)  ̂cosB-*xdx—(n— 1) J cosn xd x  
whence

n /„= sin x co sB- 1x -f  {n — 1) /„_*

and, consequently,

In =  \ ^ nxcos"~1X +  ̂ -~- In~t

This is the recurrence formula which we wanted to obtain. It 
makes it possible to complete the problem of finding the integral l r 
for an arbitrary n.
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It should be noted that the integration of a number of other 
functions, for instance, of the type R  (x , Y  ax? + bx~c), ie. 
functions dependent rationally on x  and Vax? -\-bx-\-c, can be re
duced to the integration of rational functions by means of a va
riety of transformations and substitutions. Here we shall not dwell 
on this question in more detail.

85. Conclusion. Using Tables of Integrals.
I. Practical integration. It is a comparatively rare case when the 

integration of a function can be carried out according to standard 
rules. But even when there exists a theoretical scheme for obtain
ing the final result of integration it does not necessarily provide 
the best and the most economical method. In most cases there are 
various ways of integration, and in each case there are some par
ticular circumstances which suggest a technique that is most eco
nomical. The mastery of integration (as well as of any other ma
thematical operation) requires not only a thorough knowledge of 
how a given integral can be ultim ately found but also the skill 
in finding it with the minimum of time and effort.

To illustrate what has been said we shall consider a simple 
example. Let us take the integral

Here it would be unreasonable to apply the general rule (the de
composition of the given fraction into partial fractions). It is rea
dily seen that the substitution u —x -Y \  simplifies the problem 
immediately:

=  \n \x - \- l  I + J X J — 2 (x +  I)2 ~ ^3 (x +  l ) ^ C

The resourcefulness and skill are eventually gained in solving 
a sufficiently large number of examples.

II. Using tables of integrals. The integration methods we have 
studied consist in transformations reducing the given integral to 
an integral already known, i.e. to one tha t can be found in the 
table of integrals. Up to now we have used only the basic (the 
most concise) table of integrals. It is obvious that the more com
plete the table of integrals we use, the easier the integration.

For practical purposes we usually use various reference books 
and tables of most commonly occurring integrals. At the end of 
the book there is a table of integrals which is not very extensive 
but sufficient for finding integrals in most cases dealt with in 
practice. The two examples below demonstrate its application.
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p x2_I 1
(1) Let us consider the integral \  - ~  dx. We do not
w  J V — \ + 4x—2x*

find it in our table, but it can be easily reduced to tabular in
tegrals. First of all, the quadratic trinomial under the radical 
— 1 -\-4x—2xz is brought to the form of the quadratic binomial:

— 1 + 4 x— 2x2 =  — [ 1 +  2 (*2—2x)\ =  1—2 (x— 1)*

Now we make the change of the variable of integration u =  x — 1 
in the integral, i.e. put x =  u +  1, which leads to

f  «’- 3 « + l  . . f C t l f - i C + l H I , , , .
J J 2<|*

= [ “L = d u - [ - TJ L = d u - [  -/ - du—
J ) ^ l  —2u* J k r l - 2  u2 J 1^1—2u2

Each of the three integrals on the right-hand side of the last 
equality can be found in the table (see, respectively Formulas 33, 
31 and 29). Taking advantage of these formulas for a = ] /2 , 6 = 1  
we obtain

f xi~ 3x+ l — dx=  [ ( - V 2 u  V  1 - 2 u 2 +  arcsin V2u)]  +
J ^ _ 1 + 4 x _ 2 * 2 [ 4 T 2  J

+  [ 1  V \ = 0 \  -  [ y =  arcsin V2u]  + C =

= 4 -(2 — u ) V  1 -f-2us——̂ =r arcsin ]^2u+ C
q 4 y 2

On returning to the original variable x we arrive at the final 
result:

f  * » -3 s+ l _  d x = \ y  __l+ 4 x _ 2x * -
J | ^ _ i +4 x _2xs 4 '  / r  ^

— j y %  arcsln V 2 ( x - 1 ) + C

(2) Let us find J sin4xcos2xd;c. By Formula 64, for m =  4, n = 2  
we get (see the second line of this formula):

J  sin4 x  cos2 x dx= -g-sins x cos x  -f--- J  sin4 x dx

The integral on the right-hand side of this equality can again 
be found by Formula 64 for m =  4, n =  0 (see the first line of the 
formula):

^ sin*xdx = — -^sin3x c o s x + - - J s in 2jcd;e

19-2280



Furthermore, for m — 2, n =  0 we obtain
P 1 I p 1 |
\ sint x d x =  — y s in x c o s x -f -y  \ dx = — y s in  xcosx-f y  x+C 

Hence, finally,

I sin4 x cos2 xdx  =  — sin5 x cos x — ̂  sin3.* cos x —^  sin x cosx-f16'

+  16 X + C
III. On expressing integrals in terms of elementary functions. In 

contrast to differentiation, the operation of integration of an ele
mentary function by far not always leads to an elementary func
tion. It can be proved rigorously that there exist elementary func
tions whose integrals are inexpressible in terms of basic elementary 
functions. Such functions are said to be nonintegrable in elementary 
functions (nonintegrable in finite form).

For instance, the integrals
r dx
J VT+ ■ j ? * .

U r ,  and
cannot be represented by any elementary functions.

One should distinguish between the question of existence of a 
desired antiderivative and the possibility of expressing it with the 
aid of elementary functions. The integrals written above exist, but 
the class of all elementary functions which we use is insufficient 
for expressing the integrals as finite combinations of these functions.

Let us discuss this question in more detail. Suppose we limit 
ourselves to using all the basic elementary functions except loga
rithmic. Then many integrals whose expressions we know should 
be regarded as “inexpressible in elementary functions”. For instance, 

P dx P dxthe integrals \ , \ j n r j » cannot now be expressed “in finite
form”. For among the remaining basic elementary functions 
there is no function whose derivative is equal to +  or p + j  
(since we cannot use the logarithmic function). But if the logari
thmic function is included it becomes possible to find these inte
grals in finite form. But there is nothing surprising in the fact 
that some other integrals remain nonintegrable in elementary func
tions. To make them integrable it is necessary to extend the class 
of basic functions which we agree to use. This is exactly what is 
done in mathematical analysis: the nonelementary functions deter
mined by the most important integrals inexpressible in terms of 
elementary functions are thoroughly investigated and tabulated.
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These new functions extend the variety of our techniques and make 
it possible to express the integrals of a number of formerly non- 
integrable functions.

86. Some Problems of Geometry and Physics. There are various 
problems leading to the notion of the definite integral: determi
ning the area of a plane figure, computing the work of a variable 
force, finding the distance travelled by a body with a given ve
locity, and many other problems. We shall discuss these problems 
in succession. At first glance it may seem that the methods of 
their solution are irrelevant to the foregoing sections devoted to 
indefinite integration. But later on, as the properties of the defi
nite integral will be investigated, a close connection of these me
thods with the indefinite integral will be elucidated. This interrela
tion creates a basis for practical solution of these problems.

I. Area of a curvilinear trapezoid. The theory of area is based 
on two propositions:

(1) the area of a figure consisting of several figures is equal to 
the sum of the areas of the constituent figures;

(2) the area of a rectangle is equal to the product of its dimen
sions.

In elementary geometry, on the basis of these propositions, we 
find the area of a triangle and hence the area of a polygon since 
every polygon can be broken up into triangles. By considering the 
limit of the areas of inscribed and circumscribed regular polygons 
of the circle we can find its area as well. But here we make use 
of special geometrical properties of the figure (the circle), which 
may be inapplicable to other cases.

We shall begin with defining the area of a curvilinear trapezoid, 
i.e. a figure bounded by the x-axis, by the graph of a continuous 
function y = f{ x ) and by two-straight lines x  — a and x =  b (Fig. 103);

$ 2. Definite Integral

0 -4 &
Fig. 103
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the interval [a, b] of the x-axis will be called the base of the 
curvilinear trapezoid *.

We shall assume that / ( * ) >  0 in the interval [a, b], i.e. the* 
the trapezoid lies over Ox.

Let us divide the base of the trapezoid (the interval [a, 6]) into 
n subintervals

[*o, *̂]» • • •» —
where a = x 0 <  x t <  xt <  . . .  <  x„_, <  x„ =  b and draw through the 
points of division of the interval [a, b] the straight lines parallel 
to the axis of ordinates. Then the given curvilinear trapezoid is 
split up into n smaller trapezoids (Fig. 103).

Next we take in each subinterval an arbitrary point; denoting 
these points by we can write

Xq ̂  Si X’j, Xg ^  ^  Xg, . . . , Xn_g ^  Sn ̂ %n
(Some of the chosen points and even all of them may coincide
with the points of division of the interval [a, b\ into the subin
tervals.)

Through the points | lt £lf . . . ,  £„ let us draw the straight lines 
parallel to Oy to intersect the curve y = f(x ) ;  the segments of 
these straight lines thus obtained are the ordinates of the corres
ponding points of the graph; they are, respectively, equal to
H h ), H h ), . . . .  / ( U -

On the subintervals as bases we now construct n rectangles 
with altitudes equal, respectively, to the values of the function 
f{x) at the points £, (Fig. 103). This results in the appearance 
of a “step-like” figure bounded above by the polygonal line 
A \A \A \AgA\.. .An with n segments.

It is natural to consider the area sn of this step figure as an 
approximation to the area s of the given curvilinear trapezoid; 
the greater n and the smaller the lengths of the subintervals, the 
greater is the accuracy of the approximation. In other words, we 
proceed from the visual idea that as the number of the rectangles 
increases and they become narrower, the polygonal line A\A\... 
becomes closer to the given line A 0A t . . .  and the area s„ of the 
corresponding n-step figure gives a better approximation to the 
area of the curvilinear trapezoid. Hence, it is clear that the area 
s of the curvilinear trapezoid bounded above by the line AtA,A,.. .A. 
should be defined as the lim it to which the variable area of the step 
figure bounded above by the polygonal line A'bA\A\A\ . . .  A‘n tends 
when the number n increases indefinitely and the maximum length 
of the subintervals tends to zero.

1 Note that according to elementary geometry it would be more natural to 
apply the term ‘"base” to the parallel line segments x ~ a  and x=b  and consi
der the interval [a, b\ of the x-axis as the altitude of the trapezoid. This discre
pancy in the terminology is of course inessential for our further alms.
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It should be noted that the points x,, x2, . . . .  x„_, can be cho
sen arbitrarily but it is required that the maximum length of the 
subintervals should tend to zero as the number n of the subinter
vals tends to infinity. For, if this is not stipulated, it may hap
pen that the step figure does not approach the curvilinear trapezoid 
indefinitely. Indeed, let us increase the number of points of divi
sion of the base so that one of the subintervals, say (x„_,, b) 
(Fig. 103), remains invariable. Then the polygonal line can inde
finitely approach the arc A 0A„.l of the given line y = f(x )  but 
it will not approach the arc A „.1A„, and, in this process, the 
invariable part of the trapezoid xn_lAn_lAnb will not be suffi
ciently accurately replaced by the rectangles. If we require that 
the maximum length of the subintervals should tend to zero this 
implies that the number n of subintervals increases indefinitely.

Now we can write the expression for s„. Since the entire figure 
consists of n rectangles and the area of the rectangle correspon
ding to the subinterval [x,-_lt xf\ is obviously equal to /(g,)(x/—x ^ ) ,  
we have

=  /  (Si) (*i — *o) +  /  ( l2) (*1 —*1) +  • • ■
• • • +  fill) (X i-X (-i) + .  • • + /  (6„)

All the members of this sum have the same form: they differ from 
each other only in the values of the subscript the independent 
variable is supplied with.

For our further aims it is convenient to introduce the summation 
sign 2 (the Greek capital letter “sigma”) commonly used for 
contracted notation of sums. To this end we write

s„=  2 /(£/)(*/—*t-i) (*)<=1
Generally, this means that the given expression (the general 

term) dependent on an index assuming integral values has to be 
summed with respect to that index as the index ranges from the 
value indicated below the letter 2  to the one indicated above it.

Now, according to the definition of the area s, we have
n

s= lim s„  =  lim 2 /(?<•) (x,— x,_,)
<=i

As was said above, we assume that the limit is taken on con
dition that the length of the greatest subinterval, i.e. max (x/—x/_J), 
tends to zero.

After the area of a curvilinear trapezoid has been defined, we 
are able to find the areas of many other figures. As a rule, a gi
ven plane figure can be broken up into a number of curvilinear 
trapezoids, and thus the sought-for area can be found as the
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algebraic sum of the areas of the constituent curvilinear trape
zoids. For instance, the area of the figure shown in Fig. 101 car. 
be represented by the following algebraic sum:

area AA 'C 'C —area BB'C 'C - f  area BB’D 'D — area AA'D'D
II. The work of a variable force. We proceed now lo an impor

tant physical problem of computing the work of a force. As will
be seen, the solution of the problem oi 
computing the work is completely analo
gous to that of determining the area o: 
a trapezoid.

Let a body move in a straight line un
der the action of a force, the direction of 
the force coinciding with the direction of 
motion. It is required to compute the urA 
performed by the force as the body is mo
ved from a position M  to a position S' 
(Fig. 105).

If the force remains constant along the whole path from /.{ 
to N, the work is knov/n to equal the product of the force by the 
path length. Let A denote the work, P the force and S the path 
length M N . Then1

A =  PS
Suppose, however, that the force varies along the path from M 

to N. At every point of the segment M N  lying at a distance s

A P z Pi_ P i P„

— >-----1 f---1—•— i— i------—i//
*O=0  "S> <5> S(.J Sc sn. j  S„‘ S

Fig. 105

9k
^ * 3

D J

W~A h c b  x
Fig. 104

from M  the force acting upon the body assumes a certain value P 
corresponding to this point. This means that the force P is a func
tion of the distance s, i.e. P = f( s ) .  How shall we define, in this 
case, the work performed when the body is moved from the point 
M to the point N?

Let us divide the whole path M N , i.e. the interval of variation 
of the variable s, into n subintervals by points lying at distances

~ ~ 0 ,  S j, S j, . . . ,  S /—j ,  S f,  Sf l - i j  Sn — S

from the point M . Instead of the variable force P acting along 
the path M N  we take another force P* which preserves constant 
values in each of the subintervals, these values being equal to the 
values of the acting force P at arbitrarily fixed points of the

1 If P Is expressed in newtons and S  in metres, A is expressed in joule.
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subintervals. In the first subinterval [s0, s,] this force is equal to 
P1 = f(a l) where cr, €[s0, s,]; in the second subinterval fo, ss] it 
is equal to P .=  f  (Oj) where o2£ [stI s,]; in the subinterval 

$/] it is equal to P, — f(Oi) where o , s ;], etc.
The work done over the whole path being equal to the sum of 

the works corresponding to the parts into which the path is bro
ken up, the work performed by the force P* is

A„ = f  (a,) (s,—s0) +  /  (<rs) (s4 —s,) +  . . . + /  (cr,) (s{— S/_x) +  . . .
n

.••+/(<*«) («n—■Sn-l) =  2  f{Ot) {S{ — S ,.t)1= 1

It appears natural to take A„ as an approximation to the 
sought-for work; the greater the number n and the smaller the 
parts into which the whole path MN  is divided, the more accu
rate is the approximation. The work A is assumed by definition 
to be equal to the limit of A„ as n —*-00 (as before, it is suppo
sed that the length of the greatest subinterval tends to zero)-

n
A =  lim A„ =  lim 2  / (<*t) («/—«/-1)

III. Computing path length and mass. Let us briefly discuss two 
more physical problems: computing path length and determining 
mass. We shall solve these problems in exactly the same way as 
the previous ones.

(1) Let a material point be in a rectilinear motion and let 
v = f( t )  be its velocity. If f ( t ) > 0 ,  the path s travelled by the 
point during the interval [Tu 7%] is defined as

5 =  lim s„ =  lim J j  /  (t,) ( t ^ t , ^ )

where t0f t t% it , . . . ,  tn. t , t„ are points of division of the interval 
[Tu Tj] info n subintervals:

T 1 =  t0< t 1< t i < . . . < t n- 1< t n =  T t
and

* / - i ( t = l ,  2 , . . . .  n)

We again assume that max(/,-— —»-0 . Each term f  (r/)(t/— //_,) 
of the sum expresses the path which the point would travel during 
the time interval L] it it moved with constant velocity equal
to f(x {).

(2) Take a segment of a material line and suppose that we 
know its mass density 6 at every point s, i.e. 6 =  /(s), the length 
s varying within the interval [0, S],
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Denoting by m the mass of the portion of the material lire 
corresponding to O ^ s ^ S  we put, by definition,

n
m =  Iim mn =  lim 2  /  (°i) (si ~ st-i)<= i

v/here s0, Sj, Sj, . . . , s n~lt sn are points of division of the interval 
[0, <S] into n subintervals,

so =  0 < s ,  <  s4 < . . .  <  sn_j < s n =  S
and

(/ — 1, 2, . . . .  n) and m ax (s,—$,_,)—-0
Each term f(o t) (s,— of the sum expresses the mass which 

the portion s,] of the line v/ould carry if the density were
constant along this portion and v/ould be equal to /(a,) (i.e. if 
the mass were distributed uniformly).

87. Definite Integral. Existence Theorem . We have seen in the 
previous section that the solutions of many important problems 
of geometry and physics (computing the area, work, path length 
and mass) lead to one and the same sequence of operations on 
given functions and their arguments. Since this sequence of ope
rations is applied in various cases and is of great importance 
v/e should describe it formally (mathematically) irrespective of 
the concrete conditions of the problem. Then its application in 
every suitable case is taken for granted and does not require 
special justification.

Thus, let there be a bounded function f(x )  in a closed interval 
[a, b\, v/e do not require that the function should be positive, 
and so far v/e do not even assume that f(x) is continuous.

The sequence of operations v/e speak of consists in the fol
lowing:

(1) the interval [a, b] in which the function f{x) is defined is 
divided into n subintervals with the aid of the points

Xq = g, Xi , x if . . . ,  xn_j, xn — b
v/here

a <  x, <  x t < . . .  <  <  b

(2) the value of the function /(£/) at a point s,-£[*/-,, */] is 
multiplied by the length of the subinterval x,— x i.lt i.e. the 
product f{ lt)(X i— Xi-i) ^  formed;

(3) the sum

K  =  /  (I,) (Xj — Xo) +  f  fc )  + . . . + /  (s„) =
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of ail these products is formed; if we designate x,—x,_j by Ax, 
then

I n ^ i f d i )  Ax, (A)1=1
The sum (A) is called an integral sum.
(4) The limit I of the integral sum /„, as the length of the 

greatest subinterval tends to zero, is found; this means that 
max Ax,—*0, and, consequently, n —*■ oo. Thus,

n
I =  lim /„ =  lim 2  /  (I/) Ax,

This limit (if it exists) is called the definite integral or simply 
the integral of the function f  (x) with respect to x over the inter
val [a, b] and is denoted as

b
I  = \ f ( x ) d x

a

(read “the integral of f  (x) dx from a to b"). Hence, by definition, 

$ /(x)dx =  lim 2 / d / )  Ax,
a 1

An integral sum for a chosen number n of subintervals can be 
formed in different ways. For we not only break up the interval 
[a, b] in an arbitrary manner but also choose an arbitrary point 

in each subinterval. That is why the integral sum (A) is not 
an ordinary function of n: to one and the same value of n there 
may correspond an infinite number of various integral sums. There
fore the limit of the integral sum we spoke of is not an ordi
nary limit of a function or of a sequence, and we must formulate 
what should be understood as that limit:

The number I is called the limit of the integral sum (A), if, 
given an arbitrary e >  0, there is a number 6 >  0 such that for 
any division of the interval [a, b\ into subintervals whose lengths 
are less than 8 , i.e. for max Ax, < 8, and for any choice of the 
intermediate points | ,  there holds the inequality

2 /(I,) Ax,— /
i=l

< e

b
It is this number I = ^ f ( x ) dx  that is the definite integral of

a
the function f(x)  over the interval [a, b\.
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In what follows, when speaking of the limit of an integral 
sum, we shall always understand it in the sense stated here 
without writing any additional explanatory signs under the symbol 
of the limit. Briefly stated, the definition reads as follows:

Definition. The d e f in i te  In te g ra l  is the limit of the Integral 
sum when the length of the greatest subinterval tends to zero 
(under the assumption that this limit exists).

The functions for which the definite integral exists are called 
integrable', the theorem stated at the end of this section shows 
that any continuous function is integrable.

The sign of integration J originates from an elongated letters,
the first letter of the Latin word summa sum. The expression 
f (x)dx  under the integral sign indicates the form of the terms 
entering into the integral sums with the summation index omitted 
(the absence of the index underlines that in the limiting process 
completing the computation of the integral the variable x runs 
over all the values lying in the interval [a, b]).

As in the case of the indefinite integral, the function J(x) is 
called the integrand, the expression f (x)dx  is the element o} 
integration, the interval [a, b\ is the interval of integration and 
the variable x  is the variable of integration’, the numbers a and 
b are called, respectively, the lower and the upper limits1 of 
integration.

The process of forming the definite integral shows that the sym-
b

bol j  f  (x) dx is a certain number, its  value only depends on the
a

properties of the integrand and on the numbers a and b deter
mining the interval of integration. The variable of integration x 
enters into the notation of the definite integral and nothing hap
pens if it is denoted by any other letter, for instance, t or u:

b b b
[ f ( x ) d x = [ f ( t ) d t  =  [ f ( u ) d u
a a a

The similarity in the notation of the definite and the indefinite 
integrals (the notation of the latter lacks only the limits of integ
ration) emphasizes their close interrelation, though the definite 
integral is a number whereas the indefinite integral is the family 
of all functions which are antiderivatives of the given function. 
This interrelation will be established later (in Sec. 92), and at 
present we shall only note that it enables us to evaluate definite 
integrals with the aid of indefinite integration without resorting

1 Here the word "limit” has nothing in common with the notion of the limit 
of a function.
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to the technique of forming integral sums with further passage 
to the limit. This is the reason why we do not give examples of 
evaluating definite integrals with the aid of summation; this would 
involve considerable difficulties even in the simplest cases.

Notice should only be taken of the following obvious result:
b
^dx = b— a (*)
a

This is implied by the fact that any integral sum for the function 
/ ( x ) =  1 is equal to b—a:

n
2  x0+ x t — x1 +  . . .  -\-xn— = x n— x0= b — a
t= i

Applying the definition of the definite integral to the four 
problems considered in Sec. 86 we can express the conclusions 
drawn there as follows:

(1) the area of a curvilinear trapezoid is equal to the integral, 
of the ordinate of the curve bounding the trapezoid, taken over the 
base of the trapezoid:

b
s = \ f ( x ) d x

a

(2) the work performed by a force is equal to the integral of the 
force taken along the path covered:

s

A = [ f ( s ) d s  
o

(3) the distance travelled by a material point is equal to the 
integral of the velocity with respect to time:

t ,
s =  J f ( t )d t

t,
(4) the mass distributed over a line is equal to the integral of 

the density along the line taken with respect to the arc length:
s

m =  $ f  (s)ds 
o

In the first three cases it is additionally stipulated that the 
integrand is positive (when computing the mass no stipulation is 
necessary because the density cannot be negative). Below (Sec. 89) 
we shall see how these conclusions should be modified when no 
such stipulations are made.
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When speaking of the definite integral we did not discuss 
the question what functions it exists for, i.e. for what functions 
there exist the limits of their integral sums. The answer is given 
by the following theorem which is given without proof: 

Theorem (On Existence of the Definite Integral). If the func
tion f (x)  is continuous in the closed interval |a, b], its integral 
sum tends to a definite limit as the length of the greatest subin
terval tends to zero.

It should be stressed once again tha t this limit, i.e. the definite
b

integral  ̂f (x )dx , does not depend on the method of breaking up
a

the interval of integration into subintervals and on the choice of 
the intermediate points in them.

Integral sums formed for different divisions of the interval of 
integration and for different choices of the points £, may substan
tially differ from each other. The remarkable theorem formulated 
above shows that for continuous functions the difference between 
these sums disappears as the number of points of division increases 
and the length of the greatest subinterval decreases and vanishes 
in the limit.

In what follows we assume, unless the contrary is stated, that 
the functions under consideration are continuous.

The existence theorem shows that to every function /(*) conti
nuous in a closed interval [a, b] there corresponds a certain number

b
equal to the definite integral ^ f ( x )dx .  Here we come across a new

a
type of functional dependence in which the continuous function 
f{x) serves as an independent variable and the definite integral 
of f(x)  as a function.

Generally, i f  to every function from some class of functions there 
corresponds a certain number we say that there is a functional 
defined on that class of functions.

b
For instance, the definite integral $ f (x )dx  is a functional on

a
the class of functions which are continuous in the closed interval
[a, b].

88. Simplest Properties of the Definite Integral.
Theorem I (On Integrating a Sum). The integral of a sum of 

a finite number of functions is equal to the sum of the integrals 
of these functions:

b b b b
J . - j -w)dx=   ̂t tdx’j-§vdx-j ' . .  .+ \wdx
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where a, v,  . . . ,  w  are functions of the independent variab
le x .

Proof. Let us denote the integral on the left-hand side by / .  
According to the definition of the integral, we have

rt
I =  lim 2  (« /+ » /+  • • • + » /)  Ax,=

(n n n \
2  « /Ax,-+ 2 Ax.- +  . . .  -f  2  Wt Ax,- )
/= i r=i r=i /

where o,-, w,- are, respectively, the values of the func
tions u, v, . . . ,  w at some point of the interval [xf_1( xf] and 
Ax;=X/—x ,^ . Taking advantage of the theorem on the limit of 
a sum1 we write

n n rt
I  =  Iim 2  ui A*/+lim  2  Axf+  . . .  +  lim 2  u>t Ax,/=i <=i f=i

i.e.

/ =  $ «dx-|- J vd x+  . . .  +  ^w dx

which is what we set out to prove.
Theorem If (On Taking a Constant Factor Outside the Sign 

of Definite Integration). A constant factor in the integrand can 
be taken outside the integral sign:

 ̂c u d x  =  c J u d x

where tt is a function of the argument x  and c is a constant.
Proof. Let us denote the integral on the left-hand side of the 

equality by / .  According to the definition of the integral, we have
n

I = lim  2  cu/Axi

Taking the constant c outside the sign of the sum and then out
side the sign of the limit we obtain

n n r/  =  lim c 2  ut Axt =  c lim 2  ut Ax, =  c \ u d x  
<=i i=i i

which is what we set out to prove.

l The general theorems on limits of functions (including the theorem on the 
limit of a sum of functions) can be readily extended to limits of integral sums.
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Theorems I and II imply that
b b b

 ̂ (Ciwl +  • • • +  C n u n) dx = uxdx +  . . .  +  C„ J undx
a a a

where C,, . . C„ are constants and u j, are functions ofx.
89. Interchanging Limits in the Definite Integral and Splitting 

the Interval of Integration. Geometrical Meaning of the Integral. 
Up to now we have assumed that the lower limit of the integral 
is less than the upper or, as we say, the interval of integration

X j X?

T V *  * t ~ C V a *

Fig. 106

is directed to the right. However, the general definition of the 
integral can be extended to embrace the case a >  ft as well (for 
c >  ft we say that the interval of integration is directed to the 
left). To this end we divide the interval of integration into sub
intervals by points x lt x2, . . . .  (Fig. 106) where

a > x t >  x2 > . . .  >  *„_! >  ft

and consider the negative differences X;—x {. x. Accordingly, every 
difference x(-—x/_, entering into the construction of the corres
ponding integral sum is no longer the length of the subinterval 
but differs from it in the sign.

If we now consider the two integrals
b a

 ̂ /  (x) dx and $ f  (x) dx
a b

and form their integral sums for one and the same division of 
the interval into subintervals and for one and the same choice of 
the intermediate points, they obviously differ from each other 
only in the sign. Thus, we have arrived at the following theorem1: 

Theorem III (On Interchanging Limits of Integration). If the 
upper and the lower limits of the definite integral are interchan* 
ged the integral only changes its sign:

b a

$ / ( * ) t f x = s — \ f ( x ) d x
a b

1 In Secs 88-92 the theorems are numbered in the consecutive order.
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Bearing in mind Theorem III, in what follows we shall confine 
ourselves to the integral

b
S f (x)dx
a

with a <  b, for, if a >  b, the change of the sign of the integrand 
reduces the given integral to an integral whose lower limit is less 
than the upper one.

It is also quite clear that if the upper and the lower limits of 
integration coincide, i.e. if b=a,  the integral should be under
stood as equal to zero:

a
\ f ( x ) d x  =  0
a

From the geometrical point of view this means that if the end 
points of the base of the trapezoid are made coincident, the tra
pezoid degenerates into a line segment of length f(a) whose area 
must be considered equal to zero.

Theorem IV (On Splitting the Interval of Integration). If the 
interval of integration [a, 6] is split into two parts [a, c\ and 
Ic, b\ then

b C b

$ f ( x ) d x = \  f ( x ) d x  +  \ f x ( d x )  (*)
a a c

Proof. Since the limit of the integral sum does not depend on 
the way the interval [a, ti\ is divided into parts (see the exis
tence theorem in Sec. 87), we can divide the interval so that the 
point c is always a point of division. Then the integral sum can 
be represented in the form

S  f  Gi) =  S i  f  Hi) A * / + S J  Gi) ^

where the first sum on the right-hand side includes all the terms 
corresponding to the points of division of the interval [a, c] and 
the second sum includes all the terms corresponding to the points 
of division of the interval [c, b]. The first and the second sums 
are, respectively, integral sums for the function / ( x) corresponding 
to the intervals [a, c\ and [c, b]. If the number of the points 
of division increases indefinitely and the length of the greatest 
subinterval tends to zero for the whole interval [a, 6] the same 
obviously takes place for the intervals [a, c] and [c, b]\ then the 
first sum tends to the integral from a to c and the second to the 
integral from c to b, and thus the required equality is obtained.

Equality (*) also holds in the case when the point c lies outside 
the interval [a, b) to the right of it, i.e. o < b < c ,  or to the left
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of it, i.e. c < a < b ,  on condition of course that the function/(ij 
is continuous in [a, c\ or in [c, b].

Indeed, let a < b < c .  As has been proved, since b lies belvee 
a and c we have

c b c
I f  (x) dx =  J f  (x) d x -f  J /  (x) dx
a cr 6

whence
b c c
\ f { x ) d x = \ f  (x) d x —  J f  (x) dx
a a b

Now, interchanging the limits of integration in the second 
integral on the right-hand side we obtain

b c b
5 /  (x) dx =  5 /  (x) dx  - f  5 /  (x) dx
c a c

which is what we wanted to prove.
It can similarly be proved that equality (*) is valid forc<a<fc. 
From the theorem proved it follow's that if ct, ct , ct are 

arbitrary points belonging to an interval of continuity [a, b] of 
the function f(x),  then

b ct ct b
$ /(x )d x  =  $ /(x )d x -} -$ /(x )d x -f  /(x)dx (")
a a ct c±

Theorem IV expresses the so-called addiiiviiy property of the 
definite integral.

— z_______i— i— i— i------- >_
a a  c p  6 x

Fig. 107

Theorem V (On the Sign of the Integral). If the integrand re
tains sign in the interval of integration the integral is a number 
of the same sign as the function.

Proof. Let / ( x ) ^ 0  in the interval [a, b] (a< b). Then in the
n

integral sum /„ =  2  /  (!,-) Ax,- all the summands are nonnegative,
/= i

and hence, / „ ^ 0; the limit of a nonnegative quantity cannot be
b

negative, i.e. J /  (x )d x ^  0.
a

It now remains to show' that this integral cannot be equal to 
zero unless the function /(x) is identically equal to zero. Let 
/ ( c )>  0 at a point c of the interval. Then, by the continuity of 
the function /(x), there exists an interval [a, p] (Fig. 107) in
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which the function remains positive (see Sec. 32). Let us denote 
by m its least value in the interval [a, fi]; then / ( x ) ^ m > 0  
for x 6 [a, P]. Any integral sum for the interval [a, p] therefore 
satisfies the inequality

£  f i l k) £  mAx* =  m 2  Ax* =  m(P—a)
fe= 1 1 fc=l

P
But then for its limit we also have ^ f  (x) d x ^ m ( P—a ) > 0 .  By

a
Theorem IV,

b a B b
5 f ( x ) d x = \ f { x ) d x + ] f  (x) dx +  l f  (x) dx
a a a P

As has been proved, the first and the third integrals on the 
right-hand side of the equality are nonnegative, and the second, 
as we have just shown, is positive. Hence,

b
J f ( x ) d x >  0
a

which is what we wanted to prove.
If the integrand in the interval of integration changes its sign 

the integral can be positive or negative or equal to zero.
When solving problems we should bear in mind the property 

of the definite integral implied by Theorem V. For instance, 
when computing the area of a curvilinear trapezoid with the aid 
of the integral it is necessary to take into consideration its dis
position relative to the base. In the case when the trapezoid lies 
entirely above the x-axis the integral of the ordinate expresses 
the area; in the case when the trapezoid lies entirely below the 
x-axis the integral is negative and expresses the area of the tra
pezoid taken with the negative sign. Finally, when some parts 
of the trapezoid lie above the x-axis and some below it, it is 
necessary, when computing the area, to evaluate separately the 
integrals expressing the areas of the parts lying above the 
x-axis and the integrals expressing the areas of the parts lying 
below the x-axis and take the sum of their absolute values.

Geometrical meaning of the integral. Let us agree to ascribe 
the plus sign to the area of a curvilinear trapezoid situated 
above Ox and the minus sign to the area situated below Ox. 
Then, by Theorems IV and V, the definite integral of the func
tion /(x) is the algebraic sum of the areas of the curvilinear 
trapezoids, situated over and under Ox of which the given tra
pezoid is made up, each area being taken with the corresponding

20-2280
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sign. This sum is called the algebraic area of the whole curvili
near trapezoid.

Bearing this in mind, in what follows we can consider any 
definite integral

b

S f  (*) dx
a

irrespective of the concrete meaning of the variable of integration
x and of the function f(x), as the algebraic area of the curvilinear
trapezoid with base [a, b) bounded by the curve y — f (x).

T,
Let us return to the formula s = $  f ( t )d t  expressing the dis-

7,
tance travelled by a body in its rectilinear motion with velocity 
y =  / ( 0 > 0  (see Sec. 86, III). If it is not assumed that /(/)>0, 
the integral expresses the algebraic sum of displacements of the 
point, every displacement being taken with the sign plus or minus 
depending on the direction (positive or negative) in which il is 
reckoned. The difference between the distance and the algebraic 
sum of displacements is obvious; for instance, if the point is in 
a harmonic vibration, that is s =  A sin cot, then the path covered
by it during the time interval [0, T ] where T = ~  is a period,
is equal to 4 \A\ ,  and the algebraic sum of displacements is 
equal to zero.

The formula expressing the work can be interpreted in a simi
lar way.

90. Estimating Definite Integral. Mean Value Theorem. The 
Arithmetic Mean of a Function.

I. Estimation of definite integral. Let us determine upper and 
lower bounds for the value of a definite integral.

Theorem VI (On Estimating a Definite Integral). The value ol 
a definite integral lies between the products of the least and the 
greatest values of the integrand by the length of the interval of 
integration, i.e.

b
m  ( b — a) ^  $ / ( * ) * * < * ! ( & - « ) ,  ( « < 6)

a

where m  and M  are, respectively, the least and the greatest values 
of the function / ( x )  in the interval [a, b\'.

m ^ . f ( x )  <  M

Proof. Let us take two functions M — f(x) and m—f{x), the 
former being nonnegative in the interval [a, 6], the latter nonpo-
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sitive. By Theorem V (Sec. 89), we have
b b
 ̂[Af—f (x )]dx^ : 0 and J [m—f ( x ) ] d x ^ 0

a a
Now, applying the theorems of Sec. 88 and formula (•) of 

Sec. 87 we obtain
b b

M (b—a ) ^ ^ f ( x ) d x  and m(b—a ) - ^ \ f { x ) d x
a a

which is what we set out to prove. From the proof of Theorem V 
it follows that unless the function f(x) is constant the nonstrict 
inequalities can be replaced by the strict ones:

b
m(b— a) <  J  f  (x) d x <  M (b — a)

The geometrical meaning of the inequalities we have just pro
ved is the following: the area of a curvilinear trapezoid is greater 
than the area of the rectangle with al
titude equal to the least ordinate of the 
trapezoid constructed on its base and is 
less than the area of the rectangle with 
altitude equal to the greatest ordinate of 
the trapezoid constructed on the same base 
(Fig. 108).

When finding bounds for an integral 
we estimate it. It may sometimes be diffi
cult or even impossible to find the exact 
value of an integral, but by estimating it 
we learn, even if crudely, its approximate value. In mathematics 
such estimations are rather often used.

The bounds for an integral indicated in Theorem VI become 
more accurate as the interval of integration is made shorter and as 
the curvey =  f(x)  approaches a straight line parallel to the x-axis.

Examples. (1) Let us estimate the integral
2

5—x . rdx

Fig. 108

P 5—x 
J 9 —x2 1

With the aid of the well-known methods of differential calculus 
(Chapter IV) we find that the greatest and the least values of the 
integrand in the interval [0, 2] are, respectively, equal to yx=*= 
=  0.6 and yx=  ̂=  0.5. Hence,

2

0.5 ( 2 - 0 )  <  § j ~ ? d x  <  0.6 (2 - 0 )
0

20*
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i.e. the value of the integral lies between 1 and 1.2. If we as
sume that it is approximately equal to 1. 1, the limiting absolute
error is 0.1, and the relative error is p j-1 0 0 ^ 9 % . Later we
shall be able to find the exact value of the given integral which
is equat to In 5 —In 3 «  1.047.

(2) Let us estimate the integral
71
2

n
4

It can be easily verified that the integrand decreases in the in
terval y l  and, consequently,

71
2

71
T

71
T

2

,.e. i  < { - ! £ * < ; , *

4

Thus, the value of this integral lies between 0.5 and 0.71, 
which enables us to take the value 0.6 as its approximation accu
rate to within 0.1. More precise methods show that the integral 
is approximately equal to 0.62.

II. Generalized theorem on estimating definite integral. Integ
rating inequalities. There holds the following theorem more ge
neral than Theorem VI:

Theorem VII. If at every point x  of an interval (a, b] the 
inequalities

* ( * ) < / ( * ) < ? ( * )
are fulfilled then

b b b
§q>(x)etx, a < b

a a a

This means that an inequality between functions implies an in
equality of the same sense between their definite integrals, or, 
briefly speaking, that it is allowable to integrate inequalities 
termwise. On the other hand, simple geometrical considerations 
indicate that the differentiation of an inequality may lead to a 
senseless result. For instance, the inequality f  {x) <  C =  const does 
not, of course, imply that f ' ( x ) <  0 .

The proof of the theorem is immediately carried out by the 
application of Theorem V on the sign of an integral to the in-
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equalities f (x )— <p(je) ^ 0  and f (x )— \|) ( * )> 0. The equality signs 
in Theorem VII only appear when the functions coincide iden
tically.

In particular, when <p(x) is identically equal to M and ip(x) 
is identically equal to m we get Theorem VI.

With the aid of Theorem VII we can readily obtain an impor
tant inequality which will be of use in what follows. For any x 
we have

(If /(x ) > 0  the right inequality turns into an equality and the 
left inequality is obvious; if / ( jc) < 0  these inequalities are pro
ved similarly.) It follows that

b b b
—§ \ f ( x ) \ d x ^ § f ( x ) d x ^ § \ f  (x) | dx

a a a
that is,

b b
§ f ( x ) dx  <  j | / ( * ) |d x
a a

Thus, the absolute value of the definite integral does not exceed 
the integral of the absolute value of the integrand function. Let 
the reader elucidate the geometrical meaning of this inequality. 
We remind the reader that a similar proposition applies to sums: 
the absolute value of a sum does not exceed the sum of the abso
lute values of the summands.

III. Mean value theorem. The definite integral possesses the 
following important property:

Theorem VIII (The Mean Value Theorem). Let f i x )  be a conti
nuous function in a closed interval [a, b\. Then there exists at 
least one point x = %  inside this interval such that

b

J  f ix )  dx
a

b — a = / ( ! ) (*)

Proof. If the function f i x ) is constant formula (*) is obvious, 
g being any point of the interval [a, b]. Suppose f{x) is noncon
stant; then, by Theorem VI, we have

b
\ f {x)dx
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and, hence,
b
[ t  (x) dx

■ W - -

where n is a number lying between the least value m and the 
greatest value M of the function /(*) in the interval [a, hj.

The well-known property of continuous functions (see Sec. 35) 
implies that there are at least two points of the interval [<j, b\ 
at which, respectively, the function f(x)  assumes the values m 
and M and also a point lying between them where it assumes 
the intermediate value jx. Hence, there exists a point ££(a, b) 
at which f(£) = \i. The theorem has thus been proved.

From equality (*) we find

b
^ f ( x ) d x  = f (£) (b— a). a < \ < b

This formula enables us to restate the mean value theorem as 
follows:

The definite integral of a continuous function is equal to the 
product of the value of the function at some intermediate point of

the interval of integration by the length 
of that interval.

Let us discuss a visual interpreta
tion of this theorem. If a straight 
line parallel to Ox is moved upward 
(Fig. 109) from the position BC the 
area of the rectangle ABCK increases 
continuously from a value less than 
the area of the trapezoid to a value 
exceeding it. Obviously, for some 
intermediate position of this line 

(denote it by FG) the area of the rectangle AFGK is precisely 
equal to the area of the trapezoid S. Since in this motion the 
straight line constantly intersects the curve bounding the trape
zoid, in the position FG there appears one or several (two in 
Fig. 109) points of intersection Q, the abscissa of any such point 
of intersection being a value £ indicated in the theorem.

IV. The arithmetic mean value of a function.
Definition. The arithmetic mean value (or, simply, the mean) 

y,„ of a continuous function y = f ( x )  on the interval Jo, bj is 
the ratio of the definite integral of this function to the length
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of the interval:
b
\  / ( x )  dx

y ^ - 6 - d
We shall present some considerations justifying this definition. 

Let a magnitude y  take on n values ylt y t , . . . ,  y„. The ratio
,s ca^ec* the arithmetic mean value of this quan

tity. For example, if during the twenty-four hours the air tem
perature is measured every hour, the mean temperature is equal 
to the ratio of the sum of all the observed temperatures to 24.

Now suppose that a magnitude varies continuously (for instance, 
the air temperature is known at any moment of the 24 hours) and 
that we want to characterize “in the mean” the set of all its 
values. How should we define the mean air temperature taking 
into account the entire set of the data? More generally, what 
should be taken as the mean value of a continuous function 
y = f(x) on an interval [a, b]?

To find the answer to the question, let us split the interval 
[a, b\ into n equal subintervals and take the values of the fun
ction at the midpoints of these subintervals serving as points gjs:

/<61). f ( h ) .......... /(W
Here the points £, at which we take the values of the function 
are evenly spaced; this is a usual procedure in various kinds of 
measurement. Now we can take the arithmetic mean of the 
chosen values:

„  / ( E i ) + / ( E « )  +  . . . - W ( S n )
ln— n

It is obvious that the greater n, that is, the greater the number 
of the values of the function which are taken into account in the 
determination of the mean value, the more reliable the result. 
Therefore it appears natural to take as the mean value ym the 
limit to which r\n tends as n —>oo. Let us find this limit.

On multiplying and dividing the expression of tj„ by b— a we 
obtain

r\n =  5 -5  [f (Ex) Ax, +  /  (£,) A* ,+  . . . + /  (g„) Ax„]

where Ax,=Ax#=  . . .  = A xn =  ~ ^ .  Now, passing to the limit as
n ~ * oo (i.e. as Ax—►O) we get the expression given above for the 
mean value:

n b
=  (g,) A * /= - L J  /  (x) dx

* a
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On the basis of the mean value theorem (Theorem VIII) n  
conclude that y„ = f ( '%) where t-£ (a, b). The mean value of 2 
continuous function on a closed interval (provided the fundir. 
is nonconstant) is always less than some of its values, greater 
than some other values and equal to at least one of the value;.

The notion of the mean value of a function is commonly used 
in engineering. For instance, such quantities as vapour pressure, 
power of an alternating electric current, rate of a chemical re
action and the like are most often characterized by their r e 
values.

91. The Derivative of an Integral with Respect to its Upper 
Limit. Let us assume that the lower limit of the given integral 
is constant and the upper limit is variable. Making the upper 
limit to assume different values v/e obtain the corresponding va
lues of the integral; consequently, under this condition, the integ
ral becomes a function of its upper limit.

Let us discuss the question of notation. The independent variable 
in the upper limit is usually denoted by the same letter (say x) 
as the variable of integration. Thus, we v/rite

X

a

However the letter x  in the element of integration only serves to 
designate the auxiliary variable (the variable of integration) which 
runs over the values ranging from the lower limit a to the upper 
limit x  as the integral is formed. If it is necessary to evaluate 
a particular value of the function I lx), for instance, for x=b, 
i.e. /  lb), we substitute b for * in the upper limit of the integral 
but do not replace by b the variable of integration. Therefore it 
is more convenient to v/rite

X

i ( x ) = l n i ) d i
a

denoting the variable of integration by some other letter (in this 
case by /). However, for simplicity, v/e shall often denote by the 
same letter both the variable of integration and the independent 
variable in the upper limit bearing in mind that in the upper 
limit and under the integral sign they have different meanings.

The properties of the integral described in the previous section 
are also characteristic of an integral with variable upper limit.

For our further aims it is extremely important to study the 
connection between the function /  (x) and the given integrand f(x).1

1 The presentation of the material In this course msV.es it possible to siviy 
the definite integral before the Indefinite. It Is only necessary to m i  Sec. 7i 
beforehand.
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Theorem IX (On the Derivative of the Definite Integral with 
Respect to Its Upper Limit). The derivative of the integral with 
respect to its upper limit is equal to the integrand:

r  ( * ) = ( [ / ( * )  dx') = f ( x )  (*)

In other words: an integral with variable upper limit is an anti- 
derivative of its integrand.

Proof. Let us give the argument x an increment A*. Then the 
new value of the function I (x) is

x+Ax
/ ( * + Ax) =  J  f (x)dx

a
Hence,

x+Ax x
A/ =  /  (x +  Ax)— I (x) =  J  /  (x) dx—J  f  (x) dx

a a

On applying Theorem IV to the first integral on the right, we get
x x+Ax x x+Ax

A/ =  J  f {x )dx+  J  f{x)dx—J  f  (x)dx =  J  f (x)dx
a x a x

According to the mean value theorem, the last integral is repre
sentable as

A l — f  (g) (x + Ax— x) = f  (&) Ax

where |  is a point lying between x and x+ A x. 
By the definition of the derivative, we have

I ' (x) =  lim 4 r =  lim
Ax- Ax —*■ 0

fit)b c
Ax =  lim f ^

Ax-*0

But if Ax—►O then x+ A x tends to x, and therefore g 
which implies, since f(x) is a continuous function, that

lim f i l ) =  lim /(!)  =  / (x)
Ax -*0 x

This is what we wanted to prove.
From this theorem it follows that

d \ f { x ) d x  =  fix)dx (**)
a

It should be noted that the results expressed by formulas (*) 
and (**) do not depend on the notation of the variable of integ-
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ration; for instance, we can also write

and
a

x
d \ n t ) d t = f ( X)dx

The geometrical interpretation of the theorem was indicated in 
Sec. 78; here we shall explain it once more. The function l{x) 
expresses the variable area of the curvilinear trapezoid with va

riable base [a, x ] bounded by the 
curve y =  f(x). The assertion of the 
theorem implies that the derivative 
of the area of the trapezoid with 
respect to the abscissa is equal to 
the ordinate of the line bounding 
the trapezoid (i.e. to the segment 
AB =  f(x); see Fig. 110) or that the 
differential of the area of the trape
zoid is equal to the area of the rec
tangle ABDE  with sides equal, res

pectively, to the increment of the base of the trapezoid and to 
the ordinate of the line t/ =  /(x) at the point x.

92. The Newton-Leibniz Theorem. Now we have come to the 
concluding stage of our considerations which enables us to estab
lish a roundabout way for evaluating integrals without computing 
the limits of integral sums.

Theorem X (The Newton-Leibniz Theorem). The value of the 
definite integral is equal to the difference of the values of any anti- 
derivative of the integrand corresponding to the upper and lower 
limits of the integral:

Fig. 110

\ f ( x ) d x  =  F { b ) ~ F { a ) ,  where F ' ( x ) = f ( x ) <*)

The equality (*) is referred to as the Newton-Leibniz formula. 
In other words:
The value of the definite integral is equal to the increment of 

any antiderivative of the integrand gained on the interval of inte
gration.

Proof. Let us consider the function
Am

I (*) =  $ f ( x )dx
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Since it is an antiderivative of the function f(x),  it must be con* 
tained, according to the theorem of Sec. 78, in the family of func
tions F (*)-fC  where F (x) is an arbitrary antiderivative of f(x). 
Consequently,

I { x ) ^ F { x )  +  C1
where Cl is a concrete constant. To determine Cx we shall make 
use of another property of the function /(*), namely,

It now follows that

a

I{a) = \ f { x ) d x  =  0
a

+  i.e. C, =  —F (a)
Thus,

X

Hx) = $Hx) dx  = F ( x ) - F ( a )
a

Finally, putting x — b we obtain the desired equality (*).
The difference of the vatues of a function is often written in the 

symbolic form:
F ( b ) - F ( a )  = F(x) |S

The symbol |S with the two indices a and b is the so-called sign 
of double substitution. It indicates that the value of the function 
corresponding to the lower index must be subtracted from the one 
corresponding to the upper index.

Using this notation, we can write formula (*) in the form
b
\ f { x ) d x  = F(x)\l
a

where
F’ {x) = f{x)

The Newton-Leibniz theorem provides a key method for eva
luating definite integrals. It enables us to find the definite integral 
with the aid of antiderivatives, i.e. with the aid of indefinite in
tegration, avoiding summation. To illustrate this method let us 
take some simple examples:

2

W = t |’
1
b

8
3

J___ _7
3 3

^  — dx=  ln x £ =  Inb— ln c =  ln - j(a  >  0, b > 0)

2 n
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It is natural to call the complex function Z(t)  an antiderivative 
of the complex function z(t). The indefinite integral of z(t) is the 
family of all its antiderivatives; it can be readily shown that

J z ( l ) d t = Z ( t )  +  C

where C = C , + tC , is an arbitrary complex constant (Cl and Ca 
are real constants). We can also write

l z ( t ) d t  = l x ( t ) d t  +  i l y ( t ) d t

The definite integral of the function z{t) is defined similarly;
b b b
l z ( t ) d t  =  l x ( t ) d t  +  i l y { t ) d t
a a a

On applying the Newton-Leibniz formula to the integrals on the 
right-hand side of the equality we obtain

b
l z ( t ) d t  =  X ( t ) l + i Y ( t ) \ ba = Z ( t ) l
a

This is the Newton-Leibniz formula for complex functions of a real 
argument.

Examples. (1) If n=̂ = 0 is an integer, then
2n

r * - - ? - 1 = oJ m o m
o

because em,n= \  (see Sec. 74).

(2) We have ^ eu dt =  |*=  gn-~ ■■ = —^-= 2 i
o

(3) Let / , =  ^ ‘cosbtdt and /* = $  s inbtdt> The method of 
finding these integrals by means of integrating by parts is descri
bed in Sec. 81, I (Example 4). The integrals / ,  and / B can be 
found more easily by means of Euler’s formula (see Sec. 74):

! l + i l l = ^ e at (cosb t-f i sinbt)dt — ̂ e la+lb)tdt =  + C

where C is a complex constant. Separating the real and imaginary 
parts on the right-hand side of the equality we obtain the expres
sions for the sought-for integrals. Let the reader carry out the cal
culations; the final results are given in the table of integrals at 
the end of the book (Formulas 73 and 74).
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§ 3. Methods of Evaluating Definite Integrals
94. Integration by Parts and by Change of Variable in the De- 

finite Integral. The most important result of the theory of inte
gration is the Newton-Leibniz formula which establishes the con
nection between the definite and the indefinite integrals; according 
to this formula the definite integral is evaluated with the aid oi 
the indefinite integral:

Since we can take any antiderivative on the right-hand side of 
the equality, it makes no difference what arbitrary constant is taken 
in the indefinite integration and therefore it is usually omitted.

The simplest rules for integrating a sum of functions and a pro
duct of a function by a constant are essentially the same for the 
definite and the indefinite integrals. Now we proceed to the rules 
of integration by parts and by change of variable and indicate 
some particulars related to their application for evaluating definite 
integrals.

I. Integration by parts: we have

where u and v  are functions of an independent variable. 
Proof. The relation

directly implies the formula we set out to prove.
Instead of completing indefinite integration by parts and perform

ing double substitution we can make use of formula (A).
As an example, let us take the integral

j H x ) d x = \ f ( x ) d x  *
a

(A)

Jt
2

/„  =  $ sinn x dx  where n is a positive integer.
o

We put 

Then
dv =  sin xdx,  u =  sm n~l x 

v =  — cosx, du =  (n— I) sin" ~2 x cos xdx
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and

/„ = — cosjesin"-1

n
2n_ (.

2 -\-(n— 1) ] sin"-2 x cosz xdx

The first summand on the right-hand side is equal to zero; re
placing cos2* by 1—sin2* in the second summand we obtain

i.e.

whence

iL IL
2 2

J sinn~* x d x — (ft— 1) J sin"xdx  
o o

/ n =  ( r t - l ) / n_a- ( n - l ) / n

n —1
n i  n —i

This is the recurrence formula for the integrals /„. With the aid 
of this formula we can finally reduce the exponent to 1 if n is an 
odd number and to zero if n is an even number. The integrals

n_
2

sin x dx =  1,

being known, the problem can be thus completely solved. For 
example,

n n
2 2

/ 3 =  j’sin^dx = - •  =  /« =  ̂ sin4xdA: =-|- =  =  ^

o o
The determination of the indefinite integral corresponding to 

the original definite integral would involve more complicated cal
culations.

II. Change of variable in the definite integral (integration by 
substitution). The rule for change of variable in the definite in
tegral is very important. We remind the reader (see Sec. 81, II) 
that if * =  tJj («) then

$ / (x) dx =  J f  [i|> («)] ip' (u) du

In this case if one of the integrals is known, the other is found 
as well. If the first integral is equal to F (x) (the arbitrary con
stant C is omitted), the second is equal to Fpp(«)]; if the second
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integral is known, in order to find the first integral we must re
place u by its expression in terms of x.

We can now state the rule:
Let f ( x )  be a continuous function in a closed interval [*„ x,|, 

and let x = y p ( u )  and q / («) be continuous functions in a closed 
interval [«,, u2\ , the function rj>(a) being monotone in this in
terval, and ^ ( a j s s x , ,  yp(a2) — x t . 1 * * Then

X, u ,

S / ( * ) < / * = $  / [< K a ) ] ^ < n ) A i  (B)
Xt U ,

Proof. We assume that the indefinite integral on the left-hand 
side is known and is equal to F (x); then

] n * ) d x  =  F ( x , ) - F ( x , )
*1

According to the above, the indefinite integral on the right-hand 
side is equal to Z7 [tp (a)] and, therefore,

Comparing the equalities, we arrive at Formula (B).
Formula (B) shows that the element of integration is transfor

med as in the case of the indefinite integral. The new limits oi 
integration ut and u2 are the roots of the equations

xi —ty(u) and x 2=y\>(«)
in the unknown u.

Thus, instead of performing indefinite integration with the aid 
of change of variable, returning to the original variable and then 
evaluating the double substitution with the given limits, we can 
directly compute the double substitution with the new limits. The 
result (the value of the definite integral) is the same but the 
amount of calculations is reduced.

The change of variable in the definite integral is often perfor
med not by the formula x  =  ip (a) but by the formula « = <p(x) 
expressing the new variable in terms of the old one. Then the 
new limits ux and u2 are readily found by the formulas

«1 =*?(*!). «* =  <P(*l)

1 Under these conditions the composite function /[i}>(u)] is defined and
continuous in the interval [uif u2]; by the way, usually it is possible to dis
card the condition of monotonicity of the function tp {x).
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Sometimes there may arise difficulties caused by the fact that 
if the function u =  y(x)  is nonmonotone, its inverse function 
x=t)>(u) is not single-valued. It may turn out that to different 
values jc, and x2 there correspond the same values u1 =  u2 (for 
instance, this is the case in the double substitution for u — cosx
with the limits —y  and y j  and the integral on the right-hand
side of formula (B) is equal to zero whereas that on the left is 
not. Therefore, for formula (B) to be valid some additional con
ditions should be imposed on the function u = y{x)\ for instance, 
it is sufficient to require that the function tp(x) should be mono
tone in the interval [xly x2] and have a derivative not vanishing at 
any interior point of the interval (in short, the derivative <p' (x) 
should retain its sign). Then the inverse function x =  i}>(u) satis
fies all the requirements stated in the rule for integration by 
substitution (see Theorem V in Sec. 34 and also Sec. 42, II).

T
Examples. (1) Consider the integral ^ x2Y  1—x 9dx. We put

o
x=sinw  and find the new limits of integration and u2 from the 
equations 0 = s in n  and y  =  sin«; «, can be taken equal to 0,

and u2 equal to y . As u varies from 0 to the variable x = sin u

runs throughout the given interval of integration £o, y j .  Thus,

1 71 £
2 6 6

J  x9y  1 —x9dx =  J  sin*ttcoss « d a = y  J  sin?2udu=. 
o o  o

1 (  sin 4tr \  I — a V I
~ J T \ U------- 4 /  I o = 48 64~

£
2

(2) Let us find J  i^ c o ^ x  ^x‘ substitution u = cosx satisfies 
o

all the requirements in the interval O ^ x ^ y ;  therefore.

It

C _ s m JL_ d
J I +  cos2*
0

u
-r ~ T  — arctan u I * =  l+ u 2 |0 4

21 —2280
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n
2

(3) Taking the integral =  J  cosnxdx  we put * =  w; then
o

JL JL
2 0 2

J  cosnx d x =  —  J  cosn =  J  sinn wdw

2

and since the value of the definite integral does not depend on 
the notation of the variable of integration we obtain

n
2

JL
2

cosnx d x = ^  sinnxdx  
o o

The method for evaluating the last integral with the aid of the 
recurrence formulas was described on page 319.

Let us derive some formulas for an integral
a

J f  (x) dx
- a

taken over a symmetric interval [—a , a] whose integrand is an 
even or an odd function. We first represent this integral as

a 0 a

S / W  dx =  J f ( x ) d x + \  f(x) dx
- a  - a  0

Then, changing the variable of integration in the first integral 
on the right-hand side by means of the formula x — —u, we obtain

a a a

S f { x ) d x = \ f ( — u)du +  l f { x )d x
- a  0 o

In the first integral on the right we designate the variable of 
integration by x and derive the formula

a a

J /  (.v) d x = \ [ f  (—x) +  f (x)] dx
- a  0

The integrand on the right-hand side is equal to zero if /(*) is 
an odd function and to 2f(x)  if f(x)  is an even function. Conse
quently.

f  0 for an odd function f (x)
J f  (x) dx — 2  ̂f  (x) dx for an even function f(x) 

o
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These formulas are very useful. For instance, it immediately 
becomes clear that

a n
 ̂ xhex'd x  — 0 and  ̂ sins jccos*;cdx =  0

-a  -n

We advise the reader to elucidate the geometrical meaning of 
these formulas.

95. Approximate Integration. We now turn to some commonly 
used methods of approximate integration enabling us to find with 
a sufficient accuracy an approximate 
value of the definite integral of any 
continuous function. The need for an 
approximate evaluation of the integ
ral may arise when the method for 
finding the exact value of the integ
ral does not exist or is unknown or 
when the application of the existing 
method is inconvenient. The appro
ximate numerical methods considered 
here are based on the following: 
regarding the integral as the area of the corresponding curvi
linear trapezoid we can find an approximate value of that area 
and thus an approximate value of the integral if we compute 
the area of another trapezoid bounded by a curve whose shape 
and position are as close as possible to those of the given curve. 
The auxiliary curve should be chosen so that the area of the new 
figure is easily computed.

We shall consider the following rules for numerical integration:
(1) the rectangle rule and the trapezoid rule and (2) Simpson’s 
rule l .

I. The rectangle rule and the trapezoid rule. Let us divide the 
given interval of integration [a, b] into n equal parts (subinter
vals) and replace the given trapezoid by a step-like figure con
sisting of n rectangles with these subintervals as bases, the altitudes 
of the rectangles being equal to the values of the function y  — j(x) 
at the initial or final points of the subintervals (Fig. 111). The 
value of the area of such a figure gives an approximation to the

b
sought-for integral I — ^f (x)dx.  The greater the number of the

a
subintervals, the greater the accuracy of the result.

If we denote the values of the function f(x)  at the points of 
division by yt, y x..........y„ .u y„, i.e. if we put yk= f ( x k) and

1 T. Simpson (1710-1761), an English mathematician.
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b_a
xft =  a + M x  where Ax =  —^ — and k takes on the values 0,1 ,2 .......n,
we obviously get the following approximate formulas:

/  «  /  =  A x (ff0+ ff i+  - • • + ^ - 1)
and

1 =  A x ^ + y . - f  . . .  + y n)
These are the so-called rectangle formulas.

Now let us retain the same division of the interval [a, b] but 
replace the arcs of the curve y =  f(x)  corresponding to the subin
tervals by the chords joining the end points of these arcs. The 
curvilinear trapezoid is then replaced by a figure consisting of n 
rectilinear trapezoids (Fig. 111). As a rule, the area of such a 
figure expresses the sought-for area more accurately than the area 
of the step figure made up of rectangles.

It is obvious that the area of the trapezoid constructed on a 
subinterval is equal to half the sum of the areas of the rectangles 
corresponding to this subinterval. Adding up all these areas we 
obtain

i « -=i2— == ( i^ y ^ + ^ + & +  • • • + «n~i)

This relation is known as the trapezoid formula.
If the function f(x)  is monotone, /  and I are bounds for the 

integral providing a considerably more accurate estimation than 
that given in Theorem VI, Sec. 90. It is clear that if the function 
is monotone increasing (which is the case in Fig. Ill) we have

/ < / < /

and if it is monotone decreasing, then, conversely,

/ > / > /

In these cases, taking as an approximation to the integral the value 
obtained by the trapezoid formula

we get the result with an absolute error not exceeding the absolute 
value of half the difference between T and I, i.e.

. A fl^  17- 1  I
2
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As an example, let us find approximate values of the integral
t
C dx
J l+*a o

and compare them with its exact value equal to arctan l = - ^ «
«0.785398. Let n = 1 0 . Then A* =  0.1 and xft =  fc-0.1 (k = 0, 1, 
2, . . 1 0 ) .  Computing the values of the function (to within 0.001) 
we get

l/o=  L U\ — j (o.l)a ^  0,990, 

yt — j^j_ 0̂2)2^ 0.962, 0.917, 0.862, y6^i0 .8 ,

y t &  0.735, y^tst 0.671, #g« 6 1 0 , 0.552, y10 =  0.5

Consequently,
/  =  0.1 (1 +  0.990 +  0.962 +  0.9J 7 +  0.862 +  0.8 +  0.735 +  

+0.671 +0.610 +  0 .552)»  0.810

We similarly compute 7:
7 «  0.760

In this example /  >  /  because the function is decreasing. Thus,
0.760 <  /  <  0.810 

As an approximation to I we now take the value

/^ ° ™ + .™ l° « 0 .7 8 5

Here the absolute error does not exceed | A/1 <  0.025, the relative
error being 100» 3 .2 % . A more thorough analysis shows
that the absolute error is in fact considerably smaller (it does not 
exceed 0.0004).

Here we shall also compute an approximate value of the integral
31

/  =  J s \n xd x= 2  
o

Let us put ft = 6. Then, by the trapezoid formula,

r _ n fsinO + sinn  , n , 2ji , 3n , 4k ^ cin _/     |_sm_ + s m -r + sin -r + sin -g -+ sin -r j -

=-g- ^0 .5 + -g -]/3 +  1+ -2-l ^ +  0.5^ ~  1.9541
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The absolute error is equal to 0.0459 and the relative error is 
2.5%.

In this example the integrand is not monotone in the interval 
of integration, and therefore it is difficult to estimate the integral. 
Indeed, here we have /= = /, i.e. we only obtain a minor approxi
mation of the sought-for integral. In order to find an estimation 
for this integral we must break up the interval of integration 
into parts in which the function is monotone and investigate sepa
rately the integrals over these parts.

II. Simpson’s rule. This rule does not require much more labour 
than the previous ones but yields more accurate results for the

same divisions of the interval of in
tegration.

As before, we divide the interval 
[a, b] into n equal parts but this 
time we assume that n is even: n= 2m. 
The arc of the curve y=f (x )  corres
ponding to the interval [x0, *,] is now 
replaced by the parabola through the 
three points (x„, y 0), (x„ t/,)and(x,,y,) 
with axis parallel to Oy (Fig. 112) 
where x „, x t, and xt are, respectively, 
the initial point, the centre point 

and the terminal point of the subinterval [x0, xt]. Analytically 
this means that in the interval [x„, x2] the given function y=f(x) 
is replaced by a quadratic function y — px2-\-qx-\-r. The coeffi
cients p, q and r should be chosen so that the values of both 
functions are equal for x0, x, and xt \

yo =  pxl +  qx0 +  r, r/i =  px\ +  qxt +  r , y ^ p x l + q x ^ - r
On solving these equations we find the coefficients p, q and r.

Making similar transformations in the intervals [x„ xt], 
[x„ x„], . . . ,  x„], we assume that the area of the given
trapezoid is approximately equal to the sum of the areas of the 
parabolic trapezoids we have obtained. Our next task is to prove 
that the area 5 of the trapezoid bounded by a parabola y=px*+ 
-f-qx -fr with axis parallel to the axis of ordinates is expressed 
by the formula

5  =  | t e e ^ 8|h ,fe„ +  4fe+ y,) O

where y in, yc and yt are, respectively, the ordinates of the parabola 
at the initial, centre and terminal points of the base of the tra
pezoid.

Let us first suppose that the base of the trapezoid is an interval 
[—Y. Y] of the x-axis symmetric with respect to the origin. For
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the area of such a parabolic trapezoid we have

v v v v
S =  $ (px2 +  qx+ r)dx  = p $ x2d x+ q  $ x d x + r  $ dx

-Y -Y -Y -Y

s  = p Y~~=3(~ v)a - H  -f  r Y~ (~ Y) = | Pv3+ 2rV

Since here we have yin=yx=-y== py '— q y+ r, ye= y x ^  — rt 
yt = y xs.v = pyt-{-qy-{-r and the base length is equal to 2y, the 
direct substitution of these values into formula (*) shows us that 
it holds.

It is obvious that this formula remains valid for a parabolic 
trapezoid of the type under consideration with any base. Indeed, 
the area of the trapezoid is not changed under a parallel displa
cement carrying the centre point of its base to the origin: after 
the displacement the area can be computed by formula (*).

Let us now return to the original problem and apply the formula 
obtained to find the area of the parabolic trapezoid with the 
interval [x0, *,] as base:

s t = x* 6 *- (jjo -f- 41/t+ y2) — (yo+ t̂/x+ yt)

where A x = ^ ~ .  The areas S t, Ss, . . . ,  Sm of the subsequent para
bolic trapezoids are similarly expressed as

S3—-3-  iyt + 4j/s

S m= - ^ ‘ {y„-2 +  4^„_i+ y„)

Adding up all these equalities termwise we obtain the expression 
giving an approximate value of the sought-for integral:

I ^  —  [y9 +  4yt + 2yt +  4y3+ 2yA+ . . . +  4t/„_1+r/„]

We have thus obtained Simpson’s formula.
For instance, by Simpson’s formula, taking n = 1 0 , we find for

the integral I  =  ^ x l dx (whose exact value is 0.2) the approximate 
0

value 0.200013; the absolute error is 0.000013 and the relative error 
is 0.01%.
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It is clear that for any integral of a quadratic function « = 
=  px* +  qx +  r  Simpson’s formula gives the exact value. It should 
also be noted that for an integral of a cubic function Simpson's 
formula gives the exact value as well.

Let us apply Simpson’s formula to the integral $ sinxdxevalu2-
o

ted above by means of the trapezoid formula.
For n =  6 simple computations yield

/ « ^ ( 8 + 21/ 3) « 2.001

The relative error of this result is equal to 0.05%. The accuracy 
is high although there are only six points of division of the 
interval of integration.

i
C drApplying to the integral \ _L+ ' Simpson’s formula with n=4
o

we find 7 « 0 . 78539. Since /  =  ^- v/e obtain ^  =  3.14156. The abso
lute error of this approximate value of the number n is less than 
4-10"6. Earlier, when applying the trapezoid rule, we obtained 
for the value of this integral (and, hence, for the number n) a less 
accurate result although the working was more laborious.

Still more accurate formulas of approximate integration are 
treated in special courses devoted to numerical methods of analysis 
(for instance, see [7], [12], [13]).

The above rules for approximate numerical integration enable 
us to find integrals not only of functions represented by formulas 
but also of those specified by graphs or by tables.

Example. The width of a river is 20 m; the measurements ol 
the depth in its cross-section made v/ith a step of 2 m resulted 
in the following table:

X 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

y 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.1 1.5 1.1 0.6 0.2

Here x  is the distance (in metres) reckoned from one of the banks 
and y  the corresponding depth (also in metres). It is required to 
determine the area S  of the cross-section of the river.

The trapezoid formula yields

S = 2 ( 0,- + - + 0 .5  +  0 .9+ 1 .1  +  1 .3+1.7+

+ 2 .1 +  1 .5 + 1 .1 + 0 .6 ) =  22 m*
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and Simpson's formula gives

<S=-|-[0.2 +  4-05+2*0.9 +  . . .  - f  4 *0.6 + 0.2] =  21.9 m*

The results are very close. There is no sense in discussing their 
accuracy since the conditions of the problem give no exact informa* 
tion about the profile of the cross-section of the river.

96. Graphical Integration. Now we shall discuss a graphical 
method of evaluating definite integrals. The problem is posed as 
follows: given the graph of a function p = /(x ) , it is required to 
find, purely geometrically, without resorting to calculations, an 
approximate value of the integral

b
I  =  \ f ( x ) d x

a

which is equal to the area of the curvilinear trapezoid bounded 
by the line y  — f(x).

Let us choose equal scales along Ox and Oy. Mark on the x-axis 
the point P lying at unit distance to the left of the origin 
(Fig. 113), and draw a straight line 
FG parallel to the x-axis intersecting 
the curve y = f (x) so that the area of 
the rectangle AFGB differs as little as 
possible from that of the curvilinear 
trapezoid. This means that the area 
enclosed between the curve and the 
straight line FG and lying above the 
line should be as close as possible to 
the area enclosed between the curve 
and that straight line and lying below the line. Let us continue 
the straight line FG to intersect Oy at a point T  and connect this 
point with P  by a line segment. Finally, from the point A  we 
draw a straight line parallel to PT  which intersects the straight 
line x = 6  at a point M '.

It can readily be shown that the segment M 'B  represents the 
sought-for area, i.e. the number of units of length contained in 
the segment M ’B is equal to the number of units of area (corres
ponding to the given scale) in the area of the curvilinear trapezoid. 
Indeed, the similarity of the triangles POT and ABM ' implies

BAT OT . AB-OT
AB ~~ OP w^ence BM  — Qp

where O P = l  and AB-OT is equal to the area of the trapezoid.
If the interval [a, b] is not sufficiently small the error introdu

ced by an inaccurate construction of the straight line FG may be
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substantial. For a more accurate construction the interval of 
integration is divided into subintervals (not necessarily equal) and 
the whole trapezoid into the corresponding number of trapezoids 
with these subintervals as bases. The points of division should be 
chosen so that each subinterval is an interval of monotonicity ol 
the integrand and every point of intersection of the curve y=f(x) 
with the x-axis is among the points of division. If these subinter
vals are sufficiently small so tha t in each of them the curve only

slightly differs from a straight line we can take, as midlines ol 
the subtrapezoids, the ordinates of the graph of y=f(x)  at the 
midpoints of the subintervals. This technique is usually applied 
in practice since it makes it unnecessary to draw by eye the lines 
of the type of FG.

Thus, we construct, in succession, for each of the curvilinear 
subtrapezoids, a line segment representing its area. It is more 
convenient to lay off these segments from another axis 0,x parallel 
to Ox (Fig. 114). The area reckoned from the straight line x=c, 
corresponding to the point x =  a is obviously equal to zero. We 
mark on 0,x the point M'0(a, 0) which corresponds to the point M, 
of the curve y  =  f(x).  To the point x = x x there corresponds the 
area of the first subtrapezoid; it is represented by the segment M\tx 
which is obtained if we draw from the point AdJ a straight line 
parallel to P T X intersecting the line x = x , at M\. This point 
corresponds to the point M x of the curve. The area of the trapezoid 
corresponding to tne straight line x = x t (i.e. the value ol the
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integral from a to x,) is equal to the sum (understood algebraically) 
of the areas of the first and the second subtrapezoids. It is repre
sented by the segment M'txt which appears as we draw from the 
point M i a straight line parallel to PTt intersecting the straight 
line x = x t at Mj. The point M ’t corresponds to the point M t of 
the curve. Proceeding in this manner we construct, in succession, 
the points M'z, M't , . . . ,  corresponding to the points Mg, M t , . . .  
of the curve. The ordinate of the point M ‘n corresponding to the 
point M„[b, f(b )] of the curve gives us the required approximate 
value of the integral I. Obviously, the greater the number of points 
of division, the more accurate the approximation.

Let us join the points obtained M ’0, M \, M ’t , . . . ,  M'n by a 
continuous curve. The ordinates of this curve obviously represent 
(approximately) the values of the integral taken from x = a  to the 
corresponding points of the base of the trapezoid. In other words, 
this curve is the graph of the function

X

I(x) =  \ f ( x ) d x
a

determined by the integral with variable upper limit.
As was said (Sec. 79), the curve y —I(x)  is called an integral 

curve of the function y = f ( x ) .  The geometrical construction of the 
integral curve with the aid of the graph of the integrand presen
ted here is called graphical integration.

As in the case of graphical differentiation, graphical integration 
is most convenient when the integrand is represented graphically 
and its analytical expression is unknown. Such a situation often 
occurs in practice; for example, this is the case when a function 
is specified by a graph traced by a self-recording apparatus.

In conclusion we note that for approximate integration of 
functions represented graphically, i.e. for approximate computation 
of the areas of the corresponding curvilinear trapezoids, there are 
special instruments called planimeters. After the tracer of the plani- 
meter has been passed around the periphery of the area the value 
of the area is read on the meter of the planimeter. There also 
exist instruments (called integraphs) for constructing an approximate 
integral curve of a given function from its graph.

§ 4. Improper Integrals
97. Infinite Integrals. Up to now, when speaking of definite 

integrals we assumed that the interval of integration was finite 
and closed and that the integrand was continuous. It is this parti
cular case to which the existence theorem for the definite integral 
stated in Sec. 87 applies. Howeyer, it often becomes necessary to
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extend the definition of the definite integral to an infinite interval 
of integration or to an unbounded integrand function. In this 
section we shall consider the case of infinite limits (the so-called 
infinite integrals); integrals of discontinuous functions will be 
studied in Sec. 99.

Let y —f(x)  be a continuous function in an infinite interval 
[a, -fro ), i.e. for x ^ a  (in this case it is allowable, for brevity, 
to omit the plus sign in front of the symbol oo and write [a,«)). 
Then we can take the integral of the function /  (x) over any finite 
interval [a, I] (/ >  a):

t
/<Q =  $ /« < < *

a

Now let us make I grow indefinitely. Then there are two possibi
lities, namely, 1 (1) either has a limit as / —+-f ro or has no limit, 
which justifies the following definition:

co
Definition. The Im proper In te g r a l \ f ( x ) d x  of the function

a
f ( x )  over the interval [a, 00) is the limit of the integral 

as / —*-00 provided tha t this limit exists:
a « /

\ f ( x ) d x =  lim $ / (x)  d x  (*)
a 00 a

If the limit exists the improper integral J f (x)dx  is said to be
a

convergent. If the limit does not exist equality (•) is meaningless,
co

and the improper integral \) f ( x )dx  is said to be divergent. In this
0/

case j  f ( x )dx  either tends to infinity or has no limit at all.
a

If an antiderivative F(x)  of the integrand f(x) is known, it can 
easily be checked whether the given improper integral is conver
gent or divergent: if WmF(x) =  F  (00) exists, then, by the Newton- 
Leibniz formula,

co
l f ( x ) d x =  Um [F ( l ) - F ( a ) )  =  F(oo)-F(a)
a

and the integral is convergent; if this limit does not exist the 
integral is divergent.
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CO

Examples. (1) J e~*dx =  — e~x |* =  0 + 1 =  1. Consequently, the 
0 00

improper integral J e~x dx is convergent and equal to 1. 
o00

(2) J - ^ - = ln x |*  =  oo. The integral is divergent because the

antiderivative In x  tends to infinity as x —► oo.

(3) The integral $ cos xdx  is divergent since the integral 
oi

J cosxdx= sinx |g  =  sin / has no limit as /—► oo (it oscillates between 

— 1 and 1).
The improper integral over the interval (—oo, a] is defined 

similarly
a a

S f(x)dx=* lim l f ( x ) d x = F ( a ) — F ( — oo)
“ “ CO / - * - C 0 f

where F ( — oo) is the limit (if it exists) of the antiderivative F (x) 
as x —►—oo.
. ,If /<*) is a function continuous throughout Ox the improper 
integral can be defined for the whole interval (— oo, +oo): by 
definition,

+ oo 0 *foo
$ f ( x ) d x =  $ f ( x ) d x +  \ f ( x ) d x

— CD — CO 0

I f  both integrals on the right-hand side are convergent, the
+ 00

integral J f (x)dx is said to be convergent. I f  at least one of the
— CO

integrals on the right-hand side is divergent the equality has no 
sense, and the integral on the left is called divergent.

If an antiderivative F{x) is known, then

+  ®

5 f (x)dx =  F ( +  oo)— F (— oo)
— CO

where F ( +  oo) and F(— oo) are, respectively, the limits (if they 
exist) of F(x) as x —*-+oo and x —*•—oo. If at least one of these
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limits does not exist the improper integral is divergent
+ CD

(4) \
— CO

dx
I+*2=  arctanxl

+ CD
— 00 n

+®

(5) $ exd x = e x |*~ =  oo—0 =  oo. The integral is divergent.

^  I  l +x 2 d x ~  2 '
— 00

Here both F(— oo) and

F(-f-oo) are equal to infinity, and the integral is divergent.
It should be noted that all the simplest properties of definite 

integrals enumerated in Sec. 88 are extended without any changes 
to improper integrals provided all the integ
rals on the right-hand sides of the equalities 
printed in medium-faced type are convergent. 
Theorems III-V of Sec. 89 also remain true 
for improper integrals.

A convergent improper integral can be in
terpreted geometrically. For instance, suppose 
that the graph of a function y — f(x) bounds

F ig . 115

a trapezoid with infinite base (Fig. 115). If the improper integral

J f (x)dx  is convergent we say that the area of the shaded figure
a
is equal to this integral. If the integral is divergent it is impos
sible to speak of the area of that figure.

For instance, to the infinite trapezoid whose boundary consists 
of the positive half-axis Ox, the straight line x =  a(a>  0) and the
curve y =  - ^  we can attribute an area equal to ~  because

(*_l_ . _____1 1 |« 1
J  x?aX 2 x2 \ a ~  2a2
a

But with the infinite trapezoid bounded by the hyperbola y=
the positive half-axis Ox and the straight line x = a  (a >  0) we 
cannot associate an area because

J i ^ = l n x | ;  =  oo
a

Improper integrals of the type considered in this section are 
often encountered in problems of mechanics and electrostatics in 
connection with the notion of a potential. Let a point M of mass
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m placed at the origin attract a moving point Aft of unit mass 
lying on Ox at a distance of x  from M. As is known, by Newton’s 
law of gravitation, the magnitude P of the force of attraction is 
specified by the formula

where k is a constant, while the work performed as M t is moved 
from the point x — r io the point x =  b (b >  r >  0) is expressed by 
the formula

r

The minus sign in front of the integral is accounted for by the 
fact that the direction of the force is opposite to that of the 
motion of the point Afx (by the same reason, the work is negative). 

If the point recedes to infinity {b — oo), then

r

In the case when the point M x moves from infinity to the point 
x —r the force of attraction performs a positive work:

A = k y -

The magnitude of this work is called the potential of the force 
of attraction of the material point M at the point x =  r.

98*. Tests for Convergence of Improper Integrals with Infinite 
Limits. The investigation of the convergence of an improper inte
gral becomes substantially complicated if the corresponding anti- 
derivative is unknown. In such a case it is sometimes possible to 
find out whether the integral is convergent or divergent with the
aid of some special tests without resorting to the antiderivative.

00
For definiteness, let us speak about integrals of the form J f  (x)dx;

a
a

the tests for convergence of integrals $ f  (*) dx are completely
-CO

analogous.
I. Let us begin with the case when the integrand f(x) is nonne

gative at all the points of the interval [a, oo): f  (x) ̂  0. It is

clear, geometrically, that /  (I) =  j  f  (x) dx increases together with I
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(if there are intervals where /(*) =  0 , the integral /( /)  is constant 
on them). According to the test for existence of a limit given at 
the end of Sec. 31, if an increasing function is bounded it posses
ses a limit. Therefore, if it is known that /( / )  is boundea, that 
is if I  (I) where At is a constant, we can assert that the

to

improper integral J f ( x )dx  is convergent and that its value does
a

not exceed At. At the same time, it is apparent that these consi
derations provide no means for practical evaluation of the integral. 
When the antiderivative is unknown the computation of the 
improper integral is much more complicated than the inve
stigation of its convergence and requires some special techniques.

Proceeding from what has been said we can readily prove the 
following test:

Comparison Test. Let the inequality

0 ^ f ( x ) ^ < p x  (•)
w

hold for all the values of x .  Then: (1) if the integral ^y(x)dx
a

to

is convergent the integral J f ( x ) d x  is convergent as well;
a

to m

(2) If the integral $ f ( x ) d x  is divergent the integral ^y(x)dx
a a

is also divergent.
CD

Proof. Suppose that the integral  ̂<p (x) dx is convergent and
aI

is equal to At; then J <p(x)<he^Af for any I. By the theorem on
a

integrating inequalities (Sec. 90, II), we have
i i
J / (x ) d x <  $<p(x)dx<M
a a

I
This means that /  (/) =  $ f ( x )dx  is a bounded function, and there-

a
to

fore the integral $ f  (x)dx is convergent.
a

to

Now, let it be known that the integral $ f{x)dx is divergent;
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l
then the increasing function  ̂/ (x) dx tends to 4- oo. But since

aI I I
J q> (x) dx ^  J f  (x) dx, the function $ q> (x) dx also tends to +  00.
a a a

CO

i.e. the integral J <p (x) dx is divergent. The proof of the test has
a

thus been completed.
Let the reader elucidate the geometrical meaning of the compa

rison test.
Instead of requiring that inequality (*) should hold for the whole 

interval [a, 00) we can suppose that it is fulfilled for all x~^b  >  a. 
In this case the test also remains valid since we can apply it to 
the integral over the interval [b, 00) and then add to that integral 
the integral from a to b. The latter being a constant quantity, this 
obviously does not violate the convergence or the divergence.

The main difficulty in investigating the convergence of a given
co

improper integral $ f (x)dx  by means of the comparison test is
a

that it is not known in advance with what function the integrand 
should be compared. Therefore, to apply the test we must have 
at our disposal a collection of functions whose integrals are known 
to be convergent or divergent. For instance, it can readily be 
verified that the integral of the function y = e ~ kx over any interval 
[a, 00) is convergent for k >  0 and divergent for k^.0.

Since for x >  I we have the inequality e~x* < e~x the integral
CD CD

J e~x* dx is convergent. By the above remark, the integral $ e~x2dx 
1 0
is also convergent, and, since the integrand is even, the integral 
0
J e~x tdx is convergent as well.

- e o + co
The integral $ e~x*dx is known as the Euler-Poisson1 integral',

— CD

it plays an important role in the probability theory. Later on 
(Sec. 131) we shall evaluate this integral by means of a special 
technique; here we simply write down its numerical value:

+ ®
J e -x id x= y"n

1 Poisson, Simeon Denis (1781-1840), a French mathematician and physicist.

22—2280
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As a function with which the integrand of a given integral is 
compared the power Junction is frequently used. For this
function we shall prove the following assertion:

The improper integral \ —  where a > 0  is convergent for m >  1

and divergent for m ^ l .  (It is obvious that only the case m > 0 
is of interest because for m <  0 the integrand tends to infinity as 
x —► «> and therefore the integral of that function is apparently 
divergent.)

Indeed, for 1 we have

p d x _x ~ m+l |®
J “  — m+ 1 |a a

If m >  1 the exponent 1— m is negative, and the antiderivative 
tends to zero as x —► oo; therefore the integral is convergent. It 
m < l ,  then 1—m >  0, and the antiderivative tends to infinity 
as x —► oo, i.e. the integral is divergent. The divergence of the 
integral for m = l  was established in Example 2 of Sec. 07,

W

Examples. (1) The integral f ^  ■■■ 2 is convergent be-
J y  1 ~\~x j /  1 -F x2

cause the inequality < x'l>XU X1!' holds for all
y r + i y i + x *

CD

x ^ l  and the integral I - — is convergent since m =  ? > 1*

(2) The integral j j q ^ - d x  is divergent since 
i

=  — \=- for x  >  1 and the 
2 / 7

m = - - <  1.

integral is divergent because

II. The comparison test stated in I only applies to functions 
retaining constant sign within the infinite interval of integration 
(it is clear that the investigation of the integral of a negative 
function reduces to the foregoing case). It is more difficult to 
investigate integrals of functions with alternating sign, for instance,
such as . Here we give a convergence test for such integrals
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which sometimes makes it possible to reduce their investigation 
to the case of a positive integrand.

CO

I f  the integral J |/ ( x ) |d x  of the absolute value of the function
a

CO

f(x) is convergent the integral J f  (x) dx is also convergent, fn this
a00

case the integral J f{x)dx  is said to be absolutely convergent.
a

To prove the test we take two auxiliary functions f + (x) and 
f~ (x) determined by the relations i

f(x) for / ( x ) >  0
0 for f  (x) <  0

and
. . f 0 fo r /(x ) > 0
' * V f(x) for /  (x) ^  0

(The construction of the graphs of
the functions f + (x) and f~ (x) for i ; j j f(x)
a given function f(x) is shown ' - . .
in Fig. 116.) It is obvious that 
the functions f +(x) and —f~ (x) Fig. 116
are nonnegative, and each of them
does not exceed J/(x)|. Since, according to the hypothesis, the 
integral of |/(x )j is convergent, we conclude, by the compa-

/ + m = {

—

rison test, that the integrals  ̂f + (x) dx and —f~ (x)]dx are con-
a a

vergent as well; the change of the sign of the integrand in the 
last integral does not violate its convergence.

But f  (x) =  f + (x)+ f~ (x), and, since the integrals of f + (x) and f~ (x)
CO

are convergent, the integral § f  (x) dx is also convergent (see the
a

remark on page 334). The test has thus been proved.
CD CP

For example, the integrals J d x  and J  dx are abso-
0 0

lutely convergent because the absolute values of the integrands do 
not exceed the positive function > the integral of the latter 
being convergent (see Example 4 in Sec. 97).

22“
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* f ®  +  03

If the integral $ \ f (x) \dx  is convergent, the integrals J /(x)cosjrcfr
— 00 — cc+ 03

and J f ( x ) s \nxdx  are absolutely convergent since the absolute
— oo

values of the integrands obviously do not exceed | f(x)\. In what 
follows we shall take advantage of this siniple fact.

The fact that the integral of \ f (x)\  is divergent does not enable 
us to judge upon the convergence of the integral of f(x) because 
it can be either divergent or convergent. In the latter case (i.e. 
when the integral of f(x)  is convergent and the integral of|/(x)|

co
is divergent) we say that the integral ^ f ( x )d x  is conditionally

a
(not absolutely) convergent.

CD

An example of this kind is the Dirichlet1 integral J ~ d x .  it
0

can be shown (we do not present the proof here) that this integ
ral is convergent while the integral of the absolute value of the 
integrand is divergent. Thus, the Dirichlet integral is conditionally 
convergent. Its numerical value is found by means of some spe
cial techniques:

0
99. Integrals of Discontinuous Functions. If a function f (x) has 

a number of points of discontinuity of the first kind in an interval 
[a, b] the integral of this function is defined as the sum of the ordi
nary integrals taken over the subintervals into which the interval 
[a, b] is broken up by all the points of discontinuity of the 
function. Denoting these points as clt ct , . .  .,c k (a<ct<ct< ...< ck<b) 
we write

b ct c2 b

$ /  (*) dx =  5 /  (x) d x -f 5 f  (x) d x +  . . .  +  5 /  (x) dx
a a ct ck

In the first integral on the right-hand side the value of the 
function f(x)  a t the point cx is understood as its left-hand limit 
f f a — O), and in the second integral as the right-hand limit f  (ct -f 0) 
(see Sec. 33). The values of the function f{x) at the other points 
of discontinuity are understood similarly. Under the conditions 
assumed, in every closed subinterval of integration the integrand is

1 Dirichlet, Peter Gustav Lejeune (1805-1859), a German matbsmatldu.
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continuous. The geometrical meaning of the integral under consi
deration is clear from Fig. 117: the integral is equal to the sum 
of the areas of the trapezoids having as bases the subintervals [a, c}], 
[ctt ct ], . . . .  [c4, b] lying between the subsequent points of dis
continuity.

We now proceed to the definition of the improper integral for 
functions with infinite discontinuities. Let y = f(x) be a continuo
us function for all x£[a,  b) (i.e., a < :* < & )having an infinite dis
continuity at the right end point 
x = b of the interval [a, b]. It is 
clear that the ordinary definition 
of the definite integral is inappli
cable here. Let us first take the 
ordinary integral 

6 - 8

/  (e) =  J f (x) dx where e >  0 
a

and then make e tend to zero.
Then I (e) either tends to a finite limit or has no finite limit (in 
the latter case it either tends to infinity or has no limit at all).

Definition. The Improper integral $ f ( x ) d x  of a function
a

f (x)  continuous for a ^ L x < b  and unbounded as x-*-b is the
&-C

limit of the integral \j f ( x ) d x  for e -»-0 ( e > 0) provided this
a

limit exists:
6 6-e
\ / ( x ) d x  =  11 m $ f ( x ) d x ,  s > 0

a e-«  a

If the limit exists we say that the improper integral is convergent. 
If this limit does not exist the equality becomes meaningless, and 
the improper integral written on the left is said to be divergent.

Similarly, if the function f(x) has an infinite discontinuity only 
at the left end point x =  a of the interval [a, b] we put

6 6
\ f (x)dx*= lim 5 f (x)dx  where 6 > 0
a a+6

provided this limit exists.
If the antiderivative F (x) is known we can write, in both cases,

b
l f ( x ) d x  =  F(b)~F(a)
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where F (b) (F(a)) is understood as the limit of the antiderivati’.i 
F(x) as x-+ b  (as x -* a )  under the assumption that this limit 
exists. If the limit does not exist, the integral is divergent.

a
Examples. (1) J  =  2yrx ja= 2 y ra'.

1
(2) — ln O —*)£• F °r *-*•! the limit of In(1—x) b

equal to infinity; therefore the integral is divergent.
b b

Generally, observe that the integrals J j j —jj* and art
a a

convergent if k <  1 and divergent if £ >  1. (The proof is left to 
the reader.)

<3> k f e r "■arcsin* =  y — ^— y  j  =  n. In this example the

integrand has infinite discontinuities at both end points of the in
terval of integration.

 ̂ If the function f  (x) has an infinite discon
tinuity at an intermediate point x=c of the 
interval [a, b] (i.e . a < c < b )  then, by defi
nition,

b c b

5 /  (x)dx= 5 f{x) dx-\-\ f (x)dx
a a c

If both integrals on the right-hand side oi 
- the equality are convergent the integral

b

Fig- ^ f (x )dx  is also convergent; if at least one of
a

these integrals on the right is divergent the integral is divergent.

(4) . t e = j  1 h + \ v * = 3 l r x l > +3H := 3+3^
1 0  1

(5) J  ■— =  J  - j r 4 - j '- j r .  Both integrals on the right-hand side

are divergent, and, consequently, the given integral is also diver
gent.

Suppose that the curve y  =  f(x)  has an asymptote perpendicular 
to Ox at the point x= b ;  then the trapezoid bounded by it is 
infinite (with an “infinite altitude”; see Fig. 118). If the improper
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integral of the function f ix)  exists the area of the infinite trape
zoid is, by definition, equal to the value of this integral; if other
wise, we do not assign any area to this trapezoid.

For instance, to the infinite trapezoid bounded by the curve
y=-^r=- and the straight lines x = 0 , x  =  a and y = 0  we can at

tribute an area equal to 2V~a since C -^L = 2 |/ra (see Example 1).
J V x

At the same time, with the infinite trapezoid bounded by the 
hyperbola y ~ - j  and the same straight lines x = 0 , x =  a and y = 0

a

we can associate no area since the integral C— =  In* ° is diver-J X |00
gent.

Here we do not dwell on tests for convergence of integrals of 
functions with infinite discontinuities since they are analogous to 
those discussed in Sec. 98.

QUESTIONS

1. What is an antiderivative of a given function? Give examples.
2. State the theorem on the antiderivatives of a continuous fun

ction. What is the general form of the antiderivative of a given 
continuous function?

3. What is the indefinite integral of a given function?
4. State and prove the simplest properties of the indefinite in

tegral. Give examples of their application to indefinite integration.
5. Describe the methods of change of variable and of integra

tion by parts for the indefinite integral. Demonstrate them by 
examples.

6. What rational fraction is called proper? What fractions are 
called partial rational fractions?

7. How is the decomposition of a proper rational fraction into 
partial fractions performed?

8. How do we integrate rational functions?
9. Give examples of integration of the simplest- irrational func

tions.
10. What is the general method for finding an integral of a 

function rational with respect to trigonometric functions?
11. How do we compute the integrals of the form J sin" x cos'"xdx

where n and m are integers?
12. When do we say that a function is nonintegrable in elemen

tary functions (in finite form)?
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13. How do we define the area of a curvilinear trapezoid, tbs 
work of a force, the path length travelled and the mass?

14. What is the definite integral of a given function over a given 
interval? Express the notions enumerated in Question 13 in teres 
of the integral.

15. State the theorem on the existence of the definite integral.
16. State and prove the simplest properties of the definite” in

tegral.
17. Explain the properties of additivity and of retention of sign 

of the definite integral.
18. What is the geometrical meaning of the definite integral of 

a given function y = f { x )  over an interval [a, b] in the Cartesian 
coordinates?

19. State and prove the theorem on the estimation of the integ
ral and give its geometrical interpretation. Prove the generalized 
theorem on the estimation of the integral.

20. State and prove the mean value theorem for the definite 
integral and illustrate it geometrically.

21. What is the arithmetical mean of a function y=f (x)  on an 
interval [a, b]?

22. What is the derivative of the integral with respect to the 
upper limit of integration equal to? Prove the theorem on the 
derivative and give its geometrical interpretation.

23. State and derive the Newton-Leibniz rule.
24. How is the method of integration by parts applied to the 

definite integral?
25. Hov/ is the method of change of variable used in the definite 

integration?
26. Derive the formulas simplifying the expression of the defi

nite integral of an even and of an odd function over a symmetric 
interval [—a, a].

27. State and derive the-rules for an approximate computation 
of the definite integral: (1) the rectangle and the trapezoid rules, 
(2) Simpson’s rule.

28. Describe the method of graphical integration.
29. State the definition of the improper integral of a given 

function over an infinite interval. Illustrate this notion geometri
cally and give examples of convergent and divergent integrals.

30. Prove the comparison test for improper integrals.
31. W hat is an absolutely convergent improper integral? What 

improper integral is said to be conditionally convergent?
32. State the definition of the improper integral of a function 

with infinite discontinuity over a given finite interval. Illustrate 
this notion geometrically and give examples of convergent and 
divergent integrals of tha t kind.



Chapter VI

APPLICATION OF INTEGRAL CALCULUS

§ 1. Some Problems of Geometry and Statics
100. Area of a Plane Figure. We begin with computing the area or, 

aswesay, the quadrature or squaring of a plane figure. Historically, 
this problem is so closely related to integration that integrals themsel
ves are often called quadratures and a problem reducible to evalua
ting an integral is said to be solvable (inlegrable) by quadratures.

I. Area in Cartesian coordinates. In Cartesian coordinates a cur
vilinear trapezoid is the simplest (basic) figure whose area is expressed 
by one integral. If y = f{x) is the equation of the line bounding 
the trapezoid, and 0, the area S of the trapezoid is given by 
the formula b

S = l y d x
a

where the limits of integration a and b (a <  b) are the abscissas 
of the initial and the terminal points of the line.

If the line y  = f (x ) is specified by parametric equations
*=q>(0. y = $ (0

the substitution x =  <p(/) brings the integral expressing the area 
to the form

t,
S = \ W ) q > ' ( t ) d t

*1
where f, and t t are the limits between which the parameter t va
ries as the variable point runs from left to right over the upper 
boundary of the trapezoid (i.e. the line y —f {x)).

Example. Let us find the .area S' bounded by the ellipse
~  +  •£•= 1. We have a* 0-

o
S = 2  ^ydx ,  y&sO
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Here it is convenient to pass to the parametric representation 
x = acost ,  y  =  b sin I (see Sec. 46), which yields

o
S  =  —2ab J sin2id t

n
The computation results in

S =  2abjl sin* I dt =  2ab —■  ̂t —— j  j” =  nab

II. Area in polar coordinates. If the line bounding a figure is 
represented by an equation in polar coordinates, then, as the basic 
figure, we take a curvilinear sector (Fig. 119) which is an area 
bounded by a line r =  f ( 9 ) such that every ray issued from the

pole P cuts it at no more than one 
point and by the two rays <p=a and 
9  =  P (a and p are measured in ra
dians).

Let us show that the area of such a 
sector can be expressed by one integral. 
We break up the entire sector into n 
subsectors with the help of the rays whose 
angles of inclination to the polar axis are

< P o = a ,  q>i, t . . . . . . . . . . q > „ = P
The next step is to replace every curvili
near subsector by a circular one, that is, 

the function /  (cp) is considered, approximately, to be constant and 
equal to rk =  f(<pk) on each subinterval (9*, <pA+I] (k = Q, 1, ... 
. . . .  n— 1).

We remind the reader that the area of a circular sector of radius
r with central angle a  is equal to - | r 2a . Therefore the area of the
figure made up of n circular sectors replacing the curvilinear sectors 
(Fig. 119) is

s n =  - j f 2 (To) (<Pi— «Po) +  y  P  (Ti) (T. — Ti) +  • •
n — 1

(T n-l) (T» — T/i- ] )  =  4 ' S i H t / ) %  (*)
z /=0

where A<p/ =  qp/+1 — 9 ,.
For simplicity, when forming integral sum (*) we choose the 

intermediate points £,• coinciding with the left end points of the 
subintervals [9 /, 9 /+1j. This results in an inessential change In the 
notation of Ay,-, and the summation, with respect to i, is carried 
out from 0 to n— 1 (instead of from 1 to n).
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If n —t-oo and the greatest of the angles A<p,- tends to zero the 
limit of sum (*) is exactly the sought-for area of the curvilinear 
sector. Expression (*) is an integral sum for the function f 2 (9) on 
the interval [a, |i], and therefore

1 r
s  =  j } f t ((P) d(P

a
or, briefly,

0
S =  - j ^ r 2dip where r =  / (<p)

a

Examples. (1) Let us compute the area S of the figure bounded 
by the first winding of the spiral of Archimedes r =  a<p and by 
the corresponding segment of the polar axis (Fig. 120):

2 a
S  = ^H<p2d<p = y 71*0*

0
(2) Let us compute the area S  of the figure bounded by the curve 

r =  a  cos 3<p (referred to as the three~leafed rose', see Fig. 121). The

area of one sixth of the whole figure (i.e. half the area of one loop) 
is expressed by the integral

6

cosa3cpd<p
0

For, the terminus of the polar radius traverses the whole line 
bounding this sector as the polar angle varies from 0 to -2-.
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Consequently, the area of the rose is

T  T
S  =  3a2 cos4 3rp d(p =  a1 J  cos4^ d ^ = ^

o tl

(we have made the change 3 f  =  $); thus, it is equal to the area 
oi a circle -with diameter a .

101. Volume of a Solid1. Let there be given a body bounced 
by a closed surface and let the area of its any cross-section by a

plane perpendicular to* a 
fixed straight line befcnown: 
for instance, this line may 
be the axis of the abscis
sas (see Fig. 122).

We shall assume that 
the area of the cross-sec
tion is a continuous func
tion S  (x) where x is the 
abscissa of the point oi 
intersection of the cutting 
plane with the x-axis.

Furthermore, suppose that the whole solid is contained between 
two planes perpendicular to the x-axis and cutting it at points n 
and b (a <  b). To evaluate the volume of such a solid we divide 
it (mentally) into layers with the aid of cutting planes perpendi
cular to the x-axis and intersecting it a t points x0= a , x„ x„ ...  
. . . .  xn= b  and replace each layer by a r/g/z/ cylinder of the same 
altitude with base 5(x,-) (see Fig. 122). The volume of a right 
cylinder is equal to the product of the area of its base by the 
altitude, and therefore, the volume of the n-step body is expressed 
by the sum

^« =  5 (x 0) (x ,— x6) - r S (*i) (**— x ,) - r  - - - t - S  (*„-,)(*«—x * .,)*

=  2 S(X/)Ax,z=o
The limit of this sum (which is an integral sum for the function 
5  (x) on the interval [a, b], as n —»■ oo and maxAx/—*0) is the 
desired volume:

b
v = $ s ( x ) d x  n

c

1 The general definition of the volume of a space figure and its compete!:^ 
are connected with double integrals and will be given in Chapter VJH. Her; 
we confine ourselves to an important particular case of the problem.
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Fig. 122 shows a body of a simple shape for which the right 
cylinders thus constructed are either entirely contained within the 
corresponding layers or, conversely, envelop these layers. The re
sultant formula also remains valia when this condition does not 
hold provided that the contours bounding cross-sections lying close 
to each other do not “differ considerably” (we do not go into par
ticulars connected with this observation).

If the body under consideration is obtained by the rotation of 
a curvilinear trapezoid bounded by the line */ — /(*) about Ox the 
cross-section with abscissa x 
is a circle with radius equal 
to the corresponding ordinate 
of the line r/ =  /(*). (If y < 0  
the radius is equal to |y |.)
In this case

S (x) =  ny* 
and we thus arrive at the 
formula for the volume of a 
solid of revolution:

b
V =  n ^ y 2dx where y =  f(x)

a

Examples. (1) Let us find the volume V of the triaxial ellipsoid1

Its plane sections perpendicular, for instance, to Ox (see Fig. 123) 
are ellipses with semi-axes & ] / 1  — ^  and c j / ' l —  
(— cn g ^x^a ).

The cross-section area S  (x) at the point x is known (see Sec. 100):

s w - r i . ] / 1 - §  c Y i - £ = * f c ( i - £ )

Consequently,

V =  vbc |  (1 — £ )  dx =  2nfc J  (1 dx =  2ji6c |*
-fl 0

i.e.
V=-|-nabc

1 If the reader is not yet familiar with algebraic surfaces of the second order 
this example can be omitted.
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If there are two equal semi-axes, for instance, c =  fc, we have
an ellipsoid of revolution with volume V - - jn a b 2. If all the three

i.e. a —b —c, the ellipsoid turns into a sphere
of volume V = -^ n a s.

(2) Let us compute the volume V of a torus 
(anchor ring) wnich is a body generated by 
the rotation in space of a circle about an 
axis in its plane but not cutting the circle. 
Let a circle of radius a rotate about Ox, its 
centre (in the initial position) being at a 
point (0, b) b > a  (Fig. 124). The equation 
of the circle is

x2+ { y — b)2 =  a2
Apparently, the desired volume is found by 
subtracting the volume of the body genera
ted by the rotation of the lower semicircle 
with the equation y  — b—Y a 1— xi from the 
generated by the rotation of the upper se

micircle (y =  b + V  a2— x2) . Hence, we have
a a

V = ji  ̂ — Jt 5 —V~&—'i?)2dx—
~a  -a

a a

=  2k  J [(6+ V a 2— x 2)2 — (b— V a F ^ Y )  dx =  8n b \ V a 2̂ ? d x  
0 0

Finally, putting x s= as in / and evaluating the integral we obtain
21
2

V =  8nba2 £ cos* t dt =  8nba2 -- =  2n2a2b 
6

102. Arc Length. Let a curve be the graph of a continuous 
function y  = f(x)  whose derivative / '  (x) is also continuous. As was 
said in Sec. 66, such a curve is said to be smooth, and its arc 
length is defined as follows:

The arc length of a curve is the lim it of the length of the po
lygonal line inscribed into the curve as the number of its segments 
increases indefinitely and the length of the greatest segment lends 
to zero.

Thus, let a curve AB  be represented by the equation

y = f ( * )

semi-axes are equal,

volume of the body
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Ve shall suppose that x varies within a closed interval where the 
unction f (x) and its first derivative f' (x) are continuous. Let us 
iivide the arc AB  into n parts, the points of division having 
lbscissas x„ =  a, xu xit b = xn (Fig. 125). Drawing a chord 
hrough every pair of subsequent points of division we construct 
in inscribed broken line whose length A 

is expressed by the formula
Ln = V &x\ +  A yl+ ______

fj/A x? +  Ayl-F . . .  + V Ax*+Ay% =

=  S  V A xf+A ij\
t= i

hat is,
2
Ax/

vhere Ax/ = x /—x;-_, and Ayi = f (x i)— f{xi. 1)
By Lagrange’s theorem on finite increments (see Sec. 57), we 

lave
Ay/ _  f  (xj) — f  (*,--0 _  p  ^
Ax( X(—xi-i 1

vhere h £ ( x/-i> x/)- Therefore,

L „ = S K l + f '1 2 *(l/)Ax/
/si

The resultant expression is an integral sum for the function 
y  i +  f '2(x) on the interval [a, b].1 Passing to the limit as 
maxAx/—►O (then, of course, the length of the greatest segment of 
the broken line also tends to zero), we express the length L of the 
curve by the integral

b
L = $ v i + n ( x ) d x

a
or, briefly, 4

b
L = \ v rT n r 2dx (*)

1 Since the expression of the function for which this integral sum is formed 
includes the derivative / '  (x) the latter should be continuous, which was assumed 
at the beginning of the present section.

2 It should be noted that the element of integration in (*) is the differential
of arc length (see Sec. 66). Another method for deriving formula (*) will be
given in Sec. 104.
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Since dy^=yf dx, the latter formula can be conveniently rewrit
ten as

<B)
L =  J Vdx ' +dy*

(A)
where (A) and (B) conditionally denote the initial and the termi
nal points of the arc AB.  When computing arc length we substi
tute for (A) and (B) the corresponding values of the chosen 
variable of integration.

Now suppose that a smooth curve is represented parametri
cally by equations x = x(t),  y  = y(t),  and /„  t t < / , )  are the 
values of the parameter t corresponding to the end points of the 
arc. If, as t varies from i t to t lt the variable point traverses 
the arc once, moving all the time in one direction, the arc length 
is given by the formula

tx
V x '* (l)+ y '* J i)d l  (")

If the relations x  =  x(t),  y = y ( t )  are interpreted as equations 
of motion of a point and the condition that the point moves in 
one direction is not introduced formula (**) expresses the path 
length travelled by the point along the trajectory during time 
interval from t t to 

Now let a curve be specified by an equation in polar coordina
tes: r  =  r(q>). Considering the polar angle <p entering into the 
relations

x =  rcos<p, y  =  r sin q> 
as a parameter we obtain

dx =  (r ' cos rp— r sin 9) dtp, dy =  (r' sin tp-f r cos 9) d<p
whence

Consequently,
Vdx* -f- dy2 = Y  rz -f- r ' * dq>

a ______
L =  J y ^ - j- r ^ d q ) ,  a  <  (}

a

r ,)

where a  and p are the values of the polar angle corresponding, 
respectively, to the initial point A ana the terminal point B of 
the arc.

The computation of the arc length of a curve is termed the 
rectification of that curve, and a curve possessing arc length is 
said to be rectifiable.
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Examples. (1) Let us take a cycloid (Sec. 46) 
x — a ( t—sinf), y =  a ( l —cos t) 

and find the length of its arc corresponding to the variation of t
from 0 to 2n. The computation gives

2ji 2n
L = a  ^  V (1—cos ty  +  sin* t dt =  2a J s in -— dt =  8a

and hence the sought-for arc length is eight times the radius of 
the generating circle.

(2) Let us compute the perimeter of the ellipse
x = a c o s t ,  y =  b s in / (a >b)

The quarter ellipse in the first quadrant corresponds to the varia
tion of the parameter t from 0 to —; therefore

7T Jt
2 2

L =  4 J y  a2 sin* / +  ft2cos2 td t  =  4a  ̂ Y  1—e2cost i d t  
o o

where s =  ^ aa —  is the eccentricity of the ellipse. The substitu

tion t = —9  leads to the formula

L =  4 aJ Y  1—e2 sin2 9  dtp 
o

The integral on the right-hand side is called the complete elliptic 
integral of the second k ind1; it cannot be computed with the aid 
of ordinary methods because the antiderivative of the integrand 
cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions. Therefore 
the length of the ellipse is found with the help of tables of 
values of elliptic integrals. Such tables can be found in many 
reference books; for example, see [6] and [14].

(3) Let us compute the arc length of the logarithmic spiral 
r = aefnv from a fixed point Af0(r0, 90) to the variable point

1 The complete elliptic integral of the first kind is the integral£
2

I
d<p
e2 sin2 q>

. Elliptic integrals are used both in mathematics and its

applications for solving many important problems.

23—2280
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M (r, <p) (see Sec. 49, Fig. 60). We have

? <p
L= $ ]fa*e™* +  a2m2etm*dy =  a )/T + rr?  J =

<Po <Po

=  c ^i«P — gmcp,)

Here L is expressed as a function of the polar angle <p of the 
terminal point. It can also be represented as a function of the 
polar radius r of that point:

This formula shows that the arc length of the logarithmic spi
ral is proportional to the increment of the polar radius of the arc.

If we move along the spiral toward the pole the polar angle < p  
tends to —oo. The integral expressing the arc length then beco
mes improper, and we obtain

<p _________ ________

L =  a V T + m i j  dy =  a ^emv =  )Cl ± m*r

i.e. the arc length of the logarithmic spiral from the pole to its 
arbitrary point is proportional to the polar radius of that point.

The arc length of a smooth space curve specified by equations 
x = x(t), y = y(t),  z =  z(t)  is computed by the formula analogous 
to (**):

t,
L = ^ ] f x ' 2 ( t ) + y ' 2 {t) +  z'2{() dt

i,

Here and t2 are the values of the parameter / corresponding to 
the end points of the arc, and it is assumed that /, <  /, and 
that as t varies from to t2 the variable point describes the 
whole arc once moving constantly in one direction (see the note 
after formula (**)).

103. The Centre of Gravity of a Curvilinear Trapezoid. In ana
lytic geometry the division of a line segment in the given ratio 
is usually demonstrated by the problem of finding the coordina
tes of the centre of gravity of a system of material points. If 
masses mlt m2, . . . .  mn are concentrated at points /M,(*,,yt),
Ms(xt, y2) ............ M„{x„, yn) in the plane, the coordinates of the
centre of gravity M (i, tj) of this system of material points are
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»n by the well-known formulas
n

2  x‘m‘ <=i
: n 1

2  mi 
<= I

IV

n
2  y wi=\ 

i=i
fote that for a homogeneous system of material points, i.e. in 

case ml =  mt = . . .  =m„, the coordinates of the centre of 
vity

n n

independent of the magnitude of the mass and are solely spe- 
;d by the location of the points.
'he product of the mass of a point by its distance from an 
s is called the static moment of that point about the given 
s. For points lying on one side of the axis the distances are 
en with plus sign and on the other side with minus sign, 
ace, the products *,m,- and are, respectively, the static 
ments of the point M,- about Oy and Ox. The sum of the sta- 

moments of all the points M lt M 2, . . . ,  Mn is called the 
tic moment of that system of points. Consequently, the coordi- 
es of the centre of gravity of the system of points M ^x ^y f)  
= 1, 2, . . . .  n) can be expressed as

t = j r >  ( ^ * = S w » / .

ere Mx and Mv are the static moments of the system about 
and Oy, and M is its total mass (i.e. the sum of the mas- 
m,). It follows that

rhus, the centre of gravity can be defined as a point such that 
the total mass of the system is concentrated at it the static mo- 
nt of that mass point about any axis is equal to the correspon- 
ig static moment of the original system.
Mow we shall consider a homogeneous plate (lamina) of constant 
dth. Let the surface density, i.e. the mass per unit area of the 
ite, be 8 kg/m9. The centre of gravity of such a plate lies in 

middle plane which we take as the plane Oxy. It is obvious 
it under the given conditions the location of the centre of gra- 
ty depends solely on the geometric form of the plate. Assume 
at the region occupied by the plate in the xy-plane is of the
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shape of the curvilinear trapezoid, 1 bounded by an arc AB:: 
a curve y  = f{x), with base [a, b] on Ox. Let us break up til; 
figure into n subtrapezoids by means of a set of straight i:r- 
parallel to the axis of ordinates, the abscissas of the point 
of intersection of these lines with Ox being x0 =  a, x lt xt,

Replacing the ith subtrapez-oi: 
(i* = 1, 2 , by the rectan
gle with altitude equal to t'r- 
value of the function f(x) at ihr 
midpoint c,, of the sub inter, ii
[xt-u  xt\ ( It -  ; s-ee Fir.
126) we obtain a step figure appro
ximating the whole trapezoid 
The location of the centre cf 
gravity of each rectangle ;• 
known: it lies at its centre, the*.

is at the point ■j fd/ j ' j ,  the mass of the rectangle beir.r
equal to its area times the density: 6/(1,-) Ax,. Now let the ran 
of each rectangle be concentrated at its centre of gravity. Then 
the centre of gravity of the resultant system of material points 
has the coordinates

Un).
2  Si6/(|/)A*/i= i_________

n 1
2 6/ (?/)**/ I-1

q'n,=  —

St

'Ei i f < s t w & ) & x i

2  6/ (i/) Ax/
t—l

Since the density 6 is a constant magnitude we can take it out
side the summation sign. Then, on cancelling by 6, we receive

2
l (n' = r=i

si

i l / !(b)Axt

2 /to)A*/i= I

n i n }  . t=\

2  f (i«) Ar/i=i
It is clear, geometrically, that if, as usual, n is made to increase indefi
nitely as all Ax /s  tend to zero the point with coordinates Tt’ i 
approaches the centre of gravity of the plate. In the denominators o: 
the expressions for stn) and qln) there is an integral sum for the fur.-

b

ction y =  f{x) whose limit is the integral f f (x)dx, that is, the

1 The determination of the centre of gravity of a plate of arbitrry iliy. 
with variable areal density will be discussed In Chapter VIII, Sec. 132, II,
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area S of the plate. In the numerators there are, respectively, 
integral sums for the functions xf(x) and / s (x). Consequently,

b b
J  x f (*) dx y  J  f- (x) dx

t  a „ a
S  ’ ^  ~  s

This can also be written in the ab
breviated form

I*

jxydx  - J y 'd x

S
where y — /(.v).

Example. Let us find the centre of 
gravity of a homogeneous semicircle
of radius/?. In the coordinate system chosen as shown in Fig. 127 
the equation of the upper boundary of the semicircle is written as 
y=  V R 1— x*. The semicircle being symmetric about Oy, the abs
cissa I of its centre of gravity is equal to zero: 6 =  0. Let us 
determine the ordinate of the centre of gravity:

R
-  j  (R'— x*)dx

r\ = -n
i

y*K s n R- 3.i R

The method applied here to determining the centre of gravity 
of a curvilinear trapezoid reduces to dividing it into parts, fin
ding approximate location of the centre of gravity of each part 
and obtaining the coordinates of the centre of gravity of the given 
trapezoid by passing to the limit in the expressions for the coor
dinates of the centre of gravity of the corresponding system of 
mass points. This approach is also applicable to finding the cen
tres of gravity of many other physical bodies. As an instance, we 
shall find the centre of gravity of the solid of revolution genera
ted by the rotation of a given curvilinear trapezoid about the 
axis of abscissas. Let the volume density of the body be 6 kg/m3. 
Using the notation of Fig. 126 we readily obtain

6 =  lim
2 6  MIHtdix,
/rr]

2  6*/2(6/)Ax)- 
i*= 1

b
xy1 dx

a
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(let the reader carry out the calculations). It is apparent that th» 
centre of gravity is on the axis of revolution (t) =  0) and there 
fore is completely specified by the magnitude £.

Example. Let us determine the coordinates of the centre of gra
vity of the hemisphere generated by the rotation of the quarter 
circle y = V R 2—x2 ( 0 ^ x ^ . R )  about the axis of abscissas:

BL
4 3

~  2R3 ~  8 
3

R

(the coordinate q is of course equal to zero).
Let the reader derive the following formulas for the coordina

tes of the centre of gravity of the homogeneous line specified by 
an equation y = f(x ) ,  the initial point A and the terminal points 
of the line having, respectively, the abscissas equal to a and lr.

b b b b
J x V  \ + y '2dx ^ x d s  ^ y V 1-f-y '2 dx ^ yds

P =  -___________ =  f___  rt — -____________ -___
6 L L • 71 L ~  L

where L is the length of the arc AB  and ds is the differential of 
arc length.

§ 2. General Scheme of the Application of the Integral
104. The Problem-solving Scheme. In the problems we have 

discussed the general scheme of the application of the definite 
integral is essentially the same. The desired magnitude (such as 
area, work, path length, volume, etc.) considered in the problem 
corresponds to an interval of variation of a variable which serve; 
as a variable of integration: the area of a trapezoid corresponds 
to an interval [a, b] of variation of the abscissa x, the work cor
responds to an interval [s0, s] of variation of path length travelled, 
the path s to an interval [T0, T] of variation of lime I, etc.

Let us describe this scheme in the general form. We shall sup
pose that the variable we spoke about is denoted by x and that 
its interval of variation is [a, b].

The first step is to break up the interval [a, b] into subinter
vals [*/_,, x,-]; i=  1, 2, . . . ,  n (x0 = a, x„ = b). This is done 
because of the essential assumption that the value of the magni
tude in question corresponding to the whole interval is representable 
as the sum of its values corresponding to (he subintervals (the so- 
called additivity property). Indeed, area, work, path length, etc.
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possess additivity with respect to the intervals they are related 
to: the area of a curvilinear trapezoid with an interval as base 
is equal to the sum of the areas of the subtrapezoids whose bases 
constitute the whole interval, the work performed by a force on 
a given path is equal to the sum of the works on the subintervals 
the whole path is divided into and so on.

The next step is to form the corresponding sum (which is an 
integral sum) giving an approximation to the sought-for value of 
the magnitude in question; the greater the number n of the sub- 
intervals and the smaller the maximum subinterval, the more 
precise the approximation.

Finally, on passing to the limit as n —+oo we find the required 
value in the form of the integral

b
I = \ f { x ) d x  (*)

a

where f{x) is the function specified by the conditions of the prob
lem (for instance, the ordinate of the line bounding the given 
trapezoid, the acting force and the like).

This scheme is also applicable to any other problem of that 
type. But now we are going to show that the approach considered 
above (i.e. breaking up the interval into parts, summation, and 
passage to the limit) is equivalent to a simpler standard technique 
proceeding from the form of the final result (the sought-for mag
nitude is equal to the integral of a certain function) and based 
on the theory of the definite integral.

Let us consider the value of the magnitude we are interested 
in (i.e. area, work, path length, etc.) corresponding to a variable 
interval [a, x] whose left end point is fixed: a  =  const ( a ^ o ) .  
Then this value becomes an unkown function u = F {x) of the abscissa 
of the right end point x of the variable interval. If the function 
F (x) were known it would be easy to determine the desired value of the 
magnitude corresponding to the given interval [a, b] (denote this 
value by /). For, F (b) corresponds to the interval [a, ft] and F (a) 
to [a, a] while I to the interval [a, 6], and hence, by the addi
tivity of the integral, we have

F(b) =  F(a) +  I
that is

I = F(b)— F (a) (**)

Relation (**) becomes particularly visual if we take the example 
of the area of the curvilinear trapezoid (Fig. 128). Here we ob
viously have

I~SaABb> F{f l )—SaCAa 3tld F ( 6 )= S acflj,
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The function F (x) is supposed to be differentiable, and, by 
Newton-Leibniz formula,

b
I  — F (b)— F (a) =  §dF  (x)

a

that is the sought-for value I  of the magnitude is equal to the 
integral of the differential of the function u =  F (x) taken over the 
interval [a, b] to which it corresponds.

Thus, the element of integration f{x )d x  in formula (*) is nothing 
but the differential du of the function u =  F (x), and, consequently,

in order to solve the problem it only 
suffices to .know the differential of 
the function F(x). After the differen
tial has been found the sought-for 
value of the magnitude is expressed 
by the integral of that differential ta
ken over the interval [a, b].

Nov/, by analogy with the con
crete problems v/e have dealt with, 

it is possible to give the general description of the simplest model 
of the problem solvable with the aid of the definite integral. The 
basic features of this characteristic problem are:

(1) It is required to determine the value /  of a magnitude u 
corresponding to a given interval [a, b) of variation of an inde
pendent variable x. The magnitude u possesses additivity, that is, 
if the interval is divided into parts Its value corresponding to 
the entire interval is equal to the sum of the values correspond
ing to the subintervals.

(2) If the magnitude u is related to a variable interval whose 
end point a  (for definiteness, the left one) is fixed (a= const, 
a ^ a )  while the other end point is variable and has the abscissa x, 
it is possible to consider u as a function of the variable x, i.e. 
u =  F(x). The function F (x) is supposed to be differentiable.

If both conditions hold the value /  of the magnitude is expressed 
by the integral

b
f  =  F (b)— F {a) =  \d F (x )

a

and thus, the problem completely reduces to finding the differen
tial du = dF(x).

Although in the general case the function u =  F(x) is unknown 
its differential can often be determined on the basis of the con
ditions of the problem. To this end, v/e take an arbitrary value 
of x belonging to the interval [a, b] and give it an infinitesimal 
increment dx. The part of the corresponding increment AF(x) of

y,
(

/ i_____I

0 a  a b x
Fig. 128
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M" M' B

the function which would appear if all the other parameters spe
cifying the expression of F (x) retained in the interval [x, x+dx] 
their values assumed at the point x is usually the differential 
dF(x). In every concrete situation we can always check whether 
the expression thus found is the differential by verifying that it 
is proportional to dx and that it differs from AF (x) by an infi
nitesimal of higher order than dx.

The last requirement is equivalent to the condition that the 
limit of the ratio of the expression dF (x) thus obtained to AF (x) 
tends to unity as d x—>-0. What has 
been said is demonstrated by the 
example below.

Let us take the simplest problem 
of finding the area of a curvilinear 
trapezoid whose solution is already 
known and obtain this solution with 
the aid of the new technique descri
bed above. Let the trapezoid be bou
nded above by a line P =  /(* ); its 
area corresponding to the interval 
[a, b1 of variation of x  will be de
noted by S. The area of the trapezoid aCMx (see Fig. 129) is 
a function of x  which we denote by S (x). Let us choose an 
arbitrary value of x and give it an increment dx. Then the incre
ment AS (x) is represented by the area of the trapezoid xM M ' (x+ dx). 
Now we shall prove that the area of the rectangle xM N (x+ dx), 
that is, the part of the increment AS (x) appearing if the function 
/(x) is regarded as constant in the interval [x, x+ dx], is the 
differential of the function S(x):

x~x*3xb 
Fig. 129

dS (x)= f (x) dx
The expression of dS (x) given by this formula is proportional to 
dx, and it only remains to check that AS(x) and f(x )dx  are 
equivalent infinitesimals. As is seen in Fig. 129, their difference 
does not exceed the area of the rectangle M M nM 'N  which is 
equal to the product AxAy:

AS (x) — dS (x) <  AxAy (dS (x) =  /  (x) dx)
This difference is thus an infinitesimal of higher order than Ax — dx, 
which completes the proof of our assertion (see Sec. 51, IV). By 
what has been proved, we have

b
S =  S f(x)dx

Consider another example. Since we know (see Sec. 06 of Chap
ter IV) that the differential of arc length ds is given by the for-
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mula
ds = V \ + y '- d x

we can immediately write (cf. Sec. 102) the expression for the 
arc length L:

b
L =  \  V T + lT *dx

a

105*. The Area ol a Surface of Revolution. In this section we shall 
derive a formula for computing the area of a surface of revolution.

Let an arc AB  of a curve y = f(x) be rotated about Ox (Fig. 130). 
It is required to find the area Q of the surface of revolution thus

generated on condition that 
the function f(x) possesses 

a continuous derivative.
Let Q (x) designate the 

area corresponding to the 
interval [a, x); our task is 
to find its differential. To 
this end we make the follo
wing construction. Draw 
through an arbitrary point 
x ( a < x < 6 )  a plane per
pendicular to Ox. Give x an 
increment dx and draw 

another plane perpendicular to Ox and passing through the point 
x -f dx. The area Q (x) of the surface then gains an increment AQ equal 
to the area of the portion of thesurface contained between these parallel 
planes passing through the points x and x -f dx perpendicularly 
to Ox. The magnitude AQ satisfies the following obvious inequa
lities (in accordance with Fig. 130 we assume that Ay<dij):

'±^l]AdFTW<AQ < 2̂ y+2- \{y+dy)\T d F ^
The leftmost expression is equal to the lateral area of the frustum 

of the cone whose slant height is the chord of the arc while the 
rightmost expression is the area of another cone with the segment 
of the tangent line as slant height,1 On dividing all the members 
of the inequalities by 2 n yV d x2 + d y2 we obtain

4ny+2jxAy }^dx2-)-Ay2 ^ _______ AQ_______^  4ny^2idy
4ny V'dx2-\-dy2 2ny Vdx2-\-dy2 *nU

1 Here w e suppose th at on th e in terval [x> * - f  dx] the arc of the curve is 
convex (upward). T hese in eq u a lit ie s  are ev id en t from the geometrical point of 
view  but its an a ly tica l asp ects are not justified rigorously. The detailed theore
tical justification  of the form ula for the surface area of a solid of revolution 
involves som e more so p h istica ted  con sid eration s.
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Let the reader show that both leftmost and rightmost members of 
the latter relations tend to 1 as d x—*0; it follows that

2ny Vdx-+dy*
Consequently, the expression

2 ny Y  dx2 +  dy- =  2 ny V \  + y 's dx 
is nothing but the differential dQ (x), whence

b
Q = 2 n \ y V \ T T i dx

a
or, in the abbreviated form,

b
Q = 2 n $  yds

a

were ds is the differential of arc length.
These formulas make it possible to pass to the case when the 

line whose revolution generates the surface is specified parametri
cally or by an equation in polar coordinates. Let the reader derive 
the corresponding formulas.

Example. Let us compute the area of a spherical segment gene
rated by the rotation of an arc of a circle, with centre at the 
origin and radius r, about Ox.

The equation x2+ y 2 = r2 of the circle implies y2 =  ri —xs and 
yy' = —x; hence,

b ,_______ ___ b
Q =  2ji$ V r a— x2 y  1 +  d x = 2 n ^  rdx =  2nr (b— a) =  2nrH

a a

where H  is the altitude of the spherical segment. For H = 2r we 
obtain the surface area of the sphere: Q =  4nr*.

106. Fluid Pressure on the Wall of the Vessel.
Let a fluid with specific weight y N/m3 fill a 
vessel of the form of a rectangular parallelepi
ped. We are going to determine the force of 
pressure P of the fluid acting upon one of the 
walls of the vessel, the base of that wall being a 
and altitude h. This problem admits of the 
application of the general scheme elaborated in 
Sec. 104 since the force of pressure on the 
whole wall is the sum of the pressures on the 
parts it is divided into.

Let P(x) designate the pressure on the shaded part of the wall 
shown in Fig. 131. We now give x  an increment dx and compute 
the principal part, proportional to dx, of the corresponding incre-

Fig. 131
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ment AP{x) assuming that the depth of the layer of the fluid 
between x  and x-\-dx is (approximately) constant and equal to*. 
Then

dP (x) =  yaxdx (*)

Since the increment of the force of pressure satisfies the inequality 
AP(x) <  ya(x-\-dx)dx, the difference between AP(x) and dP(x) 
does not exceed

ya (x -|- dx) dx— yaxdx — ya dx5

that is, it is an infinitesimal of higher order than dx.
Consequently, we have shown that expression (*) is in fact the 

differential of the function P(x). The solution of the problem is 
now completed by the integration from 0 to h:

P =  J  yax dx =  
o

It is interesting to note that the formula we have derived shows 
that the pressure on the wall is equal to the force of pressure 
acting upon a horizontal plane area of the same dimensions immersed 
in the fluid at the depth of the centre of gravity of the wall.

QUESTIONS

1. How is the area of a plane figure found in Cartesian coor
dinates, polar coordinates and in the case when its boundary is 
represented by parametric equations?

2. Derive the formula for computing the volume of a body 
when the areas of its parallel sections are known.

3. Derive the formula for the volume of a solid of revolution.
4. State the definition of the arc length of a curve. Write down 

the formulas for computing arc length in Cartesian coordinates, 
polar coordinates and for the case of parametric equations of (he 
curve.

5. Derive the formulas for the coordinates of the centre of gra
vity of a curvilinear trapezoid.

6. Describe the general scheme for application of the definite 
integral to solving geometrical and physical problems. Characte
rize the basic features of the problems solvable with the aid of 
the integral.

7. Give examples of the application of the scheme.
8*. Write down the formulas for computing the area of the 

surface of revolution generated by the rotation of a curve speci
fied by an equation in Cartesian coordinates, polar coordinates 
and also for parametric equations of the generating curve.



Chapter VII

FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
AND THEIR DIFFERENTIATION

§ / .  Functions of Several Variables
107. Functions of Two Variables. Method of Parallel Sections. 

Domains and Neighbourhoods. In the foregoing chapters we studied 
functions of one independent variable. But there are many cases 
when a magnitude depends not on one but on two or more inde
pendent variables, that is, when the values of the variable mag
nitude in question are specified by the values of several indepen
dent magnitudes. In such cases we speak about a function of two 
or more arguments.

For instance, the area S  of a rectangle is a function of two 
independently varying quantities which are its sides a and b\ this 
function is expressed by the formula

S — ab
Similarly, the volume V of a rectangular parallelepiped is a 

function of three independent variables which are the lengths a, 
b and c of the edges of the parallelepiped:

V = abc
Another example is the work A of a direct electric current flowing 

through a section of a circuit*, it depends on the voltage U across 
the ends of the section, on the intensity I of the current and on 
time t. This functional relationship is given by the formula

A = IU t
I. Functions of two variables. We shall begin with the case of 

two independent variables which will be denoted x  and y.
To every pair of values of x  and y there corresponds a point 

in the xy-plane for which they serve as coordinates. Let us take 
a set of points D in the plane Oxy.

Definition. A variable z  is said to be a fu n c tio n  o f  tw o v a r i
ables x  and y  defined  on the se t D if to each point of the 
set there corresponds a definite value of the variable z .
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The point set D is then referred to as the domain of definition 
of the function. The domain of definition of a function is usually 
a part of the xy-plane bounded by one or several lines.

If a magnitude z is a function of variables x  and y we write

*=/(*. y)
In this relation the letter f symbolizing the function (it can 
be replaced by any other symbol) is followed by the letters 
designating the independent variables (the arguments) which are 
placed into the parentheses and separated by the comma.

A function of two variables, like a function of one variable, 
can be specified by a table, by a formula (i. e. analytically) or by 
its graph (see Sec. 8).

A tabular representation of a function indicates the values of 
the function for a number of pairs of values of the independent 
variables. For this purpose we usually compile a table of double 
entry; this can be illustrated by the table below specifying the 
dependence of the screw gear efficiency ti on the coefficient of 
friction p. and on the helix pitch angle a:

N. a  

1* \

n
u r

n
18

ji
72

0.01 0.897 0.945 0.961
0.02 0.812 0.895 0.925
0.03 0.743 0.850 0.892

In the analytical specification of a function we use a formula 
determining the values of the function depending on the values 
of the independent variables.

For example, each of the formulas

z-=2x-\-Zy—5, z =  - 2 -  anlf —  finP»+»>

specifies z as a function of x  and y. As a rule, when a function 
is represented analytically its domain of definition is understood 
(unless there are some additional conditions) as the maximum 
range of the variables x  and y  for which the formula specifying 
the function makes sense, that is, for the values of x and y which 
can be substituted into the formula to obtain the corresponding 
real values of z. For instance, the domain of the function

z =  V r*—x5— u*
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is the set of points in the *i/-plane whose coordinates satisfy the 
relation

+  r5
that is, the circle of radius r with centre at the origin. Similarly, 
for the function

z =  ln(x! -f |/5—r'-)
the domain of definition is the set of poinxs whose coordinates 
satisfy the condition

*5 +  </5> r s

tliat is, the exterior of the circle.
The function z — is defined throughout the plane Oxy

while the function 2 =  - — - is defined in the plane with the
straight line y — x deleted.

As in the case of a function of one argument, we can consider 
implicit functions of two independent variables. An equation of 
the form

F(x, y, z) =  0
usually specifies each of the variables x, y, z involved as an 
implicit function of the other two variables; this question will 
be discussed in more detail in Sec. 117.

If z is a function of two independent 
variables x and y its graph (in Cartesian 
coordinates) is the set of points whose abscis
sas and ordinates are the values of x and 
y and the third coordinate is the corres
ponding value of z. The graph of a fun
ction defined in a region of the plane is 
usually a surface.

As an example, consider the equation 
*s-j-y^ +  z* = R-. It specifies the sphere of 
radius R with centre at the origin, and 
therefore the graphs of the functions

z = V  R*—x- — t/4 and z = — VR*— y5

are, respectively, the upper and the lower hemispheres (Fig. 132). 
The graph of the function

z =  xs -Py*

is a paraboloid of revolution (Fig. 133) and that of the linear 
function

z =  ax-f by+c
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is a plane; in particular, the graph of a constant, that is, of the 
function z — C (C =  const) is a plane parallel to Oxy. Conversely, 
a surface in the xyz-space represents a function of two indepen
dent variables whose values are equal to the z-coordinates of the 
points of that surface corresponding to the values of the independent 

variables equal to the abscissas and the 
ordinates.

To represent a function graphically means 
to specify its graph.

II. The method of parallel sections. Level 
lines. In analytic geometry, when studying 
second-order algebraic surfaces we apply the 
method of parallel sections in which the shape 
of the surface is analysed with the aid of its 
equation by investigating the curves formed 
in the intersections of the surface with planes 
parallel to the coordinate planes. This 

method is also applicable to studying arbitrary functions of two 
variables. For instance, suppose we are given a function

Fig. 133

z =  f(x , y)
specifying a surface in the xyz-space. If a value y0 of the argument 
y  is fixed while x  remains variable the coordinate z becomes a 
function of one independent variable x:

z =  f(x , y0)
The character of variation of the variable z as function of x can now be 
investigated by applying to the above function the known methods 
for studying functions of one argument.
This means, geometrically, that we con
sider the line of intersection of the 
surface z =  f(x , y) with the plane 
y = y „ parallel to the xz-plane (see the 
line CD in Fig. 134). Giving y  anoth
er constant value ^  we obtain the 
line CiDlt etc.

The behaviour of z as y  is varied 
and x is given different cofistant va
lues can be investigated in a similar 
way. For instance, in Fig. 134 we see 
the line of intersection of the surface z = f(x, y) with the plane 
x = x0 (the line AB). To investigate this line we should study the 
function of one variable z =  /(x 0, y). If the disposition of these 
lines is known we can judge upon the shape of the surface.

The investigation of the given function z = f(x, y) by means 
of functions of one argument can be carried out in another way
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by fixing the values of the function itself instead of the values 
of independent variables. To this end, let us put z=z„; this results 
in the equation

f{x, y) =  z0 (*)
determining a relationship between the variables x and y, that 
is, a function of one argument, corresponding to the given fixed 
value z0 of the function z. Geometrically, when a value z„ of z 
is fixed we obtain the line of inter
section of the surface z = f(x , y) 
with the plane z =  z„ parallel to 
the plane Oxy.

Equation (*) specifies the proje
ction I of the line of intersection L 
of the surface z= [ (x , y) with the 
plane z =  z0 (see Fig. 135).1 When 
the point with coordinates x  and 
y moves along the line I the fun
ction retains the constant va
lue z0.

Definition. A curve in the xy-  
plane at whose all points of the fun- r,g‘ 1,50
ction z ~ f ( x ,  y)  retains a constant value is called a level line 
of the function.

Taking different values z =  z0 we obtain a family of level lines 
of the function z = f( x ,  y); if the difference between neighbouring 
values of z0 is sufficiently small such a family enabfes us to visua
lize the behaviour of the function.

Let us make z assume the values . . .  —3ft, —2ft, — ft, 0, ft, 
2ft, 3ft, . . .  where ft is a positive number; we then obtain a system 
of evenly spaced parallel sections and the corresponding family 
of level lines which, in this case, when the cutting planes are 
equidistant apart, are termed^ contour lines. In the parts of the 
x//-plane where the contour lines are thicker the function varies 
“rapidly” and in the parts where they are rarer it varies “slowly”. 
For, in the former case to the increment ft of the function there 
corresponds a smaller displacement of the point P(x, y) in the 
plane than in the latter case.

In Fig. 136 we see a family of contour lines with ft =  l con
structed for the function z = xt + y i (representing a paraboloid of 
revolution). These contour lines are concentric circles with centre 
at the point 0  (0, 0) and that point itself. It is clearly seen that, 
as z increases, the circles become closer to each other, which means 
that the surface rises more steeply.

1 The equation f(x, y) =  ?n specifies a cylindrical surface in the xyz-space 
with elements parallel to Oz and directrix I (or L).

24—2280
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In applied sciences contour lines are frequently used for repre
senting the behaviour of functions of two variables. For example, 
in cartography the altitude of a terrain above sea level at a given 
point considered as a function of two variables (the coordinates 
of that point) is represented by contour lines of this function.

These lines called horizontals are ext
remely convenient for representing the 
altitude of the terrain. In meteorology 
the so-called isotherms and isobars are 
used; they are, respectively, lines of 
constant average temperature and of cons
tant average pressure and represent these 
magnitudes as functions of the coordina
tes of the point of the terrain.

III. The domain of definition of a 
function of one variable is most often 
an interval of the number line. For a 
function of two variables the domain of 
definition is a set of points in the coor
dinate plane. Let us characterize the 
point sets of this kind which will be 

most frequently considered in what follows. We shall use visual 
geometrical interpretation; to begin with, let us state the defini
tion of an r-neighbourhood of a point in the plane.

Definition. An (open) r-neighbourhood  of a given point 
P<, ( x 0> y 0) is the set of all points lying inside 
the circle of radius r  and centre at the point 
Po (Fig. 137).

The coordinates of these points satisfy the 
inequality

(x— x0y  +  {y— t/0)2 < r 2

If the points of the circumference of the 
circle are added to the /--neighbourhood we F'C-137
obtain the dosed r-neighbourhood whose points 
have coordinates satisfying the non-strict inequality (x—x.F-f-
+  (y—y< ,Y ^d .

The basic geometrical figure in the plane is a domain:
An open domain in the plane is a point set D satisfying the 

following two conditions:
(1) I f  a point belongs to the set D there exists a neighbourhood 

of this point whose all points also belong to D.
(2) Any two points of the set D can be joined with a continuous 

line lying entirely within D.
The first condition means that all the points of an open domain 

are interior, i. e. every point of the domain lies inside it together
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with an r-neighbourhood of that point. The second condition indi
cates that an open domain is (arcwise) connected: its any two 
points can be connected by a line whose all points are in the domain.

Examples of open domains are the interiors of a circle, of an 
ellipse, of a polygon, of an annulus, etc. (see Fig. 138). In what 
follows we shall always deal with domains bounded by finite arcs 
of smooth curves. These arcs form the boundaries of the domains.

Fig. 138

If all the points of the boundary of an open domain D are added 
to D we obtain a closed domain. When speaking about a domain 
D we usually mean an open domain; the case of a closed domain 
(often denoted D) will always be stipulated.

Note that a region of the shape of a figure “8” (see Fig. 139) 
is not a domain since the points lying within different loops can
not be joined by a continuous line whose all points are interior.

o o
Fig. 139

A domain is said to be bounded (finite) if it entirely lies inside 
a circle with centre at the origin; thus, the distance from any 
point of a bounded domain to the origin does not exceed a fixed 
number. All the domains mentioned above are bounded. Examples 
of unbounded domains are a half-plane (i. e. a part of the plane 
lying on one side of a given straight line), a strip (a part of the 
plane enclosed within two parallel straight lines), the exterior of 
any circle and the like. Any two intersecting straight lines break 
up the plane into four unbounded angular domains ("wedges”).

In what follows an important role will be played by so-called 
simply connected ( l-connected) domains:

A domain is said to be simply connected (or \-connected) if all the 
points of the plane lying inside a simple closed curve whose all 
points belong to the domain are also within the domain. A curve 
is called simple if it does not intersect itself (for instance, the 
boundary of a circle is a simple curve but that of a figure “8” 
is not).

Examples of simply connected domains are the interiors of a 
circle and of an ellipse,- a half-plane, a strip, a wedge, etc. Any 
domain bounded by a simple closed curve is simply connected.

24*
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As an example of a not simply connected, (multiply connecki) 
domain is an annulus (see Fig. 140a) since not all points of the 
plane enclosed by a circle T lying within the annulus belong to 
this annulus. The boundary of an annulus consists of two noninter
secting curves; accordingly, we say that an annulus is a doubly 
connected (2-connected) domain. The domain shown in Fig. 140$ is 
triply connected (3-connected)', its boundary consists of three non- 
intersecting curves, fn the general case the notion of an n-luph 
connected domain is introduced in a similar way.

108. Limit of a Function of Two Variables. Continuity.
1. The limit of a function. The definition of a limit of a func 

tion of two variables is stated by analogy with the case of a func 
tion of one variable:1 

Definition. A number A Is called the limit of the functloi 
Z = f ( x ,  y)  as x —* x 0, y —*y„ if for all the values of x and j 
which are, respectively, sufficiently close to the numbers x„ andy, 
the corresponding values of the function f ( x ,  y)  are arbitrarily 
close to the number A.

If A is the limit of f(x , y) as x —<-x0, y —*y0 we write

In this definition it is not supposed that the function is definct 
at the point P 0 (xu, y0) itself, and therefore it is assumed that a 
least one of the inequalities x ^ x 0, y¥=y0 is fulfilled, that is thi 
point {x, y) does not coincide with the limiting point (x„ y„).

This definition can be re-stated in terms of inequalities: If, give 
an arbitrary e >  0, there exists a number 6 > 0  such that for al 
the points P (x, y) whose coordinates satisfy the inequality

(that is, for all points P= £P0 belonging to the 6-neighbourhood e,

i Before studying the subject of this section the reader should recall tr- 
content of Sec. 24, Chapter II.

Fig. 140

lim f ix , y) = A
X  *0  
V~+Vi>

0 <  { x - x , y  +  ( y - y ty < b *
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the point P0) the inequality
I fix , y )— A | <  e

is fulfilled, the number A is the limit of the function f  (x, y) as 
x -+ x 0, p — y0.

The definition of the limit is readily extended to the case when 
one of the independent variables or both tend to infinity. For 
instance, the relation lim f(x , y) =  A means that for any e > 0

X-*-X0
y  +  co

there are numbers 6 > 0  and W > 0  such that the inequalities 
0 <  \x —x0\ <  6 and y  >  N imply the inequality | f(x; y )— A I <  e. 
It is of course assumed that the function f(x , y) is defined for all 
the values of x and y  in question. Let the reader state the defini
tion of the limit for the other possible cases when the independent 
variables tend to infinity.

The definitions of infinitesimals and of infinitely large magnitu
des which are functions of two variables are analogous to the 
corresponding definitions for functions of one variable, and we 
shall not state them here.

It should also be noted that all the rules for passing to the 
limit given in Sec. 29, Chapter II for functions of one variable
arrgumlnnts Wlth°Ut a° y Changes to the case of functions of several

J ? b e  *  be defined in a domain
aement of lh ^ f ic t io n  T,he ^
the definition of the increment fnr a funfr rP ff010* |
corresponding to given increments Ay anT/w°^f **[, °?e variable) 
variables is the difference and °f independent

... . f Az =  / (̂ + A x , y0 +  Ay)_ f {Xo> y )
(it is of course supposed that . . . , .
belongs to the domain D). ae Poir*f C^o+Ax, also

Definition. A function z = s f / „  . . 
at a point (x0, y„) if it is f A * ’ ,s sa,<! to  be continuous 
point and if to infinitesimal i n r ° ed ,n a neighbourhood of that 
ponds an infinitesimal increment rnen ŝ °f x  at1^ y  there corres-

11 of z , that is,
Ax.
Ay-

Denoting x0-f-A* by x  and 
condition of the continuity 0j^°+At/ by y we can re-write the 

lim [f(x, y)— f(x 0, i/0)1 *he Unction fix , y) in the form . 
yZyl or Jim  f  (x, y) =  f  (xt, y0)

Thus, if a function is continUo
Us at a point (x0, y0) its limit at
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that point coincides with the particular value of the function c! 
this point; the converse is also true.

We say that a function is continuous in a domain D if it is 
continuous at every point of the domain.

If Po(x0, do) is a boundary point of the domain D the definition 
of the continuity of the function at that point should be slight!} 
changed. Namely, in this case the limit of the function fix, y) 
as x —*xQ, y —►t/o must be understood in the sense similar to Ifc 
case of one-sided limit of a function of one variable: the point 
(x , y), when approaching the point (x0, y0), should move within 
the domain D, that is, the definition of the limit must invohe 
not all the points {x, y) lying sufficiently close to (x„ yt) but 
only those belonging to the domain D.

From the geometrical point of view the continuity of the func
tion z = f{x, y) means that its graph is a surface without discon
tinuities.

The basic properties of continuous functions of two independent 
variables are the same as in the case of functions of one variable 
(see Sec. 35, Chapter 11).

A point belonging to the domain D or to its boundary at 
which the condition of continuity is violated is called a point cj 
discontinuity of the function1. Points of discontinuity of a func
tion of two variables may form arcs of curves.

Let us consider examples of discontinuous functions.
The function z =  -2 is continuous everywhere except at the

point (0, 0) which is its point of discontinuity. It is clear that 
z —>oo as x —.0, y —*-0. This means, geometrically, that the graph 
of the function is a surface having an infinite “spire" at the 
point (0, 0).

Recalling the general equation of a surface of revolution derived 
in analytic geometry we conclude that the equation

specifies the surface generated by the rotation of the curve z = ~ , 
y =  0 lying in the *z-plane about Oz.

The points of discontinuity of the function z =  are allx ' y
the points of the bisectors of the quadrants of the xy-plane, that 
is, those points for which y = x or y  = — x.

A more complicated example is the point of discontinuity (0,0) 
for the function

f i x , y ) = xi+ yi

1 A more precise definition of a point of discontinuity of a /unction of Uo 
variables is analogous to  the corresponding definition for a function of one va
riable (see Sec. 33).
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At each point of the straight line y  = kx where k is an arbitrary 
number the function assumes the constant value

f  /  \  _  kx2 __ k
' X* + k*X*~T+k?

If the point (x , y) approaches the point (0, 0) along the line
y = kx the limit of the values of the function is equal to y p p *
Making k take on different values, i. e. making (x, y) move to
ward (0, 0) along different straight lines, we obtain different limits 
of the values of the function f  (x, y). This means that the function 
has no limit at the point (0, 0) as x and y  approach the origin 
in an arbitrary way and thus is discontinuous at that point.

109. Functions of Several Independent Variables. Here we shall 
generalize the definitions stated in the foregoing sections to the 
case of more than two independent variables.

If there are three independent variables they are usually deno- 
tedby*,*/and z. If u is a function of x, y, z we write

u = f{x, y, z)
With each triple of values x, y, z we can associate the point (x , y, z) 
of the xyz-space; then the domain of definition of the function 
f  (x, y, z) can be interpreted geometrically as a part of the three- 
dimensional space (it usually is a spatial region bounded by a 
surface). The definition of a three-dimensional domain is comple
tely analogous to that of a plane domain; the only change is that 
an r-neighbourhood of a point P0 (x0, y 0, z0) is in this case under
stood as the set of all interior points of the ball of radius r with 
centre at the point P 0. The coordinates of the points of this neigh
bourhood satisfy the inequality

(x— x0y  +  (ij— y0Y +  {z— z0)* <  r\
The “graph” of a function of three variables u = f(x , y, z) should 

be understood (formally) as the collection of the 4-tuples (x, y, z, u) 
such that x, y and z run through the domain of definition of the 
function while u assumes the corresponding values of the function 
f(x , y, z); it cannot of course be visualized geometrically since we 
live in the three-dimensional geometrical space and cannot draw the 
fourth coordinate axis Ou perpendicular to given mutually perpen
dicular axes Ox, Oy and Oz.

If the number n of the independent variables exceeds three it 
is inconvenient to denote them by different letters, and therefore 
they are most often denoted by one letter, for instance, x, sup
plied with different subscripts: xlt xs, . . . ,x „ .  If u is a function 
of these variables we write

U =  f  (Xj, Xit . . . ,  Xjf)
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To designate concrete numerical values of the independent variab
les . . . , x n we should use, instead of ordinary subscripts, so.ve 
other symbols, for instance xj, x\, ...,x% .

For the sake of convenience we shall (formally) retain the ordi
nary geometrical terminology: an n-tuple (*,, x2, . . . ,  x„) will be 
called a point of the /i-dimensional space, the latter being under
stood as the collection of all such n-tuples. We shall not state 
the general definition of a domain in the n-dimensional space oi 
^-tuples and shall confine ourselves to the following definition oi 
an /--neighbourhood: the set of points (xv  x2, . . . ,  x„) o} the 
n-dinvensional space whose coordinates satisfy the inequality

(*i-*i°)s +  (* .-* $ )* +  - - - -I- (xn— x$p <  r*
is called the r-neighbourhood of the point Pn (xj, x\, . . . ,  jr£). Such 
a neighbourhood is referred to as an open n-dimensional ball, and 
its boundary, that is, the set of points whose coordinates satisfy 
the equation

(*« —*?)’ +  (*, ■- x \ f  - f  . . .  +  {xn- x « Y  =  /*
is called an n-dimensional sphere (or, simply, an n-sphere).

The definition of the limit of a function and that of the con
tinuity of a function for the case of n independent variables are 
completely analogous to the corresponding definitions for functions 
of two variables, and we shall not state them here.

§ 2. Derivatives and Differentials. 
Differential Calculus

110. Partial Derivatives and Differentials.
I. Partial derivatives. Let z =  f(x , y) be a function of two inde

pendent variables x  and y. We begin with fixing a constant value 
of the argument y  and investigating the function of one variable 
x thus appearing. Suppose that this function (we write it in the 
original form f jx , y) where y  =  const) possesses a derivative with 
respect to x; this derivative is equal to

lim /(*+&*> y)—f (*. y)
AX-rO A*

We shall denote this limit as }'x (x, y) where the subscript indicates 
the variable x  with respect to which the derivative is taken for 
a fixed value of y.

Definition. The p artia l derivative of the function 
zz=zf(x, y) w ith respect to x  is the function of the two va
riables x  and y  appearing when f ( x ,  y)  is differentiated with 
respect to x  on condition that y  is regarded as a constant.
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As has been said, the partial derivative of a function z = f(x ,y )  
with respect to x is designated by f'x[x, y); the symbols

dz
dxf z'x .

df(x, y) 
dx , £ [ / (* ,  »)]

are also used for this purpose.
In contrast to the ordinary derivative we write d instead of d 

and, besides the prime in the symbols zx and fx {x, y), also write the 
subscript indicating the variable x  with respect to which the diffe
rentiation is performed (by the way, the prime is often omitted, 
and we write zx or fx (x, y)).

It should be stressed that y  is regarded constant only in the 
differentiation process with respect to x. After the expression for 
f ’x(x, y) has been found both variables x and y  can assume arbit
rary admissible values. This exactly means that fx (x,y) is a func
tion of two independent variables. For instance, if z = x2y then 
z'x = 2xy.

It may of course happen that in a particular case f x (x, y) 
depends solely on one variable and even is constant. For example, 
if z —xy then zx= y , and if z =  2 x + y 2 then zx =  2.

The partial derivative of the function z = f(x ,  y) with respect to y  
is defined completely analogously:

fl(x , y )=  I'm f ix ,  y-fAy)— f(x , y)
A y

It is also denoted
dz . d fjx, y) 
dy • z«' dy and | t / (*.*>]

A partial derivative being an ordinary derivative of a given 
function computed on condition that only one variable with respect 
to which the differentiation is performed changes, the computation 
of partial derivatives of elementary functions is carried out accor
ding to the well-known differentiation rules for elementary func
tions of one variable.

Examples.
(1) Let us find the derivatives zx and z'y of the function z — 3axy— 

— x3—ys. Regarding y  as a constant we obtain

% -Z a y ~ Z x 2 

and regarding x as a constant we get

0=3ax—3#*
(2) Let us find zx and z'v for the function z —xy defined for 

* > 0 .  In the differentiation with respect to x the magnitude z is
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considered as a power function and in the differentiation vsi 
respect to y as an exponential function. Thus, we find

The particular values of the partial derivatives for given vaiuts 
x — x0 and y — y0 of the independent variables are denoted

( s * ) j r = V  [dy)x=x, o r  ^ x ° ’ ^
y=eo

For example, if z =  3axy— x*— y3 then

Partial derivatives of a function of an arbitrary number of 
independent variables are defined analogously. In the case of n 
independent variables the notation of partial derivatives is the 
same as before; for instance,
du
dxt fx, > - • • i %n) —lim

Axj -► 0
/ fol ~~f~ * * * i «««» %r)

Axl

As an example, take the function r =  V x 2 + y 2 +  zs. It expresses 
the distance between the point P(jc, y, z) and the origin. Com
puting its partial derivatives we obtain the expressions

and

d r _ ______ x_____ __ x
dx~~ p V + ^ + z *  ~ ~ = c o sa

, dr y  Q , dr z
rv~ d y  =  T ~ C0S^ ’ rz~ d z ~  7" = co sY

dr

where cosa, cosj) and cosy are the direction cosines of the polar 
radius of the point P(x, y, z); these formulas will be used in 
what follows.

The absolute value of the partial derivative zx= fx(x, y) or 
z'y =  fy{x, y) is equal to the rate of change of the function 
z = f(x , y) as only * ° r only y changes while the sign of fx or }', 
indicates the character of the variation (i.e. the increase or the 
decrease of the function).

The geometrical meaning of the partial derivatives of the func
tion z — f(x , y) is the following: f'x (x0, ya) is equal to the slope, 
relative to Ox, of the tangent line to the section of the surface 
z = f(x , y) by the plane y =  y 0 drawn through the point 
M 0(x0, i / o , ' z o), that is, fx (x0, y 0) =  ta n a  (Fig. 141a). (It is seen
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The partial derivative fy(x0, y0) is equal to the slope, relative 
to Oy, of the tangent line, at the point M t (x„, y 0, z„), to the 
section of the surface z = f(x , y) by the plane x =  x0, i.e. 
fu(xo, p„) =  tanp (Fig. 1416). (It is seen that fy (x0, t/o) > 0  in 
the figure.)

II. Partial differentials. The increment of the function z = f(x , y) 
gained as only one of the variables changes is called a partial 
increment of the function with respect to the corresponding variable. 
The partial increments are denoted by the symbols

Axz = f(x  + Ax, y )— f(x , y) and Ayz = f { x ,y  +  Ay)— f(x ,y )
Definition. The p a r tia l  d iffe re n tia l o f  the fu n c tio n  

z ^ = f{ x ,y )  w ith  respect to  x  is the principal part of the par
tial increment Axz = f ( x  +  A x , y ) — f ( x ,  y )  proportional to 
the increment A x  of the independent variable x .

The partial differential with respect to y is defined similarly.
The differentials of the independent variables x  and y are 

simply understood as being equal to their increments:
dx = Ax, dy =  Ay

The partial differential with aspect to x is denoted as dxz and 
with respect to y as dyz.

As in the case of a function of one variable, it can readily be 
proved that if a function z = f(x , y) possesses the partial diffe
rential with respect to x it also has the partial derivative z'x and 
vice versa (see Sec. 50). Besides,

dxz = ~  dx
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Similarly, if a function z =  f(x , y) has the partial differential 
with respect to y it also has the partial derivative z'y and vice 
versa, and

dvz = r / n

Thus, a partial differential of a function of two independent 
variables is equal to the product of the partial derivative with 
respect to the corresponding variable by the differential of that 
variable.

The geometrical meaning of the partial increment Axz is that 
it is equal to the increment of the z-coordinate of the point of 
the surface z = f(x , y) as x receives the increment Ax (Fig. 141a). 
In the figure the increment Axz is represented by the line seg
ment R'0M'0 and is negative: Axz <  0. The partial differential dxz 
is equal to the increment of the z-coordinate of the point of the 
tangent line T x when the argument x gains the same increment. 
In the case shown in Fig. 141a we have dxz <  0, the representing 
line segment being R'0T ^

Similarly, the partial increment Ayz is equal to the increment 
of the z-coordinate of the point of the surface as the argument y 
receives the increment A., (Fig. 1416). In the figure the increment 
A„z is positive (A „z>0) and is represented by the line seg
ment R;M’0. The partial differential rLz expresses the increment 
of the z-coordinate of the point of the tangent line Ty. In the 
case shown in Fig. 1416 we have d..z>  0, the representing seg
ment being R"0T “0.

From the formulas for the partial differentials we obtain
d z  dxz d z __dyt
dx dx ’ dy ~dy

It follows that partial derivatives, like ordinary derivatives, can 
be regarded as fractions whose numerators are the corresponding 
partial differentials and the denominators, the differentials of the
corresponding independent variables. But the expressions ~  and

^  are unified symbols which must not be understood as fractions,
for, if we even agree that dx and dy denote dx and dy the sym
bols dz in the first and in the second cases designate different 
magnitudes (namely, dxz and dvz).

As an instance, let us consider the Mendeleev-Clapeyron1 equation
p v = R T

1 Mendeleev* D. I. (1834-1907)* the famous Russian scientist who constructed 
the periodic table of elements and discovered the periodic law.

Clapeyron, B.P.E (1799-1864), a French physicist.
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and find and from it. We have

dp d ( R T \  _  RT
du d v \ v J u~
da _  d (R T \_ _  R 
dT ~~ dT \  p ) ~  v

and
dT _ d_ ( pv \  v
dp ~ d p [  R ) ~  R

Forming the product of these three partial derivatives we derive 
the relation

dp dv dT ^  RT R V ^  RT  __ ,
dv dT dp v3 p R pv

playing an important role in thermodynamics. (Note that if the 
symbols designating partial derivatives and involving d were real 
fractions we would obtain 1 instead of —1, which is incorrect.)

Partial increments and partial defferentials of a function of any 
number of independent variables are defined by analogy with the 
case of a function of two variables. If u — f{xu xt , . . . ,  xn) then, 
as above, we have

d*>u = l l k dx"
j du .— gx dxt , . .

that is, a partial differential of a function of several independent 
variables with respect to one of them is equal to the product of 
the corresponding partial derivative by the differential of that 
variable.

t i l .  Total Differential.
I. Total increment and their differential. Let a function z = f(x , y) 

be differentiable with respect to x and with respect to y. Then, 
using the partial derivatives of the function we can find arbitra
rily accurate approximations to its increments corresponding to a 
variation of x for a constant value of y and to a variation of y 
for a constant x. Therefore it appears natural to try to find an 
approximation to the increment of the function z — f{x, y) when 
both arguments simultaneously and independently gain arbitrary 
increments. In this general case the increment of the function is 
given by the formula

Az = f(x+ A x , y + Ay)— f(x, y)
and is termed the total increment. In Fig. 142 we see that the 
total increment corresponding to the passage from the point P (x , y) 
to the point Pt (x+ Ax, y +  Ay) admits of the geometrical inter
pretation as the length of the line segment QAf,.
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The total increment of a function can be expressed by an ext
remely complicated formula involving Ax and Ay. But this rela
tionship becomes quite simple when f(x , y) is a linear function: 
f{x, y) = ax-\-by +  c\ in this case we readily find Az = aAx-\-b&y.

It turns out that when f(x , y) is not a linear function it is 
usually possible to choose, for given values of x and ij, some 
constant coefficients A and B such that the expression A Ax-fB Ay, 
which may not exactly coincide with Az, differs from Az by an

infinitesimal of higher order than 
the distance p between the points 
P  and P, as p —s-0(we havep = 
= j/A x s-f At/2):

A z — A Ax B Ay A-o (p)
In this case the sum AAx+BAy 

is called the total differential of 
the function z =  f(x , y) and is de
noted dz or d f(x , y):

dz = Adx-\- Bdy (•)
(as before, Ax = dx and Ay=dy).

Thus, as p —► (), the difference between the total increment Az 
of the function z =  f(x , y) and its total differential dz is an infi
nitesimal of higher order than p. This is briefly stated thus: dz is 
the principal part of the increment Az. Now we can state the 
definition:

Definition. A function z s = f ( x ,  y )  is said to be differenti
able a t  a g iv e n  p o in t  (at, y )  if its total increment is repre
sentable in the form

A z =  A Axr-|-^A>>-4-o(p), p = V  Ax’ +  A y
where A and B  are independent of A x  and Ay.

The principal part of the total increment of a differentiable 
function which is a linear function of the increments of the Inde
pendent variables is called the to ta l  d i f fe r e n t ia l  (or, briefly, 
the differential) of the function:

d z  =s A A x  -f* B Ay
A function differentiable a t each point of a domain is said to 

be differentiable in that domain.
It is clear that if a function is differentiable at a given point 

it is continuous at it. But the fact that a function is continuous 
at a point does not imply that it is differentiable at that point. 
Moreover, in the case of a function of one variable the existence 
of the differential is equivalent to the existence of the derivative 
(see Sec. 52), but this is no longer true for a function of two
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variables: a function z= f{x , y) possessing both partial derivatives
^  and mav have no total differential, that is, is not neces- dx ay
sadly differentiable! At the end of the present section we shall 
prove that the condition that both partial derivatives of the func
tion z — f{x, y) not only exist at the given point but also exist in 
a neighbourhood of the point and are continuous in it is sufficient 
for the function to be differentiable at that point.

Now, assuming that the function in question possesses a total 
differential, we shall prove a proposition showing how the total 
differential can be found:

Theorem. The total differential of a function of two independent 
variables is equal to the sum of the products of the partial deri
vatives of the function by the differentials of the corresponding 
independent variables.

Proof. Formula (*) expressing the differential is valid for arbit
rary dx and dy and hence, in particular, for dy=  0. In the latter 
case the total increment Az coincides with the partial increment 
Axz, and we obtain

dxz =  Adx
whence (see Sec. 110, II)

A = —  = fx{x, y)

The fact that B = f'y {x, y) is proved similarly. Consequently, the 
expression for the total differential for given values of x and y  
is written

dz =  /; (x, y)dx + fl(x, y)dy
or

^ T x dxJr%dy
which is what we set out to prove.

Since

%dx = dxz and g  d y = d yz
we obtain

dz = dxz + d yz
that is, the differential of a function of two independent variables 
is equal to the sum of Its partial differentials.

Examples. (1) Let z ^ S a x y —x3—y3. Then
dz — {Say—3x2) dx +  {Sax—3y-) dy.

(2) For the function z =  x>' {x >  0) we have
rfz =  i/jcJ'-1 dx+ xx  In xdy
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In both examples the partial derivatives are continuous and 
functions are therefore differentiable.

The definition of the total differential is extended without ch 
ges to functions of any number of independent variables. 
u =  f(x lt Xj, . . . ,  x„) than the total increment of the functiont

Au f{x^-\-Axlt x t ~i~Axit . . .»  xn-{-Axn) f (Xj, x2, . . . ,  xel
If the total increment is expressible as the sum of the principal p 
linear with respect to the increments of the independent variat 
and an infinitesimal of higher order the function is differentia 
and its total differential, i.e. the principal (linear) part cf its 
tal increment, is

du_
dxt

dudxi Jr - fc d x 1+  . i-H l
‘ dx„

The relationship between the increment Au and the differed 
du is given by the formula Au= du-\-o{p) where 0 (0) is an infin: 
simal of higher order relative to

p = V A x f + A x l +  • Ax'n
As in the case of functions of two variables, the existence of c 
tinuous partial derivatives with respect to all independent vart 
les guarantees the existence of the total differential.

Note. Let u =  /(x „  x2, . . . .  x„) be a function of n independ 
variables differentiable in a given domain and let its total di 
rential be identically equal to zero for all the values of the 
dependent variables and arbitrary dx,, dx2, . . . ,  dxn:

d u = ^ dXl. du
dx7 dXj-L + ^ " °

Then, putting dx,^=0, dxi =  dx3=  . . .  =dx„ =  0 v;e conclude tl 
g^-==0. Similarly, all the other partial derivatives

. . . ,  ~  also turn out to be identically equal to zero. ConseqOXn
ntly, in this case u is independent of x,, x}, . . . .  x„ and i; 
constant magnitude.

II*. Sufficient condition for differentiability. We shall provt 
theorem providing a sufficient condition for differentiability 0! 
function of two variables (it was already mentioned after the i 
finition of differentiability).

Theorem. If a function z = s f ( x ,  y ) possesses partial derivatr 
in a neighbourhood of a point P ( x , y )  and these derivati' 
f x (x , y )  and f y (x , y )  are continuous at that point the functi 
is differentiable a t the point P ( x , y).

Proof. Let us consider the total increment of the function z

f(x , y)- Az = f  (x-f-Ax, y + A y )— f(x, y)
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On adding and subtracting the expression f(x , y+ A y)v /e  rewrite 
this formula as

Az =  [f(x+ A x, y + A y )— f(x , y+ Ay)] +
+  [/(*, y+ & y)— f(x , y))

In other words, the increment of the function corresponding to 
the passage from the point P to the point Px (see Fig. 143) is 
representable as the sum of two 
increments, namely, of the 
increment gained by the fun
ction for the given constant 
value of x  (that is, correspon
ding to the passage from the 
point P to the point N) and 
the increment for the given 
constant value y + A y  of the 
other argument (which cor
responds to the passage from 
the point N to the point F ,) .1

The expression in the first 
parentheses is the increment 
of the function f(x , y) for the constant value y + A y  of the 
ordinate received when x  is given the increment Ax. To this incre
ment we can apply Lagrange’s formula of finite increments (see 
Sec. 57), which results in

f(x + A x , y + A y )— f(x , y+ A y) =  f'x {l1, y + Ay)Ax
(the position of the point Q (h , y+ A y)  with coordinates gj and 
y+ A y, x+ A x)  is shown in Fig. 143).

Similarly, applying Lagrange’s formula to the expression in the 
second parentheses as increment of the function corresponding to 
the variation of only one argument y  we obtain

f{x, y + A y )— f (x, y) = f'y (x, %t) Ay
(the point R(x, £t) with coordinates x  and £„ y+ty]>
lies on the line segment PN).

Thus, we have
t e  =  fx(l,< y+ A y)A x+ f'y {x, gj A y

By the hypothesis, the derivatives fx and y'v are continuous fun
ctions. Therefore, since the points Q and R approach the point 
P and PX—*P, we can write

£  & . y+ A y) = fx (x, y) +  ̂  and f'y (x, ga) = f'y {x, y) +  e2

1 The consideration is similar if we take the increments of the function cor
responding to the paths PNi and NiPla

25—2280
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where e, and et tend to zero together with Ax and Ay, and hence 
together with p =  PPt =  V  Ax2 -f Ay*. On substituting these expres
sions into the above formula of Az we receive

that is,
Az =  [fc(x, y )+ e 1]Ax+[f'y (x, y) +  et]Ay 

Az =  fx (x, y ) A x + fy {x, y )A y + a (*)
where a =  z l Ax-\-ei Ay. By virtue of the inequalities (Ax|<p 
and |A y |^ p  we have

M  =  lei A* + e 1A r /K |e 1| |A x |+ |e , | |A t / |< p ( |e 1H-|e,|)
Consequently,

Since e, and et tend to zero as p —>-0 the ratio also tends to
zero and therefore a  is an infinitesimal of higher order than p. 
It follows that, according to the definition, the sum of the first 
two terms on the right-hand side of equality (*) which is linear 
in Ax and Ay is the total differential of the function at the pointP(x,y).

This theorem is readily extended to the case of more than two 
independent variables.

112. Geometrical Interpretation of the Total Differential of a 
Function of Two Variables. As is known, the derivative and the

differential of a function of one va
riable are connected with the tangent 
line to the graph of the function. It 
turns out that, similarly, the partial 
derivatives and the total differential 
of a function of two variables are 
connected with the tangent plane to 
the surface serving as the graph of 
the function.

Let z =  f(x , y) be a differentiable 
function at a point (x0, y0). Consider 
the sections of the surface S repre
senting this function by the planes 

y = y 0 and x = x 0. Let us draw the tangent lines M0TX and M„TV 
at the point M b(x0, y 0, z0) (see Fig. 144) to the plane curves 
obtained in the sections. The plane T  passing through these lines 
which meet at the point M„ is called the tangent plane to the sur
face S at the point M 0, the point Af0 being the point of tangency 
(the point of contact) of the plane T  and the surface S.

Let us derive the equation of the tangent plane. The straight 
line M„TX is in the plane y = y 0 parallel to the plane Oxz, its
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slope relative to the x-axis being equal to f'x (x0, y0). Therefore 
the line M 0TX is specified by the equations

z— zo = f ’x(x0, y0) {x— x0), y = y„
The equations of the straight line M0TV are found similarly:

z— z0 = f'y {xo, y0) ( y —y0), x = x0
The plane T  passing through the point Af0(x0, y0, z0), its equation 

is written as
z — z0 =  A (x—x0) +  B (y—y9)

The straight lines M 0TX and M0Ty are in the plane! T, and the
refore the coordinates of the points of these lines satisfy the equa
tion of the plane. Substituting the expressions of z— z0 and y —y0 
from the equation of the straight line M„TX into the equation of 
the plane we obtain

fx{x0, y0) {x x0) =  A (x x#)
whence

A — fx(.X oi l/o)

Furthermore, we similarly find that
B = f'y (x0, y0)

Thus, the equation of the tangent plane takes the form
z—Zo =  f'x {x», y0) (x— x0) +  f'y (x0> y0) (y—yQ) (*)

Later on (see Sec. 119) we shall prove that the tangent line 
drawn through the point M 0 (x0, y„, z0) to any curve lying on the 
surface S and passing through that point is in the tangent plane (*).

The geometrical meaning of the total differential of a function 
of two independent variables is clarified by the following propo
sition:

Theorem. The total differential of a function z s = f ( x ,  y ) is 
equal to the increment of the ^-coordinate of the tangent plane 
drawn to the graph of the function at the corresponding point.

Proof. The right-hand side of the equation of the tangent plane 
(*) coincides with the expression of the total differential of 
the function z — f(x , y) (since x —x0 =  dx, y — y0 — dy). It follows 
that the equation of the tangent plane can be written in the form

z—z0 =  (dz)x=x,
y—y<i

where z„ is the z-coordinate of the point of tangency, z is the 
coordinate of the moving point of the tangent plane and (dz)x=Xo

yr=y0
the total differential of the function z =  /(x , y) computed for 
x =  x(V and y = y0.
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If x receives an increment Ax and # an increment Ay (Fig. 
the function gains the corresponding increment Az represente 
the line segment R tM t equal to the increment of the z*coo:d: 
of the point of the surface S  while the differential dz is r 
sented by the segment which is the increment of the z-

dinate of the corresponding poi; 
the tangent plane T.

1J3. Applying Total Differe 
to Approximate Calculations. In 
53 we discussed the applicafio 
the differential of a function o; 
variable to approximate calculat 
In this section we shall treat 
logous problems for functions c 
veral variables and their diff 
tlals. For the sake of simplicit; 
shall take functions of two va: 
les although all the facts we: 
discuss are readily extended to i 
tions of any number of variable: 
the application of the differenli; 

approximate calculations lies in the replacement of the total i, 
ment of a function by its total differential, that is, it redoa 
the approximate relation

f(x0-f  Ax, «/0~A£/)—/(x c, yr)  «  dz

valid for small Ax and Ay. Replacing dz by its expression in t 
of the derivatives we write this approximate equality

f  ixotA x ,  y0+ A y ) t t f ( x 0, y B) +  f'x {x0, yc)Ax+f's {x.,y.)Ly

If we put x0-f  Ax =  x, y0-\-A y= y  this approximate relatio 
brought to the form

f(*> y)ttf{x0, r/0)-r/;(x0, yc) (x—Xo)-rf'AXc. yJ
The latter formula indicates that the replacement of the 

increment of the function by its total differential is equivalen 
the replacement, in the vicinity of the point (xc, y6), of the 
ction fix , y) by the linear function written on the right-hand 
of formula (*). This means, geometrically, that a portion of 
surface z = f ( x ,y )  is replaced by the corresponding part of 
tangent plane to the surface at the point Afe(xe, yt, zt).

Formula (*) enables us to compute approximations to the 
lues of the function f ix , y) when x  is close to xc and y t 
after the values f{x0, y,f), f'x {xB, y fj) and fe (xc, y0) have been 
termined.

The fundamental idea of
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Example. Let us write down the approximate formula for com
puting the values of the function

z =  In(xy+2y*— 2x)

in the vicinity of the point (1, 1). Here we have x0= l ,  y0— l, 
and the computations yield

_______ 1 ( u __21
d x ~  xy+2y*—  2xw  >'

Ty =  xy+ 2 y1 — 2x (X ̂

Thus, since z0 =  0, we obtain
In (xy +2 y 2— 2 x ) { x — 1) -f  5 (y— 1)

Let the reader compute several values of this function by means 
of the approximate formula and compare them with the tabular 
values.

Now we shall show how the limiting absolute error in the deter
mination of a value of a function of two variables is found when 
the limiting absolute errors of its arguments are known. The rea
der should recall the subject matter of Sec. 53 (whose notation 
we retain here) before proceeding to what follows.

Suppose it is required to compute the value of a given function 
z = f  \x, y) corresponding to given values of the arguments x  and 
y  which are only known approximately:

x = x 0-f<fx, j d x |< v ,  y = y 0-Jr dy, \ d y \ < i v
where x0 and y0 are the given approximate values of the argu
ments and ex and the corresponding limiting absolute errors. 
To find the limiting absolute error ez of the value of the function 
it is necessary to estimate the modulus of the difference between 
the exact value f(x , y) and the approximate value f  (x0, y0). For
mula (*) implies

[ /  (*, y )— f(x 0, yo) I« I fx (*0, y„) dx -f / ;  (x0, y c) dy I <  
y o )\\d x \+ \rv (x0, y0) \ \d y \<

<-' | f x ( x 0> yo) I ex I / y {.Xq, P c)  |

Hence, we can put

ez — \fx  (*o> yo) j ex + 1  fy (x o, yo) I (**)

On dividing ez by f (x v, y0) we get the limiting relative error 6Z.
As an example, let us determine the limiting relative errors of 

a product and of a quotient.
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(1) Let z= x y . If x0 and y0 are approximate values of the argu
ments, formula (**) yields

On dividing by \z v\ =  \x 0y0\ we find 8Z:

6z~  \x*\ +  Jftl “ 6* + 6 v
Thus, the lim iting relative error in the computation oj a pro

duct is equal to the sum of the lim iting relative errors of the factors. 
Of course, this rule holds for any number of factors.

(2) Let z = -7  and z0 — — . Then
*  Xq

and
x0 ev

ev
lr/ol — +

that is, the lim iting relative error of a quotient is equal to the 
sum of the lim iting relative errors of the dividenl and the divisor. 
(Thus, the limiting relative errors appearing in the compulations 
of the product and of the quotient of two magnitudes coincide.)

Formula (**) also enables us to solve the reverse problem: given 
an admissible error zz of the determination of the function f(x,y) 
and some approximate values x0 and y0 of the arguments, it is 
required to find the admissible values of zx and e„. The conditions 
of the problem do not specify zx and ey uniquely since these two 
magnitudes are only connected by one relation (**). Therefore we 
can choose the values of zx and zy depending on which what 
can be decreased more easily, that is, which of the magnitudes 
x and y  can be measured with a greater accuracy. If it turns out 
that the given approximate values x„ and y0 are not measured 
sufficiently accurately they should be measured again with the 
required accuracy, after which the new approximate value of the 
function is computed (see Example 2 on page 167).

114. Derivatives and Differentials of Higher Orders.
I. Suppose that a function z =  /(x , y) possesses the partial 

derivatives

di=l'Ax. y). §=f;i*. y)
These derivatives* in their turn, are functions of x and y. The 
partial derivatives of these functions (provided they exist) are called 
the second partial derivatives or the partial derivatives of the second 
order of the given function f  (x, y). Each of the derivatives /i(x, t/)
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and f'y (x , y) (referred to as the first derivatives or the derivatives 
of the first order) has two partial derivatives, and thus we obtain 
four partial derivatives of the second order denoted

d (dizr\ d*z II

4
3ii d (d z \ . SNII

.J?II

*
1

*dx U c) dx* d y \ d * ) “
d_ fdz_\1__ frz NII

4
3II d if dz \ II II II Md x \ d y  j* dy dx dy\<dy)

The derivatives f'xy and f"yx are termed mixed; the former is obtai
ned when the function is first differentiated with respect to x  and 
then with respect to y  and the latter when the indicated order of 
the differentiations is reversed.

For instance, taking the function z = x3y2—3xy3—xy-\-\ we 
receive

^ = 3 x 2y2— 3y3— y, ^ - = 2  x3y — 9xy2— x

=  ^ y 2, 2x3— 18xy

^ ^ = 3 x 2y— 9y2— \, ^ ^ = 3 x 2y — 9y2— \

In this example the mixed derivatives turn out to be identically 
coincident. The following theorem indicates that this fact is a 
particular case of a general rule which we state without proof:

Theorem. If the mixed partial derivatives of the second order 
of a function z = f ( x ,  y)  are continuous they coincide:

f  xy(x,  y ) ^ f y )
The condition of continuity of the mixed derivatives is essential: 

if it is violated the derivatives are not necessarily equal.
Thus, under the above conditions a function z =  f(x , y) of two 

variables possesses not four but three different partial derivatives 
of the second order:

d2z d2z _  er-z , sr-z 
dx2 ' d x d y ~ d y d x  and dy*

The partial derivatives of the partial derivatives of the second 
order are called partial derivatives of the third order (or third 
partial derivatives), etc.

The above theorem on the equality of the mixed derivatives of 
the second order implies the following general proposition:

The result of a repeated differentiation of a function of two inde
pendent variables does not depend on the order of the differentiations 
if all the partial derivatives in question are continuous.

For example, let us prove that
d3z _ d3z 

dxdy2 dy dx dy
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Using the theorem on the equality of the mixed derivatives of the 
second order we write

d3y __ d I d*z \  _  d /  <r-z \  d'z
dxdy2 dy \d x d y )  dy \d y d x )  dydxdu

which is what we wanted to prove. For all the other cases this 
general proposition is proved analogously.

It is readily seen that the function z =  /(x , y) has n-}-l partial 
derivatives of the nth order; they can be denoted as

dnz dnz dnz 6nz dnz iPi
Tx* ' dxn~ 'd y  ' d x " -2dy3 ’ dx-dyn~z ’ dxdyn~i ’ I f

As a rule, an elementary function of two independent variables 
possesses partial derivatives of any order throughout its domain 
of definition (except, possibly, at separate points or lines).

Partial derivatives of higher orders of functions of any number 
of independent variables are defined similarly. The theorem on the 
independence of the result of repeated differentiations of the 
order of the differentiations applies to this case as well. For 
example, if u = f(x , y, z) then

d3u _ d3u _ b3u _ cPu _ dzu (Pu
dxdydz ~  dxdzdy dydxdz dy dz dx d z d x d y ~  dzdydx

Repeated differentiation of functions of several variables is 
performed practically by finding the required derivatives of higher 
order one after another.

II. The total differential of function z =  /(x , y) (also termed fhe 
first differential or the differential of the first order) is expressed 
by the formula

d z - f 'x (xt y) dx -j- fy (x, y ) d y = - ^ d x + ^ d y

and is dependent on the arguments x and y  and also on their 
differentials dx and dy. The differentials dx, dy do not depend on 
x and y and are regarded as constant magnitudes when total 
differentials of higher order are computed in succession (although 
they can take on arbitrary values; see the analogous remark for 
functions of one argument in Sec. 55).

The total differential of the second order (the second differential) 
is Ihe total differential of the total differential of the first order dz 
computed under the assumption that dx and dy retain (arbitrary) 
constant values. If all the partial derivatives of the second order 
are continuous this definition implies the formula

d’2= rf (% d x + % dy )  = 1  ^ d x + % i y )  dx+ r>{m dx+ T,d« ) i *
for the partial differential of the second order. On computing the
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partial derivatives of the expressions in the parentheses we obtain

Tx(rx d x+ % dy ) = w d x+ £ k dy
and

d (dz . . dz , \  d-z , . (Pz .
dy\dx X ~̂ ~dy ^ )  dxdy X ~̂~ dyz &

The substitution of these expressions into the above formula 
of d?z yields, after similar terms have been combined, the final 
formula

dH = %±dx> + 2 ^ d x d y  + - -  d tf

Total differentials of higher order are defined similarly by 
applying, in succession, the above procedure the required number 
of times on condition that all the partial derivatives involved are 
continuous. As an instance, let the reader verify that the total 
differential of the third order is given by the formula

d>z =  ̂ d x >  +  3 d * d y + 3 g f r d x d r  + f t d y •

and think about the general form of the subsequent total diffe
rentials.

115. Reconstructing a Function from Its Total Differential.
I. The case of two independent variables. Let x and y  be inde

pendent variables and P(x, y) and Q (*, y) functions of these 
variables continuous together with their partial derivatives in a 
domain D (bounded or unbounded). This condition is supposed 
to hold throughout this section and will not be stipulated in the 
statements of the theorems.

We say that an expression P (x, y )dx+ Q {x , y)dy is a total 
differential if there is a function u(x, y) whose total diffe
rential coincides with this expression-.

du =  P (x, y) dx-f Q (*, y) dx (*)
Let us analyse the conditions guaranteeing that a given expres

sion P(x, y)dx+ Q (x, y)dy  is a total differential. Remember that 
for a function of one variable a product of the form / (x) dx where 
f(x) is a continuous function is always a total differential since 
there exists a function y  such that dy = f(x)dx. Indeed, any anti-
derivative of f{x) can be taken as the function y: y = ^ f{ x )d x .  
It turns out that for functions of two variables the situation is 
essentially different: an expression P(x, y)dx-\-Q (x, y)dy  is by far 
not always a total differential, and for a function u(x, y) such 
that du = P (x , y)+ Q (x, y) to exist some additional conditions 
rJinuld hold. We shall give these conditions in the two theorems
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below: the first of them expresses a necessary condition for an 
expression P d x + Q d y  to be a total differential and the second 
provides a sufficient condition.

Theorem (Necessary Condition). If an expression
P (x ,  y ) d x  +  Q (x , y )  dy

is a total differential in a domain D then at all the points of 
the domain D there holds the equality

d y  d x  ‘ '

Proof. By the hypothesis, there exists a function u (x, y) for 
which equality (*) is fulfilled. Since

du = d£ d x + p y dy

equality (*) implies

and Q (x ,y )  =  |

On differentiating the first of these relations with respect to y 
and the second with respect to x  we obtain

dP _  dftu dQ d*u
dy dx dy * dx dy dx

The mixed partial derivatives of the second order of the function 
u(x, y) which are the first derivatives of the functions P(x, y) 
and Q (x, y) being continuous, the theorem in Sec. 114 implies 
that they are equal, that is,

dP dQ 
dy dx

which is what we set out to prove.
The theorem proved shows that if condition (**) does not hold 

the expression P d x + Q d y  is not a total differential. For example, 
in the expression y d x — xd y  we have P — y and Q = —x. There
fore P ff= l, Qx =  — 1; these derivatives are continuous throughout 
the xy-plane but condition (**) is violated: 1 ^ —1. Hence, there 
exists no function whose total differential coincides with the expres
sion y d x — xdy.

In the formulation of the necessary condition the domain D can 
be quite arbitrary but in the sufficient condition stated below il 
is essential that the domain D is simply connected (see Sec. 107, III). 

Theorem (Sufficient Condition). If the condition
*P _  &Q /**»
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is fulfilled at all the points of a simply connected domain D there 
exists a function u ( x , y )  defined in this domain whose total 
differential is

da  =  P (x , y ) d x  +  Q (x , y )  d y  (*)
It can be shown that there exists an infinitude of functions 

having a given total differential: they are all given by the expres
sion u(x, y )+ C  where C is an arbitrary constant and u(x, y) is 
any function whose total differential is equal to the given expres
sion P dx-f  Q dy (this proposition is similar to the analogous 
proposition for functions of one va
riable stated in Sec. 78, and we leave 
its proof to the reader; to this end, 
it is advisable to make use of the 
remark on page 384).

Here we shall prove this theorem 
for the particular case of a simply 
connected domain D shaped as a re
ctangle with sides parallel to the co
ordinate axes (Fig. 146). The rectan
gular domain D can be finite or infi
nite; this means that it can be a strip, or a quadrant or a half
plane bounded by straight lines parallel to the coordinate axes; it 
can also coincide with the whole plane. These cases are obtained 
in the limit when some of the sides of the finite rectangle shown 
in Fig. 146 “recede” to infinity. For the general case of an arbitrary 
simply connected domain this theorem will be proved inSec. 141.

As was shown, the function u(x, y) (if it exists) must satisfy 
the two conditions

(1) d£ = P ( x , y )  and (2) |  = Q(x, y)

There are infinitely many functions satisfying the first of these 
conditions: they are all given by the formula

X

u(x, </)= $/>(*, y)dx+<?(y) (***)
*0

where [x0, x] c. (a, b) and cp (y) is an arbitrary function of y. For, 
the differentiation of expression (***) with respect to x immedia
tely results in u'x= P (x , y).

Now let us choose a function cp(y) for which the second condi
tion is fulfilled. To this end, we differentiate the expression of 
u(x, y) with respect to y  and equate the result to Q (xt y):

X

p (x> y ) dx+ ( y ) = Q(*• y) ‘
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It follows that
x

< p '(y H Q U . y ) ~  §n J  P{x, y)dx
Xq

It can be shown (but we shall not present the proof here) that 
if the functions P {x , y) and P 'y {x, y) are continuous the opera
tions of differentiation with respect to y  and integration with 
respect to x can be interchanged (this is known as Leibniz' rule). 
Therefore, taking into account equality (**), we get

if '*
x0 x0 x0

=  Q ( X ,  y)— Q (x0, .y)
X

The substitution of the value of the integral thus
*o

found into the formula expressing <p' (y) yields

q>' (y) = Q {x , y )— Q {x, y) +  Q {x0, y) =  Q (x„ y)
The summands involving x  have thus cancelled out, and on the 
right-hand side we have the function Q (jc0, y) dependent solely 
on y. On integrating, we receive

v
<9(y)= S Q (*o» y )d y + C

y*
where [f/0, y\ c  (c, d) and C is an arbitrary constant. Thus, the 
function <p (y) has been determined; its substitution into formula 
(***) gives us the final result:

*  y
u ( x ,  y )  =  y ) d x +  S € 2 +  C (A)

xo yo
The order of these operations can of course be reversed, that is, 

we can start with finding a function u (x , y) satisfying the second 
condition (its expression involves an arbitrary function of the
argument x) and then determine this function by using the first 
condition. Let the reader check that this leads to the equivalent 
formula

y  *
u ( x ,  y ) ~  $ Q ( x ,  y ) d y  +  $ P ( x , y 0) d x  +  C (B)

y<> *o
The initial point (x?, y 0) entering into both formulas (A) and 

(B) can be chosen quite arbitrarily within the domain D. It is
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advisable to choose it m such a way that the expression for 
Q (xoi y) (or (or P (x, y 0)) becomes as simple as possible.

The proof of the theorem for the case of a rectangular domain 
with sides parallel to the coordinate axes given here incidentally 
provides formulas (A) and (B) for reconstructing a function u (x , y) 
from its total differential.

In practical determination of a function u(x, y) from its total 
differential formulas (A) and (B) are rarely used since it is more 
convenient to apply the modified computational scheme involving 
indefinite integrals, which is demonstrated by the example below. 

Consider the expression
(e?+ x)dx+  (xey— 2y) dy

Let us check that it is a total differential and determine the 
function u(x, y). Here we have

P = ey+ x, Q = x e y -2 y ,  — W ,  ^ 7 = ^

These functions are everywhere continuous and =  that is
the sufficient condition for the existence of the function u{x, y) is 
fulfilled. Now let us find this function. We have the two relations

u )  w = ey+ x and <2>
The indefinite integration of (1) results in

u (x, y) =  § (ey +  x) dx +  <p(y)=xey+^- +  (p (y) 

Furthermore,
*i=xey+<p'(y) =  x e y -2 y

whence we obtain <p'(y) =  —2y since the terms with x mutually 
cancel out. Hence, v(y) =—y*+c
Consequently,

u{x, y) =  xey +  Y — y*+ c

The correctness of the result can be checked directly.
II. The case of three independent variables. The method applied 

above for finding a function of two independent variables from 
its total differential is generalized almost without changes to the 
case of three arguments. Therefore we shall limit ourselves to 
a brief discussion.

Let P(x, y, z), Q(x, y, z) and R (x, y, z) be functions of in
dependent variables x, y , z continuous together with their partial 
derivatives in a spatial domain Q. There holds the following theorem:
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Theorem. If the expression
P(x,  y,  z ) d x  +  Q(x,  y ,  z ) dy - \ - R{ x , y ,  z)dz  (*)

is a total differential of a function u (x, y ,  z)  in the domain ft 
then at all the points of the domain ft there must hold the con
ditions

d P  _  d Q  d Q  _  d R  d p  _  d P  ( M
d y  d x  ’ d z  d y  ' d x  d z  '  '

Indeed, since the function u (x , y, z) whose total differential is 
expression (*) exists, we have

d“ = w d x + w dy + i * d2
This yields the three equalities

da
dx = P, (M*)

which immediately imply identities (**) in accordance with the 
equality of the corresponding mixed partial derivatives of the 
function u{x, y, z). For instance,

dQ d*u , dR d*u 
dz dy dz dy dz dy i . e .

dQ
dz = ^ ~  etc dy » eic-

Now let the domain ft be a rectangular parallelepiped with 
faces parallel to the coordinate planes (or a domain obtained as 
some faces of such a parallelepiped recede to infinity). Then, if 
conditions (**) hold throughout the domain ft there exists a func
tion u (x, y, z) whose total differential is equal to the expression (*).

The argument similar to that in the case of a plane region leads 
us to the following formula:

X y
u fx , y, z) =  5 P {x, y, z)dx  +  $ Q (x0, y, z)dy+

*o Vo z
+  I R ( x0, y6, z )dz+c

Z.
It is of course supposed that the points (x0, y0, z0) and (x, y, z) 

belong to the domain ft (Fig. 147). The order of operations in 
the determination of the function u can be of course changed; 
this leads to the corresponding modifications of the final formula.

A more general class of domains ft for which conditions (**) 
imply the existence of the function u {x, y, z) will be discussed 
in Sec. 143.

We shall consider an example demonstrating the reconstruction 
of a function u(x, y, z) from its total differential without using 
the formula derived above. Let us find the general expression for
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the function u{x, y, z) if
du =  (2xyz+  in y) dx +  [x2z +  —j dy-\-(x2y — 2 z) dz 

Here we have
P = 2xyz +  \ny, Q=zX2z + —

R = x*y— 2z
and the partial derivatives of these functions are continuous in 
the half-space y > 0 .  The expression of 
du is in fact a total differential since

i £ _ 2 * 24 - ± - M  * « _ * , _ * *
dy — y — dx , dz — * — dy '

H M^xg.yo.z) Mtfa.y.z)

i * _ 2  x u - ¥ -dx - * * y -  dz
Now let us find the expression of the 
function u (x, y, z). We begin with the 
third condition (***):

du
dz x*y— 2z

MofroJ/o.Zo)

Fig. 147

9

The general form of the function u satisfying this condition is 

u =  J (x2y — 2z) dz+q>(x, y) = x2y z— z* +  y(x , y)
where <p(x, y) is an arbitrary function of x and y  which should 
now be chosen in such a way that the first two conditions (***) 
hold. To this end, we must have

-g -=  2 xyz +  | -  =  2xyz +  In y
and

whence - | j = l n y and that is,

d<p=lnydx+?-dy

d ( - )
Since d ^ J ^ = \x  '= ~y • we have arr*Ve(t at the problem of

finding a function q>(x, y) of two variables having a given total 
differential. Therefore we use the procedure described in I to obtain

<P(*. y) =  [ \n y d x = x \n y + ty (y )
and
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It is obvious that ij/(t/) =  0, i.e . =  Finally, we get 
u = x* yz—z*-f x ln y - f  C

Let the reader check directly the correctness of this result..
116. Differentiating Composite Functions. Rules for Finding 

Differentials of Functions.
I. Differentiating composite functions. Consider a function 

z = / ( u ,  v) possessing the continuous partial derivatives z'u and 
z'c. By Sec. I l l ,  this function is differentiable and its increment 
Az is representable in the form

Aa = - |- A u + - § - A t ; - f a  (*)

where a  is an infinitesimal of higher order than ]/Au*-}-At/\ Nov/ 
suppose that u and v are, in their turn, differentiable functions ol 
an independent variable x, i.e.

Thus,
u =  y(x)  and o =  (x) 

z =  f[q>(x), y>{x)] =  F(x)
which means that z is a composite function of one variable x. 
Our aim is to express the derivative ^  in terms of the partial deri

vatives and ^  and the derivatives of the functions u and v
with respect to x. To this end, we give the argument x an incre
ment Ax. This makes u and v receive, respectively, some incre
ments Au and Au in terms of which Az is expressed by formula (*). 
Let us divide both sides of this formula by Ax:

A z_dz Au . dz At/ . a
Lx du L x ^ d v A x ^ L x

The next step is to pass to the limit as Ax 
sis, we have 
represented as

.. A u du , lim r = 7  and
Ax — 0 A* *

-0. By the hypothe-
lim ^ = 4 ^ -  The ratio can be

A x - * 0  ^  d x  A t

a________ a______ y~Lu2-i- L v*_______ a_____ -| /  ^Ai<y ; f  ^ l'Y
Ax-  Y Au2-}-At/2 Ax ~  Y  Au*-f A»* V \L x )  ‘ \ Tz )

The first factor on the right-hand side tends to zero in accordance 
with the definition of a  while the second factor tends to a definite

number, namely, to | /  Consequently, l im - ^ = 0.

Finally, noting that the values of and ^  depend solely on the
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chosen value of x  determining the values of u and v and are inde
pendent of &x we obtain

— — d2 du . dz do 
d x ~  du 'd x 'd v d x

Clearly, this formula is a generalization of the differentiation rule 
for a composite function of one variable.

Now let us suppose that z is a composite function of two inde
pendent variables x and y, that is,

z = f(u , v)
where

u = q>(x, y) and o =  i|>(x, y)
Thus,

z =  /[<P(*. !/). 'M*. 0)] =  ̂ (* . y)
We also suppose that all the functions involved possess continuous 
partial derivatives and therefore are differentiable.

To find zx we must consider y  constant, and then u and v become 
functions of only one variable x; therefore we arrive at the case 
treated above. The only distinction is that the ordinary deriva
tives and are now replaced by the partial derivatives

and ^ , and we thus obtain
d z _ _ dẑ  du ,  dz dv
dx ~  da dx * dv dx

and, similarly,
d z _ _ dz du .  dz dv
dy ~~ du dy  '  dv dy

Hence,
A partial derivative of a composite function is equal to the sum 

of the products of the derivatives of the given function with respect 
to the intermediate arguments (i.e. u and v) by the partial de
rivatives of these arguments with respect to the corresponding 
independent variable (x or y).

Example. Let us take the function z =  e*J'sin (x -fy). If xy = u 
and x + y  = v, that is z = eas\nv, we obtain

, dz du , dz dv „ . , fFx =  e smv-y+eacosv-l =

= exy [y sin {x+ y )+ cos (x+ y)\
and

^ ¥ ¥ + s r £“s in M + c tc o s " 1 =
=  exy [x sin (x+ y) +  cos (* +«/)]

26—2280
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The rule stated above also applies to functions of any number oi 
independent variables and any number of intermediate arguments.

Let z be defined as a function of arguments u, i>, . . . .  w which 
are functions of independent variables x, y, Then

d z_dz du . dzdv .
dx du dx dv dx ‘ ' 
dz _  dz du | dz dv , 
dy du d y ' d v d y ' ’

. dz dw 
' * ~T"dw dx

, dz dw 
’ ‘ ' dw dy

dl du d( do dt dw dt

In a particular case the arguments u, v, w may be functions 
of one independent variable, say, x. This means, that, ultimately, 
z is a function dependent solely on x. In this case its ordinary 
derivative (called a total derivative1) is expressed by the formula

d z_dz_ du . dzdv  . , dz dw
dx du d x ' d v d r . ' ” ' ~ ' ~ d wd x

If x coincides with one of the arguments u, v, . . . ,  w, for de
finiteness, x = u, the latter formula yields

d z_dz . d z  do . , dz dw
dx~"dx +  dv d x ' ”  ‘ "i* ~dw dx

Let the reader note the distinction between the derivatives ^  and rax ox
involved in this formula: the former is a total derivative, that is, 
the ordinary derivative of z as function of x, and the latter is an 
(explicit) partial derivative of z with respect to the argument x 
entering originally into the expression of the function, that is, 
computed under the assumption that all the other arguments, al
though dependent on x  in the composite function, are considered 
constant in this differentiation process.

Examples. (1) Let us find the second derivatives ^
of the function

l 1
U ~  r ~  V x i + y i + z t

y.
In the general case when u, v , . . .

t the derivatives =’ dx du dx 1

w depend on several arguments x, 
, dz dw dz dz du ,

• +  dw d x ......... d t ~ d u  dt
d dty. . .  found here are termed total partial derivatives (with respect to

x, y, . . . , / )  w hile-J|-, . are referred to as explicit partial deriva

tives.— Tr.
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where r is the polar radius of the point (x , y, z) in space: r =  
= V x i + y i -\-z*. We have

a, *(t ) “ (t ) *  i ,  ,
dx dx dr dx r2 r r*

du   y d u __ z
~dy T8* ’ dz ~~ r3

and, furthermore,
rs— 3r2— xd*u r °r dxx r3—3rx2 r*— 3s2 

d*2 r8 r6 r6
_  r2—3y* d2u _  ra—3z2

cty2 r B 9 dz2 r6

Note that the function u =  j -  satisfies the relation
d*u . 3>u i dtu _„
dx2 at/2 +  dz1 ~  U

(2) Let z =  x3eu* where u = <p(x). Then

= 3x*e“* and J  =  3x2eB* -f  xse“* 2u<p' (x)

II. Invariance of the form of the first differential and the ge
neral rules for computing differentials.

Theorem. The total differential of a function z = f  («, v) re
tains its form irrespective of whether its arguments u and 9 are 
independent variables or functions of some other independent va
riables.

If u and v are independent variables then the total differential is

d* = l Z d“ + % d«
Now let u and v be functions of independent variables x and y  pos
sessing continuous partial derivatives. The formulas for ^  and ^
derived in I indicate that these derivatives are also continuous; 
consequently, z as function of x  and y  is differentiable, and the 
definition of the total differential implies

On replacing ~  and ^  by the expressions given in I we get

, /  dz du , dz dv\ . , (  dz du , dz dv\ .
~  \  du dx^~ dudx)  \  du dy~^~dvdy) &

2(>'
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Now, regrouping the terms, we arrive at the relation

where the expressions in the parentheses are, respectively, equal 
to du and dv. Consequently,

which is what we intended to prove.
Thus, a function of two variables, like a function of one variable, 

possesses the invariance property of the form of its first differen
tial (see Sec. 51, III). Total differentials of higher order do not 
possess this property.

Analogously, if z — f(u , v, . . . ,  w) then we always have

irrespective of whether the arguments u, v, . . . ,  w depend or 
do not depend on some other independent variables.

In the computation of the differential of a function of several 
independent variables we can use the same simple rules as in the 
case of one independent variable (Sec. 51). Let u, v, . . . ,  w be 
functions of any number of independent variables. Then the follo
wing rules analogous to those in Sec. 51 hold:

( 1) d (u - f  o4- . . .  -\-w) =  d u + d v -\- . . .  -\-dw;
(2) d(uv) =  vdu-\-udv  and, in particular, d(Cu)=Cdu where 

C =  const;

The proof of these rules follows directly from the invariance of 
the form of the first differential. As an instance, let us prove the 
second rule. The form of the differential being independent of the 
nature of the arguments, we can suppose that they are indepen
dent variables. Then

which is what we wanted to prove.
The other rules are proved similarly. These rules sometimes 

enable us to simplify the calculations.
Example. Let us find rfarctan P u t t i n g = u we obtain

d(uv) = -^ { u v )d u  -1-~ ;(uv)dv= vdu +  udv
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Now, using the third rule, we finally get

darctan — 1 xdy—ydx

14-—v2
*2+«/2dx- *2+</2dy

By the way, it follows immediately that

arctan — — —dx y. $ and ^-arctan — =  -s-r—? x1 +  y oy x x*+y*

117. Existence Theorem for an Implicit Function. In our course 
we already dealt with implicit functions, that is, with those de
fined by means of equations connecting variable magnitudes. We 
remind the reader that an implicit function of one variable is 
specified by an equation

y) =  0 (*)
As was noted in Sec. 12, there are cases when equation (*) 

does not determine a function; for instance, the equation x2 +  */a+  
+  5 =  0 has no real roots and hence y  cannot be regarded as 
a function of x. In the general case, for a more complicated 
equation, it is extremely difficult to find out for what values of x  
equation (*) has roots and what is their number; then the question 
as to whether the equation specifies a function remains open.

Here we are going to establish certain conditions guaranteeing 
that one of the variables involved in an equation F(jc,i/) =  0 is 
specified as a function of the other. These conditions are given 
by the following theorem (which we present without proof):

Theorem (On the Existence of an Implicit Function). Let 
F (x , y )  be a function continuous together with its partial deri
vatives in a neighbourhood of a point M0(x 0, y„). If

F (x e, y„) =  0 and F'y (x 0, y n) #  0
then for the values of x  lying sufficiently close to x 0 the equ
ation

F ( x ,y )  =  0
possesses a unique s o l u t i o n  depending continuously on x
such that (p(x0) = y 0. Besides, the function <p(x) also possesses 
a continuous derivative.

Below are examples demonstrating the application of this 
theorem.

(1) Let F(x, y) = xi + y i — R 2. The equation
xi + y i — R i =  0

specifies a circle. At any point M 0(x0, y0) on this circle such 
that #0=+ 0 (see Fig. 148) all the conditions of the above theorem 
are fulfilled:

* 5 + y \— R* =  0 and F'v (x0, y0) =  2y0*£0
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The function y = Y  R ”—x3 (the sign of the root is chosen in 
accordance with the sign of y0) is the only continuous function 
satisfying the given equation and the condition V R3—xl=y,. 
Taking the opposite sign of the root we obtain another conti
nuous function (satisfying the same equation) which is no longer 
equal to y0 at the point x =  x0 (it assumes the value —y„ for

x =  x0). It should also be noted that 
if for different values of x we choose 
the corresponding values of y with 
different signs the resultant function will 
be discontinuous (cf. footnote on page 
37) while the theorem speaks of the 
existence of a unique continuous fun
ction.

The situation is quite different in 
the vicinity of the points A {R, 0) and 
B (—R, 0). For the point A there are 
no real values of y  corresponding to the 
values x >  R, and for both conti- 

nuous real solutions y — +  V R 3— x3 and y =  — V R3—x3 turn 
into zero for x =  R. The matter is that here the partial deriva
tive F'y turns into zero: F'y {R, 0) =  0, and therefore the conditions 
of the existence theorem are violated. On the other hand, we 
have FX(R, 0) = 2R at this point, and hence x can be ex
pressed as a uniquely determined continuous function of y, which 
is again clearly seen in Fig. 148.

(2) Let an implicit function be specified by the equation
x3y-\- \n y —x =  0 (*)

In this case F(x, y) =  xay +  In y — x. At the point Af0(f, I) we 
have F ( 1, 1) =  0. The partial derivatives Fx — 3x3y — \ and F't -
=  x3 +  y  are continuous in the vicinity of this point, and
F'y (I, 1) =  2 =5̂ 0. Hence, by the existence theorem, there is a 
unique function y  =  y(x)  satisfying the given equation such that 
9 (1) =  1. Although we have established the existence of the fun
ction 9 (x), it cannot be expressed as an elementary function of x 
since the equation is not solvable algebraically in y. Particular 
values of the function 9 (jc) can be found by setting certain values 
of x  and applying the methods of Sec. 77 to solving the resultant 
equations. The function |/ =  9 (x) being continuous, for the values 
of x lying close to 1, the corresponding equation possesses a root 
close to 1.

An implicit function of two variables is specified by an equa
tion of the form

F(x, y, z) =  0
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connecting the three variables x, y  and z. The question of the 
existence of such a function is elucidated by the following 
theorem.

Theorem. Let F(x, y ,  z) be a function continuous together 
with its partial derivatives in a neighbourhood of a point
A fo(^o>^«» * o ). If

F(xo, y 0, z 0) =  0 and Fz (*„. y o. *o) 9* 0

then the equation F(x, y ,  z) — 0 possesses a unique solution 
z=q ) (x ,  y),  defined in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the 
point (xef y c), depending continuously on x  and y  and satisfying 
the condition tp(x0, y 0)s=z„. Moreover, the function q>(x, y)  also 
has continuous partial derivatives.

It should also be noted that if F'z =  0 at the point M 6 but some 
other derivative, say F'y, is different from zero (F'y (xe, y0, za) ^  0) 
the equation may not define z as a function of x  and y  but spe
cifies y  as a function of x  and z.

118. Differentiating Implicit Functions. Suppose that the condi
tions of the existence theorem for an implicit function stated in 
the foregoing section are fulfilled for a function F (x, y) so that 
the equation

F {x,y) =  0

specifies y  as function of x: y =  cp(x). The substitution of the 
function <p(x) for y  into this equation leads to the identity

F[x,  <P (*)] =  0
It follows that the derivative of the function F (x, y) (where 
yz=ip(x)) with respect to x  is also identically zero. On differen
tiating this expression according to the differentiation rule for 
a composite function (see Sec. 116) we find

whence

dx Fy

This formula expresses the derivative of the implicit function 
y = ip(x) in terms of the partial derivatives of the given function 
F (x, y).1 The derivative y ' does not exist at the point (x, y) for 
which Fy= 0. But, as was mentioned, for such values of x  and y  
the existence of the function <p(x) itself is not guaranteed.

1 Another method for computing the derivative of an implicit function of 
one variable was discussed in Sec. 45, II.
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Examples. (1) Let F (x, y) s  x* -f  — 1 =  0. We have-^-=2*

and  ' W z= 2y' and  hence y ' =  ~ T y = ~ J '
(2) Taking the equation F (x, y) ^  x3y In y — x = 0  we find, 

according to the solution of Example 2 in Sec. 117, that
y — ----------1 •

x3- f —
y

Now let us consider an equation
F (x, y, z) =  0

specifying z as a function z =  cp(x, y) of the independent variab
les x  and y. The substitution of y ( x ,y )  for z into the equation 
results in the identity

F[x, y, cp(x, y) ] = 0
Consequently, the partial derivatives of the function F{x, y, z) 
(with z replaced by q>(x, y)) with respect to x and y  must also be 
equal to zero. On differentiating, we obtain

F 'r+ F i |  =  0 and F't + F ;g = 0

whence
d± = _ f x  3z =  
dx F'z ’ dy F'z

These formulas express the partial derivatives of the implicit 
function z =  <p(x, y) in terms of the derivatives of the given fun
ction F (x ,y , z). If F'z =  0 the formulas become senseless.

Examples. (1) Let us find the partial derivatives of the function 
z specified by the equation F (x, y, z) =  x*-fy3-f z!—1=0  (theAC* AC
equation of unit sphere). We have ~  =  2x, -^ -= 2 y and ^ -= 2z; 
hence,

d z   x_ d z _______ #
dx z ’ dy z

In this example it is possible to find the explicit expression of 
the function and to check the correctness of the results obtained.

(2) Take the equation F (x, y, z) =  e~xy—2z-fe* =  0. The diffe
rentiation yields

dF_
dx ■ye~xy, %  =  - x e - xy>

Therefore,
dz ue-xy dz xe-*v
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In this case it is impossible to express z as an explicit function, 
and the values of the partial derivatives should be found for 
given values of the variables x and y after the corresponding 
value of the function z has been computed in some way.

In the general case an equation of the form
F(x, y, z .........a) =  0

specifies u as a function of x, y, z, by analogy with the 
foregoing cases, we find

d u ______ Fx_ d u ___  Fg d u ______ Fx_
l x ~  Fi ' ~dy F’u ' d z ~  F'u ’ ** *

§ 3. Applications of Differential 
Calculus to Geometry

119. Surfaces. If a surface in space is specified by an equation

z =  f(x , y)
the equation of the tangent plane to the surface at its point 
M0(x0,I/o. zo) is written (see Sec. 112) as

z —zo = fx  (x0, i/o) (*—■*•)+f'u (*o. y o) (y—y0)
Let us consider a surface S specified in the coordinate space 

Oxyz by an equation of the general form

F(x> y, z) =  0
not solved with respect to a coordinate. Suppose that in 
a neighbourhood of a point M0(*0, y„, z0) the function F(x, y t z) 
satisfies the conditions of the existence theorem for an implicit 
function so that the equation F { x ,y ,z ) ~  0 determines z as 
a function of x and y: z =  f (x, y) and f  (xa y0) =  z0. According to 
Sec. 118, the derivatives of this function at the point (xQl yQ) are 
expressed by the formulas

fx (x°< y o) Fx(xo, yB, z0) 
F'z (x0l ijo, z«) ’

fy(x0, y0) — f 'u (x0, y0, ?0) 
Fx (x0, i/o, z0)

The equation of the tangent plane can be rewritten as

z— z„ 4 ^ S i J s L ( x - x 0)
Fx (x0l y0. Zo) 0/

Fy (Xp, yo, Zq)
F'z (x0, y0, z0) (y—Vo)

or
F’x(xo, y0, z6)(x — x0)+F'y(x0, y0, z0)(y— y0) +  

+F'z (xo, yQ, z0) (z— zv) =  0
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Using the subscript “0" to designate that the partial derivatives 
are taken at the point of tangency Af0 (*„, y0, z0), that is, (or 
x = x(), y = y 0 and z =  z0, we can write this equation in the abbre
viated form

This form of the equation of the tangent plane also remairls
( an \ / tp \ r

~Qjjrj0 =  0. The equality { - g f V —Q simply means
that the tangent plane at the given point of the surface is parallel 
to the z-axis. The equation of the tangent plane becomes senseless 
if all the three partial derivatives of the function F (x, y, z) turn
into zero at the point Af.: ( £ ) , =  ( ■ £ ) , -(& ).-O .I> o ln tso l
this kind are called singular, and we shall not treat them in 
our course.

Definition. The straight line perpendicular to the tangent plane 
at the point of tangency is called the norm al to the surface 
at that point.

The equation of the tangent plane to a surface F(x,y , z)=Oat 
its point M 0(x0, y0, z0) being known, we can write the equations 
of the normal to the surface at that point on the basis of the 
rules established in analytic geometry. These equations have the 
form

If a surface is represented by an equation z = f(x,y)  the equa
tions of the normal to the surface at its point M0 {x0, yt, z„) are 
written as

Using the equation of the tangent plane we can readily find the 
expressions for the direction cosines of the normal; let the reader 
determine the direction cosines for the cases when a surface is 
specified by an equation explicitly and implicitly (these formulas 
will be used in what follows).

Examples. (1) Let us derive the equation of the tangent plane 
and the equations of the normal to the sphere

(£)„ <*-*•>+{%),<v-y.)+(4s-). =°

X—x0 y —y0 z—Zq

x —x0 _  y ~ y 0 __ z —zp 
lx(xb, y<t) fy(xo, y0) —1

** +  0* +  Z* =  /?* 
at its point M n(x0, y0, z0). We have
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and hence the equation of the tangent plane is
*0 (x— x0) +  £/o (y— y0) +  Z0 (2—z0) =  0

or
x0x + y0y + z0z =  *S+ y l+ A  =  R*

The equations of the normal have the form
x —Xp y — y0__z — z0 Qr _£___£___z_

Xo yo 2« *0 yo Z0

It follows that the normal to that sphere passes through the 
origin.

(2) Let us form the equation of the tangent plane, parallel to 
the plane x + y —z =  0, to the ellipsoid of revolution *2+ y + z 2= l-

Since ( J j ) o =  2x0, ( ^ ) o =  0o and (g£ ) 0 =  2z0the equation of

the tangent plane at the corresponding point M 0(x0, y0, z0) 
(whose location is yet unknown) is written

2x0 (x— x0) + y 0 (y— yn) +  2z0 (z— z0) =  0 (*)
The parallelism condition for the planes yields the relations

2*q j/o _  2z0 
1 — 1 ——1

To these relations we should add the condition expressing the 
fact that the point M 0 lies on the ellipsoid:

Xo +  “7T—I- z l  — 1

We thus arrive at the system of three equations with three un
knowns. Its solutions are the coordinates of the two points

~ t ) and yW®(— T ’ —1, t ) ‘ 0n  substituting the
values of the coordinates thus found into equation (*) we obtain 
the equations of the two planes satisfying the conditions of the 
problem:

x + y — z = 2 and x + y — z — —2
In Sec. 112 the tangent plane to a surface was defined as the 

one passing through the tangent lines io the two plane curves 
obtained in the sections of the surface by the two coordinate pla
nes Oxz and Oyz. Now we shall establish a property of the tangent 
plane which, by the way, accounts for its name.

I f  a curve L lies entirely on a surface the tangent line to that 
curve at its point M 0 is in the tangent plane to the surface drawn
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through this point. In other words, if all the curves lying on the 
surface and passing through the point M 0 are drawn the tangent 
lines to these curves at the point M 0 are all in a common plane 
which is the tangent plane to the surface.

Let a surface be specified by an equation F( x , y , z )  = 0 and 
let L be a smooth curve on that surface passing through a point Afe 
of the surface and represented by parametric equations *=*(/), 
y = y ( t ) ,  z ~ z (/), the value of the parameter t corresponding to 
the point Af„ being equal to t0. The condition that the curve L 
lies entirely on the surface is expressed by the relation

^ [ * ( 0 . y { 0 . 2 (0 ] = o
This relation being art identity for all the values of t, we can 
differentiate it with respect to t  in accordance with the differen
tiation rule for a composite function, which results in

dz

Indicating the values of the derivatives at the point M0 by the 
subscript “0” we can write down the latter relation in the form

(£ ) .« + (* ) /•+ ( n

The values (-§7 ) ^  { ^ ) 0 °f the partial derivatives
depend solely on the equation of the surface and on the chosen 
point M 0 while the values of the derivatives x'0, y ’0, zj additio
nally depend on the choice of the curve L and are equal to the 
projections of the direction vector of the tangent line to the 
curve L at the point M e (see Sec. 68). Equality (**) indicates 
that any such tangent vector is perpendicular to one and the same 
normal {(F*)0, (F'y)0, (Fz)0} (which is a direction vector of the nor
mal to the surface). (Equality (**) expresses the fact that the 
scalar product of these vectors is equal to zero.) This exactly 
means that all the tangent lines to the curves lying on the sur
face and passing through the point Af0 are in one plane which is 
the tangent plane to the surface.

120. Space Curve as Line of Intersection of Two Surfaces. In 
Sec. 68 we studied parametric equations of space curves. A curve 
in space can also be represented as a line of intersection of two 
surfaces:

F ( x , y , z )  =  0, ® ( x , y , z )  = 0 n
It is clear, geometrically, that the tangent to this curve at a point 
Af0(jr0, y0, z0) is the line of intersection of the tangent planes to 
these surfaces drawn through that point. Forming the equations
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of these planes

( I ? ) .  <*-*>■ +( f - ) „  < » - » • ) + ( § ) , ( " - = °

© .  <*-*•> +  < »-» .) +  ( £ ) ,  <z~ z.) -  0
we arrive at the equations of the sought-for tangent as line of 
intersection of the two planes. The direction vector T of this 
tangent line can be found as the vector product of the normal 
vectors of the two tangent planes (Fig. 149). These normal vec
tors are

whence
{ ( § ) ,  Pdy Jt (£ ).} and N.-{(S)., /a6 \ /d®\ \

\ d y ) o’ \ d z ) o t

T =  N, X N2 =

i
fHL)
< dx Jo 
'd®\ 
&  Jo

i k
( £ . )  ( * L )
\ d y  ) o V Jo 
/d®\ /a® \
\ dy  Jo \ d z ) o

N,

Knowing the direction vector T and the point of tangency M0 
we can write down the canonical equations of the tangent line and 
also form the equation of the 
normal plane. Here we do not 
write these equations in the ge
neral form and proceed to the 
example below demonstrating 
the course of the calculations.

Example. Let a curve be the 
line of intersection of the two 
cylinders:

and
x*+ y*=  10 

0* -f z4 =  25
We shall form the equations of 
the tangent line and of the 
normal plane to this curve at the point (1, 3, 4).

To begin with, let us determine the projections of the vectors 
Ni and N2:

( £ ) . = * ■  ( * ) .-*  (£ ) .-»  

(£).-«■ (? ) .-*  P . = 8

and
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Next we compute their vector product:
I j k

T = N , x  N2 = 6
6

=  48i— 16}-f  12k

Now, knowing the vector T and the point of tangency we write down 
the sought-for equations: the equations of the tangent line are

x — 1 y — 3 z —4
12 — — 4 ~  3

and the equation of the normal plane is
12* —  4̂ + 32— 12 =  0

To compute the arc length for a space curve determined by 
equations of form (*) We should solve these equations with respect 
to two coordinates, for instance, with respect to y  and z; this 
leads to some expressions of y  and z as functions of the coordi
nate x: y = y  (x), z =  z(x).  After y(x)  and z(x) have been de
termined we can apply the formula for the arc length of a space 
curve specified parametrically (see Sec. 102), the role of the para
meter being played by x: f = x .  Thus we obtain

l + y ^ + z ^ d x

where x, and x, are the abscissas of the initial and terminal 
points of the given arc.

Example. Let us compute the length of the arc of the curve 
specified by the equations

xi— 3 y = 0 , 2xy— 9z — 0
and joining the point A (0, 0 , 0) to the point B  (3, 3, 2) (this curve 
is the line of intersection of the parabolic cylinder x*—3#=0 and 
the hyperbolic paraboloid 2xy—9z=0)'.

Expressing y  and z from these equations in terms of x we get 
x2 2x* i

Z = J T  whence

§ 4. Extrema of Functions of Two Variables
121. Necessary Conditions for Extremum. The definition of a 

point of extremum of a function of two variables is analogous to 
the corresponding definition for a function of one variable (see 
Sec. 60). lUt z=f(x,y)  be a function defined in a domain Dand 
let (x0, y0) be an interior point of the domain.
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Definition. The point P0(x0, y 0) is said to be a point o f 
extremum (a point of maximum or a point o f minimum) o! 
the function z = f ( x , y )  if, respectively, f ( x 0, y 0) is the greatest 
or the least value of the function f ( x , y )  in a neighbourhood of 
the point P0(x0, y o).

Thus, f  (x, y) <  f (x0t y0) if P0 is a point of maximum, and 
f  (x, y) > f (xD, y0) if P„ is a point of minimum.

If the strict inequalities are replaced by non-strict ones (i.e. 
the symbols <  and >  are replaced by and the point P0 
is a point of non-strict extremum.

The value f (x0, y 0) of the function is called then an extre
mal value (respectively, a maximum or a minimum value) of 
the function. We also say in these

We shall begin with establishing ne
cessary conditions for a function z =  pJg ]50
=  f  (x , y) to attain an extremum at a
point P0(x0, y„). The function is supposed to be differentiable 
(extrema of non-differentiable functions will be treated later on).

Necessary Condition for Extremum. If a differentiable function 
z * = f  ( x , y )  attains an extremum at a point P0(X0, y 0) its partial 
derivatives turn Into zero at that point:

Proof. Let the function z = f ( x , y ) have an extremum at the 
point P0 (jc0, y0). By the definition of an extremum, the function 
z = f ( x , y ) regarded as a function of one variable x  for the fixed 
value y = y 0 of the other variable attains an extremum at the 
point x = xB. As is known, for the function f(x,  y0) to have an 
extremum for x=x„  it is necessary that the derivative of f  (x , y0) 
with respect to x should vanish at the point x = x 0, that is,

Similarly, the function z = f (x ,y)  regarded as a function of one 
argument y for the fixed value x = x 0 of the variable x has an

cases that the function f (x ,y)  attains 
an extremum (respectively, a maximum 
or a minimum) at the point P0. The 
shape of the surfaces representing a 
function in the vicinity of its points 
of extremum is shown in Fig. 150.

extremum for y = y 0. Hence, 

ed to prove.
rx=jra=  0, which is what we want-
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A point P 0(xg, y 0) a t which both partial derivatives of a func
tion z  =  f ( x , y )  turn into zero is referred to as a stationary point 
of the function f (x ,y) .

The equation of the tangent plane to the surface z=f(x,y) 
whose general form is

z~ 2* =  (! ) ,< * -■ * •> +
turns into z =  z0 for a stationary point P c(xa, y0).

Thus, geometrically, for a differentiable function z —f(x, y) to 
attain an extremum at a point P0 (x0, y 0) it is necessary that the 
tangent plane to the surface (serving as the graph of the function) 
at the corresponding point should be parallel to the coordinate 
plane of the independent variables.

To find the stationary points of a given function z= /(x , y) we 
should equate to zero its both partial derivatives and find the 
real roots of the resulting equations

Example. Let us determine the stationary points of the function
z =  2x3 +xy* +  5xs+ y3

In this case the system of equations (*) takes the form
6x2+ f /2+  10x =  0 , 2xy-\-2y= 0

From the second equation it follows that either y =  0 or x = —1. 
Substituting, in turn, these values into the first equation we 
determine the four stationary points

AMO, 0), o), AM-1. 2), AM-1, - 2)
To find out which of these points are in fact points of extre

mum we should apply sufficient conditions for extremum (they 
will be established in the next section).

It is sometimes possible to examine the character of a station
ary point without resorting to sufficient conditions. For instance, 
if the conditions of the problem directly indicate that the function 
in question has a maximum or a minimum at some point and if 
there is only one point satisfying system (*) (i.e. only one pair 
of values x, y  turning equations (*) into identities) this single 
point is sure to be the sought-for point of extremum.

Finally, note that a continuous function of two variables may 
have an extremum at a point where it is not differentiable (for 
instance, such an extremum may correspond to a caspidal point 
of the surface serving as the graph of the function). As an example, 
consider the function z =  \ rx*-\-y*. At the origin it obviously
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attains a minimum value (equal to zero) but is nondifferentiable 
for x = 0, y =  0; the graph of this function is a circular cone with 
vertex at the origin and Oz as axis.

Thus, if we include not only differentiable functions but conti
nuous functions as well then 

a point of extremum of a function is either a stationary point 
or a point at which the function is nondifferentiable.

For a function
u = f(x i, x ......... . x„)

of any number n of independent variables the notion of an extre
mum is defined quite similarly, and the necessary conditions for 
extremum are derived analogously. Namely:

A differentiable function of n arguments may have an extremum 
only for those values of xlt x2, . . . .  x„ for which all its n partial 
derivatives of the first order are equal to zero:

fxt C*l» • • •» ^n)= ^i •••» fxn (Xu ••••  ^n)= 0
These equalities form a system of n equations in n unknowns 
from which the coordinates of the stationary points are found.

122. Sufficient Conditions for Extremum of a Function of Two 
Variables. As in the case of a function of one variable, the neces
sary test for an extremum of a function of several variables estab
lished in the foregoing section is not sufficient. This means that 
the fact that the partial derivatives are zero at a given point 
does not imply that this point is necessarily a point of extremum. 
For instance, let us consider the function z= xy . Its partial deri
vatives z'x = y  and z ’u = x are equal to zero at the origin where 
the function has no extremum. For, the function z= xy  turns into 
zero at the origin but attains both positive and negative values 
in any neighbourhood of the origin (namely, positive values in the 
first and third quadrants and negative values in the second and 
fourth quadrants), and therefore the zero value assumed by the 
function at the origin is neither its maximum nor minimum value.

Sufficient conditions for extremum for a function of several 
independent variables are essentially more complicated than in the 
case of a function of one argument. Here we shall state without 
proof sufficient conditions for extremum for a function of two 
independent variables.

Let a function z =  f(x, y) be continuous together with its par
tial derivatives of the first and second orders and let P„(x0, y0) 
be a stationary point of the function, that is,

Let us compute the values of the second derivatives of the function
27—2280
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f(x,  y) at the point P t (x0, y0) and denote them, for brevity, 
A, B and C:

If A C — B2> 0 the function f ( x ,  y ) has an extremum at the 
point P0 (*„, y 0) which is a maximum if j4 < 0  and a minimum 
if i4 > 0  (the condition AC— J52 >  0 implies that A and C are 
necessarily of one sign).

If A C — B2< 0 there is no extremum at the point Pt (x t, yt).
If A C — B2= 0 the properties of the second derivatives do not 

provide any answer to the question of existence of an extremum, 
and further investigation is needed.

Examples. (I) We established in Sec. 121 that the function

z =  2x3 - f  xi/2 4- 5x* 1/*
has the four stationary points

AM 0, 0), M t ^— y , 0 ) ,  M 3( - 1, 2), Af4( - 1 ,  - 2)

The second partial derivatives of the function are

S = 12* + 10’ J f = 2* + 2
For the point Af2 we have /I = 1 0 , B =  0, C — 2. Here AC—8*= 
=20 >  0, and hence Afx is a point of extremum; since A and C 
are positive it is a point of minimum.

At the point Aft we have A =  —10, B =  0, C = — j ,  this is
a point of maximum. Let the reader check that the points

and M t are not points of extremum 
{AC— B 1 <  0 for them).

(2) Let us test the function
■x z = x *—y*

for extremum. Equating to zero the 
partial derivatives we receive the 
equations

specifying only one stationary point 
at the origin. Here we have A = 2 , B =  0, C = —2. Hence AC— 
— B2 <  0, and the point (0, 0) is not a point of extremum. The 
equation z= x * —y* represents a hyperbolic paraboloid; Fig. 151 
clearly indicates that tne stationary point (0, 0) is not a point of 
extremum.
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123. Determining the Greatest and the Least Values of Func
tions. Suppose that it is required to determine the greatest and 
the least values of a function z — f(x,  y) in a closed domain D. 
If one of these values (or both) is attained inside the domain it 
must be of course an extremal value. But it may turn out that 
the greatest or the least value of the function (or both) is a tta i
ned at a point belonging to the boundary of the domain. Therefore, 

to find the greatest ( the least) value of a continuous function 
z = f(x, y) in a bounded closed domain it is necessary to determine 
all the maxima (minima) of the function attained inside the domain 
and also its greatest (least) value on the boundary of the domain. 
Then the greatest (the least) of these numbers is the sought-for 
greatest (least) value of the function.

Example. Let us determine the point in the jcy-plane for which 
the sum of the squares of its distances from the three given 
points Pl (0, 0), Ps (I, 0) and Pt {0, I) has the least possible value 
and also the point within the triangle with vertices at Plt Pa 
and Pa for which the sum of the squares of its distances to the 
vertices has the greatest value.

Take an arbitrary point P (x, y) in the plane. The sum of the 
squares of its distances from the given points Plt P a, P8 (we 
denote this sum by z) is expressed by the formula

The first problem reduces to finding the least value of this 
function throughout the plane and the second problem to determining 
its greatest value on_ condition that the point P(x, y) belongs to 
the closed domain D bounded by the triangle P ^ jP s- 

Let us find the extrema of the function z =  3x»-}-3«p—2x—2y-\-2. 
From the equations

tion z considered throughout the plane has no greatest value-since 
it is clear that, given an arbitrary number, there are points in 
the plane for which the sum of their distances to the origin ex
ceeds this number. On the other hand, this sum obviously pos
sesses the least value, and therefore the stationary point P is the
only one at which the functioil attains its least value

i.e.
z =  * * + y*+ ( x -  i)a +  y* 4- *a+  (y— i)a 

z  =  3x*+ 30*—2x— 2y+ 2

•g.= 6* -2 = 0  and g = 6 y -2 = 0
we obtain

x  “  3  ’ y~~ 3 

Hence, there is only one stationary

27*
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to 1 . By the way, the point P ^ j ,  -g-) is the centre of gra
vity of the triangle with vertices at P „  P„ P 3.

Now we proceed to the second problem. The given function 
having no maximum, its greatest value in the domain D (the 
triangle P iP 2P3) is the greatest of the values attained on the 
boundary of D, that is, on the sides of the triangle.

On the side P1Pi we have y =  0, and hence,
z — Zx*— 2*4  2

This function attains its greatest value (equal to 3) within the 
interval 1 for jc= 1 , that is, at the point Pt.

On the side P ,P 3 we have jc =  0, and thus

2 =  3 ^ —2y +  2
The greatest value of this function in the interval 0 < # < 1  is 
attained for t / = l ,  i.e. at the point P 3, and Is also equal to 3.

Finally, for the side P ,P a we have x + y = l ;  consequently,
z =  3xa+ 3  (1 — x Y — 2x—2 (1 — x) +  2 =  6*«-6*+3

The latter function achieves its maximum value (equal to 3) in the 
interval for x =  0 and x = l ;  this means that the grea
test value on the side P aP3 is attained at the same points P, 
and P3. Thus, for the second problem we receive two points: P, 
and P3. Among all the points of the triangle these two points have 
the greatest value of tne sum of the squares of their distances to 
the vertices Plt P g, P 3.

124*. Conditional Extremum. In problems involving the deter
mination of extrema of functions of several variables we often 
encounter the so-called conditional extrema. This notion will be 
demonstrated by the example of a function of two arguments.

Let there be given a function z =  f (x,  y) and a curve L in the 
x#-plane. The problem is to find a point P  (x, y) on the curve L 
sucn that the value f (x,  y) of the function at that point is the 
greatest or the least compared with the values of the function at 
the points of the line L lying in the vicinity of the point P. 
A point P  of this kind is termed a point of conditional extremum 
of the function f(x,  y) on the line L. The distinction from an 
ordinary point of extremum (sometimes referred to as a point of 
unconditional extremum) is that the value of the function at a point 
of conditional extremum is compared not with the values at all 
the points of its sufficiently small neighbourhood but only at those 
belonging to the curve L.

It is obvious that a point of unconditional extremum is always 
a point of conditional extremum for any curve passing through 
this point. Of course, the converse is not true: a point of condl-
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tional extremum is not necessarily a point of ordinary extremum. 
What has been said can be illustrated by the following simple 
example. The graph of the function 2 =  (/" 1—x5—y - is the upper 
hemisphere of raaius 1 with centre at the origin (see Fig. 152). 
The function has a maximum at the origin, the corresponding 
point being the highest point M of the hemisphere. If L is the 
straight lihe passing through the points 4 (1 , 0) and 5(0 , 1) 
(its equation is x + y — 1= 0) it is 
clear, geometrically, that for the 
points of this line the greatest value 
of the function is attained at the point
P bisecting the line segment
AB.  It is this point at which the con
ditional extremum (maximum) of the 
function 2 =  1̂ 1—x*—y* is achieved 
on the given line, the corresponding 
point of the hemisphere being M t. At 
the same time it is apparent that there 
is no ordinary extremum at that point.

Note that in the problem of determining the greatest and the 
least values of a function in a closed domain considered in Sec. 123 
we dealt with extremal values of the function on the boundary 
of the domain, that is, on a certain curve, and thus we were 
concerned with a problem of conditional extremum.

Now we proceed to practical determination of the points of 
conditional extremum of a given function z = f(x,  y) on a curve 
specified by an equation of the form <p(x, y) =  0. Such an equa
tion is called a constraint equation or, simply, a constraint (also 
a coupling equation or a subsidiary condition). If this equation 
admits of the expressions of y as an explicit functforl of x, i.e. 
t/—ij)(x), we can substitute if>(je) for y  into the function z =  f  (x,y) 
to obtain the function of one variable

z = /[* .  ♦(*)] =  ®(*)
On finding the values of x  for which this function attains extrema 

and determining the corresponding values of y  from the equation 
tp(x, y) =  0 we obtain the desired points of conditional extremum.

For instance, in the above example of the conditional extremum 
of the function z =  V 1—x*—y* with constraint x + y — 1 = 0  we 
have y =  1—x, whence

z = V \  —x*—(I —x)*= V 2x—2x4
It is readily checked that 2 has a maximum for x =  0.5; the sub
sidiary condition x + y —4 =  0 then yields the value y —0.5, and
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we thus obtain the same point P which was earlier found geoir.ei- 
rically.

A conditional extremum problem can be solved particularly 
simply when the subsidiary condition is representable by para
metric equations x —x(t), y —y(t). For, on substituting the exp
ressions of x  and y  in terms of t into the giyen function we 
immediately arrive at a problem of determining an extremum ol 
a function of one variable.

If the subsidiary condition is expressed by a complicated equa
tion and if it is impossible to express explicitly one variable in 
terms of the other or to pass to parametric equations the problem 
becomes more difficult. To analyse this case let us consider, as 
before, the variable y  (entering into the expression z = f(x, y)) as 
a function of x  specified implicitly by the equation cp(x, y)=0. 
The total derivative of the function z = f( x ,  y) with respect tox 
(see Sec. 116, I) is then written as

£ = / ;< * .  » )+ /;< * , y)
<Pv(x’ y>

where y ’ has been found according to the differentiation rule for 
an implicit function (Sec. 118). The total derivative thus found 
must turn into zero at the points of conditional extremum, which 
provides an equation connecting x  and y. These variables must 
also satisfy the subsidiary equation, and hence we arrive at the 
system of two equations in two unknowns:

/*— =  0, <P(*> y) =  0
Now let us bring this system to a more convenient form by 

introducing a new auxiliary variable % and writing the first equa
tion as the proportion

(the minus sign in h is chosen for the sake of convenience). These 
relations imply the equations

f*(x, y)-FM>x(*, y) =  o, fy(x, y ) + W A x< y ) = °  O
which, together with the equation of constraint <p(x, y) = 0, form 
a system of equations in the three unknowns x, y  and 

To memorize equations. (**) it is convenient to state them as 
the following rule:

To determine the points at which a conditional extremum can be 
attained by a function z =  f ( x , y) with constraint q>(jc, y)=0 one 
should form the auxiliary function

O {x, y) =  f  {x, y) -f ?.t? (x, y)
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where X is an arbitrary constant parameter and solve the equations 
for the points of unconditional extremum for this auxiliary fun
ction.

As a rule, this system of equations only provides necessary con
ditions, that is, not every pair of values of x  and y satisfying 
this system is necessarily a point of conditional extremum. In ->ur 
course we shall not discuss sufficient conditions for the points of 
conditional extremum; in a concrete problem the given conditions 
often make it possible to find out whether the point determined 
from the above equations is an extremal point without resorting 
to sufficient conditions. The parame
ter X introduced above is called Lag
range's multiplier, and the method 
itself is known as the method of 
Lagrange's multipliers.

Lagrange’s method admits of a 
simple geometrical interpretation 
which we are going to discuss now.
Suppose that the level lines of the 
function z =  f(x , y) (see Sec. 107) in 
question are as shown in Fig. 153, 
the curve L being the one for which Fig. 153
the conditional extremum is sought.
If the line L intersects a level line at a point Q this point 
cannot be a point of conditional extremum since the function 
f  (x, y) assumes the values greater than that at the point Q 
on one side of the level line and smaller values on the other 
side. But if the line L has a common point P with a level line 
and does not intersect the latter it lies entirely on one side of 
that level line in the vicinity of the point, and then this point 
is a point of conditional extremum. At such a point the curve 
L  and the level line in question f(x , y) = C are tangent to 
each other (the lines are supposed to 6e smooth), and the 
slopes of their tangents must coincide. From the coupling equation 
cp(x, y) =  0 we get y' =  — cp*/<Py, while the equation of the level 
line implies y ' =  — f'x/f'y. On equating the derivatives and making 
simple transformations we arrive at equations (*).

This argument may prove inapplicable if the level line in ques
tion is such that fx = 0  and fa= 0  at all its points. As an example, 
let the reader consider the function z = 4 —x3 and the level line 
x = 0  corresponding to the value z =  4.

Example. Let us determine the greatest value of the function 
z= x y  on condition that x and y  are positive and satisfy the
subsidiary equation —f-4,— 1 = 0 . Here we have a simple con
straint (specifying an ellipse), and therefore the problem can be
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reduced directly to the determination of an extremum of a func
tion of one variable if y is expressed in terms of x or if the 
ellipse is represented parametrically. Let the reader carry out 
these calculations; to demonstrate the method of Lagrange’s mul
tipliers we shall apply to this problem the general techniques 
described above.

Let us form the auxiliary function;

<D(x, y) =  xy-\r 'K(—  +  ̂ P j

(The constant term on the left-hand side of the subsidiary equation 
gives zero when differentiated, and therefore we have simply dis
carded it.) On equating to zero the partial derivatives with respect 
to x  and y  we obtain

3 0  . Xx ~ dQ> . * n-$?=y+n=o. -jj—x+ijf-o
The elimination of X now leads to the equation Ay*—x* =  0 which 
should be solved simultaneously with the coupling equation. This 
solution is x = 2  and y =  1 (the conditions of the problem require 
that x  and y  should be positive).

For the values of x  and y  in question the function z=xy is 
positive and turns into zero at the points (2 V %  0) and (0, j / 2) 
where the ellipse intersects the coordinate axes. Therefore the 
single stationary point P (2, I) of the auxiliary function is the 
point of conditional extremum of the given function. Namely, at 
this point the function attains its conditional maximum: zOK = 2. 
It can readily be verified that the ellipse touches at the point P 
the level line of the function z =  xy  passing through that point 
(this level line is the hyperbola xy =  2).

There is a wider variety of conditional extremum problems for 
functions of three variables. Let there be given a function 
u = f(x , y> z) three variables x, y  and z connected by one
equation <p(x, y, z) =  0 which is an equation of a surface. Then 
a point of conditional extremum is a point of the surface 
<p (*, y, z) =  0 at which the given function attains the greatest 
or the least value compared with its values at all the points on 
the surface in the vicinity of that point.

We can also pose the extremum problem for the function 
f i x , «/, z) on condition that the variables x and y are connected 
by two constraints: y, z) =  0 and <pt (x, y, z )~  0. 1 These
subsidiary conditions specify a curve in space, and hence the 
problem reduces to determining a point of the curve at which

1 Let the reader explain why the problem may lose its sense for a  greater 
number of constraints.
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the function assumes its extremal value, only the values of the 
function at the points of that curve being compared.

In the case of two constraints the method of Lagrange’s mul
tipliers is applied as follows. We construct the auxiliary function

®(x, y, z) = f{x, y, z)+^<Pi (x, y, z)+Xtq>l (x, y, z)
with two additional unknown parameters (Lagrange’s multipliers) 
A,, and \  and form the system of equations for determining the 
points of unconditional extremum of this new function:

dy dy 1 1 dy 1 2 dy

Adding to these equations the two subsidiary conditions we arrive 
at a system of five simultaneous equations in the five unknowns 
x, y, z, Xj, Xt. The sought-for points of conditional extremum 
must be among those whose coordinates x, y, z, are solutions of 
this system.

In the most general case the problem is posed as follows: given 
a function u =  /(x ,, xt, . . . .  x„) of n variables, it is required to 
find its extrema on condition- that the variables are subjected to 
m (m <  n) subsidiary conditions

q>i(*i, *v  •••» *n) = °
?! (̂ i> xt, • • •, xn) =  0, . . . ,  (Xj, xt, . . . ,  x„) =  0

In this case the auxiliary function of n variables involves m 
additional unknown parameters (Lagrange’s multipliers):

<D =  /+ X 1<p, +Xj<pa-}-. . .  +XCT<pCT
To find the points of extrema of this function we form the cor
responding system of m + n equations from which the possible 
values of the coordinates x,, x„ . . . ,  x„ of the points of condi
tional extremum are found.

Examples. (1) Among all the rectangular parallelepipeds with 
given total surface area S  it is necessary to choose the one of 
the greatest volume.

Let the sides of the parallelepiped be denoted x, ‘y  and z. The 
problem reduces to determining the greatest value of the function
V = xyz on condition that xy+ yz  +  zx— -£-•

The auxiliary function is <J>(x,y, z)= xyz-{-h(xy+ yz+ zx). The 
equations for determining the points of extremum are of the form

yz+X(y+z)*=Q, X2 -fX (x-f-2) =  0, xy+ K (x+  y) =  0
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On subtracting these equations from one another we receive 
( z + \) ( y — x) =  0, (x+ k ){z-~ y )= 0 ,

(y +  % )(X -z )= 0

It follows that x = y = z ,  that is, the sought-for parallelepiped is 
a cube.

The dimensions of this cube are found from the constraints:

x = y  =  z = l / r E  and V = ^ £ -  
* • 6 6 ^ 6

(2) Let us determine the greatest distance from 'the origin to 
the points of the line of intersection of the paraboloid of revolu
tion z=x*-\-y* with the plane x + 2 y —z = 0. (The least distance 
is equal to zero since the line of intersection passes through the 
origin.)

The distance from a point P {x, y, z) to the origin is equal to 
r = V x t + y i -\-z*. The greatest value of the root and that of the 
radicand are attained at the  same point; therefore we shall find 
the conditional maximum of the function u=&-\-y'*+2‘l for two 
subsidiary conditions

<Pi(*. D> z)s= xi -Jr y i — z =  G and (p,(x, y , z )= x + 2 y -z = 0
On forming the auxiliary function

(D= x*+ y*+ z*+ % l (x1 + y * - z ) + K  (x + 2 y -z )  
and equating to zero its partial derivatives we obtain

2x ~j" 2^ x  -f- =  0, 2y - f - + 2^  =  0, 2z— 1,=0

Let us express the coordinates x, y  and z from these relations in 
terms of Langrange’s multipliers:

__h __  u — **
2 (1+ * ,) ’ y  l + V Z~  2~~

Substituting these expressions into the subsidiary conditions we 
receive

5 (  V _ * x + A f 5 (
4 V l + W  2 * 2 2

Finally, on equating the left-hand sides of these equations we\
arrive at the quadratic equation with respect to the ratio yxy*
Next we find the two roots of this quadratic equation and then
determine the values of \  and One of the roots is
it leads to the values 7̂  =  0 and ?i, =  0. The point corresponding 
to them is the origin at which a minimum is achieved. The other
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root is =  — 2. The values of x, y and z corresponding to it
are found directly without computing Xj and X2: x = l ,  y  — 2 and 
z =  5. It is clear that the point (1, 2, 5) is at the greatest dis
tance from the origin, and rmax= V 30.

§ 5. Scalar Field
125. The Notion of a Scalar Field. Level Surfaces. Suppose 

that at each point P of a domain D a certain value of a scalar 
physical magnitude u is specified; a magnitude of this kind is 
completely determined by its numerical values. Examples of such 
magnitudes are the temperature at the points of a heated body 
which may vary from point to point, the density of the distribu
tion of an electric charge in an electrified body, the potential of 
an electric field, etc. In such a case we say that there is a scalar 
point function defined in the domain D and write u =  u(P).

The domain D in which the function u (P) is defined may coin
cide with the whole space or be its part.

Definition. If there is a scalar point function u(P )  defined in 
a domain D  it is called a sca lar f i e l d  In D.

We shall suppose that the field in question is stationary, that 
is, the magnitude u(P) is independent of time t. By the way, 
later on (see Sec. 157) we shall also encounter non-stationary 
fields, and then the magnitude u will depend not only on jthe 
point P but also on time t.

If the physical magnitude in question is a vector quantity the 
corresponding field is spoken of as a vector field; such are, for 
example, a field of force, an electric field (i.e. a field of electric 
intensity), a magnetic field and the like. We shall treat vector 
fields in § 3, Chapter IX.

If a scalar field is related to a coordinate system Oxyz the spe
cification of the variable point P is equivalent to the specification 
of its coordinates x, y, z, and the function u{P) can then be 
written as an ordinary function of three variables: u =  u(x, y, z). 
We have thus arrived at a physical interpretation of a function 
of three variables.

Definition. A level surface of a scalar field is the locus of 
points at which the corresponding function u assumes a given 
constant value, that is,

u(x,  y ,  *) =  C
In physics, when dealing with a field of a potential, we consider 

the corresponding level surfaces, that is, surfaces of constant 
potential, referred to as equipotential surfaces.
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The equation of the level surface passing through a given point 
M0 (x0, tj0, z0) is written

«(*, y, z) — U  (xQ, y0, z0)

In particular, if the scalar field in question is plane, that is, 
if we deal with a distribution of a physical magnitude in a plane 
region, the function u depends on two 
variables, for instance, on x  and y.
Then we speak of level lines of the 
field which are the level lines of the 
function u(x, y) (see Sec, 108, I);

m m

u(x, y) =  c
126. Directional Derivative. An

important characteristic of a scalar 
field is the rate of its change in the 
given direction. Consider a scalar f x  
field, i.e. a function u(x, y, z). Let Fig. 154
us take a point P (x, y, z) and a ray
X issued from it. The direction of the ray can be specified by the 
angles a, p, y it forms with the positive directions of the coor
dinate axes Ox, Oy, Oz (Fig. 154). If ex is unit vector along the 
ray X its projections are the direction cosines:

ex =  {cosa, cosp, cosy}

Let Px (*„ y lt Zj) be a point on the ray X, jtoe distance PPX 
Deing denoted p. The projections of the vector PPt on the coor
dinate axes are, on the one hand, equal to pcosa, pcosp and 
ocosy, and, on the other hand, to the differences xt —x, t/i—y 
and zx—z. Consequently,

*i =  * + p c o s a , y ,= y -F p c o sp , 2,= z -fp c o sy

Now let us consider the increment of the function u gained as 
we pass from the point P  to the point P t:

u (P i) -u ( P )  =  u (x -f  p cosa , y + p c o sp , z -f  pcosy)—u{x, y, z)
If the point P t moves in the ray X this results solely in a change 

of the magnitude p in the expression of the difference u (PJ—uiP). 
Let us form the ratio

ujPyy-ujP)
p

and pass to the limit as p —►(). This leads to the notion of the 
(directional) derivative along a given direction:
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Definition. The (directional) d e r iv a tiv e  of the function 
u  (x, y , z)  in the direction of the ray %, at the point P  is the limit

H tn-W ) —« jf) =
p — 0 P

| j m  c ( j c + p c o s a ,  j> +  pcosP, g + pcosy) —  a (x, y, z) ^

(provided it  exists).
We shall denote this limit by or «£(x, y, z). Its magnitude

depends both on the choice of the point P (x, y, z) and on the 
direction of the ray %, i.e. on a, p and y. If the position of the 
point P is fixed the value of the directional derivative uf. only 
depends on the direction of the ray.

The definition of the directional derivative indicates that if the 
direction of the ray X coincides with the positive direction of the
x-axis, that is, if a = 0  and p = y = - £ ,  limit (*)• is simply equal
to the partial derivative of the function u (x , y, z) with respect to x:

lim U(x+P> V* 2)—“(x> y> z) _  d±  
p -* o P to

An analogous situation occurs when A. goes along Oy or Oz.
As is known, the partial derivatives u'x, u'y and u'z characterize 

the rate of change of the function u in the directions of the coor
dinate axes (see Sec. 110). Similarly, the directional derivative 
ux is equal to the rate of change of the function u (x, y, z) at the 
point P in the direction of the ray X. The absolute value of the 
derivative u'y. in the direction of the ray X determines the magni
tude of the rate of change in this direction, and the sign of the 
derivative indicates the character of the variation of u (i.e. its in
crease or decrease).

The computation of the directional derivative is based on the 
following theorem:

Theorem. If a (x , y ,  z )  is a differentiable function its direc
tional derivative exists for the ray % going in any direction and 
is expressed by the formula

d a  d u  * d a  o , d u
f t  =  T x  COS « +  T y  COS p  +  g j  COSY (* * )

where cos a , cosp and cosy are the direction cosines of the ray X.
Proof. The function u(x, y, z) being differentiable, its total 

increment (see Sec. I l l ,  I) can be written as
Au =  u(x+A x, t/+Ay, z +  Az)—«(x, y, z) =

= S Ax+i Ay+! A2+o(p)
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where p —Y Ax*-}-Ayl +Az*. Putting A x = p c o sa , Ay=pcosp and 
Aa =  pcosv we can represent the difference u (P J — u (P) in the form

«(*\) —«(^) =  ̂ p c o s a + - p c o s p + ^ p c o s Y + o ( p )

Hence, the ratio —— is expressed as

(^ i)—tf(P) du . du a t du .
------ _ L J := _ c o sa  +  ^cosp +  ̂ cosY4 Q ( 9 )

P

The values of the partial derivatives ^  and — at the point
P and also a , p and y being independent of p, the passage to the 
limit as p —►O leads to

du i j ^  u(P i )— u(P) du ^  f du Q x du
SsHp1® ------ p------==^ cosa  +  ^ cosP + f e cosV

which is what we intended to prove.
Formula (**) implies directly the above assertion that if the 

direction of the ray X coincides with the positive direction of one 
of the coordinate axes the derivative in this direction is equal 
to the corresponding partial derivative; for instance, if a  =  0 and 
o Ji du duP —y — 2 then dx.

Formula (**) also shows that the derivative in the direction 
opposite to X is equal to the minus derivative along the ray X. 
In fact, when the direction is changed to the opposite the angles a, 
P and y gain the increments equal to n, and therefore

W = c o s  (a  %  cos (P Tz cos ^ = ~  %.
Thus, if the direction is reversed the absolute value of the rate 
of change of the function u remains the same, and only the cha
racter of variation of the function is changed: if, for example, the 
function increases in the direction X. it decreases in the opposite 
direction X' and vice versa.

Example. Consider the function u =  xyz. Let us determine its 
, derivative at the point P (5, 1, 2) in the direction from this point 

V. to the point Q (7, — 1, 3).
We first find the partial derivatives of the function u=xyz:

du
m = xy

Now, it is necessary to compute their values at the point P:
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The projections of the vector PQ being equal to 2, —2 and 1, 
its direction cosines are

cos a  =
V22+ (—2)*+ Is 3

2 , co sp  =  = B ,

Consequently,

l = 2 - 4 + 10- ( - 4 ) + 5 4 = -

cosy = 3

n
3

The minus sign indicates that the function u decreases in the given 
direction.

If we deal with a plane field the direction of a given ray X is 
completely determined by its angle of inclination a  to the axis of 
abscissas. The formula for the directional derivative of a plane 
field can be obtained from the general formula (**) by putting
y =  y  and P =  y —a, which yields

du du . du *g j ^ c o s a  +  ^ s m a

If a — 0 then and if a  =  -  then -  =  | .
127. Gradient. Let us examine more closely the formula for the 

directional derivative:
du du , du a I dum = - c ° s a + rycos$ +  r2cosy

As was mentioned, the second factors in each summand are the 
projections of the unit vector e*, of the ray X:

e>,= {cosa, cos{5, cosy}

Now let us take the vector whose projections on the coordinate 
axes are equal to the valqes of the partial derivatives ^ ^  and

^  at a chosen point P (x, y, z). This vector is called the gradient
of the function u(x, y, z) at that point; it is denoted by the symbol 
grad u or v«.

Definition. The g rad ien t of the function a (x , y ,  z )  Is the 
vector whose projections are the values of the partial derivatives 
of the function, that is,

g r a d a ^ i + g j + g k

It should be stressed that the projections of the gradient depend 
on the choice of the point P(x, y, z) and may vary when the coor
dinates of this point change. Thus, at each point of the domain
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of definition of the scalar field specified by the function u(x, y,z) 
there is a definite vector equal to the gradient of that function. 
Note that the gradient of the linear function u = ax+by+cz+d  
is a constant vector: grad « =  al-j-6j - f  ck.

Using the notion of the gradient we can rewrite the formula 
for the directional derivative in the form

grad u-eK (♦)

Consequently,
the derivative of a function in a given direction is equal to the 

scalar product of the gradient of the function by the unit vector 
in that direction.

The scalar product of two vectors being equal to the modulus 
of one vector multiplied by the projection of the other vector on 
the former, we can also state tha t

the derivative 0/  a function in a given direction is equal to the 
projection of the gradient of the function on the ray along which

the differentiation is carried out, 
that is

~  =  |gradu|cosq>

where 9  is the angle between the 
vector grad u and the ray I 
(Fig. 155).

It follows immediately that 
the directional derivative attains 
its greatest value for cos <p=l, 

i.e. for 9  =  0 , this greatest value being equal to |gradu|.
Thus, | grad a | is the greatest possible value of tne derivative 

u'x at the given point P, and the direction of the vector grad u 
coincides with the direction of the ray issued from the point P 
along which the rate of change of the function is the greatest, 
that is, the direction of the gradient is that of the fastest increase 
of the function. It is obvious that the opposite direction is the 
one along which the function has the fastest decrease.

Now we proceed to prove a theorem establishing the relationship 
between the gradient of a function and the level surfaces of the 
corresponding scalar field.

Theorem. The gradient of a function u ( x ,  y , z )  is at each 
point in the direction of the normal to the level surface, of the 
corresponding scalar field, passing through that point (see Fig. 156).

Proof. Let us choose an arbitrary point P„ ( j c 0, y„, z„). The equation 
of the level surface passing through the point P9 is written as 
u(x, y, z) =  u„ where u0 =  u (x0, y0, z0).

Fig. 155
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Let us form the equation of the normal to this surface at the 
point P0 (see Sec. 119):

*—X0 __ y — y0 _ 2 — Zg
fdu\ /d«\ (<to\
\dx)a \dy)o \ d z )  „

This equation shows directly that the gradient of the function
u(x, y , z) at the point P0 (its  projections are (J%)0 and

(§ ) o )  is a direction vector of the
normal, which is what we set out 
to prove.

Thus, the gradient is at each 
point perpendicular to the tangent 
plane to the level surface passing 
through the given point \  i.e. its 
projection on that plane is equal 
to zero. Thus:

the derimtive in any direction 
tangent to the level surface pas
sing through the given point is 
equal to zero.

We shall enumerate some proper
ties of the gradient which often facilitate

(1) grad (« !+ « ,) =  grad u ,+ g rad  ut.
(2) grad Cut = C  grad u, where C is a constant.
Let the reader establish these properties.
(3) grad utut = ua grad ut + u t grad ut. Indeed, we have

g ra d U,Ul= ^ l + 2t e ) j + ^ k  =

— ua grad grad u2.
(4) grad f(u) = f'(u )  grad u. For we have

« r» l f  («) - 1  If («)11 + 1 1/ («)] J + s  P  (« )]k -
= / ' W | i + / ' ( « ) | i  +  / ' ( a ; | k = / ' W g r a d o

its computation.

These properties of the gradient indicate that it can be com
puted by analogy with the well-known differentiation rules for 
functions. 1

1 If there is a point at which grad u = 0  it is a singular point of the level 
surface (see Sec. 119); as was said, such points are not treated in our course.
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Examples. (1) Let us take the function r  =  21 (expres
sing the distance from the point (x , y, z) to the origin). We have

dr . . dr . . d r , x\-{-y]-i-zk
g r a d r T x 1 + T y i + ^ =  —  t  ‘ ■dz

T
r

and hence, the vector grad r  is in the direction of the radius vec
tor r, its modulus being equal to unity.

(2) Consider the scalar field specified by the function — where/-
is the same as in Example 1 and q =  const. According to 
Property (4), we write

grad -2- =  — grad r =  -

For a plane field u =  u(x, y) its gradient
j  du . , du .gradu =  j j , + ^ j

lies in the xy-plane and is perpendicular to the level line pas
sing through the given point (x , y).

If a sufficiently dense system of contour lines of a given plane 
field (see Fig. 157) has been constructed, it is possible to obtain 

i xru approximations to the modulus and
to  the direction of the gradient. 

y  Namely, the direction of the gra
dient is always perpendicular to 
the corresponding level line, and, 
for sufficiently small values of h, 
the derivative In this direction is 
approximately given by the for
mula

du ^ u (P )—u(P0) _  h
d> .~  p 9p  ~ p tp

where P 0(x„, yv) is the given 
F*g-157 point of the level line u(x, y) =

— C (C =  u (x0, y0)) and P is the 
corresponding point of the level line u(x, y )= C + h . The mag
nitude of h is given, and the length of the line sigment PtP can 
be measured as the distance along the normal between the neigh
bouring level lines depicted in the diagram. Thus we find an ap
proximation to the modulus of the gradient since it is equal to 
the derivative in the direction of the gradient:

I grad Û K P

The construction of the vector grad u according to the scheme 
described here is shown in Fig. 157.
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QUESTIONS

1. What do we call a function of two independent variables? 
What is the domain of definition of such a function?

2. Describe the methods of tabular and analytical specification 
on a function of two independent variables.

3. What do we call the graph of a function of two independent 
variables? Describe the method of graphical representation of such 
a function.

4. Describe the method of investigation of a function of two 
independent variables with the aid of functions of one independent 
variable. What is a level line of a function z = f ( x t y)f

5. What do we call the limit of a function z = f ( x ,  y) as x —*x0 
and y —* y j

6. State the definition of continuity for a function of two inde
pendent variables at a point and in a domain. Give examples of 
aiscontinuous functions.
- 7. State the definition of the partial derivative of a function 
of two independent variables with respect to one of them. Gene
ralize this definition to functions of more than two independent 
variables.

8. What is the geometrical meaning of the partial derivatives 
of a function z = f ( x , y )  in Cartesian coordinates?

9. What do we call the partial increment and the partial diffe
rential of a function z — f(x,  y) with respect to x? How is a par
tial differential of a function expressed in terms of the correspond
ing partial derivative?

10. What is the geometrical meaning of the partial differentials 
of a function z = f ( x ,  y) in Cartesian coordinates?

11. What do we call the total increment and the total differen
tial of a function z =  f ( x , y ) ‘f How is the total differential of a 
function expressed in terms of its partial derivatives?

12*. What is a differentiable function of several independent variab
les? State and prove the sufficient condition for differentiability.

13. What do we call the tangent plane to a surface at its given 
point? Derive the equation of the tangent plane.

14. What is the geometrical meaning of the total differential of 
a function z = f ( x ,  y) in Cartesian coordinates?

15. How is the total differential of a function applied to appro
ximate calculation of its values?

16. Derive the formula for the limiting absolute error in the 
computation of the value of a function of several variables.

17. Derive the formulas for the limiting relative errors occurring 
in the computation of a product and a quotient.

18. State the definition of a partial derivative of the nth order 
of a function of two independent variables.

28 *
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19. State the theorem on the equality of the mixed partial 
derivatives of the second order.

20. Extend the definition of a partial derivative of the nth 
order to functions of several independent variables.

21. State the definition of the total differential of the second 
order of a function of two arguments and write down the formula 
expressing the second differential.

22. State the necessary and sufficient conditions for an expres
sion P(x, y ) dx + Q ( x ,  y)dy  to be a total differential. Prove these 
conditions. State the corresponding conditions for functions of 
three variables.

23. Derive the differentiation rule for a composite function.
24. What do we call the total derivative?
25. Describe the invariance property of the form of the total 

differential of a function of several variables.
26. Enumerate the basic rules for finding the differential of a 

function of any number of independent variables.
27. State the existence theorem for an implicit function.
28. State the differentiation rule for an implicit function.
29. Write down the equations of the tangent plane and of the 

normal to a surface specified by an equation of the general form 
in Cartesian coordinates.

30. How can u e  form the equations of the tangent line and of 
the normal plane to a curve specified as a line of intersection of 
two surfaces?

31. State the definition of an extremum (a maximum or a mi
nimum) of a function of two variables.

32. What is the necessary conditions for extremum of a function 
of two independent variables? Describe the geometrical meaning 
of these conditions.

33. State the sufficient conditions for extremum for a function 
of two independent variables.

34. Describe the method for determining the greatest and the 
least values of a function of two independent variables defined in 
a closed domain.

35*. State the definition of the point of a conditional extremum 
of a function f (x,  y) on a line L.

36*. Describe the techniques for finding the points of conditional 
extremum.

37*. State the general conditional extremum problem for func
tions of three and more independent variables.

38. What do we call a scalar field? What is a level surface of 
a scalar field?

39. Derive the formula for the directional derivative.
40. State the definition of the gradient of a scalar field.
41. State and prove the basic properties of the gradient.



Chapter VIII

DOUBLE AND TRIPLE INTEGRALS

§ I. Double Integrals
128. The Volume of a Curvilinear Cylinder. The Double Integ

ral. Now we proceed to study integral calculus for functions of 
two independent variables. To begin with, we shall consider the 
concrete problem of computing the area of curvilinear cylinder, 
which leads directly to the notion of the double integral.

A curvilinear cylinder (cylindroid) is a solid with boundary con
sisting of a closed domain D of the xy-plane, a surface z =  f(x,  y) 
where f(x,  y) is a continuous and nonnegative function in the do
main D and the cylindrical surface whose 
elements (generators) are parallel to Ozand 
directrix is the boundary of the domain D 
(see Fig. 158).

The domain D is called the base of the 
cylindroid; it is supposed to be bounded, 
and its boundary usually consists of one or 
several closed piece-wise smooth curves. In 
a particular case there may be no lateral 
cylindrical surface; an instance of such a 
cylindroid is the solid bounded by the 
plane Oxy and the upper hemisphere z —Y R 2—x2—y2.

The volume of an arbitrary solid can usually be represented as 
a sum or difference of the volumes of cylindrical bodies.

When defining the volume of a solid we proceed from the fol
lowing two fundamental hypotheses:

(1) If a body is broken up into parts its volume is equal to 
the sum of the volumes of the parts.

(2) The volume of a right cylinder, that is, of a cylindroid 
(with element parallel to Oz) bounded by the xy-plane and ano
ther plane parallel to the former, is equal to the product of the 
base area by the altitude of the body.
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Let us denote the sought-for volume by V. Now we break up 
the base of the curvilinear cylinder (i.e. the domain D) into n 
closed subdomains (cells) of arbitrary shape. This is referred to 
as a partition of the domain D. Let the cells be numbered in an 
arbitrary order and denoted au  <ra, ct„, their areas being,

respectively, Act,, Act,, . . . .  Acr„. Next 
we draw a cylindrical surface through 
the boundary of each subdomain (these 
boundaries serve as the directrices oi 
the cylinders) with elements parallel 
to Oz. These cylindrical surfaces divi-

r ^_ de the upper bounding surface (with 
!f equation z =  f(x,  y)) into n parts, and 

the whole cylindroid is thus broken 
up into n subcylindroids (Fig. 159). 
Let us choose an arbitrary point P{ (xh y,) 

FJg- I59 in each cell o( and replace the correspo
nding subcylindroid by the right cy

linder with the same base and altitude equal to z,=/(x/, yt). 
This results in an n-step solid whose volume is

K  =  /  (xu y j  Act,+ /  (xt , y t) Act, +  . . .  +  /  (xn, yn) Ao„ =

=  f  (xh yd  Act/

It appears natural to regard the volume V„ of the n-step body 
thus constructed as an approximation to the volume V of the 
given curvilinear cylinder and assume that, the greater the num
ber n and the smaller each of the cells, the more accurate is the 
approximation. The next step is to pass to the limit as n —+oo 
on condition that not only the area of each subdomain tends to 
zero but also all its dimensions. To state what has been said in 
a more precise manner we introduce the notion of the diameter of 
a bounded closed domain as the greatest distance between the points 
of its boundary, the above condition means that the diameters of 
the cells should tend to zero as n —► 00; then the cells themselves 
contract to points. 1

Therefore, in accordance with what has been said, we define the 
sought-for volume V as the limit of Vn when the maximal diame•

1 For example, the diameter of a rectangle Is equal to the length of Its 
diagonal and that of an ellipse to its major axis; for a circle this definition of 
the diameter coincides with the ordinary one. If it is only required that the 
area of a domain tends to zero the domain itself does not necessarily contract 
to a point. For instance, the area of the rectangle with constant base and Infi
nitesimal altitude tends to zero but the rectangle itself contracts not to a point 
but to its base, that is, to a line segment.
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ter of the partition (that is, the greatest of the diameters of the 
subdomains the original domain is broken into) tends to zero 
while n~+  oo:

V'=limVr„ = lim̂ 2j f(*i> y/i&Vi

(The maximal diameter of a partition of a domain is sometimes 
called the fineness of the partition.)

There are various problems leading to the computation of the 
limit of a sum of this kind for functions of two variables.

Now we consider this question in the general form. Let f ( x , y )  
be a function of two variables (not necessarily positive) bounded 
in a closed finite domain D. Let us divide the domain D into 
cells as was indicated above, choose an arbitrary point P({xi, y{) 
in each ceil and compose the sum

2 f (xh y,)Ao{ (*)
r=i

where f (x{, y t) is the value of the function f(x,  y) at the point 
Pi and Aa, the area of the subdomain ah A sum of form (*) is 
called an integral sum associated with the function [ (x, y) and the 
domain D for the given partition of the domain into n subdomains.

Definition. The lim it1 of integral sum (*) (provided it exists) 
as the fineness of the partition tends to zero is called the double  
in teg ra l o f  the fu n c tio n  f ( x ,  y)  over the dom ain D.

This is written as
n p n

Iim S  f {xt, y,)Ao{ = ^ f ( x .  y)do

(read “the double integral of f(x,  y)da  over the domain D"). The 
expression f(x,  y)do  symbolizing the form of the summands 
entering into the integral sum is termed the element of integration, 
the function f(x, y) is called the integrand, do is the element of 
area and D the domain of integration, the arguments x and y 
being referred to as the variables of integration.

Thus, we can say that the volume of a curvilinear cylinder 
considered above is expressed by the double integral of the func
tion f(x,  y) over the domain serving as the base of the cylinder:

^ = 5$ /(* . y)du
D

1 The precise definition of the limit of integral sum (•) is staled by ana
logy with the corresponding definition given in Sec. 87.
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There holds the following theorem analogous to the existence 
theorem for the ordinary definite integral (Sec. 87):

Theorem (On the Existence of the Double Integral). If /(<*,>•) 
is a continuous function in a bounded closed domain D its Integ
ral sum tends to a definite limit as the maximal diameter of the 
partition tends to zero. This lim it, that is, the double integral

is independent of the way in which the domain D
D

is divided into the cells a , and on the choice of the points Pt in 
the cells.

The double integral is of course a number dependent solely on 
the integrand and on the domain of integration and completely 
independent of the notation of the variables of integration; for 
instance,

J y ) d o = H f ( u ,  v)da
D D

As will be shown later, the computation of a double integral 
can usually be reduced to two ordinary definite integrations.

129. Properties of Double Integrals. The reader has undoubtedly 
noted that the fundamental idea of the construction of the double 
integral is analogous to that of the definite integral of a function 
of one independent variable. Therefore the properties of the double 
integral (and also the proofs of these properties) are almost the 
same as in the case of the ordinary definite integral. That is 
why, assuming that all the functions involved are continuous and 
their double integrals thus exist, we shall only state these pro
perties without presenting the proofs.

I. The double integral of a sum of a finite number of functions 
is equal to the sum of the double integrals of the summands:

y ) + < p(*. y ) ] d a =
D

=  \ \ f { x , y ) d < j + \ \ y { x , y ) d o + . . .  +  \ \ y { x , y ) d < j
D D D

II. A constant factor in the integrand can be taken outside the 
symbol of the double integral:

S $«/(<** y ) d o = z c  \  \ f { x ,  y ) d a
D D

H I. If the domain of integration D is split info two domains 
/>, and D, having no interior points in common then

S \ f { x > y ) d o = - \  \ f ( x , y ) d o  +  \  $ / ( * ,  y) da
D Dt Dt
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IV. If two functions f i x ,  y)  and <p(jc, y)  satisfy the condition 
f ( x ,  y )^ tp (x ,  y) at all the points of the domain of integration D 
then

$ $ / ( * .  y ) d o ^  I $q>(*, y)da
D D

These integrals are only equal when both functions coincide. 
In particular, Property IV implies that
if tiie integrand does not change sign in the domain of integration 

the double integral is a number of the same sign as the integrand 
function.

Property III and the above consequence of Property IV lead to 
a more precise geometrical interpretation of the double integral. 
Let us agree to assign the plus sign to the volume of a cylindroid 
lying above the plane Oxy and the minus sign to that below Oxy. 
Then, if z =  f(x,  y) is the equation of the bounding surface the
double integral $  ̂f(x,  y)do  is equal to the algebraic sum of the 

o
volumes of the bodies corresponding to the positive and negative 
values of the function f(x,  y).

If the integrand in a double integral is identically equal to 
1 the integral is equal to the area S of the domain of integra
tion, i.e.

S S<to=S
D

In this case the double integral expresses the volume of the 
right cylinder with base D and unit altitude; it is clear that the 
numerical value of this volume is equal to that of the area of 
the base of the cylinder.

V. If m and Af are the least and the greatest values of the 
Integrand in the domain of integration D the value of the double 
Integral lies between the products of the least and the greatest 
values m and AI by the area of the domain of integration:

\ f ( x ,  y ) d a ^  MS
D

where S is the area of the domain D.
VI. The double integral is equal to the product of the value of 

the integrand at a point of the domain of integration by the area 
of the domain of integration, that is,

$ $ / ( * ,  y ) d o = f{ l ,  q )S
D

The value f ( |, q) entering into the latter relation is called the 
mean value of the function f(x,  y) in the domain D (cf. Sec. 90).
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The geometrical meaning of the last property (known as the 
mean value theorem for the double integral) is that there exists a 
right cylinder whose base coincides with the base D of the given 
curvilinear cylinder and whose altitude is equal to the z-coordinate 
of the surface z =  / ( x, y) at a point (£, q) of the base such that 
its volume is equal to that of the given cylindroid. This z-coor- 
dinate is nothing but the mean value of the function f(x, y) in 
the domain D.

130. Evaluating Double Integrals. To evaluate the double inleg- 
ra 1 J $ /(* . y ) da it is convenient to use a special representation

D
of the element of area do. Let us divide the domain of integra
tion D lying in the xt/-plane into subdomains by means of two 
systems of coordinate lines: x =  const and y =  const. These are 
straight lines parallel, respectively, to Oy and Ox, the subdomains 
(cells) being rectangles with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. 
It is clear that the area of each cell not adjoining the boundary 
of the domain D is equal to the product of its dimensions Ax 
and At/. Therefore the element of area do can be written as

do — dx dy

that is, the element of area in Cartesian coordinates is equal to the 
product of the differentials of the independent variables.1 Hence, 
we have

§ § f ( x ,  y ) d o = §  § f ( x ,  y )dxdy  {*)
D D

In the computation of double integral (*) we shall take advantage 
of the fact that the integral expresses the volume V of the curvi
linear cylinder with base D bounded by the surface z= /(x , y). 
We remind the reader that the problem of computing the volume 
of a solid was already considered in connection with the appli
cations of the definite integral to geometrical problems. In Sec. 101 
we derived the formula

b
v - j s  <*).«* n

a

for the volume of a v sol id where S(x)  is the cross-section area in 
the plane perpendicular to the axis of abscissas cutting that axis 
at the point x  while x = a and x =  b are the equations of the 
planes bounding the given solid (see Fig. 122 on p. 348). We

1 A cell adjoining the boundary of the domain of integration is not neces
sarily of the shape of a rectangle, and its area may differ from dxdy. It can 
be proved that the part of the integral sum including such subdomains vanishes 
in the limiting process.
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shall apply this formula to evaluating the double integral

y )dxdy
D

Let us begin with the case when the domain of integration D 
satisfies the following condition: every straight line parallel to 
the x-axis or to the t/-axis and cutting the boundary of the domain 
has at most two common points with it. A cylindrical body of 
this type is depicted in Fig. 160.

Let us include the domain D in the rectangle
a ^ . x^ L b ,  c ^ y ^ d

whose sides touch the boundary of the domain at points A, B, C 
and E. The interval [a, b] is the orthogonal projection of the

domain D on Ox and the interval [c, d ] the orthogonal projection 
of D on Oy. Fig. 161 shows the x^-plane and the domain D lying 
in it.

The points A and C divide the boundary of the domain D into 
two parts: the arc ABC and the arc AEC; each of them has exactly 
one common point with any straight line parallel to the t/-axis 
and cutting the domain D. Therefore the equations of these arcs 
can be written in the form solved with respect to y; let

y = yt (x) be the equation of ABC
and

y = y t (x) be the equation of AEC
Similarly, the points B and E break up the boundary into two 
arcs BAE  and BCE whose equations can be written as

X  — xl (y) (the equation of BAE)



a n d
x =  xi (y) (the equation of BCE)

Let us consider the section of the cylindroid by an arbitrary 
plane parallel to the plane Oyz\ the equation of such a plane is 
x =  const, a ^ . x ^ b  (see Fig. 160). In the section we obtain a 
curvilinear trapezoid PM N R  whose area is expressed by the 
integral of f (x,  y) regarded as a function of one variable y 
ranging from the ordinate of the point P to the ordinate of the 
point R. P is the lowest (in the xi/-plane) common point of the 
straight line x =  const with the domain D and R is its highest 
common point with D. From the equations of the curves ABC 
and AEC it follows that, for the given value of x, the ordinates 
of these points are, respectively, equal to y,{x) and y,(x).

Consequently, the integral
e, <x>

$ f i x ,  y)dy
v, <*)

expresses the area of the plane section PMNR.  It is clear that 
the value of this integral depends on the chosen value of x; in 
other words, the area of this section is a function of x; we shall 
denote it S (x):

v, <*)
S { x ) =  S f i x ,  y)dy

e,(*)
(It can be proved that if the functions f i x ,  y), y t (x) and yt (x) 
are continuous the function S(;c) is continuous as well.)

According to formula (**), the volume of the entire curvilinear 
cylinder is equal to the integral of S(x)  over the interval of 
variation of x, that is, over [a, b]. Substituting the expression 
of S(x)  into that integral we finally receive

b re, (x) -l
y = \ \ f i x , y ) d x d y = \  ] f i x , y ) d y \ d x  

D a Ltt (x) J

6r f in a more convenient form l ,
a y ,  (x )

y ) d x d y t = \ d x  \  f i x , y ) d y
D b y ,  (x)

(A)

The limits of integration in the inner integral in formula (A) 
are variable; they indicate the range of variation of y for a

1 The derivation of formula (A) presented here is based on visual geomet* 
rical considerations and is not of course a rigorous analytical proof.
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constant value of the other argument x. The limits of integration 
in the outer integral are constant; they indicate the range of the 
variable x.

Interchanging the roles of x and y, that is, starting from the 
sections of the body by the planes y =const ( c ^ . y ^ d ) ,  we first

*. (y)
find that the area Q (y) of such a section is equal to J f(x,  y)dx

where y  is considered constant in the integration process and then 
integrate the function Q(y) between the limits of variation of y , 
i.e. from c to d, to obtain the alternative expression of the double 
integral:

a x , (y )

S J /C * ’ y ) d x d y = [ d y  J f ( x , y ) d x  (B)
D e x ,  o>)

Here the inner integration is performed with respect to x  and the 
outer with respect to y.

Formulas (A) and (B) show that the computation of the double 
integral reduces to two consecutive ordinary definite integrations; 
one should memorize that in the inner 
integral one of the variables is considered 
constant in the integration process. The 
expressions on the right-hand sides of 
formulas (A) and (B) are called (twofold) 
iterated or repeated integrals, tne whole 
computation process being referred to as 
the reduction of the double integral to an 
iterated integral.

The reduction of a double integral to an 
iterated integral becomes particularly simp
le when the domain of integration D is a 
rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes (see Fig. 162). 
In this case not only the limits of integration in the outer in
tegral are constant but those in the inner integral as well:

b d d b
$ $ /(* . y )d <* =\ d x \ f ( x ,  y ) d y = [ d y \ f ( x ,  y)dx
O a c c a

In more complicated cases to reduce a double integral to an 
iterated one we should construct the domain of integration (it is 
advisable to represent it in the x^-plane as was done in Fig. 161), 
decide on the order of integrations, that is, choose one of the 
variables for the inner integration and the other for the outer 
integration, and then set up the limits of integration.

In the examples below wfe demonstrate the technique of setting 
the limits of integration.

c —

Fig. 162
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Examples. (1) Let us reduce the double integral  ̂ ^f(x,y)dxdy
D

taken over the triangular domain D bounded by the straight lines 
y =  0, y — x and x = a (Fig. 163) to an iterated integral. If we 
first integrate with respect to y  and then with respect to x the 
inner integration is performed from the line y —0 to the line

y — x while the outer integration from the 
point x =  0 to the point x = a. Thus,

a x

I l f *  y ) d x d y = \ d x \ f { x ,  y)dy
D 0 0

Reversing the order of integration we receive
a a

\ U ( X> y)dxdy =  \ d y \ f { x t y)dx
D 0 y

(2) Let us reduce the integral $ $ f{x,  y)dxdy  to an iterated
D

integral for the domain D bounded by the lines y =  0, ^=x*and 
x-\-y =  2.

The domain D is shown in Fig. 164 where the coordinates of 
its extreme points are written down. The shape of the domain 
indicates that it is more conve
nient to integrate first with respect 
to x  and then with respect to y:

I 2 - y

\ \ f ( x , y ) d x d y  =  [ d y  $ f ( x , y ) d x
D 0 y r j

If the order of integration is rever
sed the result cannot be written 
in the form of one iterated integ
ral since different parts of the 
line OBA are described by different 
equations. Therefore we split the domain D into two: OBC and 
CBA, which results in

1 X* 2 2—Jt
$ $ /(* ,  y ) d x d y = <\ d x l f ( x ,  y ) d y + \ d x  $ f(x,  y)dy
D 0 0 1 0

This example shows that it is extremely important to make an 
approoriate choice of the order of integration (in this example 
we obtain a more complicated expression in the latter case than 
in the former].

Formulas (A) and (B) can sometimes be applied to domains of 
a more general form. For instance, formula (A) can be used in

Fig. 163
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the case shown in Fig. 165 and formula (B) in the case in Fig. 166. 
As a rule, complicated domains can be split into a finite number 
of simpler domains (e.g. see Fig. 167) admitting the application 
of formulas (A) and (B) to the computation of the double integ
rals over these subdomains, which results in the computation of 
the double integral over the original domain.

Fig. 165 Fig. 166 Fig. 167

Let us consider some examples demonstrating the evaluation 
of double integrals.

Examples. (1) Let us evaluate the double integral of the function

z — * 3  x  4 y

over the rectangle D determined by the conditions — l < x < I ,

D

Geometrically, the integral /  is equal to the volume of the right 
quadrangular prism with the domain 
D as base truncated by the plane

l , l , ,1

(see Fig. 168). Let us take the itera
ted integral with inner integration 
with respect to y  and outer integra
tion with respect to x: Fig. 168
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The same result is obtained when the order of integration is re
versed:

-2  — 1

- j  ( 2— i2 « ) i v = { 2,j - \ y ‘) — 2

(2) Let us compute the double integral 

$$ ( x +y ) dx d y
D

over the domain D bounded by the lines 
y =  x  and y — x*. The domain D is shown 
in Fig. 169. Performing the inner integration 
with respect to y and the outer integration 
with respect to x  we obtain

1 X  1

^ ( x  +  y)dxdy  =  J d x J  ( x + y ) d y ^ §  ]*,<& =

The correctness of the result is readily checked if we change 
the order of integration:

1 V~y 1
§ § ( * + y ) d x d y  =  ^ d y  J  ( x + y ) d x  =  j  [ £ + x y ^ d y =

JL
yl y*
4 T  5 2

1
3

~20
0 0 

(3) Let us compute the volume of the solid bounded by the cy-
Jt2lindrical surfaces z — 4—y 2 and y — -^ and the plane z=0 

(Fig. 170fl).
The upper boundary of the solid is the surface with equation 

z =  4 — y2. The domain of integration D is bounded by the para-
bola y = 'j f  and the line of intersection of the cylinder z = 4— y*
with the plane z — 0, i.e. the straight line y — 2 (see Fig. 1706).
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The solid being symmetric about the t/z-plane, it is sufficient to 
compute half the sought-for volume:

Consequently,
12.2

Let the reader compute this integral for the reversed order of in
tegration.

(4) Let us find the volume V of the solid bounded by the surface 
z =  1—4x®—y*

and by the plane Oxy.
The solid in question is a segment of 

the elliptical paraboloid lying above 
the plane Oxy (Fig. 171). The paraboloid 
cuts the j^-piane along the ellipse

4x2+ y i = l

The problem thus reduces to computing 
the volume of the “cylindroid" without 
lateral cylindrical surface bounded above by the paraboloid

2=  1—4 x '—y*
and having the interior of the ellipse as base.
29-2280
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The solid under consideration being symmetric with respect to 
the planes Oxz and Oyz, it is sufficient to determine the quarter 
volume lying in the first coordinate trihedral. The latter is equal 
to the double integral over the domain specified by the conditions 

1, x ^ O ,  and 0, i.e. over the quarter ellipse. Inle
grating with respect to y  and then with respect to x we receive

1
2 V l - 4 . r »

4** — r/s) dy —
_3_

(1—4 x-)2dx

The substitution 2* =  sin / results in

(see Sec. 94) whence

£t_
2

~  J  cos* t dt 
o

_2 _1_ 3_
3 ’ 2 ' 16

131. Change of Variables in the Double Integral. Polar Coordi
nates.

I. The rule for change of variable in the definite integral (see 
Sec. 94, II) plays an extremely important role in practical calcu
lations; it states that

x, u,
The function x =  >\>(u) is usually monotone; in the case of mo- 

notonicity it specifies a one-to-one correspondence between the 
points of the interval [«,, u2] of variation of the variable u and 
the points of the interval [x., x.l of variation of the variable x 
(see Sec. 18).

Thus, when performing the change of variable according to the 
formula x =  ij)(«) we must replace d x b y  dx = ty' (u)du and the old 
limits of integration x t and xt for the variable x by the new ones 
ul and ut for the variable u.

The rule for change of variables in the double integral is essen
tially more complicated and its detailed discussion falls out of the 
framework of our course. We shall confine ourselves to the final 
formula and to the example of its application in the case of the 
transformation from Cartesian coordinates to polar ones.

/ /  the variables x and y in the double integral are replaced by 
some new variables u and v given by formulas

x = x ( u , v), y = y ( u ,  v) (*)
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the formula for change of variables has the form

where
dxdx

d (xt y) _  da dy 
d («, v) ~  dydy 

du dv

dx dy dx dy 
du dv dv du

(**>

The latter expression is (Jacobi's)1 functional determinant also 
termed a Jacobian whose elements are the partial derivatives of 
the functions (*).

Thus, when making a change of variables specified by formu
las (*) we should replace da = dxdy  according to the formula

_ | d(x, y) 
19 («, v) dudv

and also replace the original domain of integration D with respect 
to the variables x  and y by the corresponding new domain of in
tegration D* with respect to the variables u and v. The new ex
pression for da is the element of area in the coordinates u and v.*

We shall not present the detailed statement of all conditions 
providing the validity of formula (**) and only note that the 
functions (*) are supposed to be continuous together with their 
partial derivatives and that the correspondence between the do
mains D and D* should be one-to-one at least for the interior 
points (see Fig. 172).

An appropriate change of variables may essentially simplify the 
given integral, for instance, it may lead to constant limits of in
tegration in the transformed integral.

1 JacoJbi, K.G.J. (1804-1851), a German mathematician.
* The new variables u and v themselves are called curvilinear coordinates. 

There are various systems of curvilinear coordinates playing an important role 
in mathematics and its applications.

29 *
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FI. The double Integral In polar coordinates. Let us apply the 
general formula (•*) to the transformation from Cartesian coordi
nates (x and y) to polar coordinates (which we denote r and ip 
instead of u and u):

x  =  r cos 9 , y  =  r sin<p
It is assumed that r ^ O  and that the angle <p ranges from 0 

to 2jt or from —n to n.
The Jacobian of this transformation (or, synonymously, of this 

mapping) is
d (x, u) dx dy dx du , . . .
4 i = ^ W “ a ? ^ = cosq)' rcos<p^ (" - rsin<p)sm<p=r

Therefore,
\ \ f ( x , y ) d x d y  =  l ^ f ( r cos<p, r sinq>)r dtpdr (•••)
D D*

where D and D• are the domains in the planes Oxy and 0 ,rq> cor
responding to each other under this transformation (when speaking 
about the plane Oxr<p we interpret r and <p as Cartesian coordina
tes in an auxiliary plane).

■>*r

For example, let D be a semicircle of radius R with centre at 
the origin lying in the half-plane y~^  0 (Fig. 173). The correspon
ding domain D* in the auxiliary plane Oxrq> is the rectangle 0 < r <  
<^R,  Hence

n R
$$ f (xi y )d xd y  =  $ d<p J f ( r cosq>, rsin«p)rdr
D o o

If D is the whole circle of radius R  with centre at the origin 
the corresponding domain D* is formed of the two rectangles shown 1

1 In this transformation the point (0, 0) of the Ary-plane goes into the line 
segment |0, nj on the axis Ot<p in the rq>-pfane. This violation of the one-to-one 
correspondence occurs on the boundary of the domain D*, and the transforma
tion formula for the integral remains valid.
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in Fig. 173 in heavy and dotted lines; in this case the integration 
with respect to <p goes from 0 to 2n.

Let the reader plot the domains D* corresponding to the do
mains D of the shape of a sector of a circle with centre at the 
origin and of an annulus between 
concentric circles.

The formula for the element of 
area in polar coordinates can be 
obtained directly on the basis of vi
sual geometrical considerations. To 
this end, let us construct the coor
dinate lines r =  const and 9  =  const 
(of the polar coordinate system r, 9) 
lying in the *#-plane; they break 
up the plane Oxy into curvilinear 
quadrilaterals bounded by arcs of 
concentric circles and their radii (see 
Fig. 174). Consider the quadrilateral F,g* 174
given in heavy line in Fig. 174. Its area Aa is expressed as

A a = y ( r  -{-A r)z A9 —- j  r* A<p =  r Ar Aq> +  y  A r2 A<p

The second summand y  Ara A<p on the right is an infinitesimal
of higher order than the first summand; on discarding this term 
we arrive at the approximate relation

Aor«  r Ar A<p

which shows that it is natural to expect that the element of area 
in polar coordinates is written as do =  r dr dap. Thus, we again come 
to formula (*••).

To reduce a double integral written in polar coordinates to an 
iterated integral it is often possible to resort to the rules below 
without constructing the domain D* in the auxiliary plane Olrap.

1. Let the pole lie outside the domain of integration D  enclo
sed within two rays <p =  <Px and 9  =  <pa and possessing the property 
that any straight line 9 = const has at most two common points 
with its boundary (see Fig. 175a; a domain of this type can also 
be of the shape shown in Fig. 1756).

Let the polar equations of the arcs ADC and ABC be, respec
tively, r =  r j ( 9) and r  =  r a(9), both functions being continuous 
in the closed interval [9 ^  9 ,].

Performing the inner integration with respect to r between the 
limits of its variation for a constant 9 , that is, from rx(9) to 
rt {9 ), and the outer integration with respect to 9  from 9 X to 9 *
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we receive
<F* r t (<p>

7 =  $d<p J f (r  cos 9 , r sin <p)rdr
<ti r, (q>)

The opposite order of integration, that is, the inner integration 
with respect to 9  and the outer with respect to r, is encountered 
more rarely. If the line ADC in Fig. 175a degenerates into the 
point 0  we have rx(q)) =  0 .

In the particular case when the domain of integration is a part 
of an annulus between concentric circles determined by conditions 

9 i ^ 9 ^ 9 * the limits of integration with respect to 
both variables are constant:

<p« rt

I =  J d y ^ f ( r  cos <p, r sin 9 ) r dr
<Pt rt

2. Let the pole be inside the domain of integration, the latter 
being such that any polar radius meets its boundary at one point 
(such a domain is said to be starlike (or starshaped) with respect 
to the pole). Performing the inner integration with respect to r 
and the outer with respect to 9  we obtain

2rt r (<p)

7 =   ̂ d<p ^ f (r  cos 9 , r  sin 9 ) r dr
0 0

where r  =  r (9 ) is the polar equation of the boundary of the domain.
In particular, for r =  r (9 ) =  R =  const, that is, when the domain 

of integration is the circle of radius R and centre at the pole, 
we have

2 71 R
I =<\  dq> ^ f (r  cos 9 , r sin 9 ) r dr

0 0
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Examples. (1) Let us set up the limits of integration in the 
double integral over the domain Dof the shape of the disc xt-\-y2̂ .ax 
(Fig. 176). Passing to polar coordinates we write down the equa
tion of the circle in the form r  =  acos<p. Here we have rx(<p) =  0 
and ra(<p) =  acosq>. The limits of varia
tion of 9  are — and Therefore,

Jt
2

1=  $ S
a cos <p

dip \ f(r  cosq>, r  sin 9 )/-dr
£L ' 2

(2) Let us determine the volume of 
the solid which is the common part of a 
ball of radius a and of a circular cylin- Fig. 176

der of radius - j  on condition that the centre of the ball is on
the surface of the cylinder. Here it is convenient to choose the 
coordinate system as shown in Fig. 177. The solid being sym

metric about the planes Oxy and 
Oxz, it is sufficient to compute the 
quarter volume lying in the first 
octant. Thus,

■jV =  J jK a * —x*—y2dxdy

where D is the half-disc serving as 
half of the base of the cylinder.

In this case it is extremely conve
nient to pass to polar coordinates in 
the double integral expressing the 

sought-for voiume. Since the polar equation of the semicircle bou
nding the domain D is written /-*=ocos<p (see Example 1) we re
ceive, integrating first with respect to r and then with respect to 
9 , the expression

2 a  cos <p

•£-V =Jd9  j* J /V —r2rdr

On computing the inner integral with respect to r and integrating 
the result with respect to 9  we obtain

Jl_
(a2—r2) 2 

3

iacos<n  t

[  J < f p = T | ( 1- sln* f ) ‘iT = T ( f - 4 )
0
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whence

III. The Euler-Polsson integral. Let us evaluate the Euler- 
Poisson integral

h ” ' dx

whose convergence was established in Sec. 98.
Let D be the square with side a, and D, and Dt be the

quarter circles of, respectively, radii a 
and a V 2; these domains are depicted in 
Fig. 178. To evaluate the desired im
proper integral we consider the double 
integrals of the auxiliary function e~ix'*v,) 
over the domains D, Dy and Dt. The 
integrand g-(**+v*) being positive, thedoub- 
le integral of it increases as the domain

Si ,
aVz

d

" V \
'  1V

0 a aY2 x -------- ------- - -- ------------ 7    - ̂
p.g 17g write the inequalities

D, D D,

The integrals over the domains £>, and Dt are readily compu
ted in polar coordinates; indeed, we have

jj
2

JL
2

I I  e~{x*+yi) da = ̂  dtp £ e~rlrdr = ̂
Dx o o  o

and for the domain Dt we obtain ^ e ~ {x,*y,)d a = j (  1 — by

r -  ° 1substituting a y  2 for a into the former formula.
Now we proceed to the integral over the square D:

u u u u
^ g - ( x ‘+i»Mrf(j= ^ dx ^ d y =   ̂e~x* dx j e "4'*dy

The inner integral being independent of x and of the notation of 
the variable of integration (this means that y  can be replaced by 
any symbol and, in particular, by x), the right-hand side of the
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last equality is nothing but the product of two equal integrals; 
consequently,

e~*sdx^

Substituting the expressions of the two integrals computed above 
into inequality (*) we obtain

* ( 1 _ < £ ( 1 -«-*■*)

If a —*-oo the leftmost and the rightmost terms of these inequali
ties tend to one and the same limit hence, by the theorem 
proved in Sec. 30, we have

/  a \  2  /  a \ 2  / cd

lim ^  e~x* d x j  =  ̂ lim  J  e~x*dxj = y§  e~**dx 

whence

The integrand being an even function, we arrive at the final result
CO

J  e~**dx = V rn
— 09

132. Applications of Double Integrals to Problems of Mechanics.
I. The mass of a plate with variable density. Let us consider a 

plate (lamina) lying in the *y-plane and occupying a domain D. 
The plate is supposed to be sufficiently thin so that the variation 
of the mass density in the direction perpendicular to the plane 
Oxt/ can be neglected.

The surface density of such a plate at a given point is the limit 
of the ratio of the mass of the element of area of the plate to that 
area as the element is contracted to this point.

The surface density thus defined depends solely on the loca
tion of the given point and thus is a function of the coordinates 
of the point:

6 =  6(x, y)
If the density were constant (6 =  const) the total mass of the 

plate would, be equal to Af = 6 S where S is the area of the plate. 
If the plate is nonhomogeneous its mass is distributed with a va-
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whence

(f-i)
III. The Euler-Polsson integral. Let us evaluate the Euler- 

Poisson integral
GO

I
e-*f dx

whose convergence was established in Sec. 98.
Let D be the square with side a, and Dt and Dt be the

quarter circles of, respectively, radii a
and 01^ 2; these domains are depicted in 
Fig. 178. To evaluate the desired im
proper integral we consider the double
integrals of the auxiliary function 
over the domains D, D, and Dr  The 
integrand being positive, thedoub-
le integral of it increases as the domain 

a aYz x  of integration is extended; hence we can 
F| 178 write the inequalities

$ $ e~{x'+y,)do e~{x,+y,)do  <  e~̂ x,+y, d̂ci (*)
Dt D D,

The integrals over the domains and Dt are readily compu
ted in polar coordinates; indeed, we have

n
2

71
2

J J  «-<*■+»■) in  -  J  <fq> j  e - ' \ d r  -  J  [ -  ) | ]  d « P = -~  (1 - r * )
Dt 0 0 0

and for the domain Dt we obtain J J e ~ (x’+1/’) d a = j ( l —e“18*)by
d,

substituting a j / 2  for a into the former formula.
Now we proceed to the integral over the square D:

u u u u

^ \e ~ (xt*y,) do =   ̂dx £ e~**e~yldy=^e~**dx dy

The inner integral being independent of x  and of the notation of 
the variable of integration (this means that y can be replaced by 
any symbol and, in particular, by x), the right-hand side of the
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If the plate is homogeneous, that is, 6 (at, y) =  const, these for
mulas turn into

where S is the area of the plate.
Let the reader check that if the plate is of the shape of a cur

vilinear trapezoid the reduction of the double integrals in the 
numerators to repeated integrals yields the formulas derived in 
Sec. 103.

III. The moments of inertia of a plate.
The moment of inertia of a material point P with mass m about an 

axis is the product of the mass by the square of the distance from 
the point P to that axis.

To find the expressions for the moments of inertia of a plate 
about the coordinate axes we apply the same technique as in the 
case of the static moments. Therefore we confine ourselves to writ
ing down the final result for the case 6 (x, y ) s l :

Ix = \ \y * d o ,  / v= $ $ x ’ d0
D D

where Ix and Jy are, respectively, the moments of inertia of the 
plate about Ox and Oy.

We also note that the integral xyda  is called the product
D

of inertia (of the figure D); it is denoted Ixv.
In mechanics we also deal with the moment of inertia of a mass 

point about a point which is equal to the product of the mass by 
the square of its distance from the given point. Accordingly, the 
moment of inertia of the plate about the origin is

/„ =  (xa+ l /a)do = Ix -\-Jy
D

We see that this is nothing but the moment of inertia of the plate 
about the z-axis

§ 2. Triple Integrals
133. The Mass of a Nonhomogeneous Body. The Triple Integral.

The notion of the double integral was introduced in connection 
with the problem of computing the volume of a curvilinear cylin
der. As was shown in Sec. 132, I, the problem of finding the 
mass of a nonhomogeneous plate also leads to the double integ
ral. In this section we shall state the definition of the triple in
tegral proceeding from the problem of finding the mass of a non-
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riable density 6 =  6 (x, y). The problem is to compute the mass 
of the nonhomogeneous plate for a given function 6(x, y). To this 
end we divide the domain D occupied by the plate into subdo
mains ct„ a ?, <r„ with areas Acr,, Act,, Act„ (Fig. 179),
choose a point P,(x,, yj) within each subdomain and consider the 
density of mass distribution at all the points of the subdomain

ct, (t =  l, 2, n) as being appro
ximately constant and equal to the 
value of the density 6(x,, yi) at the 
chosen point. Then an approximation 
to the total mass of the plate can 
be written as the integral sum

=  S  6 {xh y,) Act, (•)
t= i

To determine the exact value of the 
mass we should compute the limit of 

sum (*) as n —*■ oo on condition that every subdomain is cont
racted to a point. This results in

Af =  $$ 6(x, y)da
D

II. The static moments and the coordinates of the centre of 
gravity of a plate. We now proceed to compute the static mo
ments of a given plate about the coordinate axes. To this end, 
we consider the masses of the subdomains ct, (t =  1, 2, . . . ,  n) as 
concentrated at the points P ,(x ,( y t) and determine the static 
moments of the resulting system of mass points (see Sec. 103):

Fig. 179

=  J j  y fi (x{, yd  Act,, =  J j  x fi (xh y,) Act,

As usual, on passing to the limit and replacing the integral sums 
by the corresponding integrals we obtain the static moments ol 
the plate:

y )dar
D

M v ~ \ \ x 6(x , y)d a
D

Taking advantage of the results of Sec. 103 we now find the 
coordinates of the centre of gravity of the plate:

1 =
My
M

o

SJ
D

x6 (.X, y) da

6 (x , y) da

\\yb{x>y)fo
D________
\^b (x ,y )d a
D
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If the plate is homogeneous, that is, 6(x, y) =  const, these for
mulas turn into

where S is the area of the plate.
Let the reader check that if the plate is of the shape of a cur

vilinear trapezoid the reduction or the double integrals in the 
numerators to repeated integrals yields the formulas derived in 
Sec. 103.

III. The moments of inertia of a plate.
The moment of inertia of a material point P with mass m about an 

axis is the product of the mass by the square of the distance from 
the point P to that axis.

To find the expressions for the moments of inertia of a plate 
about the coordinate axes we apply the same technique as in the 
case of the static moments. Therefore we confine ourselves to writ
ing down the final result for the case 6(x, y ) =  1:

Ix = \ \y * d a , Iy= [ \x * d a
D D

where Jx and /„ are, respectively, the moments of inertia of the 
plate about Ox and Oy.

We also note that the integral xyda  is called the product
D

of inertia (of the figure D); it is denoted 7^.
In mechanics we also deal with the moment of inertia of a mass 

point about a point which is equal to the product of the mass by 
the square of its distance from the given point. Accordingly, the 
moment of inertia of the plate about the origin is

I o =  H ( x i + y*)do=  /* +  Iy
D

We see that this is nothing but the moment of inertia of the plate 
about the z-axis

§ 2. Triple Integrals
133. The Mass of a Nonhomogeneous Body. The Triple Integral.

The notion of the double integral was introduced in connection 
with the problem of computing the volume of a curvilinear cylin
der. As was shown in Sec. 132, I, the problem of finding the 
mass of a nonhomogeneous plate also leads to the double integ
ral. In this section we shall state the definition of the triple in
tegral proceeding from the problem of finding the mass of a non-
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homogeneous physical body.1 * Since there is a complete analogy 
between the definitions of the double and the triple integrals we 
shall limit ourselves to a brief account of the theory of the triple 
integral. Let us consider a body occupying a spatial domain fi; 
we shall suppose that the density of mass distribution within the 
body is a known function continuous throughout Q:

The unit of density is kg/m3 4.
Let us break up the domain Q in an arbitrary fashion into n 

parts and denote by Au,, Avt , Avn the volumes of these 
parts. Choosing a point P ( (xt, y{, z t) in each subdomain and as
suming that the density is approximately constant and equal to 
its value at the point P { within every subdomain we can write 
dov/n the approximation

to the mass of the body. The lim it of sum (*) as n —*oo, on 
condition that each subdomain is contracted to a point (that is, 
as the diameters* of the subdomains tend to zero) is equal to the 
total mass M of the body:

M =  lim S  5 (*/, yu z,) At>,= \ \  J 6 {x, y, z)do
t~ I Q

The sum (*) is called an integral sum  and its limit is called 
the triple integral of the function 6 (x, y, z) over the spatial do
main Q.

There are various other problems leading to the compulation 
of a triple integral. Therefore we shall consider the general form 
of the triple integral

where f(x , y, z) is an arbitrary continuous function in a finite 
domain £2 of volume V; such a domain is usually bounded by 
one or several closed surfaces.

1 As w as sa id  in S ec. 107, i t  is im p o ss ib le  to  g ive a v isual geometrical in
te rp re ta tio n  of a  fu n c tio n  of th re e  in d e p e n d e n t v a r ia b le s . T hat is w hy we intro
duce th e  n o tio n  of th e  t r ip le  in te g ra l ,  w ith o u t  geom etrical considerations, on
the  basis of th e  m e ch a n ica l p ro b lem  of d e te rm in in g  th e  mass of a physical body.

4 T h e  diameter of a s p a t ia l  figure is defined b y  a n a lo g y  w ith  the  diameter ol a 
p lane  figure (see p . 438). If  th e  d ia m e te r  of a  s p a t ia l  subdom ain tends to  zero 
its  vo lu m e a lso  te n d s  to  zero .

6 =  6(x, y, z)

n
M n =  2  6 (*/, Uh 2/) Au, (*)

ft
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In this integral with respect to z the variables x  and y  are regar
ded as being constant in the integration process.

The value of the sought-for triple integral can now be found 
if we take the integral of the function F(x, y) on condition that 
the point P (x, y) runs through the domain D. that is, if we com
pute the double integral

y) dxdy
D

Z'tzfx.y)

Thus, the triple integral I  can be represented in the form
(*. v)

I  — \ \d x d y  $ f{x, y, z)dz
D z,  (x. y)

Furthermore, reducing the double integral over D to an iterated 
integral with inner integration with respect to y  and outer inte
gration with respect to x  we obtain

b Vi <*) ^  y)
I  =  \d x  J dy J f(x , y, z)dz  (*)

c Bt <*) zi (*, B)
where p1 (x) and yt (x) are the ordinates of the points of intersec
tion of the straight line x —const in the xp-plane with the boun
dary of the domain D and a and 
b are the abscissas of the end 
points of the interval of the r-axis 
onto which the domain D is pro
jected.

We see that the computation of 
the triple integral over the do
main Q reduces to three consecu
tive definite integrations.

Formula (*) also remains valid 
for domains of the form of a cyli- 
ndroid bounded by a cylindrical 
surface with elements parallel to 
Oz and by two surfaces z = z l (x, y) 
and z =  zt (x, y) (see Fig. 181).

If the domain of integration is 
the interior of a parallelepiped 
with faces parallel to the coordinate planes (Fig. 182) the limits 
of integration are constant in all the three integrals:

b i  i
S$$/(* . y. z ) d x d y d z = \d x \d y \ f { x ,  y, z)dz

a c c k
In this case the order of integration can be changed in an arbi-

z°z,(x,g)

Fig. 181
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to the product of the differentials of the variables of integration:1 2
d v= d xd yd z  

Accordingly, we shall write

z) dxdy dz
a

Now we proceed to establish a rule for computing such an 
integral. We shall assume that the domain of integration Q is of

the shape depicted in Fig. 160.* 
Let us circumscribe about 

the domain Q a cylindrical sur
face with elements perpendicular 
to the xy-plane. It touches the 
boundary of the domain fi along 
a line L which splits the boun
ding surface of Q into two 
parts, namely, the upper and 
the lower parts. Let the equation 
of the lower part be z = zl (x, y) 
and that of the upper part z=
=M*. y)>.

This cylindrical surface cuts 
the xy-plane along the boundary 
of the plane region D serving 

as the orthogonal projection of the spatial domain Q on that 
plane; the line L is then projected on the boundary of the do
main D.

Let us begin with the integration in the direction of Oz. To this 
end, we integrate the function f(x , y, z) along a line segment 
enclosed in Q. and parallel to Oz, its extension meeting the do
main D at a point P {x, y) (see the line segment a0 in Fig. 180). 
For given values of x  and y  the variable z ranges from z,(x, y) 
(the z-coordinate of the point a) to zt (x, y) (the z-coordinate of 
the point (5).

The result of this first integration is an expression dependent 
on the point P (x, y); we denote it by F{x, y):

z« (*. y)
y )=  J f{x , y, z)dz

*i (*. y)

1 In connection with this assertion see the footnote on p. 442 which should 
be restated for the case of a spatial domain.

2 If the domain of integration Q is of a more complicated form it should 
be divided into a number of parts of the indicated shape (provided it is pos- 
sible) and the given integral should be computed as the sum of the integrals 
taken over these parts.

Fig. 180
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and x + y  — 1:

/  =
I 1 —JC

0
1

(x+y)3 (1 —x —y)3'] |i-*
3 6 J Jo

1
3

x3
3

(I-* )3] dx = 8

The rule for change of variables in a triple integral is derived 
on the basis of the same principles as in the case of the double 
integral. Here we do not present 
the general formula and confine 
ourselves to considering the cases 
of the transformation to cylin
drical and spherical coordinates 
which admit of a visual geomet
rical interpretation.

II. Cylindrical coordinates.
Let us consider a domain ft in 
space where cylindrical coordi
nates (r, <p, z) are introduced.
In these coordinates the posi
tion of the moving point M in 
space is determined by the polar 
coordinates (r, <p) of its projec
tion P on the plane Oxy and by its 2-coordinate. Choosing the 
coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 184 we can write down the re
lations connecting the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates of the 
point M:

x=rcosq>, y = r s hup, z =  z (*)
Let us divide the domain ft into subdomains v( with the aid 

of three systems of coordinate surfaces r =  const, <p =  const and 
z =  const which are, respectively, circular cylindrical surfaces 
with Oz as axis, half-planes passing through the axis Oz and 
planes parallel to the plane Oxy. The subdomains Vi are right 
cylinders of the form of M N  (Fig. 184). The volume of such a 
cylinder being equal to the product of the base area by the alti
tude, we obtain the following expression for the element of volume 
in cylindrical coordinates:

d v = rd rd y d z
The transformation of the triple integral H l f ( x , y ,  z)dv to cylin-

0

30—2280
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trary manner with the retention of the limits of integration for 
each variable.

In the general case a change of the order of integration in the 
above-described procedure (for instance, the passage to the case

when we first integrate with respect to y  and then with respect 
to x  and z in the plane Oxz) results in a change of the order of 
integration in the threefold iterated integral and in a change of

the limits of integration for each va
riable.

Example. Let us evaluate the triple 
integral

1 = [ \ \ i xJr y Jr z) dxdy dz

over the domain Q bounded by the co
ordinate planes

x =  0, u —0, z= 0
Fig. 183 and the plane x-^-y-^z— 1 (this is

the pyramid depicted in Fig. 183). 
The integration with respect to z goes from z — 0 to z = l — 

—x — y. Therefore, denoting the projection of the domain Q on 
the xy-plane by D, we obtain

I = \ \ dxdy  I  (x + y + z) d z = [ l \ ( x + y ) z + ^ r \ \ ~ x~Sixdy=

=$$ [(* Jr y ) — (x + y Y + - ■—2~~y)~] dxdy

Now we must set up the limits of integration for the domain D 
which is the triangle with sides having the equations x=0, y - 0
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and x -\-y  =  1:
t  I - *

= § dx J  [(* + !/)— ] dy=
0 0

=  ^ dx j~(*+y)2 (*+y)3 | i ^ =
0

= m - £ - ^ + v ^ = 4

The rule for change of variables in a triple integral is derived 
on the basis of the same principles as in the case of the double 
integral. Here we do not present 
the general formula and confine 
ourselves to considering the cases 
of the transformation to cylin
drical and spherical coordinates 
which admit of a visual geomet
rical interpretation.

II. Cylindrical coordinates.
Let us consider a domain in 
space where cylindrical coordi
nates (r, <p, 2) are introduced.
In these coordinates the posi
tion of the moving point M  in 
space is determined by the polar 
coordinates (r, q>) of its projec
tion P on the plane Oxy and by its z-coordinate. Choosing the 
coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 184 we can write down the re
lations connecting the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates of the 
point M :

x=rcos<p, y=rsinq>, z — z (*)
Let us divide the domain Q into subdomains v{ with the aid 

of three systems of coordinate surfaces r =  const, <p =  const and 
z — const which are, respectively, circular cylindrical surfaces 
with Oz as axis, half-planes passing through the axis Oz and 
planes parallel to the plane Oxy. The subdomains vt are right 
cylinders of the form of M N (Fig. 184). The volume of such a 
cylinder being equal to the product of the base area by the alti
tude, we obtain the following expression for the element of volume 
in cylindrical coordinates:

d v = rd rd y d z
The transformation of the triple integral \ \ \ f ( x , y ,  z)dv to cyiin-

n

30—2280
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drica! coordinates is performed by analogy with the transfcrr.atio*. 
oi the double integral from Cartesian to polar coordinates. To this 
end, the variables x, y, z in the function f i x ,  y, z) are changed 
according to formulas (*) and the element of volume dv is r e c 
ced by rdrdtpdz-, in the new variables r, «p, z the triple Integra' 
is taken over the corresponding domain Q* in the auxiliary Car
tesian coordinates Oxr<pz. The final result is written as

$$$((* , y, z ) d v = ^ \ f { r cos<p, rsincp, z)rdrd<;dz
Q fl*

In many cases encountered in practice there is no need in con
structing "the domain Q* since the limits of integration in the ns? 
coordinates can be usually set up in accordance with the shape c l  
the original domain Q. As a rule, the inner integration is performed 
with respect to the variable z; the equations of the surfaces hor
ding the domain Q should be written in the cylindrical coordinaie:- 
In particular, if the domain of integration is the interior c: z

right cylinder r ^ R ,  0 ^ z ^ . k ,  a!! to- 
limits of integration are constant:

2r. R k
1 =  \  d<f^rdr{ f ( rcos t } ,  r s5n<p, z)dz 

0 0 0
If, in the case of such a domain, the 
order of integration is changed the iir.its 
of integration for each of the argu
ments remain invariable.

Example. Let us evaluate the ir.feg-
ral zd v  over the domain Q bounded 

a
below by the paraboloid z = j? ~ y t and 

bounded above by the sphere x i -tr 'yiJr z? =  6 (see Fig. 185). In the 
cylindrical coordinates the equations of these surfaces are, respecti
vely, z = r*  and r ! -— z* =  6. Its line of intersection isa circle in the 
plane z = 2; the radius of this circle is equal to V2"(these values 
appear when the system of equations z = r t , r i -j-z’ = 6 is solved). 
Consequently,

2r: V T  V £-r*

\ \ \ zdo =   ̂ dtp ( r dr \ zdz =
"5 ‘ 0 6 /■*»

2n V T

- . ( M t IJ0

* 2
> « P /r% . . 4 11ra r  =  71 \ (6—r 2—r*)rcr =-^r.

•J *0
III. Spherical coordinates. Nov/ let us perform the transfers- 

tion from Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) to spherical cozrdirsi

t\»
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(r, 0, <p) in the triple integral y, z)dv over a spatial
1!

domain Q. In spherical coordinates the position of the variable 
point M is specified by its distance r 
from the origin (i.e. by the length of the 
radius vector of the point), the angle 0 
between the radius vector of the point and 
the z-axis and by the angle <p between the 
projection of the radius vector on the plane 
Oxy and the x-axis (see Fig. 186). The 
angle 0 varies from 0 to n and <p from 0 
to 2n .1

The connection between the Cartesian 
and spherical coordinates is readily estab
lished. Fig. 186 indicates that F'S- 186

MP = r sin ^ —0^ =  rcos0, OP = r cos ^  — ©) = r  sin0 
x =  OP cos q> and y = OP sin <p

It follows that
x =  rsin0cos<p, y =  rsin0sin<p, z =  rcos0 (**)

Let us break up the domain £2 into subdomains vf by means 
of three systems of coordinate surfaces r — const, 0 =  const and

cp =  const. These surfaces are, res
pectively, concentric spheres with 
centre at the origin, half-planes 
passing through the z-axis and 
circular cones with common vertex 
at the origin and the positive or 
negative half of Oz as axis. The 
subdomains t/(- are of the shape of a 
curvil inear “hexahedron” MN  shown 
in heavy line in Fig. 187. Discar
ding the infinitesimals of higher 
order we can approximately consi
der the hexahedron MN  as a rec
tangular parallelepiped with dimen
sions dr in the direction of the 

radius vector, rd0 in the meridional direction and r sin Qdcp in the 
direction of the parallel. Then for the element of volume in spheri-

1 In cartography the position of the point on the surface of the Earth is 
specified by the angle <p (called the longitude of the point) and by the angle
0'=-^- —0 (the latitude of the point). The longitude then varies from 0 to 2ji 

(or from — n to ji) and the latitude from — to -2-.

30*
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cal coordinates we obtain the expression
dv =  r2s\n QdrdydQ

Changing the variables x, y, z in the triple integral according 
to formulas (**) and taking the above expression of the element 
of volume dv we pass to the integration over the corresponding 
domain Q* in the auxiliary Cartesian coordinates 0,r0<p:

y> 2) ^ =
n

== / ( r s >n 9 cos<P> rsinQsinqp, rcos0)/-*sin0drd<pd0
Q*

The application of spherical coordinates becomes particularly 
convenient when the domain of integration Q is a ball with centre 
at the origin or a spherical shell bounded by two concentric 
spheres of radii R t and R t (Rt <  /?„). In the latter case the limits 
of integration are set up as

n 2ji R9
^ s in 0 d 0 j dqp  ̂ f  (rsin  0cos cp, rsinOsinrp, rcosQ)rt dr
o o Rt

If Q is a ball of radius R  we should put Rt =  R and /?, =  0 in 
the latter formula. The limits of integration we have spoken about 
have been set up in accordance with the shape of the domain Q 
without resorting to the auxiliary Cartesian coordinates 0,/%.

Example. Let us compute the triple integral /  =  J J J xyzdv wherefi
v

is the part of the ball x2+ y 2 +  za^ R 2 in the first coordinate
trihedral. Setting up the limits of integration we find

JL 71
2 2 R

/ =  J  sins 0 c o s0 d 0 j sin tpcos <pd<p | r 8dr =  -^- =
o o o

In conclusion we note that an appropriate choice of the coor- 
dinate system depends both on the shape of the domain of inte
gration and on the properties of the integrand, and it is impos
sible to elaborate a general rule for such a choice. It is sometimes 
advisable to represent the given integral in different coordinates 
and then decide which of them is more suitable.

135. Applications of Triple Integrals. The application of triple 
integrals to computing static moments and moments of inertia of 
spatial bodies is based on the same principles as the application 
of double integrals to the moments of plane plates (see 
Sec. 132). To determine the coordinates of the centre of 
gravity of a body it is necessary to find the static moments
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with respect to the coordinate planes Oxy, Oxz and Oyz (we denote 
them M xy, Mxz and Myt). Repeating the argument of Sec. 132, II 
(let the reader consider this question in detail) we derive the 
following formulas for the coordinates £, q, £ of the centre of 
gravity of a nonhomogeneous physical body occupying a domain £2 
and having a (volume) density of mass distribution 6(x, y, z):

M sss*®''1’ „ M s s s 2' *+ _ Myt _  q „ a * _  q
«  -  -  H J . *  ’ -  "  U S 5*

a  a q
If the body is homogeneous, i.e. 8 =  const, these formulas are 
simplified:

JJSx<to JSJyrf0 JSJ**t  Q _ _  a_____  f _  a  __

where V is the volume of the body.
Example. Let us determine the coordinates of the centre of gra

vity of the homogeneous half-ball £2 specified by the conditions
*2 +  */2-fz 2< R 2, 0

The coordinates £ and q of the centre of gravity are equal to zero 
since the half-ball is symmetric with respect to the axis Oz (it 
is a solid of revolution about Oz).

The integral is readily computed in spherical coordi-
o

nates:
71
2

zdv = § sin0cos0d0 ^d<p J  r3 dr ==y jtR4
° q'j o o o

2
The volume of the half-ball being equal to -jjtR 3, we get £ =

-5-jig4 i
. J ______JLp
'2  “  8
T nR
Let us proceed to find the moments of inertia of a body about 

the coordinate axes (see Sec. 132, III). Since the squares of the 
distances from the moving point P(x, y, z) to the axes Ox, Oy 
and Oz are, respectively, y9+ z 2, x t -\-zi and x2-f-y2, we obtain 
(for the sake of simplicity we put 8 s  1) the formulas

q a q
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As in the case of a plane region, the integrals

=  / «  =  $$$ a a q

are termed the products of inertia.
For the moment of inertia about the origin we derive the ex

pression

/ o =  SSS (**4-tf + z^dv
Q

If the body is nonhomogeneous each of these formulas involves 
the additional factor 6(x, y, z) (the density of the body at the 
point P(x,  y, z)) under the integral sign.

Example. Let us compute the moment of inertia of a homo
geneous ball of radius R  with respect to its centre. In this case 
it is convenient to use spherical coordinates with origin at the 
centre of the ball. This yields

/„ =  6 1 sin 9 dQ J  dq> J  r'r* d r = ^ ^ - =  j  M R1 
0 0 0

where M is the mass of the ball.
Since the moments of inertia of the ball relative to the coor

dinate axes (passing through its centre) are obviously equal to 
each other, we can make use of the relation / x- f =2/ ,  to 
receive

i x = i v = i z= 1 m r >

The moments of inertia of a physical body play an important 
role in the computation of the kinetic energy of a rotary motion 
of the body about the corresponding axis. Let a body Q rotate 
about the axis Oz with constant angular velocity to. We shall find 
the kinetic energy J z of the body. As is known, the kinetic energy
of a mass point is equal to where m is the mass of the point
and v the magnitude of its velocity. The kinetic energy of a sy
stem of material points is defined as the sum of the kinetic ener
gies of the constituent mass points, and the kinetic energy of a 
body as the sum of the kinetic energies of the parts the whole 
body is divided into. This makes it  possible to apply the integral 
to computing the kinetic energy.

Let P{x,  y, z) be a variable point of the domain Q occupied by 
the body and dv the volume of an infinitesimal neighbourhood of 
this point. The magnitude of the linear velocity v of the point P 
in the rotary motion about the z-axis is equal to taVV-f and
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therefore the kinetic energy of the element dv of the body £2 is 
expressed as

— b(P) dvo)t (xi + y i)

where 6(P) =  6(x, y, z) is the mass density of the body at the 
point P. Consequently, for the kinetic energy of the whole body 
we obtain the expression

J * = T wt (x2+yi) 6 (P) dv= T  w* W J  (**+**)6 (p ) dv
''a

that is,

Thus, the kinetic energy of a body rotating about an axis with 
constant angular velocity is equal to half the product of the square 
of the angular velocity by the moment of inertia of the body with 
respect to the axis of revolution.

§3*.  Integrals Dependent on Parameters
136*. Integrals with Finite Limits. We have already dealt with 

integrals involving integrands dependent on two variables and in
tegration with respect to one of the variables under the assump
tion that the other variable is considered constant in the .integra
tion process. We had such a situation in Sec. 115 when a function 
was reconstructed from its total differential and in Sec. 130 when 
the double integral was evaluated by means of successive definite 
integrations. Since integrals of this kind are widely encountered 
in mathematical analysis and other divisions of higher mathema
tics (for instance, in the theory of equations of mathematical phy
sics) we shall consider them in more detail in this section.

Let there be given a function f(x,  X) defined and continuous 
for all the values of x and X satisfying the conditions

and X j^ X ^ X 4 
(These conditions specify a rectangle in the plane 0x7..)

b
If the integral $ f(x,  7.)dx has been computed for every value

a
X€[X„ Xf] then to each X there corresponds a definite value of 
the integral which thus is a function of the parameter X; denot
ing this function F(X) we write

p
=  V d x n
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In this section we suppose that the interval of integration [a, 6) 
is finite (the case of an infinite interval of integration will be 
treated in the next section). The interval [A,,, X,] serving as the 
domain of definition of the function F(X) can be finite or infinite.

Examples, (i) If X^Owe have j £*dx =  ■ •. ForX=0
o

this integral is equal to 1. Here the function f(X) is defined and 
continuous for all the values of X (let the reader check the con
tinuity for X =  0).

(2) Considering the values of X satisfying the condition |X|>1

we can write C - = = -  =  arcsin 4- = a rcsin -i-. For X=;fcl the 
J V Xs—*2 a |o ao

integral becomes improper (in this case the integrand has an in
finite discontinuity at the point x = l )  but convergent.

2

(3) For * € [ - ! ,  i] we have =  =  l n ( ; t + K ? J 7 ) |’=

It should be stressed once again that if the function f(x, A) 
and the interval [c, h] are fixed integral (*) depends solely on X. 
Our further aim is to investigate the properties of the function 
F (X) termed an integral dependent on the parameter X. First of 
all we prove the following fundamental theorem:

Theorem I. If f ( x ,  X) is a continuous function for

X ^X s^X * the function F (X )=  ^ /( jc ,  X)dx  is continuous In the

interval [Xlt XJ.
Proof. To simplify the proof we shall suppose additionally that 

the function f{x,  X) possesses the partial derivative {x, X) boun
ded for all the values of x and X in question: |fx(x, X)|<A1 (this 
additional condition is not mentioned in the statement of the theo
rem which also remains true when it is violated).

Let X and X-|-AX be two values of the parameter belonging to 
the interval [X„ Xa]. By definition, we have

b b
f ( X ) = $ f (x ,  K)dx and F(X +  AX) =  $ f  (x, X+AX>dx

a a

The increment of the function F(X) is equal to
6

F(X +A X )-F(X ) =  $ [/(* , X-J-AX)—/(x, X)]rfx H
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Let us rewrite the expression of the integrand in (**) by using 
Lagrange’s formula of finite increments:

f(x,  k + A k ) - f ( x ,  X )= /i(* f l )Ak
where £€(A,, X +  AX). The derivative f i  being bounded, we arrive 
at the inequality

|/(x , k-\-Ak) — f{x,  X)|<A4|AA,|
Since the absolute value of an integral does not exceed the integral 
of the modulus of the integrand (see Sec. 90, II), we have

b
\ F ( k + A k ) - F ( k ) \  =  \ $ [/(* , k + A k ) - f ( x ,  X )]d x |<

a
b

M \ A k \ d x = M ( b — a)|A *|
a

It follows that F(k-{- AX)—F (k)—>-0 as A k—►O, that is, the 
function F(k) is continuous.

In what follows we shall use this theorem in its original for
mulation (without stipulating the existence and the boundedness 
of the derivative f\, which is inessential although this hypothesis 
was taken into account in the present proof). It should also be 
noted that the condition that the interval [a, b] is finite was es
sentially used in this proof.

The condition expressing the continuity of the integral J f(x,  k)dx
a

dependent on the parameter k can be written in the form
b b

lim [ f ( x , k ) d x = [ f ( x , k 0)dx  (***)
a o

indicating that the limit of the continuous function F(k) a s k —+kB 
is equal to the particular value of this function for k=*ka.

When using this theorem we should check that all its conditions 
are fulfilled since if otherwise our conclusions may be incorrect. 
For instance, let

f  w = i  = a r c i a n  t | o ~  a r c t a t 4o
This function is continuous for all the values of the parameter k 
except for k = 0; the matter is that the integrand f(x,  
is a discontinuous function for X =  0 and x = 0.
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For the function F(X) to be differentiable some additional requi
rements should be imposed on the function f(x,  X):

Theorem II. If f ( x ,  X) is a function defined and continuous 
for a ^ l x ^ b ,  X j< X ^ X 2 together with its partial derivative 
f i ( x ,  X) the function ^(X) possesses a continuous derivative 
with respect to X expressed by the formula

6  b

W Xss[fU*'  v dx
a a

Proof. We shall again take advantage of formula (**) expres
sing the increment of the function F(X). On dividing its both 
sides by AX and transforming the integrand according to Lagrange’s 
theorem on finite increments we receive

l)d,
a

Since ££(X, X-fAX), we have | —»-X as AX—*-0. Therefore, pas
sing to the limit as AX—► (), we obtain

lira Mm f  /;.<*, i )dx
a >. -*■ o * 0

By the hypothesis, the derivative fa, (x, X) is continuous; conse
quently, the limit on the right-hand side of the latter relation 
exists (see Formula (***)). Hence, the limit on the left-hand side 
also exists, these limits being equal to each other and expressing 
the derivative F'(X):

b
F'(X) =  \ fa(x ,  l )dx

a

The theorem has been proved. It can be stated briefly as 
the derivative of an integral with respect to a parameter it 

depends on is equal to the integral of the derivative of the integrand 
with respect to that parameter. This proposition is known as Leib
niz' rule; it says tha t, under certain conditions, it is allowable 
to interchange the operation of integration with respect to x and 
the operation of differentiation with respect to X. This rule was 
already mentioned in Sec. 115 in connection with the reconstruc
tion ot a function from its total differential.

Leibniz’ rule sometimes facilitates the computation of complicated 
definite integrals.
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l

o
tiating both sides of this equality with respect to the parameter a 
and applying Leibniz’ rule to the differentiation of the integral 
(this means that the integral is differentiated under the sign of integ
ration, that is, the integrand itself is differentiated with respect 
to a) we obtain

whence

I

—2 adx 
(** +  *)* a2 arctan — a

C dx _  I t * | 1
J (x2+ a 2)2 ~  2a2 drcidU a ' 2a2 (a2+ 1) 
o i

Differentiating repeatedly we can compute the integrals J
o

for n = 3, 4, . . .  . Their direct computation without using Leibniz’ 
rule involves more lengthy calculations.

Up till now we considered integrals with constant limits of 
integration. But there also occur integrals with variable limits of 
integration which themselves are functions of the parameter the 
integrand depends on. For instance, this is the case in the inner 
integral involved into the repeated integral to which a double 
integral is reduced.

Let
MX)

F( k) =  $ f(x,  K)dx
MX)

We shall assume that the integrand f(x,  X) and its partial 
derivative / i ( x, X) are continuous in a rectangle a ^ x ^ i b ,  
X, X <  X2 (a, b, Xj, X2 == const), and that the functions a(X) and 
b(k) are continuous in the interval [X1( X2], possess continuous 
derivatives and satisfy the conditions a ^ . a ( X ) ^ . b ( l ) ^ . b .  Then 
the function F(X) is continuous and differentiable, and its deriva
tive is given by the formula

MX)

F'(X) =  $ f i(x,  X)d*+/[6(X), X]b'(X)—/[a(X), X]a'(X)
o(X )

(this is the general form of Leibniz’ rule).
We shall not present the proof of this formula and confine our

selves to the remark that Leibniz’ rule for integrals with constant
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For instance, the integrals J  dx and j* dx satisfy
o ‘ o

the conditions of this definition for all the values of 7. since the 
moduli of their integrands do not exceed the positive function

, the improper integral of the latter being convergent.
Regularly convergent improper integrals (*) possess the following 

properties which we state without proof:
1. I f  f{x, 7.) is a continuous function for xp>a, ?. £[?.,, ?..] and

ce
the integral F t)i) =   ̂/(* , 7.)dx is regularly convergent the function 

o
F (7.) depends continuously on the parameter 7..

2. If, in addition to the conditions stated in 1, the function 
f(x,  7.) possesses the continuous partial derivative /?. (x, /.) and the 
integral of this derivative is also regularly convergent the function 
F (7.) is differentiable and its derivative is given by the formula

«o er

F' 7 . )dx=$fUx,  7.)dx
a a

b
For an improper integral of the form \ f ( x ,  7,)dx involving a

a
discontinuous integrand f  (x, 7.) the notion of regular convergence 
is introduced in a similar fashion.

As an example demonstrating the properties stated above let us 
consider the important integral

00
I  (7.) =  J e-^cosXxdx (**)

o
encountered in the theory of equations of mathematical physics. 
By the way, for ? .= 0  this integral turns into the integral

CD

/ ( 0)=j'e“x d x = - ~ -  computed in Sec. 131. Integral (**) is regu- 
o

larly convergent since |e - *l cosX;tj<Cg-x\  On differentiating integ
ral (**) we receive

CD

I '  (>.) =  — J xe~x* sin 7.xdx 
o

Such a differentiation is a legitimate operation in this case because 
the latter integral is also regularly convergent. Indeed, we have
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<p
\xe~x* sinX x|s^xe“x\  and the integral J xe~x*dx is convergent:

o
(* 2 ^  loc J *
\ xe~x dx — ----- 2 |0 To evaluate the integral expressing
o
/'(?«.) we integrate by parts putting xe~x*dx — dv and sin/Jt=u. 
Then v =  — - r 1’ and du =  7.cos7.x, and we obtain

05 x

r  Q*) =  — J  -re- ** sin for d x=  — e~x* sin 7.x I* —y  J  e- *1 cos/jr dx 
0 0

The expression y £ " x ,sinXx vanishes for x =  0 and x=a>, and 
the latter integral is again equal to 1(7.). We thus arrive at the 
relation / '( ? . ) = — y /(? .)  which can be rewritten as

/(?.) [In/W-- \
On integrating we find ln/(X) =  — -y-f-£ . For ?. =  0 the integral 

/(0 ) is equal to -— ^-whence C = l n - ^ - .  Finally, ln/(/.) = 

=  — - y - f - l n - ~  and

II. The gamma function. An important example of a non-ele- 
mentary function specified by an improper integral dependent on a 
parameter is the so-called gamma function

rQ.) =  \x ? -1e~*dx 
o

also termed Euler's integral of the second kind. The gamma function 
is frequently used in various problems of mathematical analysis 
and its applications.

First of all, let us show that the function rQ.) is defined and 
continuous for 7. >  0. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that 
the integral specifying the gamma function is regularly convergent 
for every closed interval [7.,, 7.t) where 0 <  <  7.t <  oo.

Note that if 7.~^ \ the integrand x,-~1e~x is continuous for x^O; 
if 7. <  1 this function has an infinite discontinuity at the point
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x — 0. Therefore it is convenient to split the integral specifying 
the gamma function into two:

1 00
r  (X) — e~* dx-\-  ̂xK~1e~xdx

0 1

Let us begin with studying the first integral. For 0 < x ^ l  we
have the inequalities because X ^ X V The

1
integral ^ x ^ - ' d x ^ j ^ - ^  is convergent for ^ > 0 ;  hence, the first 

0
integral in the above sum is regularly convergent for >  0.

In the second integral we h a v ex ^ l, and therefore 
since Jt<:Jla. As oo the function 1 increases slower than 
the exponential function e®* where a  is any fixed positive num-

vA.,-1
ber. Indeed, applying L’Hospital’s rule we obtain lim——  =  0,

and hence the ratio
x-± co e

is bounded in the interval ls ^ x < o o .

Let us choose a= -^ -, then xKt~'le~x ̂ M e ^  e~x = Me 4 . Since the
00 X_

integral J Me~ 2 dx is convergent the second integral is regularly

convergent for X ^ X 2.
Thus, each of the integrals in question is a continuous func

tion and, consequently, the gamma function (which is their sum) 
is continuous in any closed interval [A,lt ?iaj where 0 < X l < X t <oo 
(we can simply say that it converges for X >  0). It can also be 
shown that the function F(X) possesses derivatives of any order.

Let us write down the integral expressing T (A, -f-1) and perform 
integration by parts by putting x% — u and e~xdx = dv:

CD 00

r(A,-|-1) =  J x%e~x dx =  — xxe~x I*-}-  ̂Xx1- 1 e~x dx 
0 *° 0

The expression x \ r *  vanishes for x =  0 and x  = oo; taking the 
factor X outside the sign-of integration in the integral on the 
right-hand side we arrive at the recurrence formula

r ( k - f i ) = a . r ( k )

expressing the most important property of the gamma function.
Using the latter formula we can readily compute the value of 

the gamma function when X is a positive integer. Noting that
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CO

Y ( l ) — \ e~x d x = l  and applying the recurrence forrnul2 weGbtair. 
8

T(n — l) =  n r  (n) =  n (n— 1)T (n— 1 ) = . . .  
. . . = n ( n ^ - l ) ( n — 2) . . .  2 -1 -r(l>  =  n»

Thus, for any positive integer n we have

r ( / r + l ) = n !

Let us also compute the value r f y j  frequently encountered in 
applications. Making the substitution x = /*  in the integral express
ing T we receive

cc 1 x
r  ( - i -  j  =  J  x~T e~*dx= 2 J

e o

C ^e-t’ dt is the Euler-Poisson integral evaluated in Sec. 131 j.
'0 /  

Applying the recurrence formula we consecutively find

r ( 4 ) = | K S ,  r ( 4 ) = ^ S , . . .

The values of the integral specifying the gamma function for 
other values of 7. can be found by means of approximate methods; 
in special handbooks there are extensive tables of the values of 
the gamma function (e.g. see [14]).

There are many important integrals expressible in terms of the 
gamma function. An example of this type is Euler's integral tj 
the first kind:

B [p, <7) =  $*p -1 ( 1—x)9_1 dx 
0

It can be shown (but we do not present the proof here) that the 
function B (p, q) dependent on the two variables p 2nd q is defi
ned for p > 0 ,  q >  0 and is expressed in terms of the gamr.2 
function by the formula

B(#>. (P > ° • ? > °>
1

Euler’s integral of the first kind B (p, q) =  ^x9- 1^ — x)-'*>dx is
t

also termed the beta function.
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QUESTIONS

1. How is the volume of a curvilinear cylinder found?
2. What is the double integral of a given function over a gi

ven domain?
3. State the existence theorem for the double integral.
4. Enumerate the properties of the double integral.
5. Derive the rule for computing a double integral over a do

main whose boundary has at most two common points with every 
straight line parallel to the one of coordinate axes. Write down 
the corresponding formulas.

6. State the rule for change of variables in the double integral.
7. What do we call a Jacobian? What is the element of area 

in curvilinear coordinates?
8. Derive the formula for the element of area in polar coordi

nates proceeding from geometrical considerations.
9. How do we compute a double integral in polar coordinates 

by means of repeated integration?
10. How is the mass of a nonhomogeneous plate with given den

sity found?
11. Derive the formulas for computing the static moments and 

the moments of inertia of a plate.
12. How do we determine the mass of a physical body with gi

ven mass density?
13. What is the triple integral of a given function over a gi

ven spatial domain?
14. Enumerate the properties of the triple integral.
15. How are triple integrals computed in Cartesian coordinates?
16. How are triple integrals computed in cylindrical coordinates?
17. How are triple integrals computed in spherical coordinates?
18. Derive the formulas for computing the coordinates of the 

centre of gravity of a spatial body.
19. Derive the formulas for the moments of inertia of a body.
20*. State the definition of an integral dependent on a parame

ter. Give examples.
21*. State and prove the theorem of the continuity of an integ

ral dependent on a parameter.
22*. State and prove the theorem on the differentiability of an 

integral with respect to the parameter it depends on (Leibniz’ 
rule).

23*. What is a regularly convergent improper integral dependent 
on a parameter? Enumerate the properties oi such integrals.

24*. What is the gamma function? Prove that it is continuous 
and enumerate its properties.

31—2280



Chapter IX

LINE INTEGRALS 
AND SURFACE INTEGRALS. 

FIELD THEORY

§ I. Line Integrals
138. The Work of a Field of Force. The Line Integral. In Sec. 

86, II v/e considered the problem of computing the work of 2 
variable force in a rectilinear motion of a body, the force being 
directed along the path of motion. Now v/e proceed to a more 
general problem of this kind.

Suppose that there is a plane force field, defined in a domain D 
in the plane Oxy. This means that the material point placed in 
the domain D is subjected to the action of a force1 F in the 
plane Oxy whose magnitude and direction are specified at every 
point of D (spatial fields will be treated in Sec. 146). The do
main D may coincide v/ith the entire plane Oxy or be a part of the 
plane.

The dependence of the force F on the location of its point of 
application is described by a relation

F =  F(*, y)

where x and y  are the coordinates of the point of application of 
the force. It is supposed that the field is stationary, that is, the 
force F does not depend on time i and is only specified by the 
coordinates of the point.

To specify the force F (x , y) we can specify its projections on 
the coordinate axes which are also functions of the variables x

1 In physics, to characterize a force field irrespective of the material point 
placed in it the notion of the intensity of the field is introduced which is under
stood as a vector representing the force of action of the field upon a 
"unit body": upon a body of unit mass if we deal with the field of gravitation 
or upon a particle carrying unit electric charge if we deal with an electrostatic 
field and the like. Then the force with which the field acts upon an arbitrary 
body is egual to the product of the intensity of the field by, respectively, the 
mass or the charge of the body, etc. It should also be noted that a field of 
force is a special case of a vector field (see Sec. 151).
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and y. Denoting the projections as P (x, y) and Q (xt y) we write 

F =  P(*, y )\ +  Q(x, y ) j

Let the material point move along a path L in the domain D 
under the action of the force field (see Fig. 188 where L is the 
line joining the points B and C). Let us compute the work per
formed by the force field F (x , y) in this motion of the point.

To this end, we break up the path L into n parts by means of 
points Bt, Bir Ba, . . . ,  B„, B„+1 (the point 5, coincides with B 
and Bn+l with C), the coordinates of the points of division Bk,

k = \ ,  2, . . . .  n + 1  being denoted xk and yk. Next we replace each 
curvilinear part BkBh+1 by the displacement vector BhBk+1 and 
consider the force acting on the point as it passes the line segment 
Bk&k+l as, approximately, being constant and equal to the value 
of the force of the field at the point Bh\

Then the work corresponding to this part is

A /f*=|Ffc|-|flAB*+1[cosaft

where ak is the angle between the vectors F* and BkBk+l. This 
expression is the scalar product of the vectors Fft and BkBk+l, i.e.

A/!*—

The projections of the vector BkBk+i on the axes Ox and Oy be
ing equal, respectively, to xk+t— xk= A xk and yk+1— yk=&yk, we 
have

3 !’

BkBk+i=  +  At/*j
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The well-known formula for the scalar product now implies the 
following expression for the v/ork of the field on this part of ‘h* 
path of motion:

AAk= P (.xk, yk) Axk +  Q (xk, yk) Ayk
Summing these expressions over all the parts the original path 

is divided into, we obtain an approximation to the sought-fo: 
work: n

A„ =  2  p  (**. Vk) Ax* - f  Q (xk, yk) Ayk ('/k— 1
Finally, passing to the limit as n —m» (on condition that the 
length of the longest part tends to zero) we obtain the true work 
of the field.

There are various problems leading to the passage to the limit 
in sums of type (*), not only the problem of work, and therefore

we shall consider this question in 
the general form abstracting from 
the physical meaning of the functions 
P (x, y) and Q (x, y) as projections 
of a force. Let P (x, y) and Q (x, y) 
be arbitrary functions of two variab
les continuous in a domain D and 
let L  be a smooth curve lying enti
rely within this domain. Dividing 
the curve L into n parts, choosing an 
arbitrary point Bk (ck, tj*) in each 

segment of the curve (in particular, these points may coincide 
with the end points of the parts, as shown in Fig. 188) and deno
ting the projections of the kih  part on the axes of coordinates by 
Axk, Ayk (Fig. 189) we form the sum

2  P  (£a. %) Ax* +  Q (1*. rjk) Ayk (**)k— 1
Sum (**) is called an integral sum, and its limit

lim 2  P  (**. Uk) Ax* +  Q (x*, yp)  Ay„ =  $ P (x, y)dx+Q (x, y) iy
k— 1 Zr

is a line integral over the path L . 1
Definition. The limit of integral sum (**) as the length of the 

longest of the parts the line L  is divided into tends to zero Is 
called the line  In te g ra l over the p a th  L.

1 An integral of this kind is sometimes termed a line integral with raped t: 
coordinates or a line Integral of the second type. Line integrals of another kind 
known as line integral with respect to arc length or line integral of the p it  
type will be studied in Sec. 145,
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The curve L is then called the path or the contour of integra
tion, the point B  is called the initial point and the point C the 
terminal point of the path of integration.

In particular, if Q(x, y ) s s  0 the integral has the form

\P {X , y)dx
L

and is called a line integral with respect to the coordinate x. Simi
larly, if P(x, y ) s O  we speak about a line integral with respect 
to the coordinate y:

\Q ( x , y)dy
L

Coming back to the problem connected with the computation 
of work we can say that the work of a field of force performed 
as the material point moves in the contour L is expressed by the 
line integral

J P(x, y) dx+ Q {x , y)dy  
l

where P (x, y) and Q(x, y) are the projections of the forces of 
the field on the coordinate axes.

139. Evaluating Line Integrals. Integral over a Closed Contour. 
We shall show that the evaluation of line' integrals reduces 
to the computation of ordinary definite integrals. For instance, 
let us consider an integral of the form

\ P { x , y ) d x
L

Suppose that the path of integration L is specified by parametric 
equations

* = * ( /) ,  y = y { t)
where the functions x(t), y (t)  and their derivatives are continu
ous. Let tB be the value of the parameter t corresponding to the 
initial point B of the contour and ic that corresponding to the 
terminal point C. Consider the integral sum

2  P (E*. 11*) Ax**=1
whose limit is the given line integral. Let us express it in terms 
of the variable t. Since

A**=x*+1—x* =  x(/*+,)—x(/*)
the application of Lagrange’s formula (see Sec. 57) gives us

Ax*=x'(6*)Af*
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where 0A belongs to the interval [<*, tk+J and A/a =  /a+i—/,. As 
the intermediate point (£*, t}A) we shall take the one correspon
ding to the value 0* of the parameter. Then

h  =  x(Qk), r\k =  y{%)
The transformed expression

2  [*(»»). !/<e*)K(G»)A(,«= 1
is an ordinary integral sum associated with the function of one 
variable £ [.*(0 , y(t)]x '  (0 . and its limit is nothing but the defi
nite integral

*c
S p[x(i), u(t)]x‘mdt
(B

Thus,
fc

J  P( X,  y ) d x = l  P[x(t), y (t)]x '(t)d t
L tB

We similarly conclude that
1c

5 Q(*. y ) d y = \  Q[x(t), y (t)]y '(t)d t  
L

What has been said implies the following computation rule jor 
the line integral:

To transform the line integral

y ) d x + Q ( x ,  y )d y
i

taken over the curve x = x ( t ) ,  y = s y ( t )  to an ordinary definite 
integral one should replace x ,  y , d x  and dy  in the element of 
integration by their expressions in terms of t  and dt and eva
luate the resulting definite integral over the interval of variation 
of the parameter t:

y ) d x  +  Q (x ,  y ) d y =
I

*c
=  $ \P [ x ( t ) ,  y ( t ) \ x ’ V) +  Q[x(t), y ( t)]y '{ t) \d t

fB

where tn and tc  are the values of the parameter t  corresponding 
to the points B  and C of the curve L.

It follows from this rule that the line integral always exists if the 
functions P (x, y) and Q (x, y) are continuous and the functions
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x(<) and y(t) are continuous together with their derivatives. The 
latter condition means (if we assume additionally that the deri
vatives x' (i) and y' (/) do not vanish simultaneously) that L is 
a smooth curve, that is, it has a tangent whose position varies 
continuously. By the way, the line L may consist of several arcs 
for each of which this condition holds. Then the whole curve L 
is termed piecewise smooth, and, for continuous functions P and 
Q, the line integral over such a curve also exists. When an inte
gral over a piecewise smooth contpur L is computed the latter 
should be divided into smooth parts, after which the integrals 
over these parts are computed and added together.

If the line L is specified by an equation of the form y = y(x) 
we can use the general formula by putting t = x  to obtain

xc
Sp  (*. y ) d * + Q  (*• y ) dy = \  \P[x, y (*)] + Q [*. y (*)] y' (*)} dx
L xa

where xB and xc are the abscissas of the points B and C.
Let the reader write down the reduction formula for a line 

integral to the definite integral when the path of integration is 
determined by an equation x —x(y).

Fig.' 190

If the whole contour of integration consists of a number of arcs 
specified by equations of different types the contour should be 
divided into parts and the desired integral should be computed 
as the sum of the integrals taken over the pa^ts.

We also mention the following two important special cases: 
If the contour of integration L is a line segment parallel to 

the axis of abscissas (see Fig. 190a) the line integral is originally 
written as a definite integral. Indeed, in this case we have y = y 0 
and dy =  0, and hence

" Xx
$ P {X, y)dx+ Q  (x, y) dy =  $ P {x, y„) dx
L x t
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If L is a segment of a straight line parallel to the axis o! 
ordinates (Fig. 190ft), we have x =  a'0i dx — 0 , and hence

v*
$ P (x , y)dx-\-Q (x , y ) d t /= $ Q ( x 0, y)dy
L y,

Examples. (1) Let us evaluate the integral /  =  $ xydx-\-(x-\-y)dij

if the line L (see Fig. 191) is:
(a) the line segment joining the point 0 (0, 0) to the point

A ( l ,  1);
(b) the arc of the parabola tj=x‘l con

necting the same points;
(c) the polygonal MmOBA.
In Case (a) the equation of the path

of integration is y = x. Consequently, 
dy =  dx, and we obtain

i
1 - $ ( * + * ) *

In Case (b) we have y — x2 and dy =  2xdx, and thus
i

/  =  J  [x3 +  (x + x2) 2x} dx = :1Z12

In Case (c) the contour of integration should be split into the 
two parts OB and BA. For the part OB we have y = 0 and di/=0 
and for BA we have x = l  and dx — 0 . Therefore

I = ^ ( \ + y ) d y . ()+**) I 1 ■ 3
2 Jo 2

We see that in all the three cases we have obtained different 
results although the initial and the terminal points of the con
tour of integration remained invariable. Hence, generally speaking, 
the line integral depends not only on the initial and terminal 
points of the contour of integration but also on the shape of the 
curve connecting these points. This question will be discussed in 
more detail in Sec. 141.

(2) Let us compute the integral

1 — \  xydx
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of integration expressing x as a one-valued function of y, we 
substitute x = yt and dx = 2ydy into the integral and receive

i

If the same contour L is specified so that x  is expressed as 
a function of y it should be split into the two parts AO and OB 
whose equations are y =  — V x  and y = - sr V x .  Then we obtain

1 — J xydx-h  J xydx =
AO OB

0 1=—J x Y x d x - r ^  x Y x d x  =
i o

1 3

dx=  -r- o

(3) Let us find the integral 
l  =  \ y d x — xdy

where L is the arc of the cycloid x =
= 2 (t—sint), # =  2 ( 1— cost) ioining its points 0 (0, .0) and 
A (4rc, 0). Using the general rule and taking into account that 
the value of the parameter corresponding to the point 0  is f =  0 
and that corresponding to A is t =  2n we obtain

2n
/  =  J [4(1—cost)5—4 (t—s in t)s in t]dt =  

o
2;i r 12n 2n 2x

=  4 ^ ( 2 —2 c o st—Zsin t)dt =  4 1 2t — 2 s in t — ^ ts in tr f t  
o L lo o o

Integration by parts in the last integral leads to the final 
result:

1 =  16n—4 (— t cos t -f sin t) | ** =  24a

Up till now we dealt with nonclosed contours of integration 
whose initial and terminal points were different. The specification 
of these points determined the direction of integration. It is clear 
that if the direction of integration is reversed the line integral 
changes its sign to the opposite. This conclusion can be drawn, 
for instance, from the general rule for reduction of the line
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integral to the definite one. Writing, for brevity, P and Q instead 
of P (x , y) and Q (x , y) we express this property as

 ̂ P d x +  Qdy =  —  ̂ Pdx-+-Qdy
- L -tL

where the symbols — L and -\-L designate (conditionally) the 
line L taken with the two opposite directions.

There are also many cases when a line integral is taken over 
a closed contour. We shall limit ourselves to the case when the 
contour is a piecewise smooth closed simple curve (i.e. not inter
secting itself) of the type shown in Fig. 193. Line integrals o[
this kind are designated by the symbol <f). It is obvious that for

an integral over a closed contour the choice of the initial point
(which simultaneously is the terminal 
point) is inessential, and the value of the 
integral depends solely on the orienlalion 
of the contour, that is, on the choice ol 
the direction of integration.

For a (simple) closed contour in the 
plane the direction in which it is traver
sed is termed positive if the domain boun
ded by the contour always remains on the 
left. The opposite direction is called ne

gative (we also say that the contour is oriented positively or ne
gatively). In the former case the contour is traced counterclock
wise and in the latter clockwise. In this terminology it is sup
posed that the orientations of the contour and of the coordinate 
system are coherent: if the positively oriented contour is traced 
counterclockwise the shortest rotation from Ox to Oy should also 
be in the counterclockwise direction as shown in Fig. 193 
(a right-handed coordinate system).

Let us agree that in what follows an integral $ Pdx-j-Qdyom
L

a closed contour L is understood as being taken in the positive 
direction; the integration in the opposite direction will be sym
bolized as

$ P d x + Q d y
-L

Our discussion shows that these integrals only differ in sign. 
The following proposition indicates a specific property of line 
integrals over closed contours:

Theorem. If a domain D  bounded by a closed contour L is 
split into two parts Z), and Dt the line integral over the whole 
contour L  is equal to the sum of the integrals taken in the same
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direction over the contours and L t bounding the domains 
and Dv

Proof. Let the domain D be bounded by the closed curve L shown 
as the line AECBA in Fig. 194 and the domains D, and £>, by 
the lines L, and L, shown, respectively, as AECA and ACBA. 
We apparently have

and

^ P d x + Q d y  — $ Pdx-\- Q d y+  $ P d x +  Qdy
Lt AEC CA

 ̂ P d x + Q d y — I P d x + Q d y  +  $ P d x + Q d y
L, AC CBA

The integrals over CA and AC are taken along one and the same 
line but in the opposite directions, and therefore their sum is 
equal to zero. Finally, on adding the last 
two equalities termwise we obtain

J Pdx-\- Q dy+  $ P d x +  Q dy —
Lt L,

=  I P d xA -Q d y+  $ P d x + Q d y  =
CBA

=  I P d x +  Q dy
AEC

which is what we set out to prove.
This theorem obviously remains true for any number of subdo

mains the domain D is split into.
140. Green’s 1 Formula. In this section we shall prove Green's 

theorem which provides a formula connecting a line integral over 
a closed contour with a double integral over the domain bounded 
by the contour. This formula will play an important role.

Theorem. If the functions P(x, y) and Q(x, y)  are continu
ous together with their partial derivatives in a closed bounded 
domain D then

D L

where L is the boundary of the domain D and the integration 
along L  goes in the positive direction. 2

1 Green, G. (1793-1841), an English physicist and mathematician.
2 More precisely, we shall suppose that the functions P and Q and their 

partial derivatives are defined and continuous in a wider open domain G con
taining the closed domain D. In what follows we shall essentially use this 
condition.
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Relation (*) is known as Green's formula.
Proof. Let us begin with a domain D in the plane Oxy bounded 

by a curve L having at most two common points with ever)’ 
straight line parallel to Ox or to Oy (Fig. 195). We shall

transform the double integral / = 

=  dxdy  by integrating
D

first with respect to y and then
with respect to x, which yields

b v>w „„. .

MMa Vi(x)

where y  =  yt (x) is the equation of 
the arc ABC and y = y x (x) that 

of the arc AEC. On performing the inner integration we oblain
Fig. 195

K.W

Vii*)

r v

d x =  J {P[x, y 7{x))— P[x, y x(x)]\dx=

= J P[x> yt {x)]dx+  5 P[x, (x)]dx

(we interchanged the limits of integration in the last integral 
which resulted in the change of sign).

The first integral is nothing but the line integral J P(x,y)dx,
ABC

and the second is the line integral J P (x ,y )d x .  The sum of
CEA

these integrals is the line integral of P  with respect to x taken 
round the whole contour L in the negative direction. Consequently,

D L
Similarly,

d x,(y) d

l l f c dxdy= l dy J w dx== § iQ[x*(y)’ y ] - Q [ xi(y)>y)\dy
D c x t iy) c

where x  — xx (y) and x =  xt {y) are, respectively, the equations of 
the curves EAB  and ECB written in the form solved in x. Argu
ing as in the former case we conclude that

j  Q (x, y) dy -f- j  Q (x, y)dy
ECB BAE
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The sum of the integrals on the right-hand side of the last equa
lity can be replaced by one integral over the whole contour L 
this time taken in the positive direction:

£Q-dxdy =  H Q dy (***)
D L

Finally*, on subtracting termwise equality (**) from equality (***) 
we receive

f ) dxd« - §  pdx+ « dn
D L

which is what we had to prove.
Formula (**) also remains valid in the case of a domain depic

ted in Fig. 196. In this case the computation of the double in
tegral J J  ̂ d x d y  leads (in the notation

D
of Fig. 196) to the sum of integrals 

J P dx+  J Pdx. The integrals $ Pdx
A%Ct

and J Pdx  are equal to zero since C,C2

and are vertical line segments for 
which x  — const, dx =  0. Adding these 
integrals to the above sum we again
arrive at the integral — $ Pdx  where L is the contour A2C2C,At .

L
Similarly, formula (***) is also applicable to domains whose 

boundaries involve line segments parallel to Ox.
If a domain D bounded by a contour L  is of a more compli

cated shape than those discussed above, it can usually be divided 
into a finite number ol subdomains to which fotmulas (**) and 
(***) apply. Hence, we can write down Green’s formula for each 
of the subdomains. Then, if we add together the resulting equali
ties the sum of the double integrals is equal to the double inte
gral over the entire domain D while, according to the theorem 
proved in Sec. 139, the sum of the line integrals over the con
tour bounding the subdomains is equal to the line integral over 
the contour L. Therefore Green’s formula is valid for a domain 
of this kind as well. For the general case, when it is only known 
that the contour L bounding the given domain D is a piecewise 
smooth'simple closed curve, the proof involves more sophisticated 
considerations, arid we shall not present them here.
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141. Conditions for a Line Integral Being Path-independent. As 
was mentioned in the solution of Example 1, Sec. 139, fora 
given integrand and given initial and terminal points, the line 
integral

$ P(x, y ) d x + Q ( x ,  y)dy  (•)
L

may depend on the shape of the curve L joining these points. In 
this connection it is natural to pose the question what are the 
conditions guaranteeing the independence of integral (*) of

the choice of the path of integration and 
its dependence only on the initial and ter
minal points of the path? When the latter 
property takes place we say that the line 
integral is path-independent.

From the point of view of mechanics, 
the path-independence of integral (*) in 
the case when P (x, y) and Q (x, y) are the 
projections of a force field F =  P(x, y) 1+ 
+  Q (x, y) j means that the work of this 

field does not depend on the shape of the 
trajectory of motion and depends solely on its initial and terminal 
points. As is known from physics, the work performed in the motion 
in the field of gravitation is independent of the form of the path; 
the solution of the general question posed here makes it possible 
to investigate this problem for other, more complicated, force 
fields.

We shall begin with proving a simple auxiliary proposition 
which allows us to reduce this question to another problem whose 
solution can be obtained on the basis of the results of Sec. 140.
For the sake of brevity, we shall denote the integral J P (x,y)dxJr

L
+  Q (x, y)dy  by the symbol I L.

Lemma. For line integral (*) to be independent of the path of 
integration it is necessary and sufficient that this integral taken 
over any closed contour be equal to zero.

Proof. Suppose that it is known that integral is path-indepen
dent; we shall prove that this integral, when taken over any clo
sed contour, is equal to zero. Let us choose an arbitrary closed 
contour L. Mark two points B  and C on it (see Fig. 197). Since, 
by the hypothesis, the integral along the arc BMC is equal to 
that along the arc BNC, i.e.

I  BMC ~  I  BNC

the integral over the whole contour L is

I  L =  IBNC  4* A CMB —  I  BNC— I  BMC =

Fig. 197

0
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Conversely, let it oe known that integral (*) turns into zero 
for any closed contour; we must show that in this case it is path- 
independent. To this end, we choose two arbitrary curves BMC 
and BNC joining two given points B and C (see again Fig. 197). 
According to the hypothesis, the integral over the closed con
tour BNC MB is equal to zero:

1b n c m b  —  ® >  ' , e * ^ b v c + ^ c m b  =  0

It now follows that
I  BMC — J CNB — I  BNC

The lemma has thus been completely proved.
Now we proceed to the basic theorems of our investigation (be

fore studying these theorems the reader should recall the defini
tion of a simply connected domain stated in Sec. 107, III and the 
subject matter of Sec. 115).

Theorem I. Let the functions P ( x , y )  and Q ( x , y )  be conti
nuous together with their partial derivatives in a simply connec
ted domain D. Then, for the line integral

$ P ( x , y )  d x + Q  ( x , y )  dy  (*)
L

to be independent of the path of integration lying within the 
domain D it is necessary and sufficient that for all the points of 
the domain D the condition

d Q
d x (**)

d P  
dy

should hold.
If the functions P and Q pos

sess these properties for any x 
and y, the domain D coincides 
with the entire plane Oxy.

Proof. According to the above Fig. 198
lemma, the condition that integ
ral (*) is path-independent is equivalent to the condition that it 
turns into zero for any closed contour lying entirely within the 
domain D.

Let us prove that condition (**) is sufficient for integral (*) 
over any closed contour to be equal to zero. Take an arbitrary 
closed contour L* bounding a domain D* and lying entirely inside 
the domain D (see Fig. 198a). Applying Green’s formula to this 
contour we obtain

j  Pdx + Qdy
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141. Conditions for a Line Integral Being Path-independent. As 
was mentioned in the solution of Example I, Sec. 139, fora 
given integrand and given initial and terminal points, the line 
integral

\ P ( x , y ) d x +  Q{x, y)dy  (*)
L

may depend on the shape of the curve L joining these points. In 
this connection it is natural to pose the question what are the 
conditions guaranteeing the independence of integral (*) of

the choice of the path of integration and 
its dependence only on the initial and ter
minal points of the path? When the latter 
property takes place we say that the line 
integral is path-independent.

From the point of view of mechanics, 
the path-independence of integral (*) in 
the case when P (x , y) and Q (x, y) are the 
projections of a force field ? — P(x, y) 1-f 
+  Q(x, y ) \  means that the work of this 

field does not depend on the shape of the 
trajectory of motion and depends solely on its initial and terminal 
points. As is known from physics, the work performed in the motion 
in the field of gravitation is independent ol the form of the path; 
the solution of the general question posed here makes it possible 
to investigate this problem for other, more complicated, force 
fields.

We shall begin with proving a simple auxiliary 
which allows us to reduce this question to another pro 
solution can be obtained on the basis of the results o

Fig. 197

proposition 
)Dlem whose 

Sec. 140.
For the sake of brevity, we shall denote the integral $ P(x,y)dxi-

L
+  Q {x, y)dy  by the symbol l L.

Lemma. For line integral (*) to be independent of the path of 
integration it is necessary and sufficient that this integral taken 
over any closed contour be equal to zero.

Proof. Suppose that it is known that integral is path-indepen- 
dent; we shall prove that this integral, when taken over any clo
sed contour, is equal to zero. Let us choose an arbitrary closed 
contour L. Mark two points B  and C on it (see Fig. 197). Since, 
by the hypothesis, the integral along the arc BMC is equal to 
that along the arc BNC, i.e.

I  b m c  — 1 BNC

the integral over the whole contour L  is

!  L =  I  BNC +   ̂CMB —  I  BNC— ^  BMC ** 0
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Conversely, let it oe known that integral (*) turns into zero 
for any closed contour; we must show that in this case it is path- 
independent. To this end, we choose two arbitrary curves BMC 
and BNC joining two given points B and C (see again Fig. 197). 
According to the hypothesis, the integral over the closed con
tour BNCMB is equal to zero:

I  BNCMB =  0> • I  BNC +  ICMB ~  0
It now follows that

/  BMC =: — ICNB =  I  BNC

The lemma has thus been completely proved.
Now we proceed to the basic theorems of our investigation (be

fore studying these theorems the reader should recall the defini
tion of a simply connected domain stated in Sec. 107, III and the 
subject matter of Sec. 115).

Theorem I. Let the functions P ( x , y )  and Q ( x , y )  be conti
nuous together with their partial derivatives in a simply connec
ted domain D. Then, for the line integral

J P (x, y )  d x + Q  (x , y )  d y  (*)

to be independent of the path of integration lying within the 
domain D it is necessary and sufficient that for all the points of 
the domain D the condition

dP
d y

dQ
d x (**)

Fig. 198

should hold.
If the functions P and Q pos

sess these properties for any x 
and y, the domain D coincides 
with the entire plane Oxy.

Proof. According to the above 
lemma, the condition that integ
ral (*) is path-independent is equivalent to the condition that it 
turns into zero for any closed contour lying entirely within the 
domain D.

Let us prove that condition (**) is sufficient for integral (*) 
over any closed contour to be equal to zero. Take an arbitrary 
closed contour L* bounding a domain D* and lying entirely inside 
the domain D (see Fig. 198a). Applying Green’s formula to this 
contour we obtain

L* D.
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Since, by the hypothesis, the double integral is eoua'
to zero. Consequently, the line integral over the contour L' is 
also equal to zero, which is what we set out to prove.

Nov/ we proceed to prove the necessity of condition (**). Here 
v/e suppose that integral (*) over any closed contour is equal to 
zero. Then the application of Green’s formula shows that the
double integral of — — —  over any domain 0  contained inside D
is equal to zero;

G

Suppose that the equality does not hold. Let M be a
point at which this equality is violated. Consider the difference 

and suppose that it is positive at the point M:1
( d Q _ d P \
\  dx dSf ) m

0

By the hypothesis that the partial derivatives are continuous,
it foliov/s that the difference — — ^  retains sign in a sufficiently
small neighbourhood' of the point M. Let us take an open do
main G belonging to this neighbourhood and containing the 
point M (see Fig. 1986). Then v/e have

do dP 
dx. by > 0

for all the points of G. Therefore the well-known property oi 
double integrals (Sec. 129) implies that

% y * d y > 0

which contradicts equality (***). This indicates that the assump
tion that condition (**) is violated is not true, that is, we have

for the entire domain D. The proof of the theorem has
been completed.

The reader has undoubtedly recalled that the condition
involved in this theorem v/as dealt v/ith in Sec. 115; as was said, 
in the case of a simply connected domain this condition isneoes-

1 It Is seen from the course of the proof that the case 
can be treated similarly.
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sary for the expression P (x, y)dx-\-Q (x, y) dy to be the total 
differential of a function u(x,y).  As to the sufficiency of this 
condition and the method for finding the function u (x , y), they 
were only established for domains of a special class: rectangles 
with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and their extensions to 
unbounded domains of the type of a strip, a quadrant and a half
plane. Now we are going to elaborate the proof of the sufficiency 
theorem stated in Sec. 115 for the general case.

Theorem II. If the functions P ( x , y )  and Q { x ,y )  and their 
partial derivatives are continuous in a simply connected domain D
and the equality 4 ^ = ^ -  holds for ail its points the expres
sion P ( x , y ) d x - \ - Q ( x ,  y ) d y  is a total differential.

Proof. Consider the line integral $ P (x, y ) d x ~  Q (x, y) dy along
L

a curve L  lying in the domain D and connecting a fixed point 
M ? (xe, y0) to the variable point M (x,y ) .  According to Theorem I, 
this integral is path-independent and, for the fixed initial point Af0, 
it depends solely on the terminal point M (x, y), that is, on its 
coordinates x  and y. Thus, this 
line integral is a function of the 
variables x  and y, which we 
write as

I ( x ,y )  =
(*. v)

=  $ P (x ,y )d x + Q (x ,y )d y  
(*«. si)

The shape of the line joining the 
points M , and M  is inessential 
here, and therefore it is not in
dicated in the notation.

Let us prove that the total differential of the function I{x ,y )  
is equal to the element of integration Pdx-\-Q dy  (this is analo
gous to the fact that the derivative of a definite integral with 
variable upper limit of integration with respect to that limit is 
equal to the integrand). Let us compute the derivative Vx [x, y). 
The partial increment AXI (x, y) is given by the formula

tr+AJC, y) (r, y)
AXI = I ( x + A x ,  y )— f  (x ,y)=  $ P d x + Q d y — $ Pdx+ Q dy

(*$, Vt) ( x « .  v*>
If the second integral on the right is taken along an arbitrary 

line M 0M  (see Fig. 199; the shape of this line is inessential) then 
the first integral is representable as the sum of the integral ta 
ken over the same line M CM and the integral along the line

32—2260
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segment M M X lying on a straight line # =  const. This representa
tion is allowable since both integrals do not depend on the path 
of integration. The integrals with opposite signs over the curve/>f,.k' 
cancel out, and the latter equality takes the form

v)

A*/ =  $ P(x, y)dx-\-Q (x; y) dy
(Z. y)

In this integral the integration is carried out along a line seg
ment parallel to the axis of abscissas and, as was mentioned on 
p. 487, the line integral reduces to an ordinary definite in
tegral:

X ~ b X

A*/ =  5 P ( x ,y ) d x

where y  is considered constant in the integration process. Apply
ing to this integral the mean-value theorem and dividing both 
sides by Lx  we get

Lx P ft*—p  (g( y) where l € ( x ,  x -f  Lx)

If L x —»-0 the point (£, y) tends to the point (x, y), and, since 
the function P (x, y) is continuous, we have P (%, y )—*P(x, y). 
Therefore the left-hand side of the equality also has a limit, as 
L x —*-0, which is nothing but the partial derivative J'xfx, y):

lim y)Ax — 0 ^  ox

The relation I ’y (x, y) =  Q(x, y) is proved completely analogously.
Thus, we have found the partial derivatives of the function 

I (x, y); they are continuous, and hence, by the theorem in 
Sec. I l l ,  the function I (x ,  y) is differentiable, and its total 
differential is

dI =  P (x, y )d x + Q  (x, y) dy

which is what we intended to prove.
Now, summing up the results of our study, we can say that if 

the domain D is simply connected and the functions P(x, y) and 
Q (x, y) are continuous in this domain together with their partial 
derivatives the following four conditions are equivalent (that is, 
each of them implies the other three):

1. The line integral ^ P dx-\- Q dy taken round any closed contour
L

lying entirely inside the domain D is equal to zero.
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2. The line integral $ P dx+  Q dy does not depend on ihe path
L

of integration joining two fixed points.
3. The expression P(x, y )d x+ Q (x , y)dy is a total differential.
4. At every point of the domain D the equality =  is ful

filled. y
The fourth condition is of particular importance since it is usu

ally applied in practice for checking the other three conditions.
It was stressed that the domain D should be simply connected. 

It is natural to pose the question as to what situation occurs in 
the case of a multiply connected domain. It turns out that for a 
multiply connected domain the first three conditions remain equi
valent to each other, and each of them implies the equality 
—  = £0- ,  but the converse does not necessarily hold since there
are cases when the latter equality is fulfilled for all the points 
of a multiply connected domain while the other three conditions 
are violated. What has been said is confirmed by the following 
example.

Example. Consider the expression

Here we have 

P-.

Q

r.dx +
x d u _  — yd x+ xd y  

xz+yz “

y dP — xi ~ y*  +  2y* _  y*—x*
x '-h y - ’ dy (xt+y*)* (*=+ «/-)=

* dQ _ * 3+ y 5—2x5_  y'—  x* 
x2+ y - '  dx (x'-i-y-)2 (x*+y-p

The functions P(x, y) and Q(x, y) and their partial derivatives 
are everywhere continuous except at the origin, and the equality
-  =  is fulfilled. Therefore in any simply connected domain
not containing the origin the other three conditions are also ful
filled. In particular, if L is a closed contour not encircling the 
origin (and, of course, not passing through it) we have

I
— yd x + x d y  « 

x*+y*

The situation changes sharply if we take the annulus shown in 
Fig. 200 which is a doubly connected domain not containing the 
point 0 (0, 0) (the radius r t can be arbitrarily small and the 
radius rt arbitrarily large). It is clear that the fourth condition 
holds throughout the annulus. Let a circle of radius R where

32
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r1< R < . r i be specified by the parametric equations x=Rcost, 
y = R s in t .  The integral over this circle is equal to

2.1 2.1
f  — R s i n t ( — R s'ml) +  R cost-R  cost At (* Jt 0_
J ----------- R ^ t  +  R* cos*/------------d t  d/==2fl
O 0

We thus see that there are closed contours within this annulus 
for which the integrals taken round them are nonzero. Fig. 200

also clearly indicates that / / ,+  /_/,= 
= 2n, and, since 7 -^  =  — 7^, \ve have

This means that the integrals over the 
contours L, and Lt joining the points M, 
and M  have different values.

A more complicated situation arises 
in connection with the third assertion. 
It turns out that there is no single-va« 
lued function whose total differential 
is equal to the given expression. This 
can readily be shown if we pass to po

lar coordinates. Then we receive
x =  rcosq>, y =  rsinq> and dx=cosq>dr—rsinqpdip, 

dy =  sin cp dr -f-r cos 9  dtp

and the given expression is transformed as

— y d x + x d y  
x'+y* =  d q p

This shows that it is equal to the total differential of the polar 
angle <p as function of the Cartesian coordinates x and y, and 
the question is for what domains it is possible to separate one- 
valued branches of this function. As is well known, this function 
is not one-valued since for any given x and y  it has infinitely 
many values differing from each other by integer multiples of 2n. 
If we take a simply connected domain not containing the origin 
it is possible to separate single-valued branches of the function <p. 
For instance, such a branch can be chosen by setting an interval 
of variation of «p of length 2n  of the type 0 < < p < 2rt or 
— etc.  But in the annulus we deal with it is impos
sible to construct a single-valued branch of the function 9. For, 
when the variable point M  traverses counterclockwise a circle 
lying within the annulus and having its centre at the origin, the 
magnitude <p varies continuously and gains an increment of 2n 
as the point M  returns to the initial position (this increment is
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exactly equal to the value of the integral of the given expression 
taken over that circle).

The questions discussed here are investigated more thoroughly 
in the theory of functions of a complex argument.

142. Integrating Total Differentials. Primitive. We shall consider 
the line integral

$ P(x, y )d x+ Q (x , y)dy (*)
z.

under the assumption that all the conditions enumerated in 
Sec. 141 are fulfilled: the contour L belongs to a simply connec
ted domain D in which the functions P (x, y) and Q (x, y) and
their partial derivatives are continuous and the condition
holds. Then the value of integral (*) only depends on the position 
of the initial and terminal points of the path of integration; as 
was agreed, in this case we write the integral in the form

<*i. Vi)
J P(x, y )dx+ Q (x , y)dy

(*0. Vt)
where (xa, yn) are the coordinates of the initial point of the con
tour of integration and (*,, z/,) those of the terminal point. Now, 
what is the most convenient way of 
computing such an integral? It may * 
seem that the simplest way is to in
tegrate along the line segment conne
cting these points but this is not 
so. We shall make use of the remark 
on pp. 487, 488 and take as the path of 
integration the broken line M 0MtMx 
(or MoMgMi) shown in Fig. 201 
whose segments are parallel to the 
coordinate axes. Since we have y = y 0 
and dy — 0 for the segment M 0M9 and x = x x and dx — 0 for the 
segment M 2M1 the integral is represented in the form

x0 •x

Fig. 201

<*». V i )  Vt
5 P(x, y )dx+ Q  (x, y )d y — \j P(x, y0) d x + ^ Q  (xt, y)dy

(*«. Vo) X« Vt
Let the reader write down a similar integration formula for the 
broken line

If it turns out that the broken lines and M3M9MX
fall outside the domain D where the conditions of the basic 
theorem are fulfilled (see Fig. 202) we can choose another path 
of integration of this kind, for instance, such as the broken line 
MaMKM3Mt .
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Example. Let us compute the integral
(2. I)

/ =  J 2xydx+x*dy  
(0. 0)

In this example the element of integration turns into zero on 
any line segment lying on the axis of 
abscissas, and hence we have

i

/  =  J  22dy =  4 
0

Now let us consider an integral with fixed 
initial point M 0 (x„, tj0) a'.d variable ter
minal point M (x, y ):

I (x, y) =
<x,U)
S

(*0. 0o)
P ( X , y)dx-\-Q (x, y)dy n

Let the points M 0 and M, together with the contour of integra
tion, belong to a simply connected domain where all the condi
tions enumerated at the beginning of the present section are ful
filled. The value of this integral depends solely on the coordinates 
of the terminal point M (x, y) and thus is a function of x and y.

Under the conditions stated the element of integration 
P(x, y)dx-\-Q(x, y)dy  is a total differential, and there is an 
infinitude of functions of two variables for which the given exp
ression is the total differential; all these functions are described 
by the formula u(x, y)-\-C  where u(x, y) is one of these functions 
and C is an arbitrary constant (see Sec. 115). Every such function 
will be called a primitive of the total differential Pdx-{-Qdy. 
According to the theorem II of Sec. 141, the function I(x , y) is 
also a primitive of P d x + Q d y ;  hence,

/  (x, y) =  u (x, y) +  C
The arbitrary constant C is readily found from the condition 

I (*0> y 0) =  0: this yields u (x0, y 0) +  C =  0, and thus C =  — u (xt, yt). 
Therefore

(x,y)
J P(*> y ) d x + Q ( x , y ) d y = u ( x , y ) —u(xt, y t)

(x0,yc)
The formula obtained is an analogue of the Newton-beibniz for- 
mula for a line integral of a total differential. This formula can 
of course be applied to finding line integrals of total differentials 
but more often it is used for determining the primitive u(x, y)
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itself. Such a function is determined to within an arbitrary con
stant summand, and therefore the constant term u(x0, y0) is usu
ally included into that arbitrary constant. This results in the 
formula

u(x,  y) =  I P(x, y )dx  +  Q(x, y )dy  +  C
<*.. y»)

for finding the primitive u(x, y) in any simply connected domain.
In the particular case of a domain of rectangular form treated 

at the beginning of this section the integration can always be 
taken along line segments parallel to the axes of coordinates (as 
shown in Fig. 201); in this case we receive the following two 
equivalent formulas for computing u(x, y):

u(x, y ) ~
I
X0
X

s

y
P (x, //o) dx+  J Q {x, y) dy +  C

Vo
y

P(x, y)dx +  \ Q{xv, y )dy+ C
I/O

(...)

If we put C = 0  in both formulas we obtain the function 
u (x, y) vanishing at the point (x0, y9).

In practical calculations the initial point (x0, y9) should be 
chosen so that the element of integration becomes as simple as 
possible.

Formulas (***) were already derived by means of some other 
techniques in Sec. 115, I.

Example. Let us find the primitive u(x, y) for the total diffe
rential

(ey -\-x)dx-{- (xey—2y)dy
Taking the origin as the initial point we obtain

x V

u(x, y) = \ { \+ x ) d x + \{ x e y — 2y)dy + C =

0 +*)* I*!><*>■-!,■) |;+c. (l+*F ■xey—x — y* + C

Denoting -w +  C by the same letter C we finally receive

u(x, y) = -TF +  xey— yt + C

This example was already investigated in Sec. 115, I; let the 
reader compare both methods of the solution.

143. Line Integrals over Space Curves. Up till now we 
dealt with line integrals of functions of two independent variab-
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les x  and y  taken along paths of integration lying in the plane Oxy. 
Now we proceed to consider line integrals of functions of three 
variables. From the point of view of physics such an integral can 
be interpreted as the work of a spatial force field in the motion 
of a material point in that field. We shall consider stationary 
fields; the forces of a field of this kind are time-independent. 
Such a force field is described by a function F (x, y, z) or, equi
valently, is specified by the projections of the force on the coor
dinate axes, these projections also being functions of x, y and 
z. This can be written as

F =  P(x, y, z)i-t-Q (x, y, z)\ +  R(x, y, z)k

Arguing by analogy with Sec. 138 we arrive at the expression1

$ F (x , y, z )d x + Q (x ,  y, z )d y + R (x ,  y, z)dz (*)
L

of the work of the field along a space curve L connecting an ini
tial point B with a terminal point C. In what follows, abstrac
ting from the physical meaning, we shall understand P, Q and R 
as arbitrary continuous functions of three variables. The integrals
\ p  dx, \Q .dy  and $ R dz are, respectively, termed line integrals
L L L
with respect to the coordinates x, y  and z (integral (•) is also 
called a line integral of the second type over a space cum).

Let L be a smooth curve specified by parametric equations
x = x  (t), y = y ( t )  and z = z ( t )

the value of the parameter t corresponding to the initial point B 
being tB and that corresponding to the terminal point C being 
tc. Then integral (*) is transformed into an ordinary definite 
integral with respect to the variable t :

$ P (x , y, z )d x + Q (x ,  y, z)dy +  R(x, y, z)dz=
L

*c
=  $ 1/ ( 0 . 2 (01 * ' (0 + Q [ * (0 . y(t), z(i)]y'(t)+

*B +p[*(0, y(o. z(t)]z'(t))dt
Let the reader derive from this general formula the particular 

formulas for the cases when the curve L is a line segment pa
rallel to one of the coordinate axes.

For the integral over a space curve of type (*) there is also a 
close connection between the condition of path-independence and 
the condition that the element of integration is the total diffe-

1 Let the reader carry out the corresponding calculations.
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rential of a function of three arguments (see Sec. 115, II). To 
state the corresponding theorems we introduce the definition of a 
simply connected spatial domain:

A three-dimensional domain Q is said to be simply connected if 
for any piecewise smooth (spatial) simple closed contour L belonging 
to the domain £2 there is a surface “pulled over” that contour (i.e. 
having this contour as its boundary) lying entirely within the 
domain £2. 1 In other words, this means that any closed contour 
lying inside the domain £2 can be “contracted” to a point without 
leaving the domain. Examples of simply connected spatial domains 
are a polyhedron, a ball, the interior of an ellipsoid, etc. A sphe
rical shell (i.e. a domain bounded by two concentric spheres) is 
also simply connected. There also exist unbounded simply connec
ted spatial domains such as a half-space (i.e. an infinite part of 
space lying on one side of a given plane), the exterior of a sphere, 
a plane layer (i.e. a part of space between two parallel planes) 
and the like. An example of a not simply connected domain is 
the interior of a torus (anchor ring; see Fig. 124). Indeed, a torus 
is generated by the rotation, in space, of a circle about an axis 
in its plane but not cutting the circle, and the closed path traced 
by any point of the rotating circle cannot be contracted to a 
point without leaving the torus.

Theorem. Let functions P ( x , y ,  z), Q (x , y , z ) a n d  R(x,  y ,  z) 
of the variadles x, y  and z  be continuous together with their 
partial derivatives in a simply connected domain £2. Then the 
following four assertions are equivalent:

1. The line integral $ Pdx- \ -Qdy- \ -Rdz  taken over any clo-
L

sed contour entirely lying within the domain £2 is equal to zero.
2. The line integral \Pdx-^-Qdy- \ -Rdz  is independent of

L
the path of integration connecting two given points.

3. The expression Pdx-^-Qdy -^-Rdz is a total differential.
4. At all the points of the domain £2 the equalities

d P  d Q  d Q _ _ d l t  d R _ d P
d y  d x  ’ d z  d y  ’ d x  d z  * '

take place.
The proof of this theorem is analogous to that of the corres

ponding results for the case of an integral over a plane curve, 
and we shall not present it here (this proof is based on a special 
generalization of Green’s theorem known as Stokes’ theorem; the 
latter will be studied in Sec. 148).

1 Another type of “connectedness" of a spatial domain (the so-called acyc
licity) will be defined in Sec. 155*.
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We remind the reader that, as was shown in Sec. 115, II, 
equalities (**) in the fourth assertion are sufficient for the expres
sion P d x Q  dy+ R dz to be a total differential. But the sufficiency 
of these conditions and the method for determining a function 
u (x, y, z) from its total differential were only established lor a 
rectangular domain of a special type. Repeating almost literally 
the argument of Sec. 141 we can derive the analogue of Ike 
Newton-Leibniz formula 

(x, y. z)

$ P dx  +  Q d y + R d z  =  u(x, y, z )— u{xv, y tl z„)
<x0. I/o. *o)

and the formula for finding the primitive u lx, y, z) in any simply 
connected domain:

(x. y. z)

u(x, y, z )=  J P(x, y, z )dx+ Q  (x, y, z)dy+R{x, y, z)dz-fC
{X„ yt . Zo)

point belonging to the domain Q andC 
an arbitrary constant.

To compute u(x, y, z) it is most 
convenient to take as the contour of 
integration a (spatial) broken line with 
segments parallel to coordinate axes. II 
the domain Q is a parallelepiped of 
the type considered in Sec. 115, 11 
then, together with any points (x(, 
y 0, z0) and M  (x, y, z), it contains the 
entire rectangular parallelepiped shown 
in Fig. 203.

For example, let us take as the 
contour of integration the broken line 

M M M i^  (Fig. 203). For M M i  we have y = y 0, z =  z„ and 
dy =  0, dz =  0; for M M i  we have z =  z0, dx—0 and dz = 0; 
finally, for M M  we have rfx= 0  and d y = 0. Hence,

x  y 2

u (x, y , z )  =  \  P (x, y 0, z0) d x + \  Q (x, y, z0) dy -f $ R (x, y, z) dz+C
x, Vo 2o

Analogous formulas are obtained if the integration is performed 
along other edges of the parallelepiped forming a (spacial) poly
gonal line joining the point Al0 to the point Af; in Sec. 115, 'll 
we presented some other considerations leading to the same for
mulas.

Example. Let us find the prim itive for the total differential 

du =  (2 xyz - f in  y)dx-\- (x 2z -f- y  ̂  dy -f (x*-y—2z) dz

where Af0(x0, y u, z0) is a
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In this case conditions (**) are fulfilled for the half-space y > 0 .  
As the initial point of integration we can choose, for instance, 
the point Mo(0 , 1, 0); this leads to

V 2
u(x, y, z) = § j d y + § ( x 2y — 2z)dz + C = x l n y + x 2yz— z!S + C 

1 0
Note that the origin (0, 0, 0) cannot be chosen as the initial 
point since it does not belong to the domain in question (the
functions P and Q are not defined at the origin). In Sec. 115,
II we applied another technique to solve this problem.

144. Application of Line Integrals to Problems of Mechanics 
and Thermodynamics.

I. Let us come back to the problem of computing the work of 
a field of force specified by an equation

F = P(x, y, z)l +  Q(x, y, z)\ +  R (x t y, z) k
If the projections P, Q, R of the force F on the coordinate 

axes satisfy the conditions
dP __ dQ dQ _  dR dR =  dP
dy dx * dz dy 9 dx dz '  '

and the field is defined in a simply connected domain the work 
of this field is expressed by the line integral

I P(x, y , z)dx+ Q {x, y, z )d y+ R (x ,  y, z)dz
L

independent of the path of integration. Such a force field is called 
potential. The function u(x, y, z) for which the expression P dx+  
-\-Qdy~\-Rdz is its total differential is called 
the potential1 of that field of force. Thus, in 
accordance with the results of Sec. 143, we. can 
say that the work in a potential field of force is 
equal to the potential difference between the ini
tial and terminal points.

Let us consider two simple examples.
(1) Field of gravitation. Let a material point 

of mass m move in a vertical plane under the 
action of gravitation. Take in this plane a Cartesian coordinate 
system with the axis Oy directed vertically downward (Fig. 204), 
Then the projections on Ox and Oy of the force of gravity acting 
upon the mass point are, respectively,
_________ P (x ,y )  =  0 and Q (x ,y )  =  mg

1 The potential is sometimes defined as u(x, y, z). To distinguish bet* 
ween these approaches the term potential function is sometfmes applied to the 
function u (at, yf z) but this terminology is not commonly used, and therefore 
in the translation of this book both terms are used synonymously.—Tr.

fay)

mg

Fig. 204
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where g  is the acceleration of gravity. The functions P and Q 
being constant, conditions (*) are obviously fulfilled (the right-hand 
and the left-hand members both turn into zero). Consequently, 
the work performed in the motion of the material point from a 
point M 0 (x0, y0) to a point M  (x , y) is given by the integral

(*. y) v
A — J mg dy =  mg  ̂dy =  m gy=m gyc

(*o. f/a) y0
The work is positive if y > y t), i.e. if the point moves downward, 
and is negative if it moves upward. The potential function u{x, t/) 
has the form

u(x, y) =  mgy +  C
The arbitrary constant C is usually chosen so that u(x, y)= 0

for y =  0. Then the potential of the force 
of gravity is the function mgy.

(2) Electrostatic field generated by a point 
charge. Let an electric charge +  q be placed 
at the origin. Then the force E with which 
it acts upon the positive unit charge pla
ced at a point M (x, y , z) is determined by 
Coulomb’s 1 law:

| E | ~ £

Where r = ) /x * + r /2 +  z2 is the distance from 
the point M  to the origin (here Coulomb’s 

law is written for vacuum in the system of units CGSE). The 
direction of the force E coincides with that of the radius vector 
OM. Therefore (see Fig. 205), we have

P =  |e | - c o s a —

«  =  | E | - c o s P = £ f ~ f  

f i - |E | - c o s v — ^ 7 = 7 r

Now, taking into account that

dr _______x_________ x dr _y_ dr _  z
~ d x ~  Y x ^ + tp  +z*  dy ~~ r ’ d z ~ T

we easily find the derivatives of the functions P, Q and R by

1 Coulomb, C. A. (1736-1806), a French physicist.
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applying the differentiation rule for a composite function:
dP______Zqxdr_  3qxy d Q _____3qy d r _____3qxy
dy r* dy rb ’ dx r* dx rb

etc.
We see that =  . The reader can readily check that the

other two conditions (*) are also fulfilled. These three conditions 
hold throughout the whole space except at the origin; the space 
with the point 0  (0, 0) deleted is an unbounded simply connected 
domain, and thus the field in question is potential in that domain. 
Let us find its potential function u(x, y, z). To avoid lengthy 
calculations note that

P(x, y, z )d x+ Q (x , y, z)dy-\-R(x, y , z)dz =  
dr . , dr . t dr 

_ x d x + y d y + z d z _ „  dx dy dz «Z _  „ dr _  ^ f  q \  
*=<7 p  V p  r )

which means that the function —y + C  serves as the sought-for
potential. Choosing C so that the potential vanishes at infinity 
we obtain

u(x, y, z) =  — f  =

Hence, the work of the forces of the electrostatic field performed 
in the motion of unit charge from the point M 0 (x0, y0, z0) to the 
point M (x , y, z) is given by the formula

A = - ± + ±  r ' r0
where r„ and r are the lengths of the radius vectors of the points 
Af0 and M. Both charges being positive, the work is positive as 
the distance between them increases (r >  r0) and negative as it 
decreases (r<r„).

II. Let us proceed to apply line integrals to some problems of 
thermodynamics.

In physics the state of a substance is understood as a collection 
of physical magnitudes completely specifying its physical proper
ties. In thermodynamics these magnitudes are usually the pressure p, 
the volume v and the absolute temperature T. Hence, in thermo
dynamics the state is specified by the values of these three mag
nitudes: p, o and T. But they .are connected by an equation (the 
so-called equation of state), and therefore the state is in fact 
specified by two quantities, for instance, by p  and v, the third 
magnitude T  being their function.

Every state can be represented geometrically by a point M (p, v) 
in the plane Opv, and therefore every process in which the state
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of the substance changes is described by a curve in this plane 
termed the thermodynamical diagram of the process. If the thermo
dynamical system returns to its initial state the process is termed 
a cycle; its diagram is a closed curve.

Let us consider an ideal (perfect) gas, that is, a gas obeying 
the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation of state:

p v = R T  {R — const)

We pose the problem of determining the amount of heat Q 
absorbed (or rejected) by gas in the process represented by a given 
diagram L. Consider an arbitrary infinitesimal portion of the 
curve L from a point M (p, v) to a point M l (p+dp, u -fdo) des
cribing “an infinitesimal” process, the amount of heat correspon
ding to this process being denoted AQ. By the first law of ther
modynamics, this amount of heat is expended on changing the 
internal energy of the particles of gas, that is, on changing the 
temperature by an amount dT, and on the work performed as the 
volume gains an increment dv. We can find the element dQ (the 
principal part of AQ linear with respect to dT and dv) assuming 
that the whole amount of heat transmitted to gas (or rejected by 
it) is the sum of the following two amounts: (1) an amount expen
ded on changing the temperature by dT  for constant volume v 
and (2) an amount expended on the expansion dv of the gas for 
constant temperature T. The former is equal to cvdT where ct is 
the heat capacity in an isochoric process (i.e. for v = const) of the 
volume v of gas and the latter is equal to pdv.

Consequently, for the corresponding choice of unit measures, we 
obtain

d'Q ~ c vdT +  pdv

where the prime- in the symbol d'Q indicates the fact that, as 
will be seen, this quantity is not a total differential.

In accordance with the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation we can 
write

d T ^ ^ d p + ^ d v  

On substituting this expression into the formula of d’Q we obtain 

d'Q =  cf v d p  +  c- z ± Z p d v

Let us discuss the physical meaning of the expression cv-~R. 
For constant pressure p {dp =  0) we find from the last two formulas 
that

dT =  ~ d v  and d’Q =  {cvJ{'R ) ^ d v
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d'Q = (cv +  R)dT

whence it follows that the coefficient in dT is nothing but the 
heat capacity in an isobaric process (i.e. for p =  const):

To find the desired amount of heat $  it only remains to integ
rate the expression of d’Q along the diagram of the process L :

In this case the conditions for path-independence of the integral 
are violated since

and, as follows from relation (*), cp*£cv. Thus, the magnitude Q 
essentially depends on the contour L, that is, Q is not a (single
valued) function of p and v. Our argument shows that the amount 
of heat absorbed (or rejected) by gas is not a single-valued function 
of the state and depends not only on the terminal state but also 
on the course of the process, or, in other words, on all the inter
mediate states leading to that terminal state. In particular, there 
may be absorption or rejection of heat in a cycle.

There is a special magnitude, the so-called entropy, introduced 
in thermodynamics (denoted S) which is defined as the integral

cv+ R  =  cp
(icp and cv are considered constant). 

Thus, ultimately.

(*)

d' Q = ^ vdP +  -$ P dv

Q = $ -$ -vdP + - $ P dv
L

L

where L is the 
For an ideal

diagram of the process, 
gas

and, since R T = pv ,  we obtain
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The element of integration in the latter integral is a total diBe- 
rential because

Thus, the entropy is a (single-valued) function of the state of the 
gas; its magnitude is independent of the course of the process 
leading from a given initial state to a given terminal state.

On integrating, we receive

S  — In Cpew ep
If the process is adiabatic (this means that Q =  const, d'Q=0 

and, hence, dS =  0 and S  =  const) then

or, equivalently,
pCvVcP — const 

p vk — const
Q

where A =  1. The latter relation is the equation of the dia-
cv

gram of an adiabatic process (the so-called adiabatic curve) for an 
ideal gas.

145. Line Integrals with Respect to Arc Length. Let f(x, y) be 
a continuous function in a plane domain D and let L be a smooth 
curve lying entirely in this domain. Break up the curve L into 
n parts, choose an arbitrary point (£*, q*) in each part and form 
the following integral sum:

2 f(£*, %)As* 0«= 1
where As* is the length of the kih  part of the line L, The dis
tinction between this integral sum and that leading to the line 
integrals with respect to coordinates is that in the former the 
values of the function are multiplied by the lengths of the arcs 
into which the curve is divided while in the latter they are mul
tiplied by the projections of these arcs on the corresponding coor
dinate axes.

Definition. The limit of integral sum (*),as n —*-oo and the length 
of the longest of the arcs into which the contour L is divided 
tends to zero, is called a Une in te g r a l  w i th  respect to arc 
leng th  (provided that the limit exists).

(As was mentioned in Sec. 138, such an integral is also termed 
a line integral of the first type.)

If this limit exists we write

lim S  f  (5*. *1*) As* =  J f  (x, y) ds
*=i L
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The properties of the line integral with respect to arc length 
are completely analogous to those of the definite integral, and we 
shall not enumerate them here. The computation of a line integ
ral with respect to arc length reduces to the computation of an 
ordinary definite integral. The rules for this reduction being ana
logous to those stated in Sec. 139, we confine ourselves to stating 
the final result:

The Computation Rule for a Line Integral with Respect to Arc 
Length. To transform a line integral

$ / ( * .  y ) d s
t

over a curve L  specified by parametric equations x = x ( t ) f 
y  z=.y (t) to an ordinary definite integral one should put

x = x { t ) ,  y = y ( t ) ,  d s = V x '* ( t ) + y '* ( t ) d t
in the element of integration and take the definite integral over 
the interval of variation of t  corresponding to the given path of 
integration.

This general transformation rule for a line integral with respect 
to arc length implies the corresponding rules for the particular 
cases when the equation of the contour of integration is written 
as y —y(x) or x= x(y ) .  In the former case we should put t = x  in 
the general formula and in the latter t —y.

If L is a piecewise smooth curve it should be broken up into 
smooth parts, and the integral over the whole contours should be 
computed as the sum of the integrals over these parts.

Example. Let us evaluate the integral

I  yds
L

where L is the arc of the parabola y*=2x  connecting its points 
(0, 0) and (4, VJ&). In this case it is convenient to represent the 
path of integration in the form of an equation solved with respect
to x: x - —-. Then x f= y ,  and the given integral goes into

1 -fp* dy = (l+g*)T \VT 26 
3 |o “  3

Line integrals with respect to arc length are particularly con
venient for solving the problem of determining the mass of a ma
terial line L (see Sec. 86, III) if the linear density 8 is specified 
not as a function of the arc length of the line but as a function 
of the coordinates x  and y  of the moving point M  of the line:

33—2280
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6 =  6 (x, y). Then the mass of the line is equal to J 6 (.t, y)is
L

(let the reader justify this formula).
Let us discuss a geometrical problem which is also readily 

solved with the aid of the line integral with respect to arc length. 
Let there be given a cylindrical surface G whose directrix is a 
line L in the plane Oxy and whose elements are perpendicular to 
that plane (Fig. 206). The problem is to compute the area Q ol

the part of the surface between the line 
L and a given curve Z,t on the same 
surface lying above/-. The -̂coordinate 
of the moving point M of the curve Lt 
is a function of the coordinates of the 
variable point P of the line L onto 
which it is projected (see Fig. 206):

*=/(*. y)
Let us take an infinitesimal element 

of arc length ds at an arbitrary point P 
of the line L. The part of the surface 
in question corresponding to ds is sha

ded in Fig. 206. The principal part (proportional to ds) of the 
area of this surface element is the area of the rectangle with base 
ds and altitude equal to the z-coordi- 
nate of the corresponding point M of 
the curve Z,,. Hence, the differential dQ 
of the sought-for area is

dQ — f {x, y)ds
The integration of this expression over 
the line L results in

y

Fig. 206

Q =  §f ( x ,  y)ds

Example. Let us determine the area 
Q of the lateral surface of the half of the elliptical cylinder

y  +  - y =  l , y ^ 0 ,  z ^ O , truncated by the plane z —y (seeFig. 207). 
We have

Q =  J z d s=  J yds

where L is the arc of the ellipse =  f/^ 0 -
Let us evaluate the integral. The contour of integration is rep

resented parametrically as x =  K 5 co s/, p =  3slnf, and, conse-
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quently,
71 71

Q = $ 3 sin t J/"9coss <-J-5sin4/d / =  3 $ sin t V 4 cos*t +  5 dt 
0 0

Putting cos t = u we find
i j

Q = 3  J ]/r4ui +  5du = 6  ̂yr4u* + 5du 
- 1 0

Now, using Integral 34 (with a — 2, b — Y 5) in the table of integ* 
rals at the end of the book we finally receive

Q = 3  [ u K 4 i I ^ + 4 l n |2 a  +  K 4 J I ^ | ] ^  =  3 ( 3 + 4 l n 5 )

The definition of the line integral with respect to arc length

I f(x , y, z)ds
L

taken along a space curve is analogous to that stated for the 
case of a plane curve, and we shall not dwell on it here.

It should be noted that the line integral

J Pdx +  Qdy +  Rdz
L

considered in Sec. 143 can always be written as an integral with 
respect to arc length. Indeed, according to the formulas given at 
the end of Sec. 68, we have

dx = ds cos a, dy =  ds cos|J, dz = ds cosy
where cos a, cos {5 and cosy are the direction cosines of the tan
gent vector T to the curve L and ds is the differential of arc 
length; the direction of the vector T is specified by the chosen 
direction of integration along the line L. On replacing dx, dy 
and dz by their expressions we bring the given integral to the 
form

J P d x + Q d y + R d z  =  J (P cosa -f- Q cos (1-f £  cosy) ds
L L

§2* .  Surface Integrals
146*. Fluid Flux Across a Surface. The Surface Integral.
We shall begin the study of surface integrals with considering a 

concrete physical problem. Suppose that there is a flow of fluid. 
The flow is said to be steady-state or stationary if the velocity of 
the particles of fluid flowing through any given point depends

33
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solely on that point and is independent of time. Consequently, at 
each point M (x , y, z) of the domain occupied by a steady-state 
fluid flow a velocity vector v(x , y , z) of the particles of fluid is 
specified or, in other words, a vector field of velocities of tb 
fluid1 is defined in this domain. The projections of the vector 
v(x, y, z) on the coordinate axes are functions of the coordinates 
of the point M, which can be written as

v =  P (x, y, z)i +  Q(x, y, z )j-f-R (x, y, z)k

We shall assume that the density of the fluid is constant and, 
Conditionally, equal to unity. Now we pose the problem of deter

mining the amount of flu id 
flowing in unit time through 
a given surface; it is of cour
se assumed that the particles 
of the fluid can pass freely 
through that surface. This 
amount of fluid is called the 
flux of the fluid across th> 
given surface.

Let us begin with the sim
plest case. Suppose that the 

velocity of the flow is the same at all the points: v=const. The flux 
of the fluid through the rectangle (see Fig. 208) placed in
a plane perpendicular to the velocity v is equal to the product 
of the area of the rectangle by the magnitude of the velocity, 
hence, denoting this flux by K , we can write

K  — S a,b,c,d, | v I
It is apparent that the same amount K  of fluid passes through 
the rectangle ABCD lying in a plane whose normal vector n forms 
an angle <p with the velocity v (see Fig. 208). If the area of the 
rectangle ABCD is denoted S  the relations jD,C,=Z)C and 
A lD1 — AD cos q> imply that Sy4|BiCiDi= S c o s 9 . Therefore we have

K  =  S  | v | cos cp =  Sv„
where v„ is the projection of the velocity v on the normal n. 
This formula applies not only to a rectangle but also to the flux 
K. of the fluid across an arbitrary plane area whose normal forms 
the same angle cp with the velocity v (see Fig. 209). If the area 
of such a plane figure is cr the area of its projection on a plane

1 The velocity field of a fluid flow is a concrete example of a general noticn 
of a vector field] another example of a vector field is a field of force which W2$ 
dealt with in Sec. 138 in connection with the problem oi computing the work 
performed in the motion of a material point. The general theory of vector folk 
will be considered in § 3 of this chapter.
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perpendicular to the velocity v is equal to trcos<p. 1 If a plane 
area is perpendicular to the velocity of the flow the flux is equal 
to the product of the area by the magnitude of the velocity.

Now we pass to the general case. Let there be a domain in 
which a field of velocities of a fluid, flow is specified by a vector 
function

v = P(x, y, z)\ +  Q(x, y, z)] +  R(x, y, z) k

Take an arbitrary surface S. To determine the flux across this 
surface let us break up the given surface into n parts of arbitrary 
shape and denote by Ao,, A<t2, . . . .  Ao„ 
the areas of these parts. Next we choose

Fig. 209 Fig. 210

an arbitrary point yh zt) on each part (Fig. 210). Con
sidering (approximately) each part as being plane and the velo
city of the fluid as being constant and equal to its value at the 
point Af,- within each part, we can write down an approximation 
to the fluid flow across the whole area:

K„ =  Aot | V! | cos <p, -f Atr2 | v21 cos q>, +  . . .  -f  Ao„ | v„ | cos <p„ =
n

— 2  Ac.-1V; I cos 9 ,
i=\

Here v,- is the (vectorial) value of the velocity at the point M { 
and <p(- is the angle between the normal n/ to the surface 5 at 
the point Mj and the velocity vector V/.

Noting that |v/|cos<p,- is the scalar product of the vector V/ 
by the unit normal vector we shall transform this approximate 
expression. Let a f, p, and yf be the angles formed by the normal 
n; with the coordinate axes (these angles depend of course on the 
point Af/). Then the unit normal vector at the point Af/ has the 
direction cosines cos a/, cosP/ and cosy,- as its projections. Conse
quently,

| V/1 cos <p/ =  P, cos ct/+ Q/cos P/ -1- Ri cos y, 
where Ph Q/ and R,- are the values of the corresponding func-

1 The whole area can be thought of as being divided Jnto a great number 
of small rectangles; since the formula Is valid for every such rectangle it also 
applies to the whole area.
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tions P, Q and R  at the point M t. Therefore
n

K„ =  2  (F /C osa,-f Q,-cos P/-f #/Cos*fr) Act, (•

Now, passing to the lim it as n —m» on condition that ever] 
elementary area A a,- contracts to a point we obtain the true va!̂  
of the fluid flux K'.

n
K = Iim  K„ — Ym 2  (/>/cos a,-j-Q, cos p , c o s  7/) Ao,

i *= 1
This limit is w ritten as

(P cosa-fQ cos p - f #  cosy)da
s

and called the surface integral (over the surface 5). The expressions 
P, Q and R and the direction cosines cosa, cosp and cos^ fn the 
element of integration are functions of the coordinates of the 
variable point M (x, y, z) of the surface S. In the particular case 
when 5  is a part of a plane the direction cosines are constant. 

For the sake of brevity, we shall use the notation

P cos cs-j-Q cos p R cosy= / (M)

where /(Af) symbolizes a function of the point M  on the surface 5.
Nov/ we proceed to the general definition of a surface integral 

abstracting from the concrete conditions of the problem. Let S 
be a smooth surface and /  (M) a continuous function of the vari
able point M  of the surface. The function f(M ) can be written 
as f(x , y, z) where x, y  and z are the coordinates of the point M. 
Dividing the surface S  into n parts as was done above we fora 
the integral sum

£  f m  Aa,
i =1

Definition. The lim it of the Integral sum as n —«• 00 and the 
diameter of each elementary part tends to zero is called an 
in te g ra l o ver  the  sa rva ce  S  (provided that the limit exists). 

If this lim it exists we write

lim 2 /  iM t).Act, =  $ $ /  (M) da =  $$ /  (x, y, z) da
1=1 s  s

If, for instance, the function f(x , y, z) describes the surface 
density of a mass distributed over the surface the integral is equal 
to the total mass of the material surface; if f(x, y, z) is a density 
of electic charge distribution the integral expresses the total charge
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carried by the surface. In the particular case when f(x, y, z ) = l
the integral is simply equal to the area of the surface S.1

s
147*. Properties of Surface Integrals. The general idea of the 

definition of the surface integral is quite analogous to that of the 
definition of the double integral. Therefore the assertions concer
ning the properties of double integrals enumerated in Sec. 129 
are extended without any essential changes to surface integrals of
the form f(M)do where f (M) is an arbitrary function defined 

s
on the surface S. But when the function/(M) is originally specified 
as /(M) =  P cos a +  Q cos p-f ftcosy where P, Q and R are given 
functions defined on S and a, p and y are the angles formed by 
the normal to the surface S with the coordinate axes there appear 
some peculiarities which we are going to discuss here.

Integrals of the form

SS(Pcosa +  Qcosp +  /?cosY)da (*)
s

are connected with the notion of the flux of the vector field 
P = P i - f  Ql +  RV, across the surface S (this will be discussed in 
Sec. 152) whose special case is the fluid flux 
considered in Sec. 146, and its peculiarities 
are connected with some specific features of 
the physical problem leading to (*).

The matter is that the normal to a surface 
has two possible directions (see Fig. 211). When 
we considered an approximation to the fluid 
flux through a given surface (Sec. 146) we N" 
tacitly assumed that all the normals n,- were Fig. 211
directed so that their tips were on one side 
of the surface S. In what follows we shall distinguish bet
ween the two sides of a surface S; this can be, for instance, 
thought of as one side of the surface S being painted red and 
the other side painted blue. Accordingly, we shall distinguish 
between the two opposite directions of the normal (shown as MN' 
and MN" in Fig. 211). Consequently, when speaking of an 
integral of type (*) we should distinguish between the two integ
rals depending on the definite side of the surface over which the 
integral is taken (i.e. over the “red” or “blue” side). It is clear

1 Here we proceed from an intuitive concept of area of a surface whose 
rigorous definition involves some sophisticated considerations and is dealt with 
in comprehensive courses of mathematical analysis. We do not state this defini
tion referring the reader to such courses. The formula for computing the*area 
of a surface specified by an equation z = f(x,  y) will be given in Sec. 148.
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that if the direction of the normal is changed to the opposite 
the direction cosines cosa, cosp and cosy change sign, which 
results in the change of the sign of the integral. Thus, integrals 
(*) taken over opposite sides of the surface S  have different signs. If 
the element of integration {P cos a  -f  Q cos 0 -f  R cos y) do is, lor 
brevity, again denoted by f(M ), the latter remark is expressed 
by the relation

where -f-S and —5  designate (conditionally) the two sides of the 
surface S.

We stress that there are physical problems of two types leading

integrand f  (M) is not connected with the direction of the normal 
to the surface S, and therefore the corresponding integrals do not 
depend on the choice of the side of the surface. Such are, lor 
instance, the problems of finding the mass or the charge distri
buted over a surface with given density 6. In problems of the 
other type the function f  (M) is of the form P c o sa - f  Q cosfl-f ftcosy 
and essentially depends on the direction of the normal; for instance, 
this is the case in the problem of determining the fluid flux; it 
involves the integrand f  (M ) =  P  cos a  - f  Q cos 4- R cos y which is a 
linear function of the direction cosines of the normal. Therefore 
in the latter problems we must stipulate the. side of the surface 
over which the integration is extended since the change of the 
side results in the change of sign of the integral1.

In conclusion let us discuss again the physical meaning of the 
sign of surface integral (*) in connection with the computation 
of fluid flux across a surface S. Suppose that a definite direction 
of the normal to S  is chosen. On different parts of the surface S 
the fluid can flow in different directions, that is, along the chosen 
normal or in the opposite direction. If the resultant flux K is 
positive the total amount of fluid flowing in the chosen direction 
exceeds that in the opposite direction, and if the flux is negative 
the former is less than the latter.

Remark. In our discussion we meant that the surfaces in ques
tion were such that it was possible to distinguish between their 
two opposite sides. Surfaces of this kind are termed two-sided.

1 The reader should note that a similar situation appears in the studv ot 
line integrals. For instance, the problem of finding the work of a force field is 
essentially connected with the direction of the tangent line to the contour of 
integration (drawn in the direction of motion) while the problem of computing 
the mass of a material line or of the area of a cylindrical surface (Sec. 145) li 
not connected with it.

to surface integrals problems of one type the
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If L is the boundary of a two-sided surface it is only possible to 
pass from one side to the other when L is intersected by the path 
of motion. But there also exist one-sided surfaces. An example of 
this kind is the so-called Mobius strip shown in Fig. 212. It can 
be obtained by taking a rectangular strip of paper and pasting 
its two opposite ends together after giving it half a twist (if they 
are pasted together without twist we obtain an ordinary cylindrical 
surface which is two-sided). It is easily seen that after we traverse 
the centre line of the Mobius strip the direction of the normal 
to the surface is reversed, which means that the surface is in fact 
one-sided. Hence, the Mobius strip cannot be painted so that its 
one side is red and the other blue! In what follows we shall always 
deal with two-sided surfaces.

If we have an integral (*) taken over a definite side of a sur
face 5  it satisfies condition (**). Hence, the theorem on splitting 
the surface of integration into parts should be stated for such 
integrals as follows:

I f  the surface S is divided into parts S t , S s,• . . . ,  Sk and the 
directions of the normals to these parts are chosen so that they are 
coherent with the direction chosen for the entire surface S the integral 
over the entire surface is equal to the sum of the integrals taken 
over the parts:

We shall often encounter surface integrals of type (*) taken 
over closed surfaces. For an integral over a closed surface we should 
distinguish between the outer and inner sides of the surface of 
integration. The outer side is usually called the positive side and 
the inner side is called negative. For integrals (*) over closed sur
faces we can state the following theorem analogous to the theorem 
on line integrals over closed contours (see pp. 490, 491):

Theorem. Let £2 be a spatial domain bounded by a closed sur
face S. If SI Is broken up into tt parts with the aid of closed 
surfaces 5 ,, St, . . . .  S k the integral taken over the whole sur
face S (for instance, over its positive side) is equal to the sum 
of the integrals taken over the corresponding (i.e. positive) sides

Fig. 212

SS/(M)da =  JS/(M)do+. . .  +  5S/(M)do
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of the surfaces S v  S t , ♦ Sk:

5 5, S, Sk

Proof. The right-hand side of this equality involves the integ
rations over both sides of each portion of the surfaces S„ 5,.......S,
lying inside the domain Q, and the sum of the corresponding 
integrals is equal to zero. Therefore there only remain the integrals 
over the parts of the boundary of the domain Q whose collection 
forms the entire surface S. Hence, the sum on the right is equal 
to the surface integral over the whole surface S, which is what 
we intended to prove.

148*. Evaluating Surface Integrals. Consider a surface inlegral

y , *)do
s

over a surface S  specified by an equation z =  z(x, y). It is suppo
sed that the function z ana the derivatives z'x and z’y are conti

nuous (such a surface is said to be 
smooth).

We shall show that in this case 
the computation of the surface in
tegral over the surface S is redu
ced to the computation of a doub
le integral over the domain D 
serving as the projection of the 
surface S on the plane Oxy (Fig. 
213).

Let us take an element of area 
dxdy  of the domain D and consi
der the corresponding element of 
area do of the surface S  projected 
on the former. Next we draw the 

normal n to the element do so that the angle y between this nor
mal and the axis Oz is acute. We shall assume, approximately, 
that the direction of the normal n remains invariable within the 
area do, which means that the surface element do is approximated 
by a portion of the tangent plane to the surface drawn through 
the point of application of the normal. Then, as was indicated in 
Sec. 146, we have

cos y do =  dxdy
According to the results of Sec. 119, the normal to a surface 

specified by an equation
z =  z(x, y)
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has the projections z'x, z'y and —1. Therefore, the cosine of the 
acute angle y between the normal and Oz is expressed by the 
formula

cos y = 1
V l+z'x+Zy

Thus, we have d.n — Y l  +  z'fdxdy, and

f(x , y, z )d o = f[x , y, z(x, y )]V  1 z‘*+ z'*dxdy
It follows from the latter equality that the “summation” of the 
expressions on the left, that is, the integration over the surface S, 
is equivalent to the “summation” of the expressions on the right, 
that is, to the integration over the domain D:

11 f ( x ,y ,  z ) <*«= $ $ z  {x,y)\V  i + z ' x + z ?  d x  dy  (*)
5 D

It may turn out that the given surface cannot be represented by 
an equation solved with respect to z but can be specified by an 
equation of the form {/ =  {/(*, z) o r*  =  *(</, z). Then, respectively, 
we can apply the same argument to the projections of the surface 
S  on the plane Oxz or Oyz. If the acute angles formed by the 
normal to the surface with the axes Oy and Ox are denoted |J and 
a  we can write the formulas

cos pda =  dxdz and cos a  do — dydz
Let the reader derive the corresponding reduction formulas for the 
integral over the surface to the corresponding double integrals in 
the case of the equations y — y(x, z) and x — x(y, z).

If the entire surface S cannot be represented by one equation 
expressing one of the coordinates in terms of the others we should 
divide the surface into parts for which such a specification is 
possible (as a rule, a surface admits of such a division) and find 
the desired integral as the sum of the integrals over the parts.

If the function f(x , y, z) in equality (*) is identically equal to 
unity we obtain the computation formula for the area of the given 
surface; denoting this area by the same letter S (used earlier for 
designating the surface itself) we can write

S = ^ V l  + z?+ z'*dxdy
D

In this formula z = z(x, y) is. the equation of the surface and D 
is its projection on the plane Oxy.

Example. Let us determine the area of the portion of the sur
face of the paraboloid of revolution 2z = x*+ y2 cut out by the 
cylinder xt+y* = Ri.
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In this case we have z'x =  x  and z'v= y; therefore 

5  =  J J y  l+ x ? + y 'd x d y
D

where D is the projection of that portion of the given surface on 
the plane Oxy\ tnis projection is the circle of radius R and centre 
at the origin in the plane Oxy. On passing to polar coordinates 
we obtain

art R

s  =  $ d(p § T dr= x  [(1+ 1]
0 0

Let us proceed to compute an integral of the form

z) cos a  +  Q (x, y, z) cos p - f  R (x, y, z) cos y] da
s

where cosa, cosj) and cosy are the direction cosines of the normal 
drawn to the side of the surface over which the integration is 
performed.

The form of the integrand indicates that it is convenient to 
evaluate this integral as the sum of the three integrals

5 5 ^cosarfcr, S S Q cospdo and 5$f?cosYdo 
s s  s

Let us begin with the integral

55 # (* . Hi z) cosy do 
s

Suppose that the surface S is specified by an equation z=z{x, u), 
that is, has the form shown in Fig. 213. We shall distinguish 
betv/een the upper side of this surface (i.e. the one to which the 
normal n in the figure is drawn) and its lower side. The angle 7 
is acute for the upper side and, as v/as mentioned above, we have 
cosyd a —dxdy. Consequently,

R (x, y, z) cos y d a = R  [x, y, z (x, y)] dxdy
and therefore

z) cos^Vdo =  5 5 R [X, y, Z (x, y)}dxdy (**)
s D

where D is the projection of the surface S  on the plane Oxy.
It is obvious that for the integral over the lower side of the 

surface we similarly obtain the expression

— z (x > y)]dxdy
D
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The other two integrals P cosado  and J J Qcospdtrarecom-
s s

puted analogously. It should only be taken into account that in 
the formulas

cos a do= dydz  and cosp do= dxdz
the angles a  and p are understood as acute angles between the 
normal to the surface and, respectively, the axes Ox and Oy. 
Therefore, when resolving the equation of the surface with res
pect to x or y  and passing to the corresponding equations 
x = x{y , z) or y = y (x , z) we obtain the formulas

SJ Q(x, y, z)cospdo =  $$ Q[x, y{z, x), z]dxdz
S D,

and
$$ P(x, y, z )cosado=  $$P[x(y , z), y, z]dydz 
s D,

for the integrals taken over the side of the surface S whose nor
mal is in the direction of Ox or Oy. These formulas are analogous 
to (**). If it is necessary to take the integral over the opposite 
side of the surface the signs of the double integrals in the last 
formulas should be changed to the opposite. The domains Dt and 
Dt in these formulas are, respectively, the projections of the sur
face 5  on the planes Oxz and Oyz.

If, when computing an integral of the type ^  P cos a  do,
s

f^ Q c o sp d a  or ^ Jp co sy d a , we see that it is impossible to 
s s

represent the equation of the surface in the required form (solved 
with respect to the corresponding coordinate) we should split the 
surface into parts for which such a representation is possible (pro
vided that such a division of the given surface exists) and take 
the sum of the integrals over these parts. It should also be noted 
that if the surface S  includes a portion of a cylindrical surface 
whose elements are, for instance, parallel to Oz, the integral
J^P co sy d o  taken over this portion is equal to zero since the 
normal is perpendicular to the element of the cylinder, and the
refore Y =  y  andcosv= 0 . The right-hand member of formula (**)
also turns into zero for such a portion because the projection of 
that portion of the surface on the plane Oxy is not a plane re
gion but a line having zero area. Hence, formula (**) remains 
valid in this case. Similar remarks can be made in connection 
with cylindrical parts of the surface with elements parallel to Ox 
or Oy.
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In accordance with what has been said, a surface integral e: 
the type we are discussing here is often written as

^  (P cos «  — Q cos p -j- R  cos y)da =  ^  P dy d z Q  dxdz-~R dxdy 
s  s

In comprehensive courses of mathematical analysis the integral 
on the right is defined with the aid ot some special integral surj 
and is termed a surface integral of the second type (an integral
J ̂  f  (M) da is termed a surface integral of the first type). We shall

not consider such integrals separately.
This form of the representation of the integral is convenient 

since it indicates directly on which coordinate plane the surfaces 
is projected when the integration in each ten: 

z* is performed.
Examples. (1) Let us evaluate the integral

^  xd yd z-sr dxdzjrxzrdxdy 
s

where S  is the outer side of the part of the 
sphere z* =  1 in the first coordinate
trihedral.

Let us denote the projections of the surfa
ce on the coordinate planes Oyz, Oxz and 

Oxy as Dlt Ds and D2, respectively (see Fig. 214). These are 
quarter circles of radius L Then we have

Fig. 214

a n d

/ t =  x d y d z =  J  ̂y  J—y*—z*dydz
s  o,

\ \ & * d z = \ \d x d z
S  D,

I3 =  ^ x z i d x d y — ^  x (\ —x*—y*)dxdy
$  D\

The second integral is simply equal to the area of the domain D„ 
i.e, to - j .  The first and the third integrals are computed by pass
ing to polar coordinates:

6
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and

Thus,

/ ,=  |  cos <pAp j  r (1 - r * )  rdr =  1 • ( £ - C )  £ =  yg
e «

I  J _ t  < T ___ J L - J -  — _____—  -U —
Jl  * * ' 4 ‘ 6 • 15 12 - 15

(2) Let us find the integral

/  =  55 zcosyda

where S is the outer side of the sphere x1 +  y * z *  =  I.
In this example the z-coordinate cannot be written as a single- 

valued function of x and y  for the whole surface of integration S. 
Let us break up the surface into two parts: the part S, lying 
above the plane Oxy and the part St below it. Accordingly, their 
equations are

z = V  1—x3—y1 and z — —Y 1—x*—y2 
Hence, we can write

7 =  55 z cosy da =  55 z cos yda -f 55 z cos y da
s  s i  s .

Let us pass to the corresponding double integrals. Since Sj is 
the outer side of the portion of the sphere above the plane Oxy 
and thus is its upper side, we have

zcosyd<j =  55V 1—Jf*—yt dxdy
s ,  D

where D is the circle The surface S t is the outer side
of the half-sphere lying below the plane Oxy and thus is its lo&er 
side; consequently,

5 5 zcosydo=  — 55—V 1—xJ—y-dxdy
S, D

where D is the same circle.
The final result is

/ = S J f  1—x*—y1 dx dy 5 5 ̂  l — xi—Pt d x d y = 2 ^ V  1 —x7—y tdxdy
D D D

The integral 55 V  1— x*— ytdxdy  being equal to half the volume
D

2 4of the ball of radius 1, i.e. to - jn ,  we obtain /  =  y n .
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149*. Stokes’1 Theorem. There is a formula for surface tnteg* 
rals analogous to Green’s formula for line integrals (see Sec. 140) 
reducing the computation of a surface integral over a surface S 
bounded by a contour L to a line integral round this contour 
(Fig. 215). This result is established in the following theorem.

Stokes’ Theorem. Let P ( x ,  y ,  z ) , Q (x , y ,  z)  and R (x ,y ,2) 
be three arbitrary functions continuous together with their partial 
derivatives in a three-dimensional domain. Then, for any smooth 
surface S  lying in this domain, we have

s ;  [ ( s - s ) « - « + ( S E - g ) « - » +
+  ( l ? - 3 ; ) C0Sv ] ‘,o==j  pax+Qdy+Rdz o

where cos a , cosjl and cosy are the direction cosines of the nor
mal to the surface S and L is its boundary.

Relation (*) expresses Stokes' formula.
In this formula the direction of integration round the contour L 

must be coherent with the orientation of the surface S  in the sense
of the following simple rule: when a 
person walks along the contour L on 
the chosen side of the surface S and 
traverses L in the direction of integ
ration the surface 5 must always re
main on the left (it is supposed that 
we use a right-handed coordinate sy
stem Oxyz; see Fig. 215).

Proof. The theorem is proved by 
reducing the surface integral first to 
the double integral and then, with 
the aid of Green’s formula, to the 
line integral. We shall begin with the 
case when the surface S is described 

by an equation z =  z(x , y). Let us assume that S  is the outer side 
of the surface. Under this condition, co sy >  0, and we can trans
form the surface integral

by taking into account that the vector with projections —zx, 
— z'y, 1 goes in the direction of the normal to tne upper side of 
the surface. The direction cosines being proportional to the cor-

1 Stokes, G.G. (1819-1903), an English mathematician and physicist.
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responding projections, we have
C O S p  —  Zu
cos v 1 Zy

Therefore cos P =  — z 'ycos y, and

, — S j ( § + ^ ^ ) cos ' ' dc

Let us reduce the latter surface integral to the double integral. 
To this end, the variable z in the integrand must be replaced by 
its expression in terms of x  and y  in accordance with the equation 
of the surface z =  z(x, y). Then the integrand is transformed to 
the expression equal to the total partial derivative with respect 
to y  of the composite function resulting from the substitution of 
z (*, y) for z into the function P (x, y, z). For we have

ry p [x• + T izv

Thus, the integral I is written as

D

where D is the projection of the surface S on the plane Oxy (see 
Fig. 215). Now we apply Green’s formula (Sec. 140) and pass to 
the line integral round the boundary Lt of the domain D:

/  =  JP [x , y, z(x, y)]dx
Li

The contour L, is the projection of the space curve L (bounding 
the surface S) on the plane Oxy, and the integration goes in the 
positive direction of L,. To complete our consideration it only 
remains to use the fact that, since the contour L lies on the sur
face S, the coordinates of its points satisfy the equation z — z{x, y), 
and therefore the values of the function P {X, y, z) at the points 
(x, y, z) of the contour L are equal to the values of the expression 
P[x, y, z(x, y)) at the points (x, y) of the contour L,. The pro
jections of the corresponding parts of the contours L and Ly 
(appearing as the contours are partitioned) on the axis Ox obviously 
coincide, and therefore the integral sums constructed for the line 
integrals of the function P over the contours L and with respect 
to the coordinate x coincide as well. Thus, the integrals are also 
equal:

S P[x, y, z(x, y )] d x = \p { x , y, z)dx
L| L

34-2280
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Hence

/ = §5 (iiicosP—% cosv ) do==fipdx M
S  I*

Arguing in the same manner as on page 493 we can show that 
the resultant formula is in fact applicable to surfaces of a more 
complicated shape which can be divided into a finite number oi 
parts such that formula (A) applies to each of them.

Using the same techniques we readily derive two more formulas:

( B )

' s  L
and

I I  ( f  c o s a - § c o s p ) d a  =  J y ? d Z (C)
S  L

To this end the equation of the surface should be written in the 
forms suitable for (B) and (Q . Let the reader derive these formulas.

On adding together equalities (A), (B) and (C) we complete the 
derivation of Stokes’ formula.

Stokes’ formula can be used for reducing an integral over a sur
face to the corresponding line integral round the boundary of the 
surface and, conversely, for reducing a line integral round a closed 
contour to the corresponding surface integral over a surface “pull
ed over” the contour of integration, that is, having this contour 
as boundary.

In Sec. 141 Green’s formula was applied to prove Theorem 1 on 
path-independence of a line integral over a plane contour. Stokes’ 
formula cah be similarly used for proving the path-independence 
theorem for line integrals over space curves (in Sec. 143 we did 
not present the proof of this theorem).

Consider the integral

^ P d x + Q d y + R d z  (♦)
We shall suppose that the equalities

dP _  dQ dQ _ d R  d R ^ d P  
dy ~  dx ’ dz ~  dy ' dx dz

are satisfied identically in a simply connected domain £2; then, for 
an arbitrary closed contour L in Q, we can take a surface with 
the contour L as boundary lying within the domain fi and apply 
Stokes’ theorem to prove that line integral (*) is equal to zero 
for any such contour L.

Conversely, let it be known that line integral (*) turns into 
zero for any closed contour L in Q. Suppose that there is a point
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Af0 (xv, yc, 2„) in the domain £2 for which the above equalities are 
violated; for definiteness, let

dQ dP 
dx dy =  11 > 0

at the point Af0. Let us draw through the point Af0 the plane 
z — z0 parallel to the plane Oxy. Then there exists a neighbour
hood of the point M 0 in that 
plane parallel to Oxy such that

^  >  0 at its every point.
For the plane z =  z0 we have 
dz — 0, cosa =  0, cosp =  0 and 
cos v =  1. Now, arguing by analogy 
with page 496, we conclude that 
there is a closed contour in Q such 
that integral (*) taken over it is 
nonzero, which contradicts the 
hypothesis. The theorem has thus 
been proved.

150*. Gauss-Ostrogradsky1 For
mula. In this section we shall investigate a relationship between a 
surface integral over a closed surface and a triple integral over 
the domain bounded by that surface.

Gauss-Ostrogradsky Theorem. If P(x, y ,  z), Q{x, y , z) and 
R(x, y ,  z) are three arbitrary functions continuous together with 
their partial derivatives in a bounded closed domain ft and 5  Is 
the surface bounding this domain2 we have

Q
[Pcoscc cos p + t f  cos Yl da

°s
n

where the integration is extended over the outer side of the sur
face S (cosa, cosp and cosy are the direction cosines of the outer 
normal to the surface S).

Relation (*) is known as the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula.
Proof. We shall begin with a spatial domain Q bounded by a 

closed surface S such that it has at most two common points with 
every straight line parallel to one of the coordinate axes Ox, Oy 
or Oz (see Fig. 216).

1 Gauss, K.F. (1777-1855), a great German mathematician. Ostrogradsky, 
M.V. (1801-1861), a noted Russian mathematician.

2 The precise statement of this theorem should include conditions similar 
to those in the footnote on p. 491.

341
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Let us.transform the triple integral

o
For this purpose we draw the cylindrical surface performing the 
orthogonal projection of the domain Q onto the plane Oxy. It 
touches the surface S along a curve L dividing S into two surfa
ces S, and S2 each of which is intersected by any straight line 
parallel to Oz at no more than one point. Let the domain D be 
the projection of the surfaces S x and 5 , (and of the domain fi) 
on the plane Oxy, equations z =  zt {x, y) and z — zx (x, y) represen
ting the surfaces Ss and S x. Performing in the triple integral the 
inner integration with respect to z we write it in the form

, = S S S ^ d x d ! , d x = S S dxd!l 1 ar*O D r ,  (2, y)
which leads to

1 =  SS R [*• y> 2»(*. y)]dxdy  — $ $ £ [* , y, zx(x, y)]dxdy
O D

The domain D being the projection of the surfaces St and 5, on 
the xr/-plane, the double integrals on the right-hand side express,
respectively, the irttegrals y, z) cosy da taken over the
upper sides of these surfaces (see Formula (**) of Sec. 148). Thus,

/  =  $$ P c o s y d o - J J  P c o sv d o = $ S  Pcosydo-j-JJ Rcosydo
+S4

Since the upper side of Sa and the lower side of S x form the outer 
side of the whole closed surface S we have

/  =  ^ ^ ~ d x d y d z  H cosy da (A)
a*' °s

The surface S serving as the boundary of the domain S2 may 
contain some cylindrical parts with elements perpendicular to the 
xy-plane; formula (A) applies to this case as well.

As in all similar cases in the foregoing sections, formula (A) 
also remains valid for domains of a more general form when these 
domains can be divided into subdomains satisfying the above 
requirements.

Arguing in a similar manner we readily derive the formulas 

l l l l i y d x d y d z  =  f f  Qcospdo (B)
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and

(C)a s
On adding termwise equalities (A), (B) and (C) we arrive at the 
Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula (*). The theorem has been proved.

The Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula makes it possible to replace 
a triple integral by the corresponding surface integral over the 
surface bounding the domain of integration and, conversely, to 
replace an integral over a closed surface by the corresponding 
triple integral over the domain bounded by that surface.

Example. Let us apply the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula to
compute the integral /  =  (* cos a -f-y cos p -fz  cosy) do where S

s
is the outer side of the sphere *2+ y2 +  zi =  R2.

By the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula, we have

/ =  $$$ (1 -f-1 +  \)dxdydz =  3V =  4nR3
Q

since the volume of a ball of radius R is equal to V = -j j i R3.

§3*.  Field Theory
151*. Vector Field and Vector Lines.
I. Vector field. The definition of a vector field is in many res

pects similar to the definition of a scalar field stated in Sec. 125; 
the reader is advised to reread § 4 of Chapter VII before starting 
to study this section.

Definition. If at each point P  of a domain D a definite vector 
is specified we say that there is a vector f i e ld  in the domain D.

We have already dealt with some concrete examples of physical
vector fields. In § 1 we considered a field of force and studied the
problem of computing the work of the field in the motion of 
a material point under the action of the forces of the field. In 
§2  we investigated the velocity field of a flow of a fluid and dis
cussed the problem of finding the fluid flux across a given surface. 
In §3  we shall consider some general problems concerning vector 
fields. As illustrative examples of vector fields we shall most 
often consider force fields (such as the field of gravitation, an 
electric or magnetic field and the like) and velocity fields of fluid 
flows. These examples will demonstrate a clear physical meaning 
of mathematical notions introduced in the field theory.

A vector field is completely specified if the vector A (P) cor
responding to each point P of the field is determined. We shall
begin with stationary fields for which the vector A (P) is time-
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independent and is only determined by the location of the poh1 
Let Ax, A v and Az denote the projections of the vector A iPt 
the coordinate axes. If the coordinates of the point P are. 
and z the vector A (P ) itself and its projections .are functicr. 
these coordinates1, and v/e can v/rite

A (P) =  AX (x, y, z) i - f  Au {x, y, 'z) j -f  Az (x, y, z) k

We shall always suppose that the functions Ax, Ay ar.d Az 
continuous together with their partial derivatives of the first 
second orders.

Let us consider some special types of vector field.
1. Homogeneous field. A vector field is called homogemu 

A (P) is a constant vector, i.e. Ax, Av and Az are constant - 
niludes.

An example of a homogeneous field is the field of gravita* 
studied in Sec. 144, Exam ple^.

2. Plane field. If there exists a Cartesian coordinate sys 
Qxyz in which the projections of the vectors of a field are it 
pendent of one of the variables x, y  and z and one of 
projections of the vectors is equal to zero the field is said to 
plane. For instance, such is the field determined by the iorc

A (P) =  Ax (x, y ) i  +  AtJ (x, y) j

Plane fields are often dealt with in the study of plane fluid f 
whose feature is that all the particles of the fluid move in 
planes parallel to a fixed plane, the velocities of the particle 
every point of any fixed straight line perpendicular to that pi 
being equal.

Let us discuss an important physical example. Consider a ri 
body in a rotary motion v/ith constant angular velocity a zb 
a fixed axis. We shall determine the field of linear velocilie- 
the points of the body.

As is v/ell known from kinematics, the linear velocity v 
equal to the vector product of the angular velocity a (whicl 
a vector lying in the axis of rotation v/ith length equal to 
absolute value <o of the angular speed and directed so that 
rotation of the body, v/hen watched from the tip of the vector 
is seen counterclockwise) by the radius vector r of the varia 
point M of the body:

v = o x r
In this formula the point of application of the radius vector 
can be taken at an arbitrary fixed point of the axis of rotati

1 In Sec. 70 v/e considered vector functions of one argument. In this mcI 
we are concerned v/ith vector functions dependent on three scalar argument!
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Choosing this point as the origin and drawing the z-axis along 
the axis of rotation (in the direction of the vector ©; see Fig. 217) 
we can find the projections of the vector v:

which implies

whence

o) =  (ok, r= x i-f  #j-f-zk

v
I j k
0 0 © =  —cay 1 -f ©xj
x y z

vx — —<oy, vv =  ax, vz = Q

Thus, this is a plane field.
If. Vector lines.
Definition. A vector line of a vector field Is a curve at whose 

every point the direction of its tangent coincides with the dire
ction of the vector of the field (Fig. 218).

Vector lines of concrete physical vector fields can be given a 
clear physical interpretation. For instance, the vector lines of a

stationary velocity field of a fluid flow are the so-called stream 
lines (flow lines) which serve, as the trajectories of motion of 
the particles of the fluid. For an electric field its vector lines 
are the lines of force of the field. For example, in the electric 
field of a point charge these lines are the rays issued from the 
point at which the charge is located. The vector lines of a magnetic 
field of a magnet (the lines of force of that field) are curves 
going from the north pole to the south pole. The study of the 
shape and disposition of the lines of force of electric, magnetic 
and electromagnetic fields is extremely important for physics.
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Let us derive equations of vector lines. Let a function
A (P) = Axi /f„j 4- Atk

specify a vector field (for the sake of brevity, we do not indicate 
the arguments x, y  and z the functions Ax, Av and At depend 
on). If a vector line is represented by parametric equations

x = x(t), y — y (t), z = z(t)
the projections of the direction vector of the tangent line to that 
curve are proportional to the derivatives x ' ((), y' (t) and z'(<) 
or, which is the same, to the differentials dx, dy and dz (see 
Sec. 68). Writing down the parallelism conditions for the vector 
A (P) and the vector with components dx, dy, dz directed along 
the tangent to the vector line we obtain

dx _  dy _  dz .
Ax ~  Av ~  At  U

Relations (*) are a system of differential equations of the family 
of vector lines of the field A (P). Systems of differential equations 
will be studied later (see Sec. 176), and- for the time being we 
can only consider vector lines of a field for some simple cases 
whose physical meaning allows us to judge upon the properties 
of the vector lines. We also note that if the field is plane, that 
is, if, for instance, At =  Q and Ax, Ay only depend on x and y, 
its vector lines are in, the planes parallel to the plane Oxy, and
their equations reduce to the form ~  =  —-./»x ** y

Example. Let us determine the vector lines of the field of 
linear velocities of a body rotating with constant angular velocity 
about Oz.

According to Example 1, the function representing this field 
is written as

A (P) =  —cor/l -|- u)x j
Fig. 217 clearly shows that the vector lines of this field are 
circles lying in the planes parallel to the plane Oxy with centre 
on the z-axis. The equations of these circles are

xi -\-y* = R, z =  20 =  const
In this case it is readily checked that the equality
holds. Indeed, the differentiation of the equation of the circle
yields 2xdx-\-2ydy — 0, that is, —  =  ̂ .  On multiplying the de-y x
nominators of this equality by <o we arrive at the desired result. 

152*. Flux of a Vector Field. Divergence.
I. Flux of a vector field. Let there be given a vector field

A (P) =  AxX -}- Ay\ -j- A zk
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Consider a surface S in this field on which a definite side is 
chosen1. Let n be unit normal vector to the chosen side of the sur
face at its variable point P; the projections of the vector n are 
its direction cosines, that is, cosa, cosp and cosy. Let us form 
the integral of the scalar product of the vector A (P) by the 
unit vector n over the surface S:

$$ A (P)ndo =  $J (Ax cos a  +  Ay cos jJ +  At cosy) do (*)
s  s

If A (P) is the velocity field of a fluid flow integral (*) expresses 
the flux of the fluid through the surface S. If A (P) is an arbit
rary vector field, integral (*) is called the flux of the vector field 
A (P) (or, briefly, the flux of vector A (P)) across the surface S; 
we shall denote it by the letter K.

Definition. The f lu x  o f  a  vector fie ld  across a surface is the 
integral of the scalar product of the vector of the field by the 
unit normal vector to the surface taken over that surface:

ffs= $ $ A (P )n rfo
s

Thus, the computation of the flux of a vector reduces to the 
computation of the corresponding surface integral. The definition 
implies that the flux K  of the vector field 
is a scalar magnitude. If the direction of 
the normal n is reversed, that is, if the side 
of the surface S is changed, the flux K  
changes sign. Since the scalar product of 
the vector A(P) by unit normal vector n 
is equal to the projection A„(P) of the 
vector A (P) on the direction of n the flux 
K  can be written in the form

K = $ $ A n(P)do
s

In particular, it follows that if the proje
ction of the vector A (P) on the normal 
is constant for a part of the surface, 
that is, A„(P) =  A„=const, the flux through this portion of the 
surface is simply equal to AnQ where Q is the area of that part 
of the surface.

Example. Let us compute the flux of the radius vector r across 
the lateral surface 5, of the right circular cylinder of radius R 
and altitude H with Oz as axis and centre of the lower base at 
the origin and also the flux across its upper and lower bases Sa

1 We only deal with two-sided surfaces S (see p. 520).
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and S, (Fig. 219). The vector n is the outer normal on all th 
parts of the surface of the cylinder.

The normal n to the lateral surface S, is parallel to the 
plane Oxy, and the projection rn is equal to R. Therefore,

/C ,=  SS Rdo = R-2nRH  = 2nR*H
SI

The outer normal n to the upper base goes along Oz, and r„=/f 
for it. Consequently,

K t =  \ \H d o  =  nR*H 
s.

Finally, for the lower base S3 we have r„ =  0 and /Cs =  0,
The case of an integral over a closed surface S bounding 

a domain Q is of particular interest. If the integral is taken over 
the outer side, that is, if n is the outer normal, we speak of a flux 
in the outer direction. For this case we shall denote the flux zs

K  =  ^ A „ (P )d o

Generally, in vector analysis and its applications integrals over 
closed surfaces and over closed contours are designated by the
symbols (jj) and <j). It should also be noted that in physics and

applied sciences surface integrals (and double integrals as their 
special case for plane surfaces) and even triple integrals are often
denoted by means of one sign of integration In these symbols 
the type of the integral is recognized by the notation of the 
domain of integration: ^ f(M )d s  designates a line integral,

L
 ̂f(M )d o  designates a surface integral and J f(M )dv a triple in- 

s a
tegral over a spatial domain.

If A (P) is a velocity field of a fluid flow the magnitude of the 
flux K  is equal to the difference between the amounts of fluid 
flowing out of the domain fi and flowing into it. If /C=0 these 
amounts of fluid are in a balance for the domain Q. For instance, 
the latter situation takes place for any domain isolated (men
tally) from the water flow in a river.

If the magnitude K  is nonzero, for instance, positive, the out
flowing amount of fluid from the domain Q exceeds the amount 
of fluid flowing into the domain. This means that there are sour
ces inside the domain Q generating the fluid. Conversely, if the 
magnitude/C is negative there are sinks (also termed negative sources) 
inside the domain where the fluid disappears.
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II. Divergence. Let us take a point P in a vector field A (P) 
and consider a closed surface S  entirely lying within the domain 
occupied by the field and containing the point P in its interior. 
Let us compute the flux of the field across the surface 5 and 
form the ratio of that flux to the volume V of the domain fl 
bounded by the surface S:

^ „ (P ) d o

V

For a fluid flow this ratio is equal to the amount of fluid gene
rated or disappearing within the domain in unit time related to 
unit volume; as we say, it characterizes the average (volume) 
source intensity’, if the flux across the surface S in the direction 
of outer normal is negative we speak of the sink intensity.

Now let us find the limit

lim
»A„(P)*r

V

of this ratio as the domain Q is contracted to the point P and 
its volume V tends to zero. If this limit exists and is positive 
we say that there is a point source of fluid at the point P\ if 
the limit is negative we speak of a sink at the point P. The 
magnitude of this limit characterizes the source or sink intensity 
at the point P. In the former case the fluid is generated in any 
infinitesimal volume containing the point P inside it and in the 
latter case the fluid disappears in every such volume. The limit 
itself is called the divergence of the vector field at the point P.

Definition. The divergence  of a vector field A (P) at a point P  
is the limit of the ratio of the flux of the vector field across 
a closed surface enclosing the point P  to the volume of the do
main bounded by the surface on condition that the surface is 
contracted to the point P.

The divergence is denoted by the symbol div A (P). Thus,

§A,(P)<fo 
div A (/,) =  lim —— ^------

where the limit is computed on condition that the surface S is 
contracted to the point. P.

We shall prove that under the • requirements imposed on the 
field (i.e. the continuity of the functions Af , Av, At and of their 
first and second partial derivatives) the divergence of the field, 
that is, the above limit, exists for every point of the field. We
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shall also compute the divergence which, as should be stressed, 
is a scalar magnitude.

Theorem. The divergence of the vector field
A {P )= sA x\ +  A v) +  A t k

at a point P  is expressed by the formula

d l v A ( / > ) = ^ + ^ + ^

where the values of the partial derivatives are taken at the point P.
Proof. By Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula (see Sec. 150), the flux K 

of the vector field through a closed surface S  enclosing a given 
point P is representable in the form

<j|> A„ (P) da =  (Ax cos a  -f- Ay cos p +  cos T) do = 

a
where Q is the neighbourhood of the point P bounded by the 
surface S. Using the mean-value theorem (see Sec. 133) we can 
write the triple integral on the right as the product of the vo
lume V by the value of the integrand at an intermediate point P, 
of the domain Q:

dAj,
dy

^ ) d x d y d z = ( ^ dAv
dy V

When the domain Q is contracted to the point P the point P: 
tends to the point P, and we obtain

d ivA (P ) =  lim
p,-+p

6AX ■ My ■ BA,
dx ' dy ' dz

which is what we had to prove.
Using the expression obtained for the divergence we can restate 

the Gauss-Ostrogradsky th eo rem y ^ -^ ’iows:
The flux of a vector field thro/; " vised surface in the direc

tion of the outer normal is • ! 
vergence of the field over the -

f  A.(P)Oc

triple integral of the di- 
bounded by this surface:

\  (P) dv

tion expresses ti ogradsky f- or

locity field of fl vector for >$•
« theorem ex >bvious f.
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across a surface is equal to the resultant intensity of all the sour
ces and sinks enclosed by the surface, that is, to the amount of 
fluid flowing out of the domain bounded by the surface or flowing 
into it in unit time. (If the intensity of sinks exceeds that of 
the sources the fluid disappears within the given domain.) In par
ticular, if the divergence is equal to zero at all the points the 
flux through any closed surface is equal to zero.

Examples. (1) Consider a homogeneous field
A(P) =  ai+f>j+ck

where a, b and c are constants. It is obvious that the divergence 
of this field is identically equal to zero:

div A (P) =  0
If all the particles of fluid have the same velocity, that is, if 

the fluid undergoes a plane-parallel displacement, there must be 
neither sources nor sinks in that flow. Accordingly, the fluid flux 
across any closed surface is equal to zero for such a motion.

(2) Let us compute the divergence of the field of linear veloci
ties of a rotating body (see Example 1 of Sec. 151). This field 
is written

v =  —<oyi -f cox]
and its divergence is

divv =  2^ > + ^  =  0dx ' dy

If we imagine a volume of fluid rotating as a rigid body it beco
mes clear that there are no sources and sinks in such a flow.

(3) Let us find the divergence of the radius vector r. We have
r= x H -0 j-fz k

and therefore

<"” - * + * + * - *

Each point of this field serves as a source of constant intensity. 
Using the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula in vector form we imme
diately find that the flux of the radius vector r through any closed 
surface is three times the volume bounded by the surface:

K = ^ 3 i V = 3 V
Q

111. Properties of the divergence. When computing the divergence 
it is convenient to use its general properties enumerated below.

1. div[C1A ,(PH -C 2A2(P )]=C 1divA, (P) +  C*div At (P) where 
Cx and C, are scalar constants.
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shall also compute the divergence which, as should be stressed, 
is a scalar magnitude.

Theorem. The divergence of the vector field
A (P ) =  A xi +  A vj +  A z k

at a point P  is expressed by the formula

d l v A ( P ) = * j U - + ^ '+ $

where the values of the partial derivatives are taken at the point P.
Proof. By Gauss*Ostrogradsky formula (see Sec. ISO), the flux K 

of the vector field through a closed surface S  enclosing a given 
point P is representable in the form

An (P) da =  <jj) (Ax cos a  -f- Ay cos p +  Az cos y) da —

=N$(%-+w+i&)dxd*‘ka
where Q is the neighbourhood of the point P bounded by the 
surface S. Using the mean-value theorem (see Sec. 133) we can 
write the triple integral on the right as the product of the vo
lume V by the value of the integrand at an intermediate point Pj 
of the domain £2:

dAy
dy V

When the domain Q is contracted to the point P the point Pt 
tends to the point P, and we obtain

d ivA (P ) =  lim
pt -+p

dAx , M y  , dAt 
dx ' dy dz

which is what we had to prove.
Using the expression obtained for the divergence we can restate 

the Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem as follows:
The flux of a vector field through a closed surface in the direc

tion of the outer normal is equal to the triple integral of the di
vergence of the field over the spatial domain bounded by this surface:

|>  An (P) da  s  J  J  J  div A (P) d v

This relation expresses the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula in vector 
form.

For a velocity field of fluid flow the vector form of the Gauss- 
Ostrogradsky theorem expresses the obvious fact that the flux
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across a surface is equal to the resultant intensity of all the sour
ces and sinks enclosed by the surface, that is, to the amount of 
fluid flowing out of the domain bounded by the surface or flowing 
into it in unit time. (If the intensity of sinks exceeds that of 
the sources the fluid disappears within the given domain.) In par
ticular, if the divergence is equal to zero at all the points the 
flux through any closed surface is equal to zero.

Examples. (I) Consider a homogeneous field
Pi(P) — a\+b)-\-ck

where a, b and c are constants. It is obvious that the divergence 
of this field is identically equal to zero:

div A (P )s O
If all the particles of fluid have the same velocity, that is, if 

the fluid undergoes a plane-parallel displacement, there must be 
neither sources nor sinks in that flow. Accordingly, the fluid flux 
across any closed surface is equal to zero for such a motion.

(2) Let us compute the divergence of the field of linear veloci
ties of a rotating body (see Example I of Sec. 151). This field 
is written

v =  —(OJ/l+tDxJ
and its divergence is

divv =  ̂ = ^ + ^  =  0dx 1 dy

If we imagine a volume of fluid rotating as a rigid body it beco
mes clear that there are no sources and sinks in such a flow.

(3) Let us find the divergence of the radius vector r. We have

r = * i - f  t/j-fzk
and therefore

Each point of this field serves as a source of constant intensity. 
Using the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula in vector form we imme
diately find that the flux of the radius vector r through any closed 
surface is three times the volume bounded by the surface:

« = n s 3‘“ ' = 31'0

111. Properties of the divergence. When computing the divergence 
it is convenient to use its general properties enumerated below.

1. div[C,A, (P)+Ct\ t (P)]=Ct div A, (P )+ C 4div Ae (P) where 
Ct and C, are scalar constants.
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For, if the projections of the vectors A, (P) and A,(P) are de
noted, respectively, A lx, Aly, A lt and A tx, Aiyt Atzt we have

=  ( M lx +  CtAtx) i +  (CtA lv+ C tJlty) j +  {CXAU+ CtAtz) k 

Therefore,

div [Ct A, (P) +  Ct A, (P)] =  C, ^  +  C W -  -  SA-
dx •c, n/

%
_ Wtti
c-t f +

+  C1^ + C , ^ ' = C l d ivA 1</>) +  C,div A,(P)'* dz

2. Let A (P ) be a vector function specifying a vector field and 
u(P)  a scalar function specifying a scalar field. Then

div [u (P) A (P)] =  u (P) div A (P) +  A (P) grad u (P)

Indeed, we have

whence
u (P) A (P) =  u<4xl -f  -f uAzk

div [u (P) A (P)J =
d(“Ay) 0(ttAJ  

‘ dz

Since the gradient of u is expressed as +  +  the
expression in the second bracket is the scalar product of the 
vector A(P) of the field by the gradient of the function u (P); the 
formula has been proved.

In particular (see Example 3), we have

div ur =  3 u + rg ra d  u

153*. Circulation and Rotation of a Vector Field.
I. Circulation. Let there be a vector field described by the for

mula
A (P) =  Axi +  Ay] +  Azk

Take a curve L in the domain occupied by the field and choose 
a definite direction on it. We shall denote by ds the vector going 
along the tangent to the curve L in the chosen direction and having 
the absolute value equal to the differential of arc length ds. Then 
(see Sec. 68) we have

ds — dx i +  d y\+ dzk 
Let us consider the line integral of the scalar product of the
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vectors A (P) and ds taken along the curve L:

\  \ (P)d$  =  J Ax d x + A ydy + At dz (*)
L L

If A (P) is a field of force integral (*) expresses the work of the 
field performed when the material point moves in the curve L 
(see Sec. 143).

If A (P) is an arbitrary vector field and L a closed contour, 
integral (*) is termed the'circulation of the vector field A (P) (or, 
simply, of the vector A (P)) over the contour L,

Definition. The circulation o f  a vector f ie ld  A (P) over a 
closed contour L is the line integral of the scalar product of the 
vector A (P ) by the vector ds tangent to the contour taken round 
that contour.

Since the scalar product A(P)ds is equal to As (P)ds where 
At (P) is the projection of the vector A (P) on the direction of 
the tangent line to the contour and ds is the differential of arc 
length the circulation can be written as the line integral with 
respect to arc length (see Sec. 145):

§  A, (P)ds
L

We remind the reader that if the element of integration in the 
integral (*) is a total differential and the vector field occupies a 
simply connected domain £2 (see p. 505) 
this integral turns into zero for any closed 
contour (see Sec. 143).

For an arbitrary vector field the circula
tion is a number dependent on the con
tour L. For instance, if there are closed 
vector lines in the given vector field (see 
the example on p. 536) and the contour L 
coincides with such a vector line (in its 
position and direction) we have AS(P) = ' x  
= |A (/3)|, and, consequently, the circula- Fig. 220
tion must be a positive number as integ
ral of a positive function. If the direction of integration is chan
ged to the opposite the circulation becomes negative. If L is not 
a vector line then, the closer the directions of the vectors of the 
field A (P) to the directions of the tangents to the vector lines, 
the greater is the value of the circulation.

Let us compute the circulation of the vector field of linear ve
locities of a rotating body (see Sec. 151)

v  =  —  ayi - f -  M j r j
over an arbitrary contour L lying entirely in a plane n whose normal
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vector n forms some angles a , p and v with the coordinate axes 
(see Fig. 220). The direction in which the contour L is traversed 
is coherent with the direction of the normal n (as in Stokes’ the
orem; see Sec. 149). Using the definition of circulation we find 
that for such a contour it is equal to

(ft— aydx-j-axdy
L

To compute this integral we apply Stokes’ theorem: 

ca (ft—y d x + x d y  = ©  SS2dxdy
L D

where D is the domain bounded by the contour L in the plane II. 
The integration goes over the upper side of the plane II, and there
fore we have dxdy =  cosy da (see Sec. 148). Thus, since cosy=const, 
we obtain the expression

2co cos y ^  da =  2© cos yS
D

for the circulation where S is the area of the domain bounded by 
the contour L. Now, note that ©cosy is equal to the projection 
©„ of the vector © on the direction of the vector n. Therefore we 
arrive at the following expression for the circulation:

(ft — (ay dx -f- (ox dy =  2a>nS
L

(If L is a circle of radius R  the circulation is equal to 2(o„nR‘.)
The latter formula implies that if the plane n  is rotated, that 

is, if the angle y is changed, the value of the circulation becomes 
variable. It attains its greatest value for y = 0, that is, for the 
plane II parallel to the plane Oxy with normal vector n parallel
to the angular velocity ©. If y —y , i.e. if the normal to the plane
is perpendicular to the vector ©, the circulation turns into zero.

It is also clear that if we choose the other side of the plane II 
the vector n changes its direction to the opposite and the pro
jection ©„ becomes negative. Hence, in this case the circulation 
is also negative.

Let us discuss the physical meaning of the circulation of a vec
tor in the case when A (P) is a velocity field of fluid flow. For 
the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the contour L is a 
circle lying in a plane. Suppose that this circle is the periphery 
of a turbine with plane vanes parallel to the axis of the turbine 
(this fixed axis about which the turbine can rotate is perpendi
cular to the plane of the turbine and passes through its centre).
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If the circulation is equal to zero the turbine remains motionless 
since the resultant of the forces acting upon it is equal to zero. 
If the circulation is nonzero the turbine rotates, and, the greater 
its value, the higher the angular velocity. For instance, if the 
fluid rotates as a rigid body about the z-axis and the axis of ro
tation coincides with the axis of the turbine then, as has been 
shown, the circulation is equal to 2©S where S  is the area of the 
turbine. Hence, the ratio of the circulation to the area of the 
turbine is twice the angular speed and is independent of the di
mensions of the turbine.

If the axis of the turbine forms an angle with Oz this ratio 
decreases: it becomes equal to 2©„ where <o„ is the projection of 
the vector e> on the axis of the turbine. Finally, if the axis of 
the turbine is perpendicular to the axis of. rotation of the fluid 
the turbine is obviously in the state of rest.

For an arbitrary vector field the ratio of the circulation over a 
plane contour L to the area S bounded by the contour is a vari
able quantity. To characterize rotational properties of a vector 
field at its point P it is natural to form the ratio of the circu
lation over a plane contour L enclosing the point P to the area S 
bounded, by the contour and consider the limit of this ratio as the 
contour L contracts to the point P remaining in the fixed plane:

We shall show that this limit depends solely on the choice of 
the point P and on the direction of the normal to the plane in 
which the contour L lies. In this construction the direction of the 
normal must be coherent with the direction in which the contour 
is described: if the contour is watched from the terminus of the 
normal it is described counterclockwise. In order to compute this 
limit we transform the expression of the circulation with the aid 
of Stokes’ formula (see Sec. 149):

where cos a , cosJ3 and cosy are the direction cosines of the nor
mal n and D is the plane region bounded by the contour L. By 
the mean value theorem, the last integral is equal to the product

35— 2280"  '

lim -t
S

<j> At ds =  (j) Ax d x + A yd y + A edz =
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of the value of the integrand at a point P, of the domain D 
by the area S  of this domain.

When the contour L is contracted to the point P the integrand 
tends to its value assumed at the point P. Therefore we obtain

where the values of the partial derivatives are taken at the 
point P. The right-hand side of this relation is a scalar product of 
two vectors: of the unit normal vector n to the plane of the con
tour L (its projections on the coordinate axes arecoso, cosfland 
cosy) and the vector with projections

The latter vector is called the rotation (or curl) of the vector field 
A (P) (or, simply, of the vector A (P)) and is denoted rot A(P) 
(or curl A(P)).

II. Rotation of a vector field and its properties.
Definition. The rotation  of a vector field •

The projection rot„ A (P) of the vector rot A (P) on an arbitrary 
direction n is equal to the limit of the ratio of the circulation 
of the vector field A (P) over a contour enclosing the point P and 
lying in the plane passing through the point P and having the 
vector n as normal to the area bounded by the contour, on con
dition that the contour is contracted to the point P in that fixed 
plane. This limit attains its greatest value when the directions of 
the normal n and of the vector ro t.A (P) coincide.

Using the definition of the rotation we can restate Stokes’ the
orem as follows:

The flux of the rotation of a vector field through a surface S 
is equal to the circulation of the vector field over the boundary 
of the surface:

d A z  d A . .  d A x  d A z  . d A v  d A x

~dy d z  ’ Tz I F  aIld ~3x d y

A (P )= rA xi +  A v) A*k 
is the vector (vector field) specified by the formula

J J rot„ A (P) rfo a= (j) A ,(P ) ds
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The latter relation expresses Stokes’ formula in vector form.
It follows that the fluxes of the rotation across any two surfa

ces of the type of S having a given contour L as boundary are 
always equal.

Let the reader verify the following property of the rotation of 
a vector field:

rot IC A  (P) +  C A  (P)] = C, rot A, (P) +  C, rot A, (P)
where C, and Ct are scalar constants.

We shall also prove that if u{P) is a scalar function and A(P) 
a vector function then

rot «A =  u rot A + (grad a x  A)
To this end we shall show that the projections of the vectors on 
the left-hand and right-hand sides of this relation on the coordi
nate axes coincide. For definiteness, let us take the axis Ox. Since 
the projections of the vector uA on the axes Ox, Oy and Oz are 
uAx, uAy and uAz, we have

duAt  duAv fdA z dAv\  /  „ du ,  du\
= - 3 r - T T '- '« ( V - K - ) + A> * )

The first term on the right is nothing but urotxA. Since

I i k
gradaxA  = du du du 

dx dy Hz
A x Ay Az

(grad a x  A)x =- A  du— A du 
~H*dy Hvdz

the latter expression being the second term on the right-hand side 
of the desired formula. The equality of the projections on the 
other coordinate axes is proved similarly..

154*. Hamiltonian1 Operator. Repeated Application of the Ha
miltonian Operator to a Vector Field. The fundamental notions of 
gradient, divergence and rotation introduced in vector analysis can 
be represented in a convenient form by means of a special, sym
bolic vector operator V (introduced by W.R. Hamilton) called 
nabla or del or the Hamiltonian operator. It is defined by the 
formula

1 Hamilton, W.R. (1805-1865), an Irish mathematician*

35*
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where ^  and ^  symbolize the differentiation with respect tc

x, y  and z. The m ultiplication of ^  by an expression (scalar c:

"vector) is understood as the differentiation of this expression will 
respect to x ; the symbols and ^  are used similarly.

Let us enumerate the operation rules for this vector operator 
1. The product of the vector tiabla by a scalar function u(P) n 

suits in She gradient of this function:

T“ =  ( s l + | ; i + s k) “ = s l + | i + l k“ 6rad“

2. The scalar product of the vector V by a vector function A(P) 
results in the divergence of this' vector function:

’ ' A (p ) = ( s 1 + | i  + 1 k)  w + AA + A*k> =
dAx dAv dAT 

= ~dx + ~ d yJ r ~dz ~  ̂ 1V A ̂
3. The vector product of the vector V by a vector function A (P) 

is equal to the rotation of the vector field A (P):

(dA,
V dy

V X A (P) =
i

d_
dx
A r

d_
dy

k
d_

dz
A,

dAv\  (d A x dAx \
t )  i +  \ ~ d f~ ~ d T J  l +  { u r - H i )  ^ I A ( P )

Thus, operations involving the vector nabla are performed ac
cording to the ordinary rules of vector algebra under the conven-° Q ft ft
tion that the multiplication of ^  and ^  by an expression is
understood as the differentiation of this expression with respect to 
the corresponding variable.

The operations of computing the gradient, the divergence and 
the rotation of a given field only contain partial derivatives of 
the first order of the scalar functions involved, i.e. the given scalar 
fields and the projections of the given vector fields.

The operator 7 can also be applied repeatedly to a given field. 
Let us discuss the repeated operations involving V.

Let u(P)  be a scalar field. The application of the operator V to 
this field results in its gradient grad u. The vector grad u forms 
a vector field, and we can compute its divergence and rotation 
(div grad a and rot gradw).
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If we have a vector field A(P) =  Axi +  Avi-}-Atk the application 
of the operator V generates two new fields: the scalar field div A(P)  
and the vector field rot A (P). Therefore, the operator V can be 
applied repeatedly to obtain the gradient of the former field, i.e. 
grad div A (P) and the divergence and the rotation of the latter 
field, i.e. d ivrotA (F) and rot rot A (P).

Thus, we have five operations involving repeated application of 
the vector operator V. Among them the most important role is 
played by the following three operations which we shall discuss 
in more detail: div grad u, rot grad « and div rot A (P).

(a) For the operation div grad u we have
.. _ , „  d ra  ,  ( P o  ,d.vgrad 0 = ^  +  5 ? + 35s

Indeed, the gradient of u is given by the formula grad « =  
~  §£ * i On forming the divergence of the vector grad u
we arrive at the desired equality. Its right-hand side involves the 
operator called the Laplacian1- operator and deno
ted A; its application to a function u results in the expression

x  &u . d*u t &*u
A u = d * + d f ~ r &r 

Using the symbolic vector V we can rewrite the expression of 
d ivgradu= A « as

div grad u — An= V • (Vu) =  V*u
This notation (V*=A) of the Laplacian operator is also commonly 
used.

(b) For any scalar field u we have the identity
rot grad u = 0

The identity is readily checked: in this case every component 
of the rotation is the difference of two mixed partial derivatives 
of the second order of the function u only differing in the order 
of differentiation and therefore is equal to zero; for instance,

rot,padU= ! ( ! ) - l ( g ) = 0
To memorize this property it is convenient to - write it down in 
the form

rot grad t l=  V X (Vu) =  (VX V)« = 0
using the vector V. Then it becomes (formally) coherent with the 
rule that the vector product of two equal vectors is always zero.

1 Laplace, P.S. (1749-1827), a French mathematician and physicist.
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(c) For any vector field A (P) we have the identity
div rot A (P) =  0 

Indeed, the divergence of the rotation of A (P) is computed i:

d iv ro tA (P ) =  ! ( f - £ ' ) + ^ 4 - | S U
d (d A y  

' d z \ d x  ~
dA:
cy

&*Ag PA,
aydx in  dx 1 in d y  Ox by

&AX
* y

? A t  ,

(AAy &a x 
‘ dx in  dydz

the latter expression being identically equal to zero since lb* 
mixed partial derivatives involved mutually cancel out.

Using the operator V we can write this relation as
div rot A (P) =  V-(VXi4) =  0

In the latter form this identity is (formally) coherent with fb» 
rule that the trip le  scalar product of three vectors among which 
two vectors coincide is always equal to zero.

The other two operations grad div A (P) and rot rot A (P) invol
ving repeated application of V are used less frequently. Wes hall 
not write down their expressions in terms of the projections of tb* 
vector A (P) and confine ourselves to indicating the following 
relationship between them:

rot ro t A (P )= grad div A (P)—AA (P)
where AA (P) =  A/4xi - f  -}-A.4zk (A in the expression AAffy 
symbolizes the Laplacian operator applied to the vector field A (P)).

155*. Properties of Some Vector Fields. In this section we shall 
discuss some properties of the simplest vector fields for which 
divA (P) =  0 or rot A (P) =  0 or both the divergence and the rota
tion are equal to zero.

I. Potential field. A vector field
k{P )  =  Ax\ +  A j  +  Axk  

is said to be potential i f  there is a function u (x, y, z) such iked

A o x '
du <

’ d y 1 1 cz n

or, which is the same, A =  grad u.
The function u(x, y, z) is called the potential or the potential 

function of the vector field u (see Sec. 144).
By Formula (b) of Sec. 154, v/e have

rot A =  rot grad u =  0
for such a field. Thus, the rotation of a potential field is identi
cally equal to zero. That is why v/e call the velocity field of z
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fluid flow irrotaiional when this vector field is potential; in such 
a flow there are no vortices in the fluid. In a potential field the 
circulation over any closed contour is equal to zero.

The work of a potential field (see Sec. 144) is equal to the 
potential difference between the initial and terminal points of the 
trajectory of motion of the particle:

<0)
$ Ax dx-\-Aydy-\- Agdz — u(B)— u (A)

(A)

The investigation of a potential field is simpler compared with 
the case of a field of general structure since the former is comple
tely determined by one scalar function (i.e. by its potential 
u(x, y, 2)). The projections of a potential vector field A (P) on the 
coordinate axes are equal to the partial derivatives of the poten
tial function with respect to the corresponding coordinates. In the 
general case a vector field A (P) is determined by three scalar 
functions (the projections of the vector A (P) on the coordinate axes).

If a vector field occupies a simply connected domain the results 
of Sec. 143 make it possible to find out whether it is potential 
or not. Namely:

I f  a vector field A (P) occupies a simply connected domain and 
the rotation of the field is equal to zero (rot A(P) =  0) at all the 
points of the domain the given field is potential.

Indeed, if rot A(P) =  0 then there hold the equalities 
dAg_dAy dAx _  dAz . My dAx 
dy dz ' dz dx n dx dy

Consequently, there exists a function u(x ,y ,  z) whose total diffe
rential is

du =  Ax dx -f- Ay dy -f- At dz
which is equivalent to grad« =  A(P); hence, u[x ,y , z )  is a poten
tial function of the field.

It should be noted that if a vector field is defined everywhere 
with the exception of some separate points its domain of defini
tion is simply connected; hence, if its rotation is equal to zero 
the field is potential.

An example of a nonpotential field occupying a multiply con
nected domain and having the rotation identically equal to zero 
will be considered in Sec. 156, II.

II. Solenoidai field. A vector field A (P) whose divergence is equal 
to zero at all points, that is,

div A(P) =  0,
is called solenoidai1.

1 From the Greek word oufoiv tube. The origination of this term will be 
elucidated later
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To characterize the properties of such a field let us con-ide* i 
spatial domain Q satisfying the following condition:

I f  a simple closed surface belongs io the domain Q the suit:- 
main bounded by this surface also belongs to Q. 1 *

Examples of domains possessing this property are a ball, ih  
interior of an ellipsoid, a cube, a half-space, etc.; a torus alss 
is a domain belonging to this type. But it is obvious that i 
spherical shell 'does not satisfy th is condition. Generally, if a do
main has a cavity '(even  degenerated into a point) it does net 
possess the above property. For instance, if a metal ingot has 
cavities the domain occupied by it does not satisfy this condi
tion.

Nov/, for a solenoidal field, we can state the following:
I f  a solenoidal field occupies a domain possessing the indicated 

property the flux of the field across any closed surface lying in this 
domain is equal to zero:

^  An (P)da—0

This assertion is an immediate consequence of the Gauss-Ostro- 
gradsky formula:

9gA„ (F )d c r= $ $ $ d iv A (/> )d o = 0

If a solenoidal field occupies a domain with cavities (which most 
often are separate singular points of the field) the flux of the

field through a closed surface enclo
sing a cavity may be different from 
zero. An example of this kind is dis
cussed in Sec. 156, I.

Now we shall explain why a feld 
with d iv A ( /3) = 0  is called solenoi
dal, tha t is, why its name is conne
cted with the notion of a tube. Take 
an area S„ in the given solenoidal 
field and draw all vector lines of the 
field passing through the points of the 

boundary of S e. These form a tubular surface enclosing a part of 
space called a tube of the vector field (Fig. 221). If this feld 
describes a fluid flow the particles of the fluid move without 
intersecting the boundary of such a tube. Let us consider the part 
of the tube lying between the surface S c and a section S, of the

Fig. 221

1 This property is referred to zs acyclicity (in dimension 2)vf ibe dzzzizQ.
It expresses a certain kind of “connectedness* of the domain different from fhrt
of a simply connected domain (Sec. 143). (The property of being simply connec
ted is also' referred to zs acyclicity in dimension 1.)
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tube (Fig. 221). The flux of the vector field through the whole 
surface bounding this part of the tube is equal to zero. Conse
quently,

$$ And < J + ^A ndo+  $$ Ando=  J div A (P)dt>=0 
s s, s, u

where S  is the lateral surface of the tube and n is the outer nor
mal. Since on the lateral surface the normal n is perpendicular to 
the vectors of the field, we have

l \ A ndo = 0

It follows that
5 S =  $ $ A„da
s, s.

Let us change the direction of the normal to the surface S0, that 
is, take the inner normal n'; this results in

l l  A0d o = [ l A n-d<s
Si

Hence, the flux of a solenoidal vector field in the direction of the 
vector lines of the field across every section of a vector tube has a 
constant value, that is, in a field without sources and sinks the 
amount of fluid flowing through every section of a vector tube is 
one and the same.

According to Formula (c) of Sec. 154, we have
div rot A(P) =  0

Thus, the field of the rotation of any vector field is solenoidal.
The converse proposition which we state without proof is also 

true:
Every solenoidal field is a field of rotation of a vector field, i.e. 

if div A (P) =  0 then there exists a vector field B (P) such that
A (P) =  rot B (P)

The vector function B(P) is called a vector potential of the given 
field A (P).

III. Harmonic field. A vector field which is simultaneously po
tential and solenoidal is called harmonic. If A (P) is such a field 
we have

A (P) =  grad u
where u is a potential function of the field (which exists since the 
field in question is supposed to be potential). The condition that 
the field is solenoidal means that

div A (P) =  div grad u =  0
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Hence, by formula (a) of Sec. 154, we have
. d2u . d2u , d*u nAu = - h-r  +  -r-j- +  -a-r =  0dx2 1 dy" 1 dz2

A function u satisfying the latter relation (known as Laplace's 
equation) is called harmonic. Harmonic functions play an impor
tant role in various divisions of theoretical physics. Here we shall 
not dwell on them in more detail.

156*. Electromagnetic Field. There are many important appli
cations of the notions of vector analysis which were introduced in 
the foregoing sections to the theory of electromagnetic fields. Here 
we shall discuss some simple examples of this kind.

I. Electrostatic field. Let E be the field of intensity of the 
electrostatic field generated by a point charge q placed at the 
origin. According to Example 2 of Sec. 144, the intensity of this 
field at a point P(x,  y, z) is given by the formula

E = 2 ? i  +  ® J + « ! k

where r = V  x2 +  y2 -I- z3 is the distance from the point P to the 
origin. The vector lines of this field are the rays issued from the 
origin where the charge q is placed.

The field of intensity E is potential (see Sec. 144, Example 2). 
In electrostatics, as the potential q> of the field E the function
u =  — —- found in Sec. 144 is usually taken with opposite sign:

<f> — y .  Therefore, E =  g rad ^— t ) ~  — f?rad<p. Hence, the poten
tial difference between two points and Pt of the field taken 
with opposite sign is equal to the work performed by the forces 
of the field when unit positive charge is moved from the former 
point to the latter.

Let us find the divergence of this field. The computations yield

whence

dx

r_
6 dx „r2—3x2

:<7 r* 9 rb i <7
r2-Z y 2
~7T~

divE =  £ [ 3 r 2—3(x2+ y 2 +  z2))=0

Consequently,
the flux of the vector E across any closed surface not enclosing 

the origin is equal to zero.
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If the origin, that is, the charge, is inside the surface this 
conclusion fails since the field is not defined at the origin.

Let us determine the flux of the vector E through the sphere 
of radius R with centre at the origin. On this sphere the direc
tion of the vector E coincides with that of the outer normal, 
i.e. with the direction of the radius vector. Therefore,

=  |E | =  | i
whence we find the flux:

fC =  ^  4nRa — 4nq

We see that the magnitude of the flux is independent.of the 
radius of the sphere. It can readily be shown that the flux remains 
the same for any closed surface enclosing the origin. To that end 
we take an arbitrary closed surface S of this kind1 and consider 
a sphere with centre at the origin 
lying inside this surface (Fig. 222).
Let us break up the domain bounded 
by the surface 5 into a number of

o
Fig. 222 Fig. 223

cones with vertex at the origin (such a cone is shown in Fig. 223). 
Since the portion of each cone enclosed between the corresponding 
parts oi the sphere and of the surface S is a tube of the vector 
field E (see Sec. 155, I), and the divergence of the field is equal 
to zero, the fluxes through these parts of the sphere and of the 
surface S  are equal. On adding together the fluxes through all 
such parts of the sphere and of the surface S  we conclude that 
the flux of the vector E across any closed surface containing the 
origin is equal to the flux across the sphere, that is, it equals 4nq.

1 The surface depicted in Fig. 222 is slar-shaped with respect to the origin, 
that is, any radius vector intersects it at only one point. It can be shown that 
the argument of this proof also applies to the general case of an arbitrary 
surface.
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Now suppose that the sphere taken inside the given surface is  
unit radius. Then the flux through the part 5, of the surface S 
(see Fig. 223) is equal to q<s> where to is the area of the part C 
the sphere of unit radius corresponding to that part of the giver 
surface. The quantity co is the magnitude of the solid angle v,C; 
vertex at the origin subtended by the surface S v  

Let us consider the electric field generated by a system of per* *, 
charges qt , qt , . . . .  qc . Denoting by E/ the intensity of the ft': 
created by the charge g, and by E the intensity of the results'*, 
field we can write

m
e = 2 e //=i

The projection of the vector E on the normal n to any surface h

En =  H ,E [n
i=i

Thus, the flux of the field across any surface S  is written is

K = ^ E „ d S  =  Jj <| ÊdŜrt̂?/
fhe last sum 2 ?/ being extended only over those charges zhlck a t 
inside the surface under consideration.

The latter formula plays an important role in the theory c: 
electrostatic fields; in electrostatics it is known as Gauss' ttesre-K 

Now we proceed to a continuous distribution of an electric 
charge. Let p denote the density of the distribution of the chvgz'-. 
If the charge is not distributed uniformly the density p is a func
tion of the variable point P of the field, that is, a function of 
its coordinates. The resultant charge in a given volume Q is 
equal to

n s ? ' * 'Q
Applying Gauss’ theorem to this charge we obtain

SS£.dS=4.-iSSJp*
5  G

where 5  is the boundary of the domain Q.

1 In tbe system of units SI the Intensity of the field of 2 point chrg* c
in vacuum Is given bv the formula E = —— vhere e* is the electric cccs- * - 4ngo r* r
iant. Accordingly, Gauss* theorem is m itten  /C = — 57.

* The definition of the density of electric charge distribution Is 
lo the definition of the density of mass distribution {see Sec. 133}.
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Let us transform the first integral by introducing divE:

SSSdivEdy=4jiSSSprfoa a
It follows that

^  J (div E—4np)dv — 0 
a

Since the latter integral is equal to zero for any domain of integra
tion Q we conclude, arguing by analogy with p. 496, that

divE =  4np (*)
Let the potential of the electrostatic field generated by this 

charge distribution be q>; then E =  —grad q>, and, according to 
Formula (a) of Sec. 154, we obtain

d iv E = —divgrad<p =  — Aq> (**)

Equalities (*) and (**) imply

A(P= d F + 2 $ + w  =  ~ 4np

The relation obtained is called Poisson's equation. If the density p 
is equal to zero within a subdomain or in the whole domain in 
question Poisson’s equation goes into Laplace’s equation A<p=0 
(see the end of Sec. 155). In our course we shall not study these 
equations.

II. Magnetic field generated by a rectilinear electric current.
Let us consider the magnetic field set up by a direct electric cur
rent flowing through an infinite rectilinear conductor. We shall 
determine the intensity vector of the magnetic field created by 
this current. According to the Biot-Savart-Laplace1 law, an element 
of current generates at a given point the magnetic field with the
absolute value of intensity vector where /  is the inten
sity of current, ds is the linear element of conductor, r is the 
distance from the element of current to the point of observation, 
a  is the angle between the direction of the current and the 
straight line joining the point of observation to the element of 
current and k is a proportionality factor dependent on the choice 
of the system of units. The intensity vector goes along thejiormal 
to the plane in which the element • of current and the point of 
observation lie, its direction being specified by Ampere's2 rule

i Biot, J.B. (1775-1862) and Savart, F. (1791-1841). French physicists.
s Ampere, A.M. (1775-1936), a French physicist and mathematician.
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(the right-hand, screw rule). The vector form of the Biot-Savart* 
Laplace law is

d t t = k - L { d s x r )

where dH is the intensity of the magnetic field created by the 
element of current, ds is the vector of length 
ds directed along the conductor and r is the 
vector going from the element of current to 
the point M  at which the intensity of the 
field is observed.

Let the conductor coincide with the z-axis, 
the current flowing upward (see Fig. 224), 
and let % denote the variable distance from 

Fig. 224 the e|ement 0f current to the origin, x, y
and z being the coordinates of the point M.  Then

ds=*dgk, T =  x \+ y \  +  (z— Qk
and

r =  \ r \ —V x 2-\-y2-\-(z— 5)2 = V p 2 +  (z— t)2
where p J/ *2 -f-y2 is the distance from the point M to the con
ductor. Computing the vector product we find dH:

dH = kl
i j

0 0 
x y

k
d%

z - l
kl

= 7 T ( —yd#  +  xdl\)

This means that

dH r = ---------- ^(y"P* + ( z - i )2)8 
To determine Hx and H« 
differentials from — oo to 
improper integral

HH klxdt
v ( y P2+ (z-g )s)*

and dHt = 0

I

we should integrate the corresponding 
oo. To this end let us evaluate the

dl
O V+(z—I)2)*— oo

The substitution £—z =  p ta n f, d \ - —~ -.d t leads to the integral
COS c t

Thus,
Hx =

Jl
2

1
2

________p di_______
cos* t ( v V  (1 +  tan*/))*

2 kly 
Pa

2kly u  _2kl x_ 2klx , mA 
J<2+ y 2 ' v ~  p* anQ Ht — 0
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This field is not defined at the points of the axis Oz. We see that the 
intensity vector H is in the same direction as the vector of linear 
velocity of a body rotating about Oz (see Sec. 151, I) if the di
rection of the electric current flow coincides with that of the 
angular velocity. The modulus of the vector H is

|H |= K F f + 7 7 |= ^

It is readily checked that the divergence of the field H is equal 
to zero. Indeed, we have

dfix _  41 xy
dx ~  (x2 +  y2)s '

whence

9HV
dy

41 xy
(x2+yr-

divH = 0
The rotation of the field is also equal 
verify this property it is sufficient to 
show that

8Hy 
dy d x ~  

the latter being readily seen:

dy =  2k I y* -x*
(x-+yT- and

y"—x-
(x' + y1)2

to zero at all points. To

Consequently, the circulation of the
field over any contour not encircling Oz is equal to zero. But if 
we take a contour encircling the z-axis (see Fig. 225) this conclu
sion fails since any surface with such a contour as boundary inter
sects the axis Oz at whose points the field is not defined.

Let us compute the circulation round the circle of radius R 
with centre at the origin lying in the plane Oxy. This contour is 
represented by the equations

x = Rcost,  y = Rs in t ,  z — 0
Therefore we> obtain

2M l * + ? dxJ(
L

X d t = 4 M

The circulation is independent of the radius R of the circle. It 
can be proved that it retains the same value for any closed con
tour encircling the z-axis.

157*. Nonstationary Fields. In this section we shall discuss some 
properties of nonstationary fields for which the specifying functions
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(the right-hand screw rule). The vector form of the Biot-Savait 
Laplace law is

dH = k - ~ ( d s x r )

where dH is the intensity of the magnetic field created by tfo 
element of current, ds is the vector of length 
ds directed along the conductor and r is the 
vector going from the element of current to 
the point M  at which the intensity oi the 
field is observed.

i---- *nr Let the conductor coincide with the 2-axis,
"**J * the current flowing upward (see Fig. 224),

and let £ denote the variable distance Iron 
Fig. 224 the element of current to the origin, x, y

and z being the coordinates of the point M.  Then
ds — dlV., r =  x i + y j  +  (z— l)k

and
r =  \r\=Vxt + 9 i +  ( z - t y = V p t +  (z-l)*

where p Y  x1Jr y 2 is the distance from the point M to the con
ductor. Computing the vector product we find dH:

k
dH = - r r

I J
0 0 d? 
*  y  2 —I

k i= - t ( - y d i i + x d i ) )

This means that

dHx = k lyd l
(V P*+(2- £ F )3 ’ 

ne H x 
: from 

improper integral

dH„ klxdj
(V V + fr-B *)’

and dHt =0

To determine H x and we should integrate the corresponding 
differentials from — oo to oo. To this end let us evaluate the

I ( W + (*- b*)s

The substitution £—z =  p ta n /, d l = - ^ ^ d t  leads to the integral
7t_
2

n
2

C ________ Pdi____________L f  rnc
J  c o s 2 /  ( ^ p * ( i - f  t a n 2 / ) ) 8 P2 J  P1

Thus,

xt_
2

u 2k! y _
“ x — p* —

2 k ly  
V - f  y2

n 
2

2klx 2klxH„ =  ̂  =
x '+ V '

and Ht = 0
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This field is not defined at the points of the axis Oz. We see that the 
intensity vector H is in the same direction as the vector of linear 
velocity of a body rotating about Oz (see Sec. 151, I) if the di
rection of the electric current flow coincides with that of the 
angular velocity. The modulus of the vector H is

|H | =

It is readily checked that the divergence of the field H is equal 
to zero. Indeed, we have

dHx 4Ixy 
dx ~  (** +  {/*)* ’

whence
dy

41 xy 
(*2 +  l/2)2 and 0

div H =  0
The rotation of the field is also equal to 
verify this property it is sufficient to 
show that

dHx dHv n
dy dx ~ U

the latter being readily seen:
M x
dy =  2 k l y*-x* and

dHv
dx =  2 k l f - x -

zero at all points. To

Consequently, the circulation of the
field over any contour not encircling Oz is equal to zero. But if 
we take a contour encircling the z-axis (see Fig. 225) this conclu
sion fails since any surface with such a contour as boundary inter
sects the axis Oz at whose points the field is not defined.

Let us compute the circulation round the circle of radius R 
with centre at the origin lying in the plane Oxy. This contour is 
represented by the equations

x — R cos/, y = R s \ n t , z = 0
Therefore wcp obtain

Rs sin*/-j-ft* cos* t 
R* dt ■=■ 4knl

The circulation is independent of the radius R of the circle. It 
can be proved that it retains the same value for any closed con
tour encircling the z-axis.

157*. Nonstationary Fields. In this section we shall discuss some 
properties of nonstationary fields for which the specifying functions
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are dependent not only on the spatial coordinates x, y  and 2 but 
also on time t. A scalar field of this kind is determined by 2
function u(x,  y, z, t); the partial derivative ^  serves as the
time-rate of the magnitude u at the given fixed point M(x, y,i,. 

A nonstationary vector field is specified by an equation

A(x, y, z, t) =  Ax (x, y, z, t ) \  + A y {x, y, z, /)J +
+  A t (x, y, z , /) k

In this case the derivative ^  is a vector given by the formula

dt ~  dt l 'r  dt dt *

The derivatives and are termed partial time derivatives
or explicit partial derivatives with respect to time t\ they charac
terize the local rate of change of the fields u and A at the given 
point M (x, y, z).

A nonstationary scalar field u generates the vector field of its
gradient which is also nonstationary. Since gradu =  |j |l - f
we have

d (grad u)
dt - » ( * ) ' + *  ( S ) i + » ( S ) i

duOn the other hand, the gradient of the scalar field is 

. du d (  d u \ .  . d (  d u \
s rad * — & ( * - )  l + % { -

The equality of mixed partial derivatives of the second order 
immediately implies tha t

d (grad u)
Ft

Similarly, a nonstationary vector field generates the fields of 
its divergence and rotation which are also nonstationary (i,e. 
depend on t). It is easily shown that

d(divA)
dt and

On both sides of the first formula there are scalar quantities while 
in the second formula we have vector quantities. In the deriva
tion of these formulas we of course suppose that the conditions 
guaranteeing the equality of mixed partial derivatives of the second 
order are fulfilled for the differentiation with respect to the coor
dinates and with respect to time; by the theorem stated in Sec. 114,
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the equality is guaranteed if these derivatives are continuous.
The formulas of vector analysis presented here play an impor

tant role in the study of nonstationary electromagnetic fields des
cribed by Maxwell's1 equations.

Now let us discuss some problems arising in the study of pro
cesses in moving media. For instance, consider a distribution of 
temperature T in a fluid flow. In the nonstationary case the tem
perature depends both on the point where it is measured and on time: 
T — T { x , y, zy t). If the temperature is measured at a fixed point 
M(x, y, z) then, as was said, its time-rate is equal to the par
tial derivative But if we consider the temperature of a mo
ving particle of the fluid it undergoes additional changes since 
the particle may pass from a warm part of the flow to a cold 
one and vice versa. Let the trajectory of motion of the particle 
be described by equations x = x ( t ) ,  y —y(t )t z = z ( t ) .  Then the 
projections of the velocity v of this particle on the coordinate 
axes are

dy dz
dt dt dt

The temperature T  (x, y, z, t) of the particle is a composite func
tion of t, and its rate of change is equal to the total partial 
derivative with respect to t (see Sec. 116):

dT dT , dT dT dT
dt ~  d t^~ dx V*^r  fa v*dy dz

The sum of the last three summands on the right-hand side is 
equal to the scalar product of grad T by the velocity v; therefore

or ar . ,3 r= a r+ g r a d r - v

Thus, the total partial derivative^- (also called the particle deri-

valive) is the sum of the explicit partial derivative and the
scalar product grad T-v. The latter describes the phenomenon of 
convection in the fluid and is called the convective term (the con
vective derivative).

QUESTIONS

1. How do we determine the work performed in the motion 
of a material point in a field of force?

2. State the definition of the line integral \ P ( x ,  y)dx+
L

H-Q (jc, y)dy  over a given contour L.

1 Maxwell, J.C. (1831-1879), a Scottish physicist.

36—2280
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are dependent not only on the spatial coordinates x, y and z bul 
also on time t. A scalar field of this kind is determined by a
function u(x, y, z, t); the partial derivative ^  serves as the
time-rate of the magnitude a at the given fixed point M(x,y,tj. 

A nonstationary vector field is specified by an equation

A(x, y, z, t) =  Ax (x, y, z, t) \  +  Av (x, y, z, t)\ +
+  A z (x, y, z, i ) k

d \In this case the derivative is a vector given by the formula

dA
dt

_ d A x . , ^ v , d A z 
~  dt 1 ^  dt 1 ~  dt

The derivatives —  and are termed partial time derivatm
or explicit partial derivatives with respect to time t; they charac
terize the local rate of change of the fields u and A at the given 
point M (x , y , z).

A nonstationary scalar field u generates the vector field of its
gradient which is also nonstationary. Since grad u =  ^l-fgj-J+gjk
we have

<3(grada)_ d ( du\ , , d ( d u \ l t  d ( du\ , 
dt ~ ’S t \ d x ) l ^r d t \ d y ) i +  d t \ d z ) ' /i

On the other hand, the gradient of the scalar field ^  is

i A . d ( dU^ l i d ( du\ h
dy V dt J f dz (  dt )

The equality of mixed partial derivatives of the second order 
immediately implies that

d (grad u) 
dt ==grad du

dt
Similarly, a nonstationary vector field generates the fields of 

its divergence and rotation which are also nonstationary (i.e. 
depend on t). I t is easily shown that

d(div A) 
dt

„„A d (rot A) dA
and — d t ^ ^ T t

On both sides of the first formula there are scalar quantities while 
in the second formula we have vector quantities. In the deriva
tion of these formulas we of course suppose that the conditions 
guaranteeing the equality of mixed partial derivatives of the second 
order are fulfilled for the differentiation with respect to the coor
dinates and with respect to time; by the theorem stated inSec. 114,
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the equality is guaranteed if these derivatives are continuous.
The formulas of vector analysis presented here play an impor- 

tant role in the study of nonstationary electromagnetic fields des
cribed by Maxwell's1 * equations.

Now let us discuss some problems arising in the study of pro
cesses in moving media. For instance, consider a distribution of 
temperature T  in a fluid flow. In the nonstationary case the tem
perature depends both on the point where it is measured and on time: 
T = T ( x , y, z, t). If the temperature is measured at a fixed point 
Mix, y, z) then, as was said, its time-rate is equal to the par-

#97"*
tial derivative But if we consider the temperature of a mo
ving particle of the fluid it undergoes additional changes since 
the particle may pass from a warm part of the flow to a cold 
one and vice versa. Let the trajectory of motion of the particle 
be described by equations x —x(t), y = y ( t ) ,  z = z(t). Then the 
projections of the velocity v of this particle on the coordinate 
axes are

0* H f '  vv~ W  and V̂ W
The temperature T {x, y, z, t) of the particle is a composite func
tion of t, and its rate of change is equal to the total partial 
derivative with respect to t (see Sec. 116):

d T _ dT dT dT dT 
dT “  dT+ + STdy

The sum of the last three summands on the right-hand side is 
equal to the scalar product of grad T  by the velocity v; therefore

dT dT , » m
d f = W  + gradr-v

dT
Thus, the total partial derivative (also called the particle deri-

dTvative) is the sum of the explicit partial derivative and the
scalar product grad T-v. The latter describes the phenomenon of 
convection in the fluid and is called the convective term (the con
vective derivative).

QUESTIONS

1. How do we determine the work performed in the motion 
of a material point in a field of force?

2. State the definition of the line integral J/*(je, '
L

-\-Q(x, y)dy over a given contour L.

1 Maxwell, J.C. (1831-1879), a Scottish physicist.

36—2280
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3. How is the computation of the line integral reduced to the 
computation of the ordinary definite integral when the contour 
of integration is specified by parametric, equations? Write doan 
the computation formula.

4. How is the line integral evaluated when the contour of inte
gration is represented by an equation of the form y —y(x)v  
x = x(y)?

5. How does the change of the direction of integration affect 
the value of the line integral? How is the positive direction 
along a closed contour defined?

6. State and prove Green’s theorem.
7. When do we say that the line integral is path-independent?
8 . Show that path-independence of a line integral is equivalent 

to the condition that the integral is equal to zero for any closed 
contour.

9. State and prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a line integral to be path-independent.

10. Which prope*rties of the line integral and of its element 
of integration are equivalent in the case of a simply connected 
domain?

11. What is a prim itive of a given total differential? Write 
down its general expression.

12. State the definition of a line integral over a space curve.
13. State and prove the path-independence theorem for the line 

integral over a spatial contour.
14. What is a potential field of force? What do we call a poten

tial of such a field?
15. State the definition of a line integral with respect to arc 

length and enumerate the methods for its computation.
16*. What is a fluid flux across a given surface?
17*. What is a surface integral?
18*. What do we call a two-sided surface? Give an example of 

a one-sided surface.
19*. Give examples of problems leading to a surface integral 

whose integrand is not connected with the choice of the normal 
to the surface and also examples where there is such a connection. 
What do we mean by an integral taken over a definite side of 
a surface?

20*. How do we evaluate surface integrals?
21*. State and prove Stokes’ theorem.
22*. Using Stokes’ theorem prove the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a line integral over a space curve to be path- 
independent.

23*. State and prove the Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem.
24*. What is a vector field? Give concrete examples of vector 

fields.
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25*. What do we call a vector line? Derive (differential) equa
tions of vector lines.

26*. What is the flux of a vector field across a surface?
27*. State the definition of the divergence of a vector field. 

Derive the formula for the divergence.
28*. Write the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula in vector form and 

explain its physical meaning.
29*. What is the circulation of a vector field?
30*. Derive the formula for the limit of the ratio of the 

circulation of a vector field over a plane contour L to the area 
bounded by the contour as the latter is contracted to a point.

31*. State the definition of the rotation of a vector field. Write 
Stoke’s formula in vector form.

32*. Enumerate the operation rules for the Hamiltonian operator.
33*. Enumerate the vector field operations involving repeated 

application of the Hamiltonian operator.
34*. State the definition of a solenoidal field and enumerate 

its basic properties.
35*. Enumerate the basic properties of a potential field.
36*. What is a harmonic field? Write down the equation for 

the potential of such a field.
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3. How is the computation of the line integral reduced to the 
computation of the ordinary definite integral when the contour 
of integration is specified by parametric, equations? Write down 
the computation formula.

4. How is the line integral evaluated when the contour of inte
gration is represented by an equation of the form y=y(x) or 
x =  x{y)?

5. How does the change of the direction of integration affect 
the value of the line integral? How is the positive direction 
along a closed contour defined?

6. State and prove Green’s theorem.
7. When do we say that the line integral is path-independent?
8. Show that path-independence of a line integral is equivalent 

to the condition that the integral is equal to zero for any closed 
contour.

9. State and prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a line integral to be path-independent,

10. Which properties of the line integral and of its element 
of integration are equivalent in the case of a simply connected 
domain?

11. What is a prim itive of a given total differential? Write 
down its general expression.

12. State the definition of a line integral over a space curve.
13. State and pro\te the path-independence theorem for the line 

integral over a spatial contour.
14. What is a potential field of force? What do we call a poten

tial of such a field?
15. State the definition of a line integral with respect to arc 

length and enumerate the methods for its computation.
16*. What is a fluid flux across a given surface?
17*. What is a surface integral?
18*. What do we call a two-sided surface? Give an example of 

a one-sided surface.
19*. Give examples of problems leading to a surface integral 

whose integrand is not connected with the choice of the normal 
to the surface and also examples where there is such a connection. 
What do we mean by an integral taken over a definite side of 
a surface?

20*. How do we evaluate surface integrals?
21*. State and prove Stokes’ theorem.
22*. Using Stokes’ theorem prove the necessary and sufficient 

conditions for a line integral over a space curve to be path- 
independent.

23*. State and prove the Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem.
24*. What is a vector field? Give concrete examples of vector 

fields.
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25*. What do we call a vector line? Derive (differential) equa
tions of vector lines.

26*. What is the flux of a vector field across a surface?
27*. State the definition of the divergence of a vector field. 

Derive the formula for the divergence.
28*. Write the Gauss-Ostrogradsky formula in vector form and 

explain its physical meaning.
29*. What is the circulation of a vector field?
30*. Derive the formula for the limit of the ratio of the 

circulation of a vector field over a plane contour L to the area 
bounded by the contour as the latter is contracted to a point.

31*. State the definition of the rotation of a vector field. Write 
Stoke’s formula in vector form.

32*. Enumerate the operation rules for the Hamiltonian operator.
33*. Enumerate the vector field operations involving repeated 

application of the Hamiltonian operator.
34*. State the definition of a sofenoidai field and enumerate 

its basic properties.
35*. Enumerate the basic properties of a potential field.
36*. What is a harmonic held? Write down the equation for 

the potential of such a field.



Chapter X

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

§ 1. Differential Equations of the First Order
158. General Notions. Existence Theorem. When studying the 

integral calculus of functions of one independent variable we dealt 
with the problem of finding an unknown function y from its deri
vative or differential.

The equation
y ' = f (x)  or, equivalently, dy = f(x)dx  (*)

where y  is an unknown function of x  and f{x) a given continuous 
function, is the simplest differential equation. .To solve the equa
tion, i.e. to determine the unknown function y, we must integrate 
the given function f(x). As is known, this leads to an infinitude 
of functions each of which satisfies condition (*). Ih this chapter
it will be convenient to understand the symbol J / (x)dxas desig
nating a concrete antiderivative of f(x). Then any solution of equa
tion (*) is written in the form

y — § f (*) dx +  C
As will be seen, we usually deal with equations of a more 

complicated type which contain, besides the derivative y' and the 
independent variable x, the unknown function y itself. Examples 
of such equations are

y' +  x2y =  0, xy’— y — O, xyf = y + x ,  etc.

Replacing y ’ by — we can rewrite the same equations in the 
form involving the differentials instead of the derivatives: 

d y + x 2y d x  =  0, x d y — y d x  — 0, x d y— (y+x)dx = 0
Definition. A d if fe r e n tia l  equation o f  the f ir s t  order Is an 

equation connecting the independent variable, the unknown func
tion and its derivative.
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The derivative being representable as the ratio of the differen
tials, the equation may involve the differentials of the unknown 
function and of the independent variable instead of the derivative.

Differential equations of the second and higher orders will be 
considered in § 2.

In this course we shall limit ourselves to studying equations 
whose unknown functions depend solely on one argument1 2 *.

The general form of a first-order differential equation is

F{x, y, y') = o

In particular cases the left-hand side of the equation5 may not 
contain x or y but t..e derivative y' always enters into it. We 
shall mainly deal with equations resolved with respect to the 
derivative which are written in the form

y ' = f i x ,  y)
Definition. Every function which, when substituted, together 

with its derivative, into the given differential equation, turns 
the equation into an identity is called a solution o f  the  d i f f e 
ren tia l equation.

The simplest examples show that, generally, a differential equa
tion possesses an infinite number of solutions. This is, for instance, 
clearly demonstrated by equation (*). It is also readily checked 
that the solutions of the equation y ' —y  are the functions y — Ce* 
while the equation y' =  — y  is satisfied by the functions y  = Ce~x 
where C is any constant number.

Consider the equation y ’ For * > 0  its solutions are the
functions y — x Inx+Cx.  For, on finding the derivative y' =  
=  l n x + 1+ C  and substituting it into the equation, we obtain the 
identity

In * 4-1 -f C ^ *—

It is easily verified that for x < 0  the solutions are the functions 
y = x  ln |x l +  Cjc.

We see that the solutions of the above differential equations 
contain an arbitrary constant C. Now, although all these equations 
are particular examples, we draw the following general conclusion:

1 These equations are known as ordinary differential equations. The differen
tial equations involving unknown functions of several arguments are called par
tial differential equations and are treated in courses devoted to equations of 
mathematical physics.

2 Unless a confusion may occur, we shall often say “equation” instead of
“differential equation”.
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The differential equation of the first order i f  = f{x,  y) posses: 
in the general case, an infinitude of solutions which are ustw 
expressed by a formula y =  cp (x, C) containing one arbitrary constan 
(it may happen that C can only vary within some limits).

Such a family of solutions is called the general solution. Making 
the arbitrary constant C assume some admissible concrete numeri
cal values.we obtain particular solutions.

In what follows, when solving concrete problems, we shall most 
often be concerned with particular solutions specified by the so-called 
initial conditions which are set in order to isolate the solutions 
we are interested in.

An initial condition for a first-order differential equation is usually 
introduced by setting a pair of values x0 and y0 of the indepen
dent variable x and of the unknown function y which correspond to 
each other. This condition is written as

y ce= y«
Now it is natural to pose the question as to whether there exists 

a solution of the equation y' — f(x,  y) satisfying the given initial
condition y\x- Xt — ya and, provided 
it exists, whether this solution is 
unique. The answer to the question 
is given by the following theorem 
which was stated and proved by 
Cauchy (for this reason the prob
lem of determining the particular 
solution specified by a given initial 
condition is referred to as Cauchy's 
problem):

Cauchy’s Theorem on the Existen
ce and Uniqueness of the Solution. 
Given an equation y '= / ( x ,y )  
with an initial condition^ |x=x,==yc, 

the particular solution y = : y ( x )  satisfying this initial condition 
(i.e. such that y  ( x 0) — y,,) exists in a sufficiently small Interval 
1*0 — h, x 0-\-h \ a°d ,s unique provided that the function / ( * ,  y)
and its partial d e riv a tiv e -^  are continuous in an open region
containing the point P 0( x u, y 0).

It should be noted that the existence of the solution is only 
guaranteed for a sufficiently small interval \x0— h, x„-f /i] and the 
uniqueness is guaranteed within the open domain under consideration.

In our course we shall not present the proof of this theorem.
Suppose that the conditions of Cauchy’s theorem are fulfilled. 

Then in an interval enclosing the point x0 there exists a unique 
solution y = y(x)  whose graph passes through the point P0(x0, i/„).
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If xtt is fixed and y0 is varied and the conditions of Cauchy’s 
theorem hold in a neighbourhood of every point (x0, y0) we obtain 
different particular solutions for different yn (see Fig. 226). This 
demonstrates visually that the differential equation y' =  f{x, y) has 
infinitely many solutions. These solutions depend on the choice 
of the value f/« =  C; if r/0 =  C is taken as the arbitrary constant 
we can write y  = <p(x, C) =  q>(x, y0).

Usually the graphs of the solutions entirely fill a region in the 
.x^-plane and cover it in such a way that only a single curve 
passes through each point of that region. Then the expression 
y =  (p(x, C) describes the general solution 
in this region.

The graph of a particular solution of a 
differential equation is called an integral 
curve of the equation. To the general solu
tion t/ =  q>(x, C) there corresponds a family 
of integral curves.

The introduction of an initial condition 
y\x=xo = y« ‘s equivalent to setting a point 
P0(xB, y«) through which the integral 
curve corresponding to the sought-for par
ticular solution must pass.

Hence, given an initial condition, to find Fl'g- 227
the particular solution corresponding to it,
we must choose from the family of integral curves the one passing 
through the point PB{x0, y0). If the general solution y — q>(x, C) of 
the differential equation is known we simply substitute x„ and y„ into 
it and thus obtain the equation </0 =  <P (*o, C) for determining C.

Examples. (1) The equation y ' — 2x has the general solution 
y = x--\-C which represents a family of parabolas (see Fig. 227). 
The right-hand side of this equation obviously satisfies the con
ditions of Cauchy’s theorem in the whole plane, and therefore only 
a single integral curve passes through each point of the plane.

To find the particular solution satisfying the initial condition 
y U=i —2 we substitute the given values into the general solution: 
2 = l- ’-{-C. Whence C ~ l .  Consequently, the sought-for particular 
solution is t/ =  x2+  1.

(2) As was shown, the equation y ' —y  has the general solution 
y = Cex. The corresponding family of integral curves (the collection 
of the graphs of exponential functions) is depicted in Fig. 228; 
it also includes the axis of abscissas (for C=0). In this example 
the conditions of Cauchy’s theorem also hold in the whole xt/-plane.

Let us determine the particular solution satisfying the initial 
condition |̂x=0 =  2. The substitution of these data into the gene
ral solution yields C =  2. Hence, the function y = 2ex is the parti
cular solution we have been looking for.
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(3) For the equation y ' = ~ ^  the conditions of Cauchy’s
theorem are, for instance, fulfilled in the half-plane x >  0. As was 
shown, in this region the solutions are given by the formula 
y=xlnx- f -Cx;  this is the general solution in the domain under 
consideration. In this example the family of integral curves is of 
a more complicated structure.

The general solution of a differential equation is by far not 
always expressible in an explicit form y =  q>(x1 C), and it is 
sometimes necessary to represent it as an implicit function: 
<D(x, y, C) =  0; such a relation is usually called the general integral 
of the differential equation. Generally, the process of finding solu
tions of a differential equation is referred to as integration of the

equation. This terminology by no means 
implies that the process is reducible to the 
ordinary integration of functions, which is 
only the case for some simpler types of 
equation.

159. Equations with Variables Separable. 
Let us consider an equation of the form

L ( y ) d y = i  Ax)dx (•)
where /, (y) and f t (x) are given functions.

Fig. 228 In this differential equation the variables
ar^.separated in the sense that each variable 

only enters into the member of the equation containing its differen
tial. The equation dy =  f (x )dx  is a particular case of equations (•).

Both members of equation (*) are differentials of certain functions', 
the differential on the right-hand side is directly expressed in 
terms of the independent variable X while the one on the left involves 
the intermediate argument y  which is a function of x. It is this 
functional relationship between y  and x that must be found in 
this problem. Performing integration we obtain a newr relationship, 
connecting the variables x  and y, which no longer involves the 
differentials (since the signs of the integral and of the differential 
mutually cancel out):

\ h i . y ) d y ^ \ h { x ) dx + C  
Remember that in this chapter we agreed to designate only one 

concrete antiderivative by the symbol It is dear that the 
arbitrary constant C can also be written on the right-hand side 
of the last equality.

If we are given an initial condition y\x=Xt=y0 the particular 
solution satisfying this condition is found after the corresponding 
value of C has been determined. Using definite integrals with
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variable limits of integration we can immediately write down the 
relation for the sought-for particular solution:

y *
(y)dy = l f , ( x ) d x  

v» ■»«
Here the values x0 and #„ do in fact correspond to each other 
since both members of the equality vanish when the upper limits# 
and x are, respectively, replaced by #0 and xc.

Thus, the solution of differential equation (*) is written in the 
form containing integrals of given functions; in such cases we say 
that the equation is reducible to quadratures (iniegrable by quadra
tures).

Examples. (I) Let us find the general solution of the equation 
3tj-dy = 2xdx. On integrating we get #s =  jc*+C; in th is case the 
solution is readily found in the explicit form: y = ] / x iJt-C.

(2) Consider the equation -y- =  3x*dx. Let us find its solution
satisfying the condition y |x=0 =  2.

On integrating and writing the arbitrary constant in the form 
ln|C|(C=5fcO), which is convenient for taking antilogarifhms, we 
obtain l n |# |= r ’ +  ln |C |, whence

y  — Ce*'
If we took the arbitrary constant in the form InC the general 
solution would be written as #= ±C e**  because in this case we 
must have C >  0.

Substituting the given initial values into the general solution 
we determine C:

2= C
Thus, the function y — 2e*’ is the sought*for particular solution 
of the given equation. We could also have used definite.integrals, 
which would lead to

that is,
In#[2 = * ’ |p, or In#—ln 2 =  x*

Now, taking antilogarithms we arrive at the same particular 
solution:

# =  2ex*
We also often deal with equation in which the variables are 

not separated originally but can be separated by means of simple 
arithmetical operations.
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Definition. A differential equation in which the variables can 
be separated with the aid of the multiplication or division of 
both members of the equation by one and the same expression is 
called a d i f fe r e n t ia l  equation  w ith  va ria b les  separable. 

For instance, such is the equation
dy . ft (x) 
dx ft (y)

Here the variables are not yet separated but we obtain an equation 
with separated variables on multiplying both sides by /, (y)dx.

The variables are also readily separated if the equation has 
the form

involving the differentials dx and dy.
On dividing both sides of the equation by the product ft (y)ft [x) 

we obtain
h (x)
/sW

dx-\ f jM
hW) dy =  0

Here it is unnecessary to transpose one of the summands to the 
right-hand side. Integrating we get

ffcS“* + ^ - c
It should be noted that the division by f t (y)f3(x) may lead to 

the omission of some particular solutions of equations (••), For 
instance, let f t (y0) vanish for y=y„: f2 (y0) =  0. Then the constant 
function y  =  y0 is a solution of the equation. Indeed, we have 
dy =  0, and hence the substitution of y —y3 into equation (**) 
leads to an identity. If x  and y  are regarded as playing equivalent 
roles in the equation, analogous argument shows that if/,(xo) = 0, 
then x =  xl) is also a particular solution of the equation1.

(3) Let us find the general solution of the equation

x (y + 1) dx— (x2 + 1) y d y = 0  

Separating the variables we bring it to the form
x d x  ydy  

x* + l y +  l - u

Now the integration yields

1 In the answers given in collections of problems such solutions are usually 
omitted.
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i.e.
-“ ln(*s-}-1)—# +  ln)i/ + 11 =  C

Thus, we have found the general solution, the variable y  being 
an implicit function of x. Replacing C by in |C |, we can write 
the solution in the form

y-r-i
In addition, here there exists one more particular solution: y  — —I 

(its graph is the horizontal line y  =  —1).
160. Some Physical Problems. Although the differential equations 

with variables separable are a narrow particular class of first-order 
equations, there are many problems of physics and mechanics lea
ding to them.

It should be noted that, as a rule, the main difficulty in solving 
a problem of physical character with the aid of differential equa
tions lies in forming the differential equation itself. There exist 
no general rules for setting such an equation, and each problem 
requires an individual approach. We shall consider some typical 
examples of this kind to demonstrate techniques of setting diffe
rential equations. These examples will help the reader to understand 
the essence of these approaches and proceed to solving similar 
problems.

(I) Radioactive decay. It was established experimentally that 
the rate of radioactive decay is proportional to the remaining (not 
disintegrated) mass of the substance. Let the initial mass of the 
radioactive substance be Af0. We shall determine the relationship 
between the amount M of the remaining substance and time t.

The rate of radioactive decay is equal to the derivative of the
mass M with respect to t im e /, that is, to Now, according 
to the above law, we can write the relation

where k > 0  is a proportionality coefficient. It is taken with the 
minus sign since the amount of the substance M decreases as t 
grows, which indicates that the derivative is nonpositive. Sepa
rating the variables in the equation thus obtained we write

dM _  . . .

On integrating we obtain
In Af =  — kt-\-\nC

M = Ce~kt
whence

o
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Note that the quantity Af0 does not enter into the differential 
equation; it only appears in the initial condition which has the 
form yVf|/=0 =  M0* This condition implies that C — Mt. Consequ
ently, the particular solution satisfying the conditions of the 
problem is

The value of the constant k can be determined experimentally by 
measuring the amount of the remaining substance at a time mo
ment t .1 2

The rate of decay is usually characterized by the so-called half- 
life period (or, simply, half-life) T  of the substance which is the 
time during which the initial value of M  becomes half as large.

It follows from formula (*) that — =  M 0e~kT and, hence,e*r=2 
In 2and T =  ~y - It is clearly senseless to speak of the time of

decay of the entire mass Af0 since, theoretically, it is infinite.
(2) Cooling of a body. According to the law established by Newton, 

the rate of cooling of a physical body is directly proportional to the 
difference between the temperature of the body and that of the sur
rounding medium.

Let at time moment t =  i t) =  0 the temperature of the body be TV 
We assume that the temperature of the medium is constant* and 
equal to T c(Te <£T0). We shall be concerned with the problem of 
determining the relationship between the variable temperature of 
the body and time t.

Let the temperature of the body at time moment t be T. By
Newton’s law the rate of change of the temperature, i.e.
is proportional to the difference T —T c. Consequently,

w---HT-T')
We assume that k >  0 and take the minus sign on the right side 
of this relation since as time t increases the temperature T of the 
body decreases. The proportionality factor k depends both on fhe 
physical properties of the body and on its geometric form (for 
instance, it is apparent that the rate of cooling of a laminated 
steel plate is greater than that of the original ingot).

Separating the variables we obtain ~ - T-=r — — kdt, whence
* — * C

In (T~*TC) =  — kt +  lnC  and T = Tc + Ce~*

1 This method of determining the value of a physical constant is often 
used in many similar cases.

2 If the temperature of the surrounding medium is variable (for instance, 
It may increase as the body is cooled) the problem becomes more complicated.
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Since T > T C we can write In (T—Tc) instead of In IT —Tf |. 
Let the reader consider the case Tc >  T„ when the body is not 
cooled but heated.

Substituting the initial values given by the initial condition 
T\i=o — T 0 we find C: T 0 = Tc+ C  whence C = T n— Tc. Finally, 
the law of cooling is written in the form

T =  Tc-f-(T0—Tc)e~kt

r
H

i"T

Fig. 229

Here the proportionality factor k is regarded as being known. 
Its value can be determined experimentally by measuring the 
temperature T  at a time moment t .1 Theoreti
cally, the temperature of the body only beco
mes equal to that of the surrounding medium 
as t —coo.

In both examples the corresponding physical 
law directly implies the relationship between 
the derivative of the unknown function and 
the function itself (the independent variable i 
does not enter into the equation).

We now consider .a more complicated 
example.

(3) Outflow of liquid from a cylindrical 
vessel. Consider a cylindrical vessel filled 
with a liquid and having an opening at the bottom. Let us de
termine the time of the outflow of the liquid from the vessel if 
the initial height of the column of the liquid is H, the radius of 
the cylinder r and the area of the opening s (Fig. 229).

The solution of the problem is based on Toricelli'si law which 
states that if the dimensions of the opening are small compared 
with the height of the column of the liquid the rate of outflow v
is equal to V  2gh where h is the height of the liquid above the opening 
and g the acceleration of gravity3. (This rate is equal to the velo
city with which a body falling freely from a height h reaches the 
ground.)

If the loss of the liquid were permanently compensated, the rate- 
of the outflow specified by Toricelli's law would remain constant 
and the original amount of the liquid would disappear from the

1 For instance, if it is known that T =  T X for ( = t1 then k —~  In =S— — .* l * 7 i-—7 c-
2 E. Toricelli (1608-1647), a prominent Italian mathematician and physicist, 

a disciple and collaborator of the great Italian scientist Galileo Galilei.
3 Toricelli’s law thus formulated is only applicable to an ideal liquid. 

In practice a more precise formula is used: o=p. V'Zgh where \i is a coefficient 
dependent on the viscosity of the liquid and the shape of the outflow opening. 
For instance, for water outflowing from a circular opening «  0.6.
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vessel in time ~ r2 !L - . But without such a compensation the height

of the liquid is constantly decreasing, and the problem become 
more complicated.

Let us denote the height of the liquid in the cylinder at time 
moment t by h (see Fig. 229). The connection between dt and dh 
can be found if we suppose that during an infinitesimal time in
terval dt the rate of outflow remains constant and is equal to 1̂ 2gh 
Then the volume dV of the liquid flowing out of the vessel in timed/ 
is equal to the volume of a cylinder with base s and altitude vdi:

dV =  sV 2 g h d t
Let the reader show that this volume differs from the exact vo

lume of the outflowed liquid by an infinitesimal of higher order 
of smallness relative to dt.

On the other hand, since the height of the liquid decreases by dh 
the same volume is expressed as

dV =  — nr2 dh

(the minus sign has been put here since dh <  0). Equating the two 
expressions for dV we arrive a t the differential equation

s Y  2ghdt =  — nr2 dh

Let us rewrite the equation in the form

dt-. nr—  dh
sV tg h

The integration of the latter equation results in

f =

Since h \ t ^  =  H, we have 

Finally,

2nr2 
s V T g

V h + C

c=-~y77
s Y 2 g

2nr2 
s Y T g { V H - V h )

The resultant formula expresses the time of outflow / as a fun
ction of the height of the level of the liquid h. Putting /t= 0  we 
determine the total time of outflow:

2 nr2 
sVTg im

161. Homogeneous Equations of the First Order. Linear Equa
tions. In this section we shall consider some important classes of
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simple equations of the first order reducible to equations with 
variables separable.

I. Homogeneous equations.
Definition. The equation

y * = f ( x ,  y )
is said to be homogeneous if the fu n c tio n /(x , y )  can be repre
sented as being dependent solely on the ratio of its arguments:

/ < * . » - * ( # )

For example, the equation
(xy—y2) dx— (x2— 2xy) dy =  0 

is homogeneous since it can be rewritten in the form

3 L -(JL )'
dy _  xy—y2 x \  x ) 
dx x2—2xy j _ 2  £

x

In the general case the variables entering into a homogeneous 
equation are not separated, but the introduction of an auxiliary 
function u(x) determined by the formula

■j — u or y = x u

transforms the homogeneous equation to an equation with variables 
separable.

Indeed, the derivative y' is expressed as
y' = u+ xu '

and hence the equation y' =  <p ( - j )  takes the form

u + * u ' =  cp(u), that is, x^= q> (u )—u 
It follows that

du _dx
q>(«)— u ~  x

and after the integration we obtain

J ? ( | h “ lnW + c
On finding from this relation the variable u as function of x  and 

returning to the original unknown function y = x u  we receive the 
sought-for solution of the homogeneous equation.
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In most cases it is impossible to find an explicit expression fori/. 
Then, after the integration, we should replace u in the left-hand
side by - j ,  which leads to the solution of the equation in implicit
form.

It is of course supposed tha t q>(u)—u& O . If <p(i/)s=n then 
=  and no transformation is needed since the given

equation y' = - j  is one with the variables separable.
As has been already pointed out, if the denominator q>(u)-u 

turns into zero only for an isolated value u0, the function u=i/, 
is a solution of the transformed equation and the fu n c tio n in g  
satisfies the original equation.

It is unnecessary to learn by heart the above formulas since it 
is simpler to carry out all the calculations in every concrete case. 

Example. Let us solve the homogeneous equation

n' =  5L-zMi 
^  x2— 2xy

The substitution y =  xu leads to the equation
. , u — u2 . i ii du 1 f u —u2 \  1 u1

“ + * “ “ T = E  m - equ iva |en t l y , 5 j = T ( r r 5 ; - u J = 7 r a  

Separating the variables we receive
2u

whence -- +  2 In | c | = ln  y | .  Hence, In (e"u * ) =  In I ~ | , and con- 
sequently,

-  c  u*eu = -
X

On returning to the variable y  we arrive at the general solu
tion

=  C

II. Linear equations. Another frequently encountered type of 
first-order equations are linear equations.

Definition. An equation of the form

y '  + P ( .x ) y — q (x )  (*)
which is linear with respect to the unknown function and its 
derivative is called lin ea r . Here p (x) and q {x) are given conti
nuous functions of the independent variable x.
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The following artificial technique reduces equation (*) to two 
equations with variables separable. Let us represent the function y 
as a product of two functions: y =  u(x)v(x). One of these functions 
can be taken quite arbitrarily and the other should then be de
termined, depending on the former, in such a way that the whole 
product satisfies the given linear equation. The arbitrariness in 
the choice of one of the functions u and v is used for simplifying 
the resultant equation appearing after the substitution.

From the equality y = u v  we find the derivative y':
y' =  u 'v+ uv'

Substituting this expression into equation (*) we obtain 
u'v+ uv' -\-p (x)uv = q (x), i.e. u'v -f u (v' +  p {x) v) =  q (x)

Now let us take as v an arbitrary particular solution of the 
equation

v '+ p {x )v  =  0 (*•)
Then we obtain the equation

u,v = g(x) (***)
for determining u.

We shall begin with finding v from equation (**). On separating 
the variables we obtain

^ =  — p (x)dx
whence

S . -  f  p (*) dx
p(x)dx, that is, v = e  J

As was agreed, the sign of the indefinite integral designates here 
a particular antiderivative of p(x), and therefore v is a completely 
determined function of x.

Now, knowing v, we readily find u from equation (***):

du atx) , , f Pi*Mx fp(*)<f*

and, hence,

u =  ]q (x )eJ dx+ C

In the latter formula expressing u we take the family of all the 
antiderivatives. Finally, knowing u and v we determine the sought- 
for function y:

-  fpWdiTf. , . Jp(*)d* 1
y  — uv—c J |}<7(jc)r d x + C j

This formula expresses the general solution of linear equation (♦).
37—2280
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The final result remains unchanged if we add an arbitrary 
constant C, to the integrals standing as exponents. Indeed, this 
second arbitrary constant is cancelled out in the ultimate formula 
since one factor has ec« in the denominator while the other has 
it in the numerator.

The problem can also be solved with the aid of definite inte
grals with variable limits of integration. This yields

X X
-  J  p (*) rfx x  f  p (x) dx

v = e x• , u =  \ q ( x ) e x9 dx + C
x0

and

-  J  P (*) dx f I* p (X) dx \
y =  e x° dx + C j

The particular solution corresponding to the initial condition 
y\x=x, =  y0 is obtained from the last formula if we put C=y,.

Here again we underline that instead of learning by heart the 
general formula it is preferable to memorize the method of solu- 
sion and apply it to every concrete problem.

Examples. (1) Let: us solve the equation y'-\--jy=
We put y = u v \  then y' =  u 'v+ uv '. Furthermore, u'o+m/-}-

+  =  and thus u 'v - \-u (v '+  y )  =  — - .  Let v '+ ~  = 0.

Then and, hence, ln |o | =  —ln|jc |, i.e. v — Conse

quently, u' whence u '=  sinx and « =  —cosx+C.
Finally, we obtain

y  =  u v = - j ( — c o sx+C)

(2) Let us find the solution of the equation y '—xy— 1 satisfying 
the initial condition y\x=o — 0. Here p(x) = — x, q(x)=  1, x„=0 
and t/o =  0. By the general formula we obtain

X*  X  X*

y  =  e i 2dx 
o

Despite the fact that the integral on the right-hand side cannot be 
expressed in terms of elementary functions (see Sec. 85) the 
problem is considered as being solved since an expression for the 
function y  involving quadratures has been found. The values of 
y  can be determined by means of numerical integration. By the
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way, in this case it is unnecessary to resort to approximate inte
gration since there are extensive tables of values for the integral
X

J e 2 dx (more precisely, the tables are compiled for the function 
o

___x _
(D ( a )  =  y  2. j * e 2 dx known as the probability integral or La- 

o
place's function).

There are some more complicated equations which can be reduced 
to linear ones. For instance, let us take the so-called Bernoulli's1 
equation

y ' + p ( x ) y = q ( x ) y n
For n — 0 it becomes a linear equation and for n =  1 its vari
ables are separable. For other values of n it is reduced to a li
near equation with the help of the following artificial transforma
tion. We divide both members of the equation by yn and rewrite 
it in the form

y~ny' + p (x )y~ n+1 = q(x)
The introduction of the auxiliary function y~n+1 = z gives 
{— n + \) y ~ ny' = z', which transforms the equation to 

*' +  (— n +  l)p (x )z  = (— n + l)q (x )
The latter is a linear equation. On solving this equation and 
returning from z to y we obtain the solution of the original 
equation.

Now we proceed to an important electrical engineering problem 
leading to a linear equation of the first order.

Consider an electric circuit containing a resistance R, an in
ductance L and an electric-current source with electromotive 
force <§ (see Fig. 230a). As is known from physics, if /  is the 
electric current flow then

g ^ R l + L ^

This is a linear differential equation with respect to the unknown 
function /  =  /( /)  which can be written in the form

at +  l ‘ ~  l

We shall solve this equation with the initial condition 7|/=o = 0. 
Thus, we are concerned with the problem of switching on an 
electric current source.

1 Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) and Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), Swiss 
mathematicians, contemporaries of Leibniz and Newton, whose extensive 
scientific research and pedagogical activity contributed much to the development 
of mathematical analysis.
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Making use of the general formula expressing the solution ol 
a linear equation in terms of definite integrals we obtain

o

Performing the integration we get

£_
R 1—e

This formula describes the process of growth of the current ii 
the circuit after the electric source has been switched on; thi 
graph representing the dependence of 1 on t is shown in Fig. 2306

Now let us proceed to the problem of switching off the electric 
current source (for the same circuit). In this case we put It-o = /( 
and <g — 0 .1 This leads to the equation with variables separable
H R  ~ T 1— 27 Solving the equation we obtain /  =  / 0e , which
shows that after the source has been switched off the current doei 
not vanish instantaneously but decreases in accordance with ar 
exponential law; the graph of this function is shown in Fig. 230c.

We suggest tha t the reader consider the case when a sinusoidal 
voltage U = U0sin<ot is applied to the terminals of the circuit, 1

1 Here we do not discuss the question of technical realization of such a dr< 
cuit.
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162. Exact Differential Equations. Let us write down the diffe
rential equation of the first order in the general form involving 
differentials:

P(x, y )d x+ Q (x , y)dy =  0 (A)
Definition. If the left-hand side of equation (A) is the total 

differential of a function u(x, y) it is called an exact d iffe 
rential equation.

If the functions P (x , y) and Q (x , y) and their partial deriva
tives are continuous in a simply connected domain equation (A)
is exact if and only if =

Using the methods of reconstructing a function from its total 
differential (see Sec. 115, I and Sec. 142) we find a function 
u(x, y) such that

du (x, y) =  P (x, y)dx+ Q  (x, y) dy 
Then equation (A) can be written as

du(x, y) =  0
The last equality means that the variables x  and y  are connected 
by the functional relationship

u(x, y )= C  (*)
where C is an arbitrary constant. This relationship expresses the 
general solution of equation (A). Consequently, the integration 
of equation (A) reduces to finding a primitive of its left-hand 
side.

Example. Let us find the general solution of the equation
(e?+x)dx-{- (xey—2y) dy =  Q

As was shown (see pages 397 and 503), the left member of this 
equation is a total differential, namely, that of the function"

u(x, y) =  Y + xey~~y*

Here we only need one particular primitive and therefore the 
arbitrary constant in the expression of u (x, y) is omitted.

According to formula (*) the general solution of the given 
equation is expressed by the relation

£ + xey - y *  = C

representing y  as an implicit function of x.
163. Approximate Methods of Solving First-order Differential 

Equations.
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I. Direction field. If none of the particular methods of solving 
differential equations is applicable to a given equation of the 
first order

y'.=f(x> y) (’)
or if the integration involves too extensive calculations it is ad
visable to resort to some approximate methods of solution. Here 
we shall present Euler’s graphical method and the numerical method 
of integration implied by it. Before proceeding to the study o! 
these methods we shall discuss the geometric meaning of the first- 
order equation (*).

At every point P {x, y) of the region in the xy-plane where the 
conditions of Cauchy’s theorem (Sec. 158) hold equation (*) spe

cifies the value of the slope-of the
^i.

y

/

y  ■
y

Fig. 231

the direction field it 
isoclines of the field.

is

tangent to the integral curve pas
sing through the point P(x, y). 
Thus, we have tan o =  y' =} (x, y) 
where a  is the angle of inclina
tion of the tangent to the axis Ox. 
This can be represented by a rec
tilinear arrow with slope equal to 

— f(x , y) passing through the point 
x  P  (Fig. 231). Thus, equation (*) 

specifies in the plane Oxy the so-cal
led direction field. For constructing 

convenient to make use of the so-called

An isocline of the equation y' =  /(x , y) is a locus of points with 
the same constant slope («/' =  const) of the field. The equation of 
an isocline is readily obtained if we substitute the corresponding 
value y ' =  C into the differential equation:

C =  f(x , y)
For arbitrary constant values of C this equation represents a fa
mily of isoclines of differential equation (*).

At all the points of an isocline corresponding to a given value 
of C the tangents to the integral curves have the same direction.

Consequently, the integration of a differential equation can be 
interpreted as the process of constructing the lines whose tangents 
at all the points go in the direction of the field.

As an example, consider the equation
y ' = x 2-\- y2

This is a particular case of Riccati's1 equation; it cannot be inte-
1 J.F. Riccati (1676-1754), an Italian mathematician. Riccati’s general equ

ation is written as //' =  P (x) y2JrQ  (x) y-j-R (x). It was proved that, except 
some simple particular cases, its solution cannot be expressed in terms of inte
grals of elementary functions.
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grated by means of any standard method given in the foregoing 
sections (generally, it is nonintegrable by quadratures).

To construct the direction field let us investigate the isoclines 
of the given equation. They obviously are the circles xi -\-y‘l — C 
with centres a t the origin. It is clear that we have y' =  0 only at 
the origin; at all the other points y' > 0 .  The value y' =  0.5 cor
responds to the circle of radius «  0.7 (for this isocline a  «  26°). 
Similarly, on the circle of radius 1 we have y' =  1 (that is a  =  45°), 
etc. The greater the radius of the circle, 
the greater the slope of the tangent (see 
Fig. 232).

In order to construct an integral curve 
we must take an initial point and draw a 
curve through it such that its tangent at 
each point goes in the direction of the 
field, that is, touches the corresponding 
arrow. A number of such curves are schema
tically shown in Fig. 232.

We now proceed to methods of approxi
mate integration', in what follows we assu
me that the conditions of the existence 
and uniqueness theorem are fulfilled.

II. Euler’s method. We shall consider Euler’s method for con
structing an integral curve of the first-order equation

y ’ = f(x , y) (*)
passing through an initial point M0(x0, t/0). This can be made 
approximately by means of simple constructions completely ana

logous to those used for the 
graphical integration of a 
function, that is for solving 
equation (*) in the particular 
case when f  (x , y) is a fun
ction solely dependent on x  
(see Sec. 95).

Let us break up the inter
val [x0, x] into n parts with 
the aid of points xIf xa, . . .  
. . . .  xn_t (Fig. 233). Next, 

through the points of division we draw straight lines parallel to Oy 
and then successively perform the following standard operations.

Compute the value of f(x , y) at the point M0(x0, y0); according 
to equation (*), /(x 0, ij0) is equal to the slope of the integral curve 
at the point Af0(x0, y0). To construct the direction of the field 
at the point Af0 we take a point P on the x-axis to the left of 
the origin at a distance OP — 1 (the scale for measuring OP may

Jfi

Fig. 232
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be different from that along the coordinate axes), lay off on the 
axis Oy a segment ON0 whose length relative to the scale of OP 
is equal to the number f ( x 0, y0) and join the point Nn by a straight 
line to the point P. Then the direction of the segment PAf0 obvio
usly coincides with that of the tangent to the integral curve at 
the point M 0. Now draw from M a a line segment parallel to PN, 
to intersect the line x =  x t. We thus obtain a point At, which is 
taken as the point of the integral curve corresponding to x=xv 
This construction is equivalent to replacing the arc of the curve 
on the subinterval [x0, x x] by a segment of its tangent at the 
initial point. Next we compute the value of / ( x, y) at the new 
point M l (xt, y t); this value f ( x x, y t) is equal to the slope of the 
tangent to the integral curve at the point M t. Setting, on the 
y-axis, a segment ONt of length equal, relative to OP, to the 
number /(* ,, y,) we join it with P by a straight line and then 
draw from the point M t a line segment parallel to PA',. This seg
ment intersects the line x = x 2 at a point M % which we take as 
the point of the integral curve corresponding to x = xt.

In the same manner we successively construct the points of the 
curve corresponding to the points of division x;„ x„ . . .  of the 
interval [x0, x] until we arrive at the point M (x, y). The poly
gonal line M 0M xM 2M a . . .  fAn_xM  thus obtained is taken as an 
approximate integral curve passing through the initial point 
M 0(x0, y0).

III. Numerical integration. Now we describe analytically Euler's 
procedure for approximate integration of the differential equation (*).

The first operation yields the following relation between the 
coordinates of the points M 0 and At,:

y i —y0=f(xo, y0)(Xi—x0) ( i )

The second operation results in the analogous equality

y*—yi=f ( * i ,  yt) ( *. — (2)
and so on; finally, the nth operation gives

y — y n- t = f ( x „ - i ,  y „ ..)(*—*„-,) (n)
These n equalities make it possible to determine, in succession, 
the values of the unknown function at the points of division of 
the interval [x0, x]. Indeed, the first equality specifies </, for the 
given x0 and y 0 and the chosen x t , from the second equality, for 
the known x, and yx and the chosen x2 we find the corresponding 
value yt , etc., until the desired value y  is determined.

The smaller the maximum subintervaJ (that is, the greater the 
number n) and the closer the point x  to x0, the more precise the 
ultimate result.
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Thus, the practical computation of the approximate value of y 
can be carried out by means of equalities (l)-(n). This scheme is 
one of the methods of numerical integration of equation (*).

Example. Take the equation
It' — xy*+ 1

It cannot be solved by any of the exact methods for integrating 
first-order equations. Let us find an approximate solution of this 
equation on the interval [0, 1] satisfying the initial condition 
y\x=o — Q an(t compute y  for x = l .

Divide the interval [0 , 1] into four parts with the help of the 
points x„ =  0, x, =  0.25, x, =  0.5, x, =  0.75 and xt = l and denote 
as {/o» #[. #* and #, the values of y '  at the points x0, xu x, and 
x„ respectively. Since xo= 0  and y0 =  0, we have y \~  1, and hence

# ,=  1 (x,—x0) =  0.25; Aft (0.25, 0.25)
Furthermore,

y\ =  0.25-0.25*+ 1 =  1.016
Therefore

#, =  0 .25+  1.016-0.25 =  0.504; Af,(0.5, 0.504)

Then we find
#; =  0.5-0.504*+ 1 =  1.127 

#, =  0.504+1.127-0.25 =  0.786 and M ,(0.75, 0.786) 
Finally,

#; =  0.75-0.786*+ 1 =  1.463
and

# = # 4 =  0.786+ 1.463-0.25= 1.152

Consequently, #=1.152 is the sought-for approximation to the 
value at the point x = \  of the particular solution of the given 
equation specified by the initial condition # 1,-0 =  0.

There exist many more precise methods for approximate inte
gration of differential equations; they are treated in special books 
(for instance, see [8 J, [12] and [13]).

164*. Singular Points and Singular Solutions. Envelope.
I. Singular points. Let there be given an equation # '= / ( x ,  #). 

Suppose that the function /  (x, y) satisfies the conditions of Cauchy’s 
theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the solution (see 
Sec. 158) at all the points of a given region in the x#-plane 
except a point (x„, #„). A point of this type is said to be a sin
gular point of the differential equation. Through each point of this 
region, except the singular one, there is only one integral curve, and
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our task is to investigate the behaviour of the integral curves 
passing through the points lying close to the singular point. He;* 
we shall limit ourselves to demonstrating some typical example: 
without presenting the general investigation.

First of all, let us agree to consider the variables x and y z: 
playing equivalent roles in the equation; this means that we car. 
interpret y  as a function of x or x as a function of p. This con
vention makes it necessary to state a more precise definition oi z
singular point. As an instance, take the equation The
point (0, 0) is its singular point since the right member" of the 
equation is discontinuous for y = 0. But if x is regarded a; being 
dependent on p which is taken as an independent variable and i:
the equation is written in the form ^ = y  the point (0, 0) is r.o
longer singular because the right-hand side of the latter equation 
obviously satisfies all the conditions of Cauchy’s theorem. For the

tAinitial point (0, 0) it possesses the only solution x= -^ -. The cor
responding integral curve is a parabola tangent to the axis o; 
ordinates at the origin. Thus, there is only one integral curve 
passing through the point (0, 0), and therefore we have no reason 
to consider it as singular. The same refers to any other point of 
the axis of abscissas.

That is why we shall only consider as singular those points 
fx,„ y„) at which the right members of both equations

~  =  f(x , y) and 1dx ' ' * 1  dy } {x, u)

are simultaneously discontinuous. For instance, this is the cas
tor the equations

a y_ Ax-j-By , d x_C x~ D y
d x ~  C x+ D y  anQ d y ~  A x - B y n

at the origin since both right members have no limits when r. 
and y  tend to zero in an arbitrary manner (see an analogous exam
ple on pp. 374, 375).

Below are several examples demonstrating the investigation of 
equations of type (*).

(1) - Separating the variables and integrating we obtain
ln |p | =  2 1 n |x |- r ln |C | whence p=Cx*. This is an equation of a 
family of parabolas. Nov/, writing the differential equation in the 
form x d y —2 y d x ~  0 we find two more particular solutions: p = 0 
and x =  0. In this example all the Integral curves pass through
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the singular point (i.e. through the origin; see Fig. 234). Such 
singular points are called nodes (nodal points).

Let the reader check that for the equation =  with X > 0
the singular point (0 , 0) is also a node. In particular, for X = l 
the family of integral curves consists of the straight lines passing 
through the origin.

(2) d-~ —— —■. The general solution of the equation is of the

form y =  — and represents the family of the rectangular hyperbo
las. To obtain all integral curves we must add to this family the 
axes of coordinates: y — 0 and Jt =  0 (Fig. 235). This is the so-called 
saddle point of the differential equation.

The situation is analogous for the
equations - j |=  — and -jj=X — when
x >  o. y

(3) — y .  The general solution is
x‘1-\-yi = C  and the integral curves are the 
circles with centre at the origin (see Fig.
236). A singular point of this type is termed 
a centre; there is no integral curve passing
through it. For the equation
where X> 0  the singular point at the origin is also a centre; the 
family of integral curves is formed of the ellipses with centre at 
the origin.

(4) The substitution y = u x  brings the equation, after
some simple transformations, to the equation with variables se

ar
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parable ^U~ T *  jn ê8ra^ n6 and returning to y we oblain 

arctan-^-—y  In ( l  + ^ )  +  lnC  =  lnx

whence

■j/jt*-}-y* =  Cearc,nn ~

In the polar coordinates with pole at the origin (jc= rcos «p, 
y =  rsmq>) the equation of the family takes the simpler form:

r  =  Ce<p

This is the equation of logarithmic spirals (see Sec. 49) shown 
in Fig. 237. Here we have a singular point referred to as focal.

It can be proved (but we shall not go into particulars) that 
for equations (*) the origin is always a singular point of one of 
these four types, that is a node, a saddle, a centre or a focus pro
vided that AD — B C ^ O .

The investigation of singular points of more complicated equa
tions is an extremely sophisticated problem which we shall nol 
discuss in this course.

II. Singular solutions. Envelope. A solution of the differential 
equation y' = f(x , y) is said to be s in g u la r  if at its every point 
the uniqueness of the solution of Cauchy's problem is violated. This 
means that in every neighbourhood of each point P(x, y) of a 
singular solution there are at least two integral curves passing 
through the point P (see Fig. 238); at the point P these curves 
have one and the same tangent line whose slope is equal to tana = 
= y '= f{ x ,  y). The conditions of Cauchy’s theorem are of course 
violated at all the points of a singular solution.

_2_
Let us begin with the simple equation y' =  3p3. On separating 

the variables and integrating we arrive at the general solution 
y =  (x-f C)3. Besides, the equation evidently has onp more solu
tion y =  0 which cannot be obtained from the general solution for
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any value of C. It is clearly seen in Fig. 239 that all the integral 
curves (they are cubic parabolas) are tangent to the x-axis at the 
points of that axis. Hence, the function y = 0  is a singular solution.

The appearance of this singular solution of the equation is ac
counted for by the fact that although the right member / the func-

tion 3 y3 J is continuous everywhere its derivative with respect

to y  which is equal to 2y~3 for y=£ 0 does not exist for y = 0 
and hence one of the conditions of Cauchy’s theorem is not ful
filled.

Now we proceed to the general case. Let a differential equation 
y '—f{x, y) have a general solution t/ =  <p(x, C) (or a general in
tegral 0 (x , y, C) =  0) describing 
a family of integral curves. It may 
happen that there exists a curve 
tangent at its every point to an 
integral curve of the family, its 
every arc being tangent to an infini
te number of curves of the family.
A curve of this kind is called an 
envelope of the family of integral 
curves. The envelope (provided it 
exists) is also an integral curve 
of the given equation since at 
every point it is tangent to an 
integral curve of the family and hence its tangent goes in the 
direction of the corresponding field (see Sec. 163, I). At each 
point of the envelope the uniqueness of the solution of the 
Cauchy problem is violated.

We deal with envelopes of families of curves not only when 
investigating singular solutions of differential equations but also 
in some other problems. For instance, in Sec. 67 we showed that 
the evolute of a plane curve is the envelope of the family of nor
mals to that curve (which is the evolvent).

III. Envelope of a family of curves. Let F(x, y, C) =  0 be an 
equation describing a family of curves dependent on one parameter 
(a one-parameter family of curves). We shall suppose that the func
tion F(x, y, C) possesses continuous partial derivatives with respect 
to all its arguments and that none of the curves of the family 
has singular points1. Let the given family have an envelope tan-

1 For this condition to hold it is sufficient that at every point of any curve 
F (x, y, 0 = 0  the partial derivatives F'x (x. y, C) and Fy (x, y, C) do not vanish 
simultaneously.
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gent to every curve of the family at exactly one point (Fig. 240). 
The coordinates x  and y  of such a point P are completely deter
mined by the curve of the family to which that point belongs, 
and the curve itself, in its turn, is specified by the corresponding 
value of the parameter C. Therefore we can write

x = x (C ), y =  y(C) (*)

When the parameter C is varied the point P moves along the 
envelope; consequently equations (*) give a parametric representation

of the envelope. It is of course 
supposed that the envelope is a 
smooth curve, which means that 
the functions (*) are continuous 
and possess continuous deriva
tives not turning to zero simul
taneously.

Let us write down the con
dition expressing the fact that the 

envelope and the corresponding curve of the family have a com
mon tangent at the point P. The slope of the tangent to the en
velope is obtained by the rule for differentiating a function repre-

y'
sented parametrically: kenv=y'x= - ~ . The slope of the tangent to

xc
the curve of the family is found according to the rule of differen
tiation of an implicit function applied to the function specified 
by the equation F(x, y, C) =  0 for the constant value of the pa-

dy____
d x ~  f ' %rameter C: kcurve  '

Equating these slopes we obtain

¥ = —  *-e-

Furthermore, for any value of the parameter C the point of 
the envelope having the coordinates x(C), y(C) belongs to the 
curve of the family specified by the same value of C, and there
fore the equality

F[x(C), y{C), C] =  0

must be fulfilled for all C. The total derivative with respect to C 
of the left-hand side of the equality is thus equal to zero:

F’xx'c +  F'yy'c +  Fc =  0

Now taking into account the equality of the slopes we obtain 
F'c =  0.
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Thus, if the envelope exists the functions (*) representing it 
parametrically must satisfy the relations

F(x, y, C) =  0, F'c(x, y, 0 = 0  (**)
Since it is unknown in advance whether there exists an enve

lope the following assertion which we give without proof is of 
great importance:

I f  the function F(x, y, C), satisfies the above conditions and if 
it is possible to find from equations (**) functions x(C) and y(C) 
which yield parametric equations of a smooth curve this curve is 
the envelope of the family of curves F(x, y, C) =  0.

If the family of curves is given by an equation y = y (x ,  C) the 
equations (**) are simplified:

=  C), <?’c (x, 0  =  0 (***)
Examples. (1) Let us find the envelope of the family of circles

(x— C)2+ y 2= l
The differentiation with respect to C yields 2(x—0  =  0- Equa

tions (**) then reduce to one equation y2 — 1 whence y = l  or 
y = —1. Consequently, the envelope consists of two straight lines 
parallel to Ox (see Fig. 241).

(2) Consider the envelope of the family y= (x-}-C)2; this is the
family of integral curves of the differential equation considered 
at the beginning of Sec. If. Here equations (***) reduce to the 
equation y =  0; hence, the envelope is the *-axis (see Fig. 239).

In this example the envelope intersects all the curves of the
family and is tangent to them at the points of intersection.

If the function F(x, y, C) does not satisfy the above conditions 
equations (**) may not represent an envelope. For instance, take 
the family of semicubical parabolas y3 * * * *—(r + C )8 =  0 (Fig. 242).
Here equations (**) reduce to one equation y  =  0. It is clearly 
seen that the axis Ox is not an envelope but a line consisting of
the cusps of the curves of the family and thus is its cusp locus.
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In conclusion let us consider Clairaut's1 differential equation
y  =  xy' +  <p(y')

Its general solution is readily found:
*/ =  C x+  9 (C)

Indeed, this formula implies y ' — C, and the substitution into the 
equation leads to the identity Cx-f 9 (C) =  x(C)-f 9 (C). Geomet
rically, this general solution is a family of straight lines.

In problems leading to Clairaut’s equation we most often are 
interested in its singular solution which is the envelope of the 
family of straight lines. This solution is given by the parametric 
equations y =  Cx-j-<p(C), x + 9 '(C ) =  0> that is

x — — 9 ' (C), y =  — C($' (C )-f9 (C)
l/ 2Example. The equation y =  xyf——■ has the general solution 

c~
y = Cx— Eliminat ing the parameter C from this equation and

from the equation x —y = 0  wc obtain the explicit equation oi
the envelope: y — xi . This is the sought-for singular solution. Its 
graph is a parabola, and the general solution is the family of 
tangent lines to the parabola.

§ 2. Differential Equations of the Second 
and Higher Orders

165. Differential Equations of the Second Order. We now pro
ceed to studying the differential equations of the form

F(x, y> y 'i / ) = 0
whose left-hand side involves the second derivative of the unknown 
function. They are called differential equations of the second order.

Usually we deal with equations resolved with respect to the 
second derivative:

yr = f ( x , y , yf) (*)
We shall begin with a simple example:

y " = x
Integrating twice we find in succession the first derivative y '= 
=  2-+ C , and the function y  itself:

y — J  dx +  C, =  7f - f  Ctx-f C,

1 A.C. Clairaut (1713-1765), a French mathematician.
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Since we have integrated twice the resultant expression contains 
two arbitrary constants which are denoted by C, and Ct.

Now we state without proof the following general conclusion: 
the second-order differential equation y* = f(x , y, y') usually pos
sesses an infinitude of solutions deter mined by a formula y =cp (jc, Clt C,) 
containing two arbitrary constants. Such a family of solutions is 
called the general solution of the equation.

To isolate a particular solution we set initial conditions which 
usually are of the form

y\x=.x , — i / o i  y ' \ x = x , = y o

where y0 and y'0 are some given numbers.
For example, let us determine the particular solution of the 

above equation y" = x satisfying the initial conditions </|x=t =  2, 
y ’|x_2 =  3 (Cauchy’s problem). Substituting the given values into 
the general solution and into the expression of its derivative we 
obtain the system of equations

3 =  2 +  C,, 2 = 1  +  2C. +  C,
whence

C, =  1 and C2 =  — y  

Consequently, the desired particular solution is
*3 4y=T+X~T

The geometrical meaning of the initial conditions is that besides 
a point (xn, y0) through which the sought-for integral curve must 
pass we also set the slope y\ of the tangent to the curve at that 
point. It should be stressed that, since the general solution of 
a second-order equation depends on two arbitrary constants, there 
are infinitely many integral curves passing through the given point, 
and only one of them has the preassigned slope. For instance,
it is readily seen that if we put C ,= 4 —2C, in the general so-

JC3lution of the above example the graph of the function y =  - -̂ +

+  Cxx +  ^4 —2C^j thus obtained passes through the point (2, 2)
for any value of C,. Selecting from all these curves the one with 
the slope 3 at that point we arrive at the desired particular so
lution.

To formulate the existence theorem for equations of the second 
order (*) we shall consider the right member of the equation as 
a function of the three independent variables x, y  and y' because 
when setting the initial conditions we independently choose the

38—2280
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coordinates x0, y 0 and the slope of the tangent y\ which are r.;1. 
related to each other by any condition.

Theorem (On the Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution o! 
the Differential Equation of the Second Order). If the function
f i x ,  y ,  y' )  and its partial derivatives ^  and are continuous
in some neighbourhood of the point (x 0, y 0, y ’e) the equation 
y"—f i x ,  y ,  y ')  possesses a unique solution y = y { x )  defined in 
a sufficiently small interval \x0— h, x 0-\-h\ and satisfying the 
initial conditions y ( x 0) = y 0 and y ’ (x0) = y ' t.

This theorem shows immediately that the equation i f = ~ c
has a unique solution for the initial conditions 
y'\x=\ = — 1- Of course, the question of how this solution can be 
found remains open. If for the same equation initial conditions 
are set at the point x =  0 the existence theorem does not enable 
us to draw any conclusion since for these initial values the 
right member of the equation is not defined.

As in the case of a first-order equation, the problem of deter
mining the particular solution of a differential equation of the 
second order for given initial conditions is referred to as Cauchy’s 
problem.

In the case of a second-order equation a particular solution can 
also be isolated by setting the so-called boundary conditions which 
usually specify the values of the function y  at two different points:

y\x=Xt= y ,  and y\x=Xt= y t
A problem of this kind can be encountered in the course of strength 
of materials in connection with studying the deflection of a be2n. 
More general boundary-value problems are dealt with in mathema
tical physics.

As an example, let us investigate the solution of the equation 
i f = x  satisfying the boundary conditions yJr_ ,= 0  and = 0.
As was shown, the general solution of the equation is p = ^ -~
-f  CjX-j-Cj. Substituting the given values into this expression we 
obtain a system of tv/o equations for determining the arbitrary 
constants:

j+ 2 C ,+ C t =0
7

From this system v/e find C1 —— and Ct =  1 whence the desired
xz 7

particular solution is y — -g— -g-x-rl.
In this example we have found the unique particular solution 

satisfying the given boundary conditions. But this is not always 
the case; it may turn out that a second-order equation has no
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solution satisfying given boundary conditions and in other cases 
it may possess an infinitude of such solutions. An example illu
strating what has been said will be given at the end of Sec. 170. 
It is these properties that characterize an essential distinction 
between boundary-value problems and initial-value problems: if 
some initial values are given the existence theorem (provided its 
conditions are fulfilled) immediately guarantees the uniqueness of 
the solution of the problem while for given boundary conditions 
we can only judge upon the existence and the uniqueness of the 
solution after the general solution of the equation has been found.

166. Some Particular Types of Equations of the Second Order. 
Let us consider some particular types of the second-order equation

y"= f(x , y, y')
which can readily be reduced to equations of the first order.

I. The right-hand side of the equation does not contain y  an d ^ ':
</" =  /(*) (*)

Since y" — (y ')\  we have
y ^ ^ W d x + C ,

On integrating once again we obtain
y =  J J f(x) dxj dx -f-CjX+ C2

where and C2 are arbitrary constants. An example of such an 
equation was considered in Sec. 165.

II. The right-hand side of the equation does not contain y:
t f = f ( x> y') (**)

Let us put y' = z; then y” = z \  and equation (**) becomes a 
first-order equation with respect to z:

z' =  /(x , z)
If the solution z =  q>(x, C,) of this equation is found the sought-for 
solution of the original equation is obtained by the integration of 
the equality y' — z, that is

l/=$cp(x, Cl)dx-\-Ci 

Example. Solve the equation

Putting y' = z and y" = z' we arrive at the equation of the first 
order z '+ ^  = x which is linear. On solving this equation we find

z =  - - + - .  Finally, and 1/ =  ^ + ^ In \x \+ C t .

38*
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III. The right-hand side of the equation does not contain
y ' = f ( y ,  y') (‘

Let us put y' —p and regard p  as a function of y. The d 
rentiation of this relation results in i f  =  In order to eii 
nate x  v/e use the transformation

dp _  dp dy _  dp , _ d p  
dx dy dx dy * dy "

Thus we obtain 

which leads to

P)

that is to an equation of the first order relative to p as fund 
of y. If the solution p =  q>{y, C,) of this equation is determi: 
the desired solution of the original equation is found from 
equation with variables separable:

g = p  =  cp(i/( C J, that Is -J M ^ .= d x
and

I< p o /c ,) =  ;c+ C*
Example. Let us solve the equation

2ytf +  if> =  0

Putting y ’ —p and y” =  p v/e obtain

2 y p ^ + p '  =  0

This is a first-order equation with variables separable. On br 
ging it to the form % and integrating we gel In lp\

1 c= — y  ln j# |- f  ln |C , | and p = -p L  where y >  0. Now we find

from the equation -£ =  -p== and obtain the required solutic 
JL J-

y * ==C,x-fC, or t/ =  (C ,x-f Ct ) 8 . When cancelling by p we on
the solution p = y ’ =  0 of the transformed equation, that is t 
solution y =  const of the given equation.

In both cases II and III we introduced y' as a new auxilia 
function and obtained in this way an equation of the first ord<
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If an equation of the second order is of the form t/r = f(y') to 
which both methods II and III are applicable one should follow 
the way which is more convenient for the given particular case.

167. Applications to Mechanics.
I. Catenary. Let us consider a uniform nonextensible flexible 

thread suspended by its ends (see Fig. 243). We shall investigate 
the shape of the thread under the action 
of its own weight.

Let us draw the axis Oy vertically 
through the lowest point N of the line and 
the axis Ox horizontally at a certain distan
ce (which will be specified later on from 
the point N).

Take an arbitrary point M of the line.
In the state of equilibrium the portion NM 
of the line can be regarded as a rigid body 
subjected to the action of three forces, 
namely, the force of horizontal tension H,  
the force of tension T  applied at the
point M and directed along the tangent to the line and the 
force of its own weight P equal to s6 where s is the length of 
the arc NM  and 6 the weight of the thread per unit length.

The equilibrium conditions imply
T  sin a  =  s6 and T  cos a  =  H

t  y i By

f  j T
MJP&-

H a IP
0 X

Fig. 243

Dividing the first equality by the second we obtain

tan a  =  -^-s

Consequently-, if y = y ( x )  is the sought-for equation of the curve 
ANB  we must have

c
t/' =  ks where k =  -^-=const

Let us differentiate this equality with respect to x:
y ' = k s 'r= k l/T + ffi*

This equation can be solved as was indicated in Sec. 166, II. We 
put y' =  z; then y" = z ', and we thus obtain

z' =  k y  1 -f- zs, that is - dz =krlx
/ l - M 4

It follows that
In (z -j- y  1 -f zs) =  kx -f- C,

At the point N we have x =  0 and z =  r/'=  0 (since N is the lo
west point of the line at which the tangent is horizontal). Con-
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sequently, C, =  0 and z + V  1 +  z2 = ekx. Transposing 2 to the right 
side and squaring we arrive at the relation

z = y' =  -£- (ekx—e~kx) =  sinh kx 

The integration of this relation gives

y + 1 = k  (ekx+ e~kx) = t  cosh kx
Let us now choose the distance ON equal to - j . Then C,=0, 

and we derive the desired equation of the line:

y =  (fikx+ e~kx) =  y  cosh kx

This example illustrates how we can determine in succession 
the values of the constants of integration. If we tried to begin with 
finding the general solution this would involve more extensive 
calculations.

Introducing the notation —- =  a we write

y — T  (■e~ + e~ ~ ) 88 a c °sh -j

This is the equation of a catenary whose shape is taken by the 
freely suspended thread.

II. Some problems of particle dynamics. Let a material point 
be in a rectilinear motion under the action of a force directed 
along the trajectory. By Newton’s second law, the product of the 
mass m by the acceleration w is equal to the acting force F: 

d2smw = F .1 Since ^  =  ̂ 2 where t is time and s the path length sve
obtain the differential equation of the second order for the law 
of motion:

In a mechanical problem of a general type the force F may depend 
on time t and also on the path length s and the velocity v, i.e.

1 Here we consider the acceleration w and the force F not as vectors but 
as scalars since the conditions of the problem imply that the directions of the 
force and of the acceleration are solely determined by their algebraic signs.
In the general case the equation of motion is written in the form
where r (/) is the radius-vector of the moving point (see Sec. 70). Projecting this 
equality on the coordinate axes we obtain a system of three differential equations 
whose integration encounters essential difficulties.
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F — F ^ t, s, In mechanics the differentiation with respect to
time is often marked not by prime but by the dot: v = s and 
w = v — s. Then the differential equation of motion takes the form

ms =  F(t,  s, i) (*)

The initial conditions are usually written as s|/=o =  s0 and s|<=o=So* 
their mechanical meaning being quite obvious: we set the initial 
position and the initial velocity of the point. Let us consider 
some examples.

(1) Uniformly accelerated motion. Let the force F be constant.
P *• •Denote the ratio — as a, then s=a. Integrating we obtain s=at-\-Cl

and s =  ̂ - \ - C 1t -fC 2. It is obvious that C1 =  s |/=0 =  u0 and C. =  
=  s |/=0= s 0. Thus, we have derived the well-known formula for 
the distance travelled in a uniformly accelerated motion: s = ~ f

(2) Motion of a point in a medium with resistance. Experiments 
show that every body moving in a medium undergoes the resis
tance of the medium. The force of resistance increases together 
with the velocity and depends both on the properties of the medium 
(i.e. on its density, viscosity, etc.) and on the dimensions and 
the shape of the body. If the velocity of motion is not high and 
the dimensions of the body are not large the force of resistance 
can be approximately regarded as being directly proportional to 
the velocity v:

Here k >  0, and the minus sign in front of this proportionality 
factor indicates that the direction of the force of resistance of the 
medium is always opposite to the motion1. When the velocity of 
motion is high the force of resistance becomes proportional to the 
square of the velocity:

F res-= - Y*a

In this case the proportionality coefficient y is computed by the 
formula

y =  CpS

where p is the density of the medium, 5 is the maximum cross- 
section (mid-section) perpendicular to the direction of motion and C

1 For instance, according to Stokes* law, for the motion of a ball of radius R 
in a fluid, k = 6nRr\ where r\ is the viscosity of the medium.
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is a dimensionless factor determined experimentally and dependent 
on the geometric form of the moving bodyl.

The question of what kind of law of resistance should be chosen 
in a concrete situation is of course decided in experiments.

As an example, let us consider a body falling on the earth and 
acted upon by gravitation and air drag.

Let the mass of the body be m and its initial velocity zero. 
The body undergoes the action of the force of gravity mg and of 
the force of resistance which is usually assumed to be proportional 
to the square of the velocity of motion. In this case the differen
tial equation of motion takes the form

ms =  m g—ys*
Making the substitution

we arrive at the first-order equation
dv _m -jr  =  m g— yv'

Rewriting this equation as
—  — J L (  UlL_VA
dt ~  m \  y  v )

putting ~  =  — and separating the variables we obtain
dv
—D2=  adt

On integrating (see Formula 11 in the table of integrals), we 
receive

s5l”£r-« '+ c
Since o |<=0= 0, we have C =  0. Then and

p la b t__|
v =  b ——— - =  b tanh (abi)

The formula obtained shows that the velocity v is always less 
than b and tends to this value as f —► oo. Hence, the velocity 
does not increase indefinitely (which is the case in a free fall in 
vacuum) and tends to a definite limit referred to as the terminal 
velocity of fall:

Vt*rr, =  b =  y  - f

1 The coefficient C Is usually determined with the aid of a wind tunnel In
which an air flow js Incident on the motionless body.
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Practically the terminal velocity is achieved comparatively quickly, 
the value of the terminal velocity and also the time taken to 
achieve it increase together with the mass of the body and with 
the reduction of the resistance coefficient y, which is coherent 
with our everyday experience and intuition.

Now we shall establish the relationship between the velocity of 
fall and the distance travelled. As is known, for the free fall 
(when air resistance is neglected) we have v=y~2gs where s is the 
aistance passed in the fall. To discover the sought-for relationship 
we can proceed from the known law of variation of the velocity 
to find the distance travelled by means of integration and then 
determine the connection between v and s. However, we shall 
follow a simpler way, namely, eliminate the independent variable 
t from the differential equation of motion. To this end we use 
the substitution indicated in Sec. 166, III:

• -  dv dv ds dvs — v, S —

Now, making use of the new notation we write down the differen
tial equation in the form

v *L= a {b*-x?)

On separating the variables and integrating, we receive 

— j  ln(b*—v'-) =  as +  C 

Since p |s_0 =  Of we have C = —y  Inb2, and, consequently, as =

=  — I n w h e n c e  v — b Y  1—e~ias. Replacing a and b by their 
values we obtain

It follows from this formula that if the ratio ~  is large, (this 
means that we deal with a bluff body, not streamlined), the quan-

2 vs
tity  e~m can be neglected even for not too large values of s. 
This approximation again leads to the expression j / ^ •—  for the

terminal velocity. If the ratio is very small we can use the
approximate formula e* «  1 + x  (applicable for small x ; see Sec. 36) 
to obtain, for small s, the relation

i / ' mg -i A  ( \ 2Y*\ i / v m
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which means that in these circumstances the formula for the velo
city of free fall can be used as an approximation.

Let the reader analyse the free fall of a body in a medium 
with force of resistance directly proportional to the velocity (this, 
for instance, is the case when the body is falling in water) and 
show that for this motion as well the velocity v has a definite 
terminal (limiting) value as t increases.

Later on, in Sec. 175, we shall come back to problems ot 
dynamics and consider harmonic oscillations of a point.

168. Higher-order Differential Equations. The problem of solving 
a differential equation becomes more complicated as the left-hand 
side of the equation involves derivatives of higher order. In this 
section we shall limit ourselves to stating some basic definitions 
related to differential equations of the nth order.

Definition. The order  of a differential equation is the highest 
order of the derivative involved in the equation.

Most often we deal with equations resolved with respect to the 
highest derivative. The general form of a differential equation of 
the nth order solved for the nth derivative is

yw  =  f(x,  y, y ' ..........«/<"->’) (♦)

The general solution of such an equation depends on n arbitrary 
constants: y  =  q>(x, Ct , Ca, . . . ,  C„). To isolate a particular solu
tion corresponding to a concrete problem one must set initial 
conditions; in Cauchy's problem they are of the form

y )*=*,“ r/o* y  |jt=jc0 =  i/o» •••» y {n 11 |jt=jr0 — //o" n
that is for x = x0 certain values of the function y itself and of 
its derivatives up to order n — 1 inclusive are assigned. Differen
tiating the general solution n — 1 times and substituting the initial 
data we obtain a system of n equations with the n unknowns C„ 
C2, . . . ,  C„.

As to the existence and uniqueness of a particular solution, 
this question is answered by the theorem below which is 
analogous to the theorems stated previously for the cases n = I 
and n =  2. In the formulation of this theorem the right-hand side 
of equation (*) (the function f) is regarded as a function of n +  I 
independent variables x , y, y \  . . . .  yln~u: if the function f is 
continuous and possesses continuous partial derivatives with respect 
to the variables y, y ', . . . .  in a neighbourhood of the point
(*«, yo, y ’o< • . . .  y f ~ l% equation (*) has a unique solution satis
fying the initial conditions y  |*=*„ =  */<,, y'\x=xt =y'o, y(n~u 
= y<0n~1) and defined in a sufficiently small interval [x0 — /i,

Consider a simple type of nth-order equation which is easily 
solved for any n:

y(n)=f ( * )
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The general solution of this equation is found by means of n 
successive integrations; every integration results in the appearance 
of an arbitrary constant.

Example. Let us solve the equation y " "  =  s\nx. We obtain in 
succession

y '"  =  — cosat+Cj 
y" — — sin x -f- Ctx -f Ct
y ' cos x + C j -g- t  C„x -f c3

and, finally,
y= sm x-)-C 1-jr--\~Ct -Y-}- Cax -{~Ct

Changing the notation of the arbitrary constants we can rewrite 
the general solution in the form

y — sin x -f- Ctx3 +  C2x* -f- Cax -f- Ct

§ 3. Linear Differential Equations
169. Linear Equations of the Second Order. General Properties.
Definition. A lin ea r  d i f fe r e n t ia l  equation  of the second 

order is an equation which involves linearly the unknown function 
and its derivatives or, equivalently, which is an equation of the 
first degree with respect to the unknown function and its deriva
tives.

The general form of such an equation solved with respect to 
the highest derivative is

(*)
The right member of this equation (the function f  (x)) is referred 

to as the nonhomogeneity term. If the function f(x) is identically 
equal to zero, equation (*) is called a homogeneous linear equation; 
otherwise it is called a nonhomogeneous linear equation.

If the functions a, (x), at (x) and f(x) are continuous in an 
interval a < x < 6  (finite or infinite), equation (*) possesses a 
unique solution satisfying arbitrary initial conditions

y\x=x.-=y0, t/'U=x.=y'o Where x0e(a , b)
This is implied by the fact that equation (*) written in the form 
y" =  — at (x)y' — a, (x)y + f(x )  satisfies all the conditions of the 
existence and uniqueness theorem stated in Sec. 165 since the 
right-hand side of the latter equation and its partial derivatives 
with respect to y  and y ' (which are, respectively, equal to —at (x) 
and —a, (x)) are continuous. Moreover, it can be proved that the 
solution of the linear equation determined by the initial conditions
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exists and is unique on the whole interval (a, b) (remember that 
in the general case of an arbitrary nonlinear equation the theorem 
only guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution for 
a sufficiently small interval [x0 — h, x0 +  /i]).

Note that the linear equation
Po (x) y"+ p x (*) y ' +  p t (x)y = f (.x)

can be reduced to form (*) by dividing both sides by p0(x). But 
then at the points where /?„(*) =  0 the conditions of the existence 
theorem can be violated; such ppints are called singular1.

I. Homogeneous Linear Equations. We shall begin with a ho
mogeneous linear equation

/  +  + M * ) . y = o  (**)
It is supposed tha t the functions al (x) and at (x) are continuous 

in an interval (a, b) which can be finite or infinite. For brevity, 
we shall sometimes write at and at instead of a,(x) and o,(x); in 
particular cases ax and at can be constant.

Every homogeneous linear equation always possesses the so-cal
led trivial (zero) solution y =  0 .

Let us discuss some properties of solutions of equation (**).
Theorem I. If ^ ( x )  and y t (x) are two solutions of homogene

ous linear equation (**) the function y  =  Ciy l (x)-\-C iy J x )  Is 
also a solution of the equation for any constants C, and C,.

For brevity, we shall write these solutions as y, and yt\ the 
expression C-,yl -\-Ciyi is called their linear combination.

Proof. Differentiate the function y = C 1y1+ C tyt twice:
y '— l̂i/i c„ys, y — Cxyi 4* Cjji

Now, substituting y, y' and y" into the left-hand side of equati
on (**) we obtain

C tt/l+ C jfi+ O i (Cxy'x+C^) + a t (C jt/j+ Q /,) =  
axy i+ ajyx) +  C, (y[+ + atyt)

The expressions in the parentheses are the results of the substi
tution of the functions and y t in equation (**); since these 
functions are solutions of (**) both expressions are identically 
equal to zero, and hence the function y  — C ^ + C ty t does in fact 
satisfy equation (**). The theorem has been proved.

The next theorem indicates the conditions under which a linear 
combination of two solutions is the general solution.

Theorem II. If y x and y s are solutions of equation (**) such that
their ratio is not equal to a constant const) the linear

1 The investigation of singular points of some special types of linear equation 
plays an important role in mathematical physics.
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combination of these functions
y ^ c ^ + c j ,  <***)

Is the general solution in the sense that every solution of equa
tion (**) is expressible in the form (***) for appropriately chosen 
constants Cx and Cs.

The condition — 9^ const indicates that neither of these soluti-f/l
ons is a trivial one.

Proof. According to Theorem I, the function y  is a solution for 
any Ct and C,. Let us prove that under the above hypothesis 
concerning y x and yt there always exist, for any initial conditions 
y \x=Xt — y0, y'\x=xe= y'o' the constants Ct and Ct such that the 
solution expressed°by the linear combination of yx and yt with 
the coefficients Ct and Ct satisfies these initial conditions. The 
point x0 must of course belong to the interval on which the equa
tion is considered; in particular, if ax and c, are constant x„ can 
be any point.

To prove this assertion let us substitute the initial values into 
the expressions of the function y  and its derivative. This results 
in the following system of linear algebraic equations with respect 
to Ct and C3:

Cxylt,+ C £ „ = y i
Cxy'i^-VC.u'^ —ya

where the values y lt = y t (x0), yit=y[(x0), y l0 = y1(x0) and yU — y'»(xo) are known and Cx and Cs are to be found.
Now wre shall show' that the determinant of this system is non

zero:
\yi<>
\y'io

y*o\ 
y't0 1 0

This will imply that the system possesses a unique solution for 
any right-hand terms.

Assume the contrary: let the determinant be equal to zero. 
Then the homogeneous linear system of algebraic equations

Ciiho +  — 0
which corresponds to the zero initial conditions y 0 — 0, y'e—0 pos
sesses, besides the zero solution ^  =  0, C, =  0, an infinite number 
of nonzero solutions. If Csc, Ct0 is one of them, the function 

C?ey, is a solution of equation (**) corresponding to the 
zero initial conditions. But since the trivial solution y =  0 obvio
usly satisfies the same conditions, we conclude, by the uniqueness 
theorem, that
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because there can only be one such solution. It now follows that
— =  — ̂ i^ c o n s t ,  which contradicts the condition —  =5̂ const 
y  1 ^20 y \
(if Cv, =  0 then CI0^= 0 and y l ^ 0 ,  which, according to the hy
pothesis, is impossible). Thus, the assumption that W„ =  0 leads 
to a contradiction, which completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem II is very important; it shows that knowing any lv.o 
solutions of equation (**) which satisfy the conditions of the the
orem we can construct the general solution and, hence, find par
ticular solutions satisfying any given initial conditions.

II. Nonhomogeneous Linear Equations. Consider a nonhomoge* 
neous linear equation of the second order

y’ -T a ,y '^r a2y =  f{x) (')
We shall say that the homogeneous equation

y " - fa ty'-{-aty  =  0 (**)

obtained from the given equation (*) by replacing the nonhomo
geneity term f(x)  by zero, corresponds to equation (*). We shall 
prove the following theorem describing the structure of the gene
ral solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (*).

Theorem. The g en era l so lu tion  of the nonhomogeneous equa
tion (*) can be written as a sum of the general solution of the 
corresponding homogeneous equation (**) and a particular solution 
of the given equation (*).

Proof. Let ®(x) designate the general solution of equation!**) 
and <p(x) an arbitrary particular solution of equation (*). Take 
the function

y = ®(x) + tf(x)
and differentiate it twice:

y ' =  <p'(*) +  <p'(*), /  =  +  *"(*)

Substituting the expressions of y, y ', and y" into the left-hand 
side of the given equation (*) we obtain

(*) +  9" (Jf) 4* a x [O ' ( x )  - f  9 '  (* )] - f  a ,  [<D (x) - f  9  (x)] =
=  [0)" (x) 4- at(D' (x) 4- at® (x)] 4- W  (x) 4- ^ 9 ' W + a,9 M]

The expression in the first square brackets is equal to zero be
cause O(x) is the solution of the homogeneous equation (**), and 
the expression in the second square brackets is equal to /(x) sincc- 
9 (x) satisfies the nonhomogeneous equation (*). Consequently, the 
function y  =  (D (x) 4-9  (x) is in fact a solution of equation (*). Ac
cording to Theorem II, Sec. I, this function can be written in the 
form

t/ =  Clt/14-C ^/,4 -9W
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where yt and yt are particular solutions of the corresponding ho
mogeneous equation and q>(x) a particular solution of the nonho- 
mogeneous equation.

To complete the proof let the reader write down the system of 
equations for determining Ct and C, for given initial conditions 
and show that it always has a unique solution.

170. Homogeneous Linear Differential Equations of the Se
cond Order with Constant Coefficients. The problem of solving li
near differential equations of the second order with variable coef
ficients a, and a* is extremely complicated and we shall not treat it 
here. Let us study linear equations with constant coefficients

l f - f a 1y ' +  aty  = f  (x) t*)

where a, and o, are constant numbers. As before, we begin with 
homogeneous equations.

Consider a homogeneous linear differential equation of the se
cond order

y ' + a t f + w ^  0 (**)
where a, and a, are constant. Our aim is to construct the general 
solution of this equation.

Let us try to construct a function of the form y = erx satisfying 
equation (**) where r is a real or complex number. On analysing 
the simple calculations given below the reader will see that there 
is every reason to expect that for a certain r the function erx is 
a solution of equation (**).

We have
y' — rerx, t f  =  r’leTX 

and, consequently, there must be the identity
erx(ri + a 1r + a l) =  0 

Since erx^ 0 ,  it follows that
rs-^-a1r-h at =  0 (A)

We thus see that the function erx is a solution of equation (**) 
if r is a root of quadratic equation (A).

Equation (A) is called the characteristic equation and r  a cha
racteristic root.

It is seen that in order to form the characteristic equation we 
must replace in the given equation (**) y  by unity and each de
rivative of the unknown function (that is y ' and if) by r to the 
power equal to the order of the derivative (i.e., by ran d  r1, res
pectively).

Here, in connection with the roots rx and rt of the characteris
tic equation, we should distinguish between the following three
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cases (the coefficients at and o, are always supposed to be real 
numbers):

( 1) r t and rs are real and distinct: rt ^=r3,
(2) rt and r , are real and their values coincide: rx = r, (this 

means that r, is a two-fold root of equation (A));
(3) rx and r2 are conjugate complex numbers: r ,= a - f P i  and 

r, =  a —pi, P ^ O .
Let us separately analyse each case.
(1) The roots of the characteristic equation are real and distinct: 

rt ¥=r3. In this case either root can be taken as the exponent r 
in the function erx, and thus we readily obtain two solutions ol 
equation (**): er'x and er*x. It is clear that their ratio is not a
constant quantity: —  =  ev*~r^x ^isconst.

If the roots r t and r9 of the characteristic equation are real 
and distinct the general solution Is given by the formula

y  =  C,er>x +  CseriX

where C, and C, are arbitrary constants.
The determinant W 0 of the system of linear algebraic equations 

from which, for given initial conditions at a point x0, the values 
of Cj and C3 are found (see Sec. 169, I), is expressed by the for
mula

W0 =
ertx0

r,er,Xo
o

r3er,x 0 e(r‘+r*,x»(ra—

Since ri ^=rl , we have for all the values of .v0l which is
in accordance with the theorem on the general solution of the ho
mogeneous linear differential equation.

Example. Let us solve the. equation
y"— y >—2t /= o

Write the characteristic equation:

Its roots are
ra—r —2 =  0 

r t =  2 and r5 =  — 1
Hence, the general solution is

y =  Cleix -\-C3e~x
Now let us set the initial conditions y|*_o =  2, y'|Xa0 =  — 5 and 

determine the corresponding particular solution. Here the alge
braic system for Ct and C2 has the form

C ,  C j  =  2 
2C X— C ,  = —5
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whence Ct =  — 1, Ct =s3, and the sought-for particular solutionis 
found:

y —— etx -{-3e~x

(2) The roots of the characteristic equation are real and coincide: 
r1 = ri . In this case the above procedure only yields one solution 
yl = erix. We shall show that the function

yi = xer^
can be taken as a second solution of the equation. Differentiate 
the function y% twice:

y't =  erix -{-rlxertx, 
y l= 2 r1er*XJr rlxer*x 

Substitute these expressions into the left-hand side of equation (**): 
2rlerix+ r\xertx -f- c, (ertx -}- r1xer<x) + atxer«x =

= e'.x [x (rf+ a1r 1+ at) + (2r t - f  a,)]
Since rx is a root of the characteristic equation we have

=  0 and, since it is a two-fold root, Vieta's theorem tells 
that alt that is 2r1- f a 1 =  0. Thus, the expression in
square brackets is equal to zero, and the function y t = xertx is 
in fact a solution of equation (**).

Hence, in the case of a real two-fold root of the characteristic 
equation the general solution of equation (**) is

y ^ C t  +  C r fe r *
Here it is also readily checked that the determinant W0 does 

not vanish for any value of x0:
x0ert*o 

rLerix<> +  r1x0er»x®
=r C*rix9 0

Example. Let us solve the equation
t/’— 6y' +  9y=Q

The characteristic equation
r 2— 6 r-f9  =  0

has one two-fold root
f i = r t = 3

and, consequently, the general solution is written in the form
y = (C t + C xx)#*

(3) The roots of the characteristic equation are conjugate comp
lex numbers: r1= a + t 'P ,  r t = a —ip, p ^ O . If v/e admit as solu-
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tions complex functions of a real argument (see § 6 of Chapter IV1), 
then, as before, the functions e'a+'P,x and eia~ ie,x are two solu
tions of equation (**), their ratio (which is equal to e*1̂ ) being 
nonconstant. The general solution can be written as

Cte(a + ‘P>x-i-Cte(a- “>,x
where C, and C, are arbitrary complex constants. Let the reader 
apply the differentiation rules for complex functions to check 
that this expression is a solution of the equation.

To obtain the real solution we shall use the following simple 
property: if equation (**) with real coefficients has a complex solu
tion y = u (x )4 -iv (x )  each of the functions u(x) and v(x) is a solu
tion of the equation. Indeed, on differentiating the function y and 
substituting the result into the equation we obtain

(u" -f  iv") -f- at (u' -J- iv’) +  at (u-f iv) — 0

Regrouping the summands we write
(«" +  c^u '+ atu) -f  / {v" -hatv' +  atv) =  0

Since a complex expression is equal to zero if and only if its 
real and imaginary parts are zero, there must be

^ + 0^ ' -{-atu =  0 and +  0,0 =  0
which means that the functions u(x) and v{x) are solutions. 

Since, by Euler’s formula (see Sec. 74), we have
e<a + /P) x _  (cos fix - f 1 sin fi x) =  eax cos fix+ ie*1 sin fix

the above property1 shows that the functions e0* cos fix and e®*sin fix 
are solutions to equation (**); their ratio is clearly distinct from 
a constant. Now, knowing the two particular solutions we readily 
construct the general solution

y  =  Cjg®* cos fix-f-Cteax sin fix =  eax (C, cos fix-\- C, sin fix)

where Ct and C, are no longer complex but real arbitrary con
stants. In this construction we have not used the other complex 
solution e<a ~ 'P) x; if we take its real part eaxcosfix and imaginary 
part — eaxsinfix  to construct the general solution the final result 
is obviously the same as before.

Thus, if the characteristic equation has two conjugate complex 
roots the general solution is

y = . e ax(Cl cos f ix  -J- C, sin fix)

1 If  th is  se c tio n  h a s  n o t y e t  been  s tu d ie d  th e  reader m ay om it the compu
ta t io n s  an d  l im i t  h im s e lf  to  m e m o riz in g  th e  u l t im a te  conclusion given in bo!i 
face ty p e  a n d  to  c o n s id e r in g  th e  g iv e n  e x a m p le s .
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Let the reader verify that in- this case as well the determinant 
(see Sec. 169, I) is different from zero.

Example, y"—4y' -f- 13r/ =  0
Write down the characteristic equation:

Its roots are
r 2—4 r +  13 =  0

r x==2-l-3i and r2 =  2—3 i

Therefore the general solution is given by the formula 

y = e-x (Cx cos 3x-f C2sin 3jc)

The theory of vibrations often deals with equations in which 
ax =  0 and at >  0. Let us write such an equation in the form

y" +  a*y = Q

where © is a positive constant.
From the characteristic equation r 2 +  ©2 =  0 we find

Therefore
r1 =  ai, r 2 =  — ai 

y = Ct cos ©*+ C2 sin ax

This general solution can be written in a different form if we 
introduce two new arbitrary constants A and 9 connected with Cx 
and Ct by the relations

Cx =  A sin 9 , C2 =  A cos (p 

which are equivalent to A — VC\-\-C\ and tan Then

y =  A (sin <p cos cox+ cos cp sin ax) = A sin (to*+ 9)

Setting arbitrary initial conditions we can find uniquely deter
mined values of the constants C, and C2 or A and 9 .

Let us consider the case of boundary conditions (see the end of 
Sec. 165) when the situation may be different. For definiteness, 
let © = 1, then the general solution is t/=C,cosjc-(-C2sinx. Take 
the boundary conditions y U =0 =  0. y \x - n = y 0- The first condition 
implies that C1 =  0; then the second condition becomes Ct s ln n = y t 
and shows that if r/o^O it is impossible to determine C2, which 
means that there is no solution satisfying the given boundary 
conditions. But if yo — 0, any function t/= C 2sin;e satisfies both 
the equation and the boundary conditions. Let the reader show 
that if the second condition is taken at any point x ^ n n  the 
problem possesses a unique solution.

39*
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171. Nonhomogeneous Linear Differential Equations of the Seed 
Order with Constant Coefficients. The Method of Complex Arp!:* 
tudes.

1. Now we consider a linear equation of the form

‘/ '- r a 1y '+ a ty = f( x )  C,
with constant coefficients a1 and a, and nonzero nonhoEOger.-:*.; 
term f{x).

As is known (see Sec. 169, II), the general solution c! i':.j 
equation is the sum of the general solution of the corresponding 
homogeneous equation and a particular solution of equation (*j.

Since it is already known how the general solution of the homo
geneous equation is found, it only remains to determine a pdi- 
cular solution of the given equation (*). We shall begin wit: 
some special cases in which the solution can be found with the 
aid of the method of undetermined coefficients and then proceed 
to the general method.

1. Let the right-hand side of equation (*) be of the form

f ( x )  =  P(x )e?x
where P { x ) is a polynomial. Then equation (*) possesses a parti* 
cular solution

y = x kQ (x )e rx
where Q (x)  is a polynomial of the same degree as P(x); if the 
number p  is not a root of the characteristic equation r ’-ffljf-f 
-}-a,r= 0  then £ =  0 and if it is a root then k is equal to the 
multiplicity of that root.

Assuming that there is a solution of this form we then End the 
coefficients of the polynomial Q (x) with the aid of the rxir/A 
of undetermined coefficients.

This rule remains valid when p = 0, that is when the right-had 
side only involves a polynomial; in this case it is necessary to 
check whether the number 0 is a characteristic root and to deter
mine its multiplicity provided it is a root. In particular cases P[x) 
can be a polynomial of zeroth degree, that is a constant.

Below are some examples intended to help the reader to under
stand this method of determining a particular solution.

Examples. (1) t f — 2 y '+ y =  1 -\-x, y | , =fl= 2 , y'Jx=t= —3.
Here the characteristic equation

r*—2r-f- 1 = 0

has the two-fold root r  =  l. Hence, the general solution of the 
homogeneous equation is

U— fP i^ mC2x)ex
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The right-hand side of the given equation has the form indica
ted above with p =  0 and 5(je) =  1+ x . Since the number 0 is 
not a root of the characteristic equation the particular solution 
is sought in the form

y ^ A x + B
where A and B are constants to be found.

Differentiating this expression and substituting into the diffe
rential equation we obtain

—2A +  Ax-{ B =  1 +  x
Equating the coefficients in like powers of x on both sides of 
the equality we derive the relations

A = l, —2/4 +  5 =  1 
whence A = l  and 5  =  3. Thus, the function

y~ x-\~  3
is a particular solution of the given equation, and its general 
solution is the function

y =  (C1 +  CIx ) e * + ( x + 3 )

On finding the general solution of the equation we proceed to 
determine its particular solution corresponding to the given ini
tial conditions1. To this end we find

t/' =  (Cl +  Ctx ) e * + C ,e * + 1
Then

2 =  C ,+ 3 , —3 = ^ + 0 , + 1
whence C ,= —1 and Ct =  —3. Thus, the desired solution is the 
function

y — — (1 +  3x) <?*+x + 3
(2) y"~— 4y' +  3y =  3eIx.
Here the characteristic equation is

r*—4 r+ 3  =  0
its roots being r t =  1 and r , = 3. Consequently, the general solu
tion of the corresponding homogeneous equation is

y = Cle*+Cj*x
The right-hand side of the given equation is of the form discus
sed above with P(x) =  3. Thus, here we have a polynomial of

1 We have already found one particular solution jrt=x+3 but it does not 
satisfy the Initial conditions. This solution has been used for constructing the 
general solution of the equation from which we now find another particular 
solution corresponding to tne Initial conditions.
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zeroth degree; the number p — 2 is not a root of the characteris
tic equation and therefore k = 0. The particular solution is there 
fore taken in the form

y — Ae2X
where A is a constant that should be determined.

We have y '= 2 A e 2X and y” =  4Ae2x. The substitution of y, if 
and y" into the equation results in

4Ae2x—8Ae2X-j-3Ae2x =  3i2x
whence A =  —3. Consequently, the sought-for particular solution 
is the function y — —3e2x and the general solution is

y  =  +  C2eZx — 3e* *

(3) y"— 4y' +  3y =  xex.
Here the left-hand side is the same as in Example 2. There

fore the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous equa
tion is already known:

y =  Clex+ C tezx
Since p = l ,  that is p  is a simple (one-fold) root of the charac
teristic equation, we have k — l. The polynomial P(x)=xisot 
the first degree, and therefore the form of the desired particular 
solution is ,

y =  x (Ax -\-B)ex =  (Ax2 -f- Bx) ex
We now differentiate it twice:

y ' =  (2A x+ B )ex-f  (Ax2 +  Bx) ex
y" =  2Aex +  2 (2Ax+ B) ex +  (Ax2 +Bx) ex

On substituting these expressions into the equation we obtain
2 A ex+ 2  (2 Ax +  B) ex +  (Ax2 +  Bx) ex—4 [(2 Ax+ B) ex+

-f (Ax2+ Bx) ex] -f 3 (Ax2+ Bx) ex =  ex (—4 A x - f 2A—2B)=xex
whence

that is
2/1—25 =  0, —4/1 =  1

A _1_
4 ’ 5  =  — 4

Thus, we have determined the particular solution p = —~ ( x ’-f *)** 
and hence found the general one:

y= C ,ex+ C 2e*x- ~ ( x 2+ x) ex

2. Let the right-hand side of equation (*) be of the form 
/  ( * ) = a  cos q x  - j- b sin qx
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If the numbers +/<7 are not characteristic roots, the equation 
possesses the particular solution

x  =  A cos qx  +  5  sin qx
If the numbers +  iq  satisfy the characteristic equation there 

is a particular solution of the form
y  =  x ( A  cos qx  +  B sin qx)

In particular cases when a =  0 or b = 0 the solution should never
theless be sought in the indicated general form involving both 
cos qx and sin qx.

Examples. (1) «/"+4y' +  13y=5sin2x.
The characteristic equation r* +  4 r+ 1 3  =  0 has the roots r — 

— — 2 ±  3i. Hence, the general solution of the corresponding homo
geneous equation is

y  =  e~ix (Ct cos 3x +  Ct sin 3x)
Since the numbers ±  2t are not roots of the characteristic equation, 
we look for a particular solution of the form

y = A  cos 2 x + 5 s in  2x 
Differentiating twice we obtain

y' =  — 2A sin 2 x + 25 cos 2x 
y"=  — 4 A cos 2x— 4B sin 2x

The substitution into the equation yields
— 4/1 cos 2x— 45 sin 2x—8/4 sin 2x+ 8B cos 2x +13/4 cos 2x +

+  135 sin 2x =  5 sin 2x
Equating the coefficients in sin 2x and cos 2x on both sides of the 
equality (the coefficient in cos2x on the right-hand side is  equal 
to zero) we obtain

— 8/4 +  95 =  5, 9/4 +  8 5 a=0
8 9whence A =  — a°d & =  29 • Hence, the particular solution is 
8 9the function — ^ c o s 2x + 2gSin2x, and the general solution is 

y = e~tx (Ct cos 3x+ Ct sin 3x)—^  cos 2x+ ^  sin 2x 

(2) y',+ © *y= asinnx .
The general solution of the corresponding homogeneous equation 

has already been found on page 611:
y — C  ̂cos tox+ Ct sin tax
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If n^=(o a particular solution of the given equation is sought 
in the form

y — A  cos nx-\- B sin nx
Differentiating this expression and substituting the result into the 
equation (let the reader carry out the calculations) we find

A (w*—rt1) cosnx-f-£(ci)*—nl) sinnx =  asinnx
whence

■4“ ° ^

Therefore the general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation is

y  =  Ci cos ax  - f  Ct sin o w e - f - s i n  nx

If n =  (o the above form of the particular solution does not apply. 
In this case it should be sought in the form

y  =  x (A cos (ox+ B  sin cax)
We have

y' =  (A cos (ox-f  B sin owe) +  X(o (— A sin ewe-f-B cos m)
and

y" =  2(o (— A sin (ox-\- B cos owe)—xco5 (A cos ©x-fB sin <ox)
On substituting into the equation we receive

2<o (— A  sin oax-f B cos <ox)—x<o* (A cos ax-j-B  sin cox) -f 
+  x(o2 (A cos (ox+ B sin cox) =  a sin owe

that is
2a (— A  sin (ox+ B cos cox) =  a sin cox

whence

Thus, the function
a — £ .  B = °

y  =  —  ̂ x c o s (o x

is a particular solution of the equation for n =  co. 
Consequently, the general solution is given by

y =  Cx cos (ox - f  C, sin (ox— x cos wx

Now we pass to a more general form of nonhomogeneity terms 
to which the method of undetermined coefficients is also applicable.

3. If the right-hand side of equation (*) has the form
/  ( x ) = ePx IPx (x ) cos q x + P, (x )  sin q x J
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where Pt (x ) and Pt (x ) are polynomials and the numbers 
p ^ i q  are not roots of the characteristic equation, there exists 
a particular solution of the form

y —e?* [/?! (x) cos q x +/?„ (x) sin qx]
where Rx{x) and Rt (x) are polynomials of degree equal to the 
highest degree of the polynomials P, (x) and Pt (x).

If the numbers pA-iq  are characteristic roots this expression 
for the particular solution should be additionally multiplied by x.

Case 1 is obtained from this general expression for <7 =  0, and 
Case 2 for p =  0, P, (x) =  a and P t (x) =  b (the constants are regarded 
as polynomials of zeroth degree).

It should be noted that one of the polynomials R x (x) and R t (x) 
may happen to be of degree less than the one taken originally, 
that is some of the leading coefficients of that polynomial may 
be equal to zero.

Example. y"+y =  4xsinx.
Here p — 0, q — \, and the numbers ± i  are the roots of the 

characteristic equation ra+ l = 0 .  Therefore the particular solution 
is taken in the form

y = x  [(i4x+ B )cosx+ (.4 i*+ iJi) sinx]
We have

tf”— [—i4x* ”f* (4At —B) x ~f- (2A -(- 2B1)J cos x 
•f [— i4,x*— (4 A -f  B,) x +  (2/li—2B)] sin x

The substitution into the equation results in 
[2A}x +  (A +  B,)] cos x +  f— 2i4x+(^4,—B)J sin x = 2x sin x 

This equality becomes an identity only if
2At =  0, /4 +  Bt =  0, — 2/4 =  2 and A t — B = 0

whence
A =  —1, B =  0, /4j =  0, B, =  1

Hence, the sought-for particular solution is 
y = x (s in x —xcosx)

The general solution is given by the formula
y = C 1 cos x+ C t sin x -f x (sin x—x cos x)

The following remark is of practical importance:
Let the right hand, side of the equation y"+ a1y '+ a ;j f= f(x )  be 

equal to the sum of two functions: f(x) =  f1(x)A-fi (x); if y l and yt 
are solutions of the equations with the same left-hand side and the 
right-hand sides equal, respectively, to f x (x) and fs (x), the function 
yt + y t is a solution of the given equation.
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For we have
ijyl+ y l ) + ^ 1  (yl + y l)  -f  at (yt + y t ) = (y l+ axy\ + a ^ )  -f 

+  iy't+ ayyl+ ajJi) =  f, ( X) - f /, (x) =  /  (x)

This means that if we manage to find solutions of the equations 
with right-hand sides equal to the constituents the given nonb- 
mogeneity term is formed of, the sought-for solution is readily 
found as the sum of these solutions.

For instance, according to this remark, the equation
y — Ay' -f  3y = 3 e tx -{- xe*

(see Examples (2) and (3) on pages 613, 614) has a particular 
solution of the form

y  — — 3ezx— (x* - f  x) ex 

Consequently, its general solution is

y =  Ctex +  Cte ^ — 3eix — j ( x 3+ x)ex

II. The Method of Complex Amplitudes. In all the examples con
sidered by now the right-hand side of the equation is a real function. 
However, in the theory of vibrations we are often interested in 
equations whose nonhomogeneity terms are complex functions ol 
a real argument. The role of the argument is usually played by 
time which we shall denote as t. Denoting the unknown function 
by z (/), we have, in the new notation, the equation

z + a 1z + a iz =  f( t)  (*)
It is natural to expect that if /( / )  =  /, (/) is a complex
function the solution is also a complex function: z (f)= x (/)-f iy(t).

In what follows the coefficients a, and at are assumed to be 
real numbers since this is usually the case in applications. The 
substitution of the expressions of z(t)  and of its Derivatives into 
equation (*) yields

( x + t ^  +  a, (x-F iy) +  ai (x+ iy) = f1(t)+ ifi (t)
On separating the real and imaginary parts we arrive at the two 
equalities

x-f a1x + a i x =  /1(0, y + a i y + a iy = f i (l) (**)
We thus see that after a particular solution of equation (*) has 

been found we can separate its real and imaginary parts and thus 
obtain particular solutions of equations (**). The converse is also 
true: any particular solutions of equations (**) obviously generate 
a particular solution of equation (*).
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Let us dwell in more detail on the case when the right member 
of equation (*) is an exponential function: f(t) = Cem . The complex 
quantity C = rela where r  =  |C | and a  =  arg,C is called the complex 
amplitude. Since

C e^  =  re' ,w,+et> =  r cos (oit -|- a) -f ir sin (cot +  a)
the determination of a particular solution to the equation

z + a lz +  aiz = Ceia>l (***)
enables us to find particular solutions to equations (**) with right- 
hand members r cos (atf +  a) and rsin  (wt-f a ) .  The latter differential 
equations are often dealt with in electrotechnical problems. The 
replacement of trigonometric functions by exponential ones simp
lifies the calculations; this technique is referred to as the method 
of complex amplitudes.

Let us look for a particular solution of equation (***) of the 
form 2 = Sem  where S  is a complex number. On differentiating, 
substituting into the equation and cancelling by em  we get

(— 0)2 +  Q»)S — C whence S =

(it is supposed that the denominator of 5 is nonzero). Let us 
denote the modulus of the complex number 5 by p and the argu
ment by p. Then S =  pe'p, and

z = Setat = pe* (“'+P) =  p cos (cat +  P) +  ip sin (coZ +  P)

Hence, the equation x + + a2x = r cos (oif-fP) possesses the 
particular solution pcos(o>/4-P); similarly, the equation with 
right member rsin  (o)/-f-o) has the solution psin (o>t-{-/}).

172. The Method of Variation of Arbitrary Constants1. Let us 
proceed to the general method for finding a particular solution of 
a nonhomogeneous equation

«/"+<*!«/'+a*y =  f(x) H
where f(x) is an arbitrary continuous function.

To apply this method we must know the general solution of 
the corresponding homogeneous equation. The method of variation 
of arbitrary constants is applicable both to equations with cons
tant coefficients and to equations whose coefficients a, and at are 
functions of x. But, since practically, in the general case, we 
are only able to solve homogeneous equations with constant coef
ficients, the method we are going to discuss here will be used for 
solving equations of that kind.

1 This method was inaugurated by J.L. Lagrange.
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Let the homogeneous equation
! / '+ a ly' + 0 ^ = 0  (")

corresponding to equation (*) have the general solution
y =  Cly1+ C lyt

where Ct and C. are arbitrary constants.
We shall try to find a solution of equation (*) having the form

y =  Cl (x)yi + C i {x)yi (*“ )
where Cx (x) and C.(x) are some unknown functions which should 
be determined, ana y t and y. two known particular solutions oi 
homogeneous equation (**). For brevity, we shall write C, and C. 
instead of C. (x) and Ct (x) but it should be borne in mind that 
these quantities are dependent on x. Here we have to determine 
two functions C, and C2 which must be chosen so that equation (*) 
is satisfied. This gives us one relation for Ct and Ct. But, gene
rally, to determine two unknown quantities we must have two 
relations, and therefore a second relation can be introduced arbit
rarily. Differentiate equality (***):

y' — C'i!h +  C'2y i -f- Cxy\ +  Cjy\
It turns out that it is most convenient to impose as a second 
condition on Cl and C, the requirement that the expression fori/ 
should have the same form as in the case of constant C, and C,. 

To this end we put
C &  +  C & - 0  (A)

Then
y — 4  Cjji

Now we find the second derivative of y:

t f - C 'd l+ C d l+ C M  +  C ^
On substituting y , y ’ and t f  into the left-hand side of equation (*) 
we obtain

C[y't 4  4  4- —
—Cl y[+ C'jy't 4  Cj (y l4 at y[4 ajj^) 4  Ct(y\ 4  axy\ 441/>)—/(*)

The expressions in both parentheses are equal to zero since y, 
and yt are solutions to the homogeneous equation (**). Hence, 
for the function y = C 1y 1-\-Ciy t to satisfy equation (*) the con
dition

Ciyl + Ctyl = f(x) (B)
should hold. Conditions (A) and (B) result in the system oi
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C & + C & - 0
C ;y [+ C ^ = f(x )

As was indicated in Sec. 169, I, the determinant of this system 
does not vanish at any point x :

Vt yt
y[ y'z =7̂ 0

Therefore we can first find C[ and C't and then, integrating, deter
mine the functions Ct and Ct themselves. If, when integrating C[ 
and C't, we introduce the corresponding arbitrary constants, we 
directly obtain the general solution of the given nonhoraogeneous 
equation.

Example. Let us solve the equation
y” + y~  tan*

The characteristic equation of the corresponding homogeneous 
equation t f+ y  =  0 is r* - f l  =  0. Its roots are r — ± i .  Therefore 
pt = cos*  and t/4= s in x .

Taking the solution of the given equation in the form
y —Q  cos x + C, sin x 

we obtain the system of equations
C[ cos x -f- C'i sin x —0 

—CJ sin x -f Cj cos x = tan x
for finding C, and Ct . On solving the system we receive

sin2 x 
cos* * CJ =  sinx

The integration results in

c »= “ I ^ dx = K C0SX” ^ ) dx = Sinjf“ In ta n ( T + T ) +A!l
(see Formula 69 in the table of integrals) and^

Ct =  Jsinxdx==—cosx-J-ft,

where kl and kt are arbitrary constants. Finally, we write down 
the general solution of the given equation:

y — Jsinx— Intan ( y + y ) + fti] c° s * + [ —cosx+fta]s in x =  

c o s^ + * asinx—cos x  In tan ( - j + y )
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173. Linear Differential Equations of the nth  Order. The theory 
of linear differential equations of the second order presented in 
the foregoing sections is readily extended to the linear differentia! 
equations of the nth order (n >  2).

The general form of a linear equation of the nth  order is
y [n)+ a Jy 'n- l) +  a ty 'n- ” + . . . +  an. y +  a „ y = f(x )  (‘j

where the coefficients a lf a t , . . . ,  a„ and the right member
f ( x )  are continuous functions of the independent variable x  In 
a given finite or infinite interval. In particular, the coefficients 
can be constant.

As before, for the given nonhomogeneous equation we introduce 
the corresponding homogeneous equation (without right memberj:

+ a a . . .  _}. a n_ty '  _j_ a„y as 0 (**)

To state the fundamental theorem on the structure of the general 
solution of such an equation we need the notion of a linearly 
independent system of functions.

Consider a system of functions rpt (x), <pt (x), . . . ,  <p„(x) defined 
in a common interval. Remember that a linear combination of the 
functions is an expression of the form

C,q>j (x) +  C2(p, (x) - f  - - - +C„q>„ (x)
where C„ Ct, . . . .  C„ are constant coefficients.

Definition. A sy s te m  o f  fu n c tio n s  tp, (jc), <pt (x ) , . . . ,  (jc) is 
said to be lin e a r ly  Independent if none of the functions Is rep
resentable as a linear combination of the other functions.

For instance, this definition implies that there cannot be an 
equality

<Pi ( * )  =  K<Vt ( * ) + • • . +  KVn (x)
with constant coefficients kt , . . . .  k„.

If follows that none of the linearly independent functions can 
be identically equal to zero. For instance, if we supposed thzt 
<Pj(;c)==0, the above equality would be fulfilled for kt = ...=k„  =0.

In particular, two functions tp^x) and <p,(x) are linearly inde
pendent if their ratio is not a constant: const.

A system of functions which is not linearly independent is said 
to be linearly dependent. For example, the system

<Pi (x) =  x, <p} { x )= x \  <p3 {x)r=x\ <pi (x) = 2x—X*
is linearly dependent. Indeed, the function <p,(x) is a linear com
bination of the other functions:

q>i (.x) =  2rpl (x)— (pt (x)
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Note that it is not required that a linear combination expressing 
(p„(jc) in terms of <Py(x), j=  1. 2, . . . .  n — 1, should involve all 
the functions q>(x), . . . .  <p„-i(x); some of the coefficients in the 
functions <p, (x), . . . .  q>„_x(x) (and even all of them!) can be 
equal to zero.

Now we proceed to state the theorem on the structure of the 
general solution of equation (**).

Theorem. If y lt y 2, . . . ,  v„ are n  linearly independent particu
lar solutions of equation (**) the general solution of the equation 
is their linear combination

y — + C ,yt + . . . + <***)
with n arbitrary constant coefficients Cx, C,,- . . C„.

If the solutions t/x, yt, . . . ,  y„ are linearly dependent, at least 
one of them is expressible linearly in terms of the other n — 1 
solutions, and then expression (***) involves in fact Jess than n 
independent arbitrary constants and therefore does not provide 
the general solution.

There is a simple condition guaranteeing the linear independence 
of particular solutions y„ yt , . . y„- Namely, this condition 
reouires that a determinant called the Wronskian1 of the func-

should be nonzero:

yi y* • • • Un

» yn)=
y[ y't • • • Un
* •

• . .  yn

This determinant involves the functions ylt . . . ,  y„ and their de
rivatives up to order n — 1 inclusive.

The inequality sign in this relation is understood in the sense 
that the Wronskian does not vanish for any value of x. The ge
neral proof of this condition is not presented here; for the case 
n = 2  it is given in Sec. 169, I. The Wronskian plays an impor
tant role in finding the particular solution satisfying given initial 
conditions.

For, if we are given initial conditions

y\x=x9= yo> y '\x=X'=y'o, . . . .  yin~v \xSXt=yT~1)
then in order to isolate the desired particular solutioa from the 
general solution

y = C lyl + C 3y t +  . . .  +C„yn

i Named after J.M. Hoene*Wron$ki (1778-1853), a Polish mathematician.
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is representable in the form
. . .  -\-C„y„

where C,, C2, C„ are functions of the independent variable x  
whose derivatives C[, C\, . . C'n satisfy the system of linear algeb
raic equations

C'liti +  C'^y2 +  —  +  C'nyn =  0
C[y[ + C &  + - . . + «  = 0

c ^ r " + « - l>+ . .  • +  = /  (x)
(Only the last of these relations is preassigned by the given equa
tion while the other n — 1 relations can be introduced arbitrarily. 
In the above system these n — 1 additional relations are such that 
the derivatives of the function Cly1+ C tyi +  . . .  + C ^jn up to order 
n— 1 inclusive have the same form as in the case of constant 
C„ C.t, C„. The last relation is obtained after the nth deri
vative has been found and the expressions of all the derivatives 
are substituted into the given equation.)

To memorize the system of equations for determ iningCJ, C'2 t. . . ,  C'n 
note that the determinant of this system is nothing but the Wron- 
skian (this implies that the system has a unique solution) and 
that all the right members of the equations except the last one 
are equal to zero. The right member of the last equation is the 
function f{x), that is the nonhomogeneity term of the given diffe
rential equations

174. Linear Differential Equations of the nth Order with Con
stant Coefficients. The method of solving linear differential equa
tions of any order having constant coefficients is completely ana
logous to that for second-order equations. Therefore we shall 
limit ourselves to a brief discussion. Let us begin with a homo
geneous equation of the nth order

y{n)+ a 1y{n- 1)+ a iy{n-")+  . . .  + a n_ ,y '+ o„y =  0
where alf a............... an are real constants.

Its characteristic equation is written as
rn-\-alrn~x-5f-atrn~z-\- . . .  + a „ _ ,r+ o „  =  0

For the homogeneous equations of the nth order we can state the 
following assertions generalizing the properties of equations of the 
second order studied in the foregoing sections:

(1) To every fe-fold real root r  of the characteristic equation 
there correspond k  particular solutions of the form

erx, xerx, xh~lerx
(2) To each pair of /-fold conjugate complex roots r , =  a-f-p /, 

r , = a — p/ of the characteristic equation there correspond 2t

40—2280
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particular solutions of the form
e ^ c o sp * , xe** cos fix , x t~ 1eaxcos^x
c^slnp^r, xe^sinpjir, x'-'e^sinQx

The total sum of the multiplicities of all the roots is equal to 
the degree n of the characteristic equation; therefore the total 
number of the above particular solutions coincides with the order 
of the differential equation.

Here we do not present the proof of the fact that these parti
cular solutions are linearly independent, which means that 
they constitute a fundamental system of solutions.

The general solution of the given differential equation is a linear 
combination of these particular solutions with arbitrary constant 
coefficients.

Example. yw + y w  -I- 2y " '  -f 2y" -\-y '-f-y =  0 
As is readily seen, the characteristic equation

r & + 1* -f- 2r 3 +  2r* 4 - r +  1 =  0
has r =  —1 as root; on dividing the equation by r +1  we obtain

r* -f 2r* -f- 1 = 0
that is

(/•*-}-1)» =  0
Hence, we have

f  i =  —1. r  ̂— r^ — l, rt =  rt =  — l
Consequently, the general solution of the differential equation is

y =  C,e-x  -f- (C, -f CjX) cos x -f- (C, -f- C6x) sin x
A particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation

yM +  aiy{n- . -. + a n- ty ’ 4 a„«/ =  /(x)
where f(x)  has the form

f  (x) =  eP* [P, (x) cos qx +  P , (jc) sin qx]
(P, (x) and P„(x) are polynomials in x) is found according to the 
same rules as in the case of nonhomogeneous equations of the 
second order (see Sec. 171).

It turns out that the equation possesses a particular solution 
of the form

y =  xkeP* [P , (x) cos qx +  P , (x) sin qx]

where P , (x) and P 3(x) are polynomials of the highest degree of 
the polynomials P, (x) and P t (x), and k is the multiplicity of 
p d zq i as roots of the characteristic equation. If p±.qi are not 
roots of the characteristic equation the number k is put to be equal
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to zero. If the right member of the equation f(x) is not a function 
of the indicated type one should apply the method of variation 
of arbitrary constants.

In conclusion we note that in many cases it is preferable to solve 
linear differential equations with constant coefficients with the 
aid of the methods of the so-called operational calculus. These 
methods are based on the theory of functions of a complex va
riable and are widely used in the theory of automatic control and 
in the electrotechnical problems. On these questions see, for in
stance, [3] and [19].

175. Vibrations. Resonance.
I. Mechanical Vibrations. Vibration problems play an important 

role in modern engineering and physics. There are many cases 
when the phenomenon of vibrations (synonymously, oscillations) 
is described by linear differential equations of the second order 
(linear vibrations) which in the simplest cases have constant 
coefficients. We shall begin with mechanical vibrations.

Suppose that a moving body (for simplicity, of unit mass) is 
under the action of a force directed toward the state of equilibrium, 
the magnitude of the force being proportional to the deviation 
from that state. If the distance from the body to the state of 
equilibrium is denoted by s and the proportionality coefficient 
(the “stiffness factor”) by to1 the magnitude of the force is equal 
to (o*s (as will be seen, a  is the natural frequency of free vibra
tions in the absence of the resistance of the medium). Such a force 
is said to be restoring.

Furthermore, let the motion be in a medium in which the body 
is subjected to a force of resistance. We shall suppose that this 
force is proportional to the velocity of motion (its direction is 
opposite to the motion). According to this hypothesis, the magni
tude of this force is equal to 2ks if 2k designates the proportio
nality factor. Thus, this is a resisting force, £ >  0 being called 
the resistance coefficient.

Finally, let the body be also acted upon by an external force 
whose magnitude is given as a function f(i )  of time I. This is 
a disturbing (exciting) force.

Now let us write down the differential equation of motion. To 
find the resultant of all the forces we should obviously take the 
restoring force and the resisting force with the minus sign since 
the direction of the former is opposite to the direction in which s 
is reckoned, and the latter is opposite to the velocity. We thus 
come to the equation

s =  — 2ks— to*s+ / ( 0
that is

s +  2*s +  co’s =  / ( 0  (*)
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Hence, the phenomenon of mechanical vibrations is described by 
a linear differential equation of the second order with constant 
coefficients.

If there is no exciting force, i.e. /( / )= = 0, the vibrations are 
spoken of as free or natural; the free oscillations are des
cribed by the homogeneous equation corresponding to equation (•). 
If the exciting force is nonzero then, in addition to free vibra
tions, there appear forced vibrations, and the motion is described 
by the general nonhomogeneous equation (*),

A restoring force can be elastic. For instance, the case of an 
elastic restoring force is realized as follows. Let a load be suspended 
by a vertical spring, its weight being balanced by the elastic force 
of the spring. If the load is given a vertical displacement from the 
equilibrium state it then goes into oscillations wnich are free if there 
is no additional force acting upon the load or upon the whole system 
or forced if there is such a force (for instance, this force can make the 
point of suspension of the load move according to a certain law). The 
counteracting force of the spring (the restoring force) is directly pro
portional to the deflection from the equilibrium position (i.e. to the 
deformation) only if the deformation is sufficiently small (Hooke's 
law). The proportionality factor is called the spring conslant or the 
spring stiffness (or, as was mentioned, the stiffness factor).

II. Investigating Free Vibrations. Let us begin with investigating 
free vibrations described by the homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the second order with constant coefficients

s 4- 2 ks -{- co2s =  0

Its characteristic equation r2-\-2kr +  (o* =  0 has the roots —k±  
d z V k 2—oi2. The following three cases are possible here.

(1) The resistance coefficient is greater than the natural fre
quency co: k >  o).

Then the solution is

s — C fi-W  4-Cje-®*'
where

6l = k — J/ k2—a)* >  0 and 6, = k-\~y  >  0
We see that the process does not involve any vibration; as t 

increases the deflection s decreases and tends to zero for t —*oo, 
the system approaching the equilibrium state (which is practically 
achieved during a finite time). As we say, in this case there 
is an aperiodic (damped) motion. From the physical point of view 
this is accounted for by the fact that the action of the decelera- 
tive resisting force is considerably stronger than that of the resto-
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ring force (responsible for vibrations), and therefore the motion 
is damped out before the system returns to the equilibrium po
sition.

(2) The resistance coefficient is equal to the frequency ©: £==©. 
Then the solution is

s= e-* i (Ct +  Cit).
This case does not differ, in principle, from the preceding one 
in the sense that beginning with a certain value of t the quan
tity s becomes a decreasing function tending to zero for t —► <».

(3) The resistance coefficient is less than the frequency ©: k <  to. 
Then the solution is written in the form

s= e~ki(C, cosk1t +  Ct sinktt) where k1= V a ? — k*
Making the transformation indicated on page 611 we obtain

s =  Ae~kt sin fa t  -f cp0)
where A and q>„ are arbitrary constants. To specify their values 
one must set initial conditions, that is the initial deviation of 
the body from the equilibrium position and its initial velocity.

In this case the body is in a vibration motion which is called 
damped harmonic oscillation.

If the resistance coefficient is equal to zero (ft =  0) we have
s =  A sin (oaf +  q>0)

that is an ordinary (undamped) harmonic oscillation (as was men
tioned, its natural frequency is equal to ©).

If ft =y£= 0 the amplitude of the vibration is Ae~M, and, in cont
rast to the case of pure harmonic vibrations, it is not a 
constant quantity but depends on time and tends to zero as t —>-oo. 
Consequently, the body gradually approaches the equilibrium position 
vibrating about it, its amplitude tending to zero according to an 
exponential law. By analogy with the case of pure harmonic vib
rations, the quantity k t =]/© *— k2 is called the natural frequency 
of the damped harmonic vibration, T —^ -  is called the period of
the vibration and q>„ the initial phase. The magnitude Ae~ki is 
spoken of as the amplitude of the damped vibrations. The loga
rithm of the amplitude In A — kt decreases with the constant 
rate k. To compute the maximum deviation s we find the deri
vative

s =  — kAe~ki sin fa t  4-<p0) +  Akle~k1 cos (ktt <p0)
(which is the velocity of motion) and equate it to zero. This 
results in the equation

tan f at+f fo)  =  j
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for determining the extremal values of t. It is clear that the r.c- 
xima and the minima of the deviation (which have opposite signs) 
alternate, the time interval between them being equal to iit 

Thalf-period y = ~ - .  ^he ra^'° *wo consecutive maxima1 i- 
equal to

A = A e ~ k<* 
A e - k { f ,+ T ) =  e>T.

The constant quantity In A =  kT  is called the logarithmic dm- 
merit.

The graph of the damped harmonic oscillation s-= Ae~*'slnty 
(for<po =  0) is schematically depicted in Fig. 244. The construction

of the graph takes into account the fact that at the common points
of the curves Ae~ki and Ae~kis in k1t, that is for /e ,/= y-f 2nn,
the derivatives of these functions are equal (let the reader show 
this), and therefore the curves have common tangents at these 
points. The same applies to the curves — Ae~ki and Ae'*1 sin A,/. 
As has been already mentioned, the time interval between two con
secutive points of maximum and minimum is equal to the hall-
period, i.e. to

III. Investigating Forced Vibrations. Resonance. Now we pro
ceed to study forced oscillations described by the nonhomoge-

1 Here f0 is one of the values of t  for which s attains a maximum. Practi
cally, the quantity A is usually determined by measuring two consecutive ma
ximum amplitudes and finding their ratio although it is apparent that the ratio 
of a n y  two values of s separated by a time interval T  is also equal to b .
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s-\-2k’s-\-(£its = f{t)
We shall consider the case when the resistance coefficient is less 

than the natural frequency of undamped oscillations (k <  o>) and 
the exciting force is periodic (f (i) — a sin which is most im
portant for practical problems.

We shall first find a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous 
equation

s -f-2k's -f o*s= a sin (oj
Let then ©,t is not a root of the characteristic equation,

and the solution should be sought for in the form M cos©,/-f* 
•+• N sin u),*. On determining the coefficients M and N as was in
dicated in the foregoing sections we arrive at the solution

where

and

s =  ;4,sin <Pj)

-4, f/Al* +  lVa = _______a______
V 4 f c * c i ) f + ( a 8 — ( o ? ) *

. M —2tottan 0), = * rr= ------ h

Let the reader carry out all the calculations or derive this 
solution with the aid of the method of complex amplitudes (see 
Sec. 171, II).

The particular solution found above describes a forced vibration. 
This is an undamped harmonic vibration with amplitude Alt fre
quency a), and initial phase qy, the quantity <pA characterizes the 
phase shift of the forced vibration relative to the phase of dis
turbing force.

The general form of vibrations described by the equation in 
question is

s =  Ae~kt sin (ftj  +  <p0) +  A t sin (©t/ +  <pj

This is the sum of natural (free) vibration and the forced 
vibration. The rate of damping of free vibration is usually high, 
and therefore, after a certain time, it can be practically negle
cted. Then the vibration reduces to the forced one:

s «  A} sin (©,* +  <pt)
Let us consider an interesting phenomenon characteristic of forced 

vibrations which is called resonance.
Suppose that the quantities k and © are constant, that is the 

natural frequency fc, of damped oscillations of the system is con-
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stant. Let us take the expression for A t and rewrite it as

where ana <7= ^ 7 . The amplitude Ax is proportional to Ira
quantity

/ .= / .  (?) =  - F= J L =
y s v + t i - #

The character of the variation of ?. as function of q is seen h 
Fig. 245 where the graph of the function /. (q) is sfccrwn foe

a =0.50, a =0.40, a =0.30, a =0.20, cz =  0 .15, a  =  0.10 and a=0. 
As a rule, the quantity a  is rather small since the value c? the 
resistance coefficient £ is usually small relative to a.

The investigation shows that when q incresses, that is the exci
tation frequency <2j grows, the quantity /. and, together with it.
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the amplitude of the steady-state forced vibration first increase 
until a maximum is attained and then rapidly decrease and tend 
to zero for q —>oo (that is a t —*oo). The maximum is attained

for q=  j / "  1—y . i . e .  foro)j =  ©! =  y 'a 2—2k1. It is readily found

that the maximum amplitude is Almax = -— 7£===-,
2k y  to2— k2

When the frequency of the disturbing force is close to the fre
quency (Dj and k is small (this means that a) then, after 
some time passes, the amplitude of the harmonic vibrations of 
the body becomes very large compared with the amplitude of 
the sinusoidal force producing the vibration of the system. This 
phenomenon of an extensive growth of the amplitude of a vibra
tion under the action of a small external excitation is known as 
resonance. The curves shown in Fig. 245 are called resonance 
curves.

Resonance plays an important role in engineering and physics. 
Every elastic body (for example, any construction) possesses its 
own natural frequency of vibrations solely dependent on the pro
perties of the body. Suppose that under the action of an external 
force the body leaves the equilibrium position. If the frequency 
of the exciting force is close to the natural frequency, the action 
of the force, no matter how small it is, may produce a very 
strong and even destructive effect. When designing various con
structions (machines, bridges, ships, airplanes, etc.) engineers 
should take into account the aspects of strength and durability 
connected with resonance. Resonance accounts for the phenomenon 
well known from experience when a small periodic excitation of 
an elastic body (of a bridge, for instance) leads to breaking.

If there is no resistance, that is k —Q (which is hardly possible 
in practice) the amplitude of the forced vibration is equal to
i— — and turns into infinity when the excitation frequency

coincides with the natural frequency of undamped harmonic oscil
lations (i.e. ©1 =  ti); see the curve corresponding to a = 0  in 
Fig. 245). If ©,=?&© the solution of the differential equation 
s + a ^ ^ a s i n a ^  describing the vibrations is obtained from the 
general solution given above by putting £ — 0. But in the case 
a , =  a  this does not apply since a t then becomes a root of the 
characteristic equation rs4-©* =  0- As was shown in Example (2) 
on pp. 615, 616, in this case the solution to the equation is the 
function

s =  A sin (a t + q>0)— ~ t  cos a t
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The second summand (the so-called secular term) shows list 
the amplitude of the vibration increases indefinitely as / —at, 
which again characterizes resonance.

IV. Vibrations in Electric Circuits. Electric processes in a circii! 
consisting of a resistance R, an inductance L and a capacitanceC 
are completely analogous to mechanical vibrations. A similar 
question was discussed in Sec. 161 but there we did not take 
into account the capacitance. In the general case it is necessary 
to include the voltage drop across the capacitance. As is known

i
from physics, it is equal to ~ ^ i d (  where i is the electric current

o
flow.

We thus arrive at the equation
t

U ’ +  R i + - y § i d t = V ( t )
o

where V (() is an external voltage applied to the terminals of 
the circuit. The differentiation with respect to t results in the 
linear differential equation of the second order with constant 
coefficients

LC

This equation describes forced electric vibrations and is completely 
analogous to the equation of mechanical oscillations.

If the voltage V is constant (or is not applied at all, i.e. KsOj 
the equation is homogeneous. It specifies an electric current which 
must be damped since the resistance is nonzero ( /? #  0). Extending 
the analogy between mechanical and electrical oscillations we can

say that ^on condition that -§ j-<  ] /  this current cones*
ponds to natural (free) vibrations in the circuit1.

If a sinusoidal voltage is applied to the terminals there arise 
forced vibrations in the circuit. After some time (usually very 
short) the natural vibrations are damped out and do not aSect 
the process which becomes a steady-state forced sinusoidal vibration.

The process lasting from the moment the voltage is switched 
on until a steady-state vibration arises is referred to as a transient 
process*.

1 In the case ) / ^ J there is no vibration in the circuit, int iht
current flow is aperiodic and damped.

2 Here we speak of a particular case of a transient process. Its gsneri! 
definition can be found hi electrical engineering text-books.
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We shall not go into particulars related to resonance phenome
non in electric circuits since its mathematical aspects are similar 
to the case of mechanical vibrations.

In electrical engineering the method of analysing electric circuits 
described here is spoken of as classical. The investigation of 
transient processes is more often performed with the help of the 
operational calculus (the operational method) mentioned at the end 
of Sec. 174.

§ 4. Systems of Differential Equations
176. General Definitions. Normal Form of a System of Differen

tial Equations. We encounter systems of differential equations 
when investigating processes described by more than one function. 
We have already dealt with some examples of this kind. For 
instance, in Sec. 151 we mentioned that the determination of 
vector lines of a field is connected with solving a system of 
differential equations. In footnote on p. 598 it was indicated that 
the solution of dynamical problems connected with studying 
curvilinear motion leads to a system of three differential equations 
in which the unknown functions are the projections of the radius- 
vector of the moving point on the coordinate axes and the 
independent variable is time. Later on we shall see that the 
electrotechnical problem of investigating two electric circuits with 
electromagnetic coupling is connected with the solution of a system 
of two differential equations. There are many other examples of 
this kind.

We shall begin with some basic definitions. Everywhere in 
this section we shall designate the independent variable by the 
letter t and the unknown functions dependent on that variable 
by xt (l), xt (t), . . . .  xn(i) or, if their number does not exceed 
three, by x(t),  y(t)  and z(t).

Definition. A system  o f  d iffe ren tia l equations is a collection 
of equations each of which may involve the independent variable, 
the unknown functions and their derivatives.

It is always assumed that the number of the equations is equal 
to the number of the unknown functions. Here are examples of 
systems of differential equations (the derivatives with respect to / 
are marked by dots instead of primes):

x= -2x-\-y+ t -f-1 1 /x ,- f  x, +  2x,xs =  0 ' 
y = 3 x — 2y +  5t f 2*t +  xt — 2lx1 = 0  > 

xs +  2x, +  txt =  0 ,
Any collection of functions

Xi ^ i(0 i •••» *n ~  (0
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which, when substituted into each equation of a given system, turns 
it into an identity is called a solution of the system of differential 
equations.

Usually we do not deal with systems of an arbitrary type and 
systems in the so-called normal form.

Definition. A system of differential equations written as

X \ 1—  f  1 X2t • • • *  Xn)i
X2 —™ f 2( f t  X2, Xft • * • ( Xn)t

Xn— fit ( ft Xlt Xft • • • fXn)
Is said to be In norm al fo r m .

For instance, the first of the above systems is in normal form. 
The reason why we limit ourselves to considering normal systems 

is that in most cases an arbitrary system of differential equations 
is reducible to normal form. For example, the system

2y—x =  0, x — 3 y + y  =  t
is brought to normal form if the equations are solved with respect 
to the derivatives x  and y\

x = \■ (3 x — 2y +  2t), y = j ( x + y — t)

The system of equations

x + y — tx  =  0, x + y + y  =  0
cannot be resolved in x  and y  and therefore cannot be reduced 
to normal form. We shall not deal with such systems.

The system of equations

Xi +  txt — 0, x2 +  2xl — x3 — 0 
containing the derivatives of the second order is reduced to normal 
form by introducing the new auxiliary unknown functions x,=x, 
and x2= x v  For we have x t = x 3 and xt =  xt , and hence the given 
system can be replaced by the normal system

x ,= x s X. — tXi2> -2*i
Now we shall show that one differential equation of the /ith 

order solved for the highest derivative is always reducible to a 
normal system of differential equations by introducing new auxiliary 
functions.

For instance, take the equation of the third order
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and introduce the two new auxiliary functions
y —x  and z —y = x

The given equation is then replaced by the equivalent system of 
three equations

x = y , y — z, z =  f ( t ,  x, y, z)
which is a particular case of the general normal system (*). It 
appears obvious that the same technique can be applied to an 
equation of an arbitrary order tv, in this case the number of the 
auxiliary functions is n— 1.

In the cases most often dealt with the converse is also true: 
Generally speaking, a system of differential equations in nor
mal form can be replaced by an equivalent differential equation 
whose order is equal to the number of the equations in the sys
tem.

As an example, consider the system of equations 

x = y , y  — z, z = x —y + z
Differentiate the first equation with respect to the variable t and 
replace the derivative y by its expression given by the second 
equation: x —y= z. Now differentiate the latter equation repeatedly 
and replace the derivative z by its expression taken from the
third equation: x — z —x —y + z .  Since y = x  and z = x  we finally
obtain x = x — x + x , that is

•• •
x — x + x —x —0

which is a linear differential equation of the third order with 
constant coefficients.

Note that when eliminating the functions y and z we express 
them in terms of the function x and its derivatives. On finding 
the general solution of the resultant differential equation of the 
third order we obtain the expression for the function x  involving 
three arbitrary constants. The remaining unknown functions are 
then found without integration from their expressions in terms 
of the function x  already determined. Hence, the total number 
of the arbitrary constants is not increased and coincides with the 
order of the system, that is with the number of the equations.

Let us solve the equation of the third order obtained above. 
The corresponding characteristic equation r3—r* + r— 1 =  
S3 (/■*-{-l) ( r— 1) =  0 has the roots and r ,f3 =  ± L  Conse
quently,

x = C let -\-C1 cos/ -J-CjSin t
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Since when eliminating y  and z we obtained y —x and i=i 
there must be

y — C,e*—C,sin t —Cjcos t 
2 =  0,6*— Ct c o s/—C,sin i

As an example of the case when a normal system cannot U 
replaced by a single higher-order differential equation let us hit 
the system

x =  x, y =  z, z = y  
Applying the above technique we can reduce the two last equa
tions to one equation of the second order: y = z = y .  Its general 
solution is y =  C,etJrC te~f, and therefore z = y= C ic,—C/.~t. But 
the first equation of the system has nothing in common with the 
rest and therefore it should be solved separately: x  = Ctet. Finally, 
the general solution of the system is

x = C3et, y  =  Clel -\-Cle~t, z =  C1e1— Cie~t
It also includes three arbitrary constants.

The examples we have considered allow us to draw the follo
wing conclusion (whose general proof we do not present):

The general solution of a system in normal form
% i~  f  I (t, Xj X j ,  . . . ,  x„)
Xt =  f»{t, Xj, Xj, xn)

%n fni.^1 •••» -̂n)
can be written as

=  •••» ^n)i 1̂* ' • 't •••
Xn = (pn(tr C, Cj, •••! C„)

inhere Clt C . . . ,  C„ are arbitrary constants.
The second of the above examples indicates that the expressions 

of some x,-’s may include not all the arbitrary constants but 
only some of them.

Initial conditions by means of which a particular solution is 
separated from the general solution are usually set in the form

|r=/« == -̂I6» f/=/« ==-̂ JD» -̂-n =  ̂ nO

Substituting the initial data into the general solution we receive 
the system of equations for determining the arbitrary constants:

Ti (t<» C„ Ct , Cjl) ==X|0
Cn) = XM

<P/i (̂ c> C’ji Cn) —x„9
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For systems of differential equations in normal form we can 
state the theorem on the existence and uniqueness of a particular 
solution analogous to the theorems formulated in the foregoing 
sections for equations of first, second and higher orders:

Theorem. If the right-hand sides of a normal system are 
continuous together with their partial derivatives in a neighbour
hood of a point (/„, x l0, x w% . . . .  x n<3) then in a sufficiently small 
Interval lf0— h, t a-\-h\ there exists a uniquely determined system 
of functions x ,(0*  «**(*)• •••• x „(t) representing a particular 
solution of the system which satisfies the given Initial conditions
■T] (/=(,“ — J-io* — *̂ io» •••* x n |/=/o —- J’no*

177*. Geometrical and Mechanical Interpretation of Solutions 
of a System of Differential Equations. Phase Space. For the sake 
of simplicity, let us begin with the normal system of two diffe
rential equations

x = f i ( t ,x ,y ) ,  y =  ft ( t ,x ,y )  (*)
Independently of the physical meaning of the variables x and y  
let us interpret them as the coordinates of a point in the j«/-p lane. 
The plane itself will be called the phase plane of the system. 
Every solution to the system

x = x(t), y = y ( l)  (**)

can be regarded as giving a parametric representation of a curve 
in the phase plane. Using mechanical terminology and assuming 
that t is time we can say that the functions x(t)  and y(t)  des
cribe some laws of motion of the projections of the moving point 
on the coordinate axes while the curve (**) itself is the trajec
tory of motion. The derivatives x and y then represent the pro
jections of the velocity of the moving point on the coordinate 
axes.

It should be stressed that all that has been said is only a con
venient geometrical or mechanical illustration. In concrete 
problems the variables x  and y may designate some quantities 
which are in no connection with the motion of a point; they 
can, for instance, describe electric current in electric circuits. Also 
note that in this interpretation a solution x = x { t)  of a single 
differential equation x =  f{ t ,x )  expresses a law of motion of 
a point along the axis of abscissas; then to various particular 

. solutions there correspond different laws of motions. The interval 
of the x-axis in which the point moves may be common for all 
the particular solutions (if, for instance, the general solution of 
the equation is x = s in C 0  or different for different solutions (if, 
for example, x =  Csin<)- In the first of these simple examples we 
have harmonic oscillations with the same amplitude but different
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frequencies v/hile in the second example the frequency is constant 
and the amplitude may vary.

Let us come back to the system of tv/o differential equations (*j 
and set in itia l‘conditions: x \ t= f,= a , y f i - ft =  p. They specify 
a particular solution x0(t), y0(t) determining a law of mothr. 
along a trajectory. L0. Nov/ let us change the initial conditions 
by taking another initial time moment and retaining the ini
tial values of the phase coordinates x  and y : x \ f- tl= a, ylt*t,=f>- 
We then obtain a new solution x, (t), y y (t) and a new trajectory 
Lt which, of course, may differ from L„. For, on finding from 
equation (*) the values of the derivatives x  and y  at the initial 
time moments t0 and we may obtain different results. This 
means that if the motion starts from the point (a, P) at tie.? 
moment i 0 we have a certain initial velocity vector which nay 
change if the motion begins at another time moment iy, in these 
two motions the points may start moving in different directions. 
Thus, through a fixed point of the phase plane there may pass 
different trajectories (phase trajectories). Consider a simple 
example.

(1) x =  1, y = 2 t .  These tv/o equations are not connected with 
each other, and therefore we immediately obtain x=f-fC„ 
y = /* - f C 4, For the initial conditions x|/=o =  0, y\ls0=Q the 
solution is expressed by the functions x — t and y = t *, the corre
sponding phase trajectory being the parabola y=X*. But if we 
take the same initial values of x  and y  for another initial 
time moment t =  1 the new solution is x = t — 1, y = ti— l. On 
eliminating t we obtain the equation of the new phase trajectory: 
y  = (x -\-\)z— 1. It is also a parabola but not coincident with 
the former.

In applications the most important case is when the right-hand 
sides of equations (*) do not involve explicitly the independent 
variable t. Such a system of differential equations is said to be 
autonomous; it is written in the form

• #  =  /><*■!'> C ")

If the motion is described by equations of this type the velocity 
vector at every fixed point (a, p) is independent of time. It can 
therefore be proved that all the motions starting at the fixed 
point (a, P) (which can be arbitrary) at different time moments 
have one and the same trajectory (we do not present the proof 
here but the mechanical meaning of this property is quite evi
dent). Imagine that we are watching the motion of a small ball 
rolling along a trajectory; then it is obvious that similar balls 
issued from one and the same point with the same velocity but at
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different moments of time move in the same trajectory without 
impacting arid overtaking each other (but there can of course be 
closed trajectories, for instance, circles or ellipses).

It can also be shown that for an autonomous system through 
each point of the phase plane there is only a single trajectory 
provided that the conditions of the existence theorem stated in 
Sec. 176 are fulfilled in a neighbourhood of that point. What has 
been said is demonstrated by the example below.

(2) ^f= y>  ^ r = —x. Eliminating the function y we get
x = y  = —x, that is x -f je= 0 . Write the general solution of the 
latter equation in the form x = A sin (t -f- <p); then y = Acos(f-f(p). 
The trajectories of the system are the circles x2-j-y2 =  A2 with 
centre at the origin.

The equation of the family of the phase trajectories can be 
derived in another way by eliminating at the very beginning the 
differential of the independent variable dt which is readily achie
ved by dividing the second equation of the system by the first
one: ■— =  — y .  Solving the first-order differential equation thus
obtained we arrive at its general solution describing the same 
family of circles.

Let us briefly discuss one more question. Again consider sy
stem (***) and suppose that both right members turn into zero 
at a point (x0, y0):

f i(xo ,y0) =  0, fa(x0, y o) =  O

Then the functions x = x 0 and y = y 0 (simply speaking, the con
stants) are solutions to the system. This means that the ball 
placed at the point (x0, y„) remains motionless (in the state of 
rest) all the time. A point of this kind is spoken of as a rest 
point of the system. For instance, the origin is a rest point of 
system (2).

For the equation obtained from1 the original system
by eliminating dt every rest point of the system is a singular 
point (see Sec. 164). It follows that the problem of investigating 
the structure of the family of integral curves in the vicinity of 
a singular point is closely related to the investigation of the 
properties of the trajectories of the corresponding autonomous 
system near the rest point. These questions are studied in the 
stability theory (e.g. see [3]).

All that has been said can be extended to systems of three 
and more equations without any significant changes. In the case 
n =  3 we deal with three unknown functions x(t), y (t)  and z (i) 
and therefore consider phase trajectories in the three-dimen-

41—2280
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frequencies while in the second example the frequency is constant 
and the amplitude may vary.

Let us come back to the system of two differential equations (*) 
and set initial'conditions: x|<=/, =  a , #!/=/, =  p. They specify 
a particular solution *„(/), y 0(t) determining a law of motion 
along a trajectory, L0. Now let us change the initial conditions 
by taking another initial time moment and retaining the ini
tial values of the phase coordinates x  and y : x \ /s lt= a, y|i=i,=p. 
We then obtain a new solution x x (t), y t (t) and a new trajectory 
Lt which, of course, may differ from L„. For, on finding from 
equation (*) the values of the derivatives x  and y at the initial 
time moments t 0 and t t we may obtain different results. This 
means that if the motion starts from the point (a, ft) at lime 
moment t0 we have a certain initial velocity vector which may 
change if the motion begins at another time moment f,; in these 
two motions the points may start moving in different directions. 
Thus, through a fixed point of the phase plane there may pass 
different trajectories (phase trajectories). Consider a simple 
example.

(1) x =  1, y  =  2t. These two equations are not connected with 
each other, and therefore we immediately obtain x=t-\-Cv 
y =  t2+ C 2. For the initial conditions x|/=o =  0, y|/=o=0 the 
solution is expressed by the functions x = t  and y —t2, the corre
sponding phase trajectory being the parabola y — P. But if we 
take the same initial values of x  and y  for another initial 
time moment t =  1 the new solution is x — t — 1, y = /2— 1. On 
eliminating t we obtain the equation of the new phase trajectory: 
y = (x -j-1)2— 1. It is also a parabola but not coincident with 
the former.

In applications the most important case is when the right-hand 
sides of equations (*) do not involve explicitly the independent 
variable t. Such a system of differential equations is said to be 
autonomous; it is written in the form

£ = / . ( * . » ) .  • § = / , ( * .» )  C“ )

If the motion is described by equations of this type the velocity 
vector at every fixed point (a, P) is independent of time. It can 
therefore be proved that all the motions starting at the fixed 
point (a, P) (which can be arbitrary) at different time moments 
have one and the same trajectory (we do not present the proof 
here but the mechanical meaning of this property is quite evi
dent). Imagine that we are watching the motion of a small ball 
rolling along a trajectory, then it is obvious that similar balls 
issued from one and the same point with the same velocity but at
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(2) I f  we know two solutions xlt yu z, and x„ yt , zt the fun
ctions x ,- fx s, y1 +  yt , z, +  zt are also a solution.

It follows that if we know three particular solutions (x1, y 1, z,), 
(x„ y„ 22) and (x„ t/8, z3) then the functions

x = C1xl + CjXj+ C3xs
y — Cif/i +  Ctyt +  C3y3 (**)
z = C 1z1-\- C2z2 -f C3z3

represent a solution for any constants C„ C2 and Cs. Let us find 
out when it is possible to obtain from this three-parameter family of 
solutions a particular solution satisfying any given initial condi
tions. If the initial conditions are

=  x0, y |<B/t = y„, z \t= t,~ z0
the system of equations for determining the constants C„ C, and 
C3 has the form

Clx l o+ CjX20 +  Csx30= x0 
Ciiiu)+ Csi/ao ~  y®
Ci2io+C jZju -f- C3230 =  zj

where x,„, yl0 and z/0 (i =  1, 2, 3) are, respectively, the values of 
the corresponding functions for t = t3. For this system to have 
a unique solution for any initial conditions it is necessary and 
sufficient that the determinant

Vi Zi
W = x* y*

*3 y» zs
be nonzero for all the values of f =  f0. As before, any collection 
of three particular solutions satisfying this condition will be 
called a fundamental system of solutions. Expressions (**) in this 
case describe the general solution of the system.

Proceeding to the nonhomogeneous system
x =  (0 x +  bx (t) y  +  c, (t) z + gt (t)
y =  aa( t)x + b t ( t)y + c t ( t ) z + g t (t) (***)
z =  a3( t)x + b 9(t)y + c a( t) z + g 3(t)

we state that the genet al solution of the nonhomogeneous system 
(***) is the sum of the general solution of the corresponding homo
geneous system (*) and a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous 
system.

The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of the ana
logous theorem for a single linear equation (see Sec. 169, II), 
and we leave it to the reader.
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sional phase space Oxyz. Their geometrical study is of course 
more complicated than in the case of the plane. For n >  3 the 
visual geometric representation is no longer possible. But we 
generalize the geometrical terminology and speak of an n-dimen* 
sional phase space.

Now let us discuss a hydrodynamical interpretation of solutions 
of a system of differential equations. Consider a stationary velo
city field of a flow of liquid V={ox, Vy, vz\, and let vx =  fx (x, y, z), 
Vu = f t (x ,y ,z )  and vz — fs (x ,y ,z ) .  The differential equations of 
the family of stream lines (flow lines; see Sec. 151) are written 
in the form

dx _  dy dz
h  (x, y, Z) ft  {X, y, z) / ,  (*, y, z)

Introducing a parameter t and equating each of the above ratios 
to dt we arrive at the autonomous system of differential equa- 
tions

jT  =  f i ( x > y>z)f $ f  = ft(*>y- z)>

57 «=M*» y> z)

The solutions x(t), y (t), z (l)  of this system give us equations of 
the stream lines. These stream lines are independent of time, 
and the particles moving along different stream lines do not mix 
since the stream lines do not intersect. For a nonstationary mo
tion of the liquid the structure of the flow becomes more com
plicated.

178. Systems of Linear Differential Equations. In applications 
we most often deal with systems of linear differential equations. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall confine ourselves to conside
ring a system of three equations with three unknown functions 
x(t), y{t) and z(t). We shall take the system in its normal form 
and begin with studying the properties of the homogeneous 
system

x =  a1 (t ) x  +  bx (t)y  +  cx (t)z  
y =  at (()x +  bt ( t ) y + c t (/)z (*)
z = a3 (i)x -\-b3{i)y  +  ci {()z

The functions a,(i), b,(t), c,(t) (t =  1, 2, 3) are supposed to be 
continuous.

Let the reader prove the following simple properties of thissystem: 
(1) I f  a particular solution x, (/), yx (t), z, (/) of system of 

equations (*) is known the functions Cxx (t), Cyx (t), Czt (t) where C 
is an arbitrary constant also form a solution.
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(2) I f  we know two solutions xu yt , z, and x%, yt , z% the fun
ctions x,-fx2, 1/, +  t/j, Zj -J-z, are also a solution.

It follows that if we know three particular solutions (xlt y lt z,), 
(x„ yt, z,) and (x9, y3, z3) then the functions

X =  C1Xl -f- CjAJj -f- C3x9
y =  ̂ i  +  C,y, +  Cs«/, (**)
z =  CjZj -f- -t* CjZs

represent a solution for any constants C,, Ct and Cs. Let us find 
out when it is possible to obtain from this three-parameter family of 
solutions a particular solution satisfying any given initial condi
tions. If the initial conditions are

xlt=t0 =  x  o, y \(={'= y 0, z /*=/, =  z0
the system of equations for determining the constants Clt Ct and 
C3 has the form

C.x, 0 -j- C9xt 3 -J- C3x3 o—x0
^i^io "f* ̂ *^*0 "f- *̂â 90 ~
£ izio*t* Ctzto 4" ^3Z30 =  zo

where x,nt y l0 and z/0 (t' =  l, 2, 3) are, respectively, the values of 
the corresponding functions for t = i3. For this system to have 
a unique solution for any initial conditions it is necessary and 
sufficient that the determinant

W =
x i y t zi
** yt z*
x* y3 Z3

be nonzero for all the values of i =  i i>. As before, any collection 
of three particular solutions satisfying this condition will be 
called a fundamental system of solutions. Expressions (**) in this 
case describe the general solution of the system.

Proceeding to the nonhomogeneous system

x = a v (O * + M O 0 + C i(O 2+ £ i(O  
y =  a9( t)x + b t ( t) y + c t ( l ) z + g t {t) (***)
z = a3 ( t)x + b 9 { t)y+ c9 { t)z+ g 9 (t)

we state that the genet al solution of the nonhomogeneous system 
(***) is the sum of the general solution of the corresponding homo
geneous system (*) and a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous 
system.

The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of the ana
logous theorem for a single linear equation (see Sec. 169, II), 
and we leave it to the reader.
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Generally speaking, the problem of solving a system of linear 
differential equations is equivalent to that of solving one linear 
equation of the corresponding order1 2 (in our case a third-order 
equation). Indeed, as was indicated, to reduce system (*) or (***) 
to a single third-order equation we should differentiate one of 
the equations of the system, for instance, the first. Replacing 
each time the derivatives of the unknown functions in the right- 
hand side by their expressions we see that all the consecutively 
computed derivatives of the function x  are expressed linearly in 
terms of the functions x, y and z. Therefore, conversely, the 
functions y  and z can be represented as linear expressions in x, 
x  and x. Hence, the resultant differential equation is linear. It is 
obvious that if the original system of equations is homogeneous 
the resultant equation is also homogeneous while a nonhomoge- 
neous system may lead to a nonhomogeneous or a homogeneous
equation. The latter possibility is illustrated by the system . 2̂ • M , 
x =  x - \-y + -g-, y —x — t which reduces to the equation x—x—x=0.

We did not dwell on solving differential equations with variable 
coefficients, and therefore we shall not discuss the methods of 
solving systems of such equations and shall proceed to systems 
of linear equations with constant coefficients.

179. Systems of Linear Differential Equations with Constant 
Coefficients*. Consider a homogeneous system of the form

X =  Q,x4-&i0-f-C,Z
y ^ a j + b t y + c j  (*)
z =  aax + b 3y + c 3z

where alt bt and c{ ( i = l ,  2, 3) are constant. As was mentioned 
at the end of the foregoing section, this system is reducible to 
a single homogeneous linear equation of the third order. It is 
clear that, as in the example on p. 637, this always leads to an 
equation with constant coefficients. Since the structure of the 
solutions of such an equation has been already studied, in prac
tical work it is advisable to look directly for particular solutions 
of the form

y =  k# ri, z =  k3ert (♦♦)

(where kit kt , k3 and r  are undetermined constants to be found) 
instead of reducing the system to one equation.

1 The example on p. 638 shows that sometimes there may appear several 
higher:order equations; in this example each of the equations contains only one 
unknown* function.

2 The reader is advised to recall the properties of homogeneous linear 
algebraic equations before studying this section.
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On differentiating the functions x, y  and z and substituting 
the results into system (*) we obtain

klrert =  alkLert+ blkiert -f- clk>ert 
k trert — + bikIert+ ctkg rt
karert =  atk ier1 -f  bskieri-f-c,fe3er<

Cancelling by ert and transposing all the terms to one side we 
arrive at the system of homogeneous linear algebraic equations 
in klt kt and ks:

(a ,— +  ctka = 0
+  r )k ,+ c &  = 0  (**•)

Otkl -\-b3kt +  (c*—r )k 3 =  0
For this system of homogeneous linear equations to possess a 
nonzero (nontrivial) solutions (of course, we are only interested 
in such solutions) it is necessary and sufficient that its determi
nant be equal to zero:

« i— r
at
a*

br
K -

bs
r

ci
=  0

ca— r
On writing this determinant explicitly we obtain an algebraic 
equation of the third degree with respect to r  which is called the 
characteristic equation of system (*).

Thus, a solution of form (**) exists if and only if the number r 
is a root of the characteristic equation.

Let us first suppose that all the roots of the characteristic equa
tion are real and simple (i.e. not multiple). If r, is one of the 
roots its substitution into system of equations (***) results in

(«i—rt) k t +  bak2 +  Clk, = 0
+  (b,— rl) k t +  caka = 0

Qjfej -}- baka ~j- (Cj fj) =  0
By the hypothesis, the determinant of the latter system is equal 
to zero. Assume without proof that if r, is a simple root of the 
characteristic equation (we only confine ourselves to such roots 
now), at least one of the minors of the second order of the de
terminant is different from zero. Then one of the equations is a 
consequence of the other two equations, and the system reduces 
to two equations in three unknowns. The general solution of such 
a system depends on one arbitrary parameter. If, for instance, 
the system reduces to the first two equations, the numbers

bi c, cx al— r1 al — rl b,
, « « =ba r, ct 9 m

ct °a
1 3 fl, ba— rx
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Generally speaking, the problem of solving a system of linear 
differential equations is equivalent to that of solving one linear 
equation of the corresponding order1 2 (in our case a third-order 
equation). Indeed, as was indicated, to reduce system (*) or (•*•) 
to a single third-order equation we should differentiate one ol 
the equations of the system, for instance, the first. Replacing 
each time the derivatives of the unknown functions in the right- 
hand side by their expressions we see that all the consecutively 
computed derivatives of the function x are expressed linearly in 
terms of the functions x, y  and z. Therefore, conversely, the 
functions y  and z can be represented as linear expressions in x, 
x  and x. Hence, the resultant differential equation is linear. It is 
obvious that if the original system of equations is homogeneous 
the resultant equation is also homogeneous while a nonhomoge- 
neous system may lead to a nonhomogeneous or a homogeneous 
equation. The latter possibility is illustrated by the system
x —x - \ - y - \ - ^ ,  y = x — t which reduces to the equation x —x—x=0.

We did not dwell on solving differential equations with variable 
coefficients, and therefore we shall not discuss the methods of 
solving systems of such equations and shall proceed to systems 
of linear equations with constant coefficients.

179. Systems of Linear Differential Equations with Constant 
Coefficients*. Consider a homogeneous system of the form

x =  a1x-\-bty-\-clz
y  =  a ,x+ b ty+ c ,z  (‘)
z =  aax + b 3y + c az

where ah bt and c, (t =  l, 2, 3) are constant. As was mentioned 
at the end of the foregoing section, this system is reducible to 
a single homogeneous linear equation of the third order. It is 
clear that, as in the example on p. 637, this always leads to an 
equation with constant coefficients. Since the structure of the 
solutions of such an equation has been already studied, in prac
tical work it is advisable to look directly for particular solutions 
of the form

x — k fi’’*, y =  kaert, z = kaert (**)

(where kt , ka and r are undetermined constants to be found) 
instead of reducing the system to one equation.

1 The example on p. 638 shows that sometimes there may appear several 
higher:order equations; in this example each of the equations contains only one 
unknown* function.

2 The reader is advised to recall the properties of homogeneous linear 
algebraic equations before studying this section.
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On differentiating the functions x, y  and z and substituting 
the results into system (*) we obtain

A,rer< = alklert -f  b1kieri -f c A eTt 
ktreft =  a jilert+ baktert- f c j i^ rt 
ksrert =  asfc,ert+ bak9ert+ c3kgrt

Cancelling by ert and transposing all the terms to one side we 
arrive at the system of homogeneous linear algebraic equations 
in klt kt and k3:

(a ,—r )k l -\-blka +c,A:8 = 0
a A  +  (b»— r)kt + c tk3 =  0 (***)
u A -\-b aka -f-(cs—r) k 3 =  0

For this system of homogeneous linear equations to possess a 
nonzero (nontrivial) solutions (of course, we are only interested 
in such solutions) it is necessary and sufficient that its determi
nant be equal to zero:

at — r bt cx
a9 ba—r c»
a3 ba c%— r

On writing this determinant explicitly we obtain an algebraic 
equation of the third degree with respect to r which is called the 
characteristic equation of system (*).

Thus, a solution of form (**) exists if and only if  the number r 
is a root of the characteristic equation.

Let us first suppose that all the roots of the characteristic equa
tion are real and simple (i.e. not multiple). If ry is one of the 
roots its substitution into system of equations (***) results in

(fll — rl) k i +  baka +  cxk3 = 0
atki +(ba— fi) k t +  caks =  0
a A  +  b*K + (c3— r1)k s = 0

By the hypothesis, the determinant of the latter system is equal 
to zero. Assume without proof that if r, is a simple root of the 
characteristic equation (we only confine ourselves to such roots 
now), at least one of the minors of the second order of the de
terminant is different from zero. Then one of the equations is a 
consequence of the other two equations, and the system reduces 
to two equations in three unknowns. The general solution of such 
a system depends on one arbitrary parameter. If, for instance, 
the system reduces to the first two equations, the numbers

bx c. , &” =
Ci at — ra

, = «i — ri bi
ba— rx c, ct aa 1 9 at K — rt
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form one of the solutions. (These formulas are readily obtained 
if we transpose the terms with k3 to the right-hand side and 
solve the resultant system of nonhomogeneous equations.) All the 

other solutions are found by multiplying the numbers k\'\ /£' 
and kj,n by one and the same arbitrary constant. Operating in the 
same manner on all the roots of the characteristic equation 
determine three systems of functions each of which is a solution 
to system (*).

These systems of functions are
Atner>t , k l2ver>J 

kiver**, k ^e 'S , k™er*' 
k[»er' \  k ? e r*\ k™eT'x

Here v/e do not present the proof of the fact that these functions 
constitute a fundamental system of solutions. The general solution 
of system (*) is written in the form

x = C, + C & W  +  Czk™er>'
y  =  + Cth?erJ+ Czk?'er‘x
z =  Cxk™eTt  +  CJi?erJ +  C3k

Examples. (1) Let us solve the system

x — z
y  =  — 4x— y — 4z
z =  — y

In this case the system of equations (***) has the form

—rky +  k3—0
—4kt— ( l - f r ) A ,- 4 A ,= 0  

—kt— rkt -  0

Write down the characteristic equation:
—r 0 1
— 4 — (1 + r)  — 4 

0 — 1 — r
=  — ra— rI - f 4 r + 4  =  (4—r*)(r-f I) = 0

Its roots are rx =  —1, rt =  —2 and rt =  2. Here it is more con
venient to use the first and the third equations of the system for 
determining kv kt and A,.

For rx =  —1 we obtain
£<” +  £‘” =  0, — =  0

As solutions we can take, for example, the numbers ^a, = l, 
=  and k ltv =  —I.
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Consequently, the solution corresponding to t x =  1 is 
x1 = e~l, y x = — e~t, 2, =  — c -‘

For —2 we have
26J” +  k?> =  0, — +  2k?' =  0 

Here we can put k? '— l, k?' = —4 and k?' = —2, then 
=  yt =  —4<r*», zt = -2 e ~ «

Finally, for /•, =  2 we write
—2A‘3> -h ft*** =  0, —k?'— 2k?' = 0 

Taking k?' =  1, k?' = —4 and k?' = 2 we receive 
x9 = e*t, //, =  — 4e*', ^3 =  2e ,̂

Now, the general solution is written in the form

y  = - C le -<— 4Cie - ‘t— 4C3e*t 
z =  — Cxe~f—2C1e"t< +  2C3el<

Let the reader check that particular solutions we have found form 
a fundamental system of solutions.

If among the simple roots of the characteristic equation there 
are complex ones the solution is also obtained in the form of 
complex functions of a real variable. In this case to find a real 
solution one should resort to the following property completely 
analogous to the one proved on page'610: if complex functions 
x ,+  «*,, y, -t- it/,, 2x + izt are solutions of system (*) with real coef
ficients (heir real parts (x„ y,, z,) and imaginary parts (xt , 
y„ zt) are themselves solutions of the system. In this situation to 
conjugate complex roots of the characteristic equation there cor
respond the same real solutions.

For the sake of brevity we shall demonstrate this case by the 
example of a system of two equations.

(2) Consider the system
x =  —7 x+ y  
y = —2x— 5y

Its characteristic equation is
- 7 —r 1 
- 2  — 5 — r =  r*-f- 12r-f-37 =  0

whence rlt1 =  — 6 ± » . Here the system of equations for determi
ning kt and kt reduces to one equation with complex coefficients;
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for the root rt — —6 - f t  this equation is written as
( - l - 0 * i  +  *. =  0

(Let the reader check once again that the second equation o! 
this algebraic system is a consequence of the first one.)

We can put ^  =  1 and & ,= ! +  /; then the complex expression 
of the solution of the given system of differential equations is

^ _g(-«+o t __ e -f  t cos i _j_ ie- t t  s jn i
y =  (1 -f  i) gt-o+fi* = e “*, (cos / —sin /) - f  cos / -f sin /)

On separating the real and the imaginary parts we obtain two 
real solutions:

xl =e~*t cost, y1 — e~t t {cost—sin/)
Xj =  sin /, y3 = 'e -e< (cos / -fsin  /)

As has been mentioned, the same operations on the conjugate 
complex root rs =  —6— i lead to the same real solutions.

It is readily verified that the solutions we have found consti
tute a fundamental system, and therefore the general solution to 
the system is

x = e~ti (Ct cos / - f  C, sin /)
y = e ~ 6t [Cx (cos / — sin /) +  C. (cos / -f  sin /)]

A particular solution of a system of nonhomogeneous equations 
can be found by reducing the system to one equation of a higher 
order and applying the techniques elaborated in Sec. 174 but we 
shall not dwell on this question in more detail.

Systems of linear differential equations with constant coeffi
cients can also be solved by means of the methods of the opera
tional calculus (mentioned at the end of Sec. 174); they are par
ticularly convenient when it is required to determine a particular 
solution satisfying given initial conditions.

In conclusion we consider an electrotechnical problem leading 
to a system of linear equations with constant coefficients.

Let there be two circuits, their resistances, inductances and 
capacitances being, respectively, R u Llt Cl and Rt, Lv C.. Sup
pose tha t there is an electromagnetic coupling between the cir
cuits; this means that a change of the electric current in one of 
the circuits induces an electromotive force in the other and vice 
versa.

As is known from physics, under certain conditions, the indu
ced electromotive force in the first circuit is equal to — Mj~ and

in the second circuit to — M  ~  where M is a constant coefficient 
of mutual inductance and ^  (/) and i2 =  t, (/) are, respectively,
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the current intensities in the first and in the second circuit. The 
coefficient M is positive if the directions of the electromotive 
forces of mutual inductance and self-inductance coincide and ne
gative if otherwise.

Furthermore, suppose that there are no external sources of 
electric power in the circuits. Then the current flows in the 
circuits are described by the following system of differential equa
tions (see Sec. 175, IV):

(tdt +  Mil =  0

L j',+ R iit + ^ t i dt +  Mi'l =  0 

On differentiating with respect to t we receive 

Lih +

L'lh +  +  7f~ *2 =  0

which is a system of two differential equations of the second 
order. It can be solved without the reduction to the normal 
form. Putting i1 = klert ana t, =  k ^ rt we directly arrive at a sy
stem of homogeneous linear algebraic equations in and fc?. 
Nontrivial (nonzero) solutions to the system exist if and only if 
the determinant of the system is equal to zero:

V s+ K , r + 7 -  Mr*
1 1 = °  Mr* Ls* +  R2r + ~

that Is

+ (£+ & ) r+ck=°
In many practical cases it turns out that the latter equation pos
sesses two pairs of conjugate complex roots, which means that 
the oscillations of the currents in the circuits are superpositions 
of two harmonic vibrations. A thorough analysis of all the pos
sible cases can be found in courses of electrical engineering. In 
conclusion we note that if the capacitances of the circuits are 
neglected the current flow is described by a system of equations 
of the first order and there are no vibration processes.

180*. Multiple Roots of the Characteristic Equation. If the cha
racteristic equation possesses multiple roots the structure of the 
solution oi the system becomes substantially more complicated.
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In the case of a single higher-order differential equation we can 
immediately write down a fundamental system of solutions pro
vided that the multiplicities of the roots of the characteristic 
equation are known (see Sec. 174) while in the case of a system 
the situation is more complicated. Without going into particulars 
we shall illustrate what has been said by two examples.

(1) Let us solve the system

x = 2 x - \-y — z 
y = x - \-2 y — z 
z = 3 x -r 3 y — 2 z 

Its characteristic equation
2— r 1 — I 

1 2— r  —1
3 3 —2— r

=  —r (r2—2r-—1)=0

has the roots rx =  Q and rs>3=  1. For the simple root r,= 0  ve 
can put k[v =  £jn =  1, k(3l) —3. The corresponding solution can be 
taken as three constants x1 =  l, y x =  1 and zx=Z  which of course 
can be multiplied by an arbitrary constant Cx.

For the multiple root r = l  the system of equations
kx+ k t—k3 =  0, — kz =  0, Z k ^ Z k ^ — Zkt — Q

for k lf k t, k3 reduces to a single equation kx-\-kt—kt = 0  (in con
trast to the case of the simple root when we obtain two inde
pendent equations). Here we can choose arbitrarily the values of 
two quantities; for instance, v/e can put k1 — Ci and kt =Cy This 
results in k3 =  Ct -\-C3, and hence v/e arrive at a family of parti
cular solutions dependent on two arbitrary constants:

x =  Cie1, y  =  C3et, z =  (Ci + C 3)ei

It is clearly seen that it is a linear combination of the two parti
cular solutions *I = e f, y* =  0, zt =  et and x3 =  0, y ,= e f, 2j=r'.

Combining the three solutions obtained we receive a system of 
solutions which is fundamental since the determinant

1
e1

I
0

3
— eit

0 ef e*

is nonzero. Finally, the general solution of the system is

x = C x +  C3e\ i^ C j +  Cjg*, z=3C1-HC,-r-C,)e'
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(2) Consider the system
x  =  x — y  , 
y = 4x— y + 2z 
z =  2 y +  z

The roots of the characteristic equation
1— r —1 0

4 — 1—r 2
0 2 1— r

- ( i - O M i  +  O = 0

are r, =  - l  and r1>8 =  1. To the first simple root there corres
ponds the solution x l ==e~i, y l =  2e~t, zl ——2e~t.

Let us write down the system of equations for 6Jt 6, and 6S 
corresponding to the multiple root rJt3= l :

=  46 ,-26 ,4-263 =  0, 26, =  0
We see that in this case it reduces to two equations, which give 
us only one particular solution; for instance, we can take x, = e ‘, 
y, =  0 and zt = —2ef. A third solution of the same structure 
which is not a linear combination of the two former solutions 
does not exist. It turns out that in this case it is possible to 
find a solution of the form

* = (a, + P it)e\ = 2 =  (a3 + P30e1
The constants a,-, p,- (t =  1, 2, 3) are found with the aid of the 
method of undetermined coefficients. Indeed, on differentiating x , 
y and z with respect to t, substituting the results into the equa
tions and cancelling by e* we get the identities

a i-fPi*4-Pi =  a i4 -p ,f— —P*f
a *+ P*̂  4- Pj =  4 (a, 4- PiO—a ,—P,f 4" 2 (as 4- P#0
as4*P«f 4* Ps = 2 (a, 4* PiO 4" as4*Pŝ

Now it only remains to equate in each identity the constant 
terms (this results in the equations written below on the left) 
and the coefficients in t (equations on the right):

(1 )  p ,4 -a , =  0 (4) P, =  0
(2) - 4 a 14-2a14 - P , - 2 a ,= 0  (5) -4 p ,4 - 2 p ,- 2 p a =  0
(3) Ps—2a, =  0 (6) - 2 p ,  =  0
Here the sixth equation is equivalent to the fourth one and 

the fifth is a consequence of the first, third and fourth equations. 
Thus, we arrive at the remaining four independent equations 
containing six unknowns. Setting the values of two of the un
knowns, for instance a, =  C, and o, =  Cs (where Ct and C, are
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of linear differential equations and their solutions in matrix form 
which is widely used in modern engineering literature.

Let there be given a homogeneous linear system of differential 
equations in normal form

*1 =  a.n x x +  a12x2 +  . . .  +  alnxn
x2 =  atlXj_+ a22x2 +  • • • +  a2nxn (*)

Xn Q-n\Xy m\~an2X2-\- • • •

The coefficients a^ of the system may depend (continuously) on t 
or, in a particular case, be constant. Let us write down the so- 
called coefficient matrix of the system

and also the column matrix X (t) whose elements are the func
tions x{(t) (t =  l, 2, . . . ,  n) and the derivative X{t):

/ * i ( 0 \  / J f i ( 0 \

X ( 0 H
xt (t)

X(/) = t(0

W O /
The column matrix X(t) is also termed a vector function of the 
scalar argument t, the functions x t (/), x2(t), . . . ,  x„(i) being its 
coordinates. In what follows we shall simply speak of the column 
matrix X (0  as a vector and sometimes briefly denote it as X.

The product of the matrix A by the vector X is understood 
as a new vector specified by the relation

A X = '  att

an xi +  a,2x2 -r • • ^In^n
• * ~i~ ^2nXn

anlxL+ a nixt -{ - ...

The elements of this vector written on the right exactly coincide 
with the right-hand sides of the system of equations (*) which 
therefore can be briefly written as one matrix differential equ
ation:

X =  v4X (•*)
Particular solutions of such an equation are vector functions 

(or, briefly, vectors) X:{t) with coordinates xu (t), x2l(t), . . . .  xn[(t
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Equation (**) apparently always possesses the zero (trivial) solu
tion X ,sO .

The rules of operations on matrices readily imply that any li
near combination of particular solutions

CIX1(0 +  C ,X ,(0+  . . .+ C m\ n(t) 
where all C/s are arbitrary constants is also a solution.

Let us state the definition of linear independence of a system 
of vector functions. A system of vector functions is said to be li
nearly independent if the identity1

M i  (0 + M .  (0 +  • . .  + K K  ( 0 = 0  r  *)
is only possible for constant %h i =  \, 2, when X, =?,,= ...
. . .= X OT==0. If otherwise, that is if this identity can hold when 
not all Xjs are equal to zero, the system is spoken of as linearly 
dependent.

In other words, a system of vector functions is linearly inde
pendent if none of the functions is representable as a linear com
bination of the others and is linearly dependent if otherwise. We 
also note that one vector identity (***) is equivalent to the n 
scalar identities

M i l  ( 0  +  M l * ( 0  +  • • •

M*t (0 (0 4- • • • (M =  0

\ xm • • • A-^n^nm ( 0  =  0
containing the coordinates of the vectors. It is of course assumed 
that all the functions x{/(t) are defined and continuous in the 
same interval of variation of t.

Now let vector functions X, (/), X4(/), . . . ,  X„(t) be solutions 
to the matrix differential equation (**) or,' which is the same, to 
system (*). For these solutions to be linearly independent it is ne
cessary and sufficient that the determinant

(0* xli (0*  - - -« xln ( 0
w_ xtt (0* (0. * - -» Xv> (0

xnl (0> Xrtt(0»  *••» Xnn ( 0  ^

be unequal to zero for all the values off 
interval in whir'—~4he coefficients atj{t) off
t  f  #-» 4 t  1 T mtinuous. In pf  
coefficients tf - 
present the

, if we deal with a ' 
tion should hold U 
1 is theorem.

‘ng to the 
are con- 

h conp,-"’L 
we

-t1 In this 
of system (

)'s are any vector /'
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Every linearly independent system of n solutions is called a 
fundamental system, and the determinant W is the Wrotiskian of 
that system. If a fundamental system of solutions X1(<), X2(0, 

\„(t) is known the general solution is a linear combination 
of the constituent functions of the fundamental system:

X (0 =  C.X, (/) +C.X, (0 +  . . .  +CnXn (0
Let the reader write down the general solution in coordinate 
form involving n equalities containing the functions x^(t).

As was indicated in Sec. 179, particular solutions of system (*) 
with constant coefficients are looked for in the form x1 = k1ert, 
xt = ktert, . . . .  xn = knert. In this case the vector functions X(/) 
and X(t) are expressed as

(kxeri\ f*ll fM
x (0  =

ktert
= ert , X (t) =  rert

K

\k nertj \ n)r 1
Let us denote the number vector with coordinates kx, kt , . . . .  

kn as K and substitute the above expressions of X and X into 
the matrix differential equation (**):

AertK =  reriK
On cancelling the scalar factor ert we obtain the matrix algebraic 
equation

4K =  rK (****)
Now it is necessary to find a nonzero vector K (since if K is a 
zero vector we obtain the trivial solution we are not interested 
in) such that the multiplication of the matrix A by this vector 
yields a vector rK collinear with K- In the matrix calculus the 
numbers r for which there exist nonzero solutions of equation (****) 
are termed eigenvalues of the matrix A and the vectors K 
themselves are called its eigenvectors.

Note that if K is an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenva
lue r then any vector A,K collinear with it is also an eigenvector 
belonging to the same eigenvalue. For equation (****) implies 
that /!XK =  X/lK=A.rK =  rA.K.

In terms of the solutions of a system of differential equations 
this means that the multiplication of any solution by a scalar 
factor again results in a solution.

On writing the matrix equation for kj in the coordinate form 
and transposing all the members to the left we obtain the homo-
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10. Describe Euler’s graphical method for constructing an integ
ral curve of a differential equation of the first order.

11. Describe Euler’s method of approximate numerical integra
tion of an equation of the first order.

12*. What is a singular point of a differential equation of the 
first order? Describe various types of singular points and give 
illustrative examples.

13*. What solution of a differential equation is said to be sin
gular? How is it found?

14. State the definition of a differential equation of the second 
order.

15. Explain the geometrical meaning of initial conditions for a 
differential equation of the second order.

16. State the theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of an equation of the second order.

17. How is a second-order equation y" =  }(x, y, y') reduced to an 
equation of the first order when its right-hand side does not con
tain (1) y and y' or (2) y  or (3) x?

18. Formulate the definition of a differential equation of the 
nth order and of its general solution. How are initial conditions 
set for an equation of the nth order?

19. What is a linear differential equation of the second order?
20. State and prove the theorem on the structure of the gene

ral solution of a homogeneous linear differential equation.
21. State and prove the theorem on the structure of the gene

ral solution of a nonhomogeneous linear equation.
22. Describe how a homogeneous linear equation of the second 

order with constant coefficients is solved. What is the characte
ristic equation? How is it formed?

23. Describe the structure of the general solution of a homoge
neous linear differential equation of the second order with cons
tant coefficients in the case of real and distinct roots of the cha
racteristic equation and in the case of coinciding roots.

24. Prove that if a complex function is a solution to a linear 
differential equation with real coefficients its real and imaginary 
parts are also solutions.

25. What is the form of the solution in the case of complex 
roots of the characteristic equation?

26. What is the rule for determining a particular solution of a 
nonhomogeneous equation whose right-hand side is

f  (x) =  ePx (x) cos qx - f  Pt (x) sin qx\
where Pt (x) and P2 (x) are polynomials? Give examples.

27*. What is the idea of the method of complex amplitudes?
28. How can the solution of a nonhomogeneous equation be found 

when the right-hand side of the eonatinn is a sum of several functions?
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geneous linear system of algebraic equations

(«n—■r) k1 +  al tkt + . . . + a tnkn =  0
M i  +  (««— r )k t +  . . .  +  ainkn = 0

iP-nx^l “t" “f" • • • ~f" i.a nn —  0

For this system to possess nonzero solutions, i.e. for r to be an 
eigenvalue, it is necessary and sufficient that the determinant of 
the system be equal to zero:

au  r ai* • • - am
&tt * ••• atn -

^/il ®nz • • • &nn f

On writing this determinant explicitly we get for r an algebraic 
equation of the nth degree which is the characteristic equation of 
the given system of differential equations. If all the roots of the 
characteristic equation are simple then we have n different eigen
values to which there correspond n different eigenvectors (deter
mined to within arbitrary nonzero constant scalar factors), and 
hence we obtain exactly n linearly independent solutions of equa
tion (**). Some difficulties arising in the case of multiple cha
racteristic roots were indicated in Sec. 180.

QUESTIONS

1. What is a differential equation of the first order?
2. State the definition of a particular solution. How an initial 

condition for an equation of the first order is introduced?
3. State the theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the 

solution of a first-order differential equation.
4. What is the general solution of a differential equation of 

the first order?
5. Give the geometrical interpretation of a particular and of 

the general solutions of a differential equation of the first order.
6. State the definition of a differential equation with variables 

separable and describe the methods of its solution.
7. W hat differential equation of the first order is called homo

geneous? How is it solved?
8. What is a linear differential equation of the first order? 

Describe the method for solving such an equation.
9. What kind of a first-order differential equation is known as 

an exact differential eauation? Describe the methods for its solu-
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10. Describe Euler’s graphical method for constructing an integ
ral curve of a differential equation of the first order.

11. Describe Euler’s method of approximate numerical integra
tion of an equation of the first order.

12*. What is a singular point of a differential equation of the 
first order? Describe various types of singular points and give 
illustrative examples.

13*. What solution of a differential equation is said to be sin
gular? How is it found?

14. State the definition of a differential equation of the second 
order.

15. Explain the geometrical meaning of initial conditions for a 
differential equation of the second order.

16. State the theorem on the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of an equation of the second order.

17. How is a second-order equation ya =  f(x , y, y') reduced to an 
equation of the first order when its right-hand side does not con
tain (1) y and y' or (2) y  or (3) x?

18. Formulate the definition of a differential equation of the 
nth order and of its general solution. How are initial conditions 
set for an equation of the nth order?

19. What is a linear differential equation of the second order?
20. State and prove the theorem on the structure of the gene

ral solution of a homogeneous linear differential equation.
21. State and prove the theorem on the structure of the gene

ral solution of a nonhomogeneous linear equation.
22. Describe how a homogeneous linear equation of the second 

order with constant coefficients is solved. W hat is the characte
ristic equation? How is it formed?

23. Describe the structure of the general solution of a homoge
neous linear differential equation of the second order with cons
tant coefficients in the case of real and distinct roots of the cha
racteristic equation and in the case of coinciding roots.

24. Prove that if a complex function is a solution to a linear 
differential equation with real coefficients its real and imaginary 
parts are also solutions.

25. What is the form of the solution in the case of complex 
roots of the characteristic equation?

26. What is the rule for determining a particular solution of a 
nonhomogeneous equation whose right-hand side is

f  (x) =  eP* [Px (x) cos qx-\-Pt (x) sin qx]
where Pt (x) and Pt (x) are polynomials? Give examples.

27*. What is the idea of the method of complex amplitudes?
28. How can the solution of a nonhomogeneous equation be found 

when the right-hand side of the equation is a sum of several functions?
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29. Describe Lagrange’s method of variation of arbitrary cons
tants.

30. State the definition of a linearly independent system of 
functions. When is a system of functions said to be linearly de
pendent?

31. What condition is necessary and sufficient for a family of 
particular solutions of a linear differential equation of the nth 
order to be linearly independent?

32. Prove the theorem on the structure of the general solution 
for a homogeneous linear differential equation of the nth order 
and for a nonhomogeneous one.

33. How can the general solution of a homogeneous equation of 
the nth order with constant coefficients be formed depending on 
the roots of the characteristic equation?

34. What is a system of differential equations? Give the defi
nition of a solution of such a system.

35. What is the normal form of a system of differential equa
tions?

36. Describe the methods for reducing a differential equation of 
a higher order to a normal system of equations. How can the 
reverse transformation be performed? Is it always possible?

37. What is the structure of the general solution of a normal 
system of differential equations? State the existence and unique
ness theorem for the solution of such a system.

38*. Describe the geometrical interpretation of the solutions of 
a system of two differential equations as trajectories in the phase 
plane.

39*. Describe the properties of the solutions of an autonomous 
system of differential equations.

40. Enumerate the properties of the solutions of a system of 
linear differential equations.

41. Describe the method of solving a system of linear differen
tial equations with constant coefficients with the aid of the cha
racteristic equation. Consider the case of simple (real or complex) 
characteristic roots.

42*. What can be said about the structure of the solution in 
the case of multiple roots of the characteristic equation?

43*. Describe the matrix form of a system of linear differential 
equations. State the definition of a linearly independent system 
of vector functions and describe the structure of the general so
lution of the system.

44*. Establish the relationship between the problem of solving 
a homogeneous linear system of differential equations with constant 
coefficients and the problem of finding the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvectors of the coefficient matrix of the system.
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SERIES

§ 1. Numerical Series1
182. Series. Definition of the Sum of a Series. Consider an 

infinite sequence of numbers «„ ut, . . .
Definition. An expression

#1 *f* u2 *4“ . . .  -f* Un -}-..«
is called a (numerical) series, and the numbers ult ut, . . .  are 
called the terms o f the series.

A series is briefly written as
00

n= |
and u„ is called the nth term or the general term (general ele
ment) of the series.- 

A series fs completely specified if there is a rule according to 
which for any number n the corresponding term of the series can 
be written: u„ = f(n).

If a formula u„ — f(n) is given we can immediately write any
term of the series. For instance, if un =  , the series has the
form

• J + T +  •••

If =  the series is written as

1+ 4 ’+ 4 ' +
A series is sometimes specified with the aid of & recurrence for

mula connecting its nth term with preceding ones. In this case

1 The reader is advised to reread Secs. 26 and 31 before proceeding to study 
§ I of this chapter.
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we are given the first several terms of the series and a formula 
by which the other terms are found. For instance, let «, =  1 and
ut = - j ,  the recurrence formula being - f U s i n g
this formula we successively find

1 1 , 1 , 7  1 7 , 1 I 11 ,
U* ~  2 ’ 2 ' 3 '  * ~  12 ’ U< 2 12 ‘ 3 '  2 — 24 ’ etC*

and thus obtain the series

2 ^  12 ' 2 4 ^
Let us consider a series

+  • • • +  w« +  • • • 
and designate the sum of its first n terms by s„:

s/i =  m1 +  U2 +  • • • + un
This sum is called the nth partial sum of the series.

Making n take on the values 1, 2, . . .  we obtain the sequence 
of partial sums of the series:

S» =  «i

• • ■ • •

sn ~  ui +  « j+  • • • +

As n increases indefinitely a greater and still greater number 
of terms of the series is involved in the sum s„. Thus we natu
rally come to the following definition:

Definition. If the sequence of partial sums of the given series 
has a definite limit as n -+ oo , i.e.

11m Sn ■' "■ srt
the series is said to be co n vergen t and the number s  is called 
the sum  o f  the se r ie s .

In this case we write
s  —— rr, -j- u, • • • -j- tin -f* • # #

If the Sequence s n does not tend to any limit, the series is 
said to be d iverg en t.

It should be stressed tha t a series can be divergent in the 
following two cases: (1) when the sequence s„ tends to infinity,

c - - l ~ infinite limit.
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As a simple example, let us consider an infinite geometrical 
series:

a+aq+aq*-}- . . .+ a q " - 1+ . . .  ( a ^ 0) (*)

The sum of the first n terms of the series is

If |<7| <  1 then lim qn =  0, and therefore
ft «D

lim s„=a  lim !̂!—I
n co n - > ®  9  *

a 
1—<7

Consequently, an infinite geometric series with \q \< .\  is conver
gent and its sum is given by

If | ^ | > 1  then lim qn — oo, and hence, lim sa — oo, that is, the
n -► eo n to

series is divergent.
Now, let (7= 1. The series

a + a + o +  . . .  + a +  . . .  (a^= 0)
has the nth partial sum sn—na which tends to infinity together 
with n: lim sn =  oo.

n co
If q = —1 we obtain the series

a - a + a — a -f . . .
Its partial sums take on the values s1= a, s, =  0, s„ = a, st = 0, 
etc., that is, s„ does not tend to any limit. According to the 
definition, this series is divergent.

Thus, an Infinite geometric series is convergent for |<7 |<1 
and divergent for |<7) ^ 1.

In this example we find out whether the series is convergent 
or divergent by using the definition of convergence and the known 
formula for the nth partial sura.

However, in many cases this approach proves inapplicable be
cause it is very difficult and sometimes even impossible to derive 
a formula for s„ and to determine the limit of s„ as n —coo. 
Therefore the convergence of a series is usually investigated 
without finding its sum by using certain sufficient conditions 
(tests) for convergence which will be established later. Before pro
ceeding to these sufficient conditions we shall explain why it is so 
important to know whether the series is convergent or divergent 
even when we cannot find its sum.
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Let us consider a convergent series
s =  Uj +  u2 +  . . .  +  +  . . .

The difference between the sum of the series and its nth partial 
sum is called the remainder after n terms (or the nth remainder). 
The nth remainder of a convergent series ut -f  u2- f . . . -f un4-... 
is the sum of the infinite series un+1-f-u„+2-f . .  we designate 
it by rn. We have

^n ~  ® =  Mn+1 “1" ^n+i
The original series is assumed to be convergent, that is 

lim sn= s . Consequently, the absolute value of the remainder
n co

k n l =  |S - S n|
becomes arbitrarily small when the number n is sufficiently large. 
Thus, it is always possible to compute an approximation to the 
sum of a convergent series by taking a sufficiently large number 
of its first terms. However, in the general case it is extremely 
difficult to determine the error of such an approximation. Later 
on we shall present some examples showing how in certain cases 
the error can be estimated and how the numhereof terms of the 
series required for obtaining its sum with a given accuracy can 
be determined. It should be stressed once again that a divergent 
series has no sum.

Let us enumerate the simplest properties of convergent series. 
1. If a series

l t j  • j ’ Ct2 "J" • • • tin  4 “ • • •

Is convergent, its sum being s , the series
i •}• Xtt2 Xtln “J“ • • •

composed of the products of the terms of the former series by an 
arbitrary number % is also convergent and its sum is equal to )s.

To prove this assertion we designate the nth partial sum of 
the former series by s„ and tha t of the latter by o„. Then

cr„ =  Xu1 -f- A.u2 +  . •. ku„ =  \sn
Consequently,

lim <j„= lim (Xs„) =  Mim sn—Xs
fl-M D  fl —v CD n ->• co

The property has been proved. 1

1 Its convergence will be proved later (see Property 3). It should be noted 
that the term "remainder” is sometimes used both for the series u„+i +  
+  • • • 2 nd for its sum. It would be more precise to call urt+1+ u /1+i*f
“the remainder series” and the sum of this series “the remainder” (or “the 
remainder term”}.
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2. If 

and
S' == U j Ut -f- . • • "I" Un “f" • • •

S"  —  Vx  - | -  V 2 * 4 "  •  •  •  * 4 “  * 4 ”  •  •  •
are two convergent series the series formed of the sums of the 
corresponding terms of the given series is also convergent and its 
sum is equal to s ’ -f-s":

( t t i +  ®i) +  ( #  a +  ®s) +  • • •  + ( w « t  + ® n ) +  • • •  S = s ' + s "

The proof of this property is also very simple; it is based on 
the theorem on the limit of a sum. Let s'n and s„ be the nth 
partial sums of the two given series, and let o„ be the nth par
tial sum of the resultant series. Then

whence
°n — (ul +  ̂ l) +  • • • + ( un +  t,n) — sn +  sn

lim o„=  lim (s^+ s^)=  lim s'n -f- lim s" =  s' -f s’
n -+■ oo /i co n co n-^co

which is what we wanted to prove.
On multiplying the terms of the second series by —1 (by Pro

perty 1, the sum of the new series is then equal to — s") and 
adding them to the corresponding terms of the first series we see 
that

(«, — «>,) +  (ut —• v 2) + . . .  + ( a n — ® n)+  . . . = $ '  — s"
3. If a series is convergent the series obtained by adding or 

deleting a finite number of terms is also convergent.
Suppose that we have deleted a finite number of terms of a 

convergent series
u l  +  u t  +  • • • +  Un +  • • •

For instance let these terms be u8, u8, u I0 and Ui6. To retain the 
indices of the remaining terms let us agree that the deleted terms 
have been replaced by zeros. Then, for n >  15 the partial sums 
of both series will differ from each other in the constant summand 
u2 +  u8 +  wio +  ui6- Therefore, if one of these partial sums has a 
limit the other sum also tends to a limit, their difference being 
equal to the same constant summand.1

Analogous considerations apply to the case when some new terms 
are added to the given series.

A consequence of this property is that if a series is convergent 
its any remainder series is also convergent and vice versa.

1 If the sum of the deleted terms is equal to zero the sums of both series 
coincide.
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183. Necessary Condition for Convergence of a Series. Harmonic 
Series. As was mentioned, the problem of prime importance in 
the investigation of a series is to find out whether it is convergent 
or divergent. Therefore, our aim is to establish some conditions 
(tests) which enable ns to judge upon the convergence or divergence 
of a series by inspecting its general term.

Necessary Condition for Convergence of a Series. If a series is 
convergent its n th  term tends to zero as n  -* oo.

Proof. We have

If the series is convergent we have

lim s„_1 =  s and lim sn= s
© n —► cs

Since
•lim un=  lim (s„— s„_,) =  lim s„— lim

n-v cs n-V sc /!-►»
we obtain

lim u„— s—s = 0

The necessary condition we have proved implies the following 
sufficient test for divergence of a series:

If an does not tend to zero as n —>-oo the series cannot be 
convergent, that is, it must be divergent.

As an example, let us take the series

lOf
2

201
3

'301' 100/z-h 1
This series is divergent because its general term uB =

tends to  ̂ as n —+ oo and hence does not tend to zero.
I t  should be stressed tha t the fact that the nth term of a series 

tends to zero as n  -*■ oo is not sufficient for the convergence of 
the series.

To elucidate what has been said let us consider the so<ailed 
harmonic series:

i j J L lI o-* 1 2 * 3 ‘ '
1

Here we have lim un = l im  — =  0 but the series is divergent.
fl -*■ « n—► a ^

Indeed, as will be proved, in this case lim s„ =  -f oo.

To prove the divergence we shall replace some terms of the 
series by smaller numbers and then show that the sum of the 
smaller summands tends to infinity. On grouping the terms of
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harmonic series we can write it as

^ T  +  ( T + T )  +  ( T + i + T + T )  +  ( T + - '  * + i s ) + ' -  •
ach bracket we now replace all the summands by the last one 
h remains unchanged. This results in

t + t ) + ( t + - -  • + t ) + ( b + - -  • +>— - / v > ^  —
2 4 8

»w each bracket we have written the number of summands 
mtains). It is obvious that this operation decreases the sum
le terms in each bracket and reduces it to - j .  Since we can
an arbitrary number of such brackets their sum tends to 

ity.
follows that the nth partial sum of the harmonic series 

:ases indefinitely as n —t-oo and, consequently, the series is
rgent. 

is still 
l . l

easier to 
. , l

V I  1 V3 '
, Here we have

Im

prove the divergence 
+ . . .  whose nth term

of the series 
also tends to

=  1 + VT y r  > V n +  V~n ‘ +  Tr z ~  V n ~ ^ n
equently, lim sn =  oo.

n -v cd
4. Positive Series. Sufficient Conditions for Convergence. 
Comparison tests. Let us consider the so-called positive series 

>e all terms are positive-.
“i +  “i +  (u„ >  0)

le investigation of such series is facilitated by the following 
tie proposition.
:mma. If the partial sums of a positive series are bounded 
e, that is

s„ <  M, M = const
series is convergent1.
oof. Since all the terms of the series are positive, its nth 
ial sum increases together with the number n:

^  ^  . . .

This condition does not imply the convergence of a series with arbitrary 
For instance, as was shown, the series a—a + a —a + . . .  (a > 0) whose 

artial sums do not exceed the number a is divergent.
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But if a monotone increasing sequence is bounded above by a 
constant number it has a limit (see Sec. 31) which does not exceed 
that number either. Hence,

lim s„ =  s ^ .M
n -► *

Conversely,
I f  a positive series is convergent its partial sums are less than 

the sum of the series: sn < s .
It should also be noted tha t if a positive series is divergent 

its partial sums tend to infinity: lim =  oo. In this case we
n  cp05

write 2  un==Jr 00 and say that the series is divergent to —oo.n= I
The lemma we have proved directly implies the lollowing com

parison tests for positive series.
Comparison Tests. Consider two positive series

<r 

£= 1
and

2  (2)1
satisfying the condition that each term of series (1) does not 
exceed the corresponding term of series (2), i.e.

# * < 0* ( * = I ,  2 , . . . )  (*)
Then:

( 1) If series (2) is convergent series (1) is also convergent.
(2) If series (1) is divergent series (2) is also divergent.
Proof. We shall begin with the first part of the proposition. 
Let us put

n n

k-l k=l
By the hypothesis, series (2) is convergent and therefore o„< o  
where a is the sum of the second series. It follows from condi
tion (*) that

s„ < o n < a
which means that the partial sums of series (1) are bounded 
above. But then the lemma we have proved implies that series 
(1) is convergent.

To prove the second part of the proposition we make use of 
the fact that if series (1) is divergent its partial sums increase 
indefinitely:
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Since or„>s„ we also have a„—► oo. Consequently, series (2) is 
also divergent, which is what we had to prove.

Comparison tests are also applicable when the terms o! the 
series satisfy condition (*) not for all n but only beginning with 
a certain number n — N. This is implied by the third property of 
convergent series (see Sec. 182).

As an instance, let us prove that the series

1 +  ^ 2 +  - +
is divergent. To this end it is sufficient to compare the given 
series with the harmonic series

1+  % ~b • • • "J”

Since - j=  >  — for n >  1 and the harmonic series is divergent 
V n n

the given series is also divergent. (On page 665 we demonstrated 
another proof of the divergence of this series.)

It is also easy to prove the convergence of the series
1  j_!___ | * | j ___!_i_
2 ^  2- 2* ‘ 3- 23 ’ • ’ * ^ n - 2 n ~  * * *

whose terms are smaller than the corresponding terms of the 
convergent geometric series

J__i_]__1_j_i_ I i |
2 • 22 ‘ 2s * * ’ ’ ~  2" * * *

In practice comparison tests can be conveniently used in the 
limiting form: if the limit of the ratio of u„ to v„ exists and is 
not equal to zero, i.e.

lim — =  A >  0
n-+ <t> vn

series (1) and (2) are simultaneously convergent or divergent.
Let us prove this proposition. From the definition of a limit 

it follows that, given any e >  0, there is a number N  such that
for all n >  N the inequality ^5— A |< e  holds or, equivalently.

A — e < ^ <  A +  evn
where e is assumed to be so small that A —e > 0.

Let us suppose that series (2) is convergent; then, by Property 1 
stated in Sec. 182, the series with general term (A+ e) vn is con
vergent and, by the comparison test, series (1) is also convergent 
because u„< (A+e)v„  for all n >  AL
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But if a monotone increasing sequence is bounded above by a 
constant number it has a limit (see Sec. 31) which does not exceed 
that number either. Hence,

lim s„= s ^ M
fl oo

Conversely,
I f  a positive series is convergent its partial sums are less than 

the sum of the series: s„ < s .
It should also be noted that if a positive series is divergent 

its partial sums tend to infinity: lim s„ =  -j-oo. In this case we
n -* CD

00

write 2  w/i=  +  °° and say that the series is divergent to -foo.
n = 1

The lemma we have proved directly implies the following com
parison tests for positive series.

Comparison Tests. Consider two positive series
00

2  =  +  * • • + « * + • •  • (#A>°) (1)1
and

co
2  +  (2)k~ i

satisfying the condition that each term of series (1) does not 
exceed the corresponding term of series (2), i.e.

Uk^ v k ( * = 1, 2 , . . . )  (*)
Then:

(1) If series (2) is convergent series (1) is also convergent.
(2) If series ( 1) is divergent series (2) is also divergent.
Proof. We shall begin with the first part of the proposition. 
Let us put

n rt
s„ = 2  ^ = 2 ^fr=i k=i

By the hypothesis, series (2) is convergent and therefore <r„ < o 
where a is the sum of the second series. It follows from condi
tion (*) that

which means that the partial sums of series (1) are bounded 
above. But then the lemma we have proved implies that series 
(1) is convergent.

To prove the second part of the proposition we make use of 
the fact that if series (1) is divergent its partial sums increase 
indefinitely:

oo
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Since o„ > s „  we also have a„—► <». Consequently, series (2) is 
also divergent, which is what we had to prove.

Comparison tests are also applicable when the terms of the 
series satisfy condition (*) not for all n but only beginning with 
a certain number n — N. This is implied by the third property of 
convergent series (see Sec. 182).

As an instance, let us prove that the series

l +  y f + " +  7 Z + -
is divergent. To this end it is sufficient to compare the given 
series with the harmonic series

Since - ) = >  — for n >  1 and the harmonic series is divergent 
V  n n

the given series is also divergent. (On page 665 we demonstrated 
another proof of the divergence of this series.)

It is also easy to prove the convergence of the series
±  +  J _ + J _  , j __ i__ l2 ~  2-2*‘ 3- 2s ' • • • “ n-2n ' ’ ' '

whose terms are smaller than the corresponding terms of the 
convergent geometric series

1 . !> ! i_ _i_ _L i
2 * 22 ‘ 23 > • • 4 * 2n ‘ #

In practice comparison tests can be conveniently used in the 
limiting form: if the lim it of the ratio of u„ to v„ exists and is 
not equal to zero, i.e.

Jim — =  A >  0

series (1) and (2) are simultaneously convergent or divergent.
Let us prove this proposition. From the definition of a limit 

it follows that, given any e >  0, there is a number N  such that
for all n > A l the inequality —— A < e  holds or, equivalently,

I vn I

A — e < - ! <  A +  evn
where e is assumed to be so small that A —e > 0 .

Let us suppose that series (2) is convergent; then, by Property 1 
stated in Sec. 182, the series with general term (A-fe)o„ is con
vergent and, by the comparison test, series (1) is also convergent 
because un <(A-{-e)u„ for all n >  N.
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Conversely, if series (2) is divergent, the inequality u„>  (A—t)vB 
implies that series (1) is divergent as well.

For instance, the series with the general term u„= 15
I 2divergent because the lim it of the ratio of u„ t o —is equal to y .

A difficulty in applying the comparison tests is that for the 
given series it is necessary to construct another series with which 
the former can be compared. The harmonic series is often taken 
as a “standard” divergent series, whereas as a “standard" conver
gent series we usually take a convergent geometric series or the 
series

* 2 * " " W *4* ^ "̂* * * *flc 1
The convergence of the latter series can be proved in the fol

lowing way: its terms are combined into groups containing 1, 2, 
4, 8, . . .  successive terms of the series, and in each group, be
ginning with the second, all the summands are replaced by the 
largest one, tha t is by the first term of the group. This leads to 
the obvious inequalities

JL , _L /J_ , J__JL _L _±_ 1
22 T  32 ^  2* ' 2* ~  2 ’ 42 ' 5 * ‘ 6 * 7* ^  4* — 4 “  2*

_L - +  J_ <  8.J___ L_L etc82 T  • • • T  152 ^  ° 8* 8 23 ’
05

It follows tha t the partial sums of the series 2 ^  are bounded
n= 1

^they do not exceed the sum of the  terms of the geometric series 

1 = 2 j  and hence the series is convergent. As will 

be shown in Sec. 202, the sum of this series is equal to 1.6449.

As an instance, with the aid of the latter series we can easily 
prove the convergence of the series with the general term

Indeed, the lim it of the ratio  of un to ^  is equal to 1.
Now we proceed to consider a test which is in many cases appli

cable to proving the convergence of a series using solely the 
expression of its general term.

II. D ’Alembert’s 1 Test. Suppose we are given a positive series
Ul “J" ttj • • • “I” Un *4“ . . .  (Un ̂  0) (*)

1 D’Alembert, J . (1717-1783) a French mathematician and philosopher.
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If, for n -f oo, there exists a limit p of the ratio of two conse
cutive terms of the series, that is

lim

then the series is convergent for p < l  and divergent for p > I .x
For p = l  D’Alembert’s test is inapplicable (i.e. there are both 

convergent and divergent positive series with p = l) .
Proof. Let p <  1. By the definition of a limit, it is always pos

sible to choose a number N such that for all n ^ N  there holds 
the inequality

«n+l < p + e  =  p1

where e >  0 is chosen sufficiently small so that px= p -f  e is smaller 
than 1. Then

We have
“N+l <P:x» «w+1 <Px. “XV+3

-“JV+2
< p „  etc.

aN+l <  9 xuN
% + .<  Pi“;v+x <  P?«xv
uN+i <  PxuXV+i <  Pi«JV

It follows that the terms of the series
MAr+x4-u jV+*~l-u XV+s +  • • •

representing the remainder after the Afth term of tne given series 
are smaller than the corresponding terms of the convergent geo
metric series

Pxuxv+Pxuxv+Pxuxv4- • • •
(its common ratio pt is smaller than 1). Consequently, the re
mainder after the Nih term is convergent, and therefore the given 
series itself is also convergent.

Now let p >  1 (in particular, there can be p =  o o ) .  Then there 
is a number N such that for all n>AT the inequalities

^ > 1 ,  i.e. un+i> u n“/I
hold. This means that every term of the series is greater than 
the preceding one and, since they are all positive, the necessary 
condition for convergence (requiring that the general term must 
tend to zero) is violated. Hence, the series is divergent.

1 T he se ries  Is a lso  d iv e rg en t if  “ f f tL — »--f co for n — ► » ;  in  th is  case  w e 
say th a t  p =  » .  "
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Thus, if the divergence of series (*) is established with the aid 
of D’Alembert’s test~(i. e. p >  1) this means that un does not tend 
to zero as n —<-<».

In the case when the limit p is equal to unity D’Alembert’s 
test is inapplicable: there exist both convergent and divergent 
series for which p = l .

00

Examples. (1) Let us consider the series ^ ^ 5 . Here we have
ntz I

n-f-1
un = {r> and «n+1 =  | ± i .  Therefore p =  lim-—^ -  =  --lim — = | .

n-*<o _  “ n-+a> n *
2"

Consequently, the series is convergent.
00

1(2) Let us take the series ^  (called the p series). In this case
f t =  I

=  f°r n —  00 irrespective of the expo-
nent p. For p =  1 we obtain the harmonic series which, as was 
proved, is divergent. For p =  2 we obtain the convergent series

CD

^  jjj. We see that when p =  l it is impossible to judge upon the 
11+ 1
convergence or divergence of this series by D’Alembert’s test. 
In this case the series should be investigated with the aid of some 
other tests.

III. Cauchy’s root test. Here we shall state without proof another 
sufficient test (known as Cauchy's root test) for convergence of 
positive series (*).

Suppose that the limit
lim | / a ^ = f
n -♦> cd

(finite or infinite) exists. Then, i f  I <  1 the series is convergent and 
if I >  1 the series is divergent.

In the case I — 1 this test does not allow us to judge upon the 
convergence of the series.

As an example, consider the series -j— +  - f . . .  -f •+

+ . . . ;  it is convergent because lim | / - l i m  = 0.
It should be noted that there exist some more sophisticated 

sufficient tests which sometimes enable us to prove the convergence 
or divergence of a series when the tests considered here fail.

185. Cauchy’s Integral Test. The reader must have already no
ticed a close analogy between the definitions of the convergence
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of a series and of the convergence of an improper integral with 
infinite upper limit (see Sec. 97). The tests for convergence of po
sitive series and for convergence of integrals with positive integrands 
also have very much in common. In this section we shall present 
a test enabling us to reduce, in some cases, the problem of con
vergence of a series to the problem of convergence of an improper 
integral, which may prove simpler.

Cauchy’s Integral Test. Consider a series
ui "I" “f* • • ♦ "h “h  • ♦ • (#« ̂  0)

whose terms are the values of a continuous positive monotone 
increasing function f ( x )  defined in the interval | l ,  ooj which are 
assumed for the integral values of the argument x :

#1 •••» •••
CO

Then the given series and the improper integral ^f(x)dx  are sl«
j

multaneously convergent or divergent.

Proof. Let us consider the curvilinear trapezoid bounded by 
the line y — f(x),  with the segment [1, n] of the x-axis as base, 
where n is an arbitrary positive integer (Fig. 246). Its area is 
equal to the integral

n

I n = \ f ( X) dXI

Let us construct the ordinates of the function y = f{x) at the points 
x = l , x  =  2, . . . ,  x =  n — 1, x —n and consider the two step figures 
shown in Fig. 246: one of them, contained within the trapezoid, 
has the area equal to f ( 2 ) + f ( 3 ) +  . -. +  f(n) = sn— u1 and the other 
(enveloping the trapezoid) has the area / ( l ) - f / ( 2)-f-. . .  + f ( n — 1) =  
=  s„—u„ where s„ =  u, + « , +  . . .  + u„ . The area of the former 
figure is smaller than the area of the curvilinear trapezoid and
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the area of the letter Is greater than the area of the tra:ei'.'.::

< h < 5 r. ~ un 
This leads to the two inequalities

and
* * > /* + « *  r* ,

The function f(x)  being positive, the integral I c increases to
gether with n; there are two possible cases here:

(1) The improper integral is convergent, that is /= l i r n /e exists
r - c

then / * < / ,  and inequality (*) indicates that

sn < “i + I
tor any n. Consequently, the partial sums s„ are bounded and, 
by the lemma in Sec. 184, the series is convergent.

(2) The integral is divergent; then /„ —► oo f e r n —■*.», and *e 
conclude, by inequality (**), that s„ also increases indefinitely, 
i.e. the series is divergent.

We shall demonstrate by the example of the p series

V _L= t u. I j . 1  >J-m np 1 ‘ 2P ' 2P ‘ /r=sl
that the integral test can give us the required answer when 
D'Alembert’s test is inapplicable. As was shown, for this series
we have —*• 1; let us apply to it the integral test. It fs obvious

Un , 
that as f(x) vie can take the function The integral

I*9 l
1— P

Urn (x ~p**— 1)

is convergent if p >  1 because in t h ^ '

P£__ L_.
P -J  s

1 *ter case; ?

o <  1 the integral is' 

lim x"^+I==oo

limx~^+I= 0  ar.d

' is a!ss

n r t :d h  g verges t
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For p =  1 we obtain the harmonic series, which once again pro-
00

ves its divergence. For p =  2 we obtain the series ^  whose
n= 1

convergence was already established.
The geometrical idea of the proof of Cauchy’s integral test can 

be applied to estimate the error appearing in an approximation 
to the sum of a series whose convergence has been proved with 
the aid of this test. As was indicated on p. 662, to estimate the 
error we should find an estimation for the difference s— s„, i.e, 
for the remainder

= Hn+l ^n+s •••
(Since we deal with positive series the difference s —s„ is positive 
for any n.)

Fig. 246 indicates that the remainder is equal to the sum of 
the areas of the rectangles “infinitely receding to the right” (they 
are shown in dotted line); this sum is less than the area of the 
curvilinear figure (bounded by the line y =  f  (x)) enclosing these 
rectangles, and therefore

CD

rn < \ f ( X) dx
n

Let us apply this formula to estimate the remainder of the p
CO

series £  ^  for p >  1:
n= 1

^ Cdx  x~P+l 1 ®  1
r» <  J xp -  -  P+ 11„ -  (pZTiyHF*

ft

Hence, given an arbitrary number e >  0, for the remainder to be 
not greater than e, the number n  can be put equal to the least 
integer satisfying the inequality

(p—i)n P - i^ e

For instance, let p =  2 and e =  0.001. Then the inequality
0.001 is fulfilled for n=1000. This estimation shows that,

as we say, the series in question is slowly convergent: to find its 
sum with an error not exceeding 0.001 we should compute the 
sum of its first 1000 terms! Besides, to guarantee the accuracy of 
the result to the required number of correct decimal digits we 
should compute the terms of the series with a very high precision. 
Such calculations have of course no practical value.

43—2280
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the area of the latter is greater than the area of the trapezoid;

This leads to the two inequalities

J s „ < / n+ u 1 (*)
and

s„ > I„ + u„  (M)

The function /  (x) being positive, the integral /„ increases to
gether with n; there are two possible cases here:

(1) The improper integral is convergent, that is /  =  lim /„ exists;
n-KP

then /„ <  / ,  and inequality (*) indicates that

Sn <  ui +  J
for any n. Consequently, the partial sums s„ are bounded and, 
by the lemma in Sec. 184, the series is convergent.

(2) The integral is divergent; then /„ —► <» for n~*.oo, and we 
conclude, by inequality (**), that s„ also increases indefinitely, 
i.e. the series is divergent.

We shall demonstrate by the example of the p series

ns!
that the integral test can give us the required answer when 
D ’Alembert’s test is inapplicable. As was shown, for this series
we have —► 1; let us apply to it the integral test. It is obviousu„
that as f{x) we can take the function -5 . The integral

i r - r b l ! ”

is convergent if p > l  because in this case lim x ~̂ +1 =  0 and
C3
^0 —_ i _ ;  if p <  1 the integral is divergent because in the iat- 
i
ter case we have l i m =  00. For p = \  the integral is also

X-*®
CD

divergent: J 0  =  ln x *  =  c». Therefore the series is convergent
j

for p >  1 and divergent for p ^  1.
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By the hypothesis, the expression in each bracket is positive; 
since the number of these brackets increases together with m the 
sequence s2m is increasing. On the contrary, we similarly show 
that the sequence of partial sums Sjm+i with odd indices is de
creasing since

• • + ( “ * » ,— “ 2m + l ) l

and the sum in the square brackets increases together with m, 
which is clear from the above argument.

Thus,
si < si < s« <  • • ■ and Si >  S3 >  Sj >  . . .

It is readily seen that any sum with even number is less than 
any sum with odd number:

s tm  Sjft + i
indeed, if m <  k then

slm ^  ^ik+l ^  Sjft+f
and if /n> fe (or m — k) then

s t m ~ Stm+ 1  ^im + l ^  s tm+1 +  l

In Fig. 247 the sequence of partial sums is represented geomet
rically. The sequence of sums with even indices is increasing and 
bounded above; hence, it possesses a limit lim slm= s .

tTl — CD

We also have s2a+1 =  s2m +  u2m+1 and u2m+1- * 0  for m-*-oo; 
therefore.

sSm+i= lim s2m= s
m -K to  m-+ co

that is the sums with odd numbers (forming a decreasing sequence) 
tend to the same limit s.

s
H--------- 1-------1------ 1 I I | I 1-4------ 1---- 1-------»>
0  S i Sg Sg S j S fm Uf

Fig. 247

Fig. 247 also clearly indicates that the partial sums approach 
their limit s so that those with even numbers are less than s while 
those with odd numbers are greater than s; in particular, the 
sum s of the series is less than (since we have s ^ w ,) .

If the whole series (*) is taken with the minus sign we should 
take the reflection of Fig. 247 about the origin; in this case 
|s |< « i -  

The remainder
ra rfc (M/i+i • • •)
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The greater the number p, the more rapidly the p series con
verges. For example, if p =  3 we have and the same
accuracy of e =  0.001 is achieved for n = 24. If p = 4 then r„<  gjjj,
and the same precision is obtained for n ~  7.

Thus, we see that the faster the terms of the series tend to 
zero, the more rapid the convergence of the series.

In special courses on approximate calculations the reader can 
find various methods for accelerating the convergence of a series. 
These techniques make it sometimes possible to find an accurate 
approximation to the sum of a slowly convergent series with a 
comparatively small amount of calculations. By the way, some of

co
these techniques make use of the fact that ^  1.645 (see

Sec. 201). n=l
We also note that for the time being it is not known whether

00

the sum of the series ^  p  is a rational or irrational number; its
n — I

approximate value is 1.202. For p = 4 the sum of the p series is
oo

known: £  =  1-082.
n= I

186. Series with Arbitrary Terms. Absolute Convergence.
1. Alternating scries. We now proceed to investigate series with 

terms^of^ arbitrary signs and begin with the so-called (alternating 
series^whose" terms are alternately positive and negative. Such a 
series can be written as

± ( wi — +  • • •) (*)
where ut , u3, . . .  are positive numbers) We shall prove a simple 
sufficient test for convergence of an alternating series:

Theorem (Leibniz’ Test). If the absolute values of the terms of 
an alternating series form a monotone decreasing sequence ten
ding to zero, that is, if the terms of series (*) satisfy the in
equalities . . .  and the general term u„ tends to zero,
the series is convergent; the absolute value of its sum is less 
than uv  and the absolute value of the remainder r„ of the 
series is less than that of the first discarded term: \r„\

Proof. For definiteness, let us take the whole expression (*) with 
the plus sign:

+  «3— • • • - u tm +  ulm+t- . ..
Consider the sequence of partial sums stm of the series with even 

indices n — 2m. Such a sum can be written as
=  +  («*—«<)+ - - - «*■)
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By the hypothesis, the expression in each bracket is positive; 
since the number of these brackets increases together with m the 
sequence s2m is increasing. On the contrary, we similarly show 
that the sequence of partial sums sim+i with odd indices is de
creasing since

Sw+i =  «l — [(«.—«3) +  («4 — u,) + . . .  + (« 2CT—u2m+1)]
and the sum in the square brackets increases together with m, 
which is clear from the above argument.

Thus,
Sj <  S| <  s8 < . . .  and >  s, >  s6 >  . . .

It is readily seen that any sum with even number is less than 
any sum with odd number:

s im ^  2̂ft+l
indeed, if /n< &  then

Stm s i k ~  s tk+ l ^2*+l ^  Sjft+1
and if m > fe  (or m = k) then

S 2flj =  s tm+l u 1m+ 1 ^  S 2 » i+ 1  ^  Slk  + 1
In Fig. 247 the sequence of partial sums is represented geomet

rically. The sequence of sums with even indices is increasing and 
bounded above; hence, it possesses a limit lim s,m =  s.

m-¥ as

We also have s2m+1 =  s2m +  uta+1 and «2m+1—*-0 for m —*oo; 
therefore.

lim s2m+1=  lirns2m= s
m -* co m co

that is the sums with odd numbers (forming a decreasing sequence) 
tend to the same limit s.

s
n--------- 1-------1------ 1 I i | i  i -<------1— i------- » -
0  S i ss  s5 s3 s,- u ,

Fig. 247

Fig. 247 also clearly indicates that the partial sums approach 
their limit s so that those with even numbers are less than s while 
those with odd numbers are greater than s; in particular, the 
sum s of the series is less than (since we have s} =  u j .

If the whole series (*) is taken with the minus sign we should 
take the reflection of Fig. 247 about the origin; in this case 
|s | <C 

The remainder
f  n i  fan+l * 2 "t" • * *)
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of series (*) is a series satisfying all the conditions of Leibniz’ 
test. Therefore, the sum r„ of this series is less, in its absolute 
value, than the first term in the parentheses, i.e. | r „ |< u n+1, 
which is what we had to prove. The proof of Leibniz’ theorem 
has been completed.

Leibniz’ test, when applicable, not only makes it possible to 
investigate the convergence of the series but also to estimate the 
error appearing when the sum of the series is replaced by its par
tial sum with given number n.

For instance, Leibniz’ test immediately shows that the series

l __ L + J __ J .j_  , ( - ') » «
2 ' 3 4 ^  ' n

is convergent; as will be shown in Sec. 194, its sum is equal to 
In2. According to the above, the limiting absolute error of the
approximate equality ln 2 «  1 — ■j  +  j ~  . . .  + 7 3 7  is equal to

which indicates that the series is slowly convergent.
II. Absolute convergence. Now we proceed to series whose terms 

can have arbitrary signs. We shall confine ourselves to the fol
lowing important test:

Sufficient Test for Convergence. If the series whose terms are 
the absolute values of the terms of a given series is convergent 
the latter series is also convergent.

Proof. Denote by sn the sum of the first n terms of the given 
series

« i + « a+ . » . + « « + . . .
and by sj and s£, respectively, the sums of the absolute values of 
all positive and all negative summands among these n terms. Then

s„ =  sn — SfT and o„ =  s£-f sj-
where

< v = K I + K l  +  - - - + K I
Since, by the hypothesis, o„ possesses a limit (denote it 0), 

and s% and are positive increasing functions of n satisfying 
the conditions s £ < o „ < a  and s t ^ o „ < o ,  these functions also 
have limits. I t follows tha t sn =  s$— Sn also tends to a limit as 
n 00, which is what we set out to prove.

This test does not provide a necessary condition for convergence:
00 00

a series 2  un may convergent when the series 2  lunl 's
n=\  n = i

vergent. For instance, as has been shown, the series
. ( - 1)0+1 ,
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is convergent while, as we know, the (harmonic) series 

1+ T + T + T +  • • • + T +  • • •
formed of the absolute values of the terms of the former series 
is divergent.

Definition. A series for which the absolute values of its terms 
form a convergent series is said to be absolu tely  convergent.

If a given series is convergent whereas the series composed of 
the absolute values of its terms is divergent the given series is 
said to be conditionally  convergent.

An instance of a conditionally convergent series is I —y + y  — 
_ ± j _  i (-D ".*14 +  • • • +  „

The distinction between absolute and conditional {not absolute) 
convergence is extremely important. It turns out that some pro
perties of finite sums can only be extended to absolutely conver
gent series whereas conditionally convergent series do not possess 
these properties.

We shall not treat these questions in detail and only confine 
ourselves to the remark that absolutely convergent series, like 
Ordinary sums of finite number of summands, possess the commu
tativity property: any rearrangement of the terms of an absolutely 
convergent series does not affect its sum, that is the new series 
remains convergent and has the same sum as before. Conditio
nally convergent series do not possess this property: it can be 
shown that, given any number, it is always possible to rearrange 
an (infinite) number of terms-of a given conditionally convergent 
series so that its sum becomes equal to the given number (mo
reover, it is also possible to make the partial sums of the series 
tend to +  oo or — oo by rearranging its terms in an appropriate 
manner).

As an example, let us take the conditionally convergent series
i 1 lJ__ I l. J__! | !__L_l
1 2 ' 3  4 ^ 5  6 +  7 8 '

and show (without rigorous proof) that its sum can be changed 
by rearranging its terms'. To this end, let us rearrange the terms 
in such a way that every positive term is followed by exactly 
two negative terms:

2 4 * 3  6 8 ^
On adding together every positive term and the next negative 
term we obtain

2
_ ! + ± _ _ L +

4 ^ 6  8 ' ’ * *
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The terms of the resultant series are half the corresponding 
terms of the original series. By Property 1, Sec. 182, it follows 
that the latter series is also convergent and its sum is half the 
sum of the former series. We see that the sum of the series 
became half as great after a mere change of the order of its terms!

Another important property of absolutely convergent series is 
related *o the operation of multiplication.

The (Cauchy) product of two convergent series
s> =  Mi +  W»+ • • • +  «„ +  • • • (1)

and
s" =  t/j +  +  . . .  -j- +  . . .  (2)

is the series formed of all possible pairwise products of the terms 
of the given series arranged as

+  («iW2+  +  (UyV9 -f utvt -f u3vt) - f . . .
• • • +  («!»*+«2̂ _ i  +  . . .  +u„„1vt + u nvl) +  . . .  (3)

To understand the structure of this series note that each group 
of terms taken into parentheses has a constant sum of the num
bers of the factors: for the first group this sum is equal to 2, 
for the second to 3, for the third to 4, . . . ,  for the «th to n-f 1, etc.

The following theorem which we state without proof describes 
the multiplication property of absolutely convergent series:

If series (1) and (2) are absolutely convergent their product Is 
also an absolutely convergent series and its sum is equal to 
the product of the sums of series (1) and (2):

§ 2. F unctional Series

187. General Definitions. In § 2 we shall study series whose 
terms are not numbers but functions:

C  # iW  +  « ,W  +  . . .  +  « . W + - .  (*)
An expression of type (*) is termed a functional series. The 

functions un(x) are supposed to be defined and continuous in one 
and the same interval (finite or infinite)/*

Series (*) may converge for some values of x and diverge for 
the other values. A point x =  x0 for which the number series

«1 (*o) +  « ,(*o)+  ••• +  ««(* 0) + . . .
is convergent is called a point of convergence of series (*). The 
set of all the points of convergence is the domain of convergence 
of the series; we also say that the series is convergent in this do
main. As a rule, the domain of convergence of a functional series
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is an interval of the Ox-axis. For example, the series
1 + x-\-x* +  . . . + * " +  . . .

is convergent in the interval (—1, 1) since for any value x =  x0 
belonging to this interval the corresponding number series is a 
convergent geometric series with common ratio x0 ( |x „ ]<  1). For 
\ x \ p s l  this series is divergent. In the general case the determi
nation of the domain of convergence of a given functional series 
is an extremely difficult problem. *

The sum of a functional series is a function of the variable x 
defined in the domain of convergence of the series; we denote 
it S (x):

For instance, in the above example the sum of the series is 
equal to — this function is of course the sum of the series 
only within the interval (—1, 1) serving as the domain of con
vergence of the series although the function itself is defined 
for all x=£ 1.

Let us denote by s„ (x) the sum of the first n terms of series (*) 
(the nth partial sum) and by r„(x) the remainder after n terms. 
If the series is convergent for a given value of x then

lim sn( x ) ~S ( x )  and lim r„(x) =  0

As is well known, the sum of a finite number of continuous 
functions is again a continuous function, and the integral of the 
sum of functions is equal to the sum of the integrals of the cons
tituent functions. Similarly, the derivative of the sum of a finite 
number of differentiable functions is equal to the sum of the 
derivatives of the summands. Therefore, in the theory of func
tional series it is naturally to pose the question as to whether 
these properties are extended to sums of an infinite number of sum
mands, that is to functional series. The example below demon
strates that in the general case an arbitrary functional series does 
not necessarily possess these properties.

Let us take the series

1+X*
X2

(1+*2)"
All the terms and the sum of the series turn into zero for x = 0. 
For we obtain a convergent geometric series since the com
mon ratio is q = t t ~ ?  <  !• For x ^ O  the sum of the series is

I “t- Xl + x 2
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equal to

We see that the sum S (x) of the series is a discontinuous 
function with a jump discontinuity at the point x =  0:

S(x) =  l i f x =^0 and S (0) =  0
To find out what conditions guarantee the possibility of exten

ding the properties of finite sums of functions to functional series 
we need the following definition.

Definition. A functional series

( * ) + « , ( * )  +  • • • + « „ ( * ) + • • •  (*)
is said to be re g u la r ly  convergen t in a domain D belonging 
to the domain of convergence If for all the points of the domain 
D  the absolute values of the terms of series (*) do not exceed 
the corresponding terms of a convergent positive numerical series.

(Compare this definition with the definition of a regularly con
vergent improper integral dependent on a parameter stated in 
Sec: 137.)

The definition means that for all the points of the domain D 
the inequalities | (x) | < ; Af„, n — 1, 2, must hold where M„
is the nth term of a convergent positive numerical series 
M,-f- . . .  -\-Mn -f-. . the latter series is spoken of as a do
minant series of series (*) and series (*) is referred to as the do
minated series.

For instance, the series

sinx-f sin2x
2a

sin 3* 
3*

s i n n x

na
is regularly convergent in any interval of the x-axis since

oo
I— and the series ^  — is convergent.

n=1
Let us briefly discuss a more general notion of a uniformly 

convergent series. Suppose th a t functional series (*) is convergent 
at a point x t. This means th a t limr„(Xj) =  0; therefore, given

n oo
an arbitrary number e >  0, there is a number N j such that the 
inequality | r„ (x j | <  e is fulfilled for all n >  N *. Let us take 
another point x, belonging to the domain of convergence of the 
series; for this point we also have lim r„(x,) =  0. If we take the

n on
same number e the inequality |r„ (x t) | < e  is of course fulfilled
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for the values of n exceeding a certain number Wa, but it may 
turn out that N2 > N 1. That is why the numbers W, and Nt are 
supplied with different subscripts.

If the domain of convergence consisted of only two points we 
could replace Nt and Nt by one number N equal to the greatest 
of the two numbers and Nt: if n >  N then n >  Nx and n >  Wa, 
and both inequalities j r n( r , ) |< e  and }r„(jc2) } <  c hold simulta
neously. The same of course applies to the case of the domain 
of convergence consisting of an arbitrary finite number of points.

But if the domain of convergence is an interval including an 
infinitude of points then, although for every point x there is a 
number N (e, x) (we write N  (e, x) to stress that this number 
may depend both on e and on x) such that for n >  N (e, x) the 
remainder satisfies the inequality | r„ (x) | <  e, a number N (N =  N (e) 
does not depend on .t) common for all the points of the domain 
of convergence does not necessarily exist. In this connection the 
meaning of the following definition becomes clear:

Definition. Functional series (*) is said to be u n ifo rm ly  con
vergent in a domain D belonging to its domain of convergence 
if, given any number e > 0, there is a number N(e)  dependent 
solely on e and independent of x  such that for rt>JV (e) the in
equality | rn (x)  J •< e is fulfilled for all the points of the domain D.

It can easily be shown that i f  a functional series is regularly 
convergent in a domain D it is also uniformly convergent. In fact, 
the definition of regular convergence implies that for any x  be
longing to the domain D we have

K W H  I Un+ 1 U-n + l ( * ) ! + • • •  ^ s M „ + i +  . . .  =  r „

where rn is the remainder of the convergent numerical series 
+  . . .  + A f„ +  . . .  . The value of rn is independent of x

and is less than any number e >  0 provided that n >  N  where N  
is dependent solely on e. Then, for the same values of n, we 
have |r „ ( x ) |< e ,  which shows that the functional series is uni
formly convergent. But it is possible to construct examples (we 
do not present them here) showing that there are uniformly con
vergent functional series possessing no (convergent) dominant 
series; such uniformly convergent series are thus not regularly 
convergent.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall speak of regularly 
convergent series although all the theorems stated in Sec. 188 
hold for uniformly convergent series as well.

188. Properties of Regularly Convergent Functional Series. In 
this section we shall state without proof some fundamental theo
rems on regularly convergent functional series which elucidate 
the question posed in Sec. 187 (on the possibility of extending 
the properties of sums of a finite number of functions to func-
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tional series). In all the theorems below we assume that the do
main of regular convergence of the series in question is an inter* 
val of the axis Ox.

Theorem I. If a series formed of continuous functions is regu
larly convergent in a domain D its sum is also a continuous 
function in that domain.

As was shown, the series s in x +  +  ^  is
regularly convergent in any interval; hence, its sum S(x) is a 
continuous function throughout Ox.

Practical determination of this function is an essentially more 
difficult problem; it is even unknown whether this function is 
elementary or not. But we can always find an approximation to 
the value of this function for any point of the domain of con
vergence by taking the sum of a sufficiently large finite number 
of terms of the series, that is by computings,, (x) for a sufficien
tly large n. It should be stressed that, because of the regular 
convergence, the limiting absolute error appearing in such an 
approximation is one and the same for all the values of x since

k»(*)l= sin (n-f 1) x 
(n+l)»

^ |sin(n-+l)*l , ^  1
^  (n+-l)2 ^  (« + iy: rn

where r„ is the remainder of the series with the general term
dependent solely on n and independent of x. The same

considerations of course apply to any regularly convergent series. 
(The reader is advised to try to extend this remark to uniformly 
convergent series; see Sec. 187.)

Thus, the theorem says that the sum of a regularly convergent 
series whose terms are continuous functions is a continuous func
tion in the domain of regular convergence. In theorem II we shall 
extend the simplest property of the integral to such series: the 
definite integral of a sum of a finite number of continuous func
tions is equal to the sum of the integrals of the summands, this 
property applying to regularly convergent series as well. We shall 
assume (without further stipulations) that the interval 
of integration |c , b] always belongs to the domain of regular 
convergence of the series in question.

Theorem II. If a series composed of continuous functions is 
regularly convergent the integral of the sum of the series Is equal to 
the sum of the series whose terms are the integrals of these functions:
6 b b b

Ut (X) d x + \ u t ( x ) d x + . . .  +  \ u n { x ) d x - \ - . . .  (*)
a a a a

In other words, briefly:
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A regularly convergent series can be integrated term-by-term.
The fact that the numerical series formed of the integrals of 

the terms of the given series is convergent is proved quite sim
ply. The definition of regular convergence implies that for the 
terms of the given series we have | u„ (x) | ̂  M„ where M„ > 0  is 
the nth term of a convergent numerical series. By the theorem on 
the estimation of the definite integral (see Sec. 90), we have

b b
J un (x) dx <  $ | u„ (x) | d x ^ M n (b— a)
a a

Since, according to Property 1 stated in Sec. 182, the series with 
general term M„(b— a) is convergent, the application of the re
sults of Sec. 186, II indicates that the series formed of the in
tegrals is convergent (even absolutely convergent). The proof of 
the second part of the theorem, that is of the fact that the left- 
hand and the right-hand sides of formula (*) are equal is omitted 
here.

Theorem U also applies to integrals with variable upper li
mit of integration:

x x x *
J S  (x )dx= I ux (x) dx +  J ut (x) dx-f . . .  +  $ u„ (x) dx+

where a ^ x ^ b .  The expression on the right is a functional se
ries; using again the theorem on the estimation of the integral

(i.e. the inequality l u„(x)dx ^ M n ( x - o ) ^ M n (b- * ) ) we

he given sferies, is regularly con-readily see that this series, like 
vergent.

The theorem on termwise differentiation of a functional series 
is more complicated and involves some additional requirements.

Theorem III. If a series ut (x) +  (x) +  • • • +  «», (x) +  • • •
formed of functions possessing continuous derivatives converges In 
a domain D, its sum being S (x ), and if the series composed of 
the derivatives u'n(x)  is regularly convergent in this domain, the 
derivative S '(x )  of the sum is equal to the sum of the series of 
the derivatives:

S'  (x) =s=«;(*) +  #»(*) +  • • • + # « ( * ) + • • •  •
In other words, briefly:
If the series composed of the derivatives of the terms of a con

vergent functional series is regularly convergent the given func
tional series can be differentiated term-by-term.
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Note that the regular convergence of the given series and also 
the differentiability of its sum are not assumed in the statement 
of this theorem but are established in the course of the proof. 
B ut the condition that the series composed of the derivatives is 
regularly convergent is essential and must necessarily be checked; 
if this condition is violated the theorem may fail. For instance,

. , sin2-r , , sinn** , „ , , .the series sm x-1— ^ — f-. . .  -|— ^5—+  • • • »s regularly convergent

^as its dominant series we can take the series and its

sum is a continuous function. At the same time the series 
cosx-}-2 cos23x + . . .  -f-ncosn5*-}-. . .  formed of the derivatives is 
divergent since, as n —»oo, its general term does not tend to zero 
for any value of x. Consequently, the theorem proves inapplicable.

In this course we shall limit ourselves to studying only two 
important classes of functional series: the so-called power series 
and trigonometric series.

§ 3. Power Series
189. Abel’s Theorem. Interval of Convergence and Radius of 

Convergence. We begin with the definition of a power series. 
Definition. A p o w e r  series  is a functional series of the form

0 O +  0 i  ( x — x  0) +  0 ,  {x  —  x oy  + . . .  +  a„ ( x — x t)n + . . .
whose terms are the products of constant factors a e, a lt av  . . .  
. . . ,  a„, . . .  by integral powers of the difference x — x t.

The constants c01 a,, . . . ,  a„, . . .  are called the coefficients
of the power series. Unless otherwise stated, the coefficients will 
be assumed to be real.

In particular, if xo =  0 the power series is arranged in ascending 
powers of x\

Q q  ~ j ~  O ^ X  - } -  O j X *  . . .  t  O ^ X n  - 7 -  .  .  .

We shall confine ourselves to studying series of the latter type 
because any power series can be brought to this type with the 
aid of the substitution x —x0= x '.

For the sake of convenience, we shall call a^c" the nth term of 
the power series a^-f a^-r-ap?  -} - ... ■j-atpca-r  •• • (although it oc
cupies the (n-\-l)th  place). The constant term at of the series will 
be referred to as its zeroth term.

Power series possess a number of specific properties which we 
shall study here.

For series
a0+ 0i* +  +  • - .  +  0/t*" +  • • • n
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we shall prove the following fundamental theorem on which the 
whole theory of power series is based:

Abel’s Theorem. If power series (*) converges at a point jc0=/=0 
it is absolutely convergent in the interval (— j * 0|» l* 0|) , Le. for 
every value of x  satisfying the condition J x  | <  | jc0

CO

Proof. The series 2  a nx " being convergent, its general term
n=0

tends to zero: anx%—*-0; therefore the set of values of these terms 
is bounded, that is there exists a positive number M  such that 
| anx11 <  M  for any n. Let us write down series (*) as

( £ ) + 0tXl ( £ ) * +  • • •+ a ^  ( i ) " + • • •
and form the series of the absolute values of its terms: 

|f lo l+ I ^ « l |  — | +  l ^ o | | ^ - | 4+ .  . . + | a n̂ o ||— 1" + . .  •

By the inequality proved, every term of the latter series is less 
than the corresponding term of the geometric series with ratio
— |:

m + m \ ± \ + m \ ± \ + . . . + m \ ± \ + . . .

For | x I <  | x01 we have <  1, and the geometric series is con-I *0 I
vergent; therefore the series of the absolute values of the terms 
of the given power series is also convergent, and hence series (*) 
is itself absolutely convergent. The theorem has been proved.

Note that the inequality f a„x" | <  | anx% [ does not enable us to 
use directly the comparison test since the conditions of the the
orem do not indicate that the given series is absolutely convergent 
at the point x* itself.

Corollary, i f  power series (*) diverges for x = x 0 it also diverges 
for any x exceeding x0 in its absolute value, that is for \x | >  | x0 J.

If the series were convergent for such a value of x, Abel’s the
orem would imply its convergence for the values of the argument 
smaller than |x | in their absolute values and, in particular, for 
x = x 0, which contradicts the hypothesis.

Let us proceed to investigate the domain of convergence of se
ries (*). There are three possible cases here:

(1) The domain of convergence consists of one point x= 0 ;  in other 
words, the series is divergent for all the points except x = 0 . 

Such a case can be demonstrated by the example of the series
l + x + 2 2x*+  . . .  + n ttxn-{-. . .

Indeed, for any fixed x=£0 we have | n * |> l  beginning with a
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sufficiently large value of n whence follows the inequality |n nxn| >  1 
indicating that the general term of the series does not tend to zero.

(2) The domain of convergence consists of all the points of the 
x-axis, that is the series is convergent for all x's (such a series 
is said to be permanently convergent).

An example of such a series is

1 +  • • • + ~ 5 +  • • •22 nf

Indeed, for any x we have |-^ 
large n. Since

<  1 beginning with a sufficiently

X
n+1

fi+i
1 I * ln+2«-'|iL

»+2  < |n
n + 2

etc.

the absolute values of the terms of the series become, beginning 
with the number n, less than the terms of the convergent geometric
series with common ratio | ~ | <  1- Consequently, the given series
is convergent for any x.

(3) The domain of convergence consists of more than one point, 
and there are points of the axis Ox not belonging to the domain of 
convergence.

For instance, the ser,ies

1 +  +  . . .
(the geometric series with common ratio x) is convergent for |x |<  1 
and divergent for | j c | ^ 1.

In the latter case the Ox axis contains both points of conver
gence and points of divergence of the series.

Abel’s theorem and its corollary imply that all the points of 
convergence are not farther from the origin than any point of diver
gence. It is also clear that the points of convergence entirely 
cover a whole interval with centre at the origin.

Thus, we can say that for every power series possessing both 
points of convergence and points of divergence there is a positive 
number R such that for all x 's whose absolute values are less than 
/? ( |x | <  R) the series converges absolutely and for all x ’s exceeding 
R in their absolute values (| jc| >  1?) it diverges.

As for the values x — R and x =  — R of the argument, there 
can be various possibilities in these cases: the series may converge 
at both points or at one of them or at neither. Moreover, the con
vergence at these points may be absolute or conditional. Later 
on we shall consider examples illustrating these possibilities.

Definition. The number R  such that power series (*) Is conver
gent for all x  satisfying the condition j x |< / ?  and divergent for
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all x  satisfying the inequality | x | > / ?  is called the rad ius o f  
convergence of the power series. The interval (— R, R) is referred 
to as the In terva l o f  convergence.

Let us agree that R =  0 for the series divergent for all the 
values of x except x = 0 and that R = +oo (or, simply, R =  oo) 
for the permanently convergent series (i.e. for the series conver
gent for all the x’s).

All that has been said also applies to power series of the gene
ral form

flo+flt (*—*0) + a 2 (x—xoy  +  (*—*0)n+ . . .
with the only distinction that in the general case the centre of 
the interval of convergence is not at the point x = 0 but at the 
point x = x 0, the interval of convergence being (x0—R, x0+ tf) .

We shall present a method for determining the radius of con
vergence of a power series. To this end, note that it is sufficient 
to find the radius of convergence for the series

11*|+ • • • + l flnII*lB+  • • • (**)
composed of the absolute values of the terms of series (*) since 
the intervals of convergence of series (*) and (**) coincide.

Let us apply D’Alembert’s test to the positive series (**). 
Suppose that the limit of the ratio of two successive terms of 
this series exists and that this limit has been found. In contrast 
to the case of a numerical series, this limit may depend on |x |. 
Then, for the values of |x | for which this limit is less than 1 the 
series is convergent and for the values of |x | for which the limit 
exceeds 1 it is divergent. It follows that the value of |x | for which 
this limit is equal to unity specifies the radius of convergence of 
power series (*).

It may turn out that this limit is equal to zero for all x ^ O . 
This means that series (*) converges for all the values of x and 
its radius of convergence is equal to infinity (R — oo).

On the contrary, if the limit is equal to infinity for all x=^0 
the series is everywhere divergent (except at the point x =  0) and 
its radius of convergence is equal to zero.

Let us demonstrate what has been said by concrete examples, 
Examples. (1) Let us determine the radius of convergence of 

the series
l" ^ X + 2fX2-!- . . . -J-^yX"-} -...

We have
|«n + l I |x|",fln| 1*1 n
| u„ I (n+l)!|x|«- n+1

for any value of x. Hence, the series is convergent for all x’s, 
that is R — oo.
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sufficiently large value of n whence follows the inequality \nnxn\ > 1 
indicating that the general term of the series does not tend to zero.

(2) The domain of convergence consists of all the points of the 
x-axis, that is the series is convergent for all x ’s (such a series 
is said to be permanently convergent).

An example of such a series is

1 +  • • • + ^  +n’>

Indeed, for any x  we have J 1 beginning with a sufficiently 
large n. Since

I X
n+T

n + l
>

X
n +  2

ln +  2
I <

x|n+i
n , etc.

the absolute values of the terms of the series become, beginning 
with the number n, less than the terms of the convergent geometric
series with common ratio |-^ - |<  1* Consequently, the given series
ts convergent for any x.

(3) The domain of convergence consists of more than one point, 
and there are points of the axis Ox not belonging to the domain of 
convergence.

For instance, the series
l + x + x 24- . . . + x » + . . .

(the geometric series with common ratio x) is convergent for |x |<  1 
and divergent for | * \ > 1 -  ...................................

In the latter case the Ox axis contains both points of conver
gence and points of divergence of the series.

Abel’s theorem and its corollary imply that all the points of 
convergence are not farther from the origin than any point of diver
gence. It is also clear that the points of convergence entirely 
cover a whole interval with centre at the origin.

Thus, we can say that for every power series possessing both 
points of convergence and points of divergence there is a positive 
number R such that for all x ’s whose absolute values are less than 
R ( \ x \ < R )  the series converges absolutely and for all x's exceeding 
R in their absolute values ( |x |> f ? )  it diverges.

As for the values x = R  and x =  — R  of the argument, there 
can be various possibilities in these cases: the series may converge 
at both points or at one of them or at neither. Moreover, the con
vergence at these points may be absolute or conditional. Later 
on we shall consider examples illustrating these possibilities.

Definition. The number R  such that power series (*) Is conver
gent for all x  satisfying the condition and divergent for
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all x  satisfying the inequality \ x \ > R  is called the rad ius o f  
convergence of the power series. The interval (—R , R) is referred 
to as the in te rva l o f  convergence.

Let us agree that R =  0 for the series divergent for all the 
values of x except x =  0 and that R = -\-oo (or, simply, R — co) 
for the permanently convergent series (i.e. for the series conver
gent for all the x’s).

All that has been said also applies to power series of the gene
ral form

a„ + « i (x— x0) + a i (x— x0)* +  ...-} -a„ (x— x0)n +  . . .
with the only distinction that in the general case the centre of 
the interval of convergence is not at the point x = 0  but at the 
point x = x0, the interval of convergence being (x„—R, x0-{-R).

We shall present a method for determining the radius of con
vergence of a power series. To this end, note that it is sufficient 
to find the radius of convergence for the series

KI+l«i lW+. . -+| f l«IUI"+*--  (*•)
composed of the absolute values of the terms of series (*) since 
the intervals of convergence of series (*) and (**) coincide.

Let us apply D’Alembert’s test to the positive series (**). 
Suppose that the limit of the ratio of two successive terms of 
this series exists and that this limit has been found. In contrast 
to the case of a numerical series, this limit may depend on \x\. 
Then, for the values of \x\  for which this limit is less than 1 the 
series is convergent and for the values of \x \ for which the limit 
exceeds 1 it is divergent. It follows that the value of \x\ for which 
this limit is equal to unity specifies the radius of convergence of 
power series {*).

It may turn out that this lim it is equal to zero for cdl x ^ O .  
This means that series (*) converges for all the values of x  and 
its radius of convergence is equal to infinity (R =  oo).

On the contrary, if the limit is equal to infinity for all x ^ Q  
the series is everywhere divergent (except at the point x = 0 )  and 
its radius of convergence is equal to zero.

Let us demonstrate what has been said by concrete examples. 
Examples. (1) Let us determine the radius of convergence of 

the series
+  . . .  -|™j-x"-}-. • •

We have
K + il ._  lx |B+*nl |* | 0
I ««

for any value of x. Hence, the series is convergent for all 
that is R =  oo.
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According to the necessary condition for convergence, the general 
terra of this series tends to zero, tha t is

lim
n -*■ <d

x" 
n I 0

for any fixed value of x. This fact will be used in what follows. 
(2) Let us take the series

In this case we have

Consequently, by D ’Alembert’s test, the series converges if | x | < l  
and diverges if | x | > l .  Hence, R =  1.

In this example it is easy to investigate the behaviour of the 
series at the end points of its interval of convergence. For r.— I
we obtain the divergent series 1 + 1 • • * + 7T+ • • • an^

for —1 the conditionally convergent series 1 — l-f--|— -g--{-....
It should be noted that D’Alembert’s test is inapplicable to the 

end points of the interval of convergence (the corresponding limit 
is equal to unity for these points), and therefore some other means 
should be used for testing the series for convergence.

(3) Let us investigate the series
r2n-l

x  3r “̂ 5 5’ • • • ~f" ( (2n— l)s • * *

Here we obtain

I un | — |(2 n + l)1xln- l | — 1*1 \ 2 n + l  )  <a |

Hence, the radius of convergence is equal to 1; for [x \ < 1  the 
series is convergent and for |x | >  1 divergent. Let the reader show 
that it is absolutely convergent at both end points of the interval 
of convergence.

(4) Let us determine the interval of convergence of the series

x - 1  . (*—!)» . (*—l)s , , ( x - i r  ,
1.2 2-2* 'r  3-2* ”* •  •  *  t n .2B T- * *

To this end we form the ra tio
\ x - l \ » + i n - 2 n . . .  n

I «n | — (n+l)»2"+»|*—1 |» - I *  l 2 (n+1)
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and find its limit as n —t-oo:

litnn a
1

Un
l *~ l l

2 lim
n -*> cd

n
«+ i

* - h
2

According to the results obtained, the series is convergent if
1 - <  1, that is if —2 <  x — 1 <  2. Therefore the interval of

convergence of this series is the interval (—1, 3) with centre at 
the point x — \. Let the reader check that the behaviour of the 
series at the end points of the interval of convergence is the 
same as in Example 2 .

190. Properties of Power Series. Let us consider a power series
a0+ a 1x + a j ,i +  . . . + a nxn+ .... (*)

with radius of convergence R where R can assume any nonnega
tive value (including 4 - oo). The sum of this series (denote it 
S(x)) is a function defined within the interval of convergence 
and also at those end points of the interval where the series 
converges.

To apply the results of Sec. 188 to power series we begin with 
proving the following lemmas1.

0 b R x

Fig. 248

Lemma I. Power series (*) is regularly convergent in any closed 
Interval [— b, b] lying entirely inside its interval of convergence 
( - f l ,  /?).

Proof. Let us choose a point x0 such that b<.x0 < R  (Fig. 248); 
this point belongs to the interval of convergence, and Abel’s 
theorem implies that the numerical series

I I + 1 <*1*0 I + • • • *H <*n*o I + • • •
is convergent. For any point — b, b] we have \ x \ < x 0 and, 
consequently, \a„xfl \ <  |a„xg|. It follows from the latter inequality 
that series (*) is regularly convergent in the interval [—b, ft], 
which we wanted to prove.

Lemma II. The power series formed of the derivatives of the 
terms of series (*) has the same radius of convergence as the given 
series.

1 1/ Sec. 188 was skipped the reader should proceed directly to the properties 
of power series stated below.
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Proof. The series composed of the derivatives has the form
at +  2atx +  . . . +  nanxn~l - f  (n + 1) an + -f . . .  (" )

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose that the limit of the 
ratio ex ists1 as n —► then the radii of convergence of
series (*) and (**) can be found with the aid of D’Alembert’s 
test:

lim
n -+■ oo

and
lim Ifo+Pg/H- i * n+1  .

n-+m  I W n*"

a„+,*"+»
1=1* | lim

n-+ m 1 an 1

n+ \ lim an + 1 I__
n rt -► ® 1 °n  1

which indicates the equality of the limits of the ratios of two 
successive terms for both series. Hence, their radii of convergence 
coincide. We also note tha t series (**) may be divergent at an 
end point of the interval of convergence even when series (*) is 
convergent at that end point; the reader can check such a pos
sibility by examining the series 1 • • • + ^ r * f  • • • •

If we now form the power series of the derivatives of the terms 
of series (**) the resultant series has the same radius of conver
gence as the original series and so on. Consequently, all the power 
series obtained, from series (*) by successive differentiations have 
the same radius of convergence and, according to I^emma /, are 
regularly convergent in any interval lying entirely within the interval 
of convergence.

These lemmas and the general properties of regularly conver
gent series imply the following properties of power series:

1. The sum of a power series is a continuous function in the 
interval of convergence of the series, i.e. the function

=  . . . + a nxn+ . . .  ( ~ R < x < R )
is continuous. Moreover, it can be proved that if a power series 
is convergent at an end point of its interval of convergence its 
sum S(x)  is continuous as x  approaches that end point remaining 
inside the interval of convergence.

It should also be noted tha t the analytical expression of the 
sum of a power series may specify a function whose domain of 
definition is wider than the interval of convergence of the series. 
This fact was already mentioned in Sec. 187 in connection with

1 The lemma also remains true when this limit does not exist but the proof 
becomes more complicated, and we do not present it here.
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the function which is the sum of the geometric series 
l + x + x 2+ . . . + x n+ . . .  

convergent to this function for | x |<  1. The function is de
fined and continuous everywhere except at the point x = l  but it 
only serves as the sum of the series for | x |<  1; for \x\^*  1 the 
series is divergent, and it is senseless to speak of its sum.

2. A power series can be integrated termwise within its interval 
of convergence:
X  X X X

$ S ( x ) d x  =  $ a «dx  +  $ flix d x - \ - \ a tx 2d x  
0 0 0 0 

x

“I" ^ anx nd x «•— 0 < > x x i -tm-if-x3-tm*. •’jr ,n^ i ' X n+1-\m' • .

( - R < x < R )
The new (integrated) series possesses the same radius of con

vergence as the original series.
3. A power series can be differentiated termwise In its Interval 

of convergence:
S ' (x)  —  a t +  2atx + . . .  +  nanx n~x + . . .  (•— /? < x  <  R)

On differentiating repeatedly we obtain, in succession,
S"(x) =  2a4+ 3 -2 aax + . . . - f n ( t t — I )a jcn-*+  . . .

S'" (x) =  3*2c#-(-. . .  + n ( n — l)(n  — 2)anxn~3-\-. . .
and so on. Thus, 

every power series is infinitely termwise differentiable inside its 
Interval of convergence. The radii of convergence of the differen
tiated series remain the same as that of the original series.

§ 4. Expanding Functions into Power Series
191. Taylor’s 1 Series. As was shown, the sum of a power series 

is a continuous and infinitely differentiable function in the interval 
of convergence (see Sec. 190). In this section we shall discuss the 
reverse problem:

Given a function f(x), what conditions guarantee that it ccui be 
represented as the sum of a power series?

The properties of power series indicate that if a function f(x)  
is the sum of a power series it must be infinitely differentiable. 
But, as will be shown, this condition is not sufficient.

44*

1 T a y lo r, B . (1685-1731), an  E n g lish  m a h em a tic ia n .
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Our aim is to find out what functions and in what intervals 
can be represented as sums of power series.

If a function f(x)  can be represented as the sum of a power 
series we say that it is expanded into the power series.

The existence of such an expansion is extremely important 
since it makes it possible to replace, approximately, the given func
tion by the sum of the first several terms of the power series, i.e. 
by a polynomial. The computation of the values of this function 
then reduces to the computation of the values of the polynomial, 
which can be achieved with the aid of the simplest arithmetical 
operations. The fact that the accuracy of such an approximation 
will be estimated is also extremely important for practice.

We remind the reader that in Sec. 53 we already dealt with a 
particular case of polynomial approximation of functions when 
the differential was used for approximate calculations. Namely, 
we replaced a function in the vicinity of a given point by a 
polynomial of the first degree, that is by a linear function. Bui 
the theoretical and practical significance of this result was 
limited since we did not estimate the accuracy of the approxi
mation and the interval within which the approximation was 
applicable.

The replacement of a function by a simple expression of the 
type of a polynomial proves extremely convenient in various 
problems of mathematical analysis such as evaluating integrals, 
solving differential equations and the like.

Thus, we shall assume that the given function f(x) is infinitely 
differentiable in a neighbourhood of a point x0. Suppose that it 
is representable as the sum of a power series convergent within 
an interval containing the point x0:

f (x) =  a0 +  al {x — x0) + a2 (x— x0)* + . . .+ < * „  (x—x0)n + . . .  (*)

where a0, alt a2, . . . ,  an, . . .  are constant coefficients.
We shall show that the general properties of power series make 

it possible to find a0, a ,, a2, . . . ,  considered as undetermined 
coefficients, by using the known values of the function f(x) and 
of its derivatives at the point x0.

Let us put x = x 0 in equality (*). This yields

f ( x 0) = a 0
Now, let us differentiate the power series and substitute x= xt 

into the differentiated series

/ '  (x) =  ar +  2<Zj (x— x„) +  . . .  -t- nan (x— x0)n~i + . . .

This results in
r  (* .) -* !
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The repeated differentiation gives us
f  (x) =  2at + . . .  +  n (n— 1) a„ (x—*0)n‘' !!+  • •.

whence, on substituting x = x 0, we obtain

/"(*o) =  2a„ i.e. =

(to unify the notation in the expressions obtained we write 2! 
instead of 2). Proceeding in this way we obtain, after the nth 
differentiation,

f™(x) =  nl an+ . . .
where the terms indicated by dots involve the factor (x—x0) and 
hence turn into zero for x = x0. Hence, putting x = x0, we receive

/<">(x0) =  n! an. i.e. a „ = £ ^

We thus consecutively determine the coefficients at, alt alt . . .  
of expansion (*):

a0 =  f (x0), a ^ f ’ ixo), =  •••» •••

On substituting the expressions found into equality (*) we arrive 
at the series
/ ( * ) = /  (*«)+ r  (x°) (*-*<,)=+

n\ ( x - x 6r + (**)
called the Taylor series of the function f(x).

Definition. Given a function f ( x ) ,  its Taylor series in a neigh
bourhood of a point x 0 is power series (**) whose coefficients a„, 
alt ait ...»  fl„, . . .  are expressed in terms of the function f ( x )  
and its derivatives by the formulas

a   f  l x \ a  — f* (x )  a  — a  — / <n) ( x o)®o— T \ * o h  a i — J  \ x of> u 2 —  21 » * • •» u n —~ jjTi • • • •

These coefficients are termed the Taylor coefficients o f  the 
function f  (x) a t x ot partial sums of this series being called 
Taylor's polynomials.

Thus, the result we have established is that 
if a function f(x) can be expanded into a series in powers of the 

difference (x—x0). this series is uniquely determined and necessarily 
coincides with the Taylor series of this function.

It should be stressed that all our conclusions have been drawn 
under the assumption that the function f  (x) admits of the expan
sion into a power series.

If this assumption is not made and it is only supposed that 
the function/(x) is infinitely differentiable, its Taylor series exists
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and can be constructed explicitly but the question as to whether 
it is convergent for any value of x different from x0 remains open.

Moreover, strange as it may seem, there are cases when the 
Taylor series constructed for a function f(x) is convergent but 
not to that function, i.e. its sum is different from f(x).

An example of this kind is the function

f(x) =  \ e ~  for x¥=0 
( 0 for x =  0

This function is infinitely differentiable throughout Ox and all 
its derivatives are ̂  equal to zero at the point x = 0. Indeed, we

have f ' (x) =  ~s-e x* for x ^ O  and /'(0 ) =  0 since

lim
ft — o

1(h) ~ f ( 0 )  
h lim

ft -*• o
lim —  =  0z -  .  ez*

^we have put =  Furthermore, f"(0) = 0 since
i

' h*

lim
ft -* o

f ' (h)—f ' (0) U e
=  *im L— t — =  limft A n ft * ™

2 z« =  0

etc. Consequently, all the Taylor coefficients of the function f(x) 
at x = 0 are equal to zero, and the corresponding Taylor series 
consists of terms identically equal to zero and thus converges to 
the function identically equal to zero but not to the function f(x).

192. Key Condition for Expanding a Function into Taylor’s 
Series. In this section we shall discuss the conditions under which 
the Taylor series

f(x0) + f'(x0)(x—x0)-\r^-^-(x—x0)2+  . . .  *„)"+ ...
formed for a given infinitely differentiable function f(x) converges 
within an interval, and its sum is exactly equal to f(x) in that 
interval.

Let Tn (x) denote Taylor’s polynomial of the nth degree equal 
to the nth partial sum of Taylor’s series:

T„ (x) =  f (x0) +  f'  (x0) (x— x0) +  . . .  +  (x—xc)n
Putting Rn (x) =  f ( x ) — T„(x) we can write Taylor's formula

f(x) =  T„(x) +  Rn(x)
for the function f  (x), R„ (x) being the remainder after n terms in 
Taylor's formula.
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The convergence of the Taylor series to the function f ix)  at a 
point x  is equivalent to the condition

lim Tn (x) = f(x)
n -v od

or, which is the same, to the relation
lim [/(*)—T n {x)]= lim Rn(x) = 0n->« n -> CD

The value of Rn (x) is exactly equal to the error appearing when 
the function f(x) is replaced by Taylor’s polynomial T„(x).

Before proceeding to the estimation of the remainder we shall 
discuss a special case. Let us suppose that the function f(x) itself 
is a polynomial of the n th degree. Then the successive differentia
tions of the function f ix)  each time reduce the degree of the 
polynomial by unity, and hence, after the nth differentiation we 
obtain a constant, all the subsequent derivatives being identically 
equal to zero. Hence, the Taylor series of the polynomial f ix)  
only contains n + 1  nonzero terms and thus is again a polynomial 
of degree n coinciding with f{x) identically. This result can of 
course be obtained purely algebraically if we simply arrange the 
given polynomial in ascending power of the difference x —x0. 

Thus, we obtain the identity

f(x) =  f ix0) +  f ' ixo) i x - x 0) + . . .  i x - x 0) '
which is Taylor’s formula for the polynomial fix).

Example. Let us arrange the polynomial f  ix) =  —3 -fx —x*+2x3 
in ascending powers of the difference x — 1. Here we have x0=  I and

f( l)  =  - l ,  / ' ( l )  =  ( l-2 x + 6 x * )x-1 =  5,
/"(1) =  (—2+12x)x=1= 1 0  and /" '(1 )= 1 2

Hence,
—3 + x—x2-t~2x3 =  — 1 +  5 (x — 1) +  5 1 )2+ 2  (x— 1 )3

On opening the parentheses on the right-hand side and combining 
similar terms we readily check the correctness of the identity 
obtained.

193. Taylor’s Formula. Lagrange’s Form of the Remainder in 
Taylor’s Formula. Let f ix)  be an infinitely differentiable function 
for which we want to find out whether it can be expanded into 
Taylor’s series in a neighbourhood of a point x0. Representing 
the function in the form (see Sec. 192)

f ix) =  T„ix) +  R„ (x) =

=  f  (x0) +  f  ix0) ix— x0) -f . . .  +  ix— x0)n +  R n ix) (*)

we obtain Taylor’s formula for f ix) with the remainder Rn(x).
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The theorem below elucidates the structure of the remainder 
R„(x) and makes it possible to answer the question on whether 
or not R n(x) tends to zero as n increases indefinitely, that is 
whether or not the function f(x) can be expanded into Taylor’s 
series.

Lagrange’s theorem (On the Remainder after n Terms in Tay
lor’s Formula). If the function f ( x ) possesses the (n-J-I)th deri
vative f in+1)(x) at all the points of an interval containing the 
point x 0 the remainder R„ (x ) is representable in the form

for every point x  of this interval where \  is a number lying bet
ween x Q and x.

The latter formula expresses the remainder after n terms in 
Taylor's formula in Lagrange's form.

Proof. Let us write down the remainder Rn {x) in the form

R n (x)+ D n+1 (X—Xo^ + l
<n+l)l

analogous to tha t of the general term of series (*) where D„+1 
is an undetermined magnitude and find the expression of Z)n+1 
satisfying the equality

/<*) =  /<*.) +  r  (*0) ( X - X 0)  +  L ™  ( x - x 0)*+ . . .

/<">(*,) nl (X— X0)n+ D n+1 (x—X0)n + > 
(«+1)1

for every x  from the interval indicated in the statement of the 
theorem.

Let us fix a value x, of the variable x; then £>„+, can be writ
ten as

Dn+1
I (*»)-/ (*o) - / '  (Xo) (X l-X o ) - - -. - L W  (X , -x#)»

(*i—*o)n+1 
(»+!)«

Our aim is to show that D„+1 can be represented in the form in
dicated in the theorem, tha t is can be written as f ln+i)&) where 
E£(x0, xt). To this end, note tha t for n =  0 this follows from 
Lagrange’s formula of finite increments (Sec. 57):

Di = n * i ~ (6) where £€(x0, x,)

To prove the theorem for any n we construct, like in the proof 
of Lagrange’s theorem on finite increments, an auxiliary function 
F(x) satisfying the conditions of Rolle’s theorem. In this case the
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function F (x) has a more complicated expression:

f  m = /  )—f  w —r  w  (xt — x ) ~  — - (x,—x y — . . .
i (n'(x)

nl (*i — x)n— Dn+l (X i—x)B+1 
(»+ !)!

This expression shows directly that F(xl) =  0. Putting x —x0 
and replacing Dn+l by its value we see that F(x„) =  0.

Now we find the derivative F’ (x):

F  (x)r  ~ r  { x ) ~ r  (x) {x' - x ) + r  w -
— i~ 2p-(xi— x y + r  (x) (x1— x)— . . .

/<" + » (X)
nl

/ ( n ) ( x )
(/T-l)! (Xi — x) * + A«+l nl

The derivative F’ (x) exists at all the points of the interval since, 
by the conditions of the theorem, the derivative (x) exists 
and hence all the derivatives of lower order also exist. In this 
expression of F'  (x) all the terms mutually cancel out except the 
two printed in bold face1; on taking the common factor outside 
the brackets we obtain

F' (x) (x) +  Dn+l]

We have thus verified that the function F (x) satisfies all the con
ditions of Rolle’s theorem and have found its derivative. By 
Rolle’s theorem, there exists a value x =  £€(x0, x1) such that 
F'(£) =  0. Taking this value x = £  (if there are several such va
lues £ we take one of them) and substituting it into F' (x) we 
obtain

f ' (D = : [ -  / ,n+1’ ( 9 + Dn+1] = o
The first factor on the right is different from zero since 

hence, there must be Z)n+I =  / (n+1,(£) whence

(xt) = f ln+1>(5) where £6(x0t xL)

Since xl is an arbitrary point the theorem has been proved.
The expression for the remainder found in this theorem makes 

it possible to rewrite equality (*) as
f  ( X )  =  f  (x0) +  / ' (x0) ( x - x e) +  (x x0)* + . . .

/(n)(*«)
nl (x—x0)n f'n+1) (V

(n+l)i (x—x0)n+l (**)

1 Let the reader take a concrete value of n, say, n-= 4, and carry out all 
the calculations in full. This will clarify the argument, concerning an arbitrary 
value of n, given in the proof.
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This is Taylor’s formula with the nth remainder in Lagrange's 
form. The only distinction between the last term of this formula 
(the remainder) and the general term of Taylor’s series is that 
in this term the value of the corresponding derivative is taken not 
at the point x0 but at an intermediate point £ lying between ,r0 
and x.

In the derivation of Taylor’s formula (**) we only supposed 
that the function f(x)  possessed the derivatives up to the order 
n + l  inclusive where n is a given number. The derivatives ol 
order higher than n + l  do not necessarily exist. Thus, Taylor's 
formula can be written for a function differentiable several times 
even when the whole Taylor series (involving infinitely many de
rivatives) does not exist.

Let us indicate some particular cases of this formula.
(1) Let n =  0. Then we obtain Lagrange's formula

/(* )“ /(*«)+ /' (6)(*-*o)
which thus is a special case of Taylor’s formula.

(2) Let n =  1. Then

/(*) =  / (x0) + / '  (x0) {x— x0) + ^  (x— xoy

If we discard the remainder in this formula we arrive at the 
approximation to the value of the function f{x) at the point x 
obtained in Sec. 53 (where the first differential was applied to 
approximate calculations):

f ( x ) & f  (x0) +  f'  (x0) (x— x0)

In this case the function f(x)  is replaced by a linear function.
Lagrange’s form of the remainder R„(x) cannot be used for the 

exact computation of the value of Rn(x) since the exact location 
of the point £ at which the n +  l derivative is taken is unknown. 
Therefore formula C**) is usually applied to estimate the remain
der R„(x) and the error introduced when it is discarded. Such an 
estimation is based on the following property:

Let the derivative f in+1)(x) satisfy the condition

|/< '‘+1> < *)K A fn+1

(where Mn+l is a positive number) in the Interval for which Tay
lor’s formula is valid. Then, for any value of x  from this inter
val, the remainder R„(x) satisfies the inequality
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Indeed, by the theorem proved above, we have

I *»(*)! =  /n+1(i)
( X - X „ ) »  + l I

(«+1)1 I
< M n+1

=  1 I f

I x — x0 |n + 1 
(n+1)!

n + 1 (£)H*—*<, ln+I<

194. Expanding Functions into Taylor’s and Maclaurin’s 1 Se
ries. The expansion of a given function f (x) into Taylor’s series 
in the vicinity of a point x0 reduces to the following two stages:

(1) Under the assumption that the function f(x) is infinitely 
differentiable the values of f  (x) and of its derivatives at the 
point x0 are computed and the Taylor series for the function f  (x) 
is formed.

(2) The interval in which the constructed Taylor series conver
ges to the function f(x) is determined, that is the range of the 
values of x for which the remainder Rn(x) in Taylor’s formula 
tends to zero, as n —*- oo, is found. For this purpose the follo
wing theorem is often of use.

Theorem. If the absolute values of all the derivatives of the 
function / ( x)  have a common upper bound for an interval con
taining the point x0 the fu n c tio n /(x ) can be expanded into Tay
lor's series in this interval.

Proof. By the hypothesis,

for all the points of the interval in question where M is a con
stant independent of n. We must prove that the remainder Rn(x) 
tends to zero as n —*-oo for all the points of this interval.

By virtue of inequality (***) of Sec. 193, we have

\Rn( x ) \ < M ~ x 0\M  
(n+1)!

Since the ratio — tends to zero for n
Example 1) it follows that

oo (see Sec. 189,

lim Rn (x) ~ 0

for all the points x of the interval, which is what we had to prove.
The expansion of a function in powers of x is most frequently 

used. In this case we put x„ =  0 in Taylor’s series to obtain the 
series

/  (x)=f(0)+r  ( 0 ) * + - M . * * + . . .  * » + . . .

A series of this type which is a particular case of Taylor’s series

1 Matlaurin, C. (1698-1746), a Scotch mathematician.
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is traditionally called Maclaurin's series although this is histori
cally incorrect.

Let us consider the expansions of elementary functions in po
wer series.

I. The exponential function e*. Let us expand the function
f(x) =  ex

into Maclaurin’s series. All the derivatives of ex coincide with ex 
and take on the value 1 at the point x =  0. Therefore Maclaurin’s 
series takes the form

, and thus

e * - l + * + £ + |

Let us consider an interval [—N, N] where N  is an arbitrary 
fixed number. For all the values of x  from this interval we have 
ex < e N= M .  Consequently, the absolute values of the derivatives 
of the function f { x )=e x have the common upper bound M=eN, 
and the theorem proved at the beginning of this section implies 
that lim /?„ (*) =  0. The number N  being chosen quite arbitrarily,

n ~ +  cd

we conclude that the function ex can be expanded into Maclaurin's 
series for all the values of x, i.e. throughout the Ox axis.

Thus,

e * = t l + * + g - + 4  +  - - -  +  l f + —  ( - < » < * 0 )  0)
The fact tha t the radius of convergence of series (I) is equal 

to infinity was proved earlier (see Sec. 189, Example 1). The result 
established here additionally states that the sum of this series is 
equal to ex for any x.

In particular, tor x = l  we obtain the numerical series £  ~
/isO

convergent to the number e:

e =  1 + 1  +-%■+-$■ +  - - - 4 " ^ - +  • • •

II. Trigonometric functions sinJtr and cosjc. Let us expand the 
function sin x into Maclaurin’s series. To this end, we consecutively 
find the values of its derivatives at the point x = 0:

f  (0) =  (sin x)x=0 ~  0, f  (0) =  (cosx)xs„ =  1
r(0) =  ( —sinx)x=0 =  0

f ' (0) =  (—cos x)x_ 0 =  — 1, / ,v (0) =  (sin*)x=o =  0, etc.
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We see that the values of the derivatives form the periodic sequence
0 , 1, 0 , — 1, 0 , 1 , 0 , — 1, . . .

Any derivative of the function sin* (it is equal to ± c o s*  or to 
± sinx) does not exceed unity in its absolute value. Consequently, 
the Maclaurin series of the function sin x  converges to this function 
throughout the x-axis.

Thus
5l n x = x - | + f -------+ ( _ l ) . - . (̂ . +  . . .  (2)

(— o o < X < o o )

The expansion of the function cos* into Maclaurin’s series is 
found quite analogously (this series also converges to cos* 
throughout O*):

c o s * = l - f + ! - . . . + < - l ) * (- ! £ H - . . .  (3)
(— o o < X < o o )

Note that the Maclaurin series of the odd function sin* only 
involves odd powers of * and that of the even function cos* only 
even powers of *.

The possibility of expanding the functions e*, sin* and cos* 
into Maclaurin’s series has been easily proved since all the deri
vatives of these functions can readily be computed. They all turn 
out to be bounded within any fixed interval of the axis Ox, and 
therefore the series obtained are convergent to the corresponding 
functions throughout Ox.

When the remainder is of a more complex structure and it is 
difficult to investigate its behaviour (in particular, when the theo
rem proved above is inapplicable) the convergence of Taylor’s 
series to the given function can be tested in the following way. 
We first form the Taylor series of the given function /(*) and 
determine its interval of convergence and then try to prove that 
the remainder in Taylor’s formula tends to zero for the values 
of * belonging to the interval of convergence. There is no need 
in investigating the remainder for the values of * lying outside 
the interval of convergence since it cannot tend to zero for these 
values.

Usually we deal with functions f{x) whose Taylor series con
verge to them throughout the interval of convergence. An example 
of a function for which this is not the case was discussed on p. 694.

III. The binomial series. Let us expand into Maclaurin’s series 
the function

f(*) =  0 + * ) m
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where m is an arbitrary real num ber1. In this case we have
f ' (x) = m(l- \ -x)m- \  f " {x )=m{m— 1) (1 + * ) ra- a, fM(x) =

=  m (m— 1 ) . . .  ( m— 1) (1-j-*)m-", . . .

Therefore, / (0 )= 1 , / '(0 ) =  m, f ( 0 )  =  m(m— 1)............../<»>(0) =
= m ( m — 1 ) . . .  (m—n-f- 1). Hence, Maclaurin’s series is written as

The latter expression is called tbe binomial series. Let us begin 
with determining the domain of convergence of this series. To 
this end we find the limit of the absolute value of the ratio of 
its two successive terms:

lim
n-+ ®

m (m— 1).. .(m—n~\-1) (m — n)
( n +  1)1

,/*+i m (m—1).. ,(m~n + 1)
n 1 ‘• ) " H

=  |* |lim =  lxl

Thus, according to D’Alembert’s test, ihe series is convergent 
for |* | <  1 and divergent for |* |  >  1.

Now we pass to the investigation of the remainder confining 
ourselves to the case 0 < * < 1 .  For this interval and for all 
n >  m — 1 we have

(1 + * )“ - - . - (Tp , <  1

and, consequently,

| / <,,+1>(*)| =  |m (m  — 1).. . ( m—n ) ( l <
<  | m (m — 1 ) ... (m— n) |

The theorem proved at the beginning of the present section is 
inapplicable here since the upper bound we have found is depen
dent on n. Let us use inequality (***) established in Sec. 193;

I * „ (* )!<
m (m — l ) . ..(m —n) +1 

( n + l) l

The right member of this inequality is equal to the absolute value 
of the (n-(-l)th term of the power series whose convergence for 
|* | <  1 has just been proved. Hence, lim /?„(*)= 0 for 0 < * < 1 .

n -► to
The corresponding proof for the interval (—1, 0) involves some 
more sophisticated considerations which we do not present here.

1 We take the expansion of { I+ x )m but not of the power function since 
if m is not a positive integer or zero then, beginning with a certain order, the 
derivatives of xm do not exist at the point * = 0 .
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Thus, the binomial series is convergent to the function (1 -f*)m 
in the interval (—1, 1):

(i + x ) ”=  I + « * +  V  +  ,

. . .  +  w ( / w + . . .  (—l < jc< i) (4)

If m is a positive integer then of course the series on the right- 
hand side of (4) contains only m + 1 nonzero terms and thus turns 
into Newton’s binomial formula. Here we do not investigate the 
convergence of series (4) at the end points of the interval (—1, 1) 
and only mention that if m >  0 the series is convergent to the 
function ( l- fx )ra throughout the closed interval [—1, 1].

Let us write down the binomial series corresponding to the
exponents m =  —1, tn =  — and m = — ~  which are frequently
used (in the parentheses we indicate the intervals within which 
these expansions are valid):

i+ x = l — x + x t ~ x 3 +  . .  . + ( — l)nxR+  . .  .(—1 < x <  1);

(the series on the right is the geometric series with ratio —x)\

2 "  2-4~ T 2-4-6

+  '  *' 2.4-6-8...2/1 * +

- = l - ~ x  + 1-3 1-3-5

. (— 1) 
1-3-5-7?*4 —Y T + x  ~  ‘ 2 ~ r 2-4 2-4-6 ' 2-4-6-8'

• • • + ( - ' ) ” ■ ■ • ( - '  <  * <  >)
There are various functions whose expansions into Taylor’s or 

Maclaurin’s series can be found by using the expansions already 
known and the properties of power series. Examples below de
monstrate these techniques.

IV. The functions In ( 1 + x )  and arc tan x .  To expand the function 
 ̂(x) =  In (I + x ) into Maclaurin’s series1 we make use of the formula 

for the sum of the geometric series

_ L - =  1— x + x* — x*+  . . .  + ( —l)"xn+  - . .
H < K 1 )  (*)

i The function y=1nx cannot be expanded into Maclaurin's series at the 
point x= 0  since it is discontinuous at that point.
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Let us apply the theorem on the termwise integration of power 
series. Since

J r £ ; ” ln <l +*>|o“ ln < l+ *)
o

the integration of series (*) from 0 to x results in

(—1 < « * < 0  (5)
Series (5) diverges for |a* |>  1 and also at the point x - —\, 

and therefore does not represent the function Jn(l-J-jc) for these 
values of x. The series is convergent at the point x=  I, and the 
additional remark to the first property of power series made in 
Sec. 190 indicates that its sum is continuous (from the left) at 
the end point x — I. Therefore expansion (5) remains valid for 
x — 1:

The scries on the right converges very slowly and is therefore 
inapplicable in practical computation of In2. Using the estima
tion given in Leibniz’ test for alternating series we readily find 
that in order to compute In 2 to an accuracy of 0.00001 with the 
aid of this series we should take 100,000 terms, which is sense
less from the point of view of practice! Later on (see Sec. 195) 
we shall show that an appropriate transformation of this series 
(which accelerates its convergence) makes it possible to achieve 
the desired accuracy in the computation of In 2 with an essential 
reduction of the amount of calculations.

The expansion of the function arctan x  into Maclaurin’s scries 
is found completely analogously. To this end we substitute x* 
for x in the sum of geometric series (*) to obtain

+  M  < * < ! ) ( " )

On integrating series (**) from 0 to x  ( | x |< l )  we receive 

arc ta n A r^ jf  — y  +

( - 1 < * < 1 )  (6)
This series remains convergent at the end points of the interval 

of convergence, and therefore expansion (6) is also valid for 
jt =  dbl- Substituting the value x = l  into this series we obtain 
the representation of the number n  in the form of the numerical
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series
arc tan \ =  — =  1—y +- g - — . . .

It is advisable to memorize formulas (l)-(6) and the correspon
ding intervals of convergence of the expansions since there are 
many other functions whose expansions into power series can be 
found by using these formulas.

Let us consider several examples.
Examples. (1) Let us expand into Maclaurin’s series the hyper

bolic functions cosh* and sinhx. To this end, we take series (1) 
for the function e* and replace x by —x; this yields

Now, using the addition and subtraction rules for series we find 
the desired expansions valid for all the values of the argument x:

and

e*+e-* , . x* , x1 , , xin
coshx= — 5---- = 1 +  2T + 4T +  ••• +  $5jT

* 2,1 - 1

(2) Let us expand into Maclaurin’s series the function

y = e
We again take the expansion of the function t/=e* and substi
tute —x2 for x  into it, which results in

e-x' =  l - * *  +  W - W + -
This expansion is valid throughout the x-axis. 

(3) Let us take the function

and expand it into Maclaurin’s series. In this case we make use 
of the binomial series for m = — - j ,  that is, of the expansion of

the function ^  ^  (see the examples above); on replacing x  
by —x1 in this series we receive

l
Y  l—

1 | I a , 1 *3 *
=  1+ T *  + 2 ^ *

1.3-5
t-2-4-6 X*-f-

45—2280
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Let us apply the theorem on the termwise integration of pose: 
series. Since

j r f j - l n d  -S-Jr)j' =  In (1+*)

the integration of series (*) from 0 to x  results in

ln (l - \-x )  =  x — y + y — ••
( - 1 < x < 1 )  (5)

Series (5) diverges for ] x ] >  1 and also at the point x = —1, 
and therefore does not represent the function In ( I —*) for these 
values of x. The series is convergent at the point * =  L a n d ‘he 
additional remark to the first property of power series tract in 
Sec. 190 indicates that its sum is continuous (from the left) at 
the end point x =  1. Therefore expansion (5) remains valid for 
x =  1:

The series on the right converges very slowly and is therefore 
inapplicable in practical computation of In2. Using the estima
tion given in Leibniz’ test for alternating series we readily find 
that in order to compute In 2 to an accuracy of 0.00001 with the 
aid of this series we should take 100,000 terms, which is sense
less from the point of view' of practice! Later on (see Sec. 1S5) 
we shall shov/ tha t an appropriate transformation of this series 
(which accelerates its convergence) makes it possible to achieve 
the desired accuracy in the computation of In 2 with 2n essentia! 
reduction of the amount of calculations.

The expansion of the function arctan x  into Maclaurin’s series 
is found completely analogously. To this end we substitute x4 
for x  In the sum of geometric series (*) to obtain

1 — -f  ̂  4- - - - ~  (— l)B*tr- - r . . .  (-1  <  x <  1) (**)

On integrating series (**) from 0 to x ( jxj <  I) we receive 

arc t a n x = x — y - j - y — +  (—1

( ~ 1 < x < 1 ) (6)
This series remains convergent a t the end points of the interval 

of convergence, and therefore expansion (6) is also valid for 
x = ^ l .  Substituting the value x = l  into this series we obtain 
the representation of the number rt in the form of the numerical
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tive we can try to construct a dominant series with a known 
sum for the remainder of the given series (for this purpose we 
most often use a geometric series).

In practice the estimation of the terms of the remainder series 
is often more convenient than the investigation of the general 
expression for the remainder term (i.e. for the sum of the remain
der series) since the latter requires the knowledge of the deriva
tive of the corresponding order of the given function in the whole 
interval in question. A power series expansion of a function can 
sometimes be found by combining series already investigated 
without computing the derivatives. These techniques are illustra
ted by the examples below.

Examples. (1) We have
1 + X + —-+ . . .  •+ ^

Using this approximate formula for an interval [0, M ] where M 
is an arbitrary fixed number and taking into account that the 
greatest value of the derivative f (n+v(x) =  ex attained on this 
interval is equal to eM we can apply the theorem on estimating 
the remainder to obtain

This estimation is inconvenient since it involves the number eM. 
Moreover, it may prove excessive since eM is the greatest value of 
the derivative f (n+1)(x)=ex for the whole interval [0, M].

For M =  1 we obtain1

Rn (*) <  e (n+Tji < 3
Kn * l

(n+1)!
For example, let us estimate the number of terms needed for 

computing the number e to within 0.00001. Here we put x = l  
and obtain

3
(n+l)! <  i o - 8

It is readily checked that this inequality holds for n — 8’
3 3§T~ 362880 Taking into account the errors of the arithme
tical operations we conclude that to compute the number e with 
the desired accuracy and to avoid the accumulation of rounding 
errors we must evaluate all the terms in the sum

e &  1 + 1  +  • • • -J-'gj' &  2.71828

1 For the sake of simplicity we intentionally increase the right-hand side.
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The required expansion of the given function is now obtained by 
multiplying both sides of equality (***) by Xs:

(4) Let us find the expansion in Maclaurin’s series of the func
tion

Since
y =  arc sin x

I0

dx> -------=  arc sinxY  i—x2
x

=  arc sin*
o

the expansion of arc sin x is readily found by integrating series (**♦):

arc sin x =  x 1 x‘
2

1- 3 x i 1-3-5 X7
2- 4 5 + 2.4 .6  7 +

The latter expansion is valid for the closed interval (—1, 1].
(5) Let us expand into M aclaurin’s series the function

y  =  ex sin x
The Maclaurin series of the functions ex and sinx being absolu
tely convergent, the sought-for expansion can be obtained by the 
multiplication of these series according to the rule stated at the 
end of Sec. 186. In this case it is difficult to derive the general 
expression for the nth term of the resultant series and we only 
compute the first several terms:

ex sin x = x + x 2 +  ̂ —

§ 5. Some Applications of Taylor s Series
195. Approximate Computation of Values of Functions. Suppose 

that the values of a given function f (x)  and of its successive 
derivatives at a point x0 are known and that we managed to prove 
that the function f (x)  can be expanded into Taylor’s series in a 
neighbourhood of the point x0. Then the precise value of the func
tion f(x)  in the vicinity of the point x0 can be found by means 
of Taylor’s series and an approximation to this value can be 
obtained if we take a partial sum of the series. The error of such 
an approximation can be estimated on the basis of the general 
theorem on the estimation of the remainder stated in Sec. 194 or, 
if this theorem proves inapplicable, by investigating directly the 
expression of the remainder. For instance, if the resultant series 
is alternating we can use Leibniz’ theorem; if the series is posi-
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tive we can try to construct a dominant series with a known 
sum for the remainder of the given series (for this purpose we 
most often use a geometric series).

In practice the estimation of the terms of the remainder series 
is often more convenient than the investigation of the general 
expression for the remainder term (i.e. for the sum of the remain
der series) since the latter requires the knowledge of the deriva
tive of the corresponding order of the given function in the whole 
interval in question. A power series expansion of a function can 
sometimes be found by combining series already investigated 
without computing the derivatives. These techniques are illustra
ted by the examples below.

Examples. (1) We have

Using this approximate formula for an interval [0, M] where M 
is an arbitrary fixed number and taking into account that the 
greatest value of the derivative f (n+1) (x) = ex attained on this 
interval is equal to eM we can apply the theorem on estimating 
the remainder to obtain

R (x) <  eM ■(n+1)!

This estimation is inconvenient since it involves the number eM. 
Moreover, it may prove excessive since eM is the greatest value of 
the derivative f ln+1,(x) =  ex for the whole interval [0, M\.

For M =  1 we obtain1
ytl +1

Rn M  <  e (n + l)| < 3
x n * l

(n+1)!
For example, let us estimate the number of terms needed for 

computing the number e to within 0.00001. Here we put x = l  
and obtain

3
(n+1)! <  i o - 6

It is readily checked that this inequality holds for n =  8‘
3 39f= 362880 <  10-s* Taking into account the errors of the arithme

tical operations we conclude that to compute the number e with 
the desired accuracy and to avoid the accumulation of rounding 
errors we must evaluate all the terms in the sum

e « l  +  l +  -£jr+-gj-+ . . .+ - g j - «  2.71828

1 For the sake of simplicity we intentionally increase the right-hand side.
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with an accuracy of 10-8. This results in an approximation to the 
number e correct to six decimal places. ,

Let the reader verify tha t in order to compute V e  =e*  with 
the same accuracy it is sufficient to take n =  6, that is to eva
luate seven summands. Generally, the smaller the index of the 
power of e, the smaller the number of terms in the approximate 
formula providing the required accuracy.

Now we shall show how the whole Taylor series of ex can be 
used for estimating the error #„(1):

^ " ( 1) =  F F i ) i+ (^+2ji+

=  JrTFi)\[l +  7 r f 2 + (n+2)(n+3)  +  *• • ]  <
< — i— r i j __ i__ )___ i___ i_ i —__!______i_____1

L +  - " J  ( » + 1 ) 1  . J ~nln
n + I

We have thus found the upper bound for the absolute er

ror which is almost three times as accurate as the value 7- — i(n t I)*
obtained earlier.

Let us compute approximations to the values of the functions 
sinx and cosx with the aid of their power series expansions. In 
this case the approximate formulas are extremely precise and the 
error is easily estimated by means of Leibniz’ theorem. Taking 
partial sums of the Maclaurin series of the function sinx and 
assuming tha t x > 0  we obtain, in succession, the approximate 
formulas

s i n x « x ,  | R j (x) | <  

s i n x « x —— , | i ? , W | < -  

s i n x « x - — | R , ( * ) | < ^ j

The first and the third formulas provide major approximations 
to the values of sinx and the second gives a minor approximation. 
Let the reader check that to compute the values of sinx with 
an accuracy of 0.0001 we should use the first formula for 
the interval 0 < x < 0 .0 8 ,  the second formula for the interval 
0 .08< x < 0.4 and the third for 0 .4 < x < 0 .9 .1

1 Accordingly, in the sexagesimal measure, these Intervals are (0s, 4e30'), 
(4°30\ 23°) and (23°, 52°) (the boundaries of the intervals are computed appro
ximately). '
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Fig. 249 illustrates the graph of the function i/ =  sinx and the 
graphs of the approximating Taylor polynomials

y = x ,  y =  x— —  and y = x —

in the vicinity of the point x = 0 .

For the function y = cos* we similarly obtain the approximate 
formulas

c o s x « l ,  |/ ? , ( * ) l< T f  

c o s x « l — | # t ( * ) | < | f  

c o s x f x l —  4 + - ^ - ,

The first and the third formulas give major approximations and 
the second gives a minor approximation to the values of cosx.

In Fig. 250 we see the graphs of the function y  =  cosx and of 
the approximating Taylor polynomials

y =  1, y = \ — :y  and y = l  —

in the neighbourhood of the origin.
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(3) Let us take the power series for In (I-}-*) derived earlier: 

l n ( l + x ) = x - - - + ^ — . . .  ( - 1  < * < 1)

The rate of decrease of its coefficients as n —>-oo is much lower 
than that of the coefficients of the Alaclaurin series of the func
tions a*, sinx and cos*, and therefore the convergence of the 
series is much slower. For instance, as was mentioned, Leibniz’ 
test for alternating series shows that to compute In 2 with the 
aid of this series to an accuracy of 0.00001 it is necessary to 
take not less than 100,000 terms of the series, which is not reali
zable practically.

Let us show how the convergence of this series can be accele
rated. To this end we replace x  by — x  and write down the se
ries for In (1—x). On subtracting the latter series from the Mac- 
laurin series of l n ( l ~ x )  we obtain

l n y ^ - = 2 ^  +  — *5-f  . . . )  (—1 < x <  1)

This formula enables us to compute the logarithm of any positive 
number. Indeed, if x  ranges within the interval of convergence 
of the series (i.e . x £ ( — 1, 1)) the value of the continuous

1 * yfunction runs through the whole interval (0, oo). Let us apply
1 i ^ i

this series to compute In 2. If y ^ = 2  then x =  The nth par
tial sum of the series gives us the approximation

In 2 «  2 ( y - {-*3- * "gr +  •• • ~^2n-x. 1 '

To estimate the error we use the inequality

9 f __J______ l . 1 _ J ___j_
\  2n -f3  ’ Zin^ 3 ‘ 2 n - f5  ‘

/ ____ 2____  f  j t 1 1 1 < \ __
<̂ (2 n -f3 )-3 J"+3 \ 1 ‘ 3* 1 31 ‘ ***J ~

2-9 _  1 _
— (2n-f 3)-3J«+3-8 — 4 (2 n +  3)-3In-tl

Let us determine the value of n for which the error does not 
exceed 0.00001. We must have the inequality

4 (2n-}-3)-3In+1 >  10s

which is fulfilled beginning with n =  4. Thus,
0 / l , i  1 , 1  1 , 1  1 , 1  i \ln 2 : : 0.693144
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We see that it is sufficient to take only five terms of the new 
series (instead of 100,000 terms of the original series) to compute 
the desired value In 2 with the same accuracy.

To apply this series to the computation of In (N-j-l)  procee
ding from the value of In N already found where N is a positive
integer we should put x =  2/y^.i *n the series, which leads to the
formula

In 77— — In(W-f 1)—ln^ = 2 (2Af_|-i+‘3'*(2w + i)s "̂ *••)

serving for practical computation with an arbitrary accuracy of 
the logarithms of positive integers.

196. Integrating Functions. Application of Taylor’s Series to 
Differential Equations.

I. Integrating functions. Suppose that it is required to find the 
integral

X

F(x) =  l f ( x ) d x
a

where the integrand /(x) is a function whose Taylor series is 
known, the limits of integration lying within the interval of con
vergence of the series. Then it is allowable to integrate the series 
termwise. This results in the Taylor series of the function F{x) 
whose radius of convergence coincides with that of the series for

X

the original function f(x).  If the integral J f (x)dx  is expressible
a

as an elementary function F (x) we thus obtain its expansion into 
Taylor’s series. For instance, this was the case in the examples 
where we found the expansions of the functions ln ( l+ x ) ,  arctanx

X

and arcsinx. If the integral J /(x )d x  is inexpressible in terms of
a

elementary functions (see Sec. 85) the new series expresses the 
nonelementary function F(x) in terms of basic elementary functions 
(i.e. in terms of power functions) but with the aid of an infinite 
number of elementary operations.

It should be noted that the application of the theorem on the 
estimation of the definite integral makes it possible to estimate

X

the remainder term of the series for the integral F(x) =  J f (x)dx
a

if an estimation for the remainder of the Taylor series of the 
integrand function f(x)  is known.
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(3) Let us take the power series for ln(l-}-*) derived earlier; 

I n ( l + x ) = x — . . .  (— 1 < x <  1)

The rate of decrease of its coefficients as n —*-oo is much lower 
than that of the coefficients of the Maclaurin series of the func
tions ex, sinx and cosx, and therefore the convergence of the 
series is much slower. For instance, as was mentioned, Leibniz' 
test for alternating series shows that to compute In 2 with the 
aid of this series to an accuracy of 0.00001 it is necessary lo 
take not less than 100,000 terms of the series, which is not reali
zable practically.

Let us show how the convergence of this series can be accele
rated. To this end we replace x by — x  and write down the se
ries for l n ( l — x). On subtracting the latter series from the Mac
laurin series of l n ( l - f x )  we obtain

2 ( * + y * 3+ i r * 6+  • • • )  (—i < * < i )

This formula enables us to compute the logarithm of any positive 
number. Indeed, if x  ranges within the interval of convergence 
of the series (i.e. x £ ( — 1, 1)) the value of the continuous1 I y
function runs through the whole interval (0, co). Let us apply

J ~ ~  X

this series to compute In 2. If — f  =  2 then x = ]r. The nth par-
1 X  u

tial sum of the series gives us the approximation 

In 2 «  2 ( 3- + -j • "33- +  • • - + 2n-f 1 ' 3*"**)

To estimate the error we use the inequality

o f _ J _______ L _  • _ J _______I___,
\  2n+ 3  32n+s "r 2n +  5 ' 32n+i  T  • • • )  ^

<  (2/i-f 3)-32n+3 (*  "̂ ”"3 * ^"3‘’~*’ "  ' ) ~
2-9_______________ 1

(2n-f 3)-32,I+a-8 4 (2n +  SJ-S2”-11

Let us determine the value of n for which the error does not 
exceed 0.00001. We must have the inequality

4 (2 n + 3 )-3 2n+1 >  105 
which is fulfilled beginning with n =  4. Thus,
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We see that it is sufficient to take only five terms of the new 
series (instead of 100,000 terms of the original series) to compute 
the desired value In 2 with the same accuracy.

To apply this series to the computation of In (N -f l)  procee
ding from the value of In N already found where N is a positive
integer we should put x =  in the series, which leads to the
formula

In 77 =  In(W-f-1)—InN  =  2 ( 2/v-f i"•‘T * {2N +  i)s "̂ ***)

serving for practical computation with an arbitrary accuracy of 
the logarithms of positive integers.

196. Integrating Functions. Application of Taylor’s Series to 
Differential Equations.

I. Integrating functions. Suppose that it is required to find the 
integral

X

F(x) =  l f ( x ) d x
a

where the integrand f ( x ) is a function whose Taylor series is 
known, the limits of integration lying within the interval of con
vergence of the series. Then it is allowable to integrate the series 
termwise. This results in the Taylor series of the function F{x) 
whose radius of convergence coincides with that of the series for

X

the original function f(x).  If the integral J f (x)dx  is expressible
a

as an elementary function F {x) we thus obtain its expansion into 
Taylor’s series. For instance, this was the case in the examples 
where we found the expansions of the functions In (1 -j-x), arctan x

X

and arcsinx. If the integral J /(x )d x ' is inexpressible in terms of
a

elementary functions (see Sec. 85) the new series expresses the 
nonelementary function F (x) in terms of basic elementary functions 
(i.e. in terms of power functions) but with the aid of an infinite 
number of elementary operations.

It should be noted that the application of the theorem on the 
estimation of the definite integral makes it possible to estimate

X

the remainder term of the series for the integral F(x) =  $ /(x)dx
a

if an estimation for the remainder of the Taylor series of the 
integrand function f{x) is known.
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Examples. (!) Consider the integral
X

0
Dividing the Maclaurin series of sin*  by x we obtain

i _ ^ l  4 . 
x 31 ‘ 5!

This series, like the series for sin*, is convergent throughout 
the Ox-axis. The integration yields

X

0
There exists no elementary function to which the latter series con
verges; it specifies a new nonelementary function by means of an 
infinite number of arithmetical operations. By the way, this 
function is used in some divisions of theoretical physics, being

denoted as Si and called the sine integral. There

are extensive tables of values of the function Si (x) compiled with 
the help of the series obtained here.

(2) In the theory cif probability an important role is played by 
the function

<D
X*

e 2 dx

called Laplace's function or the probability integral.
This integral cannot be computed in the finite form since

2~dx 1S inexpressible in terms of elementary functions. Let

us expand the integrand into a power series; to this end, we 
substitute — f°r x  into the expansion of e*:

e x* x* .
22.21 2a*3l ** ' '  *

The term-by-term integration now yields the representation of the 
function <D(x) in the form of the infinite series

® w  =  / f  (*  - 0 + 5 ^ 2 1 - 7 ^ 3 1 +  • • • )
convergent throughout the Ox-axis. It converges particularly 
rapidly for |
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(3) Let us compute the integral

2
dx

\+ x*

f* dxThe indefinite integral \ is expressible in elementary fun
ctions, and it may seem that there is no need in expanding the 
integrand into a power series. But the matter is that the expres
sion of this integral is rather complicated and therefore incon
venient for practical calculations:

x*+ xV"2+ 1
I

dx 1 In-1+*4 X2 — X}T2+1
y ±  arctan xX i .4 arcian {_ xi

At the same time, the series expansion 
l

l +  x4' 1— x*+ xa—  x18 +

of the integrand immediately gives us
i

T
r dx i / 1 \* i , / 1 \» i
J T + ? “ 2 U J  ’ S + U /  ’ 9 " *0

If we confine ourselves to the first two terms of the series ^the

corresponding error then does not exceed ~  0.0002^ we
obtain the approximation

1 ^ * ,  0.4938
0

II. Solving differential equations. We shall consider the appli
cation of power series to solving differential equations. Let there 
be given a differential equation with some initial conditions 
specifying a particular solution1. Suppose that this particular 
solution can be expanded into a power series in the vicinity of 
the point x0 for which the initial conditions are set. Such a series 
arranged in ascending powers of the differences—x0 is written'as 

y  = o,0-\-u1(ix s 0)a-f-. . .
Regarding a„, au . . .  as undetermined coefficients we can differen
tiate this series as many times as the order of the differential

1 Power series sometimes also enable us to find the general solution of a 
differential equation but we do not treat this question here referring the reader 
to special books, for instance to [12].
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Examples. (1) Consider the integral
X

Dividing the Maclaurin series of sin*  by x  we obtain
sin x _  . x1 . x K__

a; ~  1 31 ‘ 5!

This series, like the series for sinx, is convergent throughout 
the Ox-axis. The integration yields

X

o
There exists no elementary function to which the latter series con* 
verges; it specifies a new nonelementary function by means of an 
infinite number of arithmetical operations. By the way, this 
function is used in some divisions of theoretical physics, being

denoted as Si (x) =  j — - d x  and called the sine integral. There 
0

are extensive tables of values of the function Si (x) compiled with 
the help of the series obtained here 

(2) In the theory of probability an important role is played by 
the function

o
called Laplace's function or the probability integral.

This integral cannot be computed in the finite form since
 ̂e r dx is inexpressible in terms of elementary functions. Let

us expand the integrand into a power series; to this end, we 
substitute — j -  for x  into the expansion of ex:

e X*
2*-21 2s *31 ' "  '

The term-by-term integration now yields the representation of the 
function 0  (x) in the form of the infinite series

m - t £ s t +  •••)
convergent throughout the Ox-axis. I t converges particularly 
rapidly for J x | ^  1.
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(3) Let us compute the integral

I
dx

0
The indefinite integral J  y±x* *s expressible in elementary fun*
ctions, and it may seem that there is no need in expanding the 
integrand into a power series. But the matter is that the expres
sion of this integral is rather complicated and therefore incon
venient for practical calculations:

I
dx 1 In 1

1-r*4 *Y~2 x2 — x / l —J j p a r c t a n ^ 2
1 —  X 1

At the same time, the series expansion 
1

1 - - X 4 '
1— x12 +

of the integrand immediately gives us

J  1-i-x4 2 \ 2 )  5 ‘ \ 2  J 9 " *
o

If we confine ourselves to the first two terms of the series ^the

corresponding error then does not exceed • y  «0.0002^ we 
obtain the approximation

_i_

°-4<m
o

II. Solving differential equations. We shall consider the appli
cation of power series to solving differential equations. Let there 
be given a differential equation with some initial conditions 
specifying a particular solution1. Suppose that this particular 
solution can be expanded into a power series in the vicinity of 
the point x0 for which the initial conditions are set. Such a series 
arranged in ascending powers of the difference x —xe is written"as

y  =  a< ,-r(h  (* — * 0) - r  a t (x ~ x c)'- +  • • •
Regarding a0, a,, . . .  as undetermined coefficients we can differen
tiate this series as many times as the order of the differential

1 Porter series sometimes also enable us to find the general solution of a 
differential equation but we do not treat this question here referring the reader 
to special books, for instance to [12J.
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equation. On substituting the series obtained for the unknown 
function and its derivatives into the differential equation we arrive 
at an identity from which the coefficients of the series can be 
found. In this procedure the first coefficients of the series (their 
number is equal to the order of the differential equation) are 
determined not from this identity but from the initial conditions. 
If we manage to prove that the resultant series is convergent it 
is sure to represent the sought-for solution. In many practical 
cases there is no need in such a proof. Taking a sufficient number 
of terms of the series we can obtain an arbitrarily accurate approxi
mation for the solution in the form of a polynomial.

Linear differential equations are particularly convenient for the 
application of series to finding their solutions.

Let us demonstrate this method by several examples. 
Examples. (1) Let us solve the second-order linear differential 

equation y"— xy — 0 with initial conditions r/|x=o =  0. y' |x- 0 = l- 
The solution is looked for in the form of a series in powers 

of x:
y =  a0+ a 1x-\-aix* + a sx3-f . . .  +  anxn -f . . .

The coefficients a0 and a t are found from the initial conditions:
a0 =  y \x=0 =  0, G i = ^ U =0= l

On differentiating the series twice we obtain
y" =  2aa+3-2<z3A:+ . . .  + n  (ft— l)a„;cn" ,s-f . . .

The substitution of the series expressing y and y" into the differen
tial equation results in the identity

2a2 +  3-2asJt-f . . .  +  n (n — 1 )anxn~i -\- . . .  =
=  a0x + a Lx3 . . .  + a „ _ 3xn- !! -f-. . .

The comparison of the coefficients in the same powers of x on 
both sides gives the relations

a 2 —0, a3= 0, 4 -3 a * = l, n (n — l)an=a„_8 
Therefore,

a i=  0, £J8 =  0, Q7 — 2 .4 .6.7 *

fll0 =  3-4-6-7-9-10
and, generally, ^

as m - i = a3m=0, a3m+l =  3 - 4 - 6 - 7  3m  (3m a ." l ) '

Hence,

y  =  x  +  & A X* ^  3 -4 -6 .7 :f7+  • • • ■+ 3-4-6-7 ...3 ffi(3m +l)
ĵ 3m+x -L # # #
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Using D’Alembert’s test we readily prove that the series obtained 
is convergent throughout Ox and thus represents the desired 
solution for all the values of x.

It should be noted that this scheme is applicable to any linear 
differential equation irrespective of its order.

(2) Let us take the equation y ' = x y 2-(-1 with the initial con
dition y |JC._, = 0 .

This equation is nonlinear, and therefore the substitution of 
the series

y =  a0+ a l (x— l) +  a2( x— (*)

for y into the equation would lead to complicated relations for 
determining the coefficients. Therefore it is advisable to use 
another technique. Let us successively differentiate the equation 
several times regarding y as a function of x:

y" = y2+2xyy' 
y '"  =  4yy' -f 2xy'i 2 xyy” 
yu) =  6*/'*+6yy" - f  6 xy'y" 2 xyy'"

Now, putting x = l  in the equation itself and in all these equa
lities and taking into account that y |x_ , = 0  we find, in succes
sion,

y ' U=i =  1. y”lx = i= 0, y " '\x=l= 2 , J/“’ U  =  6
Since

Qo—y\x=i—o* —y l*=i — i* —2i y lx=i

as= 3!~y /*=i —~$> °4 =  4i"yw Ixsi = s ~4

we have

We did not derive the general formula for the coefficients of 
series (*) and therefore cannot test it for convergence. In many 
practical cases a polynomial thus constructed provides a suffi
ciently accurate approximation to the sought-for solution in 
a small neighbourhood of the initial point (in our case this is 
the point x =  1). The validity of such an approximate solution 
is usually checked by comparing it with experimental data rela
ted to the concrete problem leading to the differential equation 
under investigation.
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§ 6*. Some Further Topics in the Theory 
of Power Series

197*. Power Series in Complex Argument. Most facts of the 
theory of real series we have studied are extended almost without 
changes to series whose terms are complex numbers. To consider 
this generalization we first of all state the definition of the 
limit of a sequence of complex numbers; the relationship bet
ween this definition and the definition of the limit of a real 
sequence is coherent with that between the definition of the 
limit of a complex function of a real argument (see Sec. 73) 
and the definition of the lim it of a real function.

Definition. A complex number Z  is called the  lim it o f  o se
quence o f  com plex  num bers z lt z„  . . . ,  z n, . . .  if, given an 
arbitrary positive number e, there is a number N  such that the 
inequality n > N  implies the inequality

| Zn - Z \ < e

H zn= x„+ iyn and Z = a+ ib  then |z„—Z |= K (* „ — 
whence it follows (like in Sec. 73) tha t the existence of the 
limit lim z„ =  Z is equivalent to the existence of the limits

/l-foo
of the sequences of real numbers lim x„ =  a and lim yn — b.

n —►'oo n -*> cc
This definition allows us to generalize, without any changes, 

the definition of the convergence of a real series to series with 
complex terms.

A series

with complex terms is said to be convergent if there exists the 
limit of the sequence of its partial sums.

The convergence of series (*) is equivalent to the convergence 
of the two series with real terms

ui +  ut +  • • • +  un +  • • • and u, +  vs -j-. . .  -f- v„ -f-. . .
where u„ and vn are, respectively, the real and the imaginary 
parts of the nth term of the given complex series: wn = u„-\-ivn.

If the series formed of the absolute values of the terms of 
series (*), that is the series

K I + K I + - - - + K I + - - -
is convergent the original series is also convergent (in this cose 
it is said to be absolutely convergent). This assertion is an im
mediate consequence of the inequal it ies | | ̂  | | and |u„|^|a'nl-

Now, let z =  x-\-iy  be a complex variable. Since we know (see 
Sec. 72) how a complex number is raised to the power n where n
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is any positive integer we can consider the power function
10 =  2"

(where n is a positive integer) of the complex argument z.
In contradistinction to complex functions of a real argument, 

in this case both the independent variable and the function assume 
complex values. In our course we shall not present the general 
theory of functions of a complex variable referring the reader 
to special books, for example to [3], [16], [19], and confining 
ourselves to the definitions of the simplest functions of a com
plex argument based on power series.

Consider a power series in the complex argument z:
a0+ a lz + a tzi + . . .+ a „ z " + . . .  (**)

where the coefficients a0, alt an, . . .  of the sieries are arbi
trary complex numbers. It turns out that Abel’s theorem (see 
Sec. 189) is readily generalized to series (**): if series (*) is 
convergent at a point z0 it is absolutely convergent for all z's 
whose moduli are less than the modulus of z0: I z | <  j z0J. From 
Abel’s theorem it follows that there exists a real number R such 
that power series (**) is absolutely convergent for all the values 
of z satisfying the inequality |z |< / ?  and is divergent for all 
z’s such that |z |> / ? .  The inequality |z | <  7? specifies a circle 
of radius R with centre at the origin in the complex z-plane; 
the number R  is called the radius of convergence of series (**) and 
the circle | z | <  R  is its circle of convergence.

The radius of convergence may be equal to zero; then se
ries (**) is only convergent at a single point, that is at the 
origin. A complex power series can also be convergent through
out the complex plane; then we say that its radius of conver
gence is equal to infinity.

The sum of a complex power series represents a function of 
a complex argument within its circle of convergence; such fun
ctions are termed analytical.

The power series

(***)

is convergent throughout the complex plane. This follows from 
the fact that it is convergent for any real value z-=N  and 
hence is also convergent inside any circle with centre at the 
origin.

At the points of the real axis, i.e. for z = x ,  this series rep
resents the real exponential function ex:

_ , , , x2 , , xn -e * = l - |- x + —■ + . . . +
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Now we call, by definition, the sum of series (***) the (com- 
pi ex) exponential function ez:

This function is defined throughout the complex plane.
The function ez thus defined satisfies the basic condition

£*«+** =r (#1

which is fulfilled for the real exponential function for real z, =x, 
and zs — Xn. Indeed, on multiplying the series expressing and 
e2* according to the rule stated in Sec. 186 we obtain

ezte*>

~  1 +  (zi +  zi) +  "2f (zi +  2ZjZ2 +  4) 4*

+  -gf (4  +  3z|z2 -f  3ztZl+  z|) +  . . .  =
■(zi+z8)3

3! . . . =  <*«+*.

In particular, if z1= x  and z2 =  i# we have ex+lv — cxefy. Using 
the series for ez we can represent the second factor e‘v as the 
power series

e‘y=  l +  iy H (jy)2
21

(jy?
3!

(Jy?,
41 "T

(ty)n
nl

Since.t'2 = — 1, i3 =  —i, /■* =  1, t6 =  i, etc. we have
ety =  i . it. £ .  _ :  J? , j£  . t j£  __
e i  llJ  2! 1 3! +  41 + 1 5!

Regrouping the terms (which is allowable since the series is 
absolutely convergent) we write

« * - ( * - * + $ —  O + ' M f + f - - •)
The expressions in the parentheses are, respectively, the power 

series representing cosy  and sin#, whence

^  =  co s# 4 -ts in #

We have thus arrived at Euler's formula which was derived in 
quite another way in Sec. 74 (see the footnote on p. 242). We 
remind the reader that Euler’s formula makes it possible to 
compute the values of the function ez for any exponent z= x+ it/:

ez = ex+fy =  exety — ex (cos y +  / sin y)
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The trigonometric and hyperbolic functions of a complex variable 
are defined with the aid of the function ez\

cosz: ■ +  e- I z

coshz:
2

ez+ e ~ z

sinz =  -el*— e~l*

sinh z :
2 i 

ez— e~

All these functions are defined throughout the complex plane. 
If z takes on a real value x we obtain from these expressions 
the ordinary definitions of the hyperbolic functions of a real 
argument (see Sec. 23) and Euler’s formulas expressing the cosine 
and the sine in terms of the exponential functions with imagi
nary exponents (Sec. 74).

Let the reader use these definitions to write down power series 
expansions of the complex trigonometric and hyperbolic functions 
and to check that they can be obtained from the known expan
sions in the real argument x  by substituting z for x.

198*. Taylor’s Series and Taylor’s Formula for Functions of Two 
Independent Variables. In this section we shall briefly discuss 
power series expansions for functions of two variables; the main 
emphasis will be laid upon practical calculations, the questions 
of convergence being only limited to some general remarks.

Definition. A p o w er ser ie s  in tw o va ria b les  is an expres
sion of the form

a o o + fo o *  +  a^y)  +  +  anx y  +  a 02y *) + . . .
. . .  + ( ano*"+0 H-i,i x n~1y  +  . . .  + a 0n<yn) + . . .  (*)

The coefficients of this series are numbered with two indices: 
the coefficient in the product xkyl where k and I are arbitrary 
integers is denoted akl. For the sake of convenience, the terms 
of the series are grouped so that each bracket involves the terms 
with constant Value of the sum k-\-l, that is, is a homogeneous 
polynomial in x and y of degree k +  l. We can also consider 
series in powers of the differences x—x0 and y —y0 for arbitrary 
x„ and t/0; to this end we should replace x by (x —x0) and y  by 
(y—y j  in series (*).

Series (*) is usually convergent in a domain symmetric about 
the coordinate axes (in particular, it may be convergent through
out the plane Oxy) and containing the point (0, 0). In every 
rectangle lying inside this domain series (*) is regularly convergent 
and its sum is a continuous function of the variables x and y. 
This function possesses partial derivatives of any order which can 
be found by means of term-by-term differentiation of the series.

Now suppose that f (x ,y )  is a function having the derivatives 
of all orders in a neighbourhood of the origin. Let us assume 
that it can be expanded into a power series of form (*). We
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shall show that its coefficients can be found by means of the 
well-known method of undetermined coefficients.

Thus, let
f  (*. y) =  Quo +  (a™* +  a0ly) +  (020** + o n x y + a oty*) +  • • •

Putting x = 0 and y =  0 we find a00 =  /(0 , 0).
Let us compute the partial derivatives with respect to x and//:

■ •̂ =  Oio +  2a20x ^ a n (/-f . . .

+ a n x + 2 a tiy  +  . . .

The terms of these series designated by the dots contain variable 
factors of the form xhy l with k - t - l ^ 2. Putting again x = 0  and 
y = 0 we obtain the expressions for a10 and a0l:

Here and below the subscript “0” indicates ^that the derivatives 
are taken at the point (0, 0).

Completely similarly we derive the formulas

Thus, the Taylor series of the function of two variables fix , u) 
has the form

+ *  [ © . * + »  ( # ) . * - + »  ( # ) . * ■ + . . .
The structure of the coefficients in the subsequent terms is quite 
clear.

Taking the difference between the function f(x , y) and the par
tial sum of its Taylor series.including all the terms up to the 
degree n inclusive we obtain the remainder term of Taylor's se
ries. Like in the case of a function of one variable, it can be 
proved that the remainder is obtained if we take the group of 
terms of degree « + 1  and replace the values of the corresponding 
derivatives taken at the point (0, 0) by their values at an inter
mediate point ( |,  T]) lying on the line segment joining the point 
(x, y) to the origin.

Replacing the remainder term by its expression described above 
we obtain Taylor's formula with the remainder for the function 
of two variables. Let the reader write down this formula for n — 2.
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It is clear that Taylor’s series converges to the function f(x , y) 
only if the remainder tends to zero as n —+ oo.

If a function /(x , y) is expanded into Taylor’s series in the 
vicinity of a point (x0, #„) the values of the partial derivatives 
are taken at that point and x and y  are replaced, respectively, 
by (x—x0) and (#—#,).

In practice, when expanding a function of two variables into 
Taylor’s series we can use the known expansions of functions of 
one variable.

Examples. (1) Let us expand into Taylor’s series the function 
e*sin# in the neighbourhood of the point (0, 0). On replacing a* 
and sin# by their expansions and multiplying the series we obtain

e * s i n # = ( l + x + — +  . . . )  =

= y + x y +  (--gf—|r ) +  •••
The same result is of course obtained if we use the general for
mula.

(2) Let us expand into a power series the function z = x y in 
the vicinity of the point (1, 1). The computation of the partial 
derivatives yields

z 'x^yxy-1, z'y=xy Inx
z « = { / ( y - l )  z’xy= x"-1+ yxv~l In x,
Zgy = Xy \tit X

On computing, the values of the derivatives at the point (1, 1) 
and substituting them into the general formula we receive

x«=  l +  (x— l ) + ( x — 1)(#— 1)+  . . .
For instance, it follows that (1.04)l-O8«l+0.04+ 0 .04*0 .03= 1 .0412 .

QUESTIONS

1. What do we call a numerical series? What is the general 
term of the series?

2. State the definition of the sum of a numerical series. State 
the definitions of a convergent and of a divergent series and give 
illustrative examples.

3. What is the necessary condition for the convergence of a 
series? Give an example showing that this condition is not suffi
cient.

4. State the simplest test for the divergence of a series.
5. State and prove the comparison tests for two positive series.
6. State and prove D’Alembert’s test.
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7. State and prove Cauchy’s integral test. Prove that the series
ce
52 ^  is convergent for p >  1.

1
8. What is an alternating series? State and prove Leibniz’ test 

for such a series.
9. State the sufficient test for the convergence of a series with 

arbitrary terms. Prove this test.
10. What is an absolutely convergent series? What do we call 

a conditionally convergent series? Give examples of absolute and 
conditional convergence.

11. What do we call a functional series? State the definition 
of the domain of convergence of a functional series.

12. State the definition of a regularly convergent functional 
series.

13. Enumerate the properties of regularly convergent functional 
series.

14. What do we call a power series?
15. State and prove Abel’s theorem. What is the interval of 

convergence of a power series? What is the radius of convergence?
16. Give examples of power series whose radii of convergence 

are equal (1) to zero, (2) to infinity and (3) to a finite nonzero 
number.

17. Prove the lemmas on power series and enumerate the 
properties of power series implied by them.

18. State the problem of expanding a function f(x) into a power 
series.

19. What do we call the Taylor series of a function/(x)? How 
are Taylor’s coefficients determined?

20. What is the remainder term of Taylor’s series?
21. State and prove Lagrange’s theorem on the form of the 

remainder of Taylor’s series.
22. What is Taylor’s polynomial? Write down Taylor’s formula 

with the remainder after the nth term.
23. What do we call Maclaurin’s series?
24. Derive the expansions into Maclaurin’s series of the func* 

tions ex, sinx, cosx, (l-fx)™, ln ( l +  x) and arctanx. For what 
intervals are these expansions valid?

25. Enumerate the techniques used for estimating the remainder 
in the approximate calculation of the value of a function.

26. How are power series applied to integrating functions? 
Give examples.

27. How do we use power series for solving differential equa* 
tions? Give examples.

28*. State the definition of the limit of a sequence of complex 
numbers. What is a convergent series with complex terms?
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29*. State the definition of the complex exponential function ez 
by means of a power series and prove the basic property of this 
function.

30*. Apply power series to derive Euler’s formula.
31*. State the definitions of the trigonometric functions cos z, 

sin z and the hyperbolic functions cosh 2, s inh2 of the complex 
argument z.

32*. What is a power series in two variables x and y?
33*. Derive the formula for the expansion of a function of two 

independent variables into Taylor’s series with the aid of the 
method of undetermined coefficients.
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hold where rx and r2 are positive integers. (The number T  is the 
primitive period, that is the smallest one, if the numbers r2 
and rt are coprime.) It follows that in this case the ratio of the 
frequencies is equal to the ratio of these integers:

Oj Ax
Consequently, the frequencies ©j and ©2 are commensurable. If the 
frequencies are incommensurable the resultant vibration is not 
periodic. If the frequencies are commensurable we can put

“ i =  r i0)i ©2 =  r2©
and write the superposition of the vibrations as

s = A t sin ( r ^ t  - f  9 i)+ A 2 sin (rs©/ -f  <p2)
This is a periodic function with period

Indeed, the function s does not change its value if the incre
ment is added to any value of t ; if in addition, the integers

and rt are coprime the number is the primitive period.
For simplicity, let us assume tha t © = 1, i.e. T  =  2n. (The 

case when © is an arbitrary number is reduced to the former if 
we change the scale along the /-axis, that is put ©/ =  / '.)

The graph of a periodic function of the form
A, sin (rtt -j- <p,)-f A2 sin {r2t +  q>2)

may differ considerably in its shape from the graphs of simple 
harmonics (e.g. see Fig. 29 on p. 64). Generally, a superposition 
of several simple harmonics with commensurable frequencies, i.e. 
an expression of the form

y = At sin ( r j  -f %) +  A 2 sin ( r j  +  q>„) +  * - • +  An sin (rnt -f  <p„)
provides a wide variety of periodic functions for different values 
of the parameters Ak, <p* and the integers rk and n. From the 
point of view of mechanics this means that the superpositions 
of simple harmonic motions form various periodic motions essen
tially differing from simple harmonic motions.

Therefore it' appears natural to pose the reverse problem, that 
is, the question as to whether it is possible to choose the consti
tuent simple harmonic motions in such a way that their superpo
sition is a given periodic vibration or, in other words, whether it 
is possible to represent any periodic motion as a superposition of 
simple harmonic vibrations.
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It turns out that, generally speaking, this cannot be achieved 
if we use only finite sums oi simple harmonics, but if infinite 
sums, that is series, of simple harmonics are allowed then prac
tically every periodic function can be expanded into simple 
harmonics. This is the problem we shall be concerned with in 
this chapter.

II. Trigonometric series.
Definition. A functional series of the form

f l j c o s s i n  x -J-ui cos2x-j~bJsin 2x- \ - . . .

a„ cos /mt -f* sin n x +  » .

whose terms are constant factors multiplied by sines and cosine' 
of integer multiples of the values of the argument x is called a 
trigonometric series.

The constant factors at and b{ (i =  l, 2, . . . )  are termed the 
coefficients of the trigonometric series. The constant term is writ
ten as -y  to unify the formulas derived later.

In the abbreviated notation we shall write a trigonometric 
series in the form

x

- y - r * 2  te„cosnx-r&„sinrtx) (*)
n-\

Trigonometric series (*) can be represented as a sum of simple 
harmonics only involving the sines (or the cosines). To this end 
we combine the summands cosnx and sinnx (n =  1, 2, . . . )  with 
the same frequencies and transform the combinations

an cos nx~-b„-sin nx 

by putting an =  Ans infp„ and =  /?„c o s T h i s  results in
a„ cos n x —bn sin nx =  sin (n x -f-fj

This form of representation is convenient when it is necessary 
to determine the amplitude and the initial phase of the nth har
monics. In this equality

A „ = V a l- ^ b l  and tan =  ̂

Series (*) then takes the form
x

- f - r 2  ^„sin  (nx-f 9«)

The nth harmonic can also be written as

an cos nx—bn sin nx =  Ar, cos (nx— $K)
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where the amplitude A„ is again equal to V a ^-rb zn but the ini
tial phase has another expression: tan<p„ =  ̂ .

All the terms of trigonometric series (*) are periodic with pe
riod T — 2n. Therefore, if this series is convergent in the inter
val [—n, n] (of course, the substitution of the values x =  — ji 
an dx= ;i into the trigonometric series results in the same numerical 
series), it is also convergent throughout the Ox-axis and its sum 
is a periodic function with period 2n. We have chosen the inter
val [— n, Jt] for definiteness; it can also be replaced by any other 
interval of length 2n, e.g. by the interval [0, 2n].

Let us derive some auxiliary relations1 which will be applied 
to determining the coefficients a,- and b,- (the number k and p in 
the equalities below are arbitrary nonnegative integers):

rr
(1) $ s\nkxdx = 0 for any k.

-n

(2) J cos kxdx =  0 if k=^0.
-re nP 1 |rt .

Indeed, we have \ s inkxdx = — ycosftx = 0  since cosx is
-jt Jl

an even function (coskn. =  cos (— kn))\ we also have J cos kxdx  =
~7t

1 In=  -rsin6x | = 0  since sin kn =  sin (— kn) =  0.« j-n
n

(3) J cos6xsinpxdx =  0 for any k and p.
-n

... r , . j  0 if k^=p\(4) J^cos kx cos px dx =  |  n if k==p¥z0'

? ( 0 if k=£p,
(5) sin kx sin pxdx = <̂ n ,f k = p ^ Q

These relations are readily proved with the help of the well- 
known trigonometric formulas

cos kx sin px =  Y  [sin (k +  p) x + sin (p— k) x] 

cos kx cos px =  y  [cos (k -f p) x -f cos (k — p) x]

1 In Sec. 205 the role of these relations will be elucidated from a more ge- 
neral point of view.
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and
sin kxs \npx  =  ~  [cos (k— p) x —cos (k -f p) x]

If k=£p  the substitution of the right-hand expressions for the 
products of trigonometric functions into integrals (3), (4) and (5) 
splits each of the integrals into two integrals. The latter inte
grals are equal to zero by virtue of formulas (I) and (2) because 
k + p  and k — p are nonzero integers.

If k = p  we have
7X tx

§ coss fcxdx — Y  § (1 -hcos 2&x) dx = -gx  Jnn =  n
- ti -n

71

the integral J cos2kxdx  is equal to zero according to the same
-JX

formula (2)

Similarly,
It JX

J  sin*kxdx — -^ § ( l — c os2k x ) dx~n
- I t  -JX

Thus, relations (l)-(5) have been completely proved.
200. Fourier Series. Let f  (x ) be a function defined in the closed 

interval [— ji, n]. Let us suppose tha t this function can be ex
panded into a convergent trigonometric series, i.e. can be repre
sented in the form

CO

/  (*)=  T  +  X  (an cos nx+b„ sin nx) (*)
n=I

We shall also suppose tha t series (*) can be integrated term
wise, that is the integral of the sum of the series f(x) is equal 
to the sum of the integrals of the terms of the series.

On integrating both sides of expansion (*) from —n to n we 
obtain

n n
J  f  (x) dx =  J  2SLdx =  na0

-7X ~ J t

By virtue of formulas (1) and (2) of Sec. 199 the integrals of 
all the other terms of the series are equal to zero. It follows that

71
$ f (x )dx

- 7 t

(I)
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To determine the coefficient ak where k is an arbitrary positive 
integer we multiply both members of equality (*) by cos ft* and 
integrate the resultant relation from — n to ji (here and hence
forth we also suppose that the term-by-term integration is per
missible):

j i  j i

J  f(x) coskxdx=  —  J  cos kxdx  -J-
- n  “ JI

» / n n \
+  2 ' (  an § cos tixcos kxd x+ b n ^ s innxcoskxdx)

n=i \  -ji —it /
All the integrals on the right-hand side except the one with coef
ficient ak vanish in accordance with formulas (2), (3) and (4) of 
Sec. 199. The integral with the coefficient ak is equal to jt whence 
we find this coefficient:

Jt n
J f  (x) cos kx d x —ak J cos* kx d x= :iak

—JT -J T
and

JT

ak= ~  ^ f ( x )  cos kxdx  (2)
- J T

Formula (1) is obtained from formula (2) for ft= 0 .
In order to find the coefficient bk we multiply both members 

of equality (*) by sin Ax and integrate the result from —ji to n:
JT JT

^  f(x)  s inA xdx=-y  ^ sinAxdx+
- j t  - j i

+  S  [ an $ co sn xs in kxd x+ b n J sin nx sin kxdx j
n ~  1 \  —J t  “ JT /

By formulas (1), (3) and (5) of Sec. 199, all the integrals on the 
right except the one with coefficients bk are equal to zero. The

JT

latter integral is equal to J sin AxsinAxdx=ji. Consequently,
“ JT

JI JT

^  f(x)sin kxdx= nbk and bk — -^ J  f (x )s inkxdx  (3)
“ JT “ JT

Thus, proceeding from the assumption that the function f(x)  
can be expanded into a trigonometric series (*) we managed to 
determine all its coefficients.

Now, let /(x) be an arbitrary function defined in the interval 
[—jt, Jt] for which we only suppose that all the integrals below 
exist (this function may have points of discontinuity).
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Definition. The numbers a n and bn specified by the formulas
n 71

=  J  f ( x )  cos nxdx  and bn— ~  J / (x )s innxdx
~ 71 -71

are called the F ou rier  c o e ff ic ie n ts  of the function f ( x ) .  The 
series

■y +  X  cos n x  +  bn sin nx)
n -  l

is called the F ou rier  se r ie s  of the function / ( x).
We cannot of course assert that the Fourier series of an arbi

trary function f(x)  is convergent and that its sum (in case it is 
convergent) is equal to the function f(x).  (A similar situation 
arises in the theory of Taylor’s series; see Sec. 191.)

Before proceeding to the key conditions guaranteeing the con
vergence of the Fourier series of a given function f(x) and the 
coincidence of /(x) with the sum of the series (in case it is con
vergent) we make some additional remarks.

As was mentioned in Sec. 199, II, if a trigonometric series is 
convergent its sum is a periodic function with period 2n. There
fore, when speaking about the expansion of a function f(x) into

!f>-

~*X

Fig. 251 Fig. 252

Fourier’s series, we shall suppose that this function is originally 
defined in the interval [— n,  ji] and then periodically extended 
with period 2n  to the whole x-axis. This is of course only pos
sible if f{n) — f ( — n) (see Fig. 251). If otherwise, i.e. if 
f i r f ^ f i —  n), we can leave the values of the function/(x) 
unchanged in the interval [—jt, n) and extend it periodically 
with period 2n to the entire Ox-axis. This results in the appear
ance of discontinuities a t the points n ± 2 k n  where k = 0, ±1, 
± 2 ,  . . .  (Fig. 252).

Let us state the definition of a piecewise smooth function:
A function f  (x) is said to be smooth in a closed interval [a, b) 

if it is continuous in this interval together with its first deriva
tive f  (x).

A function f(x) is said to be piecewise smooth in an interval 
[a, b] if  the latter can be divided into a finite number of closed 
subintervals in each of which the function f(x) is smooth.
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Fig. 253

The graph of a smooth function is a smooth curve (see Sec. 66); 
there are no corner points and cusps on such a curve. The graph 
of a piecewise smooth function consists of a finite number of 
smooth arcs; such a line is spoken of as a piecewise smooth curve.

These definitions imply that a piecewise smooth function de
fined in an interval {a, b] can have at most a finite number of 
points of discontinuity of the first kind.
For instance, the function whose graph 
is shown in Fig. 253 is piecewise 
smooth in the interval la, b).

We remind the reader that at a point 
ol discontinuity of the first kind the 
function possesses right-hand and left- 
hand limits which we conditionally de
note f ( x —0) and f(x  +  0).

Now we state without proof the key theorem on the possibi
lity of expanding a given function f(x)  into Fourier’s series: 

Theorem. If the function f ( x )  is piecewise smooth in the 
interval |—it, it| its Fourier series converges to the function f ( x )  
at all the interior points of the interval at which the function is 
continuous.

If x„ is a point of discontinuity of the function f ( x ) (— 
< * 0< j i )  the Fourier series of the function converges a t that 
point x v to the arithmetic mean of its right-hand and left-hand
limits, that is to

At both end points of the interval (— it, it] the sum of the 
series is equal to the. arithmetic mean of the right-hand limit at 
the point x = — it and the left-hand limit a t the point x  =  n,  
that is to the number

/ ( - «  + 0 ) +  / ( « - 0 )
2

In particular, if f(x) is a smooth function and its values at the 
end points of the interval [— jt, it] coincide its Fourier series is 
convergent to f(x) throughout the closed interval [— it, it].

The assertions of the key theorem remain true under the weaker 
condition that the function f(x) has only a finite number of 
maxima and minima in the interval [— it, it] and is continuous in 
that interval except a finite number of points of discontinuity of 
the first kind (this is known as Dirichlet's condition).

In mathematical analysis and its applications we usually deal 
with piecewise smooth functions or functions satisfying Dirich- 
let’s condition which are therefore representable by means of 
their Fourier series.

It should be noted that the requirements imposed on a func
tion when it is expanded into Fourier’s series are essentially
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weaker than when it is expanded into a power series. Indeed, 
a function representable by Taylor’s series is not only conti
nuous throughout the interval of convergence but also infinitely 
differentiable while it only suffices th a t the function should be 
piecewise smooth when it is expanded into Fourier’s series.

For a function which can be expanded into Fourier’s series 
we can obtain an accurate approximation by taking a sufficient 
number of terms of its Fourier series, tha t is by replacing the 
function by a partial sum of tha t series. By analogy with Tay
lor’s series, we call such a finite sum a Fourier polynomial of 
the given function:

k
f  (x) «  -f  (a„ cos n x + b„ sin nx)

/!*= 1
In connection with such an approximation it is natural to pose 
the problem of estim ating the error of this approximate inequa
lity. But this is a more complicated question compared with 
the analogous problem in the theory of Taylor’s series and we 
shall not dwell on it.

The theory of Fourier’s series appeared in connection with 
concrete problems of mechanics and physics. Fourier’s series 
have many important applications in various divisions of mathe
matics and provide particularly convenient methods for the 
solution of many problems of mathematical physics1.

201. Expanding Even and Odd Functions into Fourier Series. 
Fourier Series for an Arbitrary Interval.

I. Expanding even and odd functions. Suppose that a function 
f(x)  expanded into Fourier’s series is even. Then the functions 
f(x) s'mkx, k = l , 2, . . . .  are odd, and all the coefficients 6* are 
equal to zero as integrals of odd functions over the interval 
[— n, n] symmetric about the  origin (see Sec. 94). Consequently, 
the Fourier series of an even function only involves cosines', it has 
the form

05

a„cos nx
n = 1

where
n  71

a„ =  y -  J  f  [x) cos nxdx  =  ~  J  f  (x) cos nx dx
-jr 0

since f (x )cosnx  is an even function.
Now let f (x)  be an odd function. Then the functions f(x)coskx 

are odd, and all the coefficients ak are equal to zero. Consequ-

1 In particular, trigonometric series play an important role in the study of 
nonsinusoidal periodic electric currents in electrical engineering.
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ently, the Fourier series of an odd function involves only sines and 
is written as

a*
2  b„smnx

n = \
where

71 7T

K = -^  J  f  { x )s \n n x d x = ^  J  f  (x)s\nnxdx
-71 0

since f (x)sinnx  is an even function.
II. Expanding functions with arbitrary period. Let us consider 

the problem of expanding into Fourier’s series a function f(x) 
defined in an interval [— /, /] where I is an arbitrary positive 
number.

If, in the interval [— /, /], the function f(x)  satisfies the con
ditions of the theorem stated in Sec. 200 its expansion can be 
readily obtained by changing variable according to the formula
x 's= j-x . Then we pass to the function and when
the variable x  runs through the interval [— I, I] the new va
riable x ' runs through the interval [— n, si\. The expansion of 
the new function into Fourier’s series has the form

cc
(°ncosnx’ -f-b„s innx’)

'  J n=l

Now, returning to the old variable, we arrive at the expansion 
of the given function f(x):

=  (a„cos-—^ + h „ s i n - ^ )
n=lK '

where f

o „ = — J / ( ^ * ' ) C0S/uc' ^ sst J  /(* )cos— dx
- n  - I

and  ̂ {

&„=■- J f ( - - 'X , js in /ix 'd x , =-j- j* f ( x ) s m ~ d x
-71

(in the integrals on the left we have made the substitution

The sum of the Fourier series thus constructed is a periodic 
function of x  with period T =21.
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weaker than when it is expanded into a power series. Indeed, 
a function representable by Taylor’s series is not only conti
nuous throughout the interval of convergence but also infinitely 
differentiable while it only suffices th a t the function should be 
piecewise smooth when it is expanded into Fourier’s series.

For a function which can be expanded into Fourier’s series 
we can obtain an accurate approximation by taking a sufficient 
number of terms of its Fourier series, tha t is by replacing the 
function by a partial sum of tha t series. By analogy with Tay
lor’s series, we call such a finite sum a Fourier polynomial of 
the given function:

k
f  (x )« ~ | -  (a„ cos n x + bn sin nx)

n<= 1
In connection with such an approximation it is natural to pose 
the problem of estim ating the error of this approximate inequa
lity. But this is a more complicated question compared with 
the analogous problem in the theory of Taylor’s series and we 
shall not dwell on it.

The theory of Fourier’s series appeared in connection with 
concrete problems of mechanics and physics. Fourier’s series 
have many important applications in various divisions of mathe
matics and provide particularly convenient methods for the 
solution of many problems of mathematical physics1.

201. Expanding Even and Odd Functions into Fourier Series. 
Fourier Series for an Arbitrary Interval.

I. Expanding even and odd functions. Suppose that a function 
f(x)  expanded into Fourier’s series is even. Then the functions 
f (x)s inkx,  k = l ,  2, . . . .  are odd, and all the coefficients bk are 
equal to zero as integrals of odd functions over the interval 
[— n, n] symmetric about the origin (see Sec. 94). Consequently, 
the Fourier series of an even function only involves cosines; it has 
the form

CO

+ 2  a„cosnx
n= 1

where
n n

«„ =  •— J  f  (x)cosnxdx =  ~ -  f(x)cosnxdx
~3l 0

since f (x )cosnx  is an even function.
Now let f(x)  be an odd function. Then the functions f(x)coskx 

are odd, and all the coefficients ak are equal to zero. Consequ-

1 In particular, trigonometric series play an Important role in the study of 
nonsinusoidal periodic electric currents in electrical engineering.
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Examples. (I) Let us expand into Fourier’s series the 
function f{x) defined in the interval [— n, ji] by the conditions

— 1 for — n ^  <  0 
1 for 0 <

This function is discontinuous at the point x =  0. In Fig. 254 
the graph of this function is shown as extended periodically 
with period 2n to the whole Ox-axis.
The function clearly satisfies the condi- y >
tions of the key theorem and, since it , j
is odd, its all coefficients an are zero. —-h 1---------- 1

Let us determine the coefficients bn. ---- --------- -j---------- j-.
By Sec. 201, we have ~ ~

n
—-J  l-sin/ixdx =  

o

\m3l

Fig. 254

= ----------COS nx
nn nn (oos nn— I)

that is
bn^ - ~ ( l  -co sn n ).

Since cosn/i =  (—l)n, we receive, by putting, in succession, 
n = l ,  2, 3, . . . .  the numerical values of the coefficients bk:

»•= ° ■ b‘ = °-  etc-
Thus,

/(x) =  -^ -(si n x + - j sin3x+ ---sin 5x+  . . . ^

According to the key theorem, the sum of the series on the 
right is equal to 1 for 0 < x < n  and to —I for — n < x < 0 .  
At the point x =  0 and also at the points ± n  the value of the 
sum is equal to zero, which is again coherent with the key 
theorem. The behaviour of the series is quite the same in every 
interval obtained by shifting the original interval [—n, n] to 
the left or to the right by an integral number of periods.

It is interesting to compare the graphs of trigonometric poly
nomials, equal to partial sums of this series, which approximate 
the given function, with the graph of the function f(x).  In Fig. 255 
we see the graph of the function f(x) and the graphs of the first 
and second partial sums shown in continuous line and the graphs 
of the constituent harmonics given in dotted line.
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The frequencies of the harmonics the series is formed of are 
n — 1, 2, . . . .  the lowest frequency being equal to

III. Expanding functions into half-range Fourier series. Consider 
a function f ( x ) defined in an interval [0, /] and suppose that it 
is required to expand it into a trigonometric series. Since there 
always exists a change of variable reducing the case of the in
terval [0, /] to the standard interval [0, ji] we shall limit our
selves to the latter. The given function f(x)  (defined, as we 
agreed, in the interval [0, ji]), can be extended in an arbitrary 
fashion to the interval [— n, 0) so tha t the new function F(x) 
defined in the interval and coinciding with f  (x) in the interval 
[0, n] satisfies all the requirements of the key theorem in the 
whole interval [— jt, n]. On expanding the function F(x) into 
Fourier’s series in the interval [— ji, ji] we obtain the sought- 
for trigonometric series representing the original function f{x) 
in the interval [0, n]. Since the extension of f(x) to F(x) can 
be performed in an arbitrary manner there exist infinitely many 
such trigonometric series.

In particular, the function f (x)  can Joe extended to the inter
val [— ;t, 0) as an even function defined in the whole interval 
[— ji, n]; the graph of the new function F (x) is then obtained 
if we extend the graph of f(x)  symmetrically with respect to 
the Oy-axis. The resulting function F (x) is even, and its Fourier 
series only involves cosines. Similarly, the function f(x) can be 
extended to the interval [— jt, 0) as an odd function defined in 
the interval [— ji, jc]; then the graph of the function F(x) is 
the extension of the graph of f (x)  symmetric with respect to 
the origin, and F(x)  is an odd function whose Fourier series 
only involves sines. Such series containing either sinfcx or cos Ax, 
k = l ,  2, . . . ,  are termed, respectively, Fourier's sine series or 
Fourier's cosine series. We also say in these cases that the given 
function f(x)  is expanded into a half-range (or incomplete) Fou
rier series.

Note that if the function f(x)  is continuous at the point x =0  
its even extension F (x) is also continuous at this point. If f(x) 
is extended as an odd function the resulting function F (x) is 
continuous at the origin only if /(0) =  0; if / ( 0 ) ^ 0  the function 
F(x)  has a discontinuity of the first kind at the point x=0.

As was said, if a function f{x)  defined in the interval [0, n] 
can be expanded into a trigonometric series there exist an infi
nite number of such expansions. In applications the most impor
tant role is played by the expansions into Fourier's sine and cosine 
series.
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Examples. (1) Let us expand into Fourier’s series the 
function f{x) defined in the interval [— jt, it] by the conditions

J —1 for — Jtsg l£ < 0  
f ( x) ~  |  j for

This function is discontinuous at the point x =  0. In Fig. 254 
the graph of this function is shown as extended periodically 
with period 2ji to the whole Ox-axis.
The function clearly satisfies the condi- y
tions of the key theorem and, since it , ;
is odd, its all coefficients an are zero .-----1 7 ----------1

Let us determine the coefficients bn. ---- [—------^ ----------1— *-
By Sec. 201, we have

n
bn= i . sinnxdx  =  

o

I
-/

\n *

Fig. 254

2 J71 2= ------- costix] = -------- (oos nn— l)zin in jm v '
2_

Tin

that is
bn =  4 r ( l -co sn n ).

Since cosjw =  (—l)n, we receive, by putting, in succession, 
/ t=l,  2, 3, . . . .  the numerical values of the coefficients bk:

bi = -JT’ b‘- =  0' b3 = i '  b* =  0' b* =  4 t ’ etc*
Thus,

/(x) =  - ^ - ( s in x - f y sin 3x+-i-sin5x-f- . . . ^

According to the key theorem, the sum of the series on the 
right is equal to 1 for 0 < x < n  and to —1 for — n < x < ^ .  
At the point x =  0 and also at the points ± j t  the value of the 
sum is equal to zero, which is again coherent with the key 
theorem. The behaviour of the series is quite the same in every 
interval obtained by shifting the original interval [—n, n] to 
the left or to the right by an integral number of periods.

It is interesting to compare the graphs of trigonometric poly
nomials, equal to partial sums of this series, which approximate 
the given function, with the graph of the function f(x).  In Fig. 255 
we see the graph of the function f(x)  and the graohs of the first 
and second partial sums shown in continuous. . i  the graphs 
of the constituent harmonics given in dottei’ £
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Proceeding from the expansion of the function f{x)  found above 
we can readily write down the expansion of the function 

. . f a for — n ^ x < 0  
6 for 0 < « S *

where a and b are arbitrary numbers. To this end we use the 
obvious relationship between the old function f (x) and the new

Fig. 255

function <p(x):

/(* ) '
9 fa-

q+6

b—a
2

(This relationship means tha t the graph of <p (x) can be obtained 
from that of f (x)  if we translate the origin to the point
(o, and change the scale along Oy.) It follows that

, p M = ^ V - ^ ( s i n * + ^ + . . . )
(2) Let us find the . ansion of the function

/•  = |* I, —
into Fourier’s seri
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The periodic extension with period 2n of the graph of this 
function is shown in Fig. 256. The function f(x)  being even, all 
the coefficients bn are equal to zero. Using the formulas of Sec. 201,1 
we get

n n
2 C , 2 x1 It  2 C j

a#=="jT J x d x  = H ?|o ~ n ' an~~n~ j  xcosnxdx

The integration by parts leads to

2 r  x  sin nx I* P sin nx . 1 2 |« 2 , ,.
“■“ T  [ — —  | , - )  — 1 “  5 ? C0S“  |0 “  S f  <“ » * » - '>

whence
4 4 4

ai ~  7T ’ = a3 ~  3̂ »  at ~ 0 ,  at —— etc.
Thus,

/ (x) =  Tf"~Tr (cos x +1^cos 3 x +7^ cos 5x+ • • •)
The approximations to the given function with the partial 

sums J j i —-^-cos x and J  n —- J  cosx— are shown in 
Fig. 257.

Putting x = 0  in the series obtained we receive an interesting 
numerical series representing the number n:

0==T " i ( 1+ i ‘+ i +  •••)
whence

2 i _ l . _ L . J _ .
8 — 1 ^  32 ' 5j T  • • •

This formula implies some other useful relations. Let us put

<ri ==l + ‘j^r+ ‘J s +  =  T
and

°a=- ^ + ‘p ’+ • • • — T ( * + ‘5 f + ‘f» +  •• • )

47-2280
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We have a =  al -{-Gi and o2= — <J =  4-(cr,-fa2), that is4 4

3a. =  <j1, which yields at —
Thus, we obtain

n* , n2 n-

24

°  8 24 — 6 ’ ’ ,e ’ 6 — * 2s 32 4* 52 ’

yjff-ioosi;

-37T \ ~ 2 x  /

X

.

1 \  y ! \
! \ g n f  / 'I N  X

y r \  / \j  i v  j  i ,
o f  f ! \  x & c f / ' I

y .-*  \_ / ~ k  ^

m
Fig. 257

In Sec. 184 we established the convergence of the series
CD

22 p - but its sum was w ritten without proof. Now we have found
n=] n
this sum.

(3) Let us expand into Fourier’s series the function 

f(x) — x, —
The graph of this function, when extended periodically to the 
whole x-axis, consists of parallel line segments (see Fig. 258). 
The function being odd, it suffices to determine bn. We have

- £ ^ | ”+  f S i B i xn n J  n n |o J  n
o
_  2_ [~— n cc

IT L n
— n  cos nn  . sin n x \n 

+  n2 0

o
2 cos nn

n
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o
Putting in succession n =  1, 2 ,3 , . . .  we obtain 61= 2 , 6t = — » 
. 2  

~  T  ’
Thus,

f(x) — 2 ^sinx—• j s‘n 2* + -|'S in  3*— ..

This equality holds for — « < x < n .  At the points the sum 
of the series turns into zero.

Note that the functions in Examples 2 and .3 coincide in the 
interval [0, n] (they are equal to x  within this interval). But

since they are extended in diffe
rent ways to the interval [— n, 0) 
(the former as an even function

Fig. 259

and the latter as an odd function) their expansions into Fouri
er’s series differ.

(4) Let us find the Fourier series of the function  ̂(jtr) =  I sin jc | 
(see Fig. 259). Since the function is even we have bn — 0 for all 
the values, of rt. Furthermore,

n
2 p 4

a0= — \ sin x dx=  —  and

n it
a„ a* sin x cos nxdx =  — ̂  [sin (n + 1) x—sin (n— 1) x] d x =

0 0
0, if tt is odd

l i i - i )  11"  is eve"

Consequently,

|sinx|=-^— —■ (--co s2 x -t-^ co s4 x +  . . .  yCos2n x +  . . . )

The translation of the origin turns the function | sin x | into f  (x) =  
= |cosx|:

|cosx] =  |sin  j ) |
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Therefore,

|c°s*|=J—  ̂[|cos2x(^-f-)+icos4A:(x-i)+ ...] =
“ - 3 - + T  ( I  c° ^ x- ^ os4z +  . . . )

(5) Let us expand into Fourier’s series the function defined as 
/ (x )= x 2 for —1< x < 1. Extending this function periodically 
to the whole Ox-axis we obtain a periodic function with period 
2. Using the formulas of Sec. 201, If and taking into account 
that the resultant function is even we obtain

i i
a0 =  2 J x j d x = - |-  and a„ =  2 J x s cosnnxdx =  

o o

[x2 sinnnx . 2xcos :mx 2 s \n x n x l  |l 4
+   |0 =  ̂ ic o s jw

whence

/(x ) =  y — ( c o s n x - ~ c o s  2nx-f —-cos3nx— .. .J

202*. Fourier Series in Complex Form. Using complex numbers 
and Euler’s formulas we can represent the Fourier series of a 
given function f  (x) defined in the interval [—n, n] as a series 
with complex terras. This new form of a Fourier series is conve
nient for many mathematical and practical applications and can 
be easily memorized.

Consider a Fourier series
CD

/(*) =  T a°+  £ ( art<*snx-F&nsinnx) 
n=!

Let us replace cos/zx and sin/zx by their expressions given by 
Euler’s formulas:

p ln x A .a - in x  J n x _g - ln x
cos nx =  — —-------, sin nx — ------ ^ -----

Then
I / . A  1  _  ,  ^  / ■ _  e l n x ~ e - l n g  ,  l  . . .

f  (x) — 2 ( &n 2 21 )
n -  I ^

=  Y ao + Y  2  leinx (fl«— &«) Jr t~ !nx + tiR)\ (*)
n=I

Let us denote the complex number a„— ib„ by cn:

cn =  <J«
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Using the formulas for an and bn (see Sec. 200) we can write
Jt «

cn =  7f  ^ f  (x) (cos nx— i sin nx) dx =  ^ f(x)e~inxdx (**)
-JT -JT

The complex number a„ +  ibn is the complex conjugate of cn:
a„ +  ibn=^n

The expression of cn is obtained from that of c„ by substituting —n 
for n. In this connection we introduce the notation

n
c_n =  c„ =  - -̂ f j f (x)e/nxdx {***)

JT

Since a0 =  -^- § f ( x)dx  the expression of a0 is obtained from
-JT

formula (**) if we put n — 0; therefore we can write a0= c 0.
Using the new notation we now write down series (*) in the 

form
00 00

/  (X) =  i - c 0 +  -  £ cne*nx + 4 -  E c-ne~inx
n=1 «=1

or, briefly,
oo JT

/(x )= 4 ~  2  where c„ =  - -  \ f { x ) e~ inxdx
wr

In the latter formula the index of summation n runs through 
all the integral values from — oo to +  oo. Since the complex 
number e~inx is the complex conjugate of einx the terms of the 
series with indices n and — n are complex expressions of the form

y c / n* and ■^■c.ne~inx= ^ c ne(nx
Their sum

4  (c„elnx -t-cneinx) =  Re [(a„— ib„) (cos nx+ i sin nx)] =
=  an cos n x+ b n sin nx

is a real function representing the nth harmonic. It can be re
written (see pp. 726, 727) as

a„ cos nx -J- b„ sin nx =  A„ cos (nx— <p„) 
where An = Vra%-\-b*„ =  [c„\ is the amplitude; since tan<pn =  —, the

_ an
initial phase is expressed as <p„ =  arg c„ =  — argc„.

The sequence of complex numbers c„ is called the spectral se
quence of the function f  (x); the real sequence |c„| is termed the
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amplitude spectrum, of f(x)  and the sequence <p„ =  — argc„ the 
phase spectrum. It is readily seen that |c„n | =  |c„| and <p_„ =  — <p„.

Amplitude and phase spectra play an important role in the 
study of periodic processes when a compound vibration is repre
sented as a sum of simple harmonics, especially, in electrical 
engineering. In the general case we deal with a function 
f(x)  defined in an interval (— Z, t) for which the Fourier trigo
nometric expansion is constructed. In this case Fourier’s series is 
written in complex form as

oo /

f i x) — Y  X  cn ^ n where cn= - j  j) f  {x) e~lii”>x dx
n = -  oo — /

and o>„ =  ̂

Let the reader derive this formula.
Using the integration rule for complex functions (see Sec. 93) 

we can apply formula (**) to computing Fourier’s coefficients. 
In these calculations one should take into account that

etnn =  e~tnn =  cos nn =  (—1 )n

Example. Let us construct the Fourier series of the function 
f(x) =  ex considered in the interval [—n, n]. We have

-* -n  -n
=  Mi=in) V»") =  J = ^  (e«-e-»)

Consequently,

n=—oo
As was mentioned, to obtain the ordinary (real) form of the Fourier 
series we should combine the terms with indices n and —ti:

( - ! ) » e‘nx . 
1—in '1-

This results in

{ l +  f+^3
_/ . 2 cos nx— 2n sin nx

K ’ l+ n a

m
e*— e~n 

n 1 v
n sin nx\
l+ n ’ )

203. Practical Harmonic Analysis. If a function is specified by 
a simple analytical formula its Fourier coefficients can usually be 
found by means of integration, which leads to an explicit expres-
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sion for its Fourier series. But there are many practical cases 
when the precise computation of the integrals expressing Fourier’s 
coefficients encounters considerable difficulties or is impossible; 
this is also the case when the function is specified by its graph 
or by a table. Experimental data are often compiled into a table 
or are represented graphically by means of a point-by-point plot
ting or with the aid of a self-recording apparatus. Then there arises 
the problem of finding an approximate analytical formula for the 
function in question. For this purpose we can use trigonometric 
series provided that it is known that the function admits of a 
sufficiently accurate approximation by the sum of the first several 
terms of its Fourier series. The problem reduces to the computa
tion of Fourier’s coefficients; to solve the problem we can apply 
one of the approximate methods of computation of integrals.

The division of applied mathematics dealing with trigonometric 
approximations to functions specified graphically or by a table is 
termed practical harmonic or wave (or Fourier) analysis. There are 
various techniques simplifying the computation of Fourier's coef
ficients and providing standard computational schemes which take 
into account the peculiarities of the integrals in question. In this 
section we shall briefly discuss one of these methods using special 
"stencils”.

Suppose we are given a function y = f{x) defined in the inter
val [0, 2n]. Let us assume that, irrespective of the way the func
tion is represented originally, its graph is known. We shall also 
suppose that, if necessary, the coordinate system is given a paral
lel displacement so that the whole graph of the function lies above 
the Ox-axis as close to it as possible (see Fig, 260). Such a dis
placement only affects the value of the constant term a0 in the 
Fourier series, which is inessential since the necessary correction 
can easily be introduced; at the same time this makes it possible 
to avoid negative and too large positive values of the function.

To construct an approximating Fourier polynomial for the given 
function it is necessary to compute the first several Fourier 
coefficients

ak =  ̂  § f (x )coskxdx
0

and

o

These integrals are evaluated by means of one of the numerical 
integration formulas; usually we apply the rectangle formula which 
is the simplest. The interval [0, 2n] is divided into n equal parts
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by means of the equidistant points of division xo =  0, x,, x„ . . .
2. . . .  x n, v x„ =  2ji where x, =  i -^ - ,  i =  0, 1, 2, . . . .  n, the step of

the calculations being A x = ^ - .  The expressions for the Fourier 
coefficients are then approximately written as

n - l  n - 1
Oft «  — £  Ui cos fex„ sin fcx, (•)

f=0 r=0

where # /= /(x ;) . Taking into account the peculiarities of the factors 
coshx, and sinftx, we usually choose n = 1 2  or n =  24 or, if a 
higher accuracy is needed, n = 48. In this section we shall take 
« =  12. The reader can easily verify that in this case each of the 
12 values of the function involved in formulas (*) is multiplied 
by one of the numbers

cos0 =  s in—= 1 ,  c o s s i n -- =  0.87,

cos sin y  =  0.50, cos y  =  sin 0 = 0
taken with - f  or —.

We shall discuss a convenient computation schedule known as 
the 12-ordinate scheme.

The computations begin with compiling a table of 4 columns 
and 12 lines. The first column contains the successive numbers of 
the points of division x0, xlt . . . .  x„ of the interval [0, 2n] and 
the second column contains the values of the ordinates correspond
ing to these points (if the function is specified graphically the 
ordinates are directly read oft from the graph). When filling this 
column we should choose a sufficiently short scale along the ^-axis
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so that the ordinates are conveniently 
expressed by integers. In the third col
umn we write the values of the products 
of the corresponding ordinates by cos 30° =
=0.87 and in the fourth column their pro
ducts by cos 60° =  0.50 (except the lines 
numbered 0, 3, 6 and 9 whose entries are 
crossed out since they correspond to the 
products of the ordinates by the cosines of
arcs integer multiple of n  or -2-) .

After the table has been compiled (it 
is composed for every given function) we 
proceed to the computation of Fourier’s 
coefficients. The coefficient a0 is found 
directly by adding together the numbers 
in the second column and dividing the 
result by 6. To compute the coefficient ak 
or bk, fe>0, we use a standard stencil 
which is a replica of the table (but without 
numbers) made of a transparent material 
for each of the Fourier coefficients a1%

• • • i
The positions corresponding to positive summands in formulas (*) 

and those corresponding to negative summands are marked diffe-
bt

0 44 — —

I 46 40 23

2 76 66 38

3 88 — —

4 86 75 43

5 63 55 36.5

6 24 — —

7 20 17 10

8 26 22 13

9 40 — —

10 68 . 50 29

11 65 51 32.5

0
1
z
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11

i
O
1
2
3
4
5 " 1

6
7
8
9
10
11

O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

O
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
If

Fig. 261

rently so that it is possible to distinguish between them (for in
stance, the former can be outlined with paint or heavy line and 
the latter with some other paint or thin line).
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In Fig. 261 we see the stencils for the first four coefficients a„ 
b., a, and bt (for the 12-ordinate scheme). Let the reader examine 
their structure using formulas (*).

Applying the stencil for the coefficient ak or bk to the table we 
choose from the table the numbers corresponding to positive and 
negative summands in formulas (*). On computing the sums of 
the numbers in these groups and subtracting the latter sum from 
the former we obtain 6ak or 6b*, and to find ak or bk it only 
remains to divide the result by 6. Carrying out these calculations 
for the table on p. 745 we obtain
____ 44 +  46 +  76 +  88 +  86 +  63 +  24 +  20 +  26+40 +  58 +  65 636 , ftr
a° ---------------------------------------- 6------------------------------------=  T =  106
„ _ (4 4  +  40 +  38 +  29 +  5 I) - (4 3  +  55 +  24+ 17+ 13) 50 _ „ „ax------------------------------g----------------------------=  g -^8 .d
u _  (23 +  6 6 +  88 +  75 +  36.5 )- (1 0  +  22 +  40 +  50 +  32.5) 134 on 0

1 ---------------------------------------6---------------------------------- - =  1 ~ ~  l L i
„ _ (4 4  +  23 +  36.5 +  24+10 +  32.5) —(38 +  88 +  43+13 +  40+ 29) 81a* -  g

« — 135
u _  (40 +  66+17 +  22)—(75 +  55 +  50 +  51) 86
3 6 T -1 4 .3

Hence, we get the following approximate representation of the 
tabulated function f ix)  as a trigonometric polynomial:

f {x) «  53 +  (8.3c o sx +  22.3s in x)— (13.5cos2x+ 14.3sin2x)

For more detail concerning practical harmonic analysis we refer 
the reader to [8] and [13].

§ 2. Some Further Topics in the Theory of Fourier
Series

204*. Orthogonal Systems of Functions. Here we shall briefly 
discuss a more general problem than tha t of expanding a function 
into a trigonometric series. Namely, we shall be concerned with the 
problem of expanding functions in series with respect to a given 
orthogonal system of functions. The functions <j>, (x), <p,(x), . . .  
. . . ,  <p„(x), . . .  we shall deal with are supposed to be defined and 
continuous in an interval [a, b\.

Definition. A system of functions q>,(x), <p2(x ) , . . . ,  <pn( x ) . . . ,  
Is said to be orthogonal in the Interval [tf, b) If the Integ
ral of the product of any two different functions of the system 
taken over the interval [a, b\ is equal to zero:

6
n ^ m
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Let kn denote the integral of the square of the function <p„(A'):
b

K = [  dx
a

We shall suppose that all the numbers k„, n=  1, 2, are po
sitive, i.e. there are no functions identically equal to zero among 
the functions <p„(je).

If we multiply each function <p„ (*) by the factor -y=  the new
V bn

functions
\J)l(x) = -p= r (fj (jf), Tj)4 (jC) = - ^ ~ r  (pa (Jf), • * • i (x) =  *Pn (•*)» •••

of course again form an orthogonal system. The integral of the 
square of each new function is equal to unity:

b b

j  (x) dx==T ^ l  &  (x)dx*= 1
a a

The functions . . . .  i|>„(x), . . .  thus satisfy the conditions

c ,
a v

A functional system of this kind is termed an orthogonal sys
tem of normalized functions or, briefly, an orthonormal system.

Examples. (1) The system of functions 1, cosx, sinx, . ..,cosnx , 
sinnx, . . .  is an orthogonal system for the interval [— n, n], 
which follows from formulas (l)-(5) of Sec. 199. These formulas 
also imply that the system

1 cos x sin x  cos nx sin nx
F S *  V *  ' V~n ' V n  ’ T h  ’ *•* 

is orthonormal.
(2) The functions sin x, sin2x, . . . ,  sin nx, . . .  form an ortho

gonal system in the interval [0 , ji].
Indeed, if we have

n
fsin (m—n)x  s in (m + n)x"l| n

s m m x s m n x d x  =   g(m+n) "J | =0
0

(see Formula 62 in the table of integrals at the end of the book). 
Since
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this system is normalized if all the functions are divided by

(3) The system of functions 1, cosx, cos2x, cosnx, . . .  
considered in the interval [0, n] is orthogonal. Let the reader 
prove this.

Let f(x)  be a function defined in an interval [a, b], Suppose 
that it can be represented in this interval as the sum of a se
ries in functions ij)*(x) (k =  1, 2, . . . )  with constant factors ck 
where ^ ( x ) ,  ij)a(x), . . . ,  ij)n(x), . . .  is an orthonormal system of 
functions in this interval:

f  (x )= c ly 1 (x )+ c 2ip2 (x) +  . . .  +c„i[)n ( x ) + . . .  (*♦)
To determine the coefficients of the expansion, that is the num
bers ck, we multiply, in succession, both sides of equality (**) 
by the functions ^ ( x ) ,  ip2(_x), tp,(jc), . . . .  %(x) ,  . . .  and integ
rate the results over the interval fo, b]. We of course assume 
that the term-by-term integration of the series is permissible, 
and thus, by virtue of relations (*), obtain

r ® b
J f  (*M n (*)rfx =  2  c* J ( x ) i p „ (x)dx = cn
a k = i a

The coefficients cn specified by these formulas are called the 
(generalized) Fourier coefficients of the function f(x) with respect 
to the given orthonormal system.

In particular, if the functions ^„(x) are the trigonometric fun
ctions indicated in Example 1, series (**) is nothing but the 
Fourier (trigonometric) series of the function f(x).

Expansion of form (**) is called the (generalized) Fourier series 
of the function f(x). Such expansions are widely used in the 
solutions of many im portant problems of mathematical physics; 
a number of such problems are discussed in [4].

205. Mean Square Deviation. Minimizing Property of Fourier 
Coefficients.

I. In our course we many times dealt with the problem of 
replacing a given function by an approximating function of a 
simpler nature. For instance, if a function can be expanded into 
Taylor’s series in an interval it can be approximated with a 
Taylor polynomial, the accuracy of the approximation usually 
increasing together with the degree n of the polynomial. As was 
mentioned in Sec. 200, Fourier’s polynomials can also be used 
for this purpose.

If a function f(x)  defined in an interval [a, b] is replaced by 
another function <p(x) the absolute value of the error, i.e. the 
quantity | / ( x ) —cp (x) may assume different values at different
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points. For example, this is clearly seen in Fig. 249 (p. 709) 
showing the graphs of the function sin* and of its approximat
ing Taylor polynomial or in Fig. 257 (p. 738) where the appro
ximation of the function |x | with Fourier polynomials is demon
strated.

There are situations when it is convenient to estimate the 
accuracy of an approximation for the whole interval in which 
the function f(x) is considered. Let the function f{x) and the 
approximating function <p(jt) be continuous throughout the closed 
interval [a, b]. Then, according to the property of continuous 
functions, there exists the greatest value of the modulus of the 
difference of these functions which we denote p {f, 9}:

p{f, <p} =  max | f  (x) ip (x) |
x  6 [ff,6]

The absolute value of the error of the approximation of f(x) 
with <p(x) satisfies the inequality

\ f (x)— q>(*)|<p{/, <p)
at each point of the interval [a, b].

The magnitude p {/, 9 ) is called the uniform deviation of the 
function 9 (x) from the function f(x).

P.L. Chebyshev1 posed and solved the problem of determining, 
among all the polynomials of the nth degree, a polynomial P„(x) 
such that its deviation from the given function f(x) in the given 
interval [a, b] attains the least possible value. This means that

P{f, P„\=  max \ f ( x)— P „ (x ) |< p { /, (?„}
JC 6 £a, fr]

where Q„(x) is any other polynomial of the nth degree.
Such polynomials are widely used in various divisions of mathe

matics and its applications (e.g. in the theory of mechanisms). 
For further detail on Chebyshev’s polynomials we refer the reader 
to (8) and 113].

There are also problems of another kind in which the deviation 
of the function 9 (x) from the function f(x) at separate points 
is inessential and when we are only interested in its characteris
tic “in the mean”. As a measure r {/, 9 ) of the deviation of this 
kind the value of the integral of the square of the difference 
between the functions f (x)  and 9 (jc) is usually taken:b

r{f,  <p} =  $ !/(* )—

1 P.L. Chebyshev (1821-1894), a prominent Russian mathematician. His 
studies affected greatly the development of mathematics. Their feature was a 
close connection between mathematical questions and problems of natural and 
engineering sciences.
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The magnitude <P} is called the mean square devi
ation1. It should be noted that even for small values of the mag
nitude r \ f ,  9} the difference between the values of the functions 
f(x) and <p(x) can be arbitrarily large at some separate points.

II. Let us come back to the subject of Sec. 204. Suppose that 
we are given an orthonormal system of functions in an interval 
[a, 6]: *!>*(*), 'l)j(x), . . . ,  t|>„(x), . . . .  Let f(x)  be a piecewise 
smooth function defined in the’ same interval [o, 6], Now we fix 
a natural number n and pose the following problem:

Among all linear combinations

(*) =  Yl^l (*) +  ( * ) + . . . +  Yn'l’n (*) (*)
of the first n functions \|)A(x) ( f t= l ,  2, . . . ,  n) with arbitrary 
real coefficients yk, it is required to find the one for which the mean 
square deviation of that linear combination from the function f(x) 
achieves the least possible value.

In other words, the coefficients yk should be chosen so that 
they minimize the integral

b

r \f> anH $  U (*)— (*)? dx
a

Let us represent the magnitude r {/, a„} in the form
b b b

r \f> °n) =  5 f* (*) dx— 2 $ /  (x) o„ (x)dx+ J o\ (x)dx
a a a

and replace o„(x) by its expression. When o„(x) is squared the 
integrals of the pairwise products of different functions ^ (x ) 
turn into zero while the integrals of the squares of the functions 
are equal to unity (see formulas (*) in Sec. 204). Since
b

U ( x ) ^ k (x)dx=>ck is the Fourier coefficient of the function f{x),
a
with respect to the given orthonormal system, corresponding to 
the function iM *) the expression of r{f ,  o„} can be rewritten as

r {f. =  S / 2 (*) dx— 2 S  Vkck +  S  yl
a *=1 *=1

Combining the first two sums and completing the squares by add
ing and subtracting the quantities c\ ( f t= l ,  2, . . . ,  n) we arrive

1 The question discussed here is related to one of the most effective methods
of solution of problems of numerical analysis known as the least square method 
(e.g. see [12], [131).
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at the final formula

r {/. <*n} = J f* (x) d x —  2  4  -1- S (Yft —C*)2 (*:*)0 k- 1 fe=l
The first two terms on the right-hand side of formula (**) do 
not involve the numbers yk, and therefore the magnitude r {f , an\ 
attains its minimum value when the last sum on the right turns 
into zero, This is achieved for

Yi = cn  Ya =  ̂ s> •••» Yn ~ ^ n
Thus, among all linear combinations (*), the one coinciding with 

the nth partial sum of the generalized Fourier series of the function 
f(x) gives the magnitude r {f, on\ its least possible value. This is 
the so-called minimizing property of Fourier’s coefficients.

Thus, let
s„ (x) =  c ,^ , (* )+ c2t|)4 ( * ) + . . . +  (x)

where cn are the Fourier coefficients of the function f(x). Equa
lity (**) implies that

jf i

a a fc=1

Since the integral of the square of a function is always non
negative we conclude that for any n there holds the relation

n b
Y , 4 < l f i  2(x)dx
<t=l a

known as Bessel's1 inequality. It shows that the partial sums
CD

of the series ^  cl have a common upper bound equal to
a=i

b
the integral ^ f t (x)dx; hence, this numerical series is convergent.

a
By the way, this means that the numbers ck (the Fourier coef
ficients of the function f(x)) tend to zero as k —+oo.

206. Convergence In the Mean. ParsevaPs2 Relation. Lyapunov’s 3 
Theorem. Let us come back to formula (***) of Sec. 205. It is 
clear that if the number n is increased, that is the linear com
binations are taken with greater number of functions tyk{x), the

1 F. W. Bessel (1784-1846), a German astronomer and mathematician.
2 M. A. Parseval (died 1836), a French mathematician.
a A. M. Lyapunov (1857-1918), a noted Russian mathematician. He 

founded the theory of stability of solutions of differential equations and also 
contributed many important results to the theory of probability and to the 
iheory of equations of mathematical physics.
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mean square deviation can only decrease. It is important for 
applications that the minimizing coefficients for a. fixed value 
of n remain among the minimizing coefficients for greater values 
of n, and that only new coefficients are added to them.

In this connection it appears natural to pose the question as 
to whether or not the mean square deviation tends to zero as n 
is increased indefinitely, i.e. whether or not r {f , *-0 for
the given function f(x).  If the answer to the question is affir
mative we have

b
lim J 1/ { x ) ~  sn (x)]i dx = 0

n cd a

In this case we say that the sequence sn (x) formed of the 
partial sums of Fourier’s series is convergent in the mean to the 
function f(x)  or that the Fourier series of the function f{x) 
converges to it in the mean. The convergence in the

co

mean implies that the numerical series c\ is convergent
k = ib

and that its sum is equal to ^ f z (x)dx:
a

co b

£  4  =  (x)dx
k = 1 a

The latter equality is called Parseval’s relation.
III. Applying the general results discussed here to Fourier’s 

series with respect to the trigonometric system we can state the 
following theorem whose rigorous proof was given by A. M. Lya
punov:

Lyapunov’s Theorem. Let the function f ( x )  be defined and 
piecewise continuous in the interval [—n,  n]. Then its Fourier 
polynomials

^  ft

Sn ( x ) =  ^  (a*cosftjf +  d*slnAf^)
* = i

are convergent in the mean to the function / ( jtr), that Is
7t

U m  S  [ / ( * ) - S „ ( j r ) ] W *  =  o
n •+ a> J—7t

Besides, there holds the formula

4 - + S  w i + « > = 4* hxz\ ~n
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This theorem shows that any function of this type and, 
in particular, every continuous function, can be approximated 
in the mean with an arbitrary accuracy by its Fourier polyno
mials. Lyapunov’s theorem has many important applications. 
It also applies to a wider class of functions, namely, to functions 
integrable together with their squares over the interval [— n, ji] 
(at least in the improper sense). These are the so-called square- 
integrable (square-summable) functions.

§3*.  Fourier Integral
207*. Fourier Integral. As was shown in Sec- 201, II, the ex

pansion of a function f(x)  defined in an interval [— I, I] into 
Fourier’s series has the form

M *)“ y +  £  (°n cos (0nx -1- bn sin £»„ x)
n=\

where
/ / 

an = Y  J  f  ( 0 cos<antd t  and 6„ =  y  J  / ( / ) sinco„fdt

(For the sake of convenience we denoted by t the variable of 
integration in the integrals specifying the coefficients an and b„.)

The substitution of the expressions of an and bn into.the Fourier 
series leads to

i

«, *
+ j  C f  (0 [cos c c o s  anx +  sin ®nt sin <on x] dt =

n=l
/ «  I

=  -  C f (0<tt +  T  £  I  Ht)cos<an( t - x ) d t  (*)
- I  n= l  - I

Let us suppose that the function f(x)  is defined throughout 
the x-axis and that it is piecewise smooth in any finite interval 
[—1, I] and thus can be expanded into Fourier’s series in every 
such interval. Besides, we shall assume that the improper integral 
of the absolute value of this function taken from — oo to -J-oo 
is convergent:

00
$ l /(0 l< «  =  Q

48-2280
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where Q is a finite number (such functions are said to be abso
lutely integrable or absolutely summable).

Let us first consider the function f (x)  in the interval [—/, /] 
and expand it into the corresponding Fourier series wnich we 
write in form (*). Then we make / increase indefinitely and pass 
to the limiting form of formula (*) The first summand tends to 
zero as / —► oo:

0

(Here we use the inequality connecting the absolute value ol 
the integral of f  (x ) and the integral of { (x) | proved in Sec. 90.) 

Let us introduce the notation

Aco =  (on+1—con =  -y (n — 0, 1, 2, . . . )

Then the remaining sum can be rewritten in the form

7  2  § f ( t ) cos<°n (t — x)dt  =  ^  2  A(0 § f ( t )cosan( l - x ) d l
n=1 - 1 n s1 - I

m
Note that the integral <p((o)= J f ( t )  cos a>(t—x)dt is conver-

-  CO
gent since the absolute value of the integrand does not exceed 
the function |/ !(/) | which is integrable over (— oo, oo). Moreover, 
as function of the parameter w this integral is regularly conver
gent, and hence, if f(x)  is a continuous function, the function 
q>(w) is continuous as weU (see Sec. 137). For sufficiently large

values of I the integral J /  (t) cos ©„ ( t—x)d t can be regarded as
- i

being almost equal to the value of the function <p((o) assumed 
for (o =  co„, that is,

J f{t)cos<an {t— x)dttt(f>(<o„)
- 1

The above sum can therefore be rewritten as

t S  f  / ( / )  cos <*>„(<—x)d/ =  - ^ (i)K ) A(fl
n= 1 - I  n=l

00 nIn the sum ^  <p(co„)Ao) the quantity  A w = j  tends to zero as

I —► oo while,"hi the lim it, the variable a>„ runs through all the 
values of © from 0 to oo. Therefore it is natural to expect that
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this sum tends to the integral
CO CD 00

J <p (©) d© = J da J f (t) cos a ( t —x)dt
0 0 “ oo

On substituting the expressions obtained into the formula of 
f(x) we obtain

CD CO

/(x) =  l j d © J  f ( t ) c o s a ( t - x ) d t  (**)
0  - 0 0

The integral on the right is called Fourier’s integral and the 
formula itself is Fourier’s integral formula.

The above argument is not a rigorous proof; the latter involves 
some more sophisticated considerations which we do not present 
here. We only note that formula (**) holds for all the points 
of continuity of the function f(x).  At every point of discontinuity 
xt Fourier’s integral (like the sum of Fourier’s series) assumes
the value » * .-» > + '<S>±°>.

Since cos©(f—x)==cos©fcos ©x-f-sin©/sin©* formula (**)'can 
be rewritten in the form

CO CD

f (x)=-~j j  cos (ox da J  f  (t) cos (ot dt -+■
0  “  CD

GO 00

Jsin© xdw  ^  f(t) sin a t dt (***)
0 “ a»

Denoting the inner integrals A(©) and B (©), i.e.
QD CD

,4 (© )= ~ J  /(/)  cos (otdt and £(©) =  i j  f  (t) sin at dt
— CO “ 00

we receive the relation
CP

f(x) =  ^  [A (©) cos a x + B (©) sin ax] da

For a periodic function with period 21 we have its Fourier 
expansion consisting of an infinite number of separate
(discrete) harmonics with frequencies ©„ =  ™ differing from each

other by the constant quantity A© =  - j .  Every such harmonic
has a definite amplitude. As we say, a periodic function has a 
discrete spectrum (which exactly means that it is representable
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where Q is a finite number (such functions are said to be c 
luiely integrable or absolutely summable).

Let us first consider the function f  (x) in the interval {— 
and expand it into the corresponding Fourier series whici 
write in form (*). Then we make I increase indefinitely and 
to the limiting form of formula (*) The first summand ter 
zero as I —»-oo:

u m * <  £■
- 1

0

(Here we use the inequality connecting the absolute O 
the integral of f (x) and the integral of | /  (x) | proved in f -- 

Let us introduce the notation <

Ao) =  <b„+i —©„ =  -y (n =  0, 1, 2, . . . )

Then the remaining sum can be rewritten in the form;
CD ^ ®  ^ w

t  2 1 2  a<o r f(t)coso r ;
n= 1 - I  n =I - I

Note that the integral <p(©) =   ̂ f ( t )cos(o(t—x)d
— CD v;

gent since the absolute value of the integrand d o '1 
the function 1 / ( 0 1 which is integrable over (— o o ,<■ 
as function oi the parameter © this integral is reg 
gent, and hence, if f(x)  is a continuous function 
<p(©) is continuous as well (see Sec. 137). For sr

values of I the integral  ̂/  (0  cos ©„ ( t—x)dt can
—t

being almost equal to the value of the functif 
for © =  ©_, that is,

\  f  (t) COS (0„ (I— x)dl  
- i

The above sum can therefore be rewritten as
CD I CD ^

t £  I /(0 c o s© „ (t—x ) d t = ~  Y

n=I " V - .

.alre

J, oc) s: 
manner i 
roughatd 
•'.ntegmi

In the sum V  cp (©„) A© the quantity Ac :
, t x
I —* oo while, in the lim it, the variable ( 
values of © from 0 to oo. Therefore it is -V
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In the former case we have

f(x) =  ̂  J  cos ©xd© j  cos a>td/ = -^-j cos or sin a ^

By the way, this result shows that
1 for —1 <  x <  1

Y  for x =  ±  1 

0 for x < — I and x >  I 
In the latter case (the odd extension) we obtain

f sinewed© sin© fd t= J s i n s d© 
o o  o

oo
2_ f* cos (ox sin (o _d
7i) <o ~ '

If we take half the sum of Fourier’s integrals written above we 
obtain Fourier’s integral formula for the function equal to f(x) 
for x >  0 and to zero for x  <  0 (Fig. .
262): if yi

p / for * > °F(x) — |  o f o r x < 0

then x

P/ x I P /  sin co . . 1—cos co Fig. 262
f (x)= n J (cosfi»x-s - + s in © x — - — Jd©

0
(2) Let us construct Fourier’s integrals for the function

f(x) =  e~ P* p > 0 ,  x > 0
extended, as in Example 1, in both ways, to the negative half
axis Ox. For the even extension, using Formula 74 of the table 
of integrals at the end of the book, we receive

CO CO 00

f (x) =  y  J  cos ©xd© ̂  e~P' cos ©f dt =  ^ cos ©xd©
o o  o

For the odd extension we use Formula 73 of this table to obtain
ao ao ao

sinaufdw je-*  sin©fd/ =  |- j^ q ^ s in w x d ©  
0 - 0  0 

Since /(0) =  1 the point x =  0 is a point of discontinuity of 
the function • f (x) extended as an odd function. Therefore the 
corresponding Fourier integral is equal to zero but not to f (0) =  1
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for x = 0 , tha t is, to the half-sura of the right-hand and left-hand 
limits of the function at that point. Finally, the function

f rP *  for x >  0 
^  W  =  ( 0 for x  <  0

is representable in the form

0

209*. Fourier Integral in Complex Form. Fourier Transforma
tion. The complex form of Fourier’s integral is completely ana
logous to that of Fourier’s series. By formula (***) of Sec. 205, 
we have

as
/  (x) =  ( [A (co) cos a x ~ B ( a )  sin cox] da 

o
where

C *
yJ(co)=-L J  f  (t)cos<sitdt and B(co)=-^- ^ / ( / ) sinatdt

— ac - s

Replacing cosmx and sin cox in the Fourier integral by their 
expression given by Euler’s formulas we derive

/ w - i
c

&
= t U [ A  (CO)] e?°*+{A (co) -f iB (co)] d®

0
Let us put n[/i(co)— iB (©)] =  F (o). Then, by formulas for j4(coj 
and B{co), v/e can write

~ ac
F(co) =   ̂ f ( t )  (cos a t — isin co f)d /=   ̂ /(f)e~fa,d/ (*)

— ec — s

Furthermore, we have
«c

a  [-4 (co) - f  iB  («)] =  F (co) =  $ i(t)e*-!dt

The function F(co) is originally defined for co>0. If we put, 
by definition, F (—co)=F(co), formula (*) will specify the extended 
function F(co) both for the positive and negative values o? o. 
The substitution of the extended function F(a) into Fourier’s
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integral now yields
CO

0
The integral of the second summand can be written as

to —CD 0

§F(—a)e-'°>xda)= $ F ( t o )  <**xd (—t o )  =  $ F (a) e1™ da 
0 0 - «

Therefore, we lastly obtain
CD

f W e s ' k  I  F(<»)et(0Xda  (**)
— CO

where the function F(<o) is specified by the formula written 
above:

CD

F(a) =  J  /  (0  e-*®* rf* (*)
-1 co

The improper integral in formula (**) is understood in the sense
t

of Cauchy’s principal value, i.e. as the limit lim \ F(a)e{wxda.
/ -> CO

The function F (a) is called the Fourier transform of the func
tion f(x) and, generally speaking, is a complex function of the 
real argument <b. The original function f(x) is Fourier's inverse 
transform of the function F ( a) . 1

Now suppose that the function f  (x) is originally defined in the 
interval [0 , oo) and then extended as an even function and as an 
odd function to the interval (— oo, 0 ). Using the results of Sec. 207, 
we arrive at the following formulas:

CD CD

/  ( x ) = -1  ̂  Fc ( c o )  c o s  cox dx w h e r e  Fe ( c o )  =  2  ^ f (t) c o s  c ot dt 
o o

1 The number n is not involved symmetrically in formulas (•) and (**). We
can represent the coefficient -J -  as • —7̂ =  and attribute one of the2n 2ji Y 2K Y  2n
factors -~ ll. to the function F (o>). Then both formulas will involve the same
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for the former case and
00 «o

f  (x) =  ■— J  Fs (©) sin cox dx where Fs (co) =  2 C f (/) sin od dt 
o o

for the latter case.
The functions Fc (<o) and F,(co) are called, respectively, Fou

rier's cosine transform and Fourier's sine transform of the func
tion f(x).

The passage from a given function to its Fourier transform is 
referred to as Fourier's transformation, the reverse passage being 
termed Fourier's inverse transformation. The theory of Fourier’s 
transformation plays an important role in the solution of many 
problems of the theory of equations of mathematical physics. 
There are extensive tables in which various pairs of mutually 
corresponding functions f (x)  and F(co) are given (e.g. see [14]).

Let us compare the formulas
GO 00

/ (*) =  Tn $ F (co) ef^  d(o, F (<o) =  J  f  ({) e- ‘«  dt
— CO — 00

expressing the Fourier transformation with the complex form of 
Fourier’s series (see Sec. 202). For a function f(x) defined in an 
interval [— /, /] we have

m -  J  £  V '" " '  . V =  T i  1(0 e-'V  i t  where », -  H
nt=-co - /

Thus, when we pass from a finite interval [— /, /] to the infi
nite interval (— oo, oo) the spectral sequence cn is replaced by the 
Fourier transform F (co) (which is also called the spectral function 
of f(x)) and the sum of the expressions cne{,i>nx is replaced by the 
integral of the function F(io)etax. The function |F(co)| is termed 
the amplitude spectrum of the function f(x) and q>(co) =  — argf(co) 
the phase spectrum.

Example. Let us find the Fourier transform, and the amplitude 
and phase spectra for the function

We have

e~at for t >  0 
0 for / <  0,

( a >  0)

eo
F (co) =  J  e~o1e~l,i>t dt 

o

c_<(o+iw) ^  ,
a - f it i) |o ~ ~ a  +  /o)

Consequently,
cp(co) =  — arg F(co) =  arctan
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QUESTIONS

1. What is a trigonometric series? State the problem of expand
ing a function into Fourier’s series.

2. Derive the formulas for the Fourier coefficients of a function 
f{x) defined in the interval [— n, ji].

3. State the sufficient conditions for a function being repre
sentable by its Fourier series.

4. Enumerate the peculiarities of Fourier’s expansions for even 
and odd functions.

5. Derive the formulas for the Fourier coefficients of a function 
f(x) defined in an interval [— /, /].

6. Write down the formulas for the Fourier coefficients of the 
expansions into Fourier’s sine and cosine series of a function 
defined in the interval [0, »].

7*. Write down the complex form of Fourier’s series and the 
formulas for its coefficients.

8. Enumerate the methods for approximate computation of 
Fourier’s coefficients.

9*. What do we call an orthogonal system of functions?
10*. State the problem of expanding a function into a series 

with respect to an orthogonal system of functions. How do we 
find the coefficients of such an expansion?

11*. What is the uniform deviation between two functions? 
What is the mean square deviation?

12*. Explain the minimizing property of the coefficients of 
Fourier’s series.

13*. Prove Bessel’s inequality.
14*. State the definition of convergence in the mean.
15*. Write down Parseval’s relation.
16*. State Lyapunov’s theorem.
17*. What is the Fourier integral?
18*. State sufficient conditions for a function being represen

table as Fourier’s integral.
19*. How is Fourier’s integral for even and for odd functions 

written?
20*. Write Fourier’s integral in complex form.
21*. What is Fourier’s transform of a function? What is Fou

rier’s inverse transform?
22*. State the definitions of Fourier’s cosine and sine trans

forms.
23*. What do we call the amplitude and the phase spectra 

of a function? What is the difference between the spectra of a 
function defined in a finite interval [— I, /] and of a function 
defined in the interval (— oo, oo)?
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In the formulas below a, b, m and n are constant parameters.

/ .  Integrals of Rational Functions

(ax+b)n+1
a ( n + l )1. \ (ax-\-b)ndx

o
from —1

2- J i & “ > l < « + * l + c = A i n c | « + * l

4 r x2( x̂ — *2
J ax+t) ““ 2 a

C where n is an integer different

bx b*
f - 5 -ln (a x+ b )+ C

h

I

dx
x(ax+ b) 

dx

> |„ |£ £ ± i |  +  C

bx 1 b2 In I ax+61 + cx2 (ax+b)

8 " J [ < * * — 2 & l n | a * - f f r | — + C

Q (* </x 1 1 |a x + & l
* J * (ax-}-f>)* 1 “ - ln

f* dx
' J  e V  +

6 (ax +  6)

10

1 1 .  f _ J * L
J f l V -

+62 1 arctan — x +  Ca&
1

6* 2afcrln

6
ax—6 I+ cax-f b

*2, J  a**1 ± b* = ~2a* I a*xl =t 1 +  C 
1 3 .  J x2dx

a4x»+6*
1 4 .  f  -*L*L. =  JLx jl.J u*x*—b* a2 * +

= ‘Z rx— -!lra rc ta n £ x  +  C

2 a3 In lax—6 I 
I ax-f-61 -J-C
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=  -KT7  Inx(a^a +  62)~“ 26a a2xa-b&*+ cM
,c C dx 1 la*** —
1D* J *(a2**—&*) ““  26* m I x*

dx
j  x 3 ( a ’* 1- ) - 6s )

“ •J: *

1
P F ~ - ^ arctan T x + C

' + ^ » ' " f e l | + cI x2 ( a1* 2— 62)  62jc “  26s

/ / .  Integrals of Irrational Functions

19. J ( « + t ) . d x - ! 2 ^ 1 + C , n * - J

20. J  x |/  ax+ b dx =  (3ax— 2b) V (ax +  b)8 +  C

21. | x al/ax+ bdx= = : - ^ ^ - (1 5 o 2x2— 12abx-V8b2)V \a *  +  b)3-\-C

21 }■

j KSf+5

Vax-ffr 3a2

23. ■ dx =  ^ (3a2x2— 4abx +  8b2) V  ax-\-b  -V C

24.

25

» m l ^ - .̂ + c  «  b > o
r  dx ) V^> i T a x + b + V h

- l - a r c U n - j / ^ + c  ii b < 0

• 1
dx

x*V ax+b

V ^~ b

V ^cx + b__a_ r
6x 2b J

■b

dx
2b J x V~ax+T

26. [ ^ H H d x = 2 y r5 5 T H + b f — ^ = ^
J x J x V ax-J-b

27 f  i f y + f t  dx =  — } f a x + b . + ±  [
J X1 * t 2 J

dx
x V ax + b

In Formulas 28-47 it is assumed that a >  0, b >  0.

28. dx •= — In jax+Va2x2± b 2|-\-C1— J
J VoV ± b2

29. f arcsin —-f-C
J Kb2- 02x2 a b

on f xdx
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31 p xd x
•  J ~ V b 2— a?x*+C-a2x2

32' I = ^ \ ™ V * * ± » * » t o \ a x + V l M ± & \ \ + C

33' J  v  r ' - a v  =  5 ?  [ — " V *’- * * ’ + f  arcsin S ]  +  C

34. j ) / a2x2±:b2dx =  -~-[x V J a x + y V x ^ ^ j j - f - C

35. J — a2x2dx =  y  ^ x V b* — a* j^ + —  a rc s in y j- f  C

36. j  x y W  ± b * d x  =  —  V (a 2x2 ±  b2f  - f  C

37. J  x y b 2— a2x2dx =  — —  V (b2— a2x2)> +  C

38. J  x* y  a2x2 ± 6 2 dx =  [cx (2a2x2 ±  b2) V  a2x2 db b2—b4 In | ax-f

- H /f l2x2rfc62 Jj-f-C

39. J x 2y&2— a2x2dx =  -ĝ 5- jax(2a2x2—b2)V b 2— a2x2-f 

-f- 5* arcsin y |  -}- C

I. 6*-rfx = y rfl2x2—fc2-t-fe a rc s in |~ |- fC

40

41

42. j  =  y  b2— q 2 x 2 -f-6 In

1

b—V b ' —oW + c

43. f  ±bi-dx =  — ^ atxZ ± - - +a]nJax - { -V  aix1± b t j-rC

44. =
>2 fly
:-----a arcsin-r-+ C

dx =-= —In

dx
45' ^  J x V a 2x*+ b2 b

45. (5) j

46- I

b-f VaV-fb*

— . = — -  arcsin I — 1-fC
x a2x2—b2 b I ax |

■|+c

dx
y6»—

- = — In
tirx1 b + V b---------1 +  C

i2—a2x2|

47 f ____*  .—
J  x2 V a 2x* ±  b2 b2x
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**V 6*— oV Px
dx__________ y  b*—0*3? , p

49. J  y ~ ^ ± d x = V ( a  + x) (b + x)+ (a -b )  In

52. \ Y  y—^ ^ = — K 1 — x*-f a rcsin e -fC

r
55. $x*(oxB-f&)* ix  where m, n, r  and s(s >  1) are integers.

If ® ±i is an integer the substitution ax*-\-b =  us is used and 
n

if HLkL+JL is an integer the substitution a-rbx~n =  u*.
P.L. Chebyshev proved tha t in all the other cases the integral 
is inexpressible in elementary functions.

I l l . Integrals of Transcendental Functions

55. \ x ”ex dx=e*[xn— 1)*"-*— . . .  +  (— 1)"*!]+C 

where n is a positive integer.
57. $(lnx)Bdx=x[(ln ;e)B—ftflnx)"-1+ n ( n — l)(lnx)B*1— • •• +

- f ( - l ) Bn l R C
where n is a positive integer.

58. j i Mn- t d*— - ^ - I n s — n # — 1

59. f i ^ d v = ( I n x )B+1 j-C, Hr   l
71 * f“ I
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63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

f  cos mx cos nx dx =  x -j- s C>J 2(m—n) * 2(m-fn) 1 * ^

J  sin^jrcos" x d x = —

f 5 i n - ' - ^ c o s » ^ * = . l i ^ ^ i 2 ! n £ +'rc-f-Tzj /Ti-j-n ‘
n_I p

4- —v - - \ sin°jrcosn~*xdx, m^=— n
r  dx 
J sinc x cos"x

________ I_______ . mj-n—2 P dx y .
*/n—1 sin *,-1 xcosB- 1x ‘ m—1 J  sinra- 1xcosnr  1 tm 'r~

_I________ 1________ , m ~ n —2 f _____ dr_____.
a —1 sinc - 1rco3l,' I r  * n—I j  sin^x <znr—*x ,0* Ti‘*~x

^  tan"xdx  =  ~ - ~ - ~ ^  tan’,~i xdx, n*£-\

^ xns inxdx  = — x nc o sx -rn  ^ x " '1 cos xdx  

^ xn cos x d x = x n sm x — n ^ x n~1sin xd x

, „ f e p a rc ta n ( / H I U n T ) - C « “• > » ’
r  d r  
) a  + bcCOS X

y~s*~c In
V'ft1—flU an|--}-c-f6

V 6*—a1 lan-^-—a—6
■fC if

70. J  a -r  6 sin*  ̂̂

2 q tan—4-6
arctan — i-C if a* > 5 ‘

y"6*—c* In

Ka1—6* 
a tan | - 4 -6—

a tan
i-C  if fl’ Cfc1

71.

72.

73.

74.

dr
cos x-^-b sin x y  cP+b* In

a ta n |— 64-T/ fln p6?

a t z n - j—b— V a '+ Pi

f 3 W O T 7 = ^ arcta"(ilF ) + C
P . , , eax(asin6x—6cos6x) , n
\ eBXs i n b x d x = — -— TjruS*-------- >C
C __ r j  e** (b sin bx+  & cos bx) . n  J  e**cosbxdx= —   4-C
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75. $ « ~ s in " x d x =  ^

+ {F T ^ S caXs*m"" lx d x
76. j e - c o s - s d x -  e ^ c o s n - ^ + n ^ ^  ^  

+ jj e°x cos'1 ~ 2 x dx

77. J arcsin x dx  =  x  arcsin  x -\- V  ̂— x* -V C

78. C arctan xdx =  x arctarv x — 4- \u  -V -V C

79. J x  arcsin x  d x  =  ^  arcsin x -V ^
C f x* \ \  xVT80. \ x  arccos x dx =  I ^  \  arccos x - - - - j

xV*\— X”1

■•VC

81. J x arctan x d x = -(kx4-V\')atcVaT\x—^-VC
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63.

64. J  sinm x cos'1 x d x = ' sinin- 1xcosn+1x
m + n  *

m — I f  . m . „ j  sin r,+1xcosn~ 1x— — \ sinm 2 XCOSnxdx  --m-\-n J 
n — 1

m-j-n
sinm;rcosn~* xdx, —rt

dx65. i sinCT x  cosn x 
/  1

m — 1 sin m
1_________. m+n—2 P dx f

-* x cosn- 1x~'~ m— l J  sinB,-*xcos'Ix
1_________ 1_________. m-j-n—2 C_____ dx_____ .

n — 1 sinm -1xcosn~1x it— 1 J  sinmxcosn - *x

66.
67.

68.

69.

J tan n x d x  =  ta”l . f ~—^tan”- , *dx, n ^ l

J* ” sinxd;e =  —*n c o s£ + /i^x n -lcosx<iJc 

 ̂^nc o s j ;^  =  xns in * — n J xn~1sinxdx  

2

I
dx

a +  b cos x

/a *

1
y  &*—a*

= a r c t a n ( y ^ ta n |)  + C if a’>fc»

-}-C if a* <6*In
V 6*—a2 tan y+a-f 6
y f>*—a* tan y —a—6

70 f  —  =  
/ u * J  a+ fcs in x

a ta n y + 6
arctan - r r -  ■ — f-C if c* >6*

y  a*—62 

1
y&*—a* In

y  a1—6* 
atan|-+6—
a tan y - f -6 - f  y&1—aJ

+  C if

71.

72.

73.

74.

a c o s* + & sin x  y  a*+&*

atan-̂ —f>+Vra,-f-6*
a tan y —f>— y  a -̂f-fr1I

i ^ E u f p s ? 7 = i arclan ( £ ir f ) + c

I 
I

+ c

- . e0* (a sin — b cos fot) ,
e« * sin fo d x = ---------- q ^ ---------- rC

. . eax (b sin bx-4- a cos bx) , neaXcosbxdx=— 1— -q^i---------rC
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Commensurable and incommensurable 

frequencies 725 
Common (decimal) logarithms 60 
Commutativity property of an absolutely 

convergent series 677 
Comparison

of infinitesimals 109ff 
of infinitely large magnitudes 114ff 
tests for convergence of a series 666 

Complete elliptic integrals of the 1st 
and 2nd kinds 353 

Complex
amplitudes, method of 618f 
exponential function 242, 718 
function of a real argument 241 
number 237ff 
plane 238 

Composite function 33 
Conditionally convergent series 677 
Conjugate complex number 239 
Constant of variation 44 
Constraint 421 
Continuity 98ff, 232 
Contour lines 369 
Convection 561
Convective term (convective derivative) 

561
Convergence in the mean 752 
Coordinate 

line 442 
surface 465 

Coordinates
curvilinear 451 
cylindrical 465 
spherical 466f 

Coulomb’s law 508 
Coupling equation 421 
Cubical parabola 52 
Curvature 222 

average 221 
centre of 224 
circle of 224 
radius of 224, 236 
of a space curve 236

Curve
adiabatic 512 
concave 199 
convex 198
osculating plane of 237 
piecewise smooth 487, 731 
principal normal of 236 
rectifiable 352 
simple 371, 490 
smooth 220, 227, 351, 487 

Curvilinear
coordinates 235, 451 
sector 346 
trapezoid 291 

Cusp locus 591 
Cut-and-try method 250f 
Cycle 510 
Cycloid 146 
Cylindroid 437

D’Alembert’s test 668f 
Damped oscillations 628f 
Decomposition of a rational fraction 

into partial fractions 276ff 
Definite integral 298

differentiation with respect to the 
upper limit of integration of 312ff 

estimation of 306f, 308f 
general scheme for application of 

358ff
geometrical meaning of 305f 
integration by change of variable 

(by substitution) in 3l9f 
integration by parts in 318f 
Interchanging limits in 302f 
sign of 304
simplest properties of 300ff 
splitting Interval of integration of 

303f
theorem on existence of 300 

De Moivre’s formula 239 
Density 120, 457 
Dependent variable 26 
Derivative^) 123

of basic elementary functions I34ff 
of complex function 241 
of composite function 131, 400f 
convective 561
of elementary functions !39ff 
geometrical meaning in Cartesian 

coordinates of 125' 
geometrical meaning In polar coor

dinates of 153 
of higher orders 167 
of- implicit function 141f 
of inverse function 133 
left-hand 162



Subject indexm

logarithmic 141 
cne-rided 1621 
of paver function 124 
partial 276, 3305 

explicit 402
geometrical meaning of 373 
of higher order 3305 
mixed 391 
total 402 

right-hand 163 
g5 vector function 333 

Diameter of a domain 438 
DJfierentiable function 160, 383f 
Differential 156

application to approximate calcu
lations of 1635 

of arc length 220 
of composite function 158 
of higher order 392i 
invariance of 153 
of the nth order 171, 392f 
partial 379, 392f 
properties of 157i 
total 382, 3855 

Differential equationfs) 564
approximate integration of 5835 
v1th constant coefficients 6075, 

6115, 6445 
direction field of 582 
exact 581
of the first order 564 
fundamental system of solution of 

624, 643, 6o5 
general integral of 558, 577 
general solution of 556 
of higher orders 6fr2f 
homogeneous 575 
homogeneous linear 603, 622 
integral curve of 567 
integrable by quadratures 569 
isocline of 582 
linear 576, 603n, 6225, 6255 
nonhomogsneous linear 603, 622 
numerical integration of 554f 
order of 602 
ordinary 565 
partial 555
particular solution of 566 
of the second order 592 
singular' point of 585, 604 
singular solution of 588 
system of 6355 

in normal form 636 
vnlh variable separable 5555 

Dinerentlation 125
of basic elementary functions 1345 
basic formulas of" 129

v* iunciion 13j
c c r a s t r a  vitfc arittessfe! 

rations of 1275
of elementary function: 1335 
graphical J51f
of implicit functions I4If, 4071 
of Inverse function 133 
parametric 147, 169; 
rules 139

Direct variation 44 
Directional derivative 429 
Diri chiefs

condition 731 
integral 240 

Discontinuity 101
of the first kind lOIf 
infinite 101 
removable 102 
of the second kind 103 

Domain 370, 375 
boundary of 371 
bounded 271 
closed 371 
connected 371
of definition of a function 26, 365 
of integration 439 
multiply connected 372 
open 270
simply connected 371, 565 
starlike (star-shaped) 454. 555 
unbounded 371 

Dominant series 680 
Dominated series 630 
Double integral 429 

a op Heat ions of 4575 
change of variables in 45'd 
existence theorem for 4̂40 
in polar coordinates 4525 
properties of 4405 
reduction to an iterated integral cf

445

igenvalue 655 
i gen vector 655 
lament of area

in Cartesian coordinates 442 
in omv'ilir/ear cocrdLcatec 451 
in polar cyyrdinates 453 

lament of integration 2oI, 
lament volume

In Cartesian cryyrdinzt.es 452 
in cylindrical coordinates 45o 
in spherical cccrdinzit: 48s 

ntropy 51J
rrrelope 582 n .
quatiM of state (in tb»nr.^/n2r

509

<25

:=)
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Equlpotcntlal surface 427 
Equivalent

(asymptotically) infinitely large 
magnitudes 114 

Infinitesimals 110 
Error 24f
Euler-Poisson integral 327, 456 
Euler’s

formula 242, 244, 718 
integral of the first kind (beta fun* 

ction) 480 
Integral of the second kind (gamma 

function) 478 
method for approximate solution 

of differential equations 583f 
Even function 38 
Evolvent (involute) 224f 
Evolutc 224
Exciting (disturbing) force 627 
Existence and uniqueness theorem for 

solutions of differential equations 566, 
594, 639

Exponential form of a complex number 
243

Exponential function 57, 242, 7J8 
Extremum 185, 415 

absolute 185 
conditional 420
necessary conditions for 186, 415 
non-strict 45, 185 
relative 185 
strict 185
sufficient conditions for 187, 194, 

418
unconditional 420

Fermat’s theorem 175
Ferrari’s solution of the quartlc 248
Field

electromagnetic 554ff 
electrostatic 508f 
of force 482, 504 

intensity of 482 
potential 507 
potential function of 507 
work of 482ff, 507 

of gravitation 607f 
of linear velocities 534 
magnetic, generated by an electric 

current 657ff 
nonstatfonary 559ff 
plane 428, 431 
scalar 427 

directional derivative of 429 
gradient of 431 
level line of 428

level surface of 427 
stationary 427, 480, 504, 533 
vector 427, 480, 516, 533ff 

circulation of 543 
divergence of 539ff 
flux across a surface of 537 
harmonic 553 
homogeneous 534 
irrotationol 551 
plane 634, 536 
potential 550 
potential function of 550 
rotation (curl) of 546 

sink of 538f 
solenoidal 551 
source of 538f 
stationary 533 
tube of 552 
vector line of 535 
vector-potential of 553 

Fluid 
flow 

plane 534 
stationary 515ff 
stream line of 535 

flux across a surface of 516ff, 537 
pressure on the wall of the vessel 3631 

Focal point of a differential equation 588 
Force

disturbing (exciting) 627 
clastic 628 
resisting 627 
restoring 627 

Forced oscillations 628, 630fT 
Fourier’s

coefficients 730, 748 
generalized 748 
minimizing property of 751 
with respect to on orthonormal 

system of functions 748 
cosine series 734 
cosine transform 760 
integral 755 

in complex form 258fi 
for even and odd functions 756ff 

Integral formula 755 
fnverse transform 759 
polynomial 732 
series 730, 748 

In complex form 740ff 
of an even Junction 732 
expansion theorem for a function 

Into 731
of a function with arbitrary period 

733f 
generalized 748 
naif-range (incomplete) 734



776 Subject Index

of an odd function 733 
with respect to an orthonormal 

system of functions 
sine series 734 
sine transform 760 
transform 759 
transformation 760 

Free (natural) oscillations 628 
Frequency 62 
Functions) 26

absolutely integrable (summable) 
754

algebraic 35f, 38 
analytical 717 
basic elementary 32 
bounded 82f 
composite 33 
continuous 98
of a continuous argument 27 
decreasing 40 
derivative of 123 
defTerentiable 160, 382 
domain of definition of 26 
elementary 33f 
entire rational 35 
even 38 
explicit 36 
exponential 57 

reatest value of 41 
armonic 554 

hyperbolic 67 
implicit 36 
increasing 40 
infinite-valued 65 
of an integral argument 27 
inverse 51
inverse hyperbolic 69f 
inverse trigonometric 64 
least value of 41 
limit of 72, 75 
linear 44
linear-fractional 49 
logarithmic 58
methods of representing of 28ff, 

366fif 
monotone 41 
multiple-valued 37, 51 
nonelementary 35 
odd 39 
periodic 39 
piecewise smooth 730 
point of discontinuity of 100 
power 55 
quadratic 27, 46 
rate of change of 123 
of several variables 375fi 

conditional extremum of 420ff

reconstruction from the total 
differential of 397ff 

smooth 730
stationary point of 188 
transcendental 36 
trigonometric (circular) 60 
of two variables 365f 

continuity of 373 
determining the greatest and the 

least values of 4191 
extremum of 415f 
implicit 367 
level line of 369 
limit of 372
method of representing of 366ff 
partial derivative of 376 
points of discontinuity of 374 
reconstruction from trie total 

differential of 393ff 
vector 230 

Functional 300
Functional determinant (Jacobian) 451 
Functional relationship 17 
Functional series 678 
Fundamental system of solutions 642, 

643, 655

Gamma function (Euler's Integral of 
the second kind) 478 

Gauss-Ostrogradsky theorem (formula) 
531
In vector form 540 

Gauss' theorem (in electrostatics) 556 
General scheme for investigating the 

graph of a function 216ff 
Geodesic 230 
Geometrical series 661 
Graph

of a function 30, 367 
of motion 118 

Graphical
differentiation 161f 
integration 329ff
representation of functions 30, 367 

Greatest value of a function 41, 195, 419 
Green’s formula (theorem) 419f

Half-life of a radioactive substance 572 
Half-plane 371 
Half-space 505
Hamiltonian operator (or nabla cr del) 

547
repeated operations with 549f 

Harmonic
analysis 63



Subject index 777

compound 64 
functions 554 
simple 63, 724 
vibration 62 

Heat capacity 121, 510f 
Hodograph 231, 241 
Hooke's law 35, 628 
Horizontal 370 
Hyperbola of order p 56 
Hyperbolic functions 67, 719 
Hyperbolic substitution 274f

Ideal (perfect) gas 510 
Imaginary axis 238 
Implicit function 36, 367, 405

theorem on the existence of 405, 407 
Improper integral 332

dependent on a parameter 476 
regularly convergent 476 

Infinite 332 
absolutely convergent 339 
comparison test for 336 
conditionally convergent 340 
convergent 332 
divergent 332 

of a function with infinite disconti
nuity 340ff 
convergent 341 
divergent 341 

tests for convergence of 335ff 
Inclusion relation 22 
Increment 45, 379, 381 
Indefinite integrals) 261 

basic table of 262 
integration by change of variable 

(by substitution) in 272f 
integration by parts in 269 

Indefinite integration 261
in elementary functions 290 
of irrational functions 282ff 
of rational functions 275f 
simplest rules for 263ff 
of trigonometric functions 284f 

Independent variable 26 
Indeterminate forms 209 
Infinite integral 332 
Infinitely large magnitude 80 
Infinitesimal 84 
Infinite*valued function 65 
Initial condition(s) 566, 594, 602 
Initial phase of a harmonic vibration 

62, 629 
Integral

definite 298
dependent on a parameter 471f 

improper 476ff

double 439 
improper 332 
indefinite 261 
line 484ff 
surface 518 
triple 549 

Integral curve 261, 331, 567 
Integral sum 297, 439, 460, 484, 512, 518 

limit of 297 
Integrand 261, 298, 439 
Integraph 331 
Interior point 370 
Intermediate variable 33 
Interval 21

of integration 298 
Invariance of the form of the first diffe

rential 158, 403ff 
Inverse

function 51
hyperbolic functions 69f 
trigonometric functions 64 
variation 48 

Irrational equation 248 
Irrational numbers 20 
Isobar 370 
Isocline 582 
Isotherm 370
Iterated (repeated) integral 445 
Iteration method 255

Jacobian (functional determinant) 451

Lagrange's
form ol the remainder of a power 

series 696 
method of variation of arbitrary 

constants 619ff 
multipliers 423, 425 
theorem of finite increments 179 

Laplace's
equation 554
function (probability Integral) 579, 

712
Laplacian operator 549f
Least value of a function 41, 195, 419
Leibniz’

rule for differentiating a product 171 
rule for differentiating an integral 

with respect to a parameter 396, 
474, 475

test for convergence of an alterna
ting series 674 

Level line 369 
Level surface 427 
L'Hospital’s rule 204



778 Subject index

LImitfs)
of a function 72, 75, 231
of the function as x~*0 94 x
general rules for finding 85ff 
of Integration 298 
one-sided 101 
of a sequence 78 
of the sequence

^ l-f-* j^  as n —► oo 90

Limiting error 24f 
Linear

combination 45, 604, 622 
differential equation 576, 603ff, 

622ff, 625ff 
function 44 

Linear-fractional function 49 
Linearly dependent and Independent 

systems of functions 622, 654 
Line Integral 484

applications of 507ff 
over a closed curve 490f 
evaluation of .485ff, 513 
of the first type 484, 512 
path-independence of 494ff, 505 
with respect to arc length 484, 512f 
with respect to coordinates 484, 504 
of the second type 484, 504 
over a space curve 603ff 

Line of force 535 
Lobachevsky’s method 255 
Logarithmic 

curve 58 
decrement 630 
differentiation 140ff 
function 58 

Lyapunov's theorem 762

Maclaurln’s series 700
expanding functions into 699ff 

Magnitude 16 
Mapping 51, 452 

many-to-one 51 
one-to-one 51 

Mass
of a material line 295f 
of a nonhomogeneous body 4591 
of a plate 4571 

Mathematical analysis 15 
Matrix form of a linear system of diffe

rential equations 652ff 
coefficient matrix of 653 

Maximum of a function 181, 194 
Maxwell’s equations 561

Mean
square deviation 750 
value of a function 310, 442 
value theorem 309, 442 

Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation 380, 510 
Method

of chords 251ff 
combined 254f 
of complex amplitudes 6181 
cut-and-try 250 
Euler’s 583f 
iteration 255
of Lagrange’s multipliers 423, 425 
of least sguares 750 
Lobachevsky's 255 
operational 635 
oi parallel sections 368f 
of tangents 263f 
of undetermined coefficients 612ff 

Minimum of a function 185, 194 
MOblus strip 521
Modulus of a complex number 238 
Moment of Inertia 459, 469 
Monotonicity 41, 181 ff

Nabla (or del or Hamiltonian operator) 
547 

Natural
(free) vibration 628 
frequency 627, 629 
n-dlmenslonal space 376, 642 
(Napierian) logarithms 60, 113 
numbers 19 

Neighbourhood of a point 21, 370, 3751 
Newion-Leibnlz theorem (formula)

314, 502, 506 
Nodal point of a differential equation 

587
Non-elementary function 35 
Normal

to a curve 148, 236 
to a surface 410 

Normal plane to a curve 226 
Number e 98 
Number scale 19
Numerical methods of integration oi 

differential equations 4841

Odd function 39
One-parameter family of curves, en
velope of 689ff 

One-to-one
correspondence 20, 51 
mapping 51 

Operational calculus 627



Subject index 779

Operations on continuous functions 103ff 
Orders

of infinitesimals 109, 112 
of infinitely large magnitudes 114 

Orthogonal system of functions 746 
Orthonormal system of functions 747 
Osculating plane 237

Parabola of order a  56 
Parametric 

equations 
of a curve 143 
of a cycloid 147 
of an ellipse 142 

representation of a function 143 
Parsevars relation 752 
Partial derivative 376 
Partial differential 379 
Particular solution of a differential 

equation 556 
Partition of a domain 438 

fineness of 439 
Passing to limit in inequalities 92f 
Path of integration 485 
Path length, determination of 295f 
Period

of a function 39 
primitive 40, 725 
of oscillations 62 

Periodic function 39 
Phase

plane 639 
space 642 
spectrum 742, 760 
trajectory 640 
of vibrations 62, 629 

Plane layer 505 
Planimeter 331
Point-by-point plotting of graphs 42 
Point

of conditional extremum 420 
of discontinuity lOlf, 347 
of inflection 200 
of maximum 184, 415 
of minimum 185, 415 

Point function 427 
Poisson’s equation 557 
Polynomial 35 
Poly tropic curves 57 
Potential of the force of attraction 35 
Power function 55 
Power series 684
Practical harmonic analysts (or wave 

analysis or Fourier analysis) 742ff 
Primitive 258, 502, 506 
Principal normal 236

Pro ducts
of inertia 459, 470 

Properties of continuous functions 107ff 
p series

Quadratic function 27, 46 
Qubical parabola 52

Radioactive decay 571f
Radius of convergence 687, 717
Radius of curvature 224
Rate of change of a function 1211
Rational

equation 248 
fraction 

partial 276 
proper 276 

numbers 19 
Reaction rate 121 
Real axis 238 
Real numbers 19 
Rectangle rule 324 
Rectification of a curve 352 
Recurrence formulas 281, 287, 319, 659 
Regularly convergent 

functional series 680 
improper integral 476 

Relative error 25 
Removable singularity 102 
Resistance coefficient 627 
Resisting force 627 
Resonance 63 Iff 

curve 633 
Restoring force 627 
Riccati’s differential equation 582 
Right-hand screw rule (Ampere’s rule) 

558
Rolle’s theorem 176
Root (zero) of a function 38
Rotation (curl) of a vector (field) 546

Saddle point of a differential equation 
587

Screw line 228 
Secular term 634 
Semicublcal parabola 56 
Sequence 78 

bounded 95 
Series

Fourier’s 730 
functional 678 

continuity of the sum of 682 
domain of convergence of 678 
point of convergence of 678



778 Subfcct index

Lfmltfs)
of a function 72, 75, 231
of the function as x->0 94 x
general rules for finding 85ff 
of Integration 298 
one-sided 101 
of a sequence 78 
of the sequence

^ 1 +  as rt oo 90

Limiting error 24f 
Linear

combination 45, 604, 622 
differential equation 576, 603ff, 

622ff, 625ff 
function 44 

Linear-fractional function 49 
Linearly dependent and Independent 

systems of functions 622, 654 
Line Integral 484

applications of 507ff 
over a closed curve 490f 
evaluation of 485ff, 513 
of the first type 484, 512 
path-independence of 494ff, 505 
with respect to arc length 484, 512f 
with respect to coordinates 484, 504 
of the second type 484, 504 
over a space curve 503ff 

Line of force 535 
Lobachevsky's method 255 
Logarithmic 

curve 58 
decrement 630 
differentiation 140ff 
function 58 

Lyapunov’s theorem 752

Maclaurln’s series 700
expanding functions Into 6991! 

Magnitude 16 
Mapping 51, 452 

many-to-one 51 
one-to-one 51 

Mass
of a material line 295f
of a nonhomogeneous body 459f
of a plate 457?

Mathematical analysis 15 
Matrix form of a linear system of diffe

rential equations 652ff 
coefficient matrix of 653 

Maximum of a function 181, 194 
Maxwell’s equations 561

Mean
square deviation 750 
value of a function 310, 442 
value theorem 309, .442 

Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation 380, 510 
Method

of chords 251ff 
combined 254f 
of complex amplitudes 6181 
cut-and-try 250 
Euler’s 583f 
iteration 255
of Lagrange’s multipliers 423, 425 
of least squares 760 
Lobachevsky's 255 
operational 635 
oi parallel sections 368f 
of tangents 253f 
of undetermined coefficients 6I2ff 

Minimum of a function 185, 194 
M6blus strip 521
Modulus of a complex number 238 
Moment of Inertia 459, 469 
Monotonicity 41, 181ff

Nabla (or del or Hamiltonian operator) 
547 

Natural
(free) vibration 628 
frequency 627, 629 
n-dlmensional space 376, 642 
(Napierian) logarithms 60, 113 
numbers 19 

Neighbourhood of a point 21, 370, 3751 
Newton-Leibniz theorem (formula)

314, 502, 506 
Nodal point of a differential equation 

587
Non-elementary function 35 
Normal

to a curve 148, 236 
to a surface 410 

Normal plane to a curve 226 
Number e 98 
Number scale 19
Numerical methods of Integration ox 

differential equations 484f

Odd function 39
)ne-parameter family of curves, en
velope of 689ff 

One-to-one
correspondence 20, ol 
mapping 51 

Operational calculus 627



Subject index 779

Operations on continuous functions 103ff 
Orders

of infinitesimals 109, 112 
of infinitely large m agnitudes 114 

Orthogonal system  of functions 746 
Orthonormal system  of functions 747 
O sculating plane 237

Parabola of order a  56 
Parametric 

equations 
of a curve 143 
of a cycloid 147 
of an ellipse 142 

representation of a function 143 
ParsevaVs relation 752 
Partial derivative 376 
Partial differential 379 
Particular solution of a differential 

equation 666 
Partition of a domain 438 

fineness of 439 
Passing to limit in inequalities 92f 
Path of Integration 485 
Path length, determination of 295f 
Period

of a function 39 
primitive 40, 725 
of oscillations 62 

Periodic function 39 
Phase

plane 639 
space 642 
spectrum 742, 760 
trajectory 640 
of vibrations 62, 629 

Plane layer 505 
Planimeter 331
Point-by-point plotting of graphs 42 
Point

of conditional extremum 420 
of discontinuity lOlf, 347 
of inflection 200 
of maximum 164, 415 
of minimum 185, 415 

Point function 427 
Poisson's equation 557 
Polynomial 35 
Polytropic curves 57 
Potential of the force of attraction 35 
Power function 55 
Power series 684
Practical harmonic analysis (or wave 

analysis or Fourier analysis) 742ff 
Primitive 258, 502, 506 
Principal normal 236

Products
of inertia 459, 470 

Properties of continuous functions 107S 
p series

Quadratic function 27, 46 
Qubical parabola 52

Radioactive decay 571f
Radius of convergence 687, 717
Radius of curvature 224
Rate of change of a function 12If
Rational

equation 248 
fraction 

partial 276 
proper 276 

numbers 19 
Reaction rate 121 
Real axis 238 
Real numbers 19 
Rectangle rule 324 
Rectification of a curve 352 
Recurrence formulas 281, 287, 319, 659 
Regularly convergent 

functional series 680 
improper integral 476 

Relative error 25 
Removable singularity 102 
Resistance coefficient 627 
Resisting force 627 
Resonance 63 Iff 

curve 633 
Restoring force 627 
Riccati's differential equation 582 
Right-hand screw rule (Ampere’s rule) 

558
Rolle’s theorem 176
Root (zero) of a function 38
Rotation (curl) of a vector (field) 546

Saddle point of a differential equation 
587

Screw line 226 
Secular term 634 
Semicublcal parabola 56 
Sequence 78 

bounded 95 
Series

Fourier’s 730 
functional 678 

continuity of the sum of 682 
domain of convergence of 678 
point of convergence of 678



780 Subject index

permanently convergent 686 
regularly convergent 680 
termwise Integration and diffe

rentiation of 682f 
uniformly convergent 681 

general term of 659 
numerical 659 

absolutely convergent 677, 716 
alternating 674
with arbitrary terms, test for 

convergence of 676ff 
Cauchy’s integral test for con

vergence of 671 
Cauchy’s root test for convergence 

of 670 
with complex terms 716 
conditionally convergent 677 
convergent 660
D’Alembert’s test for convergence 

of 668 
divergent 660 
general term of 659 
harmonic 664
necessary condition for conver

gence of 664 
partial sum of 660 
positive 665 

divergent to -fco 666 
test for convergence of 665ff, 670ff 

power 684 
binomial 702
circle of convergence of 717 
coefficients of 684 
In complex argument 7!6ff 
expansion of functions Into 691 ff, 

694 f, 699ff 
Interval of convergence of 687 
Maclaqrln’s 700 
properties of 6891T 
radius of convergence of 687, 717 
Taylor’s 693 
In two variables 719ff 

remainder of 662 
sum of 660 
trigonometric 726 

Signum function 74 
Simple harmonic 63, 724 
Simpson's rule 327 
Sine Integral 712 
Singular point

of a curve 226
of a differential equation 585, 641 
of a surface 410 

Spectral
function 760 
sequence 741, 760 

Spectrum

amplitude 742, 760 
continuous 756 
discrete 755 
phase 742, 760 

Spring constant 628 
Stability theory 641 
Static moment 355, 458 
Stationary point 188, 416 
Stiffness factor 628

s formula 115
oioKes

law 599
theorem (formula) 505, 523, 546 

Stream line (flow line) 535 
Strip 371
Sufficient condition for differentiability 

of a function 384 
Superposition of simple harmonics 64, 

724 
Surface

normal to 410 
one-sided 521 
smooth 522 
two-sided 520 

Surface Integral 518
over a closed surface 52If 
evaluation of 522ff 
of the first tvpe 526 
properties of 519ff 
of the second type 526 

System of differential equations 635ff 
autonomous 640
geometrical, mechanical and hyd 

rodynamical interpretation of 
solutions of 639ff, 642 

linear 642ff 
rest point of 641 
singular point of 641 
for vector lines 536

Tabular representation of functions 28 
Tangent plane to a surface 336 
Tangent to a curve 125, 148, 225 
Taylor’s

coefficient 693 
formula 694f 

applications of 705ff 
Lagrange's form of the remainder 

of 696, 698 
remainder of 694, 720 

polynomial 694 
series 693, 720 

expanding functions Into 699ff 
Terminal velocity of fall 600 
Test(s)

for convergence of a series 676



Subject index 781

for convexity and concavity of a 
curve 200f 

for determination of points of 
inflection 201 ff 

for existence of the limit of sequence 
95

for extremum 186ff 
for monotonicity 18Iff 

Theory of probability 115, 219 
Thermal capacity 510f 
Thermodynamical diagram 510 
Thermodynamics, problems of 509ff 
Three-leafed rose, area of 347f 
Time derivative

explicit partial 560 
total (particle) 561 

Toricelli’s law 573 
Torus (anchor ring) 350 
Total differential 382 

application of 388fT 
geometrical interpretation of 386ff 
integration of 50Iff 

Trajectory
of motion 118
of a system of differential equations 

639
Transcendental equation 248 
Transcendental functions 36 
Transient process 634 
Trapezoid formula 324 
Trigonometric

form of a complex number 239 
functions 60, 719 
series 726 • 
substitution 274f 

Triple integral 459ff 
applications of 468ff 
in Cartesian coordinates 461 ff 
in cylindrical coordinates 465f 
evaluation of 46Iff 
in spherical coordinates 466 

Twelve-ordinate scheme 744

Uniform deviation of functions 749 
Uniformly convergent functional series 
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